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FOREWORD TO THE 1978 EDITION 

In 1962 the Bernice P. Bishop Museum published Sites of Oahu in fifty sets of 

eleven mimeographed loose-leaf notebooks. These sets were distributed to various 

libraries through the University of Hawaii Committee on Language and Culture (now the 

(' Committee for the Preservation and Study of Hawaiian Language, Art, and Culture). 

It. 
:L 
" [ I ,L , 

I fl 
. l _~! 

During the past sixteen years the notebooks have deteriorated from constant use, and 

we have had many requests, particularly from the State Department of Education, to 

reprint the material in a format that could be distributed more widely. 

In 1977 a grant from the Hawaii Bicentennial Commission allowed us to undertake 

preparation of the original material for republication, and we gratefully acknowledge 

that support. 

The material presented here is essentially the same as that published in 1962; 

the original notebook pages have been laid out in a two-column format and photograph

ically reduced to facilitate publication in one volume. Spellings of place names are 

used without diacritical markings, except as used in the original source material; for 

proper usage of macrons, hyphens, and glottal stops, the reader is referred to Place 

Names of Hawaii, by Mary Kawena Pukui, Samuel H. Elbert, and Esther T. Mookini (Univer

sity of Hawaii Press, 1974). References have been made to published works that were 

in manuscript form during the time of the original research. Information on archaeo

logical sites located between 1959 and 1975 has been added, and references are given to 

Bishop Museum publications concerning these sites. The district maps, however, are 

included as originally published in the 1962 edition. 

We would like to thank Dorothy B. Barr~re, Mary Judd, and Catherine C. Summers 

for their work on the revisions, Janet Gordon for designing the layout, and Carla 

Kishinami for her patient and careful work in pasting up the material in its present 

format and revising the index. 

lVi th aloha, we dedicate this book to the memory of Elspeth P. Sterling. 

Honolulu 
October 1978 

Yosihiko H. Sinoto 
Department of Anthropology 

Barbara Hunt 
Department of Education 
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FOREWORD TO THE 1962 EDITION 

The following compilation was made in order to record as much information 
as possilile of a pre-European nature pertaining to archaeological sites on the 
island of oahu; to bring the material together in one place in order that it 
might be better preserved; and to nake the information readily available to those 
interested in the study and preservation of these sites. It is hoped that this 
work will inspire those with further knowledge to contriliute their information, 
so that it, too, may be recorded before it is lost forever. 

In addition to the locating of archaeological sites, the material consists 
of history, tradition, legends, place names, and land descriptions because of the 
great importance of these things to the Hawaiian in his way of life and because 
of the close relationship to the sites in general. 

The notes were gathered from published and unpublished sources, and from 
informants. They are presented in loose-leaf fonn to facilitate the entering of 
any additional material that may be found. No effort was made to edit the material. 
It has been recorded exactly as it was found. 

The material was collected and organized by t:M::> people: Elspeth P. 
Sterling worked on the districts of Ewa, Waianae, Waialua, and Wahiawa; and 
Catherine C. Surrmers on the districts of Koolauloa, Koolaupoko, and Kona. (Hono
lulu District has been called by its fonrer nane, Kona District, in order to avoid 
confusion with Honolulu as the narre of the city.) No information is given for 
Waikiki or nakai of Beretania Street because this area should be the subject of 
a separate study. 

J. Gilbert M::Allister's Archaeolon of oahu was used as a basis for the 
conpilation. The survey for his book, which is nOll out of print, * was made in 
1930. The base map used for the district maps is the United States Department of 
the Interior Geological Survey Topographic Map of the Island of Oahu, edition of 
1938, reprint 1942. 

Alice Spalding Bowen, chairman of the Historic Sites Comnittee of the 
Territo:ry of Hawaii, provided the initial interest which started us on this project; 
and Dr. Alexander Spoehr, forrrerly Director of Bishop Museum, gave us his personal 
encouragerrent to complete it. 

Eleanor S. Anderson, who gave so generously of her time, did the typing of 
the manuscript and its mimeographing. 

Mary Kawena Pukui did the majority of the Hawaiian translations. She has 
been of invaluable help to us by answering our questions and giving us additional 
information. 

Financial aid to the project was given by the Comnittee on Hawaiian Language 
and Culture, whose rre.mbers were: the Reverend Father John H. M::Donald, Kenneth P. 
Enory, Flora K. Hayes, William Kea, Thomas Nickerson, Janes H. Shoenaker, and 
Barbara B. Smith. 

For valuable assistance rendered, we wish to thank George Awana of the 
Commissioner of Public Lands office; Janes Dunn of the State Survey office; Bernice 
Judd, forrrerly lilirarian of the Hawaiian Mission Children's Society; Fred Schneider 
of Honolulu Paper Canpany, Ltd.; Elizabeth S. Boynton; Victoria Holt; Barbara H. 
Thomson; and the following rrembers of the Bishop Museum staff: Nadine Baron, 
Dorothy B. Barrere, E. H. Bryan, Jr., Kenneth P. Errory, Dorothy T. Rainwater, Paul 
C. Rockwood, Yosihiko Sinoto, and Margaret Titcomb. 

*Archaeology of oahu by J. Gilbert M::Allister was reprinted in 197L 
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We express our great appreciation to the following infonnants who gave so 
generously of their time and knowledge: 

Charlotte Awai 
Margaret Kaimoku Figera 
Beatrice Greenwell 
Tutu Ana Kahahawai 
William Kauahikaua 
'Ibm low 
louis M:illoe 

'Ihomas R. L. M::Guire 
Simeon Nawaa 
Harry G. Poe, Sr. 
Jack Ibbello 
Annie Soong 
Jacinth Sousa. 

Finally, we wish to thank Anne H. R. Plews, Brenda C. Pratt, and Lee S1.lll1rers 
who assisted us in the proofreading, and the Karrehameha students who helped in the 
assembling of the volurres. 

Honolulu 
September 1962 

Elspeth P. Sterling 
catherine C. S\lll"marS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Organization of Volume 

The material in this corrpilation has been 
divided into six sections, covering the seven districts 
of Oahu in the following order: Ewa, Waianae, Waialua 
w~awa! Koo~auloa, K<X?laupoko, and Kona. (The bound~ 
hnes gJ.ven ill the ReVl.sed Laws of Hawaii 1925 were 
used.) Each district, in turn, has been divided into 
its various ahupua'a. The ahupua'a are arranged as 
they are found geographically in the district, as are 
the sites and the additional information. 

A map is included near the end of each district 
showing the locations of sites and place narres whenever 
possible. When the location of a site is in doubt, 
no symbol has been used, just the site number. 

References have been given for all the material 
used. In the case of manuscripts and rrost of the 
Hawaiian translations, their location in the Bishop 
Museum is also given. The abbreviations used in the 
references are given below; a corrplete list of refer
ences cited is given at the end of the volume. 

Abbreviations Used in References 

Fomander, Abraham: An Account of the Polynesian Race. 
Polynesian Race 

Fomander, Abraham: Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities 
and Folklore. 

Antiquities 
Coll. 
Collection 
Coll. Haw'n. Ant. 

Hawaiian Annual. 
Thrum 

Hawaiian Ethnological Notebook. 
HEN 

Ii, John Papa: An Expression of Affection for Kaimihaku. 
Manuscript 
furoirs Ms. 

Kamakau, s. M.: Ka M::lolelo 0 Hawaii. 
M::lolelo Hawaii 
M::lolelo Hawaii Ms. 
M::lolelo Hawaii Vol. I and II* 

*The copy of the manuscript that is bound 
in two volumes. 

Kamakau, S. M.: Ka M::lolelo 0 Karrehameha. 
History 
History of Hawaii 
History of Kameharreha 
M::lolelo no Kamehameha 

Newspaper Translations, 1838-1940. 
Newsp. 

Oahu Place Names. 
Oahu Places 
Place Names--oahu 
Place Names of Oahu 

Oahu site Notebook 
Oahu Archaeology Notebook 
sites 

Fukui, Mary Kawena: Collections of notes from 
Hawaiian newspaper translations. 

Pukui. 

General Information on Oahu and Land Divisions 

Oahu-a-Kakuhihewa 

When Kakuhihewa succeeded his father in the dignity 
of MJi of Oahu, his first care was to reunite the divided 
empire of the island. Instead of continuing the war 
with his cousin Napulanahumahiki, he made peace with 
him, ••• and during the balance of his long reign no 
war or rebellion distracted the country or dminished 
his power. 

The legends speak in glowing terms of the prosperity, 
the splendour, and the glory of Kakuhihewa' s reign. Mild 
yet efficient in his government, peace prevailed allover 
the island; agriculture and fishing furnished abundant 
food for the inhabitants; industry throve and was re
munerated, population and wealth increased amazingly; 
and the cheerful, liberal, and pleasure-loving terrper 
of Kakuhihewa attracted to his court the bravest and 
wisest, as well as the brilliant and frivolous, arrong 
the aristocracy of the other islands. Brave, gay, and 
luxurious, versed in all the lore of the ancients of his 
land, a practical statesman, yet passionately fond of the 
pleasures of the day, wealthy, honoured, and obeyed, 
Kakuhihewa made his court the Paris of the group, and 
the noblest epitaph to his memory is the sobriquet 
bestowed on his island by the COIlllDn and spontaneous 
consensus of posterity--"Oahu-a-Kakuhihewa". 

Fomander, The Polynesian Race, Vol II, P 273 

Ancient Name of Oahu 

The wife La' ila' i and her husband Keli' iwahilani, 
the husband and his wife Papa, were not the first of our 
ancestors to arrive in Hawaii. They belonged rather to 
the middle period. The line of Wakea and his family 
extends back to the earliest settler of these islands. 
The islands were already filled with people in the days 
of Wakea. This is what we find in the accounts and 
the prophetic sayings of the prophets and priests ... 

Oahu was also a new name given in memory of an 
ancestor of the people of Oahu--Laloloimehani, Lalowaia, 
and Laloohoaniani were the old names of the island. Oahu 
was a child of Papa and Lua, one of Papa's husbands, and 
because Oahu was a good chief and the people prospered 
after the t.ime of Wakea, the people therefore called the 
land after their good chief Oahu-of-Lua. 

Samuel Maniakalani Kamakau, MJ'olelo Hawaii -
Hawaiian Traditions; translated and edited 
by Motrtha Beckwith and Mary Fukui; 
Part I, chap 1, pp 6-7 

See also: Fbr Coll, Vol IV, pp 8, 12 

Land Division 

In old days the lands were not divided; the island 
was left entire without being cut into MJkuaina, kalana, 
'okana, ahupua'a, 'ili, and other subdivisions, but when 
it became crowded with people then the island was divided 
and the land portioned out equably and a name given to 
each part in order to identify it. The first names given 

/'" / 
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to the islands becane changed from time to time. (A 
man named O'ahu lived inland of Ka1akoa near Wai'anae 
and later his descendants called the island O'ahu. In 
the same way, if a chief or fanous person lived in SOIre 

place his descendants gave the name of that place to 
the entire district ••• ). 

In this way the large districts and the smaller 
divisions of each island were named. Wai1uanuiaho
'ano was born at 'Ewa and his descendants went to 
Kaua'i and to M3.ui, and wherever they settled they 
called the land after the name of their ancestor. 
Wai1ua was a descendant of La' akona the father of 'Ewa, 
and of Kah:>' anookalani. His name Wailuanuial1o' ano 
cane by adding the name of his IlDther, and thus he 
became Wailua- (the) -great-son of Ho' ano. Thus sorre 
names were derived from those of ancestors. Sone
times people in old days gave names from the reSEm
blance to a man, a house, a pig, a bird, and various 
other things, and thus names were attached to the 
divisions of land. 

S. M. Kamakau, Mo'ole10 Hawaii, Vol I, chap 2, P 8 

(See further for rrore detailed description of land 
sections and rrountains, etc.) 

District and Ahupua' a Boundaries 

The system of land tenure which prevailed in 
ancient times was radically changed in the reign of 
Kamehameha III by the Mahe1e of 1848 yet the boun
daries of the ancient subdivisions of land remain un
changed to the present day. This applies particu
larly to the ahupua'a which has been tenued the 
unit of land in Hawaii; the boundaries of ahupua'as 
are said to have been "fixed about twenty generations 
back in Hawaiian tradition," or about five hundred 
years ago if the Stokes basis of chronology is used. 
The district boundaries were fixed at the same time 
as that of the ahupua' as and there is no known instance 
where an ahupua' a boundary overruns an ancient district 
boundary. 

Fobert D. King, A Gazetteer of the Territory of 
Hawaii; COIipiled by John Wesley COulter, 
University of Hawaii, 1935, p 214 

Ahupuaa 

The next subdivision of land below the Moku is 
the Ahupuaa, which has been tenued the unit of land 
in the Hawaiian system. Its name, as explained by 
Mr. Lyons, "is derived from the Ahu or altar, which 

was erected at the point where the boundary of the land 
was intersected by the Il\3.in road ala1oa, which encir
cled each of the islands. Upon this altar, at the 
annual progress of the akua!ll3.kahiki (L e. year god) , 
Lono!ll3.kua, was deposited the tax paid by the land whose 
boundary it marked, and also an image of a hog, puaa, 
carved out of kukui wood and stained with red ochre." 
The typical Ahupuaa is a long narrow strip extending 
from the sea to the rrountain, so that its chief Il\3.y have 
his share of all the various products of the uka or 
rrountain region, the cultivated land, and the kai or 
sea. On the windward sides of the islands each valley 
generally constitutes a distinct Ahupuaa .•.• 

"The divisions of the lands were to a great 
extent !lI3.de on rational lines, following a ridge, the 
bottom of a ravine or depression, but they were often 
without these and sanetimes in disregard of them. 
Sonetimes a stone or rock known to the aboriginals 
and notable from sone tradition, or sacred uses, 
!lI3.rks a comer or detennines a line. The line of 
growth of a oertain kind of tree, herb, or grass, the 
habitat of a certain kind of bird, sorretimes Il\3.de a 
division. certain persons were specially taught and 
!lI3.de the repositories of this knowledge, which was 
carefully delivered from father to son." 

W. D. Alexander, A Brief History of Land Titles in 
the Hawaiian Kingdom, Thrum, Hawaiian 
Annual, 1891, pp 105, 106 

Land Terms 

FOr description of land terms see: 

Indices of Awards !lI3.de by The Board 
of Commissioners To Quiet Land 
Titles in the Hawaiian Islands, 
1929, p IX 

Place NaIres 

Extensive list of place names and general 
location. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, July 28, 1883, through 
January 12, 1884 

Fukui, Elbert & Mookini 
Place Names of Hawaii, 1974 
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I ' GENERAL 

Meaning of Ewa ('Ewa) 

When Kane and Kanaloa were surveying the 
islands they came to Oahu and when they reached Red 
Hill saw below them the broad plains of what is now 
Ewa. To mark boundaries of land they would throw 
a stone and where the stone feU would be the boundary 
line. When they saw the beautiful land lying below 
them, it was their thought to include as much of the 
flat level land as possible. They hurled the stone as 
far as the Waianae range and it landed somewhere in 
the Waimanalo section. When they went to find it, 
they could not locate the spot where it feU. So Ewa 
(str~yed) became known by that name. The stone that 
strayed. 

Pili 0 Kahe 

Eventually the stone was found at Pili 0 Kahe. 
This is a spot where two small hills of the Waianae 
range come down parallel on the boundary between 
Honouliuli and Nanakuli (Ewa and Waianae). The 
ancient Hawaiians said the hill on the Ewa side was 
the male and the hill on the Waianae side was female. 
The stone was found on the Waianae side hill and the 
place is known as Pili 0 Kahe (Pili: to cling to, 
Kahe = to £low*). The name refers, therefore, to the 
female or Waianae side hill. And that is where the 
boundary between the two districts runs. 

Told to E. S. by Simeon Nawaa, March 22, 1954 

*Mrs. Pukui says, Pili meaning to cling might mean 
the stone was found clinging to (the place 
called) Kahe. Kahe meaning £lowing could 
refer to £lowing stream. 

Ewa - Meaning 

Ewa - "Unequal" - The district of Oahu 
between Moanalua and Lihue and Waianae and be
ing the lands surrounding Pearl river or harbor. 
Was a favorite residence of Oahu kings in olden 
times. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities, Saturday 
Press, Aug. 11, 1883 

EWA DISTRIcr 

"Clarifying Oahu Geography" 

While the "Mx>lelo 0 Maui" by your distinguished 
writer Clarice B. Taylor is interesting, it carmot be 
left without correcting some errors in Series 26 and 27. 

EWA GENERAL 

"Lihue," is not "on ewa slope of Waianae rrountain," nor 
"situated at the base of Waianae rrountain." The Waianae 
rrountain runs from Kaala towards Kaena Point, and Lihue 
is situated inland at the base of Kaala rrountain over
looking Schofield Barracks. 

Ewa is one of the largest districts in Oahu nei, 
erroneously designated on the map of Oahu published 
regularly in the "Hawaiian Holiday," supplerrent of The 
Honolulu Advertiser. 

The northern boundary of Ev/a begins fran the top 
of Kaala rrountain and running towards Koolau rrountain 
range, passing Wahiawa and Halemano; along this rrountain 
range to M:Janalua, thence to Keehi lagoon, passing 
Kapukaki (Red Hill). From the west of Honolulu AirJ.:ort 
near Kapuaikaula (Fort Kameharneha), it runs to Barber's 
Point, thence to Piliokahe; from Pilokahe along Kaala 
rrountain range to the beginning, canprising the following 
tracts of land: Halawa, Aiea, Kalaauao, Waimalu, vlaiau, 
Waimano, l-tmana (Pearl city), Waiawa, Waikele, Hoaeae, 
Honouliuli and including Waikakalaua, Schofield Barracks, 
~vahiawa and Halemano. 

Note the absence of "Waipahu," because it is not 
a tract of land, but only a spring located in Waikele. 
The Oahu Railway Company is the culprit responsible 
for misuse and oonfusion, when it built its station at 
Kaohai and called "Waipahu Station." The Oahu Mill is 
situated on the plateau of "Keonekuilimalaulaoewa" 
(The arm-in-ann plateau of ewa), Waikele. 

As to Ewa Mill, it derives its name from the 
Ewa District and not fran the tract of land, even those 
subdivisions for house lots, they are all in HonoUliuli 
of canpbell Estate. Aloha and mahalo nuL 

Hon. Star-Bull.lO/16/1956 

(signed ) Simeon K. Nawaa 
1454 Dement Street 

Meanings of Names 

Aiea a shrub (Nothocastrum) Ahupuaa 
Hapapa a shallow soil MountaIn 
Honouliuli blue harbor Ahupuaa 
Kapaakea whitish rock Fish pond 
Maunauna waste Mountain 
Pohakea white rock Mountain pass 
Wai'au water to swim in Ahupuaa 

(Mrs. Pukui thinks it is Waiau, swirling water 
according to pronunciation of her uncle) 

Waiawa bitter water Ahupuaa 
Waikele muddy water Ahupuaa 
Waimalu shaded water Ahupuaa 
Waimanalo brackish water Land section 
Waimano many water s Ahupuaa 
Waipio curved, winding water Ahupuaa 

Hawaiian Geographic Names; Compiled by 
W.D.Alexander, U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey Report, 1902, pp 367-425 
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Ewa Trail and Waianae Trail 

Let .us turn to look at the trail going to Ewa 
from Kikihale. It led up to Leleo. to Ko'iu'iu and 
on to Keone'ula. There were no houses there, 
only a barren plain. It was there that the boy (John Ii) 
met with his attendants who came from Ewa with the 
god Ka'ili. He, accompanied them on the 'way to 
Hoa'ae'ae and when the prostrating kapu was called, 
they all prostrated themselves on the plain until the 
others passed along. When they reached a bridge, 
the trail led along the banks of taro Patches, up to 
the other side of Kapalama .. to the plain of Kaiwi-
'ula; on to the taro patches of Kalihi; down to a 
stream; up to the ,other side; down into Kahauiki; 
up to the other side; turned left to the houses of the 
Portug~ese people; along the plain to Kauwalua, 
Kalaikoa's house of bones; down to a cocoanut grove; 
along the taro patches of Kahohonu; over to the 
other side and from there to a' forded stream and up 
to Ka-papakolea a resting place for travellers com
ing this way or going that way. From there the 
trail went to Ka-Ieina-ka-'uhane; thence to Ka
puka-ki, where one could see the irregular sea of 
Ewa; then down to the, ridge to Napehcr, a resting 
place for the multitude that go diving there, for 
there is a deep pool here. It was named Napeha, 
(lean over) so it was said, because Kualii went and 
leaned over the pool to drink water. 

The trail be'gan again on the opposite side 
to the lowland of Halav:.a; on to Kauwamoa, a diving 
place and much liked resting place. It'was said to 
be the diving place where Pe'ape'a leaped. The 
place from which he leaped'into the water ~as from 
five to teli fathoms high, and it was because of the 
swiftness of his running before he leaped. ,There 
the trail led to the taro patches in Aiea and up the 
plain of Kukii-ahu. Just below the trail was the spot 
where Ka'eo, chief of Kauai was killed by Kalaniku
pule. From the're the trail went along the taro patches 
to the upper part of Kohokoho and on to Ka-huewai, a 
small waterfall. On the high gr.ound above, a little 
way, was a spring als'o a favorite resting place for 
travellers. From a spot above" it continues over a 
small plain; d'own the small hill of Waimalu and a-
long the taro patches that laid in the center of the 
land. Above this trail was the home of the two white 
men previously mentioned, the men to whom the 
boy's attendants spoke secretly. Paula Marin's home 
was there also and can be seen near the edge of a low 
cliff going down to the upper side of a grove of prickly 
plants, the cactus. It is said that Marin was the first 
to plant it there. It is also said that he was a white 
man who was very fond of fishing, perhaps because he 
saw Kamehameha do it. He was also an expert in the 
stick hula (hula ka-Ia'au) here in Kahuhuki. Perhaps 
these statements are true. 

I went down toward the stream then up again 
to go above the taro patches of Waiau; up to a maika 
field; to Waimano; to Manana and to Waiawa; to the 
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stream of Kukehi; up to two other maika fields, Pue
ohulunui and Hau-pu'u. At Puea-hulu-nui was the 
place where the trail branched to go to Waialua and 
the other to descend to Honouliuli and to Wai'anae 
as mentioned before. Three trails were found there, 
by Pu'u-o-kapolei, Pohakea and Kolekole. One led 
from Kunia, to the plain of Ke-ahu-moa, on to Mauna
una, along Paupau-wela (Popouwela) to meet at the 
point where the Wahiawa trail met that of Waialua. 
(The latter) led to the west of Mahu, to Malamanui, 
and up where it overlooked Kolekole, then down to 
Poka-'i and perhaps on to upper Wai'anae. This 
trail, Elou, led to the distant cliffs from Kalena and 
Hale'au'au, on the east side of Ka'ala down to Wai
'anae. 

There was also a trail called Kumaipo, that 
led up and then down to upper Makaha. Below that 
trail stood a hill called Kawiwi that was used as a 
fortress in olden days. In a time of battle a boy 
was bribed to watch it and he did, every night. He 
suffered so with hunger, because he was not given 
anything by the owners of the fortress. We shall 
see how he changed his mind and allowed the fortress 
to fall to the rebels. 

How the f'ortress fell to the rebels from below: 

Here let us observe what the boy said. This 
was what he uttered, "Ha-ke, come up ,the ladder. 
Let two come, let the second stay back--Iet one 
come alone. Ha-ke, ha-ke, come up the ladder. 
Let three come up--Ieave the third and let two 
continue up." So the boy kept up the cry until the 
fortress was filled with men and the owners were 
taken captive by the rebels. 0 Friends, if it is 
true that the boy did so, then it proves what the 
Holy Scriptures have pointed out that "the worker 
should not be without food. II 

The fortress was part of a mountain ridge 
lying between Wai'anae and Makaha and overlook
ing Kamaile. The trail, Kumaipo, went down to 
the farms of Makaha and the homes of that land. 
A branch,trail led up the mountain and looked down 
on Waialua and Mokuleia. People going on this trail 
could go down to those level and flat lands. It was 

, customary for the mountain village to have a trail 
leading from there down and on to Kamaile and al
so a trail to Makaha, for there were many houses 
there. There was' also a canoe landing there, a 
sandy one, for there is a fine sandy beach. 

The trail from Pu'u-o-Kapolei went by the 
sandy stretch to meet with the trail that led along 
the beach from'Pu'uloa to Waimanalo. So it went 
along the beaches all around this island. 

L 

L 
The place where the robbers did their rob- L. 

hing was located between Nahikilalo and Makaha. ' ' 
These robbers lived in a cave near the trail. A man 
who did the spying reported to the others in the ca/\ . 
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The watc her observed from the top of the cliff. This 
was what he did, when he saw one or. two persons,· 
he called out thus:"Low tide!" If the approaching 
company was a large one he cried, "High tide!" 
Two persons or one, perhaps were killed for their 
possessions so that their own need would be done 
away with. Those who travelled in large companies 
were not killed for the robbers were unable to cope 
with them.... This trail reached Ka'ena and on to 
Waialua. These places we are now talking about, 
from Waiamalo (Waimanalo) to Ka'ena, were not 
good to travel at noonday because of the· great heat. 
The sea breeze coming from below was weak, and 
sand banks laid below the trail in some places. 
Therefore there was hardly any breeze and the 
trail extremely warm • 

.Because of the intense heat of the sun, a chant was 
composed describing it thus: 

The sun is warm-
At Makua, 
Then at Kuano and Kea'au, 
A breath of air stirs, 
A soft breeze touches Kamalama. 
Night overtakes one at Poka- 'i 
A little dew from Ka'ala. 
There is Hale'au'au and Kauna. 
Then Pule'e and Malamanui, 
Kaukaopua and now the sea of Ewa, 
Ewa is reached! 

Makua has a fine sand beach like Makaha 
and a landing for fishing canoes of that locality and 
from elsewhere. This is true of Makaha. This was 
a usual resting place for travellers and a place to 
spend the night. The morning was the time it was 
cool, when one continued on to Ka'ena, Kahaiki and 
Keawa'ula were the lands close to Makua. Keawa
'ula is the land that has the fishing grounds for aku 
and for 'ahi. There was a mountain trail from 
Makua to Ka-wai-hapai where it joined the trail 
from Ka'ena. It was said that this was the trail on 
which the red-eyed one became lost but it might 
have been another one. The saying for this was, 
"Red-eyed person who strayed to Makua. "* 

John Ii manuscript, pp 218-220 

*Perhaps it was this way--A red eyed one went from 
Mokuleia intending to go to Makaha but he went up by 
Kawaihapai thinking that that was the way to Makaha. 
He found that it was not his destination ani hence the 
saying "Red eyed one goes by mistake to Makua. " 
(omitted from text) 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 95-98 
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We passed by foot-paths winding through an 
extensive and fertile plain, the whole of which is in 
the highest state of cultivation. Every stream was 
carefully embanked, to supply water for the taro 
beds. Where there was no water, the land was un
der crops of yams and sweet potatoes. The roads 
and· numerous houses are shaded by cocoa-nut trees, 
and the sides of the mountains covered with wood 
to a great height. We halted two or three times, 
and were treated by the natives with the utmost hos
pitality. 

Archibald Campbell, Voyage Round· the World. 
May 1809, p 145 

Trail Through Ewa 

Copious springs of rrost delicious water 
alxlunded throughout the district of Ewa. 1836 

S. E. Bishop, Ewa, Clahu--01d I-1errories, 
The Friend, May 1901, P 86 

Our journeys to Honolulu were infrequent. 
at first by canoe, but latterly on horseback, my 
father having become the possessor of a horse or 
two. The road wa·s only the native trail. winding 
up the various palis on the way. There were no 
bridges in these islands until after 1840. 

Ibid., P 87 

Land of Plots 

(Synopsis) After Kahekili ~onquered Oahu, he 
set his friend Hu'eu over the three districts, Ewa, 
Waianae, and Koolauloa and kept Koolaupoko and Kona 
for himself. However the people of the five districts 
plotted to kill both Kahekili and Hu'eu. Hu'eu was 
killed but Kahekili escaped, having been forewarned. 

"With his (Kahekili) escape, the murderers of 
Hu'eu were sought and found at Waipi'o in Ewa. They 
were Konomanu and others, therefore Ewa became 
famed as a land of deadly plots, because of this inci
dent. " 

A Prophecy (He Wanana ana) Kuokoa, Dec. 5, 1868, 
HEN: Vol I, p 2734 

See: Kahekili's Revenge - Hoaehoae - Ewa 
Waipiokimopo - Waipio - Ewa 
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Ka-ihu-o-ka-pua'a 

Go on from here and you will come to a noted 
stone on the lower side of the road. (See Ka Loea 
Ka1aiaina--newsp. - July 29,1899, Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, 
p 17). The stone is named Ka-ihu-o-ka-pua'a (Pig's 
snout). This is a famous stone and this (joke) made it 
so. If one was going to buy a pig for some purpose in 
mind and met a man or woman on the way this question 
came up, "Where did you go so early this morning?" 
The one who sought a pig answered, "1 was looking for 
a pig and did not find one. Noon came before I could 
find one." "Well, did you go over to A. Kauhi's house?" 
"No." The native sons of Ewa would laugh over the 
question of the pig at A. Kauhi's place. The reason 
that he laughted was that there was a pig there, the 
stone Ka-ihu-o-ka-pua'a, that stood across the road 
from A. Kauhi's gate. So he is the person who had a 
pig to this day. Therefore A. Kauhi has a reputation 
for keeping a pig and this fame of the pig in connection 
with Kauhi's name will never cease till the world turns 
over. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa,*Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Newsp. 
July 29, 1899, P 18 

*"Noted Places of Ewa" 

Ka-omao-makai-o-ulu 

Go on toward Honolulu (see story, Na-pohaku
luahine - Ewa) till you come to a Chinese store on the 
seaward side of the road. The next hollow you come 
to before going up to the court house, is called Ka
omao-makai-o-ulu for a brave man. This man's 
story is well known to this day on which the writer 
makes love with the Ulumano and Kamaununu 
breezes. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Newsp. 
July 29, 1899, P 18 

fur more information on M3ka' i -o-ulu see: 
S. M. Karrakau 

Ruling Chiefs, pp 135-136; 138; 139 

Keahumoe (Keahumoa?) 

Before leaving Kauai his father had imparted 
to Kalelealuaka something of the topography of Oahu, 
and had described to him the site of his former plan
tation at Keahumoe. At Waianae the two travellers 
were treated affably by the people of the district • 
. . . and the three turned inland and journeyed till 
they reached a plain of soft, whitish rock, where 
they all refreshed themselves with food. Then they 
kept on ascending, until Keahumoe lay before them, 
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dripping with hoary moisture from the mist of the 
mountain, yet as if smiling through its tears. Here 
were standing bananas with ripened, yellow fruit, 
upland kalo, and sugar cane, rusty and crooked with 
age, while the sweet potatoes had crawled out of the 
earth and were cracked and dry. 

T. G. Thrum, Hawaiian Folk Tales, Kalelealuaka 
(Dr. N. B. Emerson), p 85 

Kahalepoai Plain 

On the plain of Kahalepoai lived some noted 
men, Kaleiealuaka and Keinohoomanawanui. They 
were the men whose wishes were mentioned in the 
legend in olden times. They liked to make wishes 
at all times. A spreading hau tree stands where 
these noted men once lived, noted for their birth 
and for their heroism and because of this they 
gained more power than the chief, Kakuhihewa. 
Ka1elealuaka wished for the fattened dogs of Kaku
hihewa, the fat fish that were Kakuhihewa's, the 
potent awa that he drank and his daughter for a wife. 
Kakuhihewa was to chew the awa himself and strain 
it. When he, Kalelealuaka, became drun~, then 
Kakuhihewa was to carry him to bed and bring his 
daughter to sleep beside him. So did Keinohooma. 
nawanui make his wishes. This plain can be located 
now by the hau trees. This was where these mischie
vous boys lived. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Newsp. 
July 29, 1899, p 17. 

See: Thrum, Hawaiian Folk Tales, Kalelealuaka 
(Dr. N. B. Emerson), p74, gives complete 
legend. 

The return of Awawalei from Laie to Ewa. 
Many place names mentioned. 

See: Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Newsp. 
Nov. 11, 1899, P 35 
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There are four Ewas, Ewa-loko. Ewa-waho, (~~ 
Ewa-a-La'akona and Ewa-a-La'auli. 

Kamaakamahiai 
Aloha Aina, June 17, 1911 
Place Names - Oahu 
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Pu'u'opae 

Sometimes he was sent by his mother to go 
net fishing for them at Pu'u'opae. That was the 
name of one of their lands. 

John Ii, manuscript, p 112 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 24 

Kona, of Oahu, once included Ewa and Lihue 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant, Vol IV, pt II, p 384, 
note 14 

Where? Where is the battle field 
Where the warrior is to fight? 
On the field of Kalena, 
At Manini, at Hanini, 
Where was poured the water of the god 
By your work at Malamanui; 
On the heights of Kapapa, at Paupauwela, 
Where they lean and rest; 
At the hala trees of indolent Halahalanui, 
At the ohia grove of Pule-e 
The god of Lono, of Makalii 
The fragrant branch of the Ukulonoku, 
Mayhap from Kona, from Lihue, 
For the day at Maunauna 
For the water at Paupauwela. 

Dividing of Ewa by the Gods Kane and Kanaloa 

This is the tale of these gods. Maihea, a man, 
resided at Waimalu at a place called Punanalo. He 
cultivated sweet potatoes, taros and planted awa. The 
place where he planted the awa was on a hill in the up
land of Waiawa. This is what he did up to the time 
when the gods came to earth. He chewed the awa, 
cooked young taro leaves and strained the awa into 
coconut shells that had been polished till they shone. 
With the awa in cups, the taro greens in a dish made 
of gourd, and sweet potatoes in a shallow calabash, he 
called on the gods whose names he did not know, "0 
unknown gods of mine, here is awa, taro greens and 
sweet potatoes raised by me, Maihea, the great far
mer. Grant health to me, to my wife, and to my son. 
Grant us mana, knowledge and skill. Amama, it is 
freed." Then he drank the awa. He did this a long 
time without knowing of the gods upon whom he called. 
This was the result he received without others know
ing because of this prayer of his to be granted mana 
and knowledge. The two gods sent a large fish, a 
whale, which came up at the sea of Waimalu below 
Paakea. It came in from the deep to shallow water 
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until its back rose so that the ,sun dried it. It was a 
great thing: to the people and'many came'to look and 
marvel at it. The children kept climbing onto its 
back as, they went sea bathing and they shouted with 
glee. After the whale laid there for two weeks, the 
son of Maihea, Ula-a-Maihea, heard the shoqts for 
the first time and asked his father, "What is that 
shouting about?" The parents hid the matter and 
would not tell him the truth. After the fish had been 
there for more than three weeks and on the fourth the 
son went down without his parents' knowledge. As 
Ula-a-Maihea, the son went down to the beach, he 

came to wher,e the beach was covered with children 
and adults'. Because he saw the children climb up on 
the fish, he did likewis,e, but when he got onto it, it 
began to mov~. It had waited for him for about four 
weeks and when the person it was sent to fetch was on 
it, it moved out slowly. Thus it moved for several 
fathoms, with Ula-a-Mai.hea, on its back, toward 
the sea. It moved a little at a time for several days. 
When the children noticed at last how far it had moved 
'they leaped off, leaving Ula-a-Maihea alone. Th,en 
it swam rapidly out toward the deep sea. The chil
dren cried out, "Ula-a-Maihea is taken away!" The 
fish and the burden it bore passed on to Kahiki. 
,There Ula-a-Maihea was trained in priestly lore 
and 'all of its arts through the instructions of these 
gods, Kane and Kanaloa. 

Let us turn now to Maihea. When the sori was 
gone the parents wept in grief and when night came 
they 'were told in a dream, "Do not grieve for your 
,son. He is gone to Kahiki to receive what you asked 
for, mana and knowledge." Then Maihea recalled 
his repeated prayers to his gods. One evening as 
he worked at his usual chores, two strangers ap
proached and he called, inviting them in. They' 
cam'ein. These men, that we see here, 0 Reader, 
were' Kane and Kanaloa. When the strangers en
tered'the house, the awa was strained. Maihea had 
never seen them before and this was the first time. 
He poured the awa into three cups, two for'the 
strangers and one for himself. When the awa was 
ready in the cups Maihea said to the strangers, 
"Let me pray to my unknown gods." Then he 
prayed until he uttered the "amama, it is freed. " 
It was then that one of the men said, "Say, where 
are you? The gods to whom you pray are our,-
selves and none else." Maihea heard this,was startled 
at these words, but Kane continued, "We are they upon 
whom you call and in the future call us by name. I am 
Kane and this is Kanaloa. Call us by these names' 
after this. II This was the beginning of the travels of 
these gods on earth and this was also the tin'le when 
the boundaries of Ewa were made as I told 'you when 
I mentioned Pohaku-pili. (See Pohaku-pili, under 
Waikele-Hoaeae.) On their return after dividing 
the land, they came to the top of Haupuu (thatis the 
present site of the Kahikuonalani Church at Waiawa), 
they turned to look at Ewa and when they saw the fish 
ponds at Waiawa, they said, "May the fish ponds down 
at Waiawa be, as the stars in the sky above. May 
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there be mullets at Kuhia-loko, fine sea weeds at 
Kuhia-waho, salt at Ninauele, the single fruited 
coconut at Hapenui, the taro greens at Mokaalika 
and the water of Kaaimalu, to remove the bitterness 
of the awa of Kalahikuola." This was the last thing 
that they did before returning to Maihea's house. 
They drank awa again that afternoon. They spent 
the remainder of the day going to Puuloa. The re
sult of this was that Maihea obtained the knowledge 
of the priesthood, oratory and so on. This was the 
first time that these arts were practised here in 
Hawaii. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa (noted places of Ewa), Ka 
Loea Kalaiaina, July 1, 1899, p 7 
Newsp. 

Na-pohaku-luahine (Old-women- stones) 

Here is another noted spot that is gone from 
the eyes of the traveller, and that is Na-pohaku
luahine (old-women- stones). These were old women 
who were chiefesses, but changed into stones like 
Kukaniloko. These stones were like those. That 
was why the question was asked to those who travel 
on the road, "Where did you meet Kaukaopua and 
the others?" "At Na-pohaku-luahine." Those were 
the stones that stood beside the road but they are 
gone from the sight of the travellers now. Here is 
how the traveller can locate them. 

When you leave the bridge of Waiawa, for 
Honolulu, go up and then down an incline. The 
hill standing on the seaward side is Nuku-o-ka
manu. The next incline is Waiawa. Go up the 
ascent till you reach the top and above that, about 
two chains from the road you will find the stones. 
The names of these royal stones were Kahoaiai, 
Waiawakalea, Piliaumoa. Kaheekuluaikamoku, all 
chiefesses. Their four servants were. Nohoana, 
Kikaeleke, Piliamoo, Nohoanakalai. These were 
the guardians of the trail. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
July 29, 1899, P 17 
Newsp. 

Two Stones--Pohaku-o-Kane and Pipila'a 

(Aug. 5 issue missing, so do not have beginning of 
story) 

In the year 1890 the stone still stood there and 
in 1891, the stone disappeared. It seemed that this 
Pohaku-o-Kane was one that prophesied, because it 
disappeared in 1891 and in 1893 the overthrow of the 
government came. This. stone knew that robbery of 
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land and the overthrow of the kingdom was coming, 
therefore it vanished, that we might know. Perhaps 
we, 0 Reader, may question, did the stone really 
know? Has it feet to walk away? The writer will 
say that it has no eyes to see nor feet to walk but it 
is a supernatural stone and that was how it saw, 
through the sight of Kane and his companion; to walk 
and move because Kane and his companion walked and 
moved. The stone was a part of Kane therefore it 
was able to see, move, walk and hence called a super
natural stone. It was not the only stone there for 
there was another. On the north-eastern side was 
a newer stone, where we and others used to go ulua 
fishing. The name of this stone was Pipila'a. It 
was close to the plain, about four feet from it. It 
is lost to this day on which I write. 

In the year 1892 the stone was still standing 
waiting for the end of a certain thing and when it 
knew that the overthrow of the kingdom was done 
by that educated-benighted Hawaii it went away si
lently and unseen and so disappeared to this day. 
Perhaps it is in the deep sea, lying there for a 
period of time. No one knows how long. The size 
of the stone was four feet long, and four feet wide 
across the top. It is six feet high where it stood. 
It has vanished from the place it stood (to this day). 
The name of this stone is borne by the point jutting 
out into the sea near Moku- Umeume, the island in 
the sea that yielded the sweetest watermelons a 
while back. 

Na Wahi Pan a 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
Aug. 19, 1899. p 20 
Newsp. 

Kahahana's Death 

When KahekHi defeated Oahu, Kahahana, his 
wife and friend fled to Moanalua where he lived with 
his servant. From there he moved to Kinimakalehua 
at Aliamanu below Kapukaki, a place facing LeHono. 
There was a lehua and a hau tree where they stayed 
for a few days. From there they went to Ke-ana-a
puaa and from thence to Kepaakaea, then to Waipio 
and on to Kahaone. They remained there until they 
thought it better to go up to Oahunui at Wahiawa and 
so they went to the forest of Halemano. They were 
there a short time and moved to Leilehua. After 
living there for a time they went to stay at Po'ohilo 
in Honouliuli and there they hid until, weary with 
life in the forest, they showed themselves to the 
commoners. 

Kekumanoha was sent to kill Kahahana and 
his body was borne to Waihi, then to Waikele, to 
Waipio and at Halaulani he was laid out on planks 
made of coconut wood. From thence to Kawelu
hanakupahu at Hanapouli where he was put on a 
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canoe. He was taken to Ulukou in Waikiki and to 
the very same coconut grove where Kaopulupulu 
was laid. News of his death went around Oahu and 
his personal attendants were grief-stricken. One 
of them was Kalawela who lived in Waiawa in Ewa, 
at a place called Haupuu, below the church, Kahi
kuonalani. 

Ka Hookumu ana 0 na Paemoku, Ke Au Hou, 
Nov. 29, 1911 (from Oahu Place Names) 

The Plain of Kalipahe'e 

The plain of Kalipahee was the place where 
much money had been poured by Ewa's racing sons 
J. W. Kaikainahaole and J. Keonekapu who was owner 
of the "sparkling horseshoe." They owned fast 
horses. Everyone knew the names of their horses 
for they were renowned. The last horse on which the 
people of Ewa wagered their money on was Ku'ikahe
lili who was mounted by C. B. Maile. This was the 
last horse which those of Ewa, Waianae, Waialua 
and Koolau spent their money. From the time that 
the racing was ended and up to the year 1898, this 
plain was hidden by sugar cane. Old timers and 
visitors that go to Ewa will see how strange the 
land looks for sugar cane is growing on it. Before, 
this time, it was heard that the black tapa is going 
to cover it and the hog to be offered, for the plain 
of Kalipahee is going to be lost. This was how. 
The plantation thinks that it would be useless for 
the government road to lie on the good part of the 
land and so they want it changed to another place. 
Then they can cover the place with sugar cane. 
This is how the changes will be. Travellers and 
old timers will be far from the place. Kukaeki is 
the bridge at present but it is believed that the 
government road will go below that or above Kahi
kuonalani church or perhaps below the church. 
From there it will go to Moumouloa, on to Kawe
luhau in Kupahu, thence over to that side of Waipio, 
then up to join with the bridge of Mohoa. That will 
be the road to Waianae in the future. The planta
tion manager is not Kiilau (Take much--"Talk too 
much. " M. P.), but I wish to explain that the bridge 
of Kukaeki on this side and the bridge of Mohoa on 
that is the boundary of Kalipahee but all one can see 
are the tops of sugar cane. 

Na Wahi Pana a Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
July 15 1899 P 12, Newsp. 

Legend of the Children 
Ka- 'ai-malu (Secret eating place) 

This is the legend of the children who lived 
with their parents at Pana'iahakea. Kihakelea was 
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the husband and Kaipoleimanu the wife and the chil
dren were born to them. The elder was Pupukanioe 
a boy and the younger was Nauluahoku. a girl. The 
children grew up and were in the habit of going to 
fish on the beach down at Kualakai. They always 
caught fish and never went home empty handed. They 
divided the catch into two, for the men and for the 
women. One day the children went down to fish and 
let down their net in all the places where they were 
accustomed to but caught nothing. Then at last they 
caught a palani fish, a fish only for women and not 
for men. They fished again and again until the af
ternoon and nothing was caught. The children were 
weary and went home without fish. When they came 
as far as Puu-o-Kapolei where the blossoms of the 
ma'o looked golden in the sunlight, the sister sat 
down to make ma'o leis for themselves. When the 
leis were made they went across the breadth of 
Kaupe'a to Waipio. 

They passed it, passed the plain of Kalipahee, 
passed the incline to Pueo-hulu-nui, down to the 
stream of Ka-ai-malu (Secret-eating) and there they 
drank water. When they had drunk, the sister said 
to the brother, IISay , let us eat up this fish then we 
can go home. Our father will not know about our eat
ing it." The brother said, "It is not well for us to 
eat it because it is your fish and not mine." "Not so, 
Brother, let us eat it. I feel very sorry for you be
cause you haven't any fish. I have fish to take home 
and you have none, therefore let us eat it up." Be

cause she insisted the brother consented and they ate 
it with disregard to the law of kapu eating. When they 
made ready to eat, Ke-kua-olelo, the god, saw them 
from his place in the upland and cried out, "They eat-
the children eat fish. The children are eating freely of 
the fish, a palani." Then one of them said to the other, 
"Some one has seen us." But it was not a man but a 
god. This was the first instance of free eating and the 
last began with the money worshiping missionaries. 
Because these children ate fish secretly, the spot is 
called Ka-ai-malu (Secret eating) to this day. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
July 22, 1899, P 15 
Newsp. 

Ewa Taro 

The Kai-kea, the kai-koi, the haokea and 
lehua are the taros much planted by the boys of Ewa 
these days. I went to visit the patches and saw that 
the piko and hapuupuu were passed up by those here 
in Ewa. 

Nupepa Kuokoa, July 18, 1919, Letter from W.K. 
Apuakehau, Newspapers 1913-1919 
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Kaikoi Taro 
, , 

'The Kaikoi was the faIPous variety of taro of the 
land of "sllent fish, It Ewa; Oahu. B~lo";ed is the m'em,:" 
ory of' chiefs and commoners of that' long ago period. ' 

, Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei, Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. II, 1930 
Place Names - Oahu 

The Ka-i Taro of Ewa 

There are three kinds of Ka-i taro of E~a. 

1. ,The ,black ka";i (ka-i eleele). The stall~ is 
black.' The, 'stems and 'leaves have a dark skin., It is 
t~ughaI).d'hardto pound. Whim coLd it is m'uch harder. 
The taste of the poi is the same as the others. 

Z. The white, ka-i (ka-i kea). This tar,o has' 
" light colored ,stem and, leaves. Th'e skin' is red, 'the, 
, fiesh in ,the corm lsd'ark like the taro mentioned above. 
it is tough to pound ~hen cold; , The poi i's hard and, 

'inclin'es to harden.' 

3. The ka-i koi. This one is like the other,S 
just mentioned" it is very different and much m'ore' 
like other varieties. When planted, it seI).ds up shoots, 

, more shoots and still more shoots. Again and aga1n' 
it will send up new shoots filling the mounds until they 
mixed with the taro of other mounds. That is why it 
is named the ka-i koi (forceful ka-i) of Ewa. The 
p,oimding of this taro is not the same as the others men
tioned. If a man who is skilled in poi pounding in his 
own land tries with all his strength and skill to pound 
one of these, he will find himself lying prostrate (with 
exhaustion) over a batch of such taro. It is possible 
to pound a boardfullof poi using a great deal of strength. 
Water may be constantly added and the stone applied 
until it melts on the board. One, though skilled, doesn't 
always know how to cure it of this trouble. Who, then, 
does know how to remedy this, may be asked. The na
tive of Ewa, whether man or woman, will know just 
how to do it until your palate is pleased. This is one 
thing on the ka-i koi taro of Ewa. That is the taro 
that visitors gnaw on and find it so good that they want 
to live until they die in Ewa. The poi of ka-i koi is so 

delicious. 

Division two, on this taro. 

1. The division used figuratively for mnn and 
woman. Just as a man or woman takes to poi made of 
ka-i koi, so does he fall in love with an Ewa person, 
becomes a native of the place because of this love. 
That is one division. The ka-i koi multiplies itself 
over and over with one planting and often lasts as 
long as ten years. 

[' 
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2. The reference pertaining to man and wo
man when in love. If a man or perhaps a woman 
came to live in Ewa from another place and finds a 
birdling to hide against his breast, the two will live 
together in love in this wonderful place and become 
native to the place. Should there be a quarrel over 
a trifle and he becomes angry with his birdling, or 
perhaps she with him and threatens to desert him by 
saying, "I leave you, 0 man, and go back where I 
came from." He will answer, "You will never be 
able to go for you have eaten the ka-i koi of Ewa. " 
Thus it is applied to persons and that is why the 
natives of the place say, "you will never be able to 
get away from the ka-i koi taro of Ewa." The body 
of the person is the taro that makes one fall in love 
with Ewa. Very seldom will a man or woman get a
way from this land of mystery. 

This is important to note, that these taros 
are vanishing. The writer has lived and become a 
native son of this land, He has planted these three 
ktnds of taros and has eaten them. At this present 
moment, two of these are gone and all I have grow
ing is the last one mentioned. Perhaps A.Kauhi has 
them or perhaps L. K. Halualani or L. Keonekapu. 
The three persons mentioned may have them or per
haps we all have but the one kind, the ka-i koi. What 
a pityl 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, June 3, 1899 
(Newsp) 

Ka-i Taro of Ewa 

they ate of the ka-i taro of Ewa and be
came man and wife. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Dec. Z, 1899 
(Newsp) 

The writer recalls the ka-i taro of Ewa, and 
how it affects the throat. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Nov. 11, 1899 
(Newsp) 

The cave of Kaahupahau is also in Ewa. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuloa 
Ke Au Hou, Dec. 21, 1910 
(Place names of Oahu) 
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HALAWA 

The broad flatlands extending 1.5 miles below 
the highway along Halawa Stream are now under cane 
but were formerly terraces. The terraces also ex
tended up the flats along the lower courses of Kamana
nui and Kamanaiki streams which join to form Halawa, 
and I am told that there were small terraces farther up 
both streams. Four and five miles inland, dry taro 
was planted on the banks of gulches. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, P 80 

See also: 
William S. Ayres 

Archaeological Survey and Excavations, 
Kamana-Nui Valley, M::Janalua Ahupua' a, 
South Halawa Valley, Halawa Ahupua' a. 
DRS 70-8, Bishop Museum, 1970 

David O. Denison and Arthur Forman, 
Archaeological Investigations in 
South Halawa Valley, Oahu; Phase II. 
DRS 71-9, Bishop Museum, 1971 

Leilono 

It was a place said to be the opening, on the 
island of Oahu, for mankind to enter eternal night. 

This place is on the northern side of the famous 
hill of Kapukaki (now Red Hill), at the boundary of 
Kona and Ewa, right in line with the burial hill of Ali
amanu, on the upper side of the old road. It is said 
that this place is round, about two feet or more in 
circumference. This is the hole through which the 
ghosts of people slipped through to go down and this 
was the strata of Papa-ia-Laka. Through this opening 
appeared the supernatural branches of the breadfruit 

EWA 

of Leiwalo. If a ghost who lacked an aumakua to save 
him climbed on a branch of the western side of the bread
fruit tree, the branch withered at once and broke off, 
thus plunging the ghost down to the pit of darkness. 
The boundaries of this place, so the ancients said, were 
these: Papa-kolea which was guarded by a plover; Ko
leana whose guard was a big caterpillar and Napeha, 
the western boundary which was guarded by a lizard. 

S. M. Kamakau 

Haleiwa Hotele 
Kuokoa, Aug. 11, 1899, Newsp 

Leilono is another place where the soul goes to 
everlasting night. It is close to the Kapukaki rock just 
to one side where stands the burial mound of Aliamanu, 
toward the right of the north star, right on top of the old 
road, a stratum of lava on which is a round place about 
two feet around. 

McAllister, Archaeology of Oahu, p 126 
Gives Kamakau, Extracts from Kuokoa, ref. 

Wandering Spirits 
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The world of the wandering spirits was also 
called the world of the straying (auana) spirits. 
When a man died who had no 'aumakua to help him, 
his spirit (uhane) wandered about and strayed into 
forests and to the plain of Kama'oma'o or the rough 
country (wiliwili) of Kaupe'a until his spirit came 
to Leilono where grew the 'Ulu-o-Leiwalo. If the 
spirit found no 'aumakua there who knew him or 
would help him. then the spirit leaped upon the 
decayed branch of the breadfruit tree and fell down 
to the endless night of MUu. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Moolelo Hawaii. Vol II. Chap 12. p 23 
Ms. 

Leilono 

Leilono at ~·banalua, Oahu, was close to the 
rock Kapukaki and easterly of it (~rna ka na'~ aku), 
directly in line with the burial rround of Aliamanu 
and facing toward the right side of the North Star 
(a huli i ka 'ao'ao 'akau 0 ka Hokupa'a). On the 

hill1k above the oldtrail there was a flat bed of 
pahoehoe lava, and on it there was a circular place 
about two feet in circumference. This was the entrance 
to go down; this was the toprost height (nu'~) of 
Kapapaialaka, a place in the 'aumakua realm. Here 
at the entrance, ka puka 0 Leilono, was a breadfruit 
tree of Leiwalo, he 'ulu 0 Leiwalo. It had two branches, 
one on the east side and one on the Y.Bst. These 
branches were deceiving. From one of them, the soul· 
leaped into the po ~u. 'ole; if he climbed the other, 
it would bring aid "from helpful 'aumakua (' aumakua 
kokua). From that branch the soul would see the 
'aUiiiakua realm and the ancestors spoken of, Wakea and 
all the rest, and those of the entire world who had 
traveled on this same journey. 

The botmdaries of Leilono were, Kapapakolea on 
the east, [with] a huge caterpillar (pe'elua nui) 
called Koleana as its eastern watchman~ and the pool 
Napeha on the west, with a rro'o the watchman there. 
If the soul was afraid of these watchmen and retreated, 
it was urged on by the 'aumakua spirits, then it would 
go forward again and be guided to the 'aumakua realm. 
If a soul coming from the Alia (Aliapa' aka~) side was 
afraid of the caterpillar, whose head peered over the 
hill Kapapakolea, and who blocked the way, it would 
wander about close to the stream by the harness shop. 
This was not the government road (alanui aupuni) of 
former times, but was a trail customarily used by 
"those of Kauhila' ele" [figuratively, the ccrnrron people; 
the la'ele, old taro leaves, as contrasted with the 
liko-;-the new and choicer leaves--that is, the chiefs] . 
It was said that if a wandering soul entered within 
these boundaries it would die by leaping into the 
po pau 'ole; but if they were fotmd by helpful 'aumakUa 
souls, some wandering souls were saved. Those who 
had no such help perished in the po pau 'ole of Milu. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Ka Po'e I~o pp 48-49 
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Napeha 

They turned from the top of the hill to go 
down to Napeha, a resting place where the pe()ple 
gathered for diving because there was a deep pool 
there. It was said that the name Napeha (Nape-ha: 
out of breath) was given it when Kuali'i bent over the 
pool to drink. 

Na Hunahuna no Ka Moolelo Hawaii 
Kuakoa, Jan 1, 1870 
HEN: Vol I. p 2704 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 95 

Kauwamoa 

They stepped onto the other side, to the 
mulched fields of Halwa, on to Kauwamoa, a diving 
place where many enjoyed themselves. It was said 
to be Pe'ape'a' s diving place. The place where he 
dove into the water was from five to ten fathoms high 
(above the Pool). He was swift in running and leaping. 

Na Hunahuna no Ka Moolelo Hawaii 
Kuakoa, Jan. 1, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2704 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 95 

Waikahi Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 105. Waikahi heiau, on the flat area on 
the mountain side of the road where'the two gulches of 
Halawa meet. Thrum reports that it was about 80 feet 
square, of pookanaka class, with Manuuokao for its 
kahuna. The site is now planted in cane and completely 
obliterated. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Waipao Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 106. Waipao heiau, near the mouth of 
Kamananui Gulch, Halawa. 

The structure was on a narrow flat at the en
trance of a small ravine running into the north wall of 
the gulch. The heiau was destroyed a few years ago 
when there was an attempt to plant cane on this land, 
and the lines of stones which follow the old furrows are 
all that remain. My Hawaiian informant told me that 
the surrounding caves were formerly used as places 
of burial. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

I ~, 

EWA AIEA f~ 

Kunana Pond 

Kunana Po nd is at the base of Halawa Stream 
and was once connected with Kuahua Island. The name 
is from the mother of Ka'ahupahau who often fished 
there. Her name was Ku-a-nana, child of Nana. 

Told to E. S. by Simeon Nawaa 
March 22, 1954 

Kamapuaa 

He /Kamapuaa7 went on to Ke-ana-puaa* 
(Pig's-cave) on the be-ach at Halawa and there he 
slept. On waking, he urinated in the sea and that 
is why the fish of Puuloa have such a strong odor 
(so said the mistaken ones). 

Kahiole, G. W. 
Legend of Kamapuaa 
Ka Hae Hawaii 
Aug. 7, 1861 
HEN: Vol II, p 280 

*Keanapuaa point--in Halawa opposite 
Waipio Peninsula. See: Pearl Harbor map; 
see also: Ewa, Ford Island, "Moku-Umeume 
(Ford Island)# 

AIEA 

The small area of low flatland covered by plan
tation camp, railroad, etc. below the old highway, was 
formerly in terraces. According to McAllister (site 
146), * Mathison made the following observations on 
this region in 1821-22: The adjoining low country is 
overflowed both naturally and by artificial means, and 
is well stocked with tarrow plantations, bananas, etc . 
. .. The land belongs to many different proprietors; 
and on every estate there is a fishpond surrounded by 
a stone wall. 

The neighborhood of the Pearl River is very 
extensive, rising backwards with a gentle slope toward 
the woods, but is without cultivation, except around 
the outskirts to about half a mile from the water. The 
country is divided into separate farms or allotments 
belonging to the chiefs, and enclosed with walls from 
4 to 6 feet high, made of a mixture of mud and stone. 

* see Ewa, Honouliuli 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 81 
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Site 107. Keaiwa Heiau, northeast of Aiea. 

A small rectangular structure, 100 feet by 
160 feet, of one terrace with low surrounding walls. 
The only definite feature within the inclosure is a 
short low stone wall running parallel with the sides. 
The walls average about 4 feet in height and about 5 
feet wide and are evenly faced with one-foot stones 
with a rubble fill. A small outer step or terrace on 
the southwest corner may formerly have been an en
trance. Since the surrounding area was once under 
cultivation, any adjoining features were obliterated. 
The slope west of the heiau must have eroded very 
rapidly after being plowed, for that wall has been 
almost completely destroyed by the large amount of 
soil that has washed over and into the heiau. The 
great number of loose stones lying in the whole of 
the west end would indicate former platforms or 
terraces. The heiau faces south, overlooking 
Puuloa. Thrum notes that it was erected in the 
time of Kakuhihewa with Keaiwa for priest. 

, , , 
3, , ,1 
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Site 107. a, perspective sketch; 
b, ground plan: 

5 

7 

I, rectangular inclosure 100 feet by 160 feet; 2, step 
80 feet long, 12 feet extreme width, 1. 5 feet high, 
3. 5 feet lower than top of wall, which is 6 feet wide 
and 1 foot higher than interior floor, only small sec
tion of wall remains intact; 3, west wall almost oblit
erated by erosion from adjoining slope; 4, north 
wall, eastern half 5 feet wide, 3.5 feet high inside 
and outside, ground gradually rises toward west to 
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corner, where outside slope is level with top of wall; 
5, east wall averages 5 feet wide, 5 feet high out
side, 3.5 feet inside; 6, low wall 1.5 feet high, 4 
feet wide, probably separated this end of heiau into 
small inclosure; 7, line of low scattered stones indi
cating adjoining terrace on east. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu, 

Heiau Hoola (Keaiwa Heiau) 

The Healing or Life Giving Heiau 

As told to Clarice B, Taylor by: Mary Kawena Pukui, 
Anne Peleioholani Hall, Emily K. Taylor 
July 3D, 1951 [Records on file in Dept. of 
Anthropology, Bernice P. Bisoop Museum] • 

Keaiwa Heiau, the Medical School 

At the time the Keaiwa heiau at the top of Aiea 
Heights was discovered in 1951 to be the ruins of an 
ancient medical center, few Hawaiians knew of its an
cient usage, 

Eminent anthropologists acknowledged that they 
had never heard of such centers but were convinced when 
several HawaiiansindependentLy told of them. 

In telling of these centers, Mrs. Mary Kawena 
Pukui, associate in Hawaiian culture at the Bishop 
Museum, translated the name Ke-a-iwa as "Incom
prehensible. " 

The though being that no one could explain the 
powers of the priests or the herbs used in healing. 

She said Ke-a-iwa came from an obsolete 
word aiwa-iwa which means the mysterious or the 
incomprehensible. 

Further confirmation of the use of Ke-a-iwa 
has Lately been given me by Paul Keliikoa, a Hawai
ian living in Aiea. 

Mr. Keliikoa has the story from his grand
mother Kamoekai. 

In her day Ke-a-iwa was interpreted as "a 
period of fasting and meditation" and the heiau was 
so named because novitiates in the art of healing 
spent long hours in fasting, praying and meditation. 

.Kamoekai also told her grandson that the 
very yo ung were taken to Ke-a-iwa to be trained as 
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kahuna lapaau. There they were taught the prayers 
needed to compound medicines and heal the sick. 

They cared for the great herb garden which 
lay beyond the heiau walls. 

After the novice learned his first steps in the 
art of the kahuna lapaau, he was sent out to other me
dical centers to learn the advanced art of diagnosis 
and other treatments. 

EWA 

Mr. Keliikoa's interpretation of the name means 
a change in the pronunciation. Not Ke-a-iwa, but Ke-ai
wa. 

Ke-ai is the Hawaiian word for fasting. 

Clarice B. Taylor, Tales About Hawaii, 
The Saturday Star~Bulletin, 
Feb. 28, 1959 

KALAUAO 

The lowlands seaward of the highway and for 
a short distance inland, now mostly under cane with a 
few banana groves, were all formerly terraces irri
gated from Kalauao stream. Kalauao Gulch was too 
narrow to have terraces inland. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Voll, 81 

Kukiiahu 

Site 110. Here Kalaimanuia, chiefess of Oahu, 
lived most of the time. Until recently the foundations 
of her houses were pointed out, according to Kaohe. 
She is said to have built the fishponds of Kapaakea 
(site Ill), * Opu (site 109), * and Paaiau (site 108). * 
This is also the land upon which occurred the battle of 
Kukiiahu, in which Kalanikupule assisted by a "force 
of armed seamen from the English vessels 'Kackal' 
and. 'Prince Leboo', under the command of Captain 
Brown, " defeated his uncle, Kaeo, who was proceeding 
to Kauai with a large force, but turned upon Kalani
kupule in order to divert the energy of his warriors, 
which was centered upon mutiny. 

* see Ewa, Pearl Harbor 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kalaimanuia followed her mother, Kukaniloko, 
as Moi of Oahu. No foreign or domestic wars appear 
to have troubled her reign, and little is known of her 
history. She was born at Kukaniloko that famous birth-

KALAUAO " 

place of Hawaiian royalty, and resided most of her time r' 
at Kalauao, in the Ewa district, where the foundations " 
of her houses are still pointed out at Kukiiahu and at 
Paaiau. To her is attributed the building of the great I" 1 

fishponds of Kapaakea, Opu, and Paaiau. Her husband 
lupe Kapukeahomakalii, a son of Kalanuili (k) and Na
luehiloikeahomakalii (w), and he is highly spoken of 
in legends as a wise and kind man, who frequently ac- f '. 
companied his royal spouse on the customary circuits 
of inspection of the island, and assisted her in the 
government and administration of justice. 

Fornander, The Fblynesian Race, Vol II, p 269 

Battle of Ewa (at Kukiiahu) 

Battle of Ewa Dec. 1794 - Kaeokulani. king of 
Kauai and Maui killed by nephew Kalanikupule (king of 
Oahu and Molokai) 

BM Scrapbook p 191, 1935 

Battle of Ewa (at Kukiiahu) 

A battle was fought on the plains of Pu' unahawele 
in which some foreigners were killed by M3re Am3.ra. 
Natives also fell, and Ka-lani-ku-pule was forced to 
retreat. Some six days later another battle was fought 
in which Ka-'eo was again victorious. This gain he 
followed up by approaching further upon Ewa, hoping 
to push on to Waikiki which was at that time the center 
of government. On December 12, 1794, a great battle 
was fought on the ground of Ka-lani -manuia between 
Kalauao and Aiea in Ewa. The heights of Kuarro' 0 , 

Kalauao, and Aiea were held by the right wing of Ka
lani-ku-pule's forces commanded by a warrior named 
Koa-lau-kani; the shore line of Malie (was held) by 
the left wing under the canrnand of Ka-IlDhorroho; Ka-lani
ku-pule himself with the rrain anny held the middle 
ground between Aiea and the taro patches; Captain 
Brown's rren were in boats guarding the shoreline. 
Thus surrounded, Ka-'eo found his men fighting at close 
quarters and, cut off by Koa-lau-kani between Kalauao 
and Kuarro' 0, he was hemred in on all sides and com
pelled to meet the onset which IlDVed like the ebb and 
flow of the tide. Shots from guns and cannons, thrusts 
of the 8W)rd and spear fell upon his helpers. Ka-'eo 
with six of his rren escaped into a ravine below Aiea 
and might have disappeared there had not the red of 
his feather cloak been seen fran the boats at sea and 
their shots drawn the attention of those on land. 
Hemned in from above, he was killed fighting bravely .. 
His wives were killed with him, and his chiefs and 
warriors. This war, called Kuki-iahu, was fought 
from November 16 to December 12, 1794, at Kalauao in 
Ewa. 

S. M. Karrakau 
Ruling Chiefs p 169 
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Battle of Kukiiahu 

(Synopsis) 
Kaeokulani, ruler of Maui was on his way to 

Kauai with a large force to inspect his holdings there. 
As he approached Oahu Ka lanikupule thought that he 
was coming to attack Oahu and counterattacked. The 
battle was fought at Waimanalo and then settled amic
ably. After visiting awhile with Kalanikupule, Kaeo 
moved on to Waialua and Waianae in preparation for 
his departure for Kauai. Mutiny arose among his troops 
and to divert them he suddenly cancelled plans to go to 
Kauai and instead attacked Kalanikupule. They rret on 
the plains of Ewa. 

In the month of November 1794 Kaeo broke up 
his camp at Waianae and marched on Ewa. At a place 
named Punahawele he encountered the troops of Kala
nikupule, who had received an auxiliary force of armed 
seamen from the English vessels "Jackal" and IIPrince 
Leboo, " under command of Captain Brown, who shortly 
previous had been the first to enter the harbour of 
Honolulu, known to the natives by the name of Kou. 
In this first battle Kaeo was victorious. Some of Ka
lanikupule's hired foreigners were shot by Kaeo's gun
ner, Mare Amara, and the native troops were routed. 
Desultory fighting continued for several days after
wards, in all of which fortune still adhered to the arms 
of Kaeo, who slowly but steadily advanced through the 
Ewa district. 

Worsted but not disheartened, Kalanikupule 
collected his scattered forces between Kalauao and 
Aiea, in Ewa, determined to dispute by another pitched 
battle the progress of Kaeo. The native chroniclers 
have noted the disposition of Kalanikupule's forces. His 
brother Koalaukani occupied with the right wing the 
raised main road from Kalauao to Aiea; his uncle 
Kamohomoho with the left wing occupied the shingly 
beach at Malei; and Kalanikupule himself, with his 
chiefs, occupied the middle of Aiea, while Captain 
Brown with his armed boats occupied a commanding 
position off the shore. We know not how Kaeo had 
marshalled his forces. He was probably advancing 
through the cultivated fields below and beyond the 
ravine of Kalauao. The battle took place on the 
12th December 1794. It was a long and sanguinary 
conflict, and occupied nearly the whole of that day. 
The furious onset of Koalaukani descending from 
the upland where he was posted is said to have 
broken the main column of Kaeo's army, and de-
cided the fortune of the day. Kaeo personally is 
said to have displayed prodigies of valour, but was 
finally compelled to flee, and with six of his com
panions in arms sought shelter in a small ravine 
near the shore of Aiea. His yellow feather cloak, 
the "Ahuulu, " betrayed his presence and his rank 
to the men stationed in the boats off shore, who 
fired at him and his party while the pursuers rushed 
upon them from above; and thus, with his face to the 
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foe, like a lion at bay, died Kaeokulani, a perfect 
type of the personal daring, the martial skill, and 
the princely qualities that formed the beau ideal of 
a Hawaiian chieftain and the admiration of his con
temporaries. The native historian Kamakau says 
that Kaeo's wives and several prominent chiefs 
were also killed in battle, which received by the na
tives the name of "the battle of Kukiiahu. " 

Fornander, The Polynesian Race, Vol II, p 262 

Kahuawai Diving Pool 

Here is another thing. I went to see the diving 
place of chiefs where they used to bathe. It is very 
close to the pump at Kalauao. It is cemented and deep. 
The name of this pool is Kahuawai. On the eastern 
side are some taro patches that are somewhat like 
ponds. They were deep in the olden days and these 
were the taro patches owned by Kaho, in which he 
planted all the time. 

Letter from W. K. Apuakehau 
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, July 18, 1919 
Newsp. 

Kahuawai Bathing Pool 

Kahuawai was a noted bathing place since an
cient times and was guarded so that anyone did not 
bathe in it except the chiefs. Later it was used by all. 
Kakuhihewa's daughters and the hero Kalelealual<a 
(their husband) bathed in this pool. Kaeokulani, the 
chief of Kauai also bathed here when he came to war 
here on Oahu. He was killed at Kukiiahu. Many 
visitors from Hawaii to Kauai that came to see this 
pool and it was well known to Ewa's inhabitants. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 PuuLoa 
Ke Au Hou, Dec. 21, 1910, 
Place Names - Oahu 

Kahuewai 

They went to the taro patches of Aiea, up 
the plain of Kukiiahu, below the road where Kaeo, 
chief of Kauai, was killed by Kalanikupule. From 
there they went along the taro' patches on the upper 
side of Kohokaho, till they came to Kahuewai, a little 
waterfall. A little ways above it was a spring, a place 
where travellers sat and rested. They went up a little 
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KALAUAO 

way to a small plain and ascended the low cliff of Wai
malu and went along between the taro patches of that 
land. 

Na Hunahuna no ka Mo'olelo Hawaii, 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870, 
HEN: Vol I, p 2704 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 95 

Opelemoemoe 

(Synopsis) 
Opelemoemoe made his home at Kahuoi in 

Kalauao. He had the strange power of being able to 
sleep days and months on end only being wakened by 
thunder. 

One day he left Kalauao and went to Puu Ka
polei where he fell asleep. Two men from Kauai look
ing for a human sacrifice found him and took him to 
Pokai in Waianae where their canoes were moored and 
from there to Kauai. There he was placed on the altar 
as a sacrifice and left. Eventually a thunder storm 
woke him. He then married and settled on Kauai for 
some time. Finally he decided to return to his home 
in Kalauao. Before leaving he gave his spear to his 
wife and said that if she bore a son to name him 
Kale lealuaka. 

The son grew up as a mischievous boy. His 
mother at last told him who his father was and he 
came to Kalauao where they were reunited. 

For. CoIl., Hawaiian Ant, Vol V, part I, p 168 

WAIMALU 

The extensive flats between East Loch of Pearl 
Harbor and the present highway were formerly devel
oped in terraces irrigated from Waimalu Stream and 
Waipi spring, which is east of Waiau Pond. There 
are banana groves here now. Terraces also covered 
the flats extending three quarters of a mile above the 
highway into Waimalu Valley, and there were small 
terrace areas several miles upstream beyond these 
flats. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 81 

Naulu-a-Maihea Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 112. The heiau was built on a small knoll 
approximately 125 by 60 by 15 feet high, near the mouth 

EWA WAIMALU 

of the gulch. It now protrudes above the surrounding 
cane and is covered with cactus and kolu and little re
mains to indicate its former importance. Along the 
northwest side and now partially in the cane is a reC
tangular inclosure 42 by 51 feet. The side of the knoll 
which adjoins the inclosure has been evenly faced in 
places with water-worn stones to a height of 3 feet. No 
name is given by Thrum who says that the heiau was 
built in the 12th century by Naulu-a-Maihea. Manuel 
Baptiste, the oldest kamaaina, of Portuguese-Hawaiian 
descent, believes the name of the founder to have been 
the same as the heiau. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Waimalu Burial Cave 

To reach cave, turn mauka on Ewa side of Wai
malu bridge and follow up stream on dirt road--about 
half mile from R. R. crossing stream is a piggery-
opposite piggery up on the Ewa bluff about 300 feet is 
the cave. 

The cave is long and fairly narrow. There is 
ample standing room except for one place which divides 
the cave into two rooms. Built up terraces line each 
side of the cave. These probably held the bodies. 
The cave has already been thoroughly ransacked. There 
are a number of bones but they are broken in small 
pieces, having been disturbed from original position. 
Below this large cave are smaller caves with burials. 

Visited September 1953 with Richard Nishino, 
Kenneth Emory, and Mary Stacey 

Paul Marin (Kahuhuki) 

They went up a little way to a small plain 
and ascended the low cliff of Waimalu and went along 
between the taro patches of that land. Just above that 
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land dwelt the second of the white men previously men
tioned, with whom the attendants spoke in secret. There 
also was the place of Paul Marin. It could be seen at the I ' 
edge of the low cliff, going down just above where the i ' 
spiny plants (cactus) grow. It was said that Marin was.J 
the first person to plant that plant there. It was also 
said that he was a white man who was a persistent 
fisherman. Probably it was because he saw Kameha
meha doing that. He was the most skilled in dancing 
the hula ka-la'au (stick-smiting hula) here at Kahu-
huki. Perhaps it was so. 

Na hunahuna no ka Moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2704 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 95 
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WAIMALU EWA 

Punana-Ioa 
Huewai-pi (Ka-wai-pi) 

Let us go on, 0 Reader, to the old road, inland. 
We will come to the gulch, Kauhihau. On the ascent on 
that side, the traveller will see two long stones on the 
upper side of the road. Those stones were the sons of 
Maihea. The eldest Ula-a-Maihea went away to Kahiki 
on a whale. We saw that in the first issues of this ar
ticle, * and the younger sons became these two stones. 
These were the sons named Kaakakai-a-Maihea and his 
younger brother, Punana-Ioa-Maihea. Their home was 
at the base of the hill above the gulch. That spot is Pu
nana-Ioa. Watch closely, 0 Reader, as you go along 
the government road. As you begin to go down the in
cline of Punana-Ioa, you will see a place where water 
drips beside the road. The name of that water is Hue
wai-pi and this is the legend. 

As Maihea and his family lived above this place, 
they came here for their water. There is a large spring 
on the lower side of the road and they were used to 
coming for water in the early morning. These boys 
did the fetching of the water one morning. When they 
came to draw water. with their ihiloa gourds, the necks 
were so narrow that they did not fill fast. Then it 
became light enough to distinguish the people that passed 
by so they picked up their ihiloa water bottles and dashed 
them to the ground breaking them to pieces there. The 
spot was named Huewai-pi (Stingy-water-bottle) be
cause of what the boys did. But now the name has been 
contracted to Ka-wai-pi. After the boys broke their 
water bottles they began to run without going home. It 
became very light as they ran and they were plainly 
seen. They hid themselves and were changed into 
stones. The writer may call them, "The-stone-sons
of-Maihea (Na-keiki-pohaku-a-Maihea) but these stones 
are generally called Na-pohaku-ku-loloa (Long-standing
stones). These boys were changed into stones before 
Kane and Kanaloa came to Hawaii. This is the legend 
of these boys and one can surely see them with his eyes. 

*See: Ewa, Dividing of Ewa by the Gods 
Kane and Kanaloa 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 29, 1899 
Newsp 

WAIAU 

The ahupua'a takes its name from Waiau Spring 
and pond, south and west of which are small terrace 
areas now planted mostly in truck. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 81 

Kolokukahau Heiau (Destroyed) 
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WAIAU 

Site 113. Kolokukahau heiau was located on 
the ridge between Waiau and Waimalu gulches on the 
mountain side of the former home of Queen Emma. 
The stones were removed some years ago. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Maika Playing Field 
(Kahua Maika) 

They went down to the water and up, going 
above the group of taro patches of Waiau, up to the 
maika playing field to Waimano, ••. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2705 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 97 

Ka-lua-olohe Plain 

As you go on toward Honolulu, (see Ka Loea 
Kalaiaina, July 29, 1899, Newsp., Na Wahi Pana 0 

Ewa p 17) you will come to the plain of Ka-lua-olohe. 
There was a famous spot there that is hidden and lost 
because the road is changed elsewhere and the plain, 
famed from the beginning to this day, is separated 
from it. This is the legend of the plain. 

There was a pit where the hairless dog, seen 
in the olden days, lived. The name of the dog was 
Ku-ilio-loa and he was hairless. He often met with 
those who went on the plain at night and he changed his 
colors from black to brown, to white or to brindle. He 
showed himself when something was going to happen, 
such as the death of a ruling chief or other things per
tainirg to the government such as disagreements and 
so on. Here on this very plain the writer met with 
one of the forms of this dog mentioned above, but the 
dog's appearance did not denote that there was trouble 
for the person going on his way. This plain is in Waiau. 

It is said in the story of Kualii that Waiau was 
his birthplace. His father belonged to Koolau, to Kua
loa and his mother to Waiau. That might be so. This 
was said to be a land of chiefs in the olden days and so 
Ku-ilio-loa was of the royal lineage of Waiau. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 29, 1899 
Newsp 
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WAIAU - WAIMANO 

Puhikani 

Puhikani was a bathing place of the shark 
chiefess, Kaahupahau. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuloa 
Ke Au Hou, Dec. 21, 1910 
Place Names, Oahu 

WAIMANO 

Waimano Stream irrigated small terrace 
areas east of what is now called Pearl City. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 81 

"Wymannoo" 

In the month of November, the king was pleased 
to grant me about sixty acres of land, situated upon 
the Wymummee or Pearl-water, an inlet of the sea 
about twelve miles to the west of Hanaroora. I imme
diately removed thither; and it being Macaheite time, 
during which canoes are tabooed, I was carried on 
mens shoulders. We passed by foot-paths winding 
through an extensive and fertile plain, the whole of 
which is in the highest state of CUltivation. Every 
stream was carefully embanked, to supply water for 
the taro beds. Where there was no water, the land was 
under crops of yams and sweet potatoes. The roads 
and numerous houses are shaded by cocoa-nut trees, 
and the sides of the mountains covered with wood to a 
great height. We halted two or three times, and were 
treated by the natives with the utmost hospitality. My 
farm, called Wymannoo, was 4pon the east side of the 
river, four. or five miles from its mouth. Fifteen 
people with their families resided upon it, who culti
vated the ground as my servants. There were three 
houses upon the property; but I found it most agreeable 
to live with one of my neighbours, and get what I wanted 
from my own land. This person's name was William 
Stevenson a native of Borrowstouness. He had married 
a native, and had a family of several children. He was 
the first who introduced into the island the mode of 
distilling a spirit from the teeroot, of which, however, 
he became so fond, that the King was obliged to deprive 
him of his still. When I knew him he had bound him
self by an oath not to taste spirits except at the new 
year, at which time he indulged to the greatest excess. 
He chiefly employed himself in his garden, and had a 
large stock of European vegetables. (November 1809) 

Archibald Campbell, A Voyage Round the World-

From 1806 to 1812, p 145 

EWA 

Ma'ipuhi 

Ma'ipuhi was a bathing place of the shark 
chiefess. Kaahupahau. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuloa 
Ke Au Hou. Dec. 21, 1910 
Place Names, Oahu 

MANANA 

MANANA 

This narrow ahupua1a was called Manana-iki 
in its lower portion and Manana-nui in the mountains 
where it broadens and includes Manana Stream, which 
flows into Waiawa. There were a few terraces sea
ward, irrigated by Waiawa Stream. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 81 

Puoiki Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 121. Puoiki heiau, at the juncture of 
Manana and Waiawa gulches. 

The heiau crowned the top of a small oval knoll 
which is about 50 feet high by 100 feet wide and 200 feet 
long. The sides of the knoll are perpendicular except 
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for a steep and narrow neck on the mountain side. Dur- f 1 

ing the ceremonies the people are said to have been at : 
the foot of the knoll and surrounding the heiau. There J 
are no remains. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

The Eel Boy of Pilimoo 

When I went to visit the Pearl City Mo rmon 
Church, I met a native there who told some interest
ing stories. One of these was the eel boy of Pilimoo, 
a pool in Pearl City. This pool had an underground 
tunnel that led to the sea. For a long time there was 
no danger to the children that came to swim in the 
pool until a man-eating shark discovered the tunnel 
and slipped in and out at will. 

One day, a boy went to the pool and disappeared. 
No trace of him was found. His father was so worried 
that he went to consult a Makaula or prophet. The 
makaula asked his gods, who told him that it was the 
will of the gods to change him into a small eel, so that 
he could live in the depth of the pool and warn the chil
dren of danger. 
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( MANANA 

The father of the boy went to the pool to see if 
it were so. He sat there a long time and neither saw 
nor heard anything. Then the children gathered at the 
opposite side of the pool from him and began to dive 
and play. 

Suddenly he heard a whistle which sounded so 
like the whistling of his son when he went home every 
day after playing. "That sounds very much like my 
son's whistling, .. he said to himself. He looked around 
and saw nothing. The whistling was repeated. Then 
looking toward a ledge under some hau trees, he no
ticed the head of an eel. Every now and then it whistled. 
He drew closer to it and spoke to it, "Can it be that 
you are my son? How did your human body change to 
an eel?" The boy replied, "Yes, I was once a boy, now 
I am an eel because the gods have willed it, so that I 
may save human lives from the wicked sharks of the 
deep that come here. Go and tell those children to go 
home. Tell them to listen and if they hear whistling 
that is a warning that they are in danger. " 

The man went as he was told to do. He told 
them to listen for a shrill whistle every now and then. 
That was a signal to go away at once. 

The eel whistled again so loudly that the 
children heard him and went away. The father re
mained to see if a shark would appear. A little 
while later he saw the dark form of a big shark swim 
about in the pool. 

So it was that ever after, a whistle was a 
signal that danger was near. 

This is the story of Pilimoo pool. 

Makahonu Naumau (informant) 
May 22, 1940 
HEN: Vol I, p 1595 

Pearl City Stone 

On the gound where the Pearl City Mormon 
Church now stands stood a rock that was regarded by 
the ancients as "supernatural. " 

When the church was built the stone remained 
undisturbed until some of the Hawaiians began to talk 
about it and to call the attention of the visitors to this 
"female" rock. True, it was regarded as a sacred 
rock by the ancients but no one worried about it in par
ticular except to stare at it in curiosity and think what 
it must have meant to their ancestors. 

Then some of the "higher ups" in the church 
heard about it. These were Hawaiians who looked up
on anything that the ancients revered as detrimental 
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WAIAWA 

to their own faith when brought in such close contact 
as this. They insisted that it be thrown out to the road 
side. 

Waiwaiole, a man who lived in the neighbor
hood and knew the legend of this rock was assigned 
the work of removing it to the roadside. He put it off 
from week to week as he hoped that his friends would 
forget about it, but they did not. They became more 
insistant until he found some one to help him to carry 
it out. At first he tried to lift it but it would not move 
until he talked to it. He told it that it was unwelcome 
in the church yard and it would be better for it to be by 
the roadside. After that, the two men had no trouble 
in moving it. 

Some years later the road was widened where 
the stone stood and it was blasted. Part of it is gone 
and a part remains to this day. 

Waiwaiole, the man who removed it feU sick and 
gradually grew worse until he was brought to the Queen's 
Hospital where he died. 

The man who helped him also became sick with 
a disease that made him look bloated and dark. He 
became an inmate of the Mino'aka Home until death 
took him. Waiwaiole's beautiful home was burned 
down with fire. No one knew what caused it. His 
widow is still at Pearl City and expects to build a 
new home ere long. 

Makahonu Naumau (informant) 
May 22, 1940 
HEN: Vol I p 1592 

WAIAWA 

Awa Pond 

Let us cast the net in the awa pond of 
Waiawa; ••• 

Fornander Coll 
Vol IV, P 400, In 186 

Kuhialoko 

Site 119. Kuhialoko - called after Kuhia, one 
of the butlers or purveyors to Kaahupahau the shark 
queen of Ewa. (Kuhiawaho - same as above. ) 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Jan. 12, 1884 

(See: Pearl Harbor, fish ponds, site 119) 
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Polea and Kuhia 

Polea and Kuhia were konohikis in Ewa and was 
why there are places on the shore named Polea and 
Kuhia. There were two Kuhias, Kuhia-loko and Kuhia
waho who were twin brothers. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuloa 
Ke Au Hou, Dec. 21, 1910 
Place Names - Oahu 

Kahi'uka's Cave 

Kahi'uka's (Kaahupahau's brother) cave was up 
in Waiawa, below the home of Rev. Bishop who was 
the pastor in Ewa. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuloa 
Ke Au Hou, Dec. 14, 1910 
Place Names - Oahu 

Puehulunui* and Haupuu 
(Maika Playing Fields) 

on to the lands of Manana and Waiawa, to 
the stream of Kukehi, up to the two maika fields, Pu
ehulunui and Haupuu. Puehulu lies at the crossroads, 
where one leads to Waialua and the other branches off 
to Honouliuli, and to Wai·anae, as was mentioned before. 

*Pueohulunui 

Na Hunahuna no ka Moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870, HEN: Vol 1; p 2705 

See also: 
JOM Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 97 

.. , they came to the top of Haupuu, (that is the 
present site of the.Kahikuonalani Church at Waiawa) 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, (Noted Places of Ewa) 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July I, 1899, Newsp 

Ka - hiku-o-na-Iani rthe-seventh-of-the-rulers7* 
- A little protestant chapel in Ewa bears this name. The 
name of the place on which it stands is Haupu (Haupu and 
not Ha'upu) ... 

*Named for Kalakaua (the 7th ruler since 
Kam. 1) who helped with the building of the 
church. 

Simeon Nawaa to M. K. Pukui, Mar. 1945 
HEN: Vol I, p 2740 

WAIAWA 

LChurch built by KanepaikiJ "On the ahupuaa of Waiawa, 
above the maiJr..a playing field of Haupuu." 

"The book of omens pertaining to houses," p 23 
HEN: Archives 

Kahua Maika 

A game almost as distinctly Hawaiian as surf 
riding or sledding was the Maika, or bowl. In this 
a round stone ball was sometimes used, but the usual 
bowl which was called.a ulu· or olohu, was a disc, 3" 
in diameter and an inch and a half thick at the center, 
and 1" thick at the rim. Some of these discs were 
of wood, but mos·t were of stone. The game was 
played on a smooth, level hard packed track of 
ground. On Molokai and Lanai some of these tracks, 
kahua maika, may still be seen. In competitions, 
the ulumaika was rolled for distance, or rolled clear 
between two stakes set up in the ground several 
inches apart at a distance of 30 to 40 yards. Men 
only played at this sport. 

Sometimes the half-grown breadfruit was used 
for the bowl. Evidently the game originated with the 
rolling of breadfruit, because in Samoa the only bowl 
used is a disc made by a central slice of bre.adfruit. 
The game is played also· in the Cook Islands, but 
with a wooden disc as well as slices of breadfruit. 
In Samoa it was sometimes thrown with a strip of 
hau bark, in the Cook Islands generally so thrown. 

K. P. Emory, Sports, Games and Amusements 
Lecture #5, . Ancient Hawaiian Civilization 
Course 

The Game of Maika 

This latter game is very laborious, yet we have 
known the men of whole districts engage in it at once, 
and have seen them playing several hours together 
under the scorching rays of a vertical sun. 

On the same tahua or floor they also play at 
another game, resembling the pahe, which they call 
maita or uru maita. 

Two sticks are stuck in the ground only a few 
inches apart, at a distance of thirty or forty yards, 
and between these, but without striking either, the 
parties at play strive to throw their stone; at other 
times, the only contention is, who can bowl it farth
est along the tahua or floor. 

The uru, which they use instead of a dart, is 
a circular stone admirably adapted for rolling, be
ing of compact lava, or a white alluvial rock, 
(found principally in the island of Oahu, ) about three 
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or four inches in diameter, an inch in thickness 
around the edge, but thicker, and consequently 
heavier, in the centre. 

These stones are finely polished, highly 
valued and carefully preserved, being always oiled 
and wrapped up in native cloth after having been 
used. The people are, if possible, more fond of 
this game than the pahe: and the inhabitants of a 
district, not unfrequently challenge the people of the 
whole island, or the natives of one island those of all 
the others, to bring a man who shall try his skill with 
some favourite player of their own district or island. 

On such occasions we have seen seven or eight 
thousand chiefs and people, men and women, assembled 
to witness the sport, which, as well as the pahe, is of
ten continued for hours together. 

Many of these amusements require great bodily 
exertion; and we have often been struck with the rest
less avidity and untiring effort with which they pursue 
even the most toilsome games. 

Journal of William Ellis, p 148 

Ulu Maika (Game) 

In 1840 Charles Wilkes of the United States Navy 
viewed native Hawaiians playing the game of "Maika". 
The "art of rolling a stone, " described Wilkes. 

"In some places they had trenches dug for this 
game upwards of a mile in length, about three wide and 
two deep, with the bottom level, smooth and hard. The 
game is still practiced (although none of the trenches 
remain) on any level ground that may be suitable. In 
the present instance the governor selected the road in 
front of the house I occupied. The maika is a 
piece of hard lava, in the shape of a small wheel or rol
ler, three inches in diameter and an inch and a half 
thick, very smooth and highly polished. " 

Paradise of the Pacific 
July 1937, p 26 

Pu'awa Popolo 

••• When the wondrous maiden /Ke-ao
melemele/ arrived at the entrance to the moun
tain of Konahuanui, all the offerings were in charge 
of Ke-anuenue, a puko'a or reddish brown pig, a 
clump of dark 'awa (pu'awa popolo) which was not 
common in these islands. This variety of 'awa 

EWA 

now grows in the upland of Waiawa, down here 
in Ewa. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke_ao_melemele 
Kuokoa, Jan.l7, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 840 
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Between West Loch of Pearl Harbor and Loko 
Eo the lowlands were filled with terraces which extended 
for over a mile up into the flats along Waikele Stream. 
The lower terraces were formerly irrigated partly from 
Waipahu Spring, which Hawaiians believe came all the 
way through the mountains from Kahuku. It is said that 
terraces formerly existed on the flats in Kipapa Gulch 
for at least 2 miles upstream above its junction with 
Waikele. Wild taros grow in abundance in upper Kipapa 
Gulch. Of l{ipapa Stream Fornander (Vol. 5, pt. 2, 
p. 274) records the following in the story of Namaka
okapaoo: 

Pokai then assented and went to live with her husband 
PualH, and resided at the plains of Keahumoa (the plain 
below Kipapa Gulch). They lived there tilling the soil. 
Pualii had two large taro patches which remain to this 
day. They are called Namakaokapaoo. * 

* See: Legend of Namakaokapaoo, Ewa, 
Honouliuli 

Handy, Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 82 

Halaulani 
Ahuena Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 122. Ahuena heiau, Halaulani, Waipio, just 
seaward of the Experiment Station of the Hawaiian Sugar 
Planters' Assn. 

Only a small portion of paving of very small 
waterworn stones at the edge of the 25 foot elevation 
remains of what must have been an important heiau, 
for the site is known and remembered by all the old 
Hawaiians (kamaaina) in the district. There is a vague 
memory that this heiau was formerly located in the 
mountains in Honouliuli at Punahawele. Thrum states 
"Hon. John Ii used to be the custodian of its idols. " 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

We rode and reached Waipio. Saw Halau
lani House: only the house stood there for the inhabitants 
had gone to Mana. The bubbling waters of the pond of 
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Eo rippled on the left. There a recollection came of 
the bundles of fat eel from that place and the delicious 
mullet of Makahanaloa. It was delicious clean and that 
is why the very juice in the ti leaves was sucked up by 
Kohala's son. 

Haleiwa Hotele 

Kuokoa, Aug. ll, 1899 
Newsp 

Loko Eo 

Eo - large fish pond in Ewa, well known for 
superior flavor of fishes. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Aug. ll, 1883 

Lepau - dwelling place 

Site 124. The populous dwelling place of the 
alii was formerly located on an east point of Waipio 
Peninsula, known as Lepau. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kipapa Gulch 

Site 130 (Destroyed). Moaula heiau, on the Hono
lulu side of Kipapa Gulch just above Heiau 0 Umi, to 
which it is said to be a companion structure. The site 
is now covered with cane. 

Site 131 (Destroyed). Heiau 0 Umi, was just 
northeast of the government road in the bottom of Kipapa 
Gulch on the slight elevation at the foot of the pali on the 
Honolulu side. The level elevation can still be seen, 
though planted in cane. 

Site 132. Waikakalaua and Kipapa Gulches. 
According to Fornander (Pol. Race, Vol II, p. 90) 
Waikakalaua is the place where the invading chiefs 
from Hawaii met Mailikukahi, moi of Oahu, in battle: 

The fight continued from there to Kipapa Gulch. 
The invaders were thoroughly defeated, and the gulch 
is said to have been literally paved with the corpses of 
the slain, and received its name "Kipapa" from this 
circumstance. Punaluu was slain on the field which 
bears his name, the fugitives were pursued as far as 
Waimano, and the head of Hilo was cut off and carried 
in triumph to Honouliuli, and stuck up at a place still 
called Poo-Hilo. 

McAllister, Arch.of Oahu. 

[' 

EWA WAIPIO r' 
Battle of Kipapa - Fornander \1 

I have before referred to the expedition by some 
Hawaii chiefs, Hilo-a-Lakapu, Hilo-a Hilo-Kapuhi, and 1'> 
Punaluu, joined by Luakoa of Maui, which invaded Oahu 
during the reign of Mailikukahi. It cannot be considered 
as a war between the two islands, but rather as a raid 
by some restless and turbulent Hawaii chiefs, whom the 
pacific temper of Mailikukahi and the wealthy condition 
of his island had emboldened to attempt the enterprise, 
as well as the eclat that would attend them if successful, 
a very frequent motive alone in those days. The invad-
ing force landed at first at Waikiki, but, for reasons 
not stated in the legend, altered their mind, and pr 0-

ceeded up the Ewa lagoon and marched inland. At Wai
kakalaua they met Mailikukahi with his forces, and a 
sanguinary battle ensued. The fight continued from 
there to the Kipapa gulch. The invaders were thor-
oughly defeated, and the gulch is said to have been liter
ally paved with the corpses of the slain, and received 
its name, "Kipapa", from this circumstance. Punaluu 
was slain on the plain which bears his name, the fugi-
tives were pursued as far as Waimano, and the head 
of Hilo was cut off and carried in triumph to HonouH-
uH, and stuck up at a place still called Poo-Hilo. 

Fornander, The Polynesian Race 
VollI, p 89 

Battle of Kipapa 

Mr. Kahikulani was a war leader of Puna, 

f1 

Hawaii. He came to battle against the chief Halemano l.~'I' 
whose cannibal meat dish became famous. He went 
inland and up to the very top of the mountain. He 
looked down on Kipapa stream where his warriors fought 
those of Chief Halemano in a great battle. The sun had [ "] 
not set when all of Halemano's warriors were destroyed. 
The land and stream of Kipapa was reddened with the j 

blood shed in this battle. That was the first time that 

the public highway became peaceful in that period that l.~;. 
is gone. Kakikulani was a man of power in Puna, 
Hawaii. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 28, 1930 
Place Names - Oahu 

Battle of Kipapa Gulch 

Tradition states that during this reign (of 
Mailekukahi) a raiding party led by several Hawaii 
Island and Maui chiefs descended upon oahu attracted 
by the richness of the inhabitants. They landed first 
at Waikiki, then sailed down the coast to Pearl Harror 
which they entered. Then they marched inland looking 
for the rroi and met him in Waikakalaua Gulch where a 
bloody battle started and flowed into Kipapa Gulch. 

L 
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The raiders were thoroughly defeated. It is related 
that the gulch was paved with corpses of the slain 
and received its name "Kipapa" from this fact. The 
plain Punaluu received its name from the fact that 
one of the raiding chiefs, bearing this name, here 
met his death. The invaders fled to Wa:i.rrano where 
Hilo, one of the Hawaii chiefs, was beheaded and his 
head displayed on the end of a fX)le at a place called 
"POO-Hilo", near Honouliuli, in Ewa. 

Then followed the reigns of Kalona-iki and 
Kukaililoko (the latter a woman) which were marked by 
the continuance of peace and prosperity. 

Cartwright 
Paradise of the Pacific Vol. 37 #5, P 8 

Kanoenoe Plain 

Let us look once more at another noted place 
that is out of sight under the sugar cane, the plain of 
Kanoenoe. The plain of Kanoenoe is the plain on the 
western side of the plain of Punahawele. When you go 
up from Kipapa stream and get to the top where the 
government road goes in land, the foot path down to 
Waipio, that is the plain of Kanoenoe. Lihue, Haleauau 
and Kalena are all place names in an old poem that went 
like this: 

The icy wind of Lihue plied its spurs, 
Pulling up the bridle of Haleauau, 
Speedi:ng headlong over Kalena 
And running over the plain of Kanoenoe. 

This plain is covered over with the gold, dia
monds and silver of idols of the missionaries. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 22, 1899 
Newsp. 

Paliuli in Ewa 

In a very short time she ,-Paliulfi walked 
over the plain of Ewa; Ewa that is know~as the 
land of the silent fish (pearl oysters). After she 
had passed the sands of Kuilima !Waikele7, she 
came to Pu'u-nahawele /PunahaWele7 and down 
to the stream of Kipapa.- She went on to the plain 
of Punalu'u and turned to gaze at Maunauna point 
and the plain of Lihue. She reached the plain of 
Kokoloea and saw the road filled with men and 
women. Among the handsome young people were 
men and women noted for their good looks in those 
olden days. Kal.akoa and Malamanui were the 
young men and Kalena and Hale'au'au were young 
women and their names were given to places that 
bear them to this day. When Paliuli arrived there 
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she was welcomed by the natives just mentioned, 
with kindness and graciousness which was custom. 
ary to this race of hospitable people. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke-ao·melemele 
Kuokoa, Dec. 13, 1884 
HEN: Vol II, p 829 

(Unable to locate this plain definitely. It 
was originally thought that it was probably in 
Honouliuli. From the direction of the traveler's 
route in this reference and other place names 
mentioned, it is now believed to be in Waipio. 
EPS) 

The Plain of Punahawele 

The plain of Pl.U1ahawele, too. It used to be a 
dry plain but now water ripples over it and sugar cane 
covers it. The plain is fertile. The writer recalls a 
few lines of a love song of this plain, 

I love the plain of Punahawele, 
That arid uninhabited plain, 
Peopled only by horses. 

On the plain was a famous rock, famed in the 
olden days as Pohaku-huna-palaoa (Ivory-hiding-stone). 
This stone was by the old road going from Ewa to Wai
alua, but not the road used now. this is the new road. 
This road (that I am speaking of) was farther up about 
a mile from the new road. The old road was inland. 
This is the legend of the stone. Perhaps it is blown 
up with giant powder by the Haoles and reduced to 
nothing. There was a hole on the stone, a deep one 
that went down into it and then up on the other side. 
The space between the two holes was about six inches 
apart. The thing that was secreted in the stone was 
the ivory necklace of a woman from Hawaii, She had 
come to visit Oahu on a double canoe which landed at 
Puuloa. She was a woman of chiefly blood. She began 
to go toward Waialua and not toward Waianae. Her 
journey took her from Kalaekao to Halawa and from 
there she headed directly for Waiau and from thence, 
toward Waialua. After she had passed Waiawa, the 
plain of Kalipahee and Kalua-a-kailio (Dog's.pit) she 
went up an incline that went up the side till she reached 
the top. She went inland till she came to a stone and 
there she rested. As she sat on the stone she noticed 
the holes. She had her ivory necklace on at the time, 
so she took it off. held it in her hand and spoke, "Yes, 
I have worn you all the way from Hawaii to this spot 

and I am thinking of hiding you, You are a necklace 
that had been handed down from my ancestors to my 
parent and then it came to me, their descendant. So 
shall it go to my descendants. So I am leaving you here, 
and one of my descendants shall seek and find you. " 
She kissed it, wept with affection because this was the 
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first time she was ever separated from this valued and 
prized possession of chiefs. She thought of hiding her 
favorite necklace and to go on, so she allowed it to slip 
down into the stone, forever separating it from her. 
Her descendants were to seek it again. As she sobbed 
convulsively over her companion who came over the dis
tant sea with her, the tears poured down. This re·minds 
the writer of a poem of the ancients that went like this: 

EWA 

The sun descended, treading the rain clouds 
The rain that fills the water-cups of the clouds 
Which they poured out, soaking the upland of 

Kona 
Wetting my lehua blossoms of Pelekii, 
There in the upland of Maihi, 
The beloved companions are separated, 
Exchanging with each other a small 

ornament, 
I think I have been more than rewarded 

by you, 
o do not be hurt with me. 

After weeping she hid her necklace away in the hole in 
the stone. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 14; 1899 
Newsp. 

The Plain of Punahawele (cont. ) 

The woman covered the hole without a human 
being there to see her. It is true that no one ever 
found it, as she said, when she talked to her valuable 
possession and it was a descendant of some of her 
children that. sought and found the secret. Yes, that 
came later. The ivory necklace which she secreted 
was well hidden in the stone. But there was a certain 
god who saw her hiding it and he was on the opposite 
side of Panakauahi stream. The name of this god was 
Ke- 'kua-olelo (Talking-god). lie was looking at the 
woman from a certain heiau. The heiau was named 
Ke-'kua-olelo for the god and that is the name to this 
day. The god then exclaimed, "The woman is hiding 
the ivory necklace! The woman is hiding the ivory 
necklace!" The woman heard the exclamation and 
thought that maybe her secret had been seen by some 
one and so she peered and looked about to see but saw 
no one. It was the voice of a god and not that of a man. 
She sat there worrying because the thing she had hid
den was perhaps not a secret. Then the voice she 
heard before came to her, "0 woman from the land 
of the sunrise of Ha'eha'e; where it nestled over the 
pool of Waiakaea; at Kumukahi where the wind gourd 
of Laamaomao is. It is hidden. None has seen it but 
me and when the time comes for your descendants to 
seek it, I will tell the fruit of your womb where it is. " 

Now Reader, we see now that it was this god 
who told the seeker where it was hidden. Thus the 

WAIPIQ r ~ 

words of this woman were fulfilled that it should be 
a child of her descendants that would find it. This 
was fulfilled much later by one of the great-grand
sons of her grandchildren who was called a kooka. 
a kauila tree of PuUkapele, by the Kauaians. It 
was this god who told him where it was when he came 
from Hawaii to seek it. It was this god, Kekuaolelo who 
gave the a~swer to the secrets of some children. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 22, 1899 
Newsp. 

King Kamehameha I 

The King became sick while he was living 
with the chiefs at Halaulani, Waipio, Ewa .... 

The king recovered under Papa's treatment and 
went home by canoe. He boarded the canoe at Miki in 
Waikele (so it was said) and returned to Honolulu. 

John Ii ms, pp 134-135 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 33 

[' 

... a proclamation came from Kawelo, the over- [: 
seer of the land of Waikele, for the men of the land to 
fetch the double canoes beached at Kupahu, on the north- f J'.' 

eastern side of Halaulani in Waipi'o. 

John Ii ms., p 209 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 76 

Naming of Kapahu and Hanapouli 

Lolale was the father and Keleanohoapiapi the l ~ 
mother of Ka-Io-kaholi-a-Lale. He was born in the up-
land of Lihue and there he was reared into manhood. 

He excelled in good looks and greatly resembled his '.:/:,' 
mother. l. 

In the olden days the favorite occupation of the 
Lihue chiefs was spear throwing and the best instruc- '. " 
tors hailed from that locality. Lo-Kaholialale learned i ~ 
how to wield clubs and throw spears and was skilled in 
parrying with long spears. He did not miss a crawling 
or flying insect in thrusting, for his aim was perfect. L 

The ruling chief of Ewa, named Piliwale, (Ai the 
royal family of Kumuhonua oi Kukaniloko) had two t.\ugh-
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terse The older was Kukaniloko, and the younger Ko
hepalaoa. The former was betrothed to the son of the 
chief of Maui, whose name was Luaia. 

The chief had declared that if any man he found 
who was skilled in spear throwing and could out-match 
his instructor then the reward would be his daughter. 
The chief's spear throwing instructor was Awa. He 
could hold ten spears in his right hand and ten in his 
left. He could, with two thrusts send ten at the back, 
two to trip his opponent and two at the navel. (The skill 
of the ancients could not be surpassed. ) 

The spear throwing cont'est lasted two days at 
FUeohulunui but none dared to challenge the instructor. 
As for Lo-Kaholialale, he observed the manner in 
which the expert instructor thrust and parried and he 
also knew how his own instructor fought. Ake-pao-a
na-ihe (Eager-to-thrust-with-spears) was the name of 
his own teacher. 

On the third day the contest was taken down to 
Halaulani. It was there the chief heard that a certain 
young chief of the upland of Lihue challenged Awa
hauna-Ia'au-nui. 

There the young chief of Lihue showed his un
equalled skill in parrying. The strokes by which he won 
was the pane (skull top) from above and the hu'alepo 
(dust scattering) from below. Two places were then 
named Ka-pahu (The thrust) and Hana-pouli (making
a-darkness) and they are at Waipio in Ewa. 

Kohe-palaoa became the wife of Kaholialale and 
that was the beginning of the combination of the ranks of 
the Lo and Wohi. Those were the'ranks held by Kaholi
alale. Kohe-palaoa held the rank of the Kumuhonua 
chiefs of Kukaniloko. She was of a Ni'aupi'o rank. To 
them was born a son, Kanehoalani who became a chief 
of Koolau. 

Donald Angus ColI 
From the Kuokoa, Aug. 26, 1865 
(Unfinished Material) 

The Makahiki in Waipio 

TAs the makahiki procession returns from the vari
- ous district;) 

Many people followed the procession on its 
tour over the land, among them the boxers, and all 
partook of the foods that were c'ontributed by the 
people of each place. Ii followed the procession of 
the gods as far as Waipio in Ewa, and thus learned 
the customs of the Makahiki period. 

In imitation of what he saw on his journey 
from Honolulu with the god of play, the boy made 
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two images that looked very much like the makahiki 
gods. Beside them he placed ferns and a clump of 
bananas bearing fruit. 

For four days there was boxing with the boys 
from Waikele. The matches were held in front of 
the images, starting about four o'clock in the after
noon. Then, because the visiting boys plotted to 
take the images, they were put away in a safe place. 

At noon of the fifth day the battlers :rret 
at a designated place and fought back and forth 
with stones. One of the Waipio boys was struck 
by a Waikele boy, and so the battle was IX>stponed 
until evening. Then those of both sides gathered. 
Kaapuiki, wearing his dark red sroulder covering, 
was on the side of the oPIX>nents, and when Ii 
threw his stone, it struck Kaapuiki on the eyebrow 
and made him cry. This ended their devilish 
behavior; but Ii, having been told that the 
other was the son of a sorcerer, was frightened. 
Later he learned that the reIX>rt was not true. 

At about the time of the sham battle, a pro
clamation came from Kawelo, the overseer of the land 
of Waikele, for the men of the land to fetch the double 
canoe beached at Kupahu, on the northeastern side 
of Halaulani in Waipio. Because this proclamation 
came from Kawelo,who said the order was from Ka
lanimoku, the men of Waipio made ready to detain 
the canoe. They felt that the command should have 
come from their own leader, Papa. 

When Kawelo and the men of Waikele had ta
ken their places from prow to stern of the canoe and 
the command, "Go ahead, " was given, the canoe did 
n'ot budge. It was being held back by the men of Wai
pio. Kawelo's men tried again to make it go forward, 
but to no avail, so Kawelo asked the Waipio men why 
they held on. Kaimihau answered, "You cannot do 
this, for we were not told of it by our leaders. If 
Kalanimoku had made this request through our own 
leaders, we should have heard of it and therefore 
done nothing to prevent the removal of the canoe. 
If you persist in the idea of taking the canoe, day 
may change to night and night to day without its bud
ging from its resting place. All things left here at 
Waipio are protected, from the sea to the upland, and 
we shall not let them go'unless we hear from our own 
leaders." 0 companions, see how well the people 
served their leader. The peace of the land of Waipio 
was well known while the high chiefs were in charge 
and up to the time of Papa's death. 

Here is a wonderful thing about the land ot 
,Waipio. After a famine had raged in that land, the 

removal of new crops from the taro patches and' gar
dens was prohibited until all of the people had gathered 
and the farmers had joined in thanks to the gods. 
This prohibition was called kapu 'ohi'a because, while 
the famine was upon the land, the people had lived on 
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mountain apples ('ohi'a 'ai), 'tis, yams, and other up
land foods. On the morning of Kane an offering of 
taro greens and other things was made to remove 
the 'ohi'a prohibition, after which each farmer took 
of his own crops for the needs of his family. These 
occurrences were wonderfully similar to the things 
spoken of by David in Psalms 96:1-8. It was right 
to offer thanksgiving; but the ideas of that time were 
erroneous. 

Jo hn Papa Ii 
Fragments of Hawaiian History 
Bishop Museum Press, 1959, pp76-77. 

John Ii's Birthplace 

He (John Ii) was born in Kumelewai, Waipio in 
Ewa on the 3rd of August or Hilinehu in the Hawaii cal
ender, in 1800. It was on the land of Papa 'Ii, owner 
of the pond of Hanaloa. He received his property from 
Kamehameha as did others who lived on that ahupua'a 
from (the time of Nu'uanu). He left the property to his 
sister, who was the mother of the aforementioned boy. 

John Ii ms, p 101 

See also: 
JaM Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 20 

Mamaki Bark 

From Waipi'o in Ewa and from some lands 
of Hawaii came tapas made of Mamaki bark and 
'ouholowai tapas from Olaa and soforth .... 

John Ii ms, p 195 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 83 

Kapuna Cave 

Let us go on our way to Kapuna. The cave of 
Kapuna used to be occupied by chiefs in ancient times. 
That time has passed. A new generation came later 

EWA 

and the cave was used by the fishermen of Waikele and 
Waipio to this day on which the writer mentions this. It 
was of this cave that the famous riddle of the ancients 
mentioned, "To Kapuna belongs the house, the sea dwells 
in it." (No Kapuna ka hale noho ia e ke kai). This is the 
answer to the riddle, "To a brother-in-law belongs the 
house, a sister-in-law dwells in it." (Note: Hawaiian 
relationship too complicated to explain here. M. p. ) 
There is life for the people where fire is lighted. This 
cave is on the Waipio side and a sea passage separates 
Waipio and Waikele and Waikele and Honouliuli. The 

WAIKELE r' 
passage is obstructed by three small islands, a middle r-~, 
one and Manana and Laulaunui. These small islands are I , 
in the middle of the passage to Honouliuli and inside and 
outside of these small islands is the sea of Kaihuopalaai r~. 

where mullet lived till they whitened with age. I ' 
Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 

Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Oct. 7, 1899 
Newsp. 

Waipiokimopo 

After Kahahana's death a plot was laid to murder 
the chiefs of Maui. Kahekili was living at Kailua with 
most of the chiefs; Manono, Kauakapekulani, Kaiana, 
Namakeha, Nahiolea, Kalaniulumoku, and others were 
at Kaneohe and Heeia; Hueu alone was at Waialua. Those 

l ~ 
in the plot were the chief Elani, Pupuka, Makaioulu, [ , 
Konamanu, Kalakioonui, and a great many others. Wai-> 
pio in Ewa as the center of the plot got the name of "Wai
pio of secret rebellion" (Waipiokimopo). The plotters 
were divided, Elani and his party to kill the chiefs in 
Ewa; Makaioulu, Pupuka, and their accomplices to at-
tack Kahekili; Konamanu and Kalakioonui and their party 
to kill Hueu; and all to attack on the same night. But 
some one warned the Ewa chiefs of the plot and they fled 
to Waikiki and Kahekili and his chiefs escaped in the 
same way. But Hueu, who was living at Kaowakawaka, 
Kawailoa, in Waialua, was killed on one of the Kaloa 
nights while his guards were asleep, and to throw sus
picion on others the plotters said, "Death comes from 
Kauai" and later they said, "Death comes from Waipio. " 

L 

But the plot came out and when Kahekili learned that f'1 
Elani of Ewa was one of the plotters, the districts of 
Kona and Ewa were attacked, men, women, and children .J 
massacred, until the streams of Makaho and Niuhelewai 
in Kona and of Kahoaaiai (Hoaeae) in Ewa were choked fl. 
with the bodies of the dead and their waters became bit- L 
ter to the taste, as eye witnesses say, from the brains 
that turned the water bitter. All the Oahu chiefs were 
killed and the chiefesses tortured. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Ruling Chiefs, p 138 

WAIKELE 

In the flatland, wher e the Kamehameha High
way crosses the lower valley of Waikele Stream, there 
are the remains of terraces on both sides of the road, 
now planted to bananas, beans, cane, and small gar
dens. For at least 2 miles upstream there were small 
terrace areas. 

E. S. Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 82 
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Waipahu tapa anvil was said to have come out of and drifted down 
Mokoula Heiau the stream. 

Site 127. (Destroyed) Mokoula heiau, south
west of the main road in the village of Waipahu. 

The heiau has been completely destroyed for building 
purposes of the neighborhood. The site is at the edge 
of a 50 foot elevation which projects out into the present 
rice fields and was pointed out by Kaluawai, a kamaaina 
undoubtedly more than 100 years old. 

McAllister, Arch of Oahu 

Waipahu 
Hapupu Heiau 

Site 129. (Destroyed) Heiau, Waipahu, said to 
have been named Hapupu. 

The Waipahu plantation stables on the mountain 
side of the road across from the schoolhouse west of 
the town now occupy the site of the former heiau at 
Waikele. Nbthing remains of the heiau. According 
to Thrum it was a "Heiau pookanaka, where the chief 
Hao was surprised during temple worship and slain 
with his priest and attendant chiefs by direction of 
the moi of Oahu, about 1650." The site was pointed 
out by Kapano. 

McAllister 
Arch.of Oahu 

waikele Stream Petroglyphs 

On the cliff boulders, north side of Waikele 
Stream, west edge of Waipahu town. Human figures, 
triangular (anns curved down~d), dogs. ± 12 units. 

Cox and Stasack, Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

Waipahu - meaning 

Wai - water 
Pahu - burst, explode 

Waipahu - water forced up (as out of a spring) 

Mary Kawena Pukui, March 1954 

Waipahu formerly Waikele 

The place now called Waipahu was originally 
Waikele. Waipahu was only a. small place where a 

Simeona Nawaa told to Mary Pukui 
March 6, 1945 
HEN: p 2742 

Waipahu Spring 

Saw the river in which Madam Kaahupahau 
(a shark goddess) swam up from the sea at Puuloa to the 
upland to bathe in the fresh water of the gushing spring 
of Waipahu. 

Haleiwa Hotele 
Kuokoa, Aug. II, 1899 
Newsp. 

Site 128. Waipahu spring, famous in tradition 
as the place at which the tapa mallet appeared after 
having been lost in Kahuku. A pump has been placed 
over the site. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu, p 106 

Ka-puka-na-wai- o-kahuku 

Located in Waipahu (see also: Kahuku, Ko'olauloa) 

In Waipahu is also another noted spot, Ka
puka-na-wai-o-Kahuku (Outlet-of-water-from
Kahuku). From that hole came a tapa anvil from 
Kahuku and found by a woman of Waikele. The woman 
who owned the anvil came from Kahuku to seek it and 
found it here. This is the story of her seeking and 
finding it here. She went from Kahuku on the Koolau 
side to Kaneohe where she spent the night. There 
was no sign of the anvil in Koolau, because the sign 
she sought was the sound it made. All anvils did not 
have the same sound as the one she sought. When a 
tapa anvil was used, it gave out a sound and was re
cognizable by its ring for all anvils had certain sounds 
of its own, sharp or deep. She went on and spent the 
night at Wailupe but did not find hers. She heard other 
anvils but they were not hers. The night turned into 
day and she went on to Kapalama where she slept but 
did not hear what she sought till she came to Waipahu. 
There she listened to the anvils and as she listened a 
gentle Mauunene breeze wafted down from Lihue. It 
brought the sound of her anvil down from the valley 
because the wind that bore the sound came from the 
upland. The woman who was using it lived up at Ke
ana-pueo (Owl's-cave). When the woman who was 
seeking the anvil heard it, she walked up by the 
stream to the place where she noticed the sound and 
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found it. She returned home to Kahuku by way of 
Moanalua with the article she had sought patiently, 
that is, her tapa anvil. This is a brief tale about her. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, June 10, 1899 
Newsp. 

Waipahu 

On the way down, Lahilahi (Webb) pOinted 
to Waipahu the outlet of a subterranean stream. Once 
its waters gushed forth and poured into Poniohua stream 
below, but now it is inclosed in a round shed with a 
peaked roof and the road occupies the place where it 
once spilled its contents into a rushing stream. Today, 
the stream has grown narrower and moves more slowly 
than it did in Lahilahils younger days. 

M. K. Pukui, Waikele, Ewa, Oahu 
1939 
HEN: Vol I, p 1258 

Pohukaina Cave 
Kualoa-Kaaawa 

Pohukaina was Oahu's most famous burial cave 
for chiefs and is situated at Kanehoalani hill between 
Kualoa and Kaaawa. The entrance is believed to be 
at Kaoio cliff, facing Kaaawa and another entrance is 
at Kaahuula spring. Hailikulamanu is another entrance 
a little way below the cave of Koluana in Moanalua (and 
there are still others) at Kalihi, Puiwa, at Waipahu in 
Ewa and at Kahuku in Koolauloa. 

Ke Au Hou, June 28, 1911 
Place Names - Oahu 

Waikele Place Names 

The site of the present Waipahu Continuation 
School was called Kahapuupuu. Here lived the kapu 
Chiefess, Kalanikepoolauheaiku, who was called 
Waimahu'i only by her own people. It was a custom 
of old to have a name by which a chief was called and 
a name for members of the household only. She was 
so very kapu that even her own children could not eat 
a portion of any food served for her and no other chief, 
except Keopuolani, could enter her house with a skirt 
on. 

The place where Lahilahi' s (Webb) old hous e 
now stands not far from the fish pond, was known as 
Kupiko. A short distance from the pond was Keopuo
lani's canoe landing, called Kualalua. A spring is 
near it. Next to Kualalua is a small point called 
Hilo-pali-ku. 

EWA 
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Above the store, near the school house are 
two stones, known as "Ku ale Ewa, Noho iho Ewa. " 
(Standing Ewa, sitting Ewa). Just why they were 
called by those names, she did not say, but I did 
hear her say that, "Ku ale Ewa, he Ewa alii; noho 
iho Ewa, he Ewa kanaka," that is, "Standing Ewa 
is the Ewa of chiefs and Sitting Ewa, the Ewa of 
commoners. " 

The broad plain was called "Ke-one-kuhi
lima-Iaula-o-Ewa. (See page 27 under above 
name). 

Kuolo-kele was a legendary stone that 
used to lie in a stream but it has disappeared. 

Kike-nui-a-Ewa is also a legendary stone above 
Waipahu, the outlet of the subterranean stream. 

Pohaku-pili is also another, located up Poni
ohua stream, above the spot where Kaahupahau, the 
shark goddess of Ewa, used to swim up to be fed. 
This spot was called Ka-wai-ahu'a-Iele. Her brother, 
Kahi lukii, also a shark, was fed at Waiawa. 

Between the stream of Poniohua. between the 
bridge and the sea, was Kalou, a good place for swim
ming and diving. There were (are?) big stones there 
under which some trees (brought down from the moun
tains by awollen waters) lodged and remained pre
served for years .... 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Waikele. Ewa, Oahu 
May 1939 
HEN: Vol I, p 1258 

Hanohano 

The new high school, almost finished, stands at 

r: 
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Hanohano, once a place where the wild ilimas thrived. 1 

A worthy name, Hanohano (Majestic), for from its height 1 
above the shore it has an excellent view of the blue waters ~ 
of the lochs below it, and the dark green hills in the dis
tance beyond. 

Mary Kawena Pukui, 1939 
Waikele, Ewa, Oahu 
HEN: Vol I, p 1258 

Kuolohele* 

••• Kamapuaa returned and meeting Ku
olohele, he asked "Is that you?" He said, "Yes," 
"Let us go together." They went together ae far 

*Called Kuolo-kele by Mary Pukui, 
See: Ewa, p 122. 
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as Waiawa and from thence to Waipahu. Kama
puaa stood on this side of the stream while Kuolo
hele bathed below. He had put down his bundle 
and Kamapuaa spied a lump on his back. He 
picked up a stone and threw it on Kuolohele's back. 
He cried aloud that he was being killed and Kama
puaa said. "You are not being killed. You are 
healed." He took up the stone and stuck it on the 
cliff and there it is to this day. a stone visited 
by strangers. 

Kahiolo. G. W. 
The Legend of Kamapuaa 
Ka Hae Hawaii. Aug. 27. 1861 
HEN: Vol II. p 294 

Ke-one-kui-lima-Iaula-o-Ewa 

Located on site of Oahu sugar mill above Waipahu. 

This is the story of why Ke-one-kui-lima
laula-o-Ewa (The-Iand-of-holding-hands-over-the
breadth-of-Ewa) was named. It was named because 
of two chiefs whose names I do not know. I know 
something of what they did and here is the brief tale. 
The older brother. who was chief of Oahu resided at 
Waikele. while his younger brother resided at Wai
kiki. This brother did not feel kindly toward the 
other and wished to rebel and this was what he did. 
The chiefs of old were fond of catching tiger sharks 
and killed men for bait. The fish was caught under 
the direction of the kahuna. He (the younger chief) 
did as he was told and caught a big fish. The shark 
was divided from head to tail. the contents removed 
and the skin saved. A house-like structure was made 
to put inside and the skin sewed over it. The sharp 
teeth of the shark were left as they were and a place 
was made for the chief to sit. Let us leave him with 
his plot and turn to his brother who was unaware of it 
all. While the chi~f lived quietly in Waikele. his 
kahuna foresaw what was to come. One day the ka
huna said to the chief. "0 chief. your brother has a 
fish and is thinking of coming to ask you to let him 
bring the fish to Waikele for you to take care of. The 
chief's messenger will soon arrive and when he comes 
to tell you of your brother's request. refuse him. " 
This was the chief's answer. "Why should I refuse to 
grant my brother his wish?" The kahuna replied. 
"He will kill you for it is a human fish and is com-
ing to rebel against you and seize your kingdom. " 
"I do not believe that he will come to harm me. " 
"Aye. you 0 chief. will suffer a cruel death but I. 
the kahuna. have a narrow path." Two weeks had 
not passed after the kahuna warned the chief. when 
the messenger arrived from Waikiki. The messenger 
brought deceitful words according to the wishes of his 
own chief and at last the chief consented. He went back 
to report that all was' well saying. "Let us go. Let us 
stand and go at once." Bundles were made ready. 
bundles of stone wrapped in ti leaves, securely tied as 
gifts to the chief of Waikele. A manele carrier was 
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made for the fish to lie on, then it was carried along. 
The chief sat inside of it. Those of Waikiki. Honolulu, 
Kapalama, KaUhi, Moanalua, Halawa and along all the 
places as far as Waiawa went too. They all carried the 
same thing, stones, wrapped and tied as far as Waipahu. 
The fish was taken to the plain. 

The heedless chief sat waiting for his brother's 
fish with food ready for all in the house. He sat una
ware of the approach of death and when the kahuna saw 
the large procession of the Waikiki chief, above Wai
pahu, he turned and fled out of sight. 

As the kahuna vanished the fish came up from 
the other side. Then the war leaders paired the men 
off, each pair with a bundle of Poi (pa'i ail, that is, 
a bundle of stones (that looked like a bundle of pa'i ail. 
They went arm in arm preceded by the fish. The pro
cession moved with their shouts of, "0 Ewa, go arm 
in arm!" (E Ewa e - e kui na lima. E Ewa e - kui 
na lima). While most of the people shouted the fish 
reached the opposite side and wherever it went, the 
procession followed. They went around, surrounding 
the chief's five houses until they were fifty deep but the 
line of marchers had not come to an end. As they went 
around until they were fifty deep, the chief (of Waiki
ki) knew that they had arrived and came out of the 
fish. He ordered them to throw their stones kill
ing all of the others and the government became the 
younger brother's. Because of this going arm in arm 
in unity, the plain above Waipahu, on the lower side 
of the old government road was called Ke-one-kui
lima-1aula-o-Ewa (The land of going arm in arm on 
the breadth of Ewa). So that travellers around the 
world may know where this Arm-in-arm land is, it 
is where the Oahu sugar mill is erected above 
Waipahu. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, June 10, 1899 
Newsp. 

Another version 

When the woman who had lost her tapa beater 
came finally to Waikele and found her beater being 
used by another woman she claimed it as hers right
fully. The woman who found the beater returned it 
to its owner and also offered her hospitality which 
she accepted. As the woman from Kahuku began 
her return, trip the woman from Waikele accom
panied her a little ways up the hill to the plain above. 
From her home to the plain above the trail was nar
row so that the two women were obliged to go single 
file. When they reached the plateau above they were 
abLe to walk side by side which they did, linking their 
arms and thus they crossed this plain together before 
parting. Hence the name "Ke-one-kui-lima-laula-o
Ewalt. 

Simeon Nawaa 
As told to. E. S., March ZZ, 1954 
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Waikele was the bathing place of the shark 
chiefess, Kaahupahau. 

Kaehuiki Mano 0 Puuioa, Ke Au Hou 
Dec. 21, 1910 
Place Names - Oahu 

Puhi-Laka Point 
Papio and the Shark 

(See Kaahupahau Stories ~ Ewa, Pearl Harbor) 

One day Papio and her canoesmen went to the 
other side but did not go directly to Kaahupahau's 
place. They sailed and came to Kaheeka Point and 
because the breeze was good the canoe sailed on to 
Iole Point and from thence to the Cavern of Kaahu
pahau. The canoe beached and the chiefess went on 
to Koihala's house. She was stringing leis at the 
time for her granddaughter Kaahupahau. This is the 
legend. 

When Koihala went to feed her shark grand
daughter, she strung leis, for she grew the flowers 
herself. She raised ilima and ma'o-haka and all 
kinds of flowers. As Koihala was stringing leis, she 
finished two and had many flowers left over, enough 
for twelve leis. These were the number strung daily 
for the granddaughter by the grandmother. 

Papio saw the two finished leis, beautifully 
made of ilima and ma'o-ohaka. It reminds the wri
ter of the following lines: 

Where are you, 0 ilima, 
Leis that beautify my body. 
You and I shall take a train ride, 
To see the rolling of the wheels, 
Rolling without a miss across the plain. 
Listen to the sound of the whistle, 
Here we are at Ewa Mill. 

It is the end of the song. The chiefess Papio 
began to ask the old woman who was stringing leis, 

"Say, you who are stringing leis. Give them to me. \I 
"Give them to you indeed! the leis are for my grand
daughter." "Give them to me," said Papio. "A young 
woman asks an old one to give her leis." Because the 
chiefess asked her, the old woman became furiously 
angry. The chiefess went away ashamed at not getting 
the leis. There were two very bad things that the old 
woman did to the departing chiefes s, (1) to berate her 
and (2) to tell her granddaughter to go and kill Papio. 
This command was obeyed by the granddaughter. On 
the day on which she asked for the lei, she died and 
went head and tail into Kaahupahau. This was how 
Kaahupahau destroyed her. As Papio was going home 
on her canoe with her canoesmen, Kaahupahau went 
along too. The canoe went ashore and was carried 
into the canoe shed. The chiefess got off and went sea 

EWA WAIKELE r: 
bathing, as she was in the habit of doing. She was very 
fond of her hair as it was her prized possession and a 
thing of pride to her. The place where she unloosened 
her hair was on a long stone, standing on the edge of 
the deep blue sea. She used to climb the stone, stretch 
herself on it. When the tide was high the bend in the 
stone was invisible. That was where she dived and 
allowed her hair to flow freely. She swam out to the 
stone where she was accustomed to bathing, to the long 
stone where she bathed from her childhood to the time 
when the end came to her. She was then between thirty 
and forty years old and it seemed that the stone was 
saying to her, "0 my chiefess, who now lies here on 
your beloved servant, this is your last day." Papio 
laid on the stone face down when she reached it and 
dived head first into the sea. Her hair spread out in 
the sea as she combed it out with her hands. Three 
times she did this and on the fourth, she was caught 
by Kaahupahau and taken without warning. When all 
neticed the pitiless deed their feelings could be 
described by the poem which the writer sadly writes 
here: 

Laden is Hanalei by the heavy rains 
Weighted down by the mist of Alakai. 
The rain moves over Manu'akepa, 
It knows the distance to Koianana. 
Aye, how sad. 

Kaunuohua, is only a hill but it was loved, and 
how much more loved one like this could be. 

Papio was seized in the mouth of the shark 
Kaahupahau, the granddaughter of Koihala. The head 
went down into the shark's stomach and the thighs re
mained outside. Koihala stood watching the pitiless 
deed of her shark granddaughter and when she saw 
her enemy die, she said to the shark, "Do as you 
please now." Then Kaahupahau dived into the depth 
of the sea till she came close to Puhi-Iaka Point and 
there she spewed the blood of Papio on the shore. 
The blood of Papio that was spewed there still marks 
the spot to this very day on which the writer writes. 
If any stranger wants to see Papio's blood. ask the 
natives of Waipio and Waikele and they will point it 
out to him. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiai(la. Sept. 9, 1899 
Newsp. 

Papio and the Shark 

See: Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Na Anoai 0 Oahu Nei 
Feb. 11, 1930 
(Another version of the shark and 
Papio) 

L 
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Puhi-Iaka Point 

This ends Papio and now let us go on to Puhi
laka (Tame Eel Point). The point was named so for 
the feeding of a certain eel. The cavern of the eel, 
named Puhi-Iaka is outside of the point to this day. 
The hole where it was fed was in at Hanaloa and the 
outlet of the cavern is outside of the point called 
Puhi-laka. The name of its grandfather was Kaulu 
and Kaakina was the grandmother. Hanaloa was 
their native land. This eel can be recognized to 
this day and this was how. (Rest missing) 

Na wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Sept. 9, 1899 
Newsp. 

Pouhala 

After resting, we decided to go down to Lahi
lahi's (Webb) old house near Pouhala, an important fish 
pond in olden days. The name Pouhala is now given 
also to the homestead lands, one of which is occupied 
by Kapeka Baker's pretty cottage. The railroad crosses 
the pond, cutting it in two, but the old opening for the 
sluice gate that occupied the space in ancient times, there 
is now an ordinary wire screen held in a wooden frame. 
The water is no longer as clean as it was and long yel
low mosses sway to and fro. Lahilahi pOinted out the 
lands that were once a series of small taro patches. 
One has some very thrifty taro growing, another is 
only a small pond but the rest hold only tall green 
grasses that swayed to and fro in the wind. The taro 
patch land was called Kap alaha. What a wonderful 
place it must have been with a fish pond and the sea 
in front and taro patches at the back door. "A fine 
place fOT crabbing, " said Lahilahi, "and when it was 
the season for oama, plenty! Sometimes we would 
take our cooked ka-i taro down to the shore and eat 
them, with shell fish as we caught them. Delicious, 
Oh!" 

Mary Kawena Pukui, 1939 
Waikele, Ewa, Oahu 
HEN: Vol I, p 1258 

Dyeing at Kapuna 

This task of his father's, the coloring of loin 
cloths led them all down to Kapuna in Waikele. It 
was the good place to dye in, to give the loin cloth a 
red hue. There, patches of taro were grown, draw 
nets made and houses were built. The fishing was 
done in the sea of Honouliuli. Because the people 
there did not like to farm in upper Waikea and do 
other kinds of work, they boasted, "We are of Wai
kele. II It was true that their homes stood in Wai
kele but all of their fishing was done in Honouliuli. 
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It was their laziness that made them point one way 
and then another. 

John Ii ms, p 119 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 32 

Dye was obtained fr om noni trees in Kailua. 

John Ii ms, p 118 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 30 

Pohaku-pili 

Pohaku-pili is a stone that belonged to Kane 
and Kanaloa, gods. It was they who divided the lands 
of Ewa when they came to earth. The divisions of the 
boundaries they made remained the same to this day. 
This stone is said to be a supernatural one and lies 
on the boundary of Waikele and Hoaeae and is on the 
edge of the cliff. There is nothing to hold it in place 
for it is on a sheer precipice but it has remained un
moved to this day. The spot in which it was placed is 
on the other side of Waipahu, mauka of Waiahu'alele 
(W ater- of-flying-sprays). 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July I, 1899 
Newsp. 

Legendary Stone of Pohaku-pili 

Pohaku-pili is a legendary stone, located up 
Poniohua stream (Waipahu) above the spot where 
Ka'ahupahau, the shark goddess of Ewa, used to swim 
up to be fed. This spot was called Ka-wai-a-hu'a-Iele 
(The-water-of-flying sprays). Her brother, Kahi'uka 
also a shark, was fed at Waiawa. 

Mary Pukui 
Waikele, Ewa 
(Taken on a visit there with Lahilahi Webb) 

From--Ke Awa Lau 0 Pu 'uloa 
Storage Case 4--.Hms L28 

We rode and arrived at the depot at Wai
pahu. Saw the river in which Madam Kaahupahau (a 
shark goddess) swam up from the sea at Puuloa to the 
upland to bathe in the fresh water of the gushing spring 
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of Waipahu. We passed before the face of Waikele, 
greeted ldle-a-while at Hoaeae, rushed up to the side 
of the depot of Honouliuli and glided over the plain of 
Kaupea. The nose of Kaala*went proudly in the middle 
of Ewa Plantation. 

Haleiwa Hotele 
Kuokoa, Aug. 11, 1899 
Newsp. 

.' "Kaa1a" was the name of the engine of the 
train. 

Battle of Adults 

After the battle of the children, just described, 
a battle of adults took place on the south western side of 
Kupapa'u-lau at Waikele. It was a sham battle, for two 
chiefs had gone from Honolulu to Pu'uloa and had landed 
at 'A'i101o'oI0 in Waikele, accompanied by some of the 
chiefs of that locality. 'It was a battle between them and 
the natives and the two sides had gathered at a place a
bove 'A'i-'olo'olo, on the slope of the hill leading down 
to Kupapa'u-lau. 

This battle was begun on the afternoon of the 
chiefs' arrival. When the spectators watched they no
ticed that both sides were equally skilled in stone 
throwing and in avoiding the stones that flew back and 
forth. None was hurt or harmed until the sham battle 
was over. The skill of the participants and the chiefs 
who arranged to have it were praised. It seemed that 
the chiefs watched to see how skilled their people were 
in battle. 

John Ii, Memoirs ms, p 208 

See also: 
John Ii 

'Fragrrents of Hawn. Hist. p,76 

Burning Kahunas 

'(And on the great day when inquiry was to be made 
concerning the death of a ruling chief or of a high chief, 
a fire was lighted and flags set up for the burning cere
mony. The audience gathered to listen to the words 
of prophecy and the words of explanat'ion, ... ) 

S. M. Kamakau, Moolelo Hawaii 
Vol II, chap 10, p 26 

There must be some yet living who saw Kala
wai'amiu's burning ceremony for Kaoleioku in the fire
place belonging to Napuoko in Honokahau on Hawaii. 
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Kahakauila was the kahuna at the burning fireplace be
longing to Kahekili,Ke'eaumoku for Kuaiaea at Waimea 
on Kaua'i. Pu'ali was the kahuna for the burning of 
Lokai. There the spirits appeared in real bodies and 
put out the burning fires and all were roasted whole 
in the oven at Waikele in 'Ewa, and the kukui trees of 
Waipahu withered under the prayers of Puali. 

Ibid., P 27 

Death of Kamaika' ahui 

From the legend of Palila 

Kamaikaahui was a man who had the mouth of 
a shark below his neck on his back. 

PaUla was a super human being raised on 
Hawaii. 

(Synopsis) Kamaikaahui was driven from Maui 
when the people discovered it was he who was follow
ing the people to the water and killing them. He would 
take the form of a shark and catch them as soon as 
they were in the water fishing or swimming. When he 
was driven from Maui. he changed into a shark and 
swam to Oahu where he landed at Waipahu in Waikele. 
He continued his old practise of catching and eating 
the people and so the people of Ewa came to fear him 
so that he ruled over them like a king. 

On the day that PaUla decided to leave home, he 
took up his war club, Huliamahi, and came out of Humu
ula and stood on the knoll of Komoikeanu, swung his 
war club, pointed it in front of him and let the club fly. 
As the club flew he hung on to one end of it and he was 
carried by it until he landed on the cliff of Nualolo on 
the top of the hill of Kamaile, the hill from which the 
fire sticks are thrown. As he stood on the hill he first 
looked towards Kahiki, then towards Oahu; then making 
up his mind to come to Oahu, he pushed his war club 
ahead of him and again he was carried by it until he 
landed on the Kaena point at Waianae. 

After leaving Kaena he came to Kalena, then on 
to Pohakea, then to Maunauna, then to Kanehoa, then 
to the plain of Keahumoa and look,ed toward Ewa. At 
this place he stood and looked at the dust as it ascended 
into the sky caused by the people who had gathered there; 
he then pushed his war club toward Honouliuli. When 
the people heard something roar like an earthquake 
they were afraid and they all ran to Waikele. When 
Palila arrived at Waikele he saw the people gathered 
there to witness the athletic games that were being 
given by the king of Oahu, Ahuapau by name. His pa
lace was situated at Kalaepohaku, close to Wailuakio 
at Kapalama. 
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Ahuapau was a kapu chief and he was kept covered up 
away from the wind and rain. On going out he was car
ried from place to place inclosed in a palanquin, so 
high and sacred was his rank. He had two very fast 
runners, called Iomea and Ioloa. Every time the king 
traveled to Waikele to witness the games he would 
climb into his palanquin and be covered up and would 
only venture out in this way, whether on the way down 
or on the way home. This king had a certain fear of 
Kamaikaahui and because of this fear he had issued an 
order, that whoever was able to chase Kamaikaahui 
out of Oahu, or was able to kill him, that he would 
make that person the chief ruler of Oahu. 

When Palila arrived at the place he remained 
on the outside of the crowd and said that if Kamaika
ahui would see him he would run away. When this 
was carried to the king PaUla was sent for and as he 
stood in the presence of the king, the king addressed 
him, saying: "If it is true that Kamaikaahui will run 
away from you this day, then you will be the first one 
to enter my sacred temple. 1\ Soon after this PaUla 
made himself known to Kamaikaahui. At sight of Pa-

lila, Kamaikaahui attempted to escape by running into 
the sea, but Palila pushed out his clilb, forcing Kama
ikaahui to come back. He was then caught and uncovered 
and the people saw his mouth and sets of teeth at his 
back; he was then killed. 

Fornander 
ColI Haw'n Ant 
Vol V, part I, p 142 

Waikakalaua Gulch 

Site 132. According to Fornander Waikakalaua 
is the place where the invading chiefs from Hawaii met 
Mailikukahi, moi of Oahu, in battle: 

The fight continued from there to Kipapa Gulch. The 
invaders were thoroughly defeated and the gulch is 
said to have been literally paved with the corpses of 
the slain, and received its name Kipapa from this cir
cumstance. Punaluu was slain on the field which bears 
his name, the fugitives were pursued as far as Waimano, 
and the head of Hilo was cut off and carried in triumph 
to Honouliuli, and stuck up at a place still called Poo
Hilo. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

HOAEAE 

This ahupua'a had a moderate-sized area of 
terraces watered by springs inland from West Loch 
of Pearl Harbor. 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 82 

EWA 

Kahekili's Revenge 
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Fearfully did Kahekili avenge the death of Hueu 
on the revolted Oahu chiefs. Gathering his forces to
gether, he overran the districts of Kona and Ewa, and a 
war of extermination ensued. Men, women, and chil
dren were killed without discrimination and without mer
cy. The streams of Makaho and Niuhelewai in Kona, and 
that of Hoaeae in Ewa, are said to have been literally 
choked with the corpses of the slain. The native Oahu 
aristocracy were'almost entirely extirpated. It is re
lated that ... Kekelaokalani, the cousin of Kahahana's 
mother and of Kahekili, made her escape to Kauai. As 
an instance of deep affection, of bitterness of feeling, 
and of supreme hope of return and revenge at some future 
day, it is said that she took with her when she fled some 
of the Oahu soil from Apuakehau, Kahaloa, and Waialua, 
and Kupalaha at Waikiki, and deposited it at Hulaia, 
.Kaulana, and Kane, on Kauai. 

Fornander, Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities 
Vol VI, Part 2, p 290 

HONOULIULI 

Large terrace areas are shown on the U. S. 
Geological Survey map of Oahu (1917) bordering West 
Loch of Pearl Harbor, the indication being that these 
are still under cultivation. I am told that taro is still 
grown here. This is evidently what is referred to as 
"Ewa taro lands." Of the Honouliuli coral plains 
McAllister (site 146)*says: 

It is probable that the holes and pits in the 
coral were formerly used by the Hawaiians. Fre
quently the soil on the floor of the larger pits was 
used for cultivation, and even today one comes upon 
bananas and Hawaiian sugar cane still growing in them. 

Vancouver anchored off the entrance to West 
Loch in 1793 and made the following observations: 

The part of the island opposite to us was low, 
or rather only moderately elevated, forming a level 
country between the mountains that compose the east 
(Koolau) and west (Waianae) ends of the island. This 
tract of land was of some extent but did not seem to 
be populous, nor to possess any great degree of na
tural fertility: although we were told that at a little 
distance from the sea, the soil is rich, and all neces
saries of life are a~undantly produced. 

*Honouliuli - Ewa 

E. S. Handy, The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 8Z 
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Small heiau(?) (destroyed?) 

Site 133. A small inclosure said to be a heiau, 
on a slight elevation in a gulch at the foot of Puu Kanehoa. 

My informant, Reiney, recalls the respect the 
old Hawaiians had for the place when he was punching 
cattle with them in his youth. It is a walled inclosure 
25 by 30 feet. On the inside the walls are between 2 
and 3 feet high, and on the outside they range from 2 
to 5 feet, depending upon the slope of the land. On three 
sides the walls are 2 feet wide, but the fourth is 3 feet 
wide. The walls are evenly faced with a fill of smaller 
stones. At present the site is surrounded with a heavy 
growth of Lantana; but only a thick growth of grass and 
two small guava are in the interior, which is most un
usual unless human hands keep the interior clear. 
Possibly this is not a heiau but a small inclosure con
sidered sacred for some reason. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Puu Kuina Heiau 

Site 134. (Destroyed). Puu Kuina heiau, 
Aikukai, Honouliuli, was located in a gulch at the foot of 
Mauna Kapu. 

The suggestion of a terrace is about all that 
remains, and no idea of the size of the heiau or the 
number of terraces can be obtained. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Inclosures 

Site 135. Inland from the old ranch house on the 
land of Kukuilua are a number of inclosures pointed out 
by Louis Warren, who said they had been there many 
years ago when he frequently rode over this land. They 
are leveled-off areas. The largest is 85 by 100 feet, 
with low inclosing walls and facings. Probably kuleana 
sites. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Small Platform 

Site 136. (Destroyed). Small platform near 
Mauna Kapu, on the ridge dividing Ewa and Waianae. 

Dr. C. M. Cooke, Jr. reports that there was 
a small platform on this site, from 4 to 6 feet square, 
of coral and basalt stones. It is thought to have been 
built by the Hawaiians, who considered it sacred, and 
is believed to be an alter. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Palikea Puu Kuua Heiau 

Site 137. (Destroyed). The heiau was located on 
the ridge overlooking Nanakuli, as well as Honouliuli, 1 

at the approximate height of 1800 feet. Most of the stonesf 
of the heiau were used for a cattle pen located on the l , 
sea side of the site. That portion of heiau which has not 
been cleared for pineapples has been planted in ironwoods" , 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu t , 

Puu-Kuua 

Here are some pointers for the traveller to 
Ewa. If you are going by train, look up toward the r ','. 
Ewa mill. 1£ you are above Puuloa, you will see [ 
Puu-o-Kapolei, a small hill. Lying below and back 
of that hill is the government road going to Waianae. l J' 

Above that is also a small hill and back of that, is a 
big hill and above it is a large hollow. That is Puu-
Kuua where the very dirty ones lived. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 15, 1899 
Newsp. 

Puu-Kuua 

After the gods had finished making Kapukula at 
Puuloa, and had pronounced a blessing on Hanakahi and 
his descendants, making them the owners of this most 
mysterious walled enclosure. (See Puuloa, Kapakule 
Fish Pond, Ewa. ) 

When their work at Puuloa was finished they went 
up to Pohakea, and there the two gods, Kane and Kana
loa sat down. They looked down toward Waianae where 
the sun brightened the plain of Maili and the sea rolled 
up to the sands. Kane said to Kana10a, "How beauti
fully the sun brightens the plain of Maili and Kumano
mano. The leaves of the coconut are swaying and re
semble the swaying of the kukui branches. II "Yes," 
answered Kanaloa, "the swaying of this and that kind of 
tree denotes that the Kaiaulu, the wind familiar to this 
locality is blowing. The way to Puu-o-Kapolei is far and 
the trail here at Pohakea by which to go up and down, 
is shorter and the Kaiaulu wind is cool." They went to 
Puu-Kuua, a place where the chiefs lived in ancient 
times. It is said that Puu-Kuua was a battle field and 
here is a short story about that place in former days. 

IJ 

u 

The chiefs of old, who lived at that time, were L.', 
of divine descent. The two gods looked down on the 
hollow and saw how thickly populated it was. The mode 
of living here was so that chiefs and commoners mixed 
freely and they were 80 like the lowest of people (Kauwa). L.' 
That was what these gods said and that was the time when • 
the term kauwa was first used, and was used for many 
years afterwards. 

L 
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After the first generations of chiefs had passed 
away and their descendants succeeded them, a chiefess 
became the ruler. It was customary for the chiefs of 
Oahu to visit this place to see the local chiefs. They 
did this always. When the time came in which a new 
chiefess ruled, an armless chiefess, she ran away to 
hide when other chiefs came to visit as usual because 
she was ashamed of her lack of an arm. Because she 
was always running away because of being ashamed 
the chiefs that visited her called her the low-born 
(kauwa). Thus the term remained in the thoughts 
down to this enlightned period. She was not truly a 
kauwa but was called that because she behaved like 
one. This was how they were made to be kauwas. 
When the ruling chief wished to go to Waikiki for sea 
bathing he asked the chief just below him in rank, 
"how are my planting places at Puu-Kuua, have they 
not produced young suckers?" The chief next to him 
answered, "There are some suckers," and sent some
one for them. When the men, women and children 
least expected it, the messenger came to get some 
of the children. The father stood up and took his sons 
to Waikiki. Then when the ruling chief went sea 
bathing, he sent an attendant to get the boys and take 
them to a shallow place where the ruling chief would 
come. Then the ruler placed a hand on each of the 
boys, holding them by the necks. The words he ut
tered were, liMy height has not been reached (by the 
sea)! My height has not been reached!" (Aole i pau 
kuu loa, aole i pau kuu loa). He advanced ani held on 
to the boys until the sea was up to his chest. The 
boys floated on the water face down. The father on 
shore called out, "Lie still in the sea of your Lord, " 
and so on. 

The sea of Waikiki is said to have been used 
to kill men in and the other place is Kualoa. The 
inhabitants of Puu-Kuua were so mixed, like taro 
beside an imu. 

There were two important things concerning this 
place. (1) This place is entirely deserted and left un
inhabited and it seems that this happened before the com
ing of righteousness to Hawaii Nei. Not an inhabitant 
is left. (2) The descendants of the people of this place 
were so mixed that they were all of one class. Here 
the gods became tired of working and returned to Kahiki. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July 8, 1899 
Newsp. 

Kuukuua (Pu'uku'ua?) 

The great fisherman Nihoolekiis born at 
Keauhou in Kona, Hawaii, and comes to Oahu and 
lives at Kuukuua on Pu'u-o-kapolei in Waianae under 
the name of Keaha-iki-aholeha. He becomes ruling 
chief of Waianae and a mighty fisherman because of 
his famous pearl fishhook named Pahuhu, which at-
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tracts aku fish, and a double canoe ten fathoms in 
length manned by twenty paddlers in which he always 
goes out fishing •.. 

Martha Beckwith, Hawaiian Mythology, p 420 

Synopsis: Nihooleki marries high chiefess of 
Kauai and rules there. At death body returned to 
Waianae. His spirit returns to Kauai but wife does 
not recognize him. Kamapua'a, ill, is brought to 
Nihooleki's door but wife turns him away. For this 
reason Nihooleki abandons wife and leaves with Kama
pua'a, first giving tokens to wife for child and reveal
ing his identity. The two return to Waianae and Kama
pua'a marries Nihooleki's sister and Nihooleki returns 
to his tomb and disappears. 

Pu'u Kapolei Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 138. Puu Kapolei heiau, on Puu Kapolei 
hill, Honouliuli. 

The stones from the heiau supplied the rock crusher 
which was located on the side of this elevation, which 
is about 100 feet away on the sea side. There was for
merly a large rock shelter on the sea side where Ka
mapuaa is said to have lived with his grandmother. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Puu-o-Kapolei 

On this land is a certain noted hill. Puu-o
Kapolei, and it was here that Kamauluaniho (Kama
unuaniho) lived with her grandson. Kekeleaiku, the 
older brother of Kamapuaa, ( see: story of Kamapuaa, 
Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina. Aug. 19. 
New s p.: or Ewa. Mokuumeume (Ford Island)) 
after they left Kaliuwaa, in Kaluanui. Koolau-loa. 

If a traveller should go by the government 
road to Waianae. after leaving the village of gold. 
Honouliuli. he will first come to the plain of Puuai
nako and when that is passed, Ke-one-ae. Then there 
is a straight climb up to Puu-o-Kapolei. It is this 
hill that hides Ewa from view. When you go to that side 
of Waimanalo. you see no more of the sight back here. 

Let us go on to Puu-o-Kapolei. This was one 
of the most famous hills in the olden days. The chant 
composed for games in the olden days began with the 
name of this hill and went on (with the place names) 
all around the island. This chant was used for those 
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who, swung with ropes, played on wooden ukeke in. 
struments, or those who juggled with stones, noni 
fruit or kukui nuts. (See article for chant) 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Jan 13, 1900, 
Newsp. 

Puuokapolei #2 

Kamapuaa subsequently conquered most of the 
island of Oahu, and, installing his grandmother as queen, 
took her to Puuokapolei, the lesser of the two hillocks 
forming the southeastern spur of the Waianae mountain 
range, and made her establish her court there. This was 
to compel the people who were to pay tribute to bring 
all the necessities of life from a distance, to show his 
absolute power over all. 

Puuokapolei is some little distance from Sisal, 
towards Waianae, and is as desolate a spot as could be 
picked out on the whole island. It is almost equally dis
tant from the sea, from which came the fish supplies; 
from the taro and potato patches of Ewa, and from the 
mountain ravines containing the banana and sugar cane 
plantations. 

A very short time ago the foundations of Kama
unuaniho's house could still be seen at Puuokapolei; 
also the remains of the stone wall surrounding her home. 
It has even been said that her grave could then be iden
tified, but since the extension of cane and sisal planting 
to the base of Puuokapolei, it is possible that the stones 
may have been removed for waU.making. 

Emma Metcalf Nakuina 
Hawaii, Its People, Their Legends, 
1904, p 50 

Setting Sun at Pu'uokapolei 

When the sun reached the equator and (began 
to) move northward, it set right over (the islet of) 
Ka'ula and it moved on and set over Kawaihoa; and 
the Makali'i season when the sun set (kau) from Ka-
'ula to Kawaihoa was called Kau, and the Kau season 
was also called after the resting place of Kane (Kau
lana-a-Kane). When it set (again) at Ka'ula and turned 
south the season was called Ho'oilo. In the same way 
the people of Oahu reckoned from the time when the sun 
set over Pu'uokapolei until it set in the hollow of Mahi
naona and called this period Kau, and when it moved 
south again from Pu'uokapolei and·it grew cold and the 
time came when young sprouts started, the season was 
called from their germination (oilo) the season of Ho-

'oilo. There were therefore two seasons, the season 
of Makali'i and the season of Ho'oilo. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii, Vol I, 
Chap 2, p 23 

Hanalei 

Hanalei, a small flat land with a little gulch on 
either side on the right of Puuloa mauka of Puu-o
Kapolei. Formerly there was much milo, neneleau, 
kamani and other trees on the land, home of the iiwi 
and 00 birds. (Lono, Honomu). 

T. Kelsey Collection, HEN: Vol I, p 820 

Papa-puhi 

r ' 
t 
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Here let us turn again to Awawalei (see Pearl [ 0" 

Harbor, story on mullet), sister of Laniloa and the eel 
that lived with her brother. Awawalei spent four days 
with her brother in Laie before returning to Ewa. On 
this return trip she did not go back with her companion \ 1 

(Papa-puhi, the eel) as she did when she started out. t > 

The day on which she reached home was the day of Kulua, 
a day and a night after leaving Laie, the home of Lani-
loa, her brother. Papa-puhi went by sea around the f )' 
Koolau side, the way which he had taken with his mul-
let brother when the brother came to bring mullet to 
Laie for all time. 

As Papa-puhi was on his way to Kaihuopalaai in Ewa, 
he reached Makapuu Point, and there he met another eel 
from Kahuku who was on her way home from Molokai, 

!j 
from Kalaau Point. This was a female eel that had been ! 'J' 

reared at Kapukaulua until she grew up and left Kahuku. 
That same day Papa-puhi went home with great speed 
while his sister returned to Ewa by way of Waialua. 

o lovers of these tales, do not say, "Ah, the stories 
are getting to be untruthful." It is not so, but be patient 
and do not grumble too soon. This is the story told of 
that eel: 

When this eel, Papa-puhi reached home, he told 
how on his return he met with the other eel. This was 
a talking eel, that you may know, and Kaulukuwaha and 
Apokaa, his wife told everyone about it. The writer 
recalls a few lines of a poem on an eel, 

"I love the eel that said to me 
'That is an o-u eel, this a laumilo eel, 

I am a wela, a bearded eel.''' 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Ka1aiaina, Oct. 21, 1899 
Newsp. /vt 
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Fishing Shrine (ko'a) 

Site 139. Kalanamaihiki fishing shrine at 
Kapapapuhi, Honouliuli. 

Near the end of the small tongue of land that 
juts out opposite Laulaunui Island in the west loch of 
Pearl Harbor, are two large rough stones about Z. 5 
feet in size, with six or seven smooth stones averag
ing 1 foot in size in a small pile adjoining the larger 
stones. The entire site is covered with akulikuli and 
would not be noticed or considered if the Hawaiians 
did not know of its former sacredness. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kaloi 

Harry's first thought when out riding 
over the country was where to find water, and during 
the years 1890-91-92 much was done in the way of 
new troughs, getting water from the plantation flumes, 
and digging out wet places that showed any prospects 
of water. One of those places is on the old trail to 
Palehua, and had evidently been a place of which the 
Hawaiians had known, for its name is Kaloi (the taro 
patch), and even in dry weather water would be stand
ing in the hole s made by the cattle, as they tried to 
get a drop or two. • •• When water was finally led down 
the rocky hillside to the trough at Kaloi, Mr. William 
R. Castle, who was with Harry, rechristened the spring 
"Wai 0 Kakela," Kakela being Mr. Castle's Hawaiian 
name. But the old name still stuck to it, and as Kaloi 
it is known to this day. 

Ida Elizabeth Knudsen von Holt 
Stories of LongAgo, Honolulu 1953, p 116 

Waihuna 

One day as Kin Lui and his gang were digging 
there ikalof'i, and following the dribble of water, 
Harry notic;d a green spot on the other side of the 
valley. Scrambling down through the tall lantana, 
which was a veritable curse before the Board of Agri
culture imported the lantana fly, he climbed up the 
othe r side of the steep valley and sat down ~nder the 
s hade of a projecting ledge to cool off. It was almost 
a cave, and can be seen plainly still. • •• In a few 
minutes he was trailing the bee, and soon found a 
muddy spot, where cattle had also made quite a bog
gy place by tramping about in search of a drink. 
Shouting to the men to come over with their picks and 
shovels, he soon got them busy clearing away lots of 
small stones and earth. Almost at once they could 
see that there were evidences of a paved well, and 
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at about three feet down they came upon a huge flat 
rock, as large around as two men could span with 
their arms. Digging the rock loose and lifting it to 
one side, what was their astonishment to find a clear 
bubbling spring! 

• • •• On their return to the ranch house at 
Honouliuli that evening, it was soon spread around 
that "Hale" had found a new spring with much water. 
After supper, when he and Lui Warren, the foreman, 
were sitting on the lanai, two old Hawaiians who lived 
in the village and who were great friends of Harry's, 
came up, •••• Finally he got them to explain that 
the spring, called "Waihuna" (Hidden Spring) had 
been one .of the principal sources of water for all 
that country, which was quite heavily populated before 
the smallpox epidemic of 1840. In fact, there was a 
school for over forty children where the Stone Pen 
is now, below the forest planting. A powerful Kahuna 
living at the spring had hidden it before he died of the 
smallpox, and had put a curse on the one who dis
turbed the stone, •••• 

••• then Harry must go up to the valley be
hind the Hidden Spring. at the top of which tbe bird's 
nest ferns are so prolific now, •••• 

One episode in his hunt for water remains 
unexplained to this day. One day as he was riding 
alone on the lower slopes of the range, well below 
the spring Punahuna, his horse slid down a rocky 
bank, dislodging several large stones, and unearth
ing a trickle of water. Harry at once dismounted, 
dug around enough to see that it was a good flow, and 
marked the spot with a great pile of rocks, as well 
as taking careful bearings of the surrounding country. 
In a few days he found the time to return with Kin 
Lui and a few of his men, but though they all searched 
for hours, and Harry knew he was at the same place, 
no trace of the little spring was ever found, nor of 
the pile of rocks Harry had so carefully built. The 
only explanation he could think of was that this also 
was a sacred spring, and some of the Hawaiians 
when he had told of his find, had secretly gone there 
the next day and obliterated all signs. 

Ida E. K. von Holt 
90ries of Long Ago, Honolulu 1953 
p 116 

Akupu Spring 

••• With memories of my happy days in the 
Kauai mountains at Halemano, I persuaded Harry 
to arrange for his family to also have a camp. 
He chose the flat land at Akupu, •••• 

Mary's first ~mory is of Akupu camp 
and of the seemingly' great distance through tall 
dark koa trees to the Frear's camp •••• 
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All water for Akupu was brought up from 

the Akupu Spring, which was carved out of the 
solid rock below the ,ridge, a distance of over a 
mile from camp. 

von Holt, Ida Elizabeth Knudsen 
Stories of Long Ago, p 120 
(Honolulu 1953) 

Ewa Coral Plains 

Site 146. Ewa coral plains, throughout which are 
remains of many sites. The great extent of old stone 
walls, particularly near the Puuloa Salt Works, belongs 
to the ranching period of about 75 years ago. It is prob
able that the holes and pits in the coral were formerly 
used by the Hawaiians. Frequently the soil on the floor 
of larger pits was used for cultivation, and even today 
one comes upon bananas and Hawaiian sugar cane still 
growing in them. They afford shelter and protection, 
but I doubt if previous to the time of Cook there was 
ever a large population here. 

Vancouver anchored off the entrance to West 
Loch in 1793 and made the following observations: 

The part of the island opposite to us was low, or 
rather only moderately elevated, forming a level country 
between the mountains that compose the east (Koolau) 
and west (Waianae) ends of the island. This tract of 
land was of some extent but did not seem to be populous, 
nor to possess any great degree of natural fertility; al
though we were told that, at a little distance from the 
sea, the soil is rich, and all the necessaries of life are 
abundantly produced. 

Mr. Whitbey observed, that the soil in the neigh
borhood of the harbour appeared of a loose sandy nature; 
the country low for some distance, and, from the number 
of houses within the harbour it should seem to be very 
populous; but the very few inhabitants who made their 
appearance were an indication of the contrary. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Legend of Namakaokapaoo 

Namakaokapaoo was a very strong little boy. 
Hi s father wasKauluakahai,a godlike man and his 
mother was Pokai. They met in Hoaeae and after 
Namakaokapaoo was conceived the father returned 
to his cloud land. 

Pualii who came from Lihue to fish at Hono
uliuli saw Pokai and made her his-'wife. They went 
back to his home at Kula-o-keahumoa where they re
sided. 

"Pualii had two large potato patches which 
remain to this day; they are called Namakaokapaoo 
(eyes of the paoo - a small fish). " 

Pualii went down to get fish one day so that 
he could eat it with his first harvest of potatoes but 
the boy Namakaokapaoo dug up the whole field while 
he was gone and was roasting some when Pualii re
turned. 

Angered, Pualii went out to find the boy and 
when he found him threatened to kill him with his ax. 
When he struck at the boy the blow was diverted as 
the boy gave a death chant against Pualii and instead 
the blade was turned against Pualii, cutting off his 
head. 

Namakaokapaoo picked up the head and threw 
it towards Waipouli, a cave situated on the beach at 
Honouliuli. 

The king of Oahu, Amau heard this and sent 
a force to kill the boy for he feared him and his 
strength. The boy overcame Amau's soldiers so the 
king himself got ready a large fleet of canoes and sailed 
to Ewa. There Namakaokapaoo met him and killed the 
whole force including the king. 

He then brought his mother from the cave Wai
pouli where she had been hiding and made her the ruler 
of Oahu. 

Fornander 
Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol V, part II, p 274 

Pohakea 

Between Ewa and Waianae; one of the resting 
places of Lohiau and Hiiaka on their journey from Kauai 
to meet Pele. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol V, Part I, p 188, note #6 

Legend of Kahalaopuna 

(Synopsis) Kahalaopuna was a young and beau
tiful virgin who lived in Manoa with her parents. _ She 
was betrothed to Kauhi a man of note who was from Ko
olau. Kauhi sent her many gifts on their engagement 
but unfortunately some people who wished to do harm to 
Kahalaopuna told Kauhi that his intended wife was danc
ing every night and sleeping with various lovers. 

Enraged, Kauhi set out to kill the girl. He 
went to her home and asked her to go with him on a 
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journey. He led her through the back valleys on little 
traveled roads to Ewa until they came to Pohakea and 
a large lehua tree. There he told her to lie down and 
breaking a branch from the tree began to beat her. 
Though she begged for a chance to prove her innocen,ce 
he would not listen to her and beat her until she died. 
Then he placed her body at the foot of the tree and 
covered it with leaves and ferns and returned to his 
home. 

Her spirit flew into the tree and there she 
called out a chant to a group passing by to go and ad
vise her parents of her death. This they did and her 
parents went and found her body and brought her home. 
They worked over the body and restored it to life. When 
Kaubi heard this he came to beg forgiveness but Kahala
opuna would not listen to him. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol V, Part I, p 188 

Kunia 

The parents and children who went with 
them slept above Kunia on this side of Pohakea ... 

John Ii ms, p 106 

See also: 
Jolm Ii 

Fragrrents of Hawn Rist. p 23 

Elrnha Nui House Sites 

~ 
,.r: 
....... :::-

t ( .... 
N x = Heiau Site 

Ekaha Nui Gulch is situated between Puu Kaua 
and Puu Kanehoa. Up to about the l200-foot elevation 
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the valley's sides are not too steep. Around this 
elevation, along the sides of the stream, were seen 
remains of many terraces and some house sites. '!here 
are enormous boUlders scattered arO\.U1d the valley and 
under their shelter was found paving a11d in some 
cases a small platfonn or terrace in front. Under 
one large boulder there was paving as well as many 
basalt spawls, indicating sane kind of "workshop" 
perhaps. A burial platform was also seen, of fairly 
recent construction. 

To the north, on the ridge above, on fairly 
level land just mauka of a fence there was a stone 
platfonn approximately 9 feet x 15 feet which was in 
a poor state of preservation. '!his may possibly have 
been a small heiau ho'oulu'ai for the agricultural 
activity in the valley. 

Only an hour or two was spent inspecting 
the site and it is hoped that at a later date a more 
detailed survey will be made. 

Reported by J. R. Uldrick and sh= to 
Yosihiko Sinoto and Elspeth Sterling, 
Feb. 12, 1960 

Mo'o at Maunauna 

In this time in which Mo'oinanea dwelt on 
Waolani (Nuuanu) with Kane and others on Waolani, 
this mountain became a favorite place to the par
ent of lizards and her great family. They lived 
there a long tine until they left to dwell in other 
parts of these islands . 

. . . After this the family of lizards went where 
they willed on all of these islands to live. They 
began their exodus from Pu'unui. Thus, perhaps, 
shall we learn of their dwelling place and their 
names, the distinguishing between a real royal 
lizard and servants who had not found keepers to 
care for and supply their needs. The /tatter! 
were called bad lizards. --

Maunauna who lived above Lihu'e and Puha
wai at upper Wai'ane (Wai'anae-uka) were bad liz
ards. 

Moses Manu 
The Legend of Ke-ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, Apr. 25, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, pp 872, 873. 

Mauna una 

Mauna-una is the name of the locality where the 
following incident took place. Kuiaia, the chief of Wai
anae, came with his forces to meet Kualii on the battle 
ground here.mentioned. His kahu, forewarned, told him 
when in coming to battle he should find a knotted ti leaf 
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in the road he would know he was in danger and sur. 
rounded by an ambush which would cut off his whole 
force, '" On finding this knotted ti leaf, he began and 
chanted this mele from beginning to end, to the honor 
of Ku. All on both sides laid down in reverence. Ku 
gave the signal of reconciliation, and the slaughter was 
averted, 

(chant to Kualii) 

*See: Battle of Keahumoa Plain 
Ewa, Honouliuli 

Fornander, CoIl Hawln Ant 
Vol IV, Part 11, p 348, note 1115 

. .. Kaala Mountain rose beautifully above, 
the brow of Maunauna moved over the geese inhabited 
plain of Kalena in Haleauau. 

Haleiwa Hotele 
Kuokoa, Aug 11, 1899 
Newsp. 

Battle of Keahumoa Plain 

(Synopsis) Kualiils last battle - all islands united under 
him. 

Kualii was a celebrated chief (c. 1650) noted for 
his strength and bravery and because he won all the 
battles that he fought. 

When he was too old to walk anymore he had his men 
carry him to battle in a mane Ie made 01 a network of 
string. It was thus he went to engage the chiefs of Ko
olauloa in battle, at Keahumoa. The army of Kualii was 
'12,000 as against 11.00 of the Koolauloa chiefs. No ac
tual fighting occurred for when the two armies met a 
peace was negotiated. The following story is given as 
the reason why the battle was not fought. 

Kapaahulani and his younger brother Kamaka
aulani decided to seek a new chief to serve (with the idea 
of bettering their positions in life). They first composed 
a me Ie which they placed to Kualii as his name chant. 
They did not make it public.' They then planned a course 
of action. 

Kamakaaulani was to go to Kualii and give this 
name chant. The older brother was to go to the chiefs 
of Koolauloa and urge them into war against Kualii. 
Kamakaaulani would leave a knotted ti leaf and the tail 
of a fish as a sign on the field chosen for battle •• 

Kapaahulani met the Koolauloa chief in Waialua 
and urged him to make war on Kualii, over the protests 
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of the chiefls own priests, saying they had misinterpreted f ' 
the signs. . 

The Koolauloa chief listened to the words of Ka

paahulani and so that night they departed with the army, 
reaching upper Lihue and descending to Honouliuli 
by dawn. 

Kapaahulani saw the mark left by his brother 
who was with Kualiils army. He rushed to the chief 
and told him that they had been surprised and were 
completely surrounded. He would give his chant and 
if it were accepted favorably they would be saved -
otherwise all would be lost. The chief allowed him to 
proceed since their fate was in his hands but threat
ened him and all his friends and relatives with death 
if he failed. Kapaahulani began the chant he and his 
brother had composed. 

KualiPs men wished to fight but Kamakaaulani, 
the brother, said to the chief that he heard his (Kua
Iii IS) name being chanted and if the chanter could name 
all of Kualii IS ancestors from beginning to end then 
there should be no fighting. 

As Kapaahulani chanted he called forth Kualii 
and his army and the Koolau forces then saw and 
realized that they were completely surrounded. The 
two forces met but the fighting was called off. The 
Koolauloa chief ceded the districts of Koolauloa, 
Koolaupoko, Waialua, and Waianae. (When the king 
of Kauai heard of Kualiils victory on the plains of 
Keahumoa, he also ceded Kauai so that Kualii then 
became King over all the islands from Hawaii to 
Niihau. ) 

In the mean time Kapaahulani became a favor
ite of the king who gave him many lands and presents 
of food etc. and later made him steward of his store
houses. All this he shared with his younger brother 
according to their agreement. The younger brother re
mained quietly at Puuloa. 

Fornander, ColI Hawln Ant 
Vol IV, Part II, p 364 

Keahumoa was the plain before reaching the 
Kipapa gulch. 

Fornander, CoIl Hawln Ant 
Vol V, Part II, p 274, note #3 

. . .. It was long when we glided up to Kaliae, 
where the mud hens whose foreheads were rubbed by 
Maui cried. 

Haleiwa Hotele 
Kuokoa, Aug.H, 1899 
Newsp. 
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Kamaoha 

Kamaoha, land running from the mountain to 
the Kula-o-Lihue (now called Leilehua). 

Rev. Kamau 
T. Kelsey Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 820 

A luna au 0 Pohakea, 
Ku au a nana ia Kaala, 
Ala ke poo 0 Kamaoha 
I lalo 0 Luakini e. 

Pukaua Plain 

Hiiaka 

The Two Old Women Who Turned To Stone 

If a traveller should go by the government 
road to Waianae, after leaving the village of gold, 
Honouliuli, he will first come to the plain of Puu
ainako and when that is passed, Ke-one-ae. Then 
there is a straight climb up to Puu-o-Kapolei and 
there look seaward from the government road to a 
small hill. That is Puu-o-Kapolei. It is this hill 
that hides Ewa from view. When you go to that side 
of Waimanalo, you see no more of the sight back 
here. You go down some small inclines, then to a 
plain. This plain is Pukaua and on the mauka side 
of the road, you will see a large rock standing on 
the plain. This stone has a legend that made this 
plain noted. This is a noted legend of this plain. 
There were two supernatural old women or rather 
peculiar women with strange powers ?lld Puukaua 
belonged to them. While they were down fishing 
at Kualakai in the evening, they caught these things, 
aama crabs, pipipi shell fish and whatever they 
could get with their hands. As they were returning 
to the plain from the shore and thinking of getting 
home while it was yet dark, they failed for they 
met a one-eyed person. It became light as they 
came near to the plain, so that passing people 
were distinguishable. They were still below the 
road and became frightened lest they be seen by 
men. They began to run, running, leaping, fall-
ing sprawling, rising up and running on, without a 
thought of the aama crabs and seaweeds that dropped 
on the way, so long as they would reach the upper side 
of the road. They did not go far for by then it was 
broad daylight. One woman said to the other, "Let 
us hide lest people see us, " and so they hid. Their 
bodies turned into stone and that is one of the famous 
things on this plain to this day, the stone body. This is 
the end of these strange women. When one visits the 
plain, it will do no harm to glance on the upper side of 
the road and see them standing on the plain. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Jan 13, 1900 
Newsp. 
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In October 1795 Captain Henry Barber made 
one of several trips to Oahu. At this time Kameha
meha I was on Oahu and he and Captain Barber became 
very friendly. When Barber departed he gave Kameha
meha gifts. He intended giving him a keg of brandy but 
after thinking it over decided that to give the heathen 
king a whole keg of good brandy which he wouldn't ap
preciate was a great waste. He therefore had the keg 
half drained and filled up with water and sent this 
watered brandy to the king. 

On leaving Oahu he ran aground at Kalaeloa 
and when the natives saw the ship's plight they swarmed 
out to it taking everything they could lay their hands on. 
In the meantime Kamehameha had left for Kona and Bar
ber seeking his help to recover the stolen goods went to 
Kona to see him. There he was treated cordially and a 
large feast was prepared. When the awa was passed 
around Barber was surprised and chagrined to find that 
his awa cup held nothing but watered awa, thus did Ka
mehameha remind Barber that he was not a fool. In 
spite of Barber's treatment of Kamehameha the king 
sent him back with kapu sticks and orders that the Ha
waiians must return all which had been stolen. When 
the Hawaiians saw that Barber came with authority 
they immediately returned all that had been taken. 

Joseph Emerson, as told to Mrs. Beatrice Greenwell 

Shipwreck at Kalaeloa 

In Oct. 1796, a ship (Arthur, under Henry Bar
ber) went aground at Kalaeloa, Oahu, one that had vi
sited the island on several occasions during the rule 
of Kalanikupule. This was the first time a foreign ship 
had grounded on these shores. Kamehameha was on 
Hawaii but Young had remained on Oahu. All the men 
on the ship came ashore at night in their boats. At day
light, when the ship was seen ashore, Kuihelani placed 
a ban on the property of the ship and took care of the 
foreigners. Hawaiian divers recovered the valuables 
and they were given over to the care of Kuihelani, but 
part Captain Barber gave to the men who had recovered 
them. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Moolelo Hawaii 
Chap 10, p 9 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 174 

Captain Barber 

Captain Henry Barber, for whom Barber's 
Point was named, a daring trader unscrupulous in 
many of his dealings, only lost one bargain in his 
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career and that decision went to King Kamehameha 
way back in 1801 according to an interesting paper 
read last night before the Hawaiian Historical Society 

(Hawn, Hist. Soc. Report #47 (1938». 

History recalls that on one of his visits to 
Hawaii Capt. Barber and his good ship Arthur be
came shipwrecked on a reef near Pearl Harbor. His 
crew of 22 men was saved, six were drowned. Hawai
ian hospitality overwhelmed them and some time was 
spent here. Later King Kamehameha salvaged a dozen 
brass cannon from the wreck of the Arthur and moun
ted them. Capt. Barber arriving unexpectedly two 
years later, had two kegs of gunpowder for the can
non. A sharp bargain was driven by the Hawaiian 
king and the swap was made. Barber admitted he 
was worsted in the transaction. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb 18, 1939 

Captain Henry Barber 

Barber's Point ..• It's n.amed after Capt. Henry 
Barber, an English sea captain who was in and around 
these islands from about 1794 to 1807, according to the 
historian, Judge F. W. Howay. He was wrecked on the 
point 142 years ago. 

Capt. Barber got into the sea-otter trade in 1793, 
sailing from India to Australia with penal colony supplies 
and then continuing to Alaska. In those days Capt. George 
Vancouver was exploring the Northwest coast. At the end 
of the season, Barber visited Hawaii for the first time 
en route to China. 

In 1795 he left China in the ship Arthur for the 
northwest going again by way of Australia. In the fol
lowing summer he was trading along the Alaskan and 
British Columbian coast. In Sept. 1796, he left Noot
ka Sound for Canton via "the Island." The Arthur called 
in at Honolulu at the end of Oct6ber for provisions and 
re-fittings. 

At 6 p. m. ·on October 31, 1796, Barber sailed 
the Arthur out of Honolulu harbor for Kauai to get a sup
ply of yams. Two hours later the brig hit a shoal about 
an acre in extent with 12 feet of water over it, and close 
to the breakers. The shoal was probably a little to the 
westward of Pearl Harbor. But as Judge Howay says, 
how the skipper steered his brig into such a position is 
a mystery. 

The waves broke over her and drove her over 
the reef towards shore. Six men were drowned out of 
the crew of 22. Barber and the survivors managed to 
get to land near the point. Next day Barber rowed out 
to the wreck and found John Young there already, flU

perintending the salvage work - Young had been visiting 
Oahu, had learned of the disaster and acted fast. As a 
result, most of the valuable sea-otter skins and much 

of the stores were saved. Barber and some of the crew 
went with Young to the Big Island, Kamehameha's 
schooner was sent to Oahu and came back with the 
rest of the survivors, the furs and goods. 

Barber, his crew and his furs eventually 
got to China, probably by some Boston vessel that 
called at Hawaii. 

Five years later he arrived in the Northwest 
again in the British ship Unicorn. At the end of 1802 
he sailed for China and again called at Honolulu. He 
took the opportunity to visit Kamehameha at Lahaina 
on Maui, and saw that the king had a battery of ten 
guns placed for the defense of his new palace with its 
brick walls and glazed windows. Barber learned that 
these had been recovered from the wreck of the brig 
Arthur near Barber's Point, and he asked the King 
to return them, but Kamehameha refused. 

The king's divers had brought the guns up 
from the bottom with great difficulty and the king had 
had them for six years. He wouldn't be convinced 
that the original owner who had left them derelict, 
had any right to them. Possession was nine parts 
of the law. 

Nor would he listen to Barber's suggestion 
that his possession of the guns entitled the captain to 
"the most-favored individual" treatment. He wanted 
gunpowder that Barber had on the Unicorn, however, 
for his planned expedition against Kauai and Niihau, 
and refused to exchange provisions for anything but 
powder. Barber had to accept; Kamehameha got the 
powder and kept the cannon, and Barber got only the 
supplies. 

In 1807 Barber was again on the Northwest 
coast, and sold his new ship, the Myrtle, and her car
go to the Russians there. They renamed the vessel 
the Kadiak, and she was sent to Hawaii in 1816. Ac
cording to Russian accounts, a strong current in Hono
lulu harbor prevented the Kadiak from entering port -
Scheffer had some plans to grab Hawaii for Russia. 

Barber himself has disappeared from history. 
Only his guns remained at the new residence at La
haina. Where they are now is unknown. 

Laselle Gilman 
Honolulu Advertiser, July 2, 1939 
Bishop Museum Scrapbook, p 102 

Turtles 

Kalaeloa (now Barbers Point) Turtles come 
to this place. 

T. Kelsey Coll 
HEN: Vol I, p 820 
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Shark Riding 

Everybody is aware of the remarkable swim
ming abilities of the average native Hawaiians, though 
it may be doubt ed whether the men of the present 
generation possess in this particular the liS taying" 
qualitie s of those that are past. I will here relate 
a story in this regard which I heard in 1859, at the 
risk of being considered a retailer of "fish stories." 
Two natives who had shipped on a whaler bound north, 
became homesick and repented of their bargain. At 
night, when the vessel was about thirty miles off 
Barber I s point, watching their opportunity in the 
darkness, they slipped overboard and struck out for 
land. After swimming for some twenty hours, they 
came across one of those huge sharks that are often 
met with in the vicinity of Barber I s point. Appar
ently having no apprehensions of danger from the 
monster, they both mounted upon his back, astride, 
and guiding him as one might an ox, by slaps on his 
head, now on one side and then on the other, they 
pointed him for the land, about ten miles distant. 
Their strange steed was quite tractable, and seems 
never once to have thought of going below the sur
face to get rid of his riders. Meantime, being al
most famished for want of food, they picked off and 
devoured the numerous small fish that adhere to the 
cuticle of sharks, and enjoyed one of those rare feasts 
so dear to the Kanaka; though minus the poi. Arrived 
on soundings, and finding that their friend the shark 
was reluctant to approach any nearer the land, they 
jumped off and swam to shore, landing near Puuloa. 
This is the story as I heard it from the two men, 
after they had been arrested as deserters from their 
ship; and they were willing to take their oaths of its 
truth. Doubtless they actually swam the distance 
mentioned, thirty miles, but the shark portion of the 
story· is rather a tough one to swallow. 

However, I am reminded in this connection of 
an ancient native legend which has reference to the 
ancestors of the present reigning family, and which 
is probably one of those myths that abound in the old 
native kaaos /legends/. On the coast of Kohala there 
existed in the-reef, some distance from land, and 
probably still there, a number of circular depressions 
in the reef, which were quite deep, and in which abode 
the monstrous "ground sharks" for which this coast 
was noted. One of the ancestors of the family of 
which I speak, is related to have got the reputation 
of having some mysterious afinity or relationship 
with the genus carcharus, or shark, from the fact 
that whenever he went out fishing and got ready to 
return to shore, his custom was to leave his compan
ions in the canoe and ride to land on the back of a 
shark. 

Henry L. Sheldon 
Reminiscences of Honolulu Thirty-Five 
Years Ago, Saturday Press, May 26, 1883 
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For more on shark riding see: Ewa - Pearl Harbor, 
Kaahupahau and the Man Eating Sharks: 
Puuloa, Fishing by Hand - Pakule Pond 

Pohaku 0 Kawai 

Story of Kawelo. This friend was Kauahoa also 
an alii of Wailua (Kauai). Their king, Aikanaka, in the 
time of Kakuhihewa of Oahu and Lonoikamakahiki of 
Hawaii. Aikanaka got offended with Kawelo and sent 
him to live at Waikiki. Cause. The king at a surf bath
ing told Kawelo to get a calabash of water for him to 
wash off with, but on Kawelo's failing to do it, he took 
a calabash of soft poi and threw it over Kawelo and sent 
him off as already stated. At Waikiki, Kawelo studied 
the art of fighting to be revenged on Aikanaka. A kupua, 
Uhu makaikai, a fish was his teacher. Makuakeke was 
his helper in the canoe. This fish lived at Pohaku 0 

Kawai near Kalailoa (Kalaeloa), Oahu (Barber's Point). 

Legends 
HEN: Vol II, p 114 

Waimanalo 

Koolina is in Waimanalo near the boundary of 
Ewa and Waianae. This was a vacationing place for 
chief Kakuhi hewa and the priest Napuaikamao was the 
caretaker of the place. Remember Reader, this Koo
lina is not situated in the Waimanalo on the Koolau 
side of the island but the Waimanalo in Ewa. It is a 
lovely and delightful place and the chief, Kakuhihewa 
loved this home of his. 

Place Names - Oahu 
Ke Au Hou 
July 13, 1910 

PUULOA 

Site 145. Puuloa, site where the first breadfruit 
in Hawaii is said to have been planted. As noted by 
Thrum: 

Tradition credits the introduction of the bread
fruit tree in these islands to Kahai, a son of Moikeha, 
who brought a species from Upolu in the Samoan group 
on his return voyage from Kahiki, and planted same at 
Puuloa, Oahu. 

Kamakau and Fornander (Vol IV, Part I, p 392, 
note #3) also make note of the introduction of breadfruit 
at Puuloa. A. F. Judd claims a similar distinction for 
Pahuulu in Kualoa. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Ke Awa Lau 0 Pu'uloa 
(The Many Harbored Sea of Pu'uloa) 

Kapakule Fish Pond 

These are legends told me by Akoni Kawa'a a 
native of Aiea, who had married one of my mother's 
sisters. Many vacations had 1 spent with this uncle of 
mine close by the entrance of Pearl Harbor, known 
then as Puuloa. 

At the entrance was a pond built out into the 
water in the shape of a tennis racket. This pond, 
called Kapakule, was said to have been the labor of 
the menehune, a people who were something like the 
"little people" of old Ireland. On the left side of the 
pond stood a stone called Hina, who represented a 
goddess of the sea by that name. Each time the sea 
ebbed, it became gradually visible and vanished 
again under water at high tide. Ku, another stone 
on the right was never seen above sea level. This 
stone represented Ku'ula (Red Ku), god of fish and 
fishermen. From one side of the pond a long wall 
composed of driven stakes of hard wood, ran toward 
the island in the lochs. When fish swam up the chan
nel and then inside of this wall, they invariably 
found themselves in the pond. A short distance 
from the spot where the pond touched the shore 
was a small altar (ko'a) composed of coral rock. 
It was here that the first fish caught in the pond 
was laid as an offering to the gods. At the time 
I last saw it in 1907 this altar was fenced in by 
Edwin P. Mikalemi, the care-taker of the place and 
brother-in-law of Akoni Kawa'a. 

There were times when the sharks 
were caught in the pond at low tide, but no native 
there ever dreamed of molesting them .•. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Ke Pwva Lau 0 Puuloa 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 

Comments on Kapcikule Pond 

The walled pond, Kapakule was destroyed when 
the channel at the entrance of Pearl Harbor was dredged. 
According to Kailiahi Mikalemi, wife of the old caretaker, 
the man in charge of the project respected the old cus
toms, though he did not understand them. Knowing how 
the natives felt about the two stones Ku and Hina, he 
took them to a deep place in the sea and there he let 
them down where none would harm or defile them. He 
was asked before that whether he was going to take and 
show them around as curiosities. "No", he answered, 
"They were objects of reverence, so I shall put them in 
the sea where they really belong. 11 These old people at 
Pu'uloa were certainly grateful to him for that. 

It was said that Kane (god of life and fresh 
water) and Kanaloa (god of the deep sea) built the pond. 

Whenever Kane wished a big task done, the menehune 
were always at his command. They did their work at 
night and it was a custom of theirs to finish whatever 
they had to do in a single night. Thus Kapakule (The 
enclosure for akule fish) was built. Fish from the deep 
sea came into the pond especially the akule. There was 
always fish there. 

Then some women went to fish there and one of 
them was in her monthly period. The gods, who de
spised defilement, left the pond and fish no longer 
came in. According to my uncle Akoni, a ceremony 
was imperative to bring back the fish. A black pig 
was secured, a white cock and some 'awa. As only a 
person who did not know defilement was to take the 
offerings to the shrine at the end of the pond, a small 
girl was selected for the task. Small children of 
either sex, when chosen for such work were called 
'ula-pa'a (red-held-in, that is before adolescence). 
The food was served to those who took part in the cere
mony, with certain portions set upon the shrine for the 
gods. This ceremony was performed on the night of 
Kane. The next day fish was seen once again in the 
pond but not as numerous as before. Although fish 
were unable to go out when caught within the enclosure, 
sharks went in and out with the tide. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Ke Pwva Lau 0 Puu10a 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 

Kapakule Pond was shaped like a tennis racket 
which reached out into the channel. On the makai side 
was the stone known as Hina and on the mauka side the 
one known as Ku which was never visible above water. 
Running mauka parallel with the shore was a row of 
sticks. The fish swam up stream with the tide and on 
the way out would follow the shore and thus into the trap 
which led into the pond. A little makai of the pond was 
a small stone altar on which offerings were made to the 
god of this pond. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
March 29, 1954 

Fishing by Hand - Pakule Pond 

Oahu was not only a famous place for catching 
sharks by hand, and porpoises, but for nuao, hahalua, 
hailepo, ahi, and every other kind of fish. At Pu'uloa 
on Oahu was an unusual (fish) pond called Pakule, and 
farther in was a second (called) Kepo'okala. Pakule 
was not so unusual as the other, for the upright rocks 
of its walls could be seen at high tide; but the pointed 
rocks of the second pond lay under water. Pakule was 
a noted pond from the remote past, into which came fish 
of every different kind; the whale was the only sea crea-
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ture that did not enter. It was said to have been built 
by the 'e'epa people at the command of Kane and his com
pany. It enclosed about 4 acres, more or less, and the 
walls were higher on the side towards the sea. At high 
tide the rocks jutted out and layaway to the east toward 
the entrance of the harbor, then circled at the entrance 
of the harbor and turned toward shore, and there on the 
side toward shore was an opening for the fish to go in 
and out. There where the rocks lay just under water 
until they turned again toward shore and the entrance 
of the harbor, a row of sticks was planted on the shore
ward side of the entrance to the harbor. This is how the 
fish entered. During high tide many fish passed to the 
inland side into the harbor, and on their return they en
countered the row of sticks planted seaward and, fright
ened by the shadow of the sticks, they entered the open
ing. Those that went close to shore came to the wall 
toward the sea and, returning, entered the enclosure. 
A man ran out and placed the 'omuku lau at the entrance 
and there was a noise like goats in a pen and the fish 
went into the net. Those that were not caught in the net 
were attacked with blunt sticks, and the strong men 
caught them in their hands. 

Shark-fishing with the hands was the occasion 
of a dispute between the inhabitants of the land and the 
strangers, who boasted of their strength and taunted 
the young natives for their weakness. When the stran
gers attempted to grasp a shark, one flip of the tail 
and they fell on their backs. To the native son the 
shark was a horse to be bridled, its fin serving as 
the pommel of a Mexican saddle. I have seen men 
skilled in herding sharks riding a shark like a horse, 
turning the shark to this side and that until carried 
to shore, where the shark died. That land became 
famous for such exploits. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii ms 
Vol I, Chap 4, p 68 

Kapakule Fish Pond 

Here, let me relate the story of a man named 
Hanakahi who lived in Puuloa. He was a fisherman and 
did as Maihea did, in straining awa, broiling fish and 
preparing poi with prayers to the unknown gods whose 
names he did not know. This was how he prayed, "0 
unknown gods of mine, here is awa, fish and poi. Grant 
me success and blessings in fishing." Thus he prayed 
constantly until he met the gods to whom he prayed. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, July I, 1899 
Newsp. 

Kapakule Fish Pond (cont. ) 

After the gods had left Maihea to go to Puuloa 
they reached Hanakahi' s house in the afternoon. When 

they arrived, Hanakahi had returned from his fishing. 
The fish was cooked, the awa was chewed and he was 
in the act of straining it when they got to the door. As 
soon as Hanakahi saw them he invited them in, which 
they did. Hanakahi knew that he had company to share 
his awa with so he set down two more cups, making 
three in all. He finished his straining and poured the 
awa into the three cups. When the cups were filled, 
Hanakahi said, "Wait before drinking your awa until I 
have called upon my unknown gods." "Where are you?" 
Answered Kane, "the gods whom you have never seen 
are the two of us and in the future call us by our names, 
Kane and Kanaloa. This was the first time that Hana
kahi beheld his unknown gods. 

After Kane had finished speaking, they drank 
their awa and then he said again, "Because you have 
asked to prosper in your fishing, for you are weary in 
going out to the ocean, therefore we will bless you and 
there will not be any more weariness. We are going 
now and shall return in the early morning." They went 
as far as l'Ceana-puaa and began to build an enclosure 
for fish. The walls are there to this day. They looked 
at the wall that they built and found it unsatisfactory 
therefore they moved on to ke-po' o-kala and made an
other. Finding that, that too, was unsatisfactory they 
moved to the opposite and built another one which sa
tisfied them. Then they placed fish of every kind in 
the enclosure that they built and made a fixed law that 
all fish that entered it were never to go out through 
the entrance in which they came; nor go over the wall. 
The laws which they imposed on the fish remain fixed 
to this day. This enclosure is the one called Kapakule 
to this day, and is at Puuloa. (Note. It was destroyed 
many years ago. M. P.) In the early morning they re
turned to Hanakahi's house and told him of the enclos
ure they built for fish for him, that he and his descen
dants might be benefited. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
July 8, 1899 
Newsp. 

See Pearl Harbor for more on fish ponds 
and traps. 

Awawamio 

Awawamio is a place near the town of Puuloa, 
on the mauka side of the U.S. A. Drydock. 

Kalelealuaka 
Ke Au Hou 
Oct. 12, 1910 
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Land Breezes 

Kumomoku and Leleiwe were localities near 
Puuloa, Ewa, where the land breezes were said to be 
peculiarly cold. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol IV,Part II 
p 390, note #12 

Kalaiekao (Kalaekao) 

Off in the distance / from Kipapai is Kalaiekao, * 
the entrance to Pearl Harbor. Nowadays it is prosaic 
enough, the way the boats come in, but in the old days 
it was impressive, particularly when they came at 
night. Then flames shot up into the air to signal for 
the canoes that came out to meet them and guide them 
in 

And here also to the right is the mound Puoka
polei (Puu 0 Kapolei), the extinct crater where Kama
puaa put his grandmother after they had escaped from 
Sacred Falls. 

*Ka lae Kao : "sky rocket cape" 
Kao = goats 
Kao : sky rocket 

Many goats kept at Puuloa, but in relation to 
this story, "sky rocket" is the probable mean
ing from the Signal fires. 

Mary Pukui, June 2, 1954 

Rayna Raphaelson 
Kings, Gods and Wars Along Oahu's Roads, 
etc. 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Jan. 17, 1925 

Keahi 

Keahi (lying between Pu'uloa and Barber's 
Point) is the place where the finest 'o'io fish (Albula 
vulpes) was caught. This fish is esteemed as one of 
the best for eating raw. Those caught at Keahi have 
a fragrance somewhat like that of the lipoa sea weed 
and when brought to the market, sold readily. All 
the market man had to say was "These are from Ke
ahi" , and his supply would vanish in a short time. 
There were times when the market man would try to 
palm off some 'o'io from another locality as Keahi's 
but no old timer was ever deceived, for his nose 
knew the difference. 

A wide plain*lies back of Keahi and Pu'uloa 
where the homeless, friendless ghosts were said to 

*Kaupea 

EWA PUULOA I' 
wander about. These were the ghosts of people who 
were not found by their family 'aumakua (gods) and 
taken home with them or had not found the leaping 
places where they could leap into the nether world. 
Here they wandered, living on the moths and spiders 
they caught. They were often very hungry for it was 
not easy to find moths or to catch them when found. 

Perhaps I would never have been told of the 
plain of homeless ghosts if my cousin's dog had not 
tainted there one day. We (my cousin, aunt and I) 
were walking to Kalae-Ioa (Barber's Point) from 
Pu'uloa accompanied by Teto, the dog. The dog was 
a native dog (not the so-called poi dog of today) with 
upright ears and body and size of a fox terrier. For 
no accountable reason, Teto fell into a faint and lay 
still. My aunt exclaimed and sent me to fetch sea 
water at once which she sprinkled over the dog say-
ing, "Mai hana ino wale 'oukou i ka holoholona a ke 
kaikamahine. Uoki ko 'oukou makemake ilio." (Do 
not harm the girl's dog. Stop your desire to have it). 
Then with a prayer to her 'aumakua for help she rubbed 
the dog. It revived quickly and after being carried a short 
way, was frisky and lively as ever. f ' 

Then it was that my aunt told me of the homeless 
ghosts and declared that some of them must have wanted 
Teto that day because she was a real native dog, the 
kind that were roasted and eaten long before foreigners 
ever came to our shores. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Ke lMa Lau 0 Puuloa 
Hawn. lust. Soc. Feport #52 (1943) 

Keahi Point was noted for its good surfing. 
the best Oio (fish) carre from these waters. 

Also 

Kaupea Plain 

The plain of Kaupea on the plain of Puuloa was 
where the ghosts wandered to catch night moths and 
spiders for food. It extended from the wiliwili trees 
of Kaupea to Kanehili. 

Places - Oahu 
Ke Au Hou, July 12, 1911 
Place Names - Oahu 

On the plain of Kaupe'a, beside Pu'uloa, wan
dering souls would go to catch moths and spiders. 
However, wandering souls would not go far in the 
places mentioned earlier before they would be found 
catching spiders by I aumakua souls, and be helped to 
escape. Those souls who had no such help were indeed 
friendless, and there were many who were called by 
this narre (po'e 'uhane hauka'e) . 

S. M. Kamakau 
Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 49 

L 
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Ka-Lua-Olohe 

About Pearl Harbor on Ewa beach, supposed 
to be the place at which "human beings" first landed 
on Oahu, many caves of the olohe (ka-Iua-olohe) are 
to be seen. These olohe were human beings; they 
were "born in the day. " 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 343 

Pe'ekaua Stone 

Peekaua - "Let's you and I hide. " 

The name of this stone comes from a story about 
two moo who saw one day Hiiaka approaching on her way 
to (from) Kauai. Rather than get in to a fight with her 
one moo said to the other, "Let's you and I hide." They 
did, crawling into a stone as two lizards. They thought 
Hiiaka did not see them but she did, however she said 
nothing since she was feeling pleasant that day and did 
not wish to pick a fight. She simply continued on her 
way. The stone 'where the two moo hid has been known 
since that day as Peekaua stone. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
March 29, 1954 

Mrs. Pukui thinks herself that the constant fric
tion between the Pele family and moo (which often repre
sent water spirits) is the conflict between fire and water. 

Indigenous Birds 

Among the places where the '0'0, 'i'iwi and other 
indigenous birds were caught was at Puuloa on Oahu. 
There the '0'0, 'i'iwi and other birds gathered when the 
noni fruit ripened. They came down to feed and when the 
season was over the birds returned to the mountains. 

Lahilahi Webb 
Collection on Kahilis 
Ms 

Kaopulupulu's Death 

Kaopulupulu was a prophet when Kahahana was 
ruler of Oahu. He served faithfully, but his chief was 
so arrogant and thoughtless that he returned to his home 
at Waialua. There he had his knee tattooed. As the 
word deaf and knee was the same, kuli, he had his knee 
tattooed so that all might know that the chief was deaf 
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to all sound advice. When news of this tattooing reached 
the chief, he angrily ordered that Kaopulupulu be put to 
death. 

The warriors went to fetch Kaopulupuh.\ and his 
son Kahulupue. They were taken first to Waianae where 
Kahulupue was stabbed and seriously wounded. His 
father called out to him, "Make every effort to reach the 
sea, then the land shall belong to the sea." He ran and 
plunged into the sea, where he died. 

Kaopulupulu was brought to Kapua'ikaula at Pu
'uloa and there he was killed. Before he died he pro
phesied that where his body would be laid at Waikiki, 
there also would his chief's body be laid. The thought 
that remained uppermost in his mind before he died was 
to "give" the land away to a power from across the sea. 

His corpse was taken by canoe to Waikiki and 
laid on the altar of a heiau. 

With Kaopulupulu gone, it was easy for Kahekili 
of Maui to invade Oahu and seize the kingdom. Kahahana, 
his wife and friend fled and hid in the wilderness at Mo
analua. After a time he, too, was caught, killed at 
Pu'uloa and taken to Waikiki where his body was laid on 
the very same altar that Kaopulupulu's was. 

Perhaps one wonders what this has to do with 

Pearl Harbor but this is what I heard some old folks 
say when I was a youngster. Kaopulupulu could have 
escaped to Kauai had he so chosen but he knew that 
only by his death could he accomplish the greatest 
desire he had in mind -- to give away this land. 
He died at Pu'uloa. 

Many years later, when sugar culture pro
gressed and duties on our e~ports to the mainland 
were too high, an agreement was made between King 
Kalakaua and the United States Government to let the 
United States have the use of Pearl Harbor and in ex
change our exports were to go in duty free. This 
was our Reciprocity Treaty. What land went first to 
the power from across the sea? Pearl Harbor, the 
place where Kaopulupulu died. His cry to his son to 
strive to reach the sea that the land might belong to 
a country from across the sea had been fulfilled 
when Hawaii nei was annexed to the United States. 

Whether these things just happened or 
whether they were in fulfillment of prophecy, I do 
not know but it is interesting to know how these old 
folks at Pu'uloa felt about it. Mikalemi pointed out 
the marker that marked the boundary of the land 
given to the United States with pride and felt greatly 
honored that he was chosen to be caretaker there. 

Mal:y Kawena Pukui 
Ke Jlw.la Lau 0 Puu10a 
Hawn. Rist. Soc. ReJ.X>rt #52 (1943) 
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Puuloa - Pearl Harbor 

Puuloa is the Hawaiian name for Pearl Harbor. 
Puuloa is "long hill" but the reason is not known why it 
is called this. 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953 

Awa lau 

Leaf-shaped lagoon; a highly appropriate 
epithet, when applied to that system of lochs, 
channels and estuaries that form the famous 
"Pearl Lochs, " as anyone acquainted with the 
place will admit. 

N. B. Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka - A Myth 
P 167 

Keaunui, Ewa Chief 

Tradition records that Maweke had three 
sons, Mulielealii, Keaunui, and Kalehenui, whose 
lines with numerous collaterals, have descended 
to our days •••• 

• • •• But to Keaunui, the head of the power
ful and celebrated Ewa chiefs, is attributed the 
honour of having cut a navigable channel near the 
present Puuloa saltworks, by which the great 
estuary, now known as "Pearl River," was in all 
subsequent ages rendered accessible to navigation. 
Making due allowance for legendary amplification 
of a known fact, the estuary doubtless had an out
let for its waters where the present gap is; but 
the legend is probably correct in givil"\g Keaunui 
the credit of having widened it and deepened it, 
so as to admit the passage of canoes, and even 
larger vessels, in and out of the Pearl River 
estuary. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol II, P 48 

Pearl Harbor - 1836 

The lochs or lagoons of Pearl River were not 
then as shoal as now. The subsequent occupation of 
the uplands by cattle denuded the country of herbage, 
and caused vast quantities of earth to be washed down 
by storms into the lagoons, shoaling the water for a 
long distance seaward. No doubt the area of deepwater 
and anchorage has been greatly diminished. In the thir-

r-' 
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ties, the small pearl oyster was quite abundant, and 
common on our table. Small pearls were frequently 
found in them. No doubt the copious inflow of fresh 
water favored their presence. I think they have become 
almost entirely extinct. drowned out by the mUd. There 
was also at Pearl River a handsome speckled clam, of 
delicate flavor, which contained milk white pearls of 
exquisite luster, and perfectly spherical. I think that 
clam is still found in the Ewa Lochs. 

S. E. Bishop 
Ewa, Oahu - Old Memories 
The Friend, May 1901, p 87 

Wymumme (Waimomi) 

(March 1810) Wymumme, or Pearl-river, lies 
about seven miles farther to the westward; this inlet 
extends ten or twelve miles up the country. The en
trance is not more than a quarter of a mile wide, and 
is only navigable for small craft; the depth of water on 
the bar, at the highest tides, not exceeding seven feet. 
Farther up it is nearly two miles across. There is an 
isle in it, belonging to Manina, *the king's interpreter, 
in which he keeps a numerous flock of sheep and goats. 

Pearls and mother-of-pearl shells are found 
here in considerable quantit y. Since the king has 
learned their value, he has kept the fishing to him
self, and employs divers for the purpose. 

Ten miles to the west of this is Barber's 
Point, so called from the captain of a ship wrecked 
there, the north-west extremity of the island. It is 
very low, and extends a considerable way into the sea. 

The tides upon this coast do not rise more than 
four feet at springs; it is high water about three at full 
and change of the moon. The force of the cur rents is 
scarcely perceptible. 

The flat land along shore is highly cultivated; 
taro root, yams, and sweet potatoes, are the most 
common crops; but taro forms the chief object of 
their husbandry, being the prinCipal article of food 
amongst every class of inhabitants. 

The mode of culture is extremely laborious, 
as it is necessary to have the whole field laid under 
water; it is raised in small patches, which are sel
dom above a hundred feet square; these are sur
rounded by embankments, generally about six feet 
high, the sides of which are planted with sugar canes, 
with a walk at top; the fields are intersected by drains 
or aqueducts, constructed with great labour and ingen
uity for the purpose of supplying the water necessary 
to cover them. 

*Paul Marin 
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The ground is first carefully dug and levelled. 
with a wooden spade, called maiai, which the labourers 
use squatting on their hams and heels. After this it is 
firmly beat down, by treading it with their feet till it is 
close enough to contain water. 

The plants are propagated by planting a small 
cutting from the upper part of the root with the leaves 
adhering. The water is then let in, and covers the sur
face to the depth of twelve or eighteen inches; in about 
nine months they are ready for taking up; each plant 
sends forth a number of shoots, or suckers, all around. 
This mode of culture is particularly laborious, and in 
all the operations those engaged are almost constantly 
up to the middle in mud. 

Notwithstanding this, I have often seen the king 
walking hard in a taro patch. I know not whether this 
was done with a view of setting an example of industry 
to his subjects. Such exertion could scarcely be thought 
necessary amongst these islanders, who are certainly 
the most industrious people I ever saw. 

The potato and yam grounds are neatly inclosed 
by stone-walls, about eighteen inches high. In addition 
to these native productions, Indian corn, and a great 
variety of garden stuffs, have been lately introduced, 
and are cultivated with success, chiefly by the white 
people. 

Archibald carrpbell 
A Voyage Round the World Fram 1806-1812-
p 145 

Fish Ponds and Fish Traps 

Ancient Hawaiian history records little more 
than the genealogies and wars, but Fornander men
tions that an enterprising Ewa Chief, Keaunui, son of 
Maweke, about twenty-six generations ago, aCcom
plished the task of widening and deepening the chan
nel of the harbor which was without doubt no mean 
undertaking. To such a chief might perhaps be given 
credit for the ingenuity exercised in building these 
weirs. The writer is inclined. however, to surmise 
the date as about thirteen generations ago, when the 
building of the walled fish ponds must have been suf
fiCiently novel to the native chronicler for the fact to 
be recorded. Then it was that Kalaimanuia, queen 
of Oahu, was accredited with the building of three 
fish ponds in Pearl Harbor, Kapaakea in Waimalu, 
the Opu and Paaiau in Kalauao, and her son Kaihi
kapu is mentioned as constructing two more in Mo
analua near by. As to whether the fish ponds or the 
fish traps took precedence in time in these islands is 
an open question. Under ordinary circumstances it 
might easily be conceived how fishermen observing 
the assistance given by a natural wall or bank in the 
water and channels in the reefs, when surrounding 
their prey, would construct artificial walls to assist 
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in driving the fish, and the walled fish trap as here 
illustrated might follow as a natural development. 
Ethnology teaches us that the rearing of animals 
denotes a higher civilization than the hunting of the 
same, and it is reasonable to admit that the grow
ing of fish in the ponds and their conservation for 
future needs is an advance on the method of captur
ing supplies to fill immediate demands. 

John F. G. Stokes 
Walled Fish Traps of Pearl Harbor, Bishop 

Museum Occasional Paper IV, 3 , p 30 

Fish Pond Sites 

Site 94. (Destroyed). Loko Waiaho, known as 
Queen Emma's pond, was located near Watertown. The 
walls were of coral and sand, 6. 5 feet wide, 2 feet high, 
with five outlets (makaha). It covered an area, of 32 
acres. 

Site 95. (Filled in). Loko Ke'oki was a pond near 
the present site of Watertown in Halawa. It had a narrcw 
wall of coral rock and sand. It has been filled in. 

Site 96. (Filled in). Papiolua fishpond was located 
in Halawa opposite the tip of Waipio Peninsula. It was 
a small pond, about 1 acre in area with a wall 150 feet 
long, 4 feet wide and high. There were no outlet gates 
(makaha). 

Site 97.(Filled in). Loko-a-Mano (Lyons map, 
1873) or Loko Amana filled in before 1900, was 
located at the present site of the Navy yard. 

Site 98. (Destroyed). Loko Pohaku was a small 
pond of Z. 5 acres at the present site of the Navy yard. 

Site 99. (Destroyed). Wailolokai fishpond was 
another very small pond at Halawa. Other spellings -
Waihilikai, Wailiiokai. 

Site 100. (Destroyed). Possibly the site of Wai
lolowai fishpond. 

Site 101, Makalapa Crater, now being used for 
a fresh-water pond. Believed to be recent. B. M. Neg. 
#15350 -(MI21). (Swampy and overgrown, July 1957, 
E.S. ). 

Site 102. (Filled in). Loko Kunana and Loko 
Muliwai, between Halawa and Kuahua Island. (See 
Kunana Pond, Halawa, Ewa). 

Kunana has been partly filled in but was for
merly 25 acres in extent. Kuahua island forms one 
side and the opposing wall is formed by Halawa. The 
two walls running between the land and the island are 
1800 feet and 1950 feet long, approximately 5 feet wide, 
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and 3 feet high. Loko Muliwai is only 4 acres in ex
tent, a portion of which has been filled. Its wall is 
500 feet long with one outlet (makaha). 

Site 104. (Filled in). Kahakupohaku pond--near 
the Aiea railroad station. A small pond of 3 acres with 
a semicircular wall of evenly spaced basalt 1050 feet 
long, 5 feet wide, 3. 5 feet high, without outlet gates 
(makaha). The name is also spelled Kahakapohaku 
and Kakupokaku. 

Site 108. (Swampy, July 1957). Loko Paaiau, 
fish pond at Kalauao. Rectangular in shape, roughly 190 
by 600 feet, surrounded by land on three sides. The wall 
on the harbor side is 3 to4feet wide, 2 feet high with one 
makaha. The three sides toward the land have been evenly 
faced with waterworn basalt to a height of about 2 feet. 
The pond was evidently fed by the water from the surround
ing taro patches. Tradition credits its construction to Ka-
1aimanuia. B. M. Neg. #15349 (M120) 

Site 109. (Filled in. Road crosses now, Jan. 1957, 
E. S.). Loko Opu, fish pond at Kalauao. Has not been 
completely filled in. It was 10. 5 acres in size and ap
parently completely surrounded by a wall 2700 feet in 
extent. It was built by Kalaimanuia. 

Site Ill. Loko Paakea, fish pond at Waimalu. 
Covers 12 acres and has a wall 1850 feet in length. 
The wall is of waterworn basalt and coral 6 feet wide, 
4 feet high, with one makaha. It is said to have been 
built by Kalaimanuia. Adjoining Paakea is a smaller 
pond about one fourth its size about which I have no 
information. It is thought to be recent. (In fair con
dition--appears to be in use. Is to be reclaimed by 
Parks Board. E.S., July 1957.) 

Site 114. (Filled in). Kukona pond, Waiau. 
Very little is left of this pond, which formerly covered 
27 acres. The wall was of coral and basalt, 4 to 5 
feet wide, but only 2 feet high, without makaha. 

Site 115. (Filled in). ,Loko Luakahaole fish 
pond. Just above Loko Kukona in Waiau. This pond 
appears on the Bishop map of 1887 and is mentiored by 
Cobb as having an area of 1 acre. It has now been 
filled in. 

Site 116. (Filled in). Loko Weloko, Waimano, 
fish pond built off the Honolulu side of the Pearl City 
Peninsula in what is known as the East Loch. 

The pond is oval in shape with walls on three 
sides. It covers about 21 acres, and the walls are 
3200 feet in length. They are now approximately 10 
feet wide and are constructed of lava and coral rocks. 
(See: Fish Ponds, Ewa, Pearl Harbor. B. M. Neg. 
#15351 (M122), #15352 (M123), #15353 (M124). 

Site 117. (Filled in). Former location of Loko 
Paauau, fish pond on the Pearl City Peninsula, has 
been now entirely filled in. 

Site 118. (Filled in). Loko Apala, fish pond 
at Waiawa, southwest side of the Pearl City Penin
sula, opening into the Middle Loch. 

Site 119. (Filled in). Loko Kuhialoko, fish 
pond at Waiawa,southwest side of the Pearl City 
Peninsula, on the sea side of the Oahu railroad. 
(See: Waiawa, Kuhialoko) 

Site 120. Loko Moo, fish pond just north 
of the railroad track in Waiawa. It formerly 
covered 13 acres, but is now a very small pond. 
(Saw taro, water cress, and lotus patches--may 
be former fish pond, June 1957, E. S. ) 

Site 123. (Filled in). Loko Eo, fish pond at the 
north end of Waipio Peninsula. B. M. Neg. #15355 
(MI26). 

Site 125. (Filled in). Hanaloa fish pond is the 
center of the Waipio Peninsula. 

The pond covers 195 acres. All but 900 feet 
of this area is inclosed by land. The wall averages 
5 feet in width and about 4 feet in height, with six 
makaha. It is perfectly straight, connecting two 
projecting points of land, and built of coral slabs. 
B. M. Neg. #15354 (M125). 

Site 126. Kaaukuu and Pouhala ponds for
merly adjoined and were located in Waikele. (Ap
pear to be overgrown, June 1957, E.S.) B. M. 
Neg. #15356 (MI27). 

Site 140. Fish pond adjoining Lau1aunui 

Island. Possibly Laulaunui fish pond. 

Site 142. (Destroyed ?). Kapamuku fish pond, or 
Pamoku, as it is sometimes known, Puuloa, opposite 
the tip of Waipio Peninsula. 

Site 143. (Destroyed?). Okiokilepe (Oneokalepa ?) 
fish pond, Puuloa, just across from the end of Waipio 
Peninsula. 

Okiokalipi 
Oneokalepa) variations 
Okeokalepa) 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Fish Traps and Fishing Shrine 

Site 144. (Destroyed). Former location of 
fish traps (Pakule) and a fishing shrine. (Near 
Okiokilepe fishpond). See: Walled fish traps of 
Pearl Harbor by J. F. G. Stokes (Ewa, Pearl Harbor). 

(See also: Kapakule, etc., Ewa, Puuloa) 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 
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Fish Traps (Destroyed) 

On Pearl Harbor, Oahu, two fish traps are used 
for catching sharks and large akule (goggler), opelu 
(mackeral scad), weke (goat fish), and kawakawa (bo
nito). The larger, near Puuloa, has two walls which, 
for a short distance, run out from the shor e in parallel 
lines. Then one of them sweeps out and around, form
ing a large and almost oval space. A wall is built pa
rallel to the shore and the outer portions of the oval 
meets it close to one end. The other line from the 
shore comes out almost to this parallel line and then 
turns sharply inward for a few feet, and the space be~ 
tween the two, about 4 feet, forms the entrance into 
the trap. The walls are built of coral. The end of the 
oval farthest from the entrance is almost bare at low 
water. while the side next to the gate has about 5 feet 
of water. At high tide the whole trap is under water. 
Fish enter it at high water and are caught as the water 
recedes. They are taken out at low water by means 
of a small seine. 

John N. Cobb 
Commercial Fisheries of the Hawaiian 
Islands--1903, Bulletin of the U.S. 
Fish Commission, Vol. XXIII. Part 2, 
p 733 

See Puuloa for more on Kapakule Pond. 

Fish Ponds 

(Site /I 116. McAllister). As the ponds were 
originally owned by the kings and chiefs, it is very pro
bable that most of them were built by the forced labor 
of the common people. The re is a tradition among the 
natives that Loko Wekolo (Wekolo pond), on Pearl Har
bor. Oahu, was built about two hundred and fifty years 
ago, and that the natives formed a line from the shore 
to the mountain and passed the lava without once touch
ing the ground in transit. As the distance is consider
ably over a mile. this is significant of the density of 
the population at that time. 

John N. Cobb 
Commercial Fisheries of the Hawaiian Islands, 
1903. Bulletin of the U. S. Fish Commission. 
Vol XXIII, Part 2, p 746 

Fish Supply 

Pearl-River Harbour affords an abundant sup
ply of fine fish. Two species of clams are procured 
here, called by the natives okupe and olepe. Mr. 
Drayton, who went to Pearl River for the purpose of 
examining its shores. and obtaining shells, reported 
that he found a large bed of fossil oyster-shells, ex-
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tending into the bank in a bed from one to four feet 
wide, and half a mile in length: they were found ce
mented together with soft limestone and a reddish 
sand, and were so numerous that there was scarcely 
enough of the cement between to hold them together. 

Charles Wilkes, U. S. N. 
Narrative of the United States Exploring 
Expedition 1838-1842, Vol IV. p 79 

Pearls 

To the westward of Fair Haven (Honolulu), 
is another (harbor) which is formed in a large basan 
when the reefs are passed. Pearls of a good quality 
and size are collected in this bason. --July 1796 

William Robert Broughton 
A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific 
Ocean in the Years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798. 
London 1804. p n 

Why the Pearl Oyster of Ewa Disappeared 

Here is some onels question. Why did the 
pipi (pearl oysters) of Ewa vanish: It is said that the 
overseer that watched over sea and pipi lived at Palea. 
A woman was then living at Manana (now Pearl City). 
While she was catching crabs in the sea of Kaholona, * 
she thought that no one had seen her. As she reached 
for a crab. she grasped some pipi. They were thick 
there. She was seen and her hulilau gourd container 
was broken and thrown into the sea. She was fined 
2.5 cents. The woman agreed to pay saying. "The 
money is at home." The overseer went up with her 
to her house and got the quarter. He knotted it in the 
flap of his loin cloth and returned to the shore of Pa
lea. Upon reaching home, he looked for his quarter 
and found that he had lost it. He was disappointed 
indeed. 

This is a short story about this old woman. 
She was the keeper of Kanekuaana. the famous lizard 
god of Ewa.It was she (Kanekuaana) who brought 
this pipi (pearl oyster) from Kahiki. After the over
seer had gone back to Palea the lizard goddess pos
sessed her aged keeper and said to those in the house. 
"I am taking the pipi back to Kahiki and they will not 
return until all the descendants of this man are dead. 
Then shall the pearl oysters be returned. I go to 
sleep. Do not awaken my medium until she awakes 
up of her own accord." The command was obeyed 
and she slept four days and four nights before she 
awoke. During the time that she slept the pearl 

*Waipio side, near end of Pearl City Peninsula 
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oysters vanished from the places where they were 
found in great numbers as far as the shore. They 
were no longer found. The few found today are 
merely nothing. This is the brief tale about this 
famous sea food of Ewa. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa, Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
June 3, 1899, Newsp. 

Kanekualana and the Pearl Oysters 

Another guardian of Pearl Harbor was Kane
kualana (Kane-the-elder) who was said to have intro
duced the pipi or pearl oyster to the waters there. 
They were her special care and interest. Like Kalahu
pahau, she was a supernatural being, a Molo or lizard
like water spirit. 

The pipi was called the "i'a hamau leo" or "fish 
with a silenced voice." It was not the pipi that was 
silent but the people who gathered them, for it was 
taboo to utter a sound lest a breeze arise suddenly to 
ripple the surface of the water and the pipi would van
ish completely. Those who gathered the pipi gestured 
and pOinted like deaf mutes until they had all they wanted. 

I have heard (not from a Hawaiian source) that 
it was muddy deposits on the sea floor that caused the 
disappearance of most of the pipi in that locality. Ac
cording to the Hawaiians, it was the wrath of Kanekua
lana that made her take them back to Kahiki. 

In the olden days taboos were imposed on cer
tain sea foods several months a year to allow them to 
multiply and increase. Then the taboo was lifted and 
the people were permitted to help themselves. In this 
way the food supply was insured year after year. 

One day, an old woman went to get some sea 
weeds and found a number of large pipi which were 
taboo at the time. They looked good to her so she took 
them and placed them in her bag under the sea weeds. 
The konohiki or head man came to look into the bags 
of the fishers and found the prohibited pipi in her bag. 
He emptied it into the sea and scolded her. She knew 
that she was wrong and answered nothing. After gath
ering enough sea weeds for herself, she departed for 
her home. The konohiki followed her and demanded 
payment. She pleaded with him not to be harsh be
cause she was a widow and poor but he kept insisting 
until she gave him a coin, all the money she bad. 
(This was a post-European period and the Haole had 
brought money to Hawaii nei.) . Kanekualana, the 
guardian of the pipi sawall this and became very 
angry. She was fond of this old widow to whom she 
was related. The emptying of the basket she felt 
was just but the following after and the demanding of 
payment for the pipi he had already returned to the 
sea was unfair. That night her spirit took posses-
sion of a neighbor who often acted as her medium 

and told all of those present that she was taking the 
pipi to Kahiki from whence she brought them. Only 
a few would be left but they would never be as nu
merous as they formerly were. Kanekualana kept 
her promise to take most of the pipi away, for only 
a few can be found in the water there today. 

No where else in all Hawaii were there so 
many kinds of bivalves as in Pearl Harbor. There 
were large and small ones, thin-shelled and thick
shelled ones beside the pipi, famed in legends and 
chants. These, too, have dwindled in number. 

Mary Kawena Fukui 
Ke lMa Lau 0 Puuloa 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 

Kanekua'ana, A Royal Mo'o 

In this time in which Mo'oinanea dwelt on 
Waolani with Kane and others on Waolani, this moun
tain became a favorite place to the parent of lizards 
and her great family. They lived there a long time 
until they left to dwell in other parts of these islands. 

Kanekua'ana was a royal lizard whose home 
was the lochs of Ewa. This was the lizard who was 
said to have brought the pearl oyster to the sea of 
Ewa and this was the oyster that was referred to as 
"the silent 'fish' of Ewa; do not speak lest a wind 
arises." Many chants have been made with refer
ence to the pearl oyster. In residing there, this 
lizard was cared for and worshipped by the people 
for bringing the pearl oyster. (At the opening of this 
"fish" lies the pearl, a beautiful thing when found by 
man; a thing of great price and made into necklaces 
for royalty. It is well for the reader to recall the 
"fish" and the other thing Moloinanea had given, 
as described before this. ) 

From that time it was much found in Ewa up 
to recent years, about 1850-1853, the time when this 
race of people i'Hawaiians' were being destroyed by 
the small pox. -The oyster began to vanish from that 
time to the present. The people of the place believe 
that the lizard was angry because the konohikis im
posed kapus, were cross with the women and seized 
their catch of oysters. So this "fish" was removed 
to Tahiti and other lands. When it vanished a white, 
toothed thing grew everywhere in the sea of Ewa, 
which the natives of Ewa had named the pahikaua 
(sword). It is sharp edged and had come from Kau~i
helani, according to this legend. 

M:lses Manu 
'I'he Lengend of Ke-ao-rrelemele 
Kuokoa, Apr. 25, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 872 
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Kanekua'ana of Ewa 

Kanekua'ana guarded all the district of Ewa and 
the natives from Halawa to Honouliuli had faith in her. 
She cared specially for those related to her but the 
blessings that came to them were shared by all. The 
people of Ewa depended upon her as their guardian to 
bless them. When their children were suffering from 
a scarcity of fish, the relatives of Kanekua'ana from 
Halawa to Honouliuli erected waihau* for Kanekua'ana 
and lighted fires to bring blessings upon the whole 
people. What blessings did they obtain? This: to 
catch fish food. What kind of fish? The pearl oyster, 
the oyster from Namakaohalawa to the cliff of Hono
uliuli, from the sea ponds of upper Ewa clear out to 
Kapakule. That was the pearl shell that came in from 
deep water to the shallow mussel beds near shore, 
from the channel entrance to the rocks along the edges 
of the lochs. They grew right on the mussel shells and 
thus supplied sea food. Not six months after the hau 
branches were set up pearl oysters were found in abun
dance for all Ewa, fat with flesh: and within the oyster 
a jewel called a pearl, beautiful as the eyeball of the 
fish, white and shining, white as the cuttle-fish, shining 
with the colors of the rainbow with red, yellow, or 
dark colors and some pinkish white, ranging in size 
from small to large and of great value, but in those 
days mere rubbish in Ewa. What other sea food? The 
fine-fleshed shrimp, the coarse-fleshed shrimp, such 
as came from the sea into the inland sea ponds. Yel
low nehu fish and the common variety of nehu filled the 
lochs from the channel of Pu'uloa inland to the Ewas; 
hence the saying of the natives of this land, "The sea 
that blows up nehu fish, the sea of Ewa that blows them 
up in rows until they rest in the calm great Ewa of 
La'akona". Other noted shell fish of Ewa, that land 
famous to our ancestors, were mahamoe, okupe, and 
many others that have now disappeared. When all 
these things appeared with which their keeper supplied 
them, then the descendants of Kanekua'ana thought that 
the old woman had returned from the pillar of Kahiki 
out of love perhaps for her children, and these were 
the people who told about the pillar of Kahiki and of 
other unknown lands. 

*Waihau _ a heiau where hogs, bananas and 
coconuts were sacrificed, but not human beings. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Mo' olelo Hawaii 
Vol II, Ch. 9, p 47 

see also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 83 

Bivalves of Pearl Harbor 

"Lahilahi (Webb) talked of the different 
kinds of bivalves she knew in her youth, the pipi or 
pearl oyster, the papaua, the 'owa'owaka, the naha-
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wele, the kupekala and the small, white mahamoe. 
The mahamoe, she said, is no longer found. The pipi 
was found occasionally but anyone finding them could 
not hail a companion to come over to help him gather 
them or they would vanish instantly. That is why they 
were referred to as "the silent fish of Ewa." They 
were eaten raw, but were rather watery and slimy. 
When prepared for favorite children or for chiefs, they 
were laid on ahu'awa fibers and the fluid around them 
allowed to drain off, then salted and eaten. Her grand
father used to bring them to the alii, wrapped in ti leaf 
bundles. The pipi was good but when too much was 
eaten raw it left a bitter taste in the mouth. The kupe
kala was far more delicious and were about as large as 
a fist. Once she watched two of her relatives gather 
them. They looked down from the boat and when they 
saw them, they dived down with hammers and pounded 
them loose. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Ke PMa Lau 0 Puuloa 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 

Oysters 

(As Chamberlain left Waikele by canoe for Honolulu) 

Kawaa took passage in our canoe to go down the 
harbor to a place where oysters are abundant to give 
orders to his people to gather a mess. The sail down 
the harbor was delightful. We stopped about half an 
hour for the natives to dive down and collect a couple 
of calabashes of oysters. We then bid farewell to our 
friend Kawaa and set sail. The passage down the creek 
for a number 'of miles was very pleasant till we got 
down near the reef and our course altered. We then 
could sail no longer as the wind was against us. The 
sail was lowered the mast taken down and secured 
across the outrigger and the rowers pUed their 
paddles. 

Journals of Levi Chamberlain 1822-1849 
p 899 
Storage Case 4 HMS 24 

Pearl Harbor Oysters 

About six miles to the westward of this harbour, 
is Wy Momi, or Pearl Water. This inlet extends about 
five leagues up the country in a northerly direction; 
it is about four miles across in the widest part, and 
at the entrance about half a mile. There is not more 
than fifteen feet of water on the bar or reef at high 
water, and inside from six to eighteen fathoms mud and 
sand. ':::'here is an island about two miles in circum
ference in the middle of this inlet, belonging to Mr. 
Manning (Don Marin), a Spaniard, who has been here 
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for many years. It is covered with goats, rabbits, and 
hogs, belonging to him. At the head of the inlet is a 
run of very fine fresh water, and provisions are here 
cheap and plentiful. There are many divers employed 
here, diving for the pearl oysters, which are found in 
great plenty. 

Peter Corney 
Voyages in the NOrthern Pacific, 1819 
p 99 

Kaihuopalaai 

Site 141. This name is said to apply to the 
whole West Loch of Pearl Harbor. Each year begin
ning in October or November, large shoals of mullet 
are said to go from Pearl Harbor east to Makapuu 
Point and then north and west to Laie or Malaekahana, 
from which point they return to Pearl Harbor over the 
s~me route in March or April. This is a favorite 
story which one comes across frequently about the 
island, and the oral versions are as diverse as those 
written. Kaihuopalaai is the pond from which the 
mullet come. 

The site is named for Kaihuopalaai, said to be 
the daughter of Konikonia and his wife Hinaaimalama. 
Fornander writes " ... on Oahu, Kaihuopalaai saw a 
goodly man by the name of Kapapaapuhi (site 139) who 
was living at Honouliuli, Ewa; she fell in love with him 
and they were united, so Kaihuopalaai has remained in 
Ewa to this day. She was changed into that fishpond 
in which mullet are kept and fattened, and this fish is 
used for that purpose to this day. " 

According to old Hawaiians, there never was a 
fishpond by this name. In another version (Thrum) 
Ihuopalaai is the brother of a woman living in Laie. 
As the fish were scarce in Laie, this woman sent her 
husband to Ihuopalaai, who had the mullet follow her 
husband on his return trip which was made along the 
shore around Makapuu Point with the mullet following 
in th¢ water. Makea tells me that Kaihuopalaai' s 
siste:r was named Malaekahana. Another story tells 
of a man who lured the mullet around the island by 
tossing sweet potatoes into the sea, (Raphaelson) 

McAll ister, Arch. of Oahu 
See: Koolauloa, Malaekahana, Site 272 

Mullets and Sweet Potatoes 

Totally different is the story of Malaekana 
(Malaekahana), the place where the mullet stops. This 
is the story of the unpractical fisherman who would not 
heed the wise warning of his practical wife. 

But he had spells of genius, that fisherman, in 
spite of the fact that he was a stubborn, willful man. 

EWA PEARL HARBOR 

It is ridiculous, his wife had said to him when 
he had planted great quantities of sweet potatoes. 
"What will you do with them? We cannot eat them; 
you cannot sell them; they will rot. " 

But he was stubborn. He gave no heed. And 
later his wife had a chance to say, "I told you so", 
which she said again and again, until finally, after a 
day of quarreling, she made him promise to take the 
potatoes over to Pearl Harbor, where, perhaps, they 
could be sold. She went with him. But there, to their 
dismay, they found that everyone in Pearl Harbor had 
plenty of sweet potatoes of their own. 

Night came, and the fisherman and his wife 
bickered and quarreled. She nagged and grumbled, 
all the while cooking a mess of the hated potatoes so 
that they could have something for supper. But he was 
angry and refused to eat. So she picked up the potatoes 
and, in a fit of temper, threw them into the sea. 

Immediately then great schools of fish came 
crowding toward the shore. The eyes of the fisher
man grew big. But he had no net, no way to catch the 
fish. He had nothing but sweet potatoes. 

At last there came the big idea. The fisher
man took his sweet potatoes and started back toward 
Kahana bay. At each inlet, he had his wife cook some 
of the potatoes and throw them into the sea. It took a 
long time to get home, but when at last they reached 
Kahana bay they were followed by great swarms of 
hungry mullet, which he caught in his net. 

This is the explanation that is given of a 
strange phenomenon that occurs on the island of Oahu. 
The mullet appears every year, first in Pearl Harbor, 
then in each successive inlet around the island until it 
finally reaches Malaekana bay. Beyond this inlet there 
is mullet, but it is not the kind that swims from bay to 
bay. 
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Why did the fish not stop at Kahana bay? It is 
not told. It may be that they went on a little way in hope l' 
of more sweet potatoes. No one seems to know. {J 

And after Malaekana (Malaekahana)? Where 
does the mullet go from here? That, too no one knows. J' 
Unless as the Hawaiians tell you, there is an under- LJ 
ground tunnel through which they swim. 

Rayna Raphaelson l) 
Kings, Gods and Wars Along Oahu's Roads ~ 

etc., Honolulu Star Bulletin, Jan 17, 1925 

Anae-Holo 

The anae-holo is a species of mullet unlike the 
shallow water, or pond, variety; and the following story 
of its habit is well known to any kupa (native born) of 
Oahu. 
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The home of the anae-holo is at Honouliuli, Pearl 
Harbor, at a place called Ihuopalaai. They make peri
odical journeys around to the opposite side of the island, 
starting from Puuloa and going to windward, passing 
successively Kumumanu, Kalihi, Kou, Kalia, Waikiki, 
Kaalawai and so on, around to the Koolau side, ending 
at Laie, and then returning by the same course to their 
starting-point. This fish is not caught at Waianae, Kaena, 
Waialua, Waimea, or Kahuku because it does not run that 
way, though these places are well supplied with other 
kinds. 

(See mullet stories) 

T. G. Thrum, Hawaiian Folk Tales 
Fish Stories and Superstitions, 
translated by M. K. Nakuina, p. 270 

The Mullet of Kaihuopalaai 

See: Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina, Oct. 2 I, 1899 
p 30 
Newsp 

See: Ka Amaama 0 Kaihuopalaai 
Ke Au Okoa 
Sept. 17, 1866 
(Place names, Oahu) 

Pohaku Anae 

1 saw the beauty and charm of the broken currents 
at Moanalua and also heard the tooting of the whistle at 
the turn of Kauwahipouli. I heard it three and four times 
and asked the person sitting on my left, What place is 
this?" Answer - "This is Pearl City." It was here that 
mullets were bred in the ancient times and that flat stone 
there was called Mullet Rock or Pohaku Anae. It lies 
near the beach by Ewa mill. 

Kuokoa, Oct. 2, 1908 

Legend of Maikoha 

(Synopsis) Maikoha was a brave and fearless 
young man who broke the kapu poles, the sacred places 
of worship, the kapu insignia and all the different sacred 
things. When his father Konikonia found which of his 10 
children had done suc,.h an unholy thing Maikoha was ban
ished from his home. 

He went to Kaupo, Maui where he changed into 
the wauke plant and it is at Kaupo that this plant first 

grew. Because Maikoha's body was very hairy the 
wauke plant is therefore the same. 

Maikoha's sisters came to Maui in search of him 
. and after finding him already changed into the wauke 
plant continued on their jounrey to Oahu. 

"Upon their arrival on Oahu, Kaihuopalaai saw a 
goodly man by the name of Kapapaapuhi who was living 
at Honouliuli, Ewa; she fell in love with him and they 
were un ited, so Kaihuopalaai has remained in Ewa to this 
day. She was changed into that fish pond in which mullet 
are kept and fattened and this fish pond is used for tliat 
purpose to this day. 

When Kaihuopalaai decided to live in Ewa, her 
sisters proceeded on to Waianae, where Kaihukoa de
cided to make her home and she was married to Kaena, 
a man who was living at this place, a very handsome 
man and a chief of Waianae. So she remained in Waianae 
and she is there to this day. She changed into that fishing 
ground directly out from the Kaena Point, and the fishes 
that came with her were the ulua, the kahala, and the 
mahimahi. 

When Kaihukoa decided to stay in Waianae, the 

remaining sisters continued on to Waialua, where 
Kawailoa met Ihukoko. Kawailoa was a single man and 
as he fell in love with Ihukoko the two were united and 
they became husband and wife. Ihukoko remained here, 
and the fish that accompanied her from their home was 
the aholehole. 

When lhukoko decided to remain in Waialua, the 
sister that was left, Kahukuuna, continued on her way 
until she came to Laie where she met Laniloa, a goodly 
man, and they lived together as husband and wife. The 
fish that came with her was the mullet and it too remained 
there to this day. 

After the sisters were all married and had been 
living with their husbands on Oahu for some time, Kane
aukai (a popular god of fisher folk) their oldest brother 
came in search of them. This man's body was in the 
shape of a log of wood, and after he had, floated on the 
surface of the ocean for several days, it drifted to the 
seasho.1'e at Kealia in Mokuleia, Kawaihapai, Waialua, 
where it was carried in and out by the tide. After being 
in this form for some time it changed into a buman be
ing and journeyed to Kapaeloa, where two old men were 
living. 

When he approached the home of the two old men, 
he saw them watching an umu (oven), and after it was co
vered up they set out 'to the beach to do some fishing. After 
fishing for some time without success Kaneaukai called 
out to them: "Say, you old men, which god do you worship 
and keep?" The old men replied: "We are worshiping a 
god, but we do not know his name." Kaneaukai then said: 
"You will now hear and know his name. When you let down 
your net again, call out, 'Here is the food and fish, Kane
aukai, ' that is the name of the god." The old men assented 
to this, saying: "Yes, this is the first time that we have 
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learned his name, " Because of this fact, Kaneaukai is the 
fish god worshiped by many to this day, for Kaneaukai 
became their fish god, and from them others, if they 
so desired. " 

Fornander, ColI. of Hawn Ant. 
Vol V, Part II, p 270 

Sharks-Aumakua 

Emerson gives a long description of the "aumakua" 
and says that the shark was 

I~ •• perhaps the most universally worshipped of aU 
the aumakua ..• each locality along the coast •.. had its 
special patron shark ... well known to aU frequenters of 
that coast. Each of these sharks had its own kahu (keeper) 
who was responsible for its care and worship. The office 
of kahu was hereditary. The relationship between a shark 
god and its kaha was oftentimes of the most intimate and 
confidential nature. The shark enjoyed the caresses of 
its kahu as it came from time to time to receive a pig, 
a fowl, a piece of 'awa', a malo, or some other token 
of its kahu's devotion. And in turn it was always ready 
to aid and assist the kahu. " 

Titcomb and Pukui, The Journal of Polynesian Society 
Vol 60, nos 2 and 3, June and Sept. 1951 
Native use of Fish in Hawaii, p 94 

Ka'ahupahau, the shark goddess 
(Cloak-well- cared-for) 

At the age of twelve I was taken to the cave of 
Ka'ahupahau (Cloak-well· cared-for). Most of it was 
deep under water. A small plant hung over the en
trance laden with red berries, and when I reached to 
pluck one, my uncle puUed my hand back quickly and 
chided me. Those belonged to Ka'ahupahau. Ka'ahu
pahau had a brother Kahi'uk'K (The-smiting-tail) whose 
stone form was a good distance away from the cave, 
lying deep in the water. Yet it was p!2~ly seen from 
the surface. Ka'ahupahau's son Ku-pipi had his home 
where the drydock was built and sank about thirty years 
ago. These were not the only sharks at Puuloa, for like 
all meInbers of royalty there were others to stay about 
and serve them. Ka'ahupahau was the chiefess of sharks 
in the length and breadth of the Pearl lochs, hence the 
old saying, "Alahula Pu'uloa he alahele na Ka'ahupahau" 
(Every where in Pu'uloa is the trail of Ka'ahupahau). 

Her brother and she were born, not sharks, but 
human beings. One day a great shark god saw them and 
converted them into sharks like himself. Every day they 
swam up a stream at Waipahu and there they were fed on 
'awa by relatives. ('Awa was always the food of the gods). 
When they became too large to swim up stream, the of
ferings of food were carried to the lochs to them. 

Ka'ahupahau made a law that no man should be 
harmed in her domain, nor should any shark touch the 
corpse of one who was drowned. This law was the re
sult of remorse over the death of Papio. 

Papio was a pretty girl who used to go surfing 
at Keahi, a place between Pu'uloa and Kalaeloa (Bar
ber's Point). One day she met Koihala, an aged rela
tive of Ka'ahupahau, who was busy stringing kou, ma'o 
and ilima blossoms into leis for her beloved shark 
"grandchildren", Ka'ahupahau and Kahi'uka. Papio 
begged for a lei, which was, according to the standards 
of that time, a very rude thing to do. Each time she 
begged, Koihala refused to give her a lei. Papio then 
went to her surfing and on her return, snatched one 
of the leis from Koihala and went away with a laugh 
Koihala was filled with anger and when she took the 
leis to the beach, she told Ka'ahupahau all about it. 
Ka'ahupahau too, became angry with Papio. 

Papio crossed the channel, found a large rock 
and stretched herself on it with her long, beautiful 
hair trailing in the water. She did not suspect that 
Ka'ahupahau had sent a shark to destroy her. Papio 
was seized, drawn under water and killed. Then her 
blood was spewed on the shore not far away, stain
ing the soil there red to this day. 

Ka'ahupahau soon recovered from her anger 
and became very sorry. She declared that from hence 
forth all sharks in her domain should not destroy but 
protect the people round about. As flowers were the 
cause of the trouble she forbade their being carried 
or worn on the waters of Pu'uloa. From that time 
all the people of that locality and the sharks in the 
lochs were the best of friends. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Ke lMa Lau 0 Puu10a 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 

Ka'ahupahau and the Man Eating Sharks 

Ka'ahupahau hardly ever ventured from home 
but sharks from the other islands came to pay her 
visits instead. She had them watched very closely and 
should there be a man-eater among them he was beaten 
to death by her brother Kahi'uk"i and the other sharks. 
Kahi'uka's tail was longer on one side than the other 
and with this tail he thrashed and smote any shark that 
offended his sister. 

It was said that a man-eater was often detected 
by the way he spoke. He referred to the fishermen he 
saw as "fat crabs", that is, a dainty morsel. 

At one time a large company of sharks came to 
visit from Hawaii, Maui and Molokai. They had 
planned to make a circuit of the islands and perhaps 
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later to visit Kahiki. They stopped at Pu'uloa to visit 
Ka'ahupahau. Most of these had human relatives and 
were not desirous of eating human flesh, but alnong 
them were some who disregarded the relationship, 
and learned to like them. Mikololou was one of the 
latter. "What fine, fat crabs you have here", he re
marked. Ka'ahupahau, pretending not to hear, led them 
far into the lochs to entertain. A signal was given to the 
fishermen who stretched nets across the entrance. One 
net was not enough, but many, many nets were needed, 
one behind the other. After a pleasant visit with Ka
'ahupahau the sharks made ready to continue on their 
journey. There at the entrance they met a barrier. 
The sharks of the lochs attacked the man-eaters from 
outside and beat them unmercifully. A shark from Ka'u, 
Hawaii, who was not a man eater, threw his weight over 
the nets and pressed them down. His sons changed 
themselves into pao' 0 fishes and leaped where the net 
was forced down, thus escaping from the place where 
the battle of sharks was raging. Nikololou was . caught 
fast in the nets and dragged ashore where his head 
was cut off and his body burned. The head was left 
high and dry on the sand, exposed to the heat of the 
sun. There it remained until the flesh dried up and 
the tongue fell out. 

Some children came along with a dog one day 
and seeing the tongue, they kicked and tossed it about. 
The dog ran about with their new plaything, hither and 
thither and finally dropped it into the sea. A strange· 
thing took place. The spirit of Mikololou took poss cs-

f 
' sion of his tongue at once and it again became a shark 

which left Pu'uloa in haste to be out of Ka'ahupahau's 
reach. Thus did this saying come about, "Make 0 

Mikololou a ola i ke ale 10", or" Mikololou died and 
came to life again through his tongue." (This saying 
has been used since that long ago time to mean a per
son who, finding himself in a very precarious posi
tion, talks himself out of it. ) 

It was said that when the nets of the fishermen, 
(used as an entrance barrier) were torn by an enemy 
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shark, she made a net or barrier of her own body 
which none was able to tear through. Never would 

, she let any monster of the deep destroy her people. 
She loved them and they loved her. 

L 
":. 
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Because the sharks, though numerous, were 
not harmful anywhere within the Pearl lochs, the 
natives used to have fun mounting their backs and 
riding them as cowboys ride horses. To turn them 
around, a little pressure was used just back of the 
eyes. Is this a tall fish story of men riding sharks? 
No, it is not. My uncle said that it was true and 60 

did the historian Kamakau. 

When a drydock was built at Puuloa about thirty 
years ago, the old timers shook their heads. The dry
dock was all right but the location was not good for it 
was directly over the home of Ka'ahupahau's son. The 
kia'i or guardian of the place would resent the intrusion 
of his chief's home and disaster would surely result. 
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When the crash came and the dock, well built though it 
was, feU shattered and broken it was no surprise to the 
old timers. In spite of the disaster, no life was lost, 
for Ka'ahupahau did not delight in the loss of human life 
--only one life did she order taken to her everlasting 
regret. 

Mary Kawena Fukui 
Ke NNa .Lau 0 Puuloa 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. ~port #52 (1943) 

Ka'ahupahau's Trial 

On O'ahu there was a law that no strange shark 
should live if he tried to bite a man; Kanehunamoku 
and Kamohoali'i placed a tapu all about O'ahu. Their 
shark sister Ka'ahupahau broke the law and devoured 
the chiefess Papio, and she was taken and tried at 
Uluka'a and escap ed the punishment of death; it was 
her woman attendant who suffered the penalty of the 
law because it was her fault for reviling Papio. The 
trouble arose about a wreath of 'ilima flowers which 
belonged to Ka'ahupahau and which her attendant was 
wearing. Papio said, "I will go bathing and when I 
come back you shall be burned with fire," but Ka'ahu
pahau devoured Papio before she could carry out her 
threat. Ka'ahupahau was therefore confined and Pu
'uloa became an open road (safe from sharks). When 
her time of confinement was ended and she had grown 
weak, she went on a sightseeing expedition and got 
into trouble and was almost killed, but she found 
strong helpers in Kupiapia and Lukahi'u, the sons 
of Kuhaimoana, and her enemies were all slain. 
This tapu law that no shark must attempt to eat a man 
in O'ahu waters is well known from Pu'uloa to the 
uplands of 'Ewa. Anyone who doubts my words must 
be a stranger there. In recent times only have sharks 
been known to bite people in Oahu waters or even to 
have devoured them; it was not so in old times. 

S. 1-1. Kamak:au 
M:>'olelo Hawaii 
Vol II, ch 9, p 23 

See also: 
S. 1-1. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 73 

The Story of Papio 

The story of Papio, as told to :t-1rs. Lahilahi 
Webb by an Ewa wanan, does not mantion Kaahupahau as 
the shark that bit the chiefess. 

Kaahupahau and her brother Kahi' uka were born 
at Pu'uloa in days long past and lived and were wor
shipped in its waters. She has now turned to stone, 
but is still fed by the Pu'uloa people. She is the 
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chiefess of those waters. The law against man
eating belongs only to her waters. OUtside the lochs 
of Pearl Harbor people are still devoured by sharks 
about 0aIru.; only inside this harbor are they safe. 

Papio once came dam fran Ewa to the water's 
edge at Pu'uloa and swam across to the other side. 
An old v.x:xnan called Koihala was braiding a lei of 
kou flavers. Papio asked for it and Koihala reviled 
her. Papio laughed and went bathing on the Keahi 
side. When she returne:i Koihala was still braiding 
the lei; again she aske:i for it and was refuse:i with 
reviling. She laughe:i and starte:i to swim across. 
She laid her head against a certain stone, and as she 
lay there a shark whose kahu the old womm was, tore 
her to pieces and the blood then spattere:i is to be 
seen rOO there to this day. From that time to this 
no one can go wearing flowers or leis to any of the 
sacred places abJut Pearl Harbor. It is tapu (because 
of) for papio. 

Martha Warren Beckwith's note to 
S. M. Kamakau 

Mo'olelo Hawaii, Vol. II, ch. 9, p 23 

Birth of Ka'ahupahau 

The mother, who was a chiefess, of Ka'ahupahau 
was gathering limu in the waters of Pearl Harbor when 
she had a miscarriage. Thinking the baby dead she left 
it in the water to be washed away. Later she went again 
to gather limu and was bitten by a shark. She went to a 
kahuna who told her that the shark was Ka'ahupahau who 
was her own daughter, the baby she thought was dead. 
The kahuna advised her to go to the place and build an 
ahu (heap) of haua sort of landing from which she could 
feed the shark and care for it. It was from that time by 
command of the mother that all people of Ewa were to 
always be protected from sharks whether in Pearl Har
bor or outside. 

E. S. as told by Simeon Nawaa, Mar; 22, 1954 

Ka'ahupahau and her brother Kahi'uka were 
Born as normal children but the gods of the sea chose 
to take them and make them supernatural beings in 
the form of sharks. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
March 29, 1954 

Kahi t uka was the brother of Ka'ahupahau. The 
name means "smiting tail". This shark was called by 
this name because it was his duty to warn the people of 
Ewa of the presence of strange and unfriendly sharks 
in these waters and he did so by nudging them or strik
ing at them with his tail. When ever anyone was fish-
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ing and felt a nudge they would know it was Kahi'uka 
warning them and they would leave the water immedi
ately. 

Kahi 'uka lived at the site of the old dry dock. * 

*Mrs. pukui says this site was home of an
other shark, the son of Ka'ahupahau. The old dry 
dock above Watertam. 

E. S. as told by Simeon Nawaa 
Mar. 22, 1954. 

One side of his tail is longer than the other 
side. He also gets his name because in fighting 
unfriendly sharks he would smite them with his tail. 

Kahi'uka lived in a cavern under water off 
Mokuumeume near Keanapuaa point. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Mar. 29, 1954 

Keaalii 

Keaalii--a cave in the sea at the entrance to 
Puuloa Harbor, and known by the natives to have 
been formerly the home of a large shark called Ka
moawa, who has been generally credited as the watch
man on guard at the entrance to Kaahupahau's waters. 
The latter's royal cave-dwelling was in Honouliuli 
lagoon. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Dec. 29, 1883 

Ka-'ehu-iki-mano-o-Pu'uloa 

Some sharks of Puna. . .. Kal.'ehu-iki-mano
o-Pu'uloa (The little reddish-haired shark of Pu'uloa), 
whose cave is in Panau (Puna, Hawaii'i, was another 
shark who began life as a man. An oid' tradition says 
that he was the child of Kapukapu and Holei of Panau, 
and was named for the reddish ('ehu) hair of Ka'abu
pahau, the great female shark god of Pu'uloa, Oahu 
(Pukui Ms. 4, p 6). 

Kenneth p. Emory, J. Halley Cox, William J. Bonk, 
Yosibiko H. Sinoto, Dorothy B. Barrere 
Natural and Cultural History Report on the 

Kalapana Extension of the Hawaii 
National Park, Vol I, Cultural 
History Report, p 63; Prepared 
by Bishop Museum for the Hawaii 
National Park Service, Honolulu, 
1959 
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r ' Ka-ehu-iki 
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Ka-ehu-iki (The little ruddy fellow), a shark 
of Puuloa, Oahu. In my notes I marked this name 
with a ? 

J. S. Emerson 

1870. 

Hawaii Sharks 
HEN: Vol I, p 586 

The Story of Ka-ehu-iki-mano-o-Puuloa 

Condensed translation from Au Okoa, Dec. 29, 

See: Thrums Hawaiian Annual 
1923, p l24 

FORD ISLAND 

Mokuumeume Island (Ford Island) 

Site 103. Said to have obtained its name "Isle 
of Strife" from the fact that among former chiefs it 
was the center of contention over certain fishing 
rights. It was visited in 1819 by Peter Corney who 
gives the following information: 

Mr. Manning (Manini) had an island in Pearl 
River. . .. Only one family resides there. It is about 
two miles in circumference, having a Large cave in 
the center .... 

One evening aIter supper the man gave us an 
account of a singular affair, which occurred to him 
when he first got c;harge of the island. He was one 
night awakened by some person calling him by name, 
and telling him to attend to what he said; he Looked 
up. and was much terrified on beholding the pale form 
of the late King Pereoranee (Peleioholani) before him, 
who told him as he valued his life so must he perform 
what he enjoined; which was to go to the cave, where 
he would find his bones with the bones of several 
great chiefs; he was to take them from thence and 
convey them to a place of saIety, out of the reach of 
a chief Tereacoo (Kaleioku). who would come the next 
day with a party to search the island for the bones of 
the king and chiefs, to make points for their arrows 
to shoot rats with, ... 

The next day, according to the prediction, the 
chief came and searched the island; the man told him 
that as the island and all that was on it belonged to a 
white man of whom Tameameah (Kamehameha) was 
very fond, he ought not to come there to search for 
bones, when there were too many on the main island. 
The chief took no notice, but searched and took sev

eral bundles of bones with him, though not those of the 
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king and chiefs. Tereacoo departed, and on the en
suing night the deceased king and many chiefs appeared 
to the man, and thanked him for what he had done, as
suring him that the white men wou}.d protect him and 
that he should one day become a great man.. .. The 
next morning I went round the island, which seems as 
though it had been kept for a burial place, for I saw 
hundreds of bundles of human bones, wrapped care
fully up in cloth, and laid in the crevices of the rocks. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Moku-'ume-'ume, meaning 

Hawaiian name Moku-'ume-'ume - "isle of 
attraction" from the name of the ceremony of 'ume 
(for childless couples) which was held there. 

Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953 

Is land- of- attr action 
(Moku 'Ume'ume) 

Moku 'Ume'ume (Island-of-attraction) was the 
place where the sport called 'Ume was played. No 
virgin or unmarried person was permitted to take part 
for it was only for the married who were not blessed 
with offspring. 

On the day selected for the 'ume, everyone 
helped to gather faggots for a large bonfire and that 
night all came together to sit around the lighted bon
fire. A master-of-ceremonies went about chanting 
gaily with a feather-tufted wand in his hand. This 
wand was called a maile. He would touch a man here 
and a woman there and the two would go elsewhere by 
themselves. So it went until the scrambling of the 
participants was completed. 

If, after getting outside, the woman refused to 
have anything to do with her companion, they returned 
to the place where the 'ume was held. As a general 
rule, objections were not voiced after one had been 
touched by the maile wand. 

The husband was not permitted to be jealous of 
his wife when she was with another, nor the wife of her 
husband. 

The next day, the wife returned to her husband 
and the husband to his wife. Should a child be con
ceived as a result of the 'ume, it was regarded as the 
offspring of the husband and not of its natural father. 

The 'ume was not for chiefs but for the common 
people. 
MaJ:y Kawena Fukui 

Ke Pwla Lau 0 Puu10a 
Hawn. Hist. Soc. Report #52 (1943) 
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Ford Island 

Why the name Ford Island? That was the ques
tion asked me. I replied that it was Ford's Island and 
not Ford Island. Then I researched a bit, and here 
are the results. I refer to Ford's Island in Pearl 
Harbor. 

The Hawaiian name for Ford's Island is Mo
kuumeume. Probably the first name attached to the 
island was Marin's island, for Don Francisco de 
Paula Y Marin was no doubt its first real owner. 
Archibald Campbell, who visited it in 1810, wrote 
that it was an isle "belonging to Manina (Marin), the 
king's interpreter, in which he keeps a numerous flock 
of sheep and goats." Peter Corney in 1818 wrote that 
Mr. Manning (Don Marin) "had an island in Pearl 
river covered with goats, hogs and rabbits. It was 
about two miles in circumference." The year 1825 
produced a new name. A map based on a survey of 
Pearl Harbor by Lieut. C. R. Malden in that year 
carries the name of Rabbit Island on the present Ford's 
Island. The map is published in the Paradise of the 
Pacific of May, 1925. Enough of ancient history. 
Now, how did the name Ford's Island arrive? 

Dr. Seth Porter Ford was born at Washington, 
Conn. He arrived in the Hawaiian Islands in 1851 
aboard the ship R. B. Forbes from Boston. He was a 
physician in the United States Marine Hospital. He 
owned Mokuumeume or Marin's Island or Rabbit Island 
and it at last received the name of Dr. Ford. Dr. 
Ford died at the age of 48 years on November 19, 1866. 
His funeral took place on November 25. "The proces
sion, which emb.raced the Masonic brotherhood, num
bering about sixty moved to the Nuuanu Cemetery 
where Judge Davis read the Masonic burial service. " 

Governor Dominis was appOinted executor of the 
estate of Dr. Ford. 

Somehow the Island of Ford became a posses
sion of the John Ii estate. It passed to Irene Ii, daugh
ter of John Ii. She married C. A. Brown, known fami
liarly as "Cabbie" or "Bandbox", Brown. The Honolulu 
Plantation had extensive sugar cane fields on Mokuume
ume but C. A. Brown retained a part of the island near 
the Peninsula, for his country home. There, on Moku
umeutne the "Chiefs of Hawaii, " led by Prince Kuhio 
had tnany a gay party, but that is another story. A 
message dated Sept. 26, 1917, was received at Hono
lulu on that date which read: "Secretary of War ap
proved under date of Sept. 26 purchase of entire 
Ford's Island." Of course this isn't a history of 
Mokuumeume but it does give some information about 
the island which now bears the name of Ford's Island. 
A. P. Taylor and his Archives helped me a lot on this 
screed. 1 for one would like to see the ancient name 
of Mokuumeume restored. 

Edwin North McClellan 
"Fords Island - why the name" 
Advertiser" 1927 
Bishop Museum Scrap Book 
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Don Marin's Island 

Feb. 9, 1818 Kalanimoku gave Marin Ford 
Island and Pearl Harbor (Sea of the island of little 
goats). 

"The next morning I went around the island 
(Ford) which seems as though it had been kept as a 
burial place, for 1 saw hundreds of bundles of human 
bones wrapped carefully up in cloth and laid in the 
crevices of rocks. (Peter Corney -) 

Star Bulletin, April 20, 1935 
Bishop Museum Scrap Book 
p 192. 1935 

Moku- Umeume (Ford Island) 
(The Story of Kamapuaa) 

Here, it is well for the writer to tell the story 
of this island Moku-Umeume. This island is a bless
ing to Ewa's people for these reasons, (1) for water
melon cultivation and (2) pili grass for house thatching. 
Ewa's house builders gathered their pili grass for house 
thatching here until the time came when foreign wooden 
shingles were introduced, then thatching was discon
tinued. The last grass thatched house was that of the 
supreme judge, all the grass for the thatching came 
from the island of Moku- Umeume. This island is arid 
and waterless. When the melon growers lived there, 
they got their water from Kahuawai, Puhikani, Napuea, 
or the plantation water of Kahuaiki at Waipio. Those 
were the places where Moku- Umeume got its water 
supply. This was the place where mullet net fishers 
lived. On the other side of the island is a big cave 
and that was the "house" occupied by fishermen. The 
name of the cave was Kane-ana (Kane's-cave). Every
body knows of this rock cave. The writer recalls a 
song composed by the boys of Waikele about this cave: 

Love to Kane's-cave 
Where we slept. 
Rough mats spread, 
Jackets for pillows. 

Cho. Tossing to and fro, 
Legs drawn up, 
Dawn is breaking 
Perhaps it is day. 

Perhaps I shall tell of the greatest blessing on 
this island today, for its former blessings are forever 
gone. 

1. This little island is entirely covered with 
algeroba trees good for fuel. 

2. An artesian spring is drilled recently by 
John Ineti and his employer. Water has come up out 
of the earth that is refreshing and cool. The travel-
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ler who visits this island that is surrounded by the 
sea, finds the water refreshing but the writer has not 
drunk of that refreshing water. That waterless land 
gains life. In former days water was brought to the 
island by boat but now the water comes up from in
side of it and there is no lack of water. 

It has been heard that Ah Lo had been there 
to see the beauties of the island and it was also heard 
that he has offered thirty dollars an acre to the owners 
of the island. If that is so, "Gobble, gobble, says 
the turkey." (note--The Hawaiian word for a big sum 
is pokeokeo, the same word used for a turkey's gobble. 
M. P.) This is the story of the island and it is this 
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island that separates the three lochs (literally- -inland 
seliis), 1. Waiau, Waimalu and Kalauaoi Z. Halawai 
3. Waipio and Waiawa, the harbor where boat races 
are held today. In these places money is spent from 
the pockets of the people on boat racing and the places 
are well known to this day. 

On the south-western of this island is Kaimae
mae Point. On the opposite of the harbor of Halawa 
is Ke-ana-puaa Point. It was named for a big cave 
where fishermen lived. Here is a legend of this cave.'" 

*See Ka Loea Kalaiaina. Aug. 19. 1899. 
Na Wahi Paua 0 Ewa, pZZ. 
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Poetical Name 

Waianae with its precipitous mountain side 
on the east has only "the one-sided" afternoon sun. 

"Ka la kapakahi ma Waianae" 

Hawaiian Almanac and Annual 
Thos. G. Thrum, Honolulu 
1887, p 81 
(Hawaiian Poetical Names forPlaces by 
Rev. C. M. Hyde, D. D.), pp 79-82 

Kahanahaiki 
Keawaula 
Makaha 
Paheehee 

Meanings of Names 

narrow Kahana 
red harbor 
robbery 
slippery 

Hawaiian Geographic Names 
Compiled by W. D. Alexander 

Ahupuaa 
Ahupuaa 
Ahupuaa 
Mountain 

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Report 1902 
pp 367-425 

Boundary Changes 

In reviewing the changes made in 1909 and 
comparing the districts with those of 1859, we find 
only one change in the island of Hawaii, .,. 

On Oahu, the boundaries of Honolulu district 
remain the same; Ewa and Waianae are separated and 
formed into two districts, excluding the ahupuaa of 
Waianae Uka which is added to Waialua district ... 

John Wesley Coulter 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii 
pp 220-221 

See: "Ewa Trail and Waianae Trail" 
John Ii description 
Ewa, p 12 

Chamberlain through Waianae 

Page 487 
After travelling a short distance we came to 

a beautiful stream of fresh water issuing from the 
lava, the source of which cannot be traced. 

We travelled till about 5 o'clock when we ar
rived at Makaha the land of Kanepaiti the Chief of 
Pearl River. 

f' 
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Page 488 
Arose very early and prepared to start for 

Wairua. When we were all ready we attended to 
morning prayers and then set out and came to Kea
oiki, a very dirty and poor place, read the Kanawai 
and proceeded a short distance further to Keaonui 
and took breakfast. During our morning walk ... 
see: "Moro Ka Ka" (Makaha, Waianae) •.• 

As we passed the Southern and Western point 
of the island I was shown where a monster half hog 
and half man named Kamapuaa resided in old time. 
There was a race of them and the people brought 
them presents. A herd of these monsters would 
sometimes sally forth upon those who brought of
ferings and slay them. Kamapuaa went to Hawaii and 
had a contest with Pele and was defeated. though he 
once nearly extinguished her fires. Kamapuaa is 
said to have gone to a foreign country. 

Page 489 
From Keaonui we walked on to Makua pass

ing at the foot of several high precipices overshadow
ing our path it being very hot from the rays of the 
sun I was forcibly reminded of that passage ... 

Page 490 
Our course after leaving this place (Makua) 

lay about W. by N. and along a difficult path by the 
sea which is here bounded by the base of the moun
tains. On one hand was the broken and rough lava 
against which the surge below was dashing and on the 
other the steep and rugged sides of the mountains. 
About 12 o'clock we arrived at Keavaula, an indif
ferent village but the place of a school. .. from this 
place (Keavaula) we proceeded by water to nearly the 
west point of the island, and thereby avoided three 
or four miles of very rough road laying along the base 
of the mountain and over rugged lava washed by the 
sea. Our landing was rather difficult, but we suc
ceeded in getting on shore after getting wet feet and 
part of us wet clothes. Just in front of the little cove 
where we landed there is a cave used by fishermen 
occasionally for a residence. It is in extent about 
30 paces by 15 and at the mouth about 30 feet high 
gradually lessening in height till the roof meets the 
ground. It was formed during some ancient discharge 
of lava. The lava of this island appears of a very 
much more ancient kind than the lava of Hawaii. We 
travelled a short distance over a very rough path along 
the shore and came to the mokuna (boundary) of the 
large divisions of the island Wainai and Waiarua. 
The former extending from the Southern to the West
ern point and the latter from the same point after 
turning which, the shore takes a turn about E. N. E. 
and with a few irregularities keeps this direction to 
the harbor and the principal settlements of Wairua, 
when it takes nearly a due north direction. 

Journals of Levi Chamberlain, 1822-1849 
(Storage case 4 Hms 24 ch 1-6) 
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Three ways to Waianae 

After they were gone, he dwelt on the invita
tion and urged their going to Wai'anae.... There 
were three journeys like this, one by way of Pohakea, 
one by Kolekole and one below Pu'uokapolei. In the 
first two they went to Pahoa-uka where his aunt and 
her husband lived .... 

John Ii 
Manuscript, p 115 

See also: 
Jolm Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 27 

Kualii in Waianae 

Shortly after, this word was brought to Kualii 
at Hilo that the chiefs of Oahu had again risen against 
him and were ready to dispute his title as king of 
Oahu. Upon hearing this Kualii returned from Hilo 
to Oahu and found upon his arrival that all the people, 
together with the rebellious chiefs, had gone to Wa i
anae to hold a council of war with the one set purpose 
of fighting him. When Kualii heard that all the chiefs 
were gathered at Waianae, he continued on with his 
chief warriors for that place. Upon arrival at the 
seat of war they looked and saw that the rebellious 
chiefs had indeed a very large army. No time was 
lost, however, for the battle immediately commenced, 
and again Kualii. was victorious. After the battle Ku
alii and his chief warriors looked over the battleground 
and saw that a very large number of men had been 
killed, so much so that the waters of Kalapo were 
dammed and a large number of dead bodies were 
strewn below Eleu. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol IV, part II, p 414 

NANAKULI 

On the south side of the stream, about a 
quarter of a mile inland from the main coastal road, 
there is a broken platform (Pcepae) built of small 
rocks with apparently a small paved area below, close 
to the stream bed. Extending inland along the south 
bank of the stream bed for about 75 yards there is a 
rough stone facing from 1 to 2 feet high in general 
level along the top. This might be judged to be a 
terrace area were it not that the ground behind the 
stone facing is not level; however, that might be due 
to washing out when the stream was in flood. Accord
ing to Ernest Rankin, a rancher in this and other val
leys for years past and now living on a homestead on 

the ridge north and above this site, the stonework 
just described was not terraCing for taro patches but 
was built by a man named Whitney 40 years ago when 
he located a house and cattle shelter at that point. 
Behind the terrace there are six large old monkeypod 
trees, indicating earlier habitation. On the north 
side of the stream at this point, there is a fairly re
cent habitation site, with several large trees, also 
papayas and traces of sugar cane plantings. Nearby 
are a tiny stone paving and the remains of an old 
Hawaiian house. 

According to Rankin there are no terrace re
mains anywhere in Nanakuli valley, nor any available 
water for irrigation, except at the very head of the 
valley's head, far up in the mountains. High in the 
small gulches at the valley's head there are some 
abandoned terraces, stone platforms, and orange 
trees marking the sites of ancient Hawaiian habi
tations. But as long ago as 1890 when Rankin first 
frequented the valley as a cowboy, there was not 
one Hawaiian living there. 

Handy, The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 83 

Naming of Nanakuli 

Simeona Nawa'a came in to the Museum and 
sat down to talk to me. In the course of the conver
sation he told me these things: 

Nanakuli - It was Kanui, a native woman of 
Wai'anae who told him why this place was so named. 
In the olden days, this place was sparsely inhabited 
because of the scarcity of water. The fishing was 
good but planting very poor. When it rained, some 
sweet potatoes would be put into the ground, but the 
crops were always poor and miserable. 

There were a few brackish pools from which 
they obtained their drinking water and it is only when 
they went to the upland of Waianae that they were able 
to get fresh water. They carried the water home in 
large calabashes hung on mamaka or carrying sticks 
and used their water very carefully after they got it 
home. They spent most of their time fishing and most 
of the fish they caught were dried as gifts for friends 
and relatives in the upland. Sometimes they carried 
dried and £:resh fish to these people in the upland and 
in exchange received poi and other vegetable foods. 
And as often as not, it was the people of the upland 
who came with their products and went home with fish. 

Because of the great scarcity of water and 
vegetable food, they were ashamed to greet passing 
strangers. They remained out of sight as much as 
possible. Sometimes they met people before they 
were able to hide, so they just looked at strangers 
with expressionless faces and acted as though they 
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were stone deaf and did not hear the greeting. This 
was so that the strangers would not ask for water 
which they did not have in that locality. 

The strangers would go on to other places and 
mention the peculiar, deaf people who just stared and 
they would be told that the people were not deaf but 
ashamed of their inability to be hospitable. So the 
place they lived was called Nana, or look, and kuli, 
deaf--that is, Deaf mutes who just look. 

Mary Pukui, as told to her by Simeona Nawaa 
March 6, 1945 
HEN, P 2740 

Naming of Nanakuli (#2) 

The above name was given from the name of 
"Ku Nana Kuli" 

The word made up as follows: 
Ku - meaning stand 
Nana - meaning looking 
Kuli - meaning deafening 

The interpretations given by an old time resi
dent of Nanakuli, Wm. Z. H. Olepau, as follows: 

There were two women who went up the hill 
of "PuuHakila" or PuuHela to dry their Kapas. While 
the kapas were being dried they left and went down 
the hill to the pool for some water. They heard dogs 
barking, so they stood, looking around for the barking 
was deafening. 

(1) Women used to go to the top of a hill to 
dry their kapa, and when they got there 
they looked at their knees - nana kuli. 

(2) Royalists of the valley used to sit with 
their knees up and watch their knees -
nana kuli. 

W. Z. Olepau, resident of Nanakuli, Mar. 20, 1933 

The name of ItNana-kuli", a section of Wai
anae, meaning "knee examination", is said to relate 
to an incident in the travels of the famous Kuali'i,when 
his attendants wished to see and press his knees, to 
relieve the king's fatigue after the journey. 

Thrum, Hawaiian Annual, 1922, p 87 

llihune Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 147. Approximate site of llihune heiau, 
Nanakuli, of which nothing remains. Thrum notes: 

WAIANAE NANAKULI 

"A small walled heiau of pookanaka class; used 
about 1860 by Frank Manini as a cattle pen, for 
which natives prophesied his poverty and death. It 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

On the night of Po Kane there are some who 
hear a voice of a child calling e--------. This voice 
trails off and ends up at a place called a heiau by 
some - a cattle pen by others. 

Mrs. Annie Soong, Nov. 1954 

Heleakala Hill 

A barren hill in Nanakuli, Waianae. Some
times called Haleakala which Mrs. Pukui believes is 
probably wrong. 

Hele - snare 
a - belonging to 
kala - sun 

Heleakala meaning, where the sun is snared. 
This hill faces right into the setting sun and refer
ence is made as to this place being "where the sun's 
rays are broken. " 

Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953 

Puu Haleakala (Heleakala) 

It wasn't long when we arrived at Nana
kuli and then to a place which bears a peculiar name. 
Then we turned to look at Haleakala hill the place 
said to be the one on which the rays of the sun was 
broken. This is a barren hill as though plants hated 
all of its sides. I saw the cave in which Hina made 
tapa cloths on the slope of a hill faCing a stream 
whose mouth was at a place with a peculiar name. 

Haleiwa Hotele, About LeHono 
Kuokoa 
August II, 1899 
Newsp. 

Fish Attracting Stone 

In the time when Kahekili, ruler of Maui, ruled 
Oahu, after the battle with Kahahana, his own nephew, 
there lived a man at Nanakuli, Waianae, island of 
Oahu. He was a man that never thought of nor kept 
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any of the gods of old Hawaii. He was ungodly lazy, 
poor and simply lived on the charity of his host. 

One night, he had a dream. A small stone 
image spoke to him saying, "Say! Say! Wake up you 
and come and get me. I am dying of cold where I am. 
Come and get me. There I am, placed by the small 
heap of rocks placed on the ridge." The man awoke 
with a start and found that it was a dream. He thought 
nothing of this thing, this worthless idea of a stone 
speaking and fell off to sleep again. After he had 
fallen asleep again, the stone image bestirred him. 
He awoke and went where the stone had instructed 
him. When he got there, he found the stone, carried 
it home, washed it clean and kept it. 

The next night, the stone told that there are 
visitors at the shore, a school of fish and that he 
should fetch nets and a canoe. The man looked around 
and said that he couldn't get any fish because he lacked 
a canoe and nets. Therefore, he went to speak to the 
konohiki of the land, "I have been told that there are 
visitors at the shore. It will be well to get the nets 
and canoes ready to go to sea. " 

The konohiki of the land made ready with nets 
and canoes and set out to sea. On this trip, there 
were so much fish caught that a stench rose up on the 
shore. People went from Ewa, Waianae and Waialua 
to get some fish but the supply was inexhaustible. 
The fish kept co:tning to the same place for several 

days. When the fish came the keeper of the stone 
god took one fish and gave it to him because he was 
told to do so in a dream. Whenever fish was caught, 
one should be given to him. The keeper did so. 

He became a great favorite of the konohiki's 
and received property, fish nets, canoe and land, 
such wealth as he have never seen before. The 
konohiki continued caring for him and they shared 
their wealth together for a long time. 

One day sane keepers of gods discovered the 
man had a stone and so sane of them, fran Ewa, carre 
and carried it away. The spirit of that stone image 
~t to his keeper to tell him where he had been taken, 
the land and the house in which it was placed. Then 
its keeper ~t and found it in the very place that 
the stone image described. 

Kalanianaole Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 241 

(signed) D. Kalakaua 

See translation follONing Hawaiian text 

LUALUALEI 

According to Mrs. Hanakahi, living on a Nana
kuli homestead, there is a place far up in Lualualei, 
"the Navy place", called Kapuhawai, where the sacred 
spring was used to water carefully tended terraces; 

she says that in these neglected terraces, taro still 
grows wild from the ancient plantings, thriving in 
such rainfall as there is, and people go up into the 
hills to gather it, as it is regarded as "fine eating. " 

Handy, The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 83 

Explanation of the Meaning 
of Lualualei 

Lualua - relaxed, let down 
Lei - beloved one, wreath 

The meaning can be either "beloved one 
spared" or "flexible wreath". 

(See Meaning of Lualualei - Lualualei, Wai
anae, for story of "beloved one spared".) 

(See Waianae District - Waianae, Waianae, 
for story of "flexible wreath". ) 

Mrs. Fukui believes that the second meaning 
is more likely the one that applies to the name of the 
place in Waianae, 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953 

Meaning of Lualualei 

Near the end of that year, it was suspected 
that the son of Papa, named Kalakua, had worn the 
loin cloth of the king. Kalakua fetched and carried 
the king's possessions, such as his kahili, mat, or 
spittoon wherever he went in the court or any place 
he wished to go. In going together constantly the 
loin cloths they wore had a similar pattern. When 
they returned to the king's house, Kalakua was taken 
at once and kept in solitude. They tried very hard 
to verify the suspicion they had for a long time. 

At that time the king, chiefs and members of 
the court left Honolulu and sailed by canoe to Waianae.. 
The heir of the kingdom went overland with Papa and 
others from Honolulu and spent the night at Kumelewai 
in Ewa •••• 

The coming of this retinue was announced in 
Wai'anae and it was told that the family, parents and 
children included, would be set on fire for the wrong 
committed by Kalakua. 

The company, somewhat in the nature of pri
soners spent a night at Lualualei. There was a fish 
pond there on the plain and that was where the night 
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was spent. The next day they reached the southern 
side of Kane-puniu and there they encamped for eight 
days to wait for another announcement telling of the 
death and burning of the wrong doers. Only one com
mitted the deed but the whole family was held guilty. 

After several days had passed, the proclama
tion from the king was given by Kula'inamoku, that 
there was no death and that Kalakua did not wear the 
king's loin cloth. Thus was the family of Iuluka 
spared a cruel death. For that reason, a child born 
in the family later was named Lualualei. (The beloved 
one spared.) 

John Ii 
Manuscript, pp 105-106 

See also: 
Jolm Ii 

Fragnents of Hawn. Hist. p 23 

Site 148. Large rock said to be named Maui, 
about 1. 1 mile from Nanakuli station toward Puu 0 

Hulu. 

Northeast of the road on the property of E. 
P. Fogarty is a rock said to be named after the Ha
waiian hero, Maui, who is said to have landed here 
when he first came to the Hawaiian islands from the 
south. This stone at the time was surrounded by 
water, and it was here that Maui reposed and sunned 
himself. In the bluff just northeast of the rock is a 
shelter in which he lived, and in the vicinity was a 
spring where he obtained water. The large rock is 
now split in half and adorned with many small, oddly 
shaped rocks. It is said to be bad fortune to build 
one's house across a line drawn directly from the 
rock to the shore. J. J. Mathews is said to have col
lected detailed information in regard to this site. 

McAllister, Archaeology of Oahu. 

Maui Birthplace 

••• Akaalana lived with Hinakawea, and Maui
mua, Maui-waena, Maui-ikiiki, and Maui-a-kalana, 
all boys were born". 

At Ulehawa and Kaolae on the south side of 
Waianae was their birthplace. There are pointed 
out the things left by Maui. Among other famous 
things to be seen are th" cave in which Hina made 
her tapa, the fishhook Manaiakalani, the snare for 
catching the sun, the places where Maui's adzes 
were made, and all his other implements. But 
Maui-a-kalana went to Kahiki after the birth of 
his son in Hawai'i and the last of his children born 
of Hina-a-kealoha was Hina-akeka, and these be-

came the ancestors of all lands in the ocean as far 
as the country which foreigners call New Zealand. 
There in the islands of the ocean Maui performed 
those famous exploits which are ever held in re
membrance among this people. 

The family of Nana-maoa, Nana-kulei, and 
Nana-kaoko all lived at Waialua in Wahiawa and 
Lihu'e. Kapawa was the son of Nana-kaoko. With 
him began the setting apart of a special place for 
the birth of chiefs. Kukaniloko that place was 
called. It was in Wahiawa in the Waialua district 
and was under very strict tapu. HO'olonopahu 
(Sounding-the-pahu-drum) was the sacred tapu place 
where they tied up and cut the navel cord of a chief. 
The ancient pahu drum Hawea brought from the lands 
of Kahiki was sounded there as a sign to announce 
the birth of chief and the cutting of his navel cord. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vol I, Chap I, p 18 

Maui, an ancient celebrity of fabulous deeds; 
said to have been born in Waianae, Oahu. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant, 
Vol IV, Part II 
footnote #3, p 370" 

Maui and Fire 

Many stories are told about how people of 
old obtained fire. • •• According to another story 
familiar to all, fire was obtained by Maui son of 
Kalana from the Mud-hen-of-Hina. People at first 
had fire; it was a continuous fire from the god. The 
gods took away the fire from men; Maui-a-Kalana 
therefore sought the source of fire and found it in 
the mapele. The owner of the fire was a woman. 
She was 'Alae-huapipi and she had the fire in the 
mapele and this was the fire called the fire of Pele 
(ahi Pele). Two women, 'Alaenuiahina and 'Alae
huapipi, had the fire in the mapele and from them 
fire was obtained. From that time men had fire. 
The source of fire was in the possession of these two 
double-bodied women who could take bird form, hence 
Maui kept watch of them in order to find out the source 
of fire. 

Maui-a-Kalana was once living seaward of 
Ulehawa at Wai'anae and saw these two women toast
ing bananas in the valley of Poho-a-'alae. One woman' 
was saying, "Hina I s cock of a son is swift!" when, 
just as they were speaking, Maui stood before them. 
The two women transformed themselves into their 
'e'epa bodies. Maui caught the head of 'Alaehuapipi, 
but her companion was quick enough to save herself; 
and the selfish woman called out, "0 'Alaehuapipi, 
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hide the fire!" Maui said, "Show me how fire is 
obtained. If you conceal the matter I will kill you!", 
and he held her body dangling by the head with the 
wings crossed at the back. Fearing tbat she was 
about to die, she told bim tbat the mapele fire was 
hidden in the hollow of a rock. It was called the 
mapele because of the two, three, and four women 
who were rubbing the sticks for fire; and after Maui 
had found that the fire was in the wood, he found a 
spark witbin two sticks of wood rubbed together. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Mo'olele Hawaii 
Vol I, Cbap 5, p 45-

Maui's Flying Expedition 

(Synopsis) One day Maui and his brotbers 
went fishing again in the sea of Ulehawa. They each 
let down their hooks but caught only sharks. Maui 
then let down his famous hook, ma-nai-a-ka-lani 
and caught a moi and ulua. Maui then gave the order 
to paddle to shore where he took the fishing tackle 
gourd and hokeo (his paddle) to his mother Hina. 
The fish he took to the heiau Luaehu because he had 
to eat it there. 

He began to eat the fish from the head and 
had reached almost to the tail when he looked towards 
Pohakea and saw the chief Pea-pea-maka-walu (eight 
eyed Pea-pea) carrying off his wife Kumu-lama. 
He left the tail of the fish and pursued Pea-pea. 
Unable to overtake Pea-pea who had disappeared into 
the sky beyond the sea he returned mourning to the 
heiau, where he had left the fish tail, but it had dis
appeared. 

Weeping he returned to his mother Hina who 
told him to rest fir st and then to go to the land of 
Ke -ahu-moa where he would find Ku-olo-kele his 
grandfather who would further instruct him as to how 
to recover his wife. 

Maui went as directed, not finding his grand
father in the hut he looked in the potato field on the 
other side of Pohakea but saw no one. Then from a 
hill he saw coming toward Waipahu a man "with a 
load of potato leaves, one pack of which. it is said 
would cover the whole land of Keahumoa". When 
this man, Kuolokele, reached the stream he layed 
down his bundle and Maui seeing he was hunch backed. 
picked up a stone and threw it at him. The stone 
hit the old man on the back and immediately his back 
was straightened. He then picked up the stone and 
threw it on Waipahu where it is to this day. 

Kuolokele picked up his bundle and went to 
meet Maui. When they arrived at the hut he asked 
Maui his errand and on being told he directed Maui 
to go and catch birds for feathers and gather ki leaves 
and ie ie vine and fill the house which was near by. 

WAIANAE 
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After doing this Kuolokele then told Maui to 
go home but to return in three days. While Maui 
was gone Kuolokele fashioned a bird out of the ma
terials gathered by Maui. When MatH returned his 
grandfather bid him enter this "moku-manu" (bird 
ship) and gave him the following instructions. Maui 
must go to the land of Moanaliha which was Pea-pea's 
land. There he would find a village and the inhabi
tants would be down on the beach. Among them would 
be Pea-pea and Maui's wife. 

Maui was to attract their attention and then 
fly way out over the ocean. As he re.turned towards 
the group Pea-pea will say, "Perhaps that is my bird 
and if so he will fly to and rest on the sacred box. " 

Maui listened to his instructions and then flew 
for two days and two nights until he reached the land 
of Moanaliha. He did as he was told and when Pea
pea exclaimed about the bird Maui flew to the sacred 
box and rested there. The chief then returned to the 
village and commanded the bird to be brought to his 
sleeping house and fed. This was done and then all 
retired. But Maui had to wait for Pea-pea's eyes to 
close one by one. Since it was almost dawn he called 
on Hina to hold back the night for a little while. This 
done Pea-pea's 8 eyes were finally all closed in sleep. 
Maui was then able to kill Pea-pea. He cut off Rla
pea's head and taking this and his wife flew back to 
his grandfather where they all feasted and rejoiced. 

T. G. Thrum 
More Hawaiian Folk Tales 
Further Exploits of Maui, p Z5Z 

Maui and Manai -a-ka-lani 

(Synopsis) Maui-ku-pua lived with his mother 
Hina. He often wondered why the islands were sep
arated and decided to try and join them. He consulted 
his mother who sent him to Kaa-lae-nui-a-hina (k). 
Kaa-lae told him the power to do so belonged to Uni
ho-kahi- who is found at Po-naha-ke-one (a fishing 
station at Ule-hawa). 

Maui returned home and next day told his mo
ther he was going fishing. Maui asked his brothers 
to go with him and they made ready their fishing gear. 
Maui got ready his famous hook ma-nai-a-ka-lani. 
Maui told his brothers to watch for a kaliu (bailer) 
floating at the bow of the canoe and to catch it. They 
sailed to the middle of the sea of Ulehawa and Maui 
took bearings from Hina's place of drying her kapas. 
There they saw the kaliu and Maui told his brother 
Maui-mua to catch it. His brother thinking there 
was no need for one as the canoe already had one 
did not do so, so Maui caught it as it floated by him. 
The name of this bailer was Hina-a-ke-ka. 

When the brothers turned around they saw a 
beautiful woman in the back of the canoe. They all 
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sailed on to Ponabakeone and anchored but when the 
brothers looked around again the woman was gone. 
Maui knew the bailer (the woman) had dropped into 
the sea. He called to his brothers to drop a hook to 
the bottom of the ocean but each time they caught 
only a fis h. Maui then dropped manaiakalani and 
told his brothers to prepare to paddle. The hook was 
grasped by Hina-a-ke-ka who took it to Unihokahi. 
She asked him to open his TIDuth so she oould see if 
he had one tooth or many. When he did so, she hooked 
in manaiakalani and jerked the line so Maui would 
kmw. 

Maui then commanded his brothers to paddle 
hard but not to look back. Finally becoming exhausted 
and thinking that it was not a fish they had hooked, 
they gave up and looked back. They saw the chain 
of islands following and were surprised. Maui was 
angry because they didn't reach shore and the islands 
were never joined. The hook was loosened from 
Unihokahi's mouth and the islands separated and 
drifted back to their original positions. 

T.G. Thrum 
More Hawaiian Folk Tales 
Further Exploits of Maui 
p 248 

Nioiula Heiau 

Site 149. Nioiula heiau, Halona ridge in Lua
lualei, just southwest of the Forest Reserve line. 

A paved and walled heiau said to have been 
of pookanaka class. The northern portion has been 
almost completely destroyed, the stone having been 
used for a cattle pen on the McCandless property. 
Since cattle put into the pen sickened and died, it 
was seldom used and is now abandoned. The heiau 
probably had three inclosures' and three platforms 
open to the west side, but so little remains of the 
northern part of the heiau that it is difficult to dis
cern inclosures and terraces. This is probably the 
heiau on which was placed the body of the boxer killed 
by Kewalo and offered as sacrifice to the gods. The 
temple is said to have been very ancient, belonging 
to the chief, Kakuihewa. 

Site 149. a. Sloping terrace of large rocks, 
approximately 20 feet wide, probably built up in form 
of steps, as slope approximates 10 feet in vertical 
height; b. probable site of house with front lanai 18 
by 24 feet, paved with stones 1 foot in width; c. wa11 
4 feet bigh on inside, 8 feet wide, with two terraces 
3 feet wide on outside where ridge that rapidly slopes 
into deep gu11y is faced by embankment of stones 14 
feet high; d. wa11 4 feet high inside and outside, 7 feet 
wide; e. open dirt-paved terrace; f. terrace 3 feet 
higher than e, paved with stones 1 foot in width, sur· 
rounded on three sides by wa11s but open toward e; 
g. stone-paved terrace 46 by 18 feet, probably walled· 
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originally on three sides but open to west; h. i. prob
ably walled inclosures; j. wall 26 feet long, 5 feet wide, 
4 feet high inside, flush with slope on the outside. Ro
man numerals indicate cross sections. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 
p 111 

Kakioe Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 151. Kakioe heiau was located at Puha
wai, Lualualei. Thrum notes: "A smail heiau of which 
nothing now remains but its sacred spring, and the 
sound of its drums and conchs on the nights of Kane. II 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

House Sites 

Site 150. House sites or heiaus, middle of 
Lualualei at the foot of the cliffs, Pahoa. 

Innumerable walls and small terraces that 
have been house sites or possibly very old heiaus 
whose sites have long since been forgotten by the 
natives are located on the ends of small ridges. the 
sea sides of most of which are covered with rough 
lava rocks. These small prominences have been 
leveled off and some have been walled and paved 
with smooth stones. None of the sites are suffi
ciently preserved to indicate a plan, for this has 
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been a cattle range almost since the coming of Euro
peans, and the cattle have scattered many a wall and 
terrace in grazing. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu, 

Meaning of Marli 

Correct name of t~e land section in Waianae. 
Maili means lots of little pebbles. 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui. 
July 16, 1953. 

ili iii : pebbles 

The name of the mountain above this area 
is Mailiilii. Mrs. Pukui believes this may be con
tracted from Mani Iii lii -- "lots of little pebbles. " 

Ulehawa -- river named for chief. 

Ma'ipalaoa -- name of swamp -- named for chiefess. 

••• Then we moved on to the plain of Maili 
where races were held, facing the upland of Halona ••• 

Haleiwa Hotele 
About Leilono. 
Nupepa Kuokoa, August II, 1899. 
Newsp. p 4 

Here is Maili, a plain where horse racing 
was once held. It is entirely covered by algeroba 
trees. 

J. P. Iwa 
Kuokoa, Nov. 17, 1899, 
Newsp. ,p 1., 

Puu 0 Hulu - Ma'iliilii 

The land section known as Mani lies between 
the hills of Puu 0 Hr.lu and Puu Ma'iliilii. 

Puu 0 Hulu was said to be a chief who was 
in love with Ma'iliilii, one of twin sisters, but he 
could never tell, whenever he saw them, which of 
the two was his beloved. A mo'o changed them all 
into mountains 60 he is still there watching and try
ing to distinguish his loved one. 

Victoria Holt, Nov. 1954 

WAIANAE 

Petroglyph Rock 
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Near the dried swamp, opposite light pole 
Hl5Z in the public park along the beach edge, house 
or camping sites were found. Also a rock with pet
roglyphs was found which had previously been re
ported to the Museum. This was on a sandstone slab 
and was removed to Bishop Museum. 

April 1954 

Z' X Z' 

A Legend of Kolekole 

In the old days people from Wahiawa side. 
would meet those from Waianae at Kolekole and at
tempt to cross over. Each would challenge the other 
for the right to pass. The losing chief would then 
have to kneel before the big rock and place his head 
on it and be killed. His skin was then stripped from 
the flesh and bones (leaving it raw - kolekole). * The 
spoils of the battle and the bones were then brought 
to the heiau in Halona (Site 149) and offered in sacri
fice. Below Kolekole and beyond Kailio is a hair-pin 
turn known as Hupe Loa for the retainers of the van
quished chief--because of their weeping and blowing 
of noses. 

As told to Tutu Ana Kahahawai of Waianae by 
Koanaeha (Mrs. Perry), a relative and 
associate of Queen Emma, 
Told to E. S. Nov. 1954 

*Mrs. Pukui says "holehole" is to strip the flesh. 
She believes the name Kolekole most likely came 
because of the battles and the wounds the warriors 
received, leaving their flesh raw--"kolekole". The 
idea of the chief kneeling before a rock to be killed 
seems to be modern. 

WAIANAE 

Vancouver (71, vol 3, pp 355-6) describes the 
village and valley of Waianae as follows: 

"From the commencement of the high land to 
the westward of Opooroah (Puuloa) was ••• one bar
ren rocky waste, nearly destitute of verdure, cul
tivation or inhabitants, with little variation all the 
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way to the west point of the Island. Not far from the 
south-west point is a small grove of shabby cocoanut 
trees, and along those shores are a few straggling 
fishermen's huts. Nearly in the middle of this side 
of the Island is the only village we had seen westward 
of Opooroah. In its neighborhood the bases of the 
mountains retire further from the seashore, and a 
narrow valley, presenting a fertile cultivated aspect, 
seems to separate and wind some distance through 
the hills. The shore here forms a small sandy bay. 
On its southern side, between the two high rocky 
precipices, in a grove of cocoanut and other trees, 
is situated the village, and in the center of the bay, 
about a mile to the north of the village, is a high 
rock (Mauna Lahilahi) remarkable for its projecting 
from a sandy beach. At a distance it appears to be 
detached from the land. • •• The few inhabitants who 
visited us from the village, earnestly entreated our 
anchoring and told us, that if we would stay until 
morning, their chief would be on board with a number 
of hogs, and a great quantity of vegetables: but that 
he could not visit us then because that day was taboo 
poory. The face of the country did not, however, 
promise an abundant supply: the situation was ex
posed. 1I 

In ancient times Waianae Valley had exten
sive systems of terraces along its various streams, 
in what is now forest and water reserve, and well 
down into the broad area now covered by sugar cane. 
Names were obtained for 14 district terrace sections, 
watered by Olahua Stream, extending as far down 
as the site of the present power house. The section 
named Honua, induding the group of terraces far
thest inland, belonged to the alii of the valley. At 
the upper end of the water reserve road, at the site 
of the houses that belonged to Mr. Widdeman, the 
abandoned terraces covered with bush growth are 
still plainly marked: this is true of the other local
ities that were examined down to and below the power 
house. A short distance below the power house a 
few terraces are still cultivated by Hawaiians. The 
names ·of four terrace sections formerly watered 
by Kikoo Stream were recorded, also four names 
for terrace sections watered by Kumaipo Stream. 

Handy, The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 83 

Waianae District 

The district of Waianae. After the rout 
of the army of Kalanikupule, the king of Oahu at Nu
uanu, April Z9, 1795 by the invading army of Kame
hameha Nui, the conquered Oahuans were driven from 
their homes, their lands seized and divided amongst 
the friends of Kamehameha--the despoiled people in 
large numbers fled to Waianae and settled there. This 
part of Oahu being hot, arid, isolated, with little 
water, was not coveted by the invaders; the sea off 
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the coast of Waianae has always supplied an abun
dance of fish, hence the name--wai, waterj anae, 
large mullet. 

The kilokilo Hoku, or astrologers. To pre
serve the folk-lore of their homeland, Oahu, the ex
iled high class priests or kahunas founded a school 
at Pokai bay for instructing the youth of both sexes 
in history, astronomy, navigation, and the genea
logies of their ancient chiefs and kings; romance and 
sentiment hovers round Mount Kaala (the mount of 
Fragrance), and three valleys extending from its 
western base to the Waianae shore, Makaha, the val
ley of robbery; Po-kai, the valley of the dark sea; 
Lualualei, the valley of the flexible wreath, is the 
meaning given in Hawaiian dictionaries. This is a 
vague definition, the true meaning is a cryptical al
legory relating to the clever strategy of the famous 
Maile-kukahi, a high chief of Oahu, whose flexible 
flanks of warriors surrounded four invading armies 
from Hawaii and Maui at the great battle of Kipapa 
(Kipapa, paved) where the corpses of the slain paved 
the bottom of this ravine, about A. D. 1410. Kaala, 
is adored and named--Kaala nani O! ahu melemele a 
Kane, Beautiful Kaala, Oh! (with) the golden cloak of 
Kane, the sun Kane was the first deity of the Hawai
ian pantheon. Kaala was the guardian or sentinel of 
the Komohana or west--Kaala was a resting place on 
the great road of Death, Ke ala nui 0 ka make, along 
which the spirits of the dead returned to their for
mer homeland. The Komohana or west is where the 
tired sun lies down to sleep. The west is Kane nele
nele, the departing son. The west is the much trav
eled road of Kanaloa, Ke ala nui maa-we-ula a Kana
loa (the second deity of the Hawaiian pantheon. ) 

A Mouritz, Thermal Terrene waters in 
Hawaii Nei, July 5, 1934, P 1 Z8 
Bishop Museum Scrap Book 
Vol 1931 

Squid 

The squid is the prohibited "fish" of the 
ahupuaa of Waianae, fran Keau to Nanaku1i. That is 
the only IIfish". 

From Land Matters-no date 
D.::lc\.nrent J)b. 18 
HEN: Vol I, p 1590 

Pu'upahe'ehe'e Heiau (Destoyed) 

Site 15Z. Puupaheehee heiau, on the sea 
end of Puupaheehee Ridge. Competely destroyed 
with the enlargement of the Oriental cemetery. Ac
cording to Thrum it was of luakini class. 
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Thrum adds: A walled heiau of two or three 
divisions, the upper section being 70 feet across, 
by 57 feet in its width; the lower ones not so well 
defined. Its slopes in ancient time, covered with 
slippery grass strewn for the purpose, was the scene 
of sledding contests, hence its name. Of late its 
north and western slopes have been assigned as a 
burial place for Orientals. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kuilioloa Heiau 
(Semi-destroyed by Army during World War II-

remains still visible--1954) 

Site 153. Kuilioloa heiau, on the extreme 
tip of Kane'ilio Point. 

Tbe heiau is surrounded on three sides by 
water. It has three platforms, with evidence of ter
racing. The most important platform, evidently is 
at the end of the point. It is the highest, and terraces 
once marked the three sides toward the sea. Sand 
and dirt have been filled in between large stones. 
The second platform is lower than the first and is 
slightly wider. The pavement is similar to the first 
and, like the first, the 'walls were made by standing 
large pieces of lava on end and filling in. The walls 
have a flat, even facing. The third platform is lower 
than the second and can only be distinguished from 
the ground to the north and west by a row of stones 
in the grass. It is evenly paved with sand and may 
possibly have been used for house sites, as suggested 
by Thrum. 
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Site 153. a. perspective plan. b. ground plan: 
1. terrace 18 feet wide and about 10 feet above water, 
made by placing smaller stones between large, natur
ally located stones; 2. terrace 2 feet higher than 1 
and 12 feet wide; 3. conspicuous oval pile of weathered 
coral, 10 feet long; 4. platfoDll 30 by 50 feet, on either 

side of which the terraces are much narrower, the 
lower being from 5 to 6 feet wide and the upper from 
3 to 5 feet wide; 5. remains of probable wall made of 
large upright slabs of lava, filled in by smaller stones; 
6. best evidence of terracing; 7. terrace 55 by 30 
feet, about 3 feet lower than platform 4, though no de
finite facing now exists; 8. terrace about 10 feet lower 
than terrace 7, 70 by 30 feet. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 
p 113 

Ku-'ilio-loa was the name of a legendary dog 
who was originally known in ancient times as a pro
tector of travelers. Later on, the bad qualities of 
another dog were transferred to this dog so that he 
became known as evil which was not true at all. 

Mary Kawena Pukui, June 21, 1954 

Village 

Site l53-A. The village of Waianae, probably 
just mountainward of Site 153. The village was not, 
according to Vancouver a very prosperous-looking 
community. 

From the commencement of the high land to 
the westward of Opooroah (Puuloa) was ••• one barren 
rock y waste, nearly destitute of verdure, cultivation 
or inhabitants, with little variation all the way to the 
west point of the island. Not far from the S. W. point 
is a small grove of shabby coconut trees, and along 
those shores are a few straggling fishermen's huts. 
Nearly in the middle of this side of the island is the 
only village we had seen westward from Opooroah. 
In its neighbourhood the bases of the mountains re
tire further from the sea-shore, and a narrow valley, 
presenting a fertile cultivated aspect, seemed to 
separate and wind some distance through the hills. 
The shore here forms a small sandy bay. On its 
southern side, between the two high rocky preci
pices, in a grove of cocoanut and other trees, is 
situated the village, and in the center of the ba'y, a
about a mile to the nor th of the viJ1ag~, is a high rock 
(Mauna Lahilahi), remarkable for its projecting from 
a sandy beach. At a distance it appears to be detached 
from the land •••• 

The few inhabitants who visited us from the 
village, earnestly intreated our anchoring, and told 
us, that if we would stay until morning, their chief 
would be on board with a number of hogs, and a great 
quantity of vegetables; but that he could not visit us 
then because the day was taboo poory. The face of 
the country did not however promise an abundant sup
ply; the situation was exposed. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 
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Waianae Village 

From Waimanalo IEwa7 we per sued our way 
along the beach over a saIi"dy and laborious path, the 
sand being white the fierce rays of the sun rendered 
it very uncomfortable for· the eyes •••• 

It was about 6 o'clock when we arrived at 
Waianae, I was very tired and glad of rest. This is 
a very beautiful place, opening an extensive valley 
from the S E by S to WNW having a view of the sea 
from those points •••• 

The front lof the house in which he stayed7 
gives a view of the sea extending from S E by Sto 
WNW, on the left is a grove of coconuts on low 
ground through the midst of which runs a beautiful 
stream of clear water from the mountains. Houses 
are scattered here and there in the grove and clumps 
of sugar cane and rows of bananas are seen inter
spersed. 

Journals of Levi Chamberlain 
Chap 8, p 486 

Elou Cliff Road 

There was a long cliff road, Elou, from 
Kalena and Hale'au'au, on the east side of Kaala, 
coming down here to Waianae. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, Jan. 1,1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2705 

See: Kualii in Waianae, Waianae-General 
Mentions Eleu--same place, right spelling? 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 97 

Meaning of Poka-i 

Po-ka-i, a land section of Waianae,is said 
to be the name of an early voyaging chief from Ka
hiki, who brought and planted there the coconut from 
which has sprung its grove, famed in song. 

Thrum, Hawaiian Annual, 1922, p 82 

Puehu Fishpond 

Site 154. (Almost completely filled in--very 
little remaining of site. E. S., Feb. 1954) 

Located on the west side of the foot of the 
Waianae stream, Puehu pond is said to have once 
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been of great importance. Due to neglect it is greatly 
overgrown and its extent not clearly defined. Its 
original area was probably 300 by 75 feet, and it seems 
to have been dug out of the earth 25 feet from the 
stream. This pond is about 500 feet from the beach 
and is not affected by the tides, though the end to-
ward the sea may at one time have been connected 
with the stream. The water now standing in the pond 
is from 1 to 2 feet deep. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Puehu (Site 154) 

Kawel0 was a chief. He wanted to sail on 
his canoe to Kauai, to war. His god did not consent 
to his going to Kauai. Kawe10 was stubborn and in 
his anger, he struck his god and broke it to pieces. 
The place was called Puehu, a noted place in Wai
anae, Oahu. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 28, 1930 
Place Names - Oahu 

Puehu - dispersion, scattering 

Keaupuni (Destroyed) 

Site 155. Keaupuni, said to be the name of 
a heiau which was once located on the small point 
on the Makaha side of Pokai Bay where the J. M. 
Dowsett home is now located. Nothing remains of 
the old temple. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kamohoalii (Kahoalii) 

Kahahana became ruler of Oahu in 1773 and 
ruled eight and a half years. 

Kahahana therefore decided in Feb. 1782 to 
go around Oahu and restore the houses dedicated to 
the Gods. 

Kaopulupulu was living on his lands in Wai
mea and Pupukea when Kahahana went around Oahu 
with the chiefs, counselors, guards, kahunas, and 
attendants, and restored the most important heiaus. 
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[ At Waianae he restored the heiau of Kamohoali'i 
(Kahoalii--site 156, Waianae, Waianae) and sent for 
Kaopulupulu •••• 
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S. M. Kamakau 
Mciolelo no Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Mar. 16 and Mar. 23, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, pp 130, 133, 134 

Kahoalii Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 156. Kahoalii heiau. on Puu Kahea. 
The present site of Mr. Brecht's barn was pointed 
out by Harry Poe and William Smithers as the old 
heiau site. Nothing now remains except an elevation 
of land and the knowledge among the natives. Thrum 
has the following information: 

Size 120 by 80 feet: entirely destroyed even 
to its foundations. Stones taken in 1870 for fence 
building. This said to have been the place of Kaha
hana's residence, and the scene of some of Kama
puaa's* escapades.... This heiau destroyed by 
J. L. Richardson. and its stones used to enclose the 
manager's premises. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

*See "Kamapuaal and"Kamapuaa in Waianae:' Waianae. 

Pu'u-kahea 

Kaopulupulu was a prophet of the time of the 
cruel Kahahana. ruling chief of Oahu. His son was 
Kahulupue. • •• The two (father and son) accompanied 
the messengers as far as where the house of the 
manager of the Waianae plantation now stands. There 
the messengers beat the son. The father called out, 
"Take a deep breath. my son, and let the sea touc h 
your skin. for the land shall belong to the sea (that 
is, to those coming over the sea)." This prophecy 
was spoken at the hill called Pu'u-kahea because it 
was here that the prophet called out to his son. 

Green and Pukui 
Legend of Kawelo, 1936. p 122 

Haena heiau, Waianae? Thrum (79. 4) 
writes: "A heiau consecrated by Kamehameha I to 
his war god. with sacrifices. after which he collected 
his forces together at Waianae for his attempted raid 
on Kauai." 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 197 

WAIANAE 

Haua Heiau 
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On the location of the Waianae Plantation 
manager's house near Puu Kahea was a heiau called 
Haua (rain trough). (Where Kaopulupulu called to 
his son after being seized by Kahahana's men.) 

Piliaama i ke kalaku 0 Waimea 
Kuokoa, July 12, 1923 

See McAllister, Site #156. 

Kaopulupulu, the Prophet 

Kaopulupulu, the prophet, protested against 
Kahahana's cruelty. Kahekili, Maui's chief, resented 
the refusal of Kaopulupulu to permit Kahahana to give 
him Oahu's best lands. He sent a man to deceive 
Kahahana into believing that the prophet tried to be
tray him. He ordered him.killed. A messenger was 
sent to Waimea to get him to come. The chief went 
to the coconut grove of Waianae (Poka-i) at a place 
called Puukahea, to await him. Kaopulupulu knew 
beforehand what was to come so he told his son, 
Kahulupue to watch for the chief's messenger, that 
if his shoulder covering was knotted on the left, he 
brought a warning of death to them. When the man 
appeared, the knot was on the left. The two, Kao
pulupulu and Kahulupue went, the son weeping for 
love of wife, home and family. They proceeded to 
Puunaneue* where the heiau Kahokuwelowelo stood. 
near- the plain of Lauhulu in Waialua. Here Kaopulu
pulu stopped to pray. They went to Anahulu. to the 
plain of Walikanahele, to Puukauwila stream. At 
Mokuleia they stopped to see a friend before going 
on to Kawaihapai where they spent the night. Next 
day they went by Makua, Ohikilolo, Keaau, Makaha 
and Mauna Lahilahi. 

At Neneu (a point outside of the railway sta
tion of Waianae), they saw a crowd of people coming. 
Kaopulupulu cried out to his son to fling himself into 
the sea, thus giving the island of Oahu away to rulers 
from across the sea. Kahulupue committed suicide 
here in obedience to his father's command. 

Kaopulupulu asked that he be spared till they 
came to Kapua'i-kaula at Puuloa. Here he was killed 
and taken to Waikiki by canoe. There he was put 
on a coconut tree at Kukaeunahi until he fell to pieces. 

*Punanue, Kawailoa, Waialua. 

Hookumu ana 0 na Paemoku 
Ke Au Hou, Nov. 22, 1911 
Place Names - Oahu 
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Malaihakoa Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 157. This heiau is located in the very 
heart of Waianae Valley, about 100 yards on the 
mountain side of the present "booster" pump. Only 
a corner of the foundation remains, protruding into 
a cane field, but the site is known by the natives. 
The portion remaining has a base of large rocks, with 
apparently smaller rocks used for paving. It is known 
on the plantation as a Hawaiian graveyard, and Ha
waiian workers will not touch it. It has been in the 
present condition for more than 30 years. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kamapuaa 

After Kamapuaa escaped from Olopana at 
Kaliuwaa he climbed over the mountains to Wahiawa 
where he settled down to farming. 

Olopana, anxious to overcome Kamapuaa, 
consulted the priest Malae who advised him on the 
only method of conquering the demigod. After ma
king the proper preparations, Olopana's men went 
to the place where Kamapuaa was living and over
powered him by laying the prepared items at his feet. 
These things offered to him in sacrifice caused him 
to become weak and he was captured and dragged to 
Pahoa in Waianae. Olopana was then living at Waianae. 

Also to be killed was the priest Lonoaohi 
but he called on his two sons to rescue Kamapuaa so 
that they might all be saved. 

When the two came up to the men at Pahoa, 
(Pahoa is at the head of the Waianae valley wherein 
is situated the sugar mill of the Waianae Co., the 
shore section of which is Pokai) they found them 
sharpening their wooden daggers and getting ready 
to cut Kamapuaa open. The sons of Lonoaohi then 
spoke to the men using the words told them by their 
father. When the men heard this they gave up their 
daggers. It was because of this fact that this place 
was called Pahoa and it is so known to this day. 

Kamapuaa was saved from being killed while 
he was still weak and when Olopana comes to the al
tar to make the sacrifice of Kamapuaa and the priest 
Kamapuaa rises up and calling on all his gods over
comes 010pana and his men, killing them all. 

Fornander, Coll Haw'n Ant 
Vol V, par II, P 320 

Kamapua'a in Waianae 

Kamapuaa and his grandmother Kamaunuaniho 
came from Hawaii to Kuliouou, oahu. The grand-
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mother went on to Honolulu, to Ewa, and to Mount 
Kaala where she remained. 

He went on to Kaala where he met his 
grandmother, Kamaunuaniho. There they lived where 
they could look down upon Waianae. Kamapuaa waited 
for the nights to go to steal taro from the patches. 
This he did all the time until the people of Waianae 
wondered who the thief was. They discovered that 
the thief was a pig. They caught him, tied his leg 
with a braided hau rope and tied the othel' end to a 
rock named Pahoa. The men went to prepare the 
imu to cook him in. On the day set for killing the 
pig they went to get him and found him gone. They 
looked about and there he was in the taro petches. 
The rock Pahoa, to which the pig had been tied, had 
a ridge around it and had become thin. We will now 
see how the men went into the taro patch to catch 
the pig. He was caught and taken to Puu-kahea 
{site 156/ where the imu in which to cook him was. 
Then the men saw the many supernatural bodies 
(kinolau) of Kamapuaa drawing near from across the 
plains and devoured the men of Waianae. Only those 
who fled escaped. This was how Pahoa, the stone 
was named in the Kamapuaa legend. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. 11, 1930 
Place Names, Oahu, p7 

Heiaus (Destroyed) 

Site 158. Kikahi heiau at Kawela, which has 
been destroyed and planted in cane, but the approxi
mate site remembered. 

Site 159. Kalamaluna heiau at Kuaiwa, the 
approximate site of which was pointed out in the cane 
field, but of which nothing else is known or remem
bered. 

Site 160. Kane heiau, Kamaile. The appro
ximate location in the cane was pointed out, but all 
the stones have been moved. The full name is said 
to be Kane -i-ka-pua-lena. This is the heiau at which 
Kawelo is said to have stopped and offered sacrifices 
when on his way to Kauai to wage war on Aikanaka. 
Some legends say that Kawelo stopped at the Makaha 
heiau known as Kaneaki (site 170). Makaha. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kamaile Water Source* 

We moved over the plain of Kamaile. 
Mauna Lahilahi was on our left. That was the hill 
on which Hulumaniani the reader of omens and pro-
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phet from Kauai stood and saw a rainbow arched on 
the upland of Kukaniloko, when he was seeking Laie
kawai. I saw a wooden flume from Kamaile to the 
upland of Waianae. The source of the water supply 
is here at Kamaile, and the water is pumped by elec
tricity up into a wooden flume to the upland. The 
electric plant is just above Waianae. 

Haleiwa Hotele, About Leilono 
Nupepa Kuokoa, August 11, 1899 

*See: Kamaile Heiau, site 161, Waianae, Waianae. 

Kamaile Heiau 

Site 161. Kamaile heiau, on Kamaile ridge 
between Waianae and Makaha valleys, an elevation 
about 400 feet, just above pumping station. (Still in 
fairly good condition--1955). 

The heiau is a single terrace, built of large 
sharp lava rocks. The facings of the terrace are 
surprisingly even and were carefully fitted. The 
heiau was formerly paved with small bits of coral, 
giving it the appearance of fine, white gravel. The 
amount of such coral is surprising. Small inclosures 
and terraces are shown in figure 36. Thrum offers 
the following information: "A medium sized heiau of 
platform character and pookanaka class, still in fair 
condition, to be seen from the road on the bluff a
bove the pipe line of the electric pumping station. " 

Beneath the heiau, but still above the pump, 

I ' is a shallow cave shelter known as Kukaauau. The 
entrance, which faces due south, is concealed by a 
large kiawe, some cactus, and haole koa. The cave 
is approximately 40 feet deep and 25 feet wide and 
10 feet high at the entrance. It might prove inter
estingif excavated because it is on the ridge back 
of what was once a large Hawaiian settlement. The 
famous Kamaile spring, known as Kekoo, which 
watered many acres of taro land just before it was 
taken over by the plantation between the ridge and 
Mauna Lahilahi, * was near the base of the shelter. 
The cave has the appearance of being artificially 
filled in, for the dust of the floor does not appear 
to have dropped from the roof. On the floor are 
many bits of matting,broken gourds, straw and a few 
pages from a book printed in Hawaiian which appears 
to be a portion of catechism. About one-third of the 
way in, on the right-hand side facing into the cave, 
a small hole 6 inches deep was made with a stick 
aild a torn part of "Ka Hae Hawaii, " dated Mei 14, 
1856, was found. These cut pieces are in surpris
ingly excellent condition: the paper is not even yel
low or fragile. The paper has been cut with a scis
sors or knife. A number of tapa (Kapa) fragments 

f were found: one a brick-red color. The floor is 
l" covered with grasses, ti leaves, banana stalks, coral, 

sea shells, a bunch of awa strainers, kukui nuts, 
coconut shells, charcoal, and a few broken bottles. 

L 
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Near the back of the cave was a hole 2 feet in dia
meter and about 1 foot deep. Though there is a 
small plantation camp at thE; base, the shelter is 
probably not often frequented now. 

*See Katnaile Water Source, Makaha, Waianae. 
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Site 161. a. perspective view; b. ground plan: 
1. steep slope of ridge; 2. terrace 12 by 18 feet, 1 
foot high, dirt-paved, with facing against slope 1 to 
2 feet high; 3. back facing, 4 feet high; 4. small fac
ing, 2 feet high, a few feet long; 5. low -walled, dirt
paved rectangular inclosure 6 by 10 feet; 6. small cor
ner about 3 feet higher than paving on terrace; 7. small 
inclosure, rock-paved floor 6 by 11 feet, with low 
walls 1 foot high, 2 to 3 feet wide, with slight break 
in southeast corner: 8. irregular pile of rough stones, 
probably a platform; 9. rectangle 16 by 18 feet, 1 to 
3 feet high, gradually sloping inside to c-entral pit 2 
feet square and 2 feet deep; 10. coral-paved open ter
race 60 feet wide in front, 134 feet long; 11. wall about 
8 feet below terrace level, a few feet in width and 
height, extending down 10-foot slope that ends in pre
cipitous cliff: 12. right-angled corner, 7 feet high, of 
flat stones placed on one another and giving the appear
ance of cut stonework: 13. line of stones, doubtless 
originally an inclined entrance 5 feet wide sloping up 
to terrace level: 14. corner 5 feet high similar to cor
ner 12. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

B. M. Neg #15264(m35), #15265(m36), #15266(m37), 
#15267(m38) 

Burial Cave 

Site 162. Burial Cave, Mauna Kuwale. 

A small cave near the top of the peak facing 
Kawiwi. Contains fragments of skeletal material, 
but none of the objects said to have been buried with 
the dead. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 
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House Sites 

Site 163. Kalai-a, Waianae. 

Among the innumerable walls and terraces 
which cover the land lying adjacent to the several 
small streams near the head of Waianae Valley, is 
a quadrilateral inclosure approximately 130 feet by 
105 feet. The inclosure was apparently cleared of 
stones, with a slight dirt elevation near the center. 
The walls are of two types: large elongated stones 
standing on end, with occasionally smaller stones 
piled between; and small stones 1 foot or less in size 
evenly faced to a height of 2. or 3 feet and of equal 
width, with the base broader than the top. On the 
southeast corner is a small oval pen 6 by 12. feet with 
well-built walls averaging 3 feet in height. Near 
the center of the north wall is a group of large stones. 
The largest, 5 feet high by 7 feet in diameter, may 
be naturally located; but apparently other stones not 
quite so large have been placed in association with 
th.e largest, and form a small group of huge stones, 
to the east of which is a 7 foot entrance. About 2.5 
feet south of the inclosure is a platform 10 by 2.3 feet 
evenly paved with very small stones (iliili). The 
south side is evenly faced to a height of 2.. 5 feet, 
and the other three sides have larger stones denoting 
its limits and are flush with the ground. The heiau 
which lies on this land, and was mentioned by Thrum, 
was not known by the old Hawaiian (kamaaina) who 
lives just adjacent to Kalai-a. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

House Sites 

Site 164. House sites, Kumaipo. 

On the sides of the small stream are parts 
of foundations of house sites and evidence of terrac
ing. Water was probably diverted from the stream 
for irrigating, although no definite evidence of ditches 
remains. This region is said to have been thickly 
populated formerly. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

PunaJ;laula Heiau (Still exists ?) 

Site 165. Punanaula heiau, Kumaipo. 
Located on a ridge at the foot of Kawiwi, 

this heiau commands an impressive view of Waianae 
and Lualualei valleys. Two large terraces with a 
small adjacent platform are the major features of the 
structure, with two inclosures lower and on the sea
ward side. It is still in fair state of preservation, 
though curio hunters have disturbed much of the paving 
of the terraces. If cleared of Lantana and Cactus, 
the heiau might reveal some features that have here 
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been overlooked, due to the heavy growth which covers 
almost the entire area. The terraces were paved with 
water worn stones averaging about 1 foot in size, 
with a fill of very small stones for leveling. The 
inclosures on the south side are built on sloping ground, 
with low walls. A hundred yards to the north a spring 
continuously supplied water to the inhabitants of this 
region. When the plantation attempted to tap this 
spring some years ago, the water practically disap
peared and only a small swamp now remains. The 
small platform on the northwest end was probably 
the site of the oracle (anuu) tower. It is the highest 
elevation of the heiau. 
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Site 165. a. ground plan, b. perspective plan: 
1. Inclosure 15 by 2.0 feet with walls averaging 2. feet 
high, and 2. feet wide, built on sloping ground; 2.. de
pression in wall having appearance of an entrance; 
3. platform 2.3 by 2.4 feet, about 2. feet higher than 
terrace 4, back facing 5 feet high, corners rounded; 
4. terr ace 85 by 48 feet, 2. feet higher than 8, also 
stone-paved; 5. wall, 7 feet thick and 1 to 2. feet high 
on inside, 4 to 5 feet high on outside; 6. soutll wall, 
averages 1.5 feet high on inside and 3 to 4 feet high 
on outside; 7. inclosure 50 by 58 feet built on the slope, 
walls average 2. to 3 feet in width; 8. lowest terrace 
60 by 76 feet, stone-paved with 2.0-foot slope in front; 
x-yo cross section. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. ft152.63(m34) 

House Site 

Site 166. House site at the foot of Kawiwi, 
Kumaipo ridge. 

A rectangular inclosure 31 by 19 feet on the 
side of the slope. Fifty feet to the southwest is a 
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platform 2.0 by 12. feet on a natural elevation. Nu
merous low rock walls adjoining may have formed 
additional inclosures or platforms, or possibly 
terraces. 
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Site 166. a, perspective view; b, ground plan: 
1, inclosure 31 by 19 feet with dirt floor; 2, back 
wall 8 feet high inside, 4 feet wide and almost flush 
with slope outside; 3, side walls sloping with the 
ground, a few feet high and 4.5 feet wide; 4, front 
wall 6 feet wide, 1 foot high inside, 4 feet high 
outside. c, plan and section of platfonn made of 
stones 1 foot in diameter protruding on edge of slope. 
d, rock walls, probably fonned terraces for agricul
tural purposes. x-y, cross section. 

M:::Allister 
Arch. of oahu 

Kawiwi 

Site 167. At the summitt of Kawiwi lived a 
woman, whose name is now forgotten. She never 
moved from her mountain peak, but called upon the 
birds to feed her when she was hungry. Since that 
time the place has been known as Pali 0 Keawaawa. 

Kawiwi is also mentioned as a place of refuge, 
though none of the old Hawaiians today have ever 
heard of this. Thrum writes: "For all Oahu, Ka
wiwi was the place of refuge during time of war. " 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kawiwi 

Site 168. Large meandering scar on the pali 
wall of Kawiwi, across the face of the cliff and about 
halfway up the road which leads to the head of Wai
anae Valley. Near by are two similar scars, but 
very much smaller. Here the old Hawaiians tell the 
following story, which has been adapted from the 
versions of John Manini and Kaoanaeha Perry. 

An elderly couple living at the head of Wai
anae had a beautiful daughter, who though at least 
30 years of age, was still a virgin. Men in the val-
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ley were very desirous of having her as wife, but the 
parents would not give their consent. They were 
waiting for a man worthy of their daughter. Occa
sionally the mother and daughter went to the shore 
to fish, returning with only a small catch. On one 
day they met a man, handsome beyond belief, a 
stranger to the region. He asked the mother and 
daughter who they were and what they wanted. When 
they told him they had come to fish, he willingly as
sisted them. He was so successful that they re
turned laden with mullet, moi, and other fish. When 
they reached their home, the father was surprised 
and asked why they had so many fish whereas for
merly they had only a few. They told him of the 
remarkable man they had seen. Many times they 
went to the shore and always this man aided them and 
they returned with a large catch. One time he told 
them to bring friends to aid in carrying back fish, 
for in those days they dried the fish and kept them 
for many weeks. With the passage of time, this 
maiden and youth became greatly enamored of one 
another. The parents were very fond of the young 
man and willingly allowed their daughter to marry 
him. But the youths of the valley were very jealous 
and circulated stories that this youth was kupua (de
vil, wizard, one with supernatural powers). Then. 
too, the daughter became sickly and thin. The bro
ther of the girl then went to a great kahuna living 
at Nanakuli. The Kahuna was told of the ill health 
of the girl and asked what could be done. The kahuna 
said, "The husband is not a man, he is an eel. You 
should kill him." "But how can we be certain that 
he is not human?" "In front he is a man, but on his 
back you will see the fins of an eel. Look at him 
while he sleeps at night, " replied the kahuna. This 
they did and saw the back of an eel. The people were 
then summoned, for with his supernatural power they 
would need many to overpower him. At the foot of 
Kawiwi, at a place called Koolina, great piles of ohia 
wood were gathered together in preparation for a 
huge fire in which to burn this man and rid the valley 
of any evil he might do the people. Then the eel-
man was invited to a great luau near Koolina. Here 
he was surrounded and attacked. Because of his pow
ers, he changed himself into an eel. The warriors 
then cut off his head and threw it into the hot fire. 
but the head jumped back to the body and the eel con
tinued fighting and wiggling with life. Many times 
they cut off its head and threw it into the fire, only 
to have it jump back and unite with the body. Finally 
one old warrior suggested that they should hold their 
adzes against the body when the head had been severed. 
This they did and when the head jumped back it could 
not unite with its body. for the stone adzes blocked 
its way. And so the eel was killed by the people. 
To the old Hawaiians this eel is known as Puhinalo, 
"the obliterated eel," and the mark on the pali wall 
is known as Kaoninapuhi, "the writ Iring eel." .There 
is a place in Pokai Bay which is known as Halapoe or 
sometimes as Pohaku 0 Lapalapa, the place in the wa
ter where this eel lived. 

McAllister, Arch of Oahu 
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Kawiwi Refuge 

So when they decided to establish the Waianae 
area as a place wherein they would designate havens 
of refuge, the priests examined the lore of the re
gion. Kawiwi, the mountain lying between Waianae 
and Makaha valleys was their first choice and legend 
came to their aid. For it was on the summit of that 
mountain that had lived an ancient woman, so long 
ago that her name is now forgotten, who never left 
her place of abode but when she hungered cried out 
to the birds and was served by them as Elijah was 
fed by the ravens. Hers was a bitter life and so to 
this day the cliff atop which she lived is known as 
Pali 0 Keawaawa (Cliff of Bitterness). So the priests 
proclaimed Kawiwi as a haven and, Thomas Thrum 
related, "For Oahu, Kawiwi was the Place of Refuge 
during time of war. " 

Gerry Burtnett 
Waianae re-lives days of ancient Hawaii 
Paradise of the Pacific 
July 1949, p 24 

Defeated Oahu Chiefs at Kawiwi 

(After Kahahana's death a plot was laid to 
murder the Chief Kahekili and others and a terrible 
battle followed,*) 

Makaioulu was among the brave warriors who 
fought in the battle called Kapolulu. Had it not been 
for Pupuka he might have had trouble. At Manana 
in Ewa, at Kulana, and in the ravines beyond Napo
hakuhelu he was hemmed in by warriors who stabbed 
at him on all sides but without hurting him in the least, 
and so many were killed that they finally left off fight
ing. He himself fled exhausted and battle weary to 
the uplands of Wahiawa and hid among the potato 
vines where he was betrayed by a certain farmer to 
those who sought to kill him, and so died. He was a 
brave warrior. Pupuka rallied the retainers of the 
chiefs of Kona, Ewa, Waianae, Waialua, Ko'olau at 
Kawiwi, a stronghold between Waianae and Makaha, 
where many died of starvation or were flung over 
the precipice because of famine, and many perished ••• 

*See Waipiokimopo, Ewa, Waipio 
Kahikili's Revenge, Ewa, Hoaeae 

S. M. Kamakau 
Moolelo no Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, March 16 and March 23, 186'7 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, pp 139-140 

Keakaoku, Son of Kahelekulani 

(Synopsis) Keakaoku, the mute son of Kahe
lekulani, wanted very much to talk but was unable to 
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do so. His favorite occupation was to play on flutes. 
His grandfather sent kahunas and men to the forest 
to make flutes for him, but though he played them 
beautifully, they did not suit him, The goddess, 
Haumea, who was the adopted mother of his mother, 
told them of a coconut whistle at Waianae on Kawiwi 
hill, well guarded by supernatural beings. She sent 
two blossoms from her favorite tree near Kawiwi 
hill. Lured by their beauty the supernatural beings 
tried all day to catch them. They flew just out of 
reach all the way up to Kaala. Only a hairless dog 
watched the whistle while they ran about after the 
blossoms. This was repeated several days and then 
one day, she sent her bird, Lulukuahiwi, to peck the 
eyes of the lone guard and to steal the whistle. While 
the others ran after the pretty blossoms, they heard 
a howl from the hill. They ran back, too late. The 
dog was blinded in one eye and the whistle was gone. 
The bird flew with it until he came near the boy's 
house. There he changed into a man and walked 
into the house with the whistle. The boy blew on it. 
All the words in his heart, the words that his mouth 
could not utter, were heard plainly whenever he blew 
on the whistle. Thus he made himself understood 
by his relatives. 

Kamaakamahiai 
Aloha Aina, July 22, 1911 
Place Names - Oahu 
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McAllister reports taro terraces about half
way up Makaha Valley and on the Honolulu side of 
the stream: 

The Terraces average from 20 to 50 feet in 
width and are of varying lengths, some times several 
hundred feet long. Rock facings from 1 or 2 feet to 
6 feet in height separate the terraces. The stones 
of these facings are evenly piled at a slight slope with 
the upper side flush with the earth. Water was brought 
by irrigation ditches now destroyed. It is probable 
that the plantation flume which is just above the last 
terrace followed the old Hawaiian ditch. These ter
races have been used up to recent years. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 84 

see also: 
Green, Roger C. (ed.) , Ma.kaha Valley Historical Project, 

PAR 4, B. P. Bishop Mus., 1969 

Green, Roger C. (ed.) , Ma.kaha Valley Historical Project, 
PAR 10, B. P. Bishop Mus., 1970 

radd, Edmund J. and D. E. Yen (eds.) , Ma.kaha Valley 
Historical Project, PAR 18, B. P. Bishop Mus ... , 1972 
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Mauna Lahilahi 

Lahilahi- -thin 

This hill is very thin as though it had been 
sliced with a knife and so it was called Mauna 
Lahilahi. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Mar. 29, 1954 

Laukinui 

Laukinui (large united family) 

Small island off Mauna Lahilahi--area known 
as Laukinui--extends from here to bay on Makaha 
Beach. IsI.and known as mother, reefs following 
shore line in scallops known as children. 

Tutu Ana Kahawai 
Nov. 1954, Waianae 

Lau-kia-nui would be "large concentration". 
Mary Kawena Pukui. 

Kumaipo Trail 

• • •• There was also a trail going up (from 
Waianae! and then down Makaha-uka, called Kumaipo. 
Below that trail was a fortress in the olden days, 
named Kawiwi.. •• The fortress is on a ridge leading 
down from a mountain, and it lies between Waianae 
and Makaha, overlooking Kamaile. The trail. Ku
maipo, went down to the food patches of Makaha and 
the homes on that land. A branch of the trail went 
up the mountain that looked down on Waialua and 
Mokuleia, where the people could travel down to the 
flat and level lands. It was customary to have dwell
ing places along the mountain trails that lead down
ward from there into Kamaile, and also along the 
beach trail of Makaha. 

Na hunahuna no ka moo1e10 Hawaii 
Kuokoa Jan. 1, 1870 
HEN: Vol 1, P 2705 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. p 97 

Makaha Beach Trail 

It was customary to have dwelling places 
along the mountain trails that lead downward from 
there into Kamaile, and also along the beach trail 
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of Makaha. There were many houses there. There 
was a landing place for the fleet of canoes there but 
it was sandy. There was a fine circle of sand that 
could be seen. The road passes this sand from Pu
uokapolei which joined the beach trail from Pu1uloa 
and from Waimanalo. So it went along the shores all 
around this island. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa Jan. 1 1870 
HEN: VOL 1 1 27 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragrrents of Hawn. Hist. p 97 

Terraces 

Site 169. Two-thirds of the way up the valley 
are to be found many rock-faced terraces, said to 
have been used for tar·o cultivation. They are about 
3 feet high and usually long and narrow. Undoubtedly 
they were irrigated. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15371(M142) 

Kaneaki Heiau 

Site 170. Kaneaki heiau. about halfway up 
Makaha Valley. Waianae. (Still in fairly good con
dition 1954. ) 

One of the best-preserved heia,us on Oahu. 
Consists of two main inclosed platforms and numer
ous terraces and adjoining spaces also inclosed. The 
upper platform has a raised terrace at one end upon 
which is an altar or possible oracle tower site. Mas
sive walls inclose this platform on three sides; the 
fourth is open to the other platform, which is 6 feet 
lower. Three narrow steps connect these two plat
forms. The other inclosures are not so well delin
eated. but their possible outlines are shown in fig
ure 39. 
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Site 170. a, perspective sketch; b, ground plan: 
I, small terrace, with possible walls. paved with small 
stones; 2. narrow wall almost flush with earth on north
east side. 3. 5 feet higher than terrace 3; 3. terrace al
most 30 feet square. probably a house site with small 
terrace 3 feet higher; 4. back wall. 6 and 10 feet wide. 
3 feet high inside.!. 5 feet high outside; 5. small ter
race 13 feet long. 10 feet wide. and 2 feet above step 
just in front and 4 feet above terrace8; 6. altar or or
acle tower site. 10 feet square, 2 feet above terrace5: 
7. wall 6 feet wide. 4 to 5 feet high inside. with two 
steps 2 feet wide and 3 feet high on outside; 8. terrace 
paved with large stones 36 by53 feet and 6 feet higher 
than terrace 14; 9. wall 4 to 5 feet high. 7 feet wide; 
10. terrace 76 feet long, 20 feet wide, poorly paved, 
on northeast side a portion 18 feet long forms terrace 
3 feet higher; 11. wall 7 feet wide on southeast end, 
narrowing down to 2 feet wide on northeast end, flush 
with slope on outside, 3 to 4 feet high inside. south-
west end 5 to 6 feet wide, 2.5 to 3 feet high on 
inside and 2 to 15 feet on outside; 12. wall 2.5 feet high 
on inside, 4 feet wide, step-like terracing on outside, 
3 feet from ground. 4 feet wide. and 4.5 feet from top 
of wall: 13. steps leading from terrace 14 to terrace 
8. each 2 feet high and 1 foot wide, forming small in
cline near center; 14. terrace 47 by 57 feet. paved with 
I-foot stones; 15. wall 3 feet wide. 1 to 2 feet high; 
16. indications of pathway of large stones placed end 
to end; 17. probably once an inclosure. now without 
paving or walls except on southeast side: 18. inclosure. 
17 by 29" feet and 1 foot higher than terrace 14. with 
good paving near wall. 

McAllister. Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15268(M39). #15269(M40). #15270(M4l). 
#15271(M42). #15272(M43). #15273(M44). 

See also: 
Ladd, Edmund J. (ed.), Makaha Valley Historical Project, 

PAR 19, B. P. Bishop Mus., 1973 

Taro Terraces 

Site 171. Taro terraces, about halfway up 
Makaha Valley and on the Honolulu side of the stream. 

The terraces average fran 20 to 50 feet in 
width and are of varying lengths, soma times several 
hundred feet long. lbck facings fran 1 or 2 feet to 
6 feet in height separated the terraces. The stones 
of these facings are evenly piled at a slight slope 
with the upper side flush with the earth. Water was 
brought by irrigation ditches nJ:M destroyed. It is 
probable that the plantation flume which is just above 
the last terrace followed the old Hawaiian ditch. 
These terraces have been in use up to recent years. 

Just up the stream from these terraces is a 
site pointed out to E. H. Bryan as a heiau. It is a 
two-terraced rectangle 25.5 feet by 58.5 feet in ex
tent. The upper terrace is 24 feet by 25. 5 feet. dirt
paved and 2 feet higher than the surrounding earth 
and lower terrace. The lower terrace is built out 
and is almost entirely stone-paved. The side toward 
the stream is 6 feet high. Immediately surrounding 
these two terraces the ground had formerly been 
planted. The site does not resemble that of a heiau 
and is much too elaborate for an old house site. It 
gives one the impression of a recent house site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg, #15409(M180) 

Stone Platform 

Site 172. Stone platform, Makaha Valley. 
Waianae. 

On the mountain side of Site 171 and near 
the stream is a rectangle of stones '7.5 by 14 feet 
in extent. There are large stones about the edge 
and smaller stones for a fill. but not evenly paved. 
It is 1. 5 feet high. Almost in the center is a stone 
2 feet high and 1 foot wide. Near by is a slight el
evation which may have been a house site. This pile 
of stones does not look like a grave. nor does it ap
pear to be recent. This may have been a small fa
mily shrine with the central stone used as an akua 
but this, however, can only be conjectured. Malo 
speaks of a heiau as one of the six houses "every self· 
respecting Hawaiian who desired to live up to the 
system of tabu was obliged to build for himself." 
But Malo also adds that the men's eating house (mua) 
probably served as the family chapel in most dwell
ings. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. # 15408(M179) 
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Rock 

Site 113. Probable location of the rock spo
ken of by Hall after he passed a considerable settle
ment in Waianae called by him Pukahea: 

We noticed at about two or three miles dis
tance from Pukahea, a large rock, which was once 
an object of worship, and to which sacrifices were 
offered in former times. It is a large black basal
tic rock lying at the foot of a frightful precipice se
veral hundred feet in height, and from which it had 
been detached. Its appearance is in no peculiar sense 
striking, and I did not notice but it was as undigni
lied as any other hump or inanimate matter along the 
road; notwithstanding divine honors had been paid it 
by people of all grades. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Note: Pukahea - Puukahea? see: Waianae, site 156. 

Laukinui Heiau 
(Still existing?) 

Site 114. Low walls inclose, on three sides, 
what appear to be two low stine-paved platforms the 
lower of whic h extends 10 feet beyond the end of the 
walls which open to the east. A larger and slightly 
lower platform beyond extends much further to the 
east and ends in a 3 foot embankment. Just to the 
south of the inclosure a coral outcrop forms a na
tural platform which was undoubtedly part of the he
iau, though no evidence of walls or paving could be 
found. About the platform and built into the walls 
is an amazing amount of coral. The heiau is so old 
as to be accredited to the menehunes and is said to 
have been the important one in Makaha Valley, though 
not nearly so pretentious or well-preserved as that 
of Kaneaki. 
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Site 174. a, ground plan; b, perspective 
sketch; 1, enall curved step at back of inclosure 
slightly higher than terrace 2; 2, probable stone
paved terrace within the inclosure, 1.5 feet higher 
than terrace 6; 3, large flat stone, 4 by 3.6 by 6 
feet, lying on the stone paving, undoubtedly out of 
place, underside has tw:> long deep grooves which 
appear to be wateJ:w::>rn and not artificial, stone prob
ably carried up fran beach; 4, north wall 3.5 feet 
wide and high, of large l-foot stones loosely piled; 
5, south wall 5,5 feet wide and 2 feet high; 6, stone
paved terrace, 31 feet wide, extending 10 feet beyond 
walls and 1 foot higher than terrace 7; 7, terrace 
paved with Uiili, dirt, and bits of ooral, 44 feet 
wide, and 37 feet fran terrace 6, with 3-foot face to· 
the east; 8, coral pan 6 to 7 feet high, 100 feet wide, 
with level top fanning natural platfonn to south of 
inclosure which mayor may not have fonned part of 
heiau. Ral1an numerals indicate cross sections. 

M::Allister 
Arch. of oahu 

Kumanomano Malolokai 

We rode to the plain of Kumanomano, 
and it is said of this place, the teeth of the sun 

is sharp at Kumanomano. Makaha rose above like 
a rain cloud. We passed in front of a famous hill 
Malolokai. We saw the talking stone standing there. 

Haleiwa Hotele (about Leilono) 
Kuokoa, August 11, 1899 

Malolokai 

A famous hill at which there is a talking 
stone. 

Kuokoa, August 11, 1899, P 4, Newsp. 

Here is Malolokai, a cave noted for robbery 
in the olden days. 

Kuokoa, November 17, 1899, Newsp. 

Mololokai 

Site 175. Mololokai, at the foot of the ridge 
which divides Keaau and Makaha valleys. 

The Hawaiians tell a story about two smail 
pits which are on the sea side of the road. The lar
ger is about ZO feet wide and 5 feet deep; the small
er, on the sea side of the other, is 3 feet in diameter 
and 6 feet deep. They no longer communicate with 
the sea, and are filled with refuse and dirt. 
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Long ago there lived here a group of people 
who are said to have been very fond of human flesh. 
At a bigh altitude on each side of the ridge, guards 
were stationed to watch for people crossing this nar
row stretch of land between the mountains and the 
sea. On the Makaha side, they watched from a pro
minent stone known as Pohaku 0 Kane, on the Keaau 
side, from a stone known as Pohaku 0 Kaneloa. The 
individual who passed here was in constant danger of 
death, for on each side of the trail men lay in wait 
for the signal of the watcher. If a group of persons 
approached, too many to be overcome by these can
nibalistic peoples, the guards called out to the men 
hidden below, "Moanakai" (high tide); but if, as fre
quently happened, only two or three people were ap
proaching the watchers called, "Mololokai (low tide). 
The individuals were then attacked and the bodies 
taken to two small caves on the sea side of the road, 
Here the flesh is said to have been removed and the 
bones, skin, and blood left in the holes, which, at 
high tide, were washed clean by the sea. 

For many years these people preyed upon the 
traveler until at one time men from Kauai, hairless 
men (Olohe) came to this beach. They were attacked 
by these cannibals but defeated them, killing the 
entire colony. Since then the region has been safe 
for traveling. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 
p IZI 

MaIolo kai and the Robber.s 

Where the robbers did their stealing lay be
tween Nahikilalo and Makaha. The robbers remained 
in a cave while their watchman called out to the oc
cupants of the cave. He watched from the top of the 
cliff. When he saw one or two travellers he called, 
"Low tide! (MaIolo kai)." Wilen there was a large 
company. he called, "High tide! (Nui kai e!)." Those 
who travelled in pairs or alone were r.obbed in order 
to seize their possessions and (so that the robbers 
could) gain wealth for themselves. Those who came 
in a larger company were unmolested. because the 
robbers would not be able to overcome them ••• 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, January I, 1870. Newsp. 
HEN, Vol I, p Z706 

See also: 
Jolm Ii 

Fragrrents of Hawn. Rist. P 97 

"Moro ka kai" 

During our morning walk we passed a high 
bluff, the natives p.ointed out a cave about midway of 

WAIANAE KEAAU 

the summit where they said a gang of murderers used 
to live, a little further along at the foot of the preci
pice they showed me a cave in which another gang 
dwelt. Those above could see a long distance on 
each hand and when they saw persons coming they 
would give a watch word to those below, if the com
pany consisted of many persons they would call out 
Moana ka kai which was a signal for them to keep 
still, but if only one or two persons were seen coming 
they would call out Moro ka kai. The persons below 
would then sally forth and kill the passengers. I am 
not certain whether this is a legend or whether it is 
a fact. 

Journals of Levi Chamberlain 
lall - 1849 
P 489 
Storage #4, Hms Z4 

Malolokai Location 

Malolokai lies below /'beyond/ the hill 
of Maunalahilahi close to a cliff. B-elow, in the level 
land of Waihokaea are the bones of the travellers 
who were killed by skilled lua fighters. 

There is also a tale of a young man from 
Kauai who slew all the people of Malolokai. But 
lets get on. 

Kaai. A. O. Kaohaimoe 
Ka Oihana Lua a Hawaii Lahui 
(The Hawaiian Art of Lua Fighting) 
Kuokoa. July Il, 19Z3 
Newsp. 

KEAAU 

Salt Basins 

Site 176. Salt basins, beach near Keaau. 

In the lava rocks projecting above the sands 
are artificial depressions ranging from 1 to l feet 
in diameter. They are undoubtedly salt basins. 
The spray from the reef continually keeps a film of 
water in the depressions. Upon evaporation. the film 
leaves a deposit of salt in the bottom. 

Apparently the same sites were noticed by 
Hall for, after passing on from Mololokai, he makes 
the following notation: "The shallow basins in its 
(soft. white rock) surface are used by the natives 
as vats for the solar evaporation of sea water. Large 
quantities of salt could thus be made at little trouble 
or expense. " 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 
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KEAAU 

Petroglyphs at Keaau 

Sandstone ledge, south end of Keaau Park, 
oPiX>site first large bridge, on beach (sorretllnes 
under sand). HuIran figures, open body deeply carved
dog. ± 5 units. 

J. H. Cox 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, P 97 

OHIKILOLO 

Kaneana Cave 

Site 177. Kaneana cave, in the ridge which 
divides Ohikilolo and Makua valleys. 

Kaneana cave was the dwelling place of a 
s hark goddess who held sway from Kaena Point to 
Kepuhi Point. When she took the form of a woman, 
s he came up through a sea entrance and lived in the 
cave. There is said to be an inland entrance, but 
an exploration of the cave failed to prove this con
tention. Every possible passage of the cave was 
examined by members of the Bernice P. Bishop Mu
seum staff. The greatest distance in from the en
trance is not more than a few hundred feet. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Great Kaneana Cave 

Kaneana, as nearly as may be learned 
from living Hawaiians, means Cave of God, for ana, 
a cave, and Kane, supreme deity of the ancient Ha
waiian pantheon. And according to legends of this 
great cavern near Makua it would appear to be re
levant. 

For this cave, only the antechamber or foyer 
of which is shown in the accompanying pen and ink 
drawing from a photograph taken recently, was kapu 
for religious ceremonials. Within its far depths be
yond the inner entrance, where men are seen stand
ing in the picture, is a chamber where kahunas con
ducted weird pagan rituals in the light of flaming 
kukui torches. 

According to an old Hawaiian who was born 
at Makua, the little village less than a mile distant, 
these ancient rites were performed as recently as 
50 years ago. To the Hawaiians of that isolated re
gion Kaneana is still kapu--a sacred place--and 
much persuasion to enter even so far as the mouth 
of the inner cave. 

Nevertheless, one youth, a native of Makua, 
who took lightly the beliefs of his elder s, ventured 
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to explore the sanctuary one day 30 years ago. He 
says that then there were upon the floor and walls 
images of various shapes, among which he recalls 
a canoe roughly carved of stone, axes, spears, and 
a sacrificial altar paved with the customary coral. 

He could not be induced to enter the inner 
cave again, but remarked that the entrance se.emed 
smaller than when he was a boy, probably due, he 
said, to lepo, or silt, that had washed down from 
the big outer entrance since Kaneana was abandoned 
as a place of worship. He gave it as his opinion that 
the silt had doubtless covered the floor of the inner' 
c hanber and per haps buried the stone canoe and other 
relics. A suggestion that excavation be attempted 
brought to his face a quick shadow of superstitious 
fear ..•. 

Kaneana is in the land of Ohikilolo, a district 
lying between Kepuhi and Makua, five or six miles 
beyond the end of the wagon road •••• 

Ohikilolo means "crazy crab" and the land 
section got its name from a species of crab, notable 
for erratic habit of locomotion and wild dances, 
which abound on the beach there. 

Kepuhi, adjoining district on the east, take s 
its name from the prevalence of blowholes in the 
picturesque lava littoral (at oceanls edge7, Kepuhi 
meaning "to blow". Makua, on the other-side, cannot 
be better than liberally translated. The word means 
"full grown, " but whether it was named for some 
mighty chief of a bygone day, or from the wide and 
deep valley behind it, none can say. 

Honolulu Star Bulletin, April 4, 1925 
Storage Case Z, Ms 
Henriques Collection concerning 
landmarks (under "lists") 

Kaneana Cave #Z 

Most striking to the casual observer at the 
entrance are the two dikes extending up the strips 
of dense rock, one on each side of the entrance. 
These dikes are filled cracks and were fot:med some
time during the building of the Waianae mountain. 
Through these cracks came the hot molten rock from 
deep inside the earth to the surface of the ground 
of that time where it poured out as a lava flow or 
played high into the air as a fire fountain. This was 
ages ago when the fires ofPele were burning. 

There was p'robably some movement along 
this fissured zone, I am told, and numerous earth
quake cracks formed. One of these earthquake cracks, 
helped by the presence of the dikes, makes a weak zone 
in the rock and determined the location of the cave. 
I presume long, long ago when the mountain was 
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being built and was rrore unstable than it is 
supposed to be today. 

Two other features of geological importance 
can be seen in the cave. On the north wall near the 
entrance and about 20 feet above the floor of the cave 
is a wave-rounded boulder deposit left by the sea 
on a ledge. Inside, beyond the first narrows is a 
series of smaller chambers about eight feet wide 
with two to six feet of partly hardened coral sand 
on their floors. In the sand are sea shells and smooth 
water worn lava coral pebbles. This sand is beach 
sand, and was left there by the sea, but its identity 
is concealed by a black coating of tufa deposited par
ticle by particle throughout long ages by the slow 
dripping of water from the ro of. 

• •• this Makua cave was once a sea cave' 

The waves of the sea have enlarged the 
crack and, aided by the vertical grain of the dikes, 
together have facilitated the removal of the rock by 
the waves. 

And that explains also, I thought, why the 
cave starts and goes nowhere. It just ends •••• 
Throughout ages of time--geologic time, which means 
thousands of years--the wave worked at the crack and 
dikes until it made a sizeable sea cave. 

• • •• It was the stand of the sea some thou
sands of years ago that covered Oahu up to what is 
now 95 feet above the present sea level. It was this 
sea at its full height and at its successive halts as 
it receded to the low stage of about 60 feet below pres
ent level that quarried out the rock along the crack 
and made Makua cave. 

I was not satisfied with the usual tale that 
here it was that Pele arrived from Kauai, that through 
this cave did Pele travel on her visits to and from 
Kauai after she had made her abode on Oahu. This 
was not Pele's cave! --not even her private under-
sea passage! 

Then it was I heard the story of the shark 
man who Ollce lived in Makua cave. 

It led me downward, 
Into the heart of the Waianae mountain, 
This cave of Makua; 
It was dark, and damp, and very closed-in-
And I am sure I felt an evil force 
As if some dark bloody deed had there been 

done; 
So strong was this sense of malevolency 
I hurried out 
Into the warm sunlight, 
Into the blinding day. 

Once upon a time, long, long ago, there was 
a shark-god who was known as Kamohoalii. He was 

king of all the sharks that frequented the Hawaiian 
waters. Often he appeared as a man, and always 
was he of dignified and majestic appearance. He 
became enamoured of a beautiful Hawaiian maiden, 
Kalei by name. He wooed her and won her and they 
were married. 

She did not know that he was the king of sharks. 

When the time came for their child to be born 
Kamahoalii warned Kalei to keep careful watch over 
the child, to guard its body from the sight of man, 
and never, never allow the child to eat the flesh of 
any animal. Then he disappeared. 

Kalei pondered his words, but made no mean
ing of them • 

The child was born, a man child, and Kalei 
named him Nanaue. She was exceedingly surprised 
to find an opening in his back, between the shoulders. 
She kept the child covered with a tapa cloak. Kalei 
often wondered. 

One day there was fear in her heart when he 
plunged into the water and became a shark. The 
mouth on his back opened for any passing prey. She 
kept the terrible secret hidden in her heart. 

The child grew to manhood and went to eat at 
the men's house. No longer could Kalei guard him 
and keep him from eating flesh. As he grew older 
his dual nature developed. But. he avoided compan
ions, and stayed alone. 

When the people of his village were out in the 
deep sea bathing or fishing suddenly a fierce shark 
would appear in their midst, biting and tearing their 
limbs and dragging them down in the deep water. 
Many people disappeared, no one knew how. Terror 
spread around that part of the island. 

Then one day Nanaue was discovered. A fel
low workman beside him in a taro patch inadvertantly 
tore the tapa cloak from Nanaue's shoulders. A shout 
went up, "See the shark mouth! A shark man!" 

Nanaue escaped to the sea. He wandered from 
place to place, from island to island. But the hunt 
was on. Word spread from island to island about the 
shark man. The kahunas (priests) were asked to 
help. It was some time later, however, before Na
naue was finally captured and killed. 

At one time Nanaue lived near Makua cave. 
Through a subterranean channel he dragged his vic
tim, it is said. Always at high tide. He placed the 
body on a certain slimy stone to await his leisure and 
appetite. Then at the turn of the tide he would dis
appear. 

That "certain slimy stone" with several cupped 
spaces on its surface can still be seen in the cave, I 
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am told. I had not remained in the cave long enough 
to verify the fact ••• 

Stearns, Norah D. 
Kaneana Cave 
Honolulu Star Bulletin 
September 9, 1939 

Sounding Sands 

Ohikilolo appeared before us, a place where 
sounding sands are found. They sound loud when 
forced together like the sounding sands of Nohili on 
Kauai. 

Kuokoa, November 17, 1899 
Newsp. 

Barking Sands 

The barking of the sand was not known until 
the tim:! when the Makua Ranch was driving its cattle 
from the Keaau side, when the ccMrx:>ys ascended the 
sand hill and began to notice the hunming which was 
peculiar to than. Then when Hon. Gov. S. B. Dole, 
then <bvernor for the Republic, visited Makua on a 
yacht with his follCMers, visited the sand hill, and 
were seated on the said sand hill in a row, and 
were drawn by a CCM'ooy dawn the sand hill, when the 
sound was clearly understood to be the Barking Sand. 
It barks only during very dry ~ther, say July to 
septanber. 

J. F. G. Stokes 
"Sites Notes" 

Francis J. Nobriga, 
Informant 

Pa,u, Son of Hua 

Pau was Hua t s son. He was born at Ohiki-
1010 in Wai'anae, a place belonging to his mother 
Hikimolulolea, and he ruled from Ohikilolo to 
Keawaula. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vo.l I, Chap I, p 32 

MAKUA 

Kumuakuopio Heiau 
(Destroyed) 

Site 178. The site is on the mountain side of 
the present church and is known by the natives though 
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nothing remains of the heiau except a sand platform 
120 by 100 feet that is about 20 feet higher than any 
of the surrounding land. Two piles of 1 foot stones 
are left near the center. The rest of the stones were 
used in the building of rock fences. Thrum says: 
"Size about 4S by 80 feet of husbandry class; little 
now in evidence. " 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Fishing Shrine 
(Destroyed) 

Site 179. The Makua kola has more the ap
pearance of a small heiau or house site than of a 
fishing shrine. It is known and pointed out by the 
old fishermen in the region. It stcnds in the center 
of the sandy beach and, during the time of heavy 
seas, is said to be the only part of the beach that 
is not covered with water. The shrine is a rectangle 
approximately SS by 3S feet in extent with fairly well
preserved north and east walls. In the northeast 
corner, a platform 20 by 4 feet projects some 2 feet 
out and above the other walls. The north wall is built 
of wate,rworn stones from 2 to 3 feet high, and inside, 
the sand is flush with the wall and slopes up to a 
central portion that is 3 feet higher. The south wall, 
parallel with the sea, and the west wall have been 
obliterated. Coral lies about the site. That the 
shrine is still regarded with respect is evidenced 
by a bottled offering partially secreted in the wall. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

The Clapping Rock 

The Clapping Rock. If one should approach 
the rock at a distance of 4 to S feet and clap his 
hands, he will hear the echo of his clapping. 
This was where the old chiefs, when alone, as. 
sembled to pass time away; as the men were set 
busy elsewhere. At Waikomo, Makua. 

Stokes, John F. G. 
Sites Notes 
Nobriga, Francis J., Informant 

Makua Beach 

Makua has a fine sandy beach like Makaha. 
and it was a canoe landing for the canoes of that vi. 
cinity, and for the canoes of strangers too. This 
was true of Makaha too. This was a resort for 
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travellers and here they slept till rrorning. It 
was cool then and so they could continue to Ka'ena. 
Kanaiki and Keawaula are the lands adjoining Makua. 

Na hunahuna no ka rroolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. 1, 1870 
HEN: Vol. I, p 2707 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Rist. P 98 

Makua Valley 

Makua is situated on a sand beach and opens 
to the sea between two bold head lands S. E. and N. W. 
The mountains rise in a circular manner and on the 
North have a slope to the valley, on the east the moun
tains are more precipitous, the summits of all the 
ridges which overlook this valley are very steep and 
broken. There are no trees in this place, a few 
clusters of sugar cane are seen here and there, po
tatoes are CUltivated but not taro. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Journals, 18ZZ-1849 
p 490 
Storage Case 4, HMS Z4 

Makua Mountain Trail 

••• There was a mountain trail there at Makua 
that led to Kawaihapai and joined the trail from Ka
'ena. It was said it was on that trail that the red
eyed person lost his trail. Probably it was another 
trail. The saying was, "Red-eyed one goes by mis
take to Makua" (Makole iho hewa i Makua). * 
Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 

Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p Z707 

*See Beginning (General) 
Ewa and Waianae Trail 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 98 

We moved on to the Keaau's, reached 
Ohikilolo, passed before the sounding sands of Makua. 
The fragrance of the fine leaved maile of Koiahi was 
wafted down •. We saw the sand that was said to be 
new sand on that land. Perhaps in time past the 
sands of that place were very much like real stones. 

Haleiwa Hotele, .About Leilono 
Kuokoa, .August 11, 1899 
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Maile of Koiahi 

.As soon as they had gone from the house Ka
lelealuaka flew to Waianae and arrayed himself with 
wreaths of the fine-leaved maile (Maile laulii), 
which is peculiar to that region. 

Thrum, T. G.. Kalelealuaka 
Hawaiian Folk Tales 
p 94 

"Maile laulii 0 Koiahi"--the small leaf maile 
of Koiahi was famous, having the finest leaf of any 
maile on Oahu. Said to have been destroyed by the 
goats. 

Pukui, July 16, 1953 

Olohe 

Olohe. or Ha'a people, were hence a well
recognized class in old days, skilled in wrestling 
and bone-breaking (lua) and with hairless bodies. 
It is said that they used to pull out their hair and 
smear their bodies with oil in order to give no hold 
to an antagonist. Legend represents them as pro
fessional robbers or even with man-eating habits, 
who used to station themselves at a nan'ow pass a
long the highway and kill and rob travelers. Many 
such robber stations are pointed out today. Makua, 
one of the most western valleys in Waianae, is a 
traditional haunt on Oahu. Here Makaioulu met two 
robber women who were professional bone-breakers. 
Similar olohe legends occur on Maui and Hawaii. 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology 
p 343 

(Ha'a people or olohe seem to be hairless men who 
resemble other humans except that they have tails 
like dogs. ) 

010he of Makua 

Makua is one of the most western valleys of 
Waianae, a section which was the traditional home 
of the olohe, or professional robbers, whose skill 
as bonebreakers was the secret of their success. 

Fornander 
. Coll. Haw'n • .Ant. 

Vol V, part II 
p 490, note #3 
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Kaahihi Heiau 

Site 180. Kaahihi heiau at Kahanahaiki, 
Makua. 

Though the stones from the heiau have been 
removed, the site is still in evidence, for the heiau 
was built on a mound of earth 25 feet or more in 
height and approximating 100 feet square. There 
are many scattered stones and occasionally a small 
portion of the base of a wall is to be seen. The old 
Hawaiians still hear the drums of this heiau. Thrum 
says: "Of po ok an aka class and platform character. 
Its ruins indicate a size of about 80 feet or more 
square. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ukanipo Heiau 
(Remains still visible 1955) 

Site 181. Heiau Ukanipo at Laiehau in Ka
hanahaiki. 

The present remains indicate a heiau of ela
borate con5truction, not so much in size as in ap
pearance, for the four S'teps in immediate associ
ation with the one main terrace, with several sur
rounding terraces, must have been impressive. 
The four steps total 10 feet in height and as the slope 
upon which the heiau is built is steep with a gully 
on each side, the terrace stands out rather promi
nently. The other smaller terraces on the sea side 
may once have been directly associated, forming 
lower, approaching terraces. Most of the stones 
have been scattered. According to the Hawaiians, 
this was the principal heiau for Kahanahaiki. A coral 
squid sinker was found on one terrace. Many small 
broken piece s of coral were scattered over the whole 
site. "Used as a place of burial, " according to Thrum, 
but not in the sense of a cemet'ery. The present Ha
waiians believe that the bodies of the alii were placed 
on the lele until the kahuna-nui was informed by the 
gods to remove them to their final re sting place in 
some deSignated cave. In the cave they were actually 
"buried", that is, placed with the appropriate cere
monies and offerings, usually at night. 

Site 181. a. ground plan; b. perspective 
view. 1. pile of very small stones; Z. main 
terrace 93 feet by 40 feet (formerly probably wider)., 
four steps running length of sea side; 3. probable 
dwelling site, leVel flooring of iliili paving, 15 feet 
by 20 feet, 4-foot facing on sea side to a 5-foot step, 
walls on north and east sides, extent of structure of 
west side cannot be determined: 4. meandering 
walls 2 to 4 feet high, possibly originally part of 
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heiau; 5. portion of terrace facing 3 feet wide 
and high, built of large stones; 6. terrace facing, 
6 feet wide, 5 feet high; 7. plan and cross section 
of small terrace 34 feet wide with line of stones 
running mountainwards for 30 feet, the 13 feet 
on sea side being a sloping pile of I-foot stones 
about 6 feet high, 3 feet of which is evenly faced, 
with a small step 3 feet wide on sea side and pit 
2 feet deep and wide on southwest corner which is 
probably modern; x-y, cross section. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu, p 125 

Swimming Pool 

Site 182. Swimming pool on the sea side of 
Ukanipo heiau. 

A brackish swimming pool only for the use 
of the alii. A pump has now been placed over the 
spring and at the site of the pool is a water trough 
for cattle. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Ke - the 
Awa - harbor 
'Ula - red 

KEAWAULA 

Naming of Keawalula 

This ahupuaa is named thus because at one 
time great schools of muhe'e (cuttle fish) came into 
the bay. They came in such numbers that the reddish 
color of their backs under the waterls surface gave 
the water an appearance of being reddish. 

As told to Kawena Pukui by 
Helen Kulolila of Waianae 
February 1960 

According to Tom McGuire, there are a few 
terraces below the pati, indicating a former small 
wet taro site. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 84 

Fishing Shrine 
(Destroyed ?) 

Site 183. Puaakanoahoa fishing shrine (kola) 
on the point beneath Puaakanoa ridge. 

A platform 10 feet square and built up from 
3 to 4 feet of large rough stone has been located on 
a slight elevation on the shore. For a fishing shrine 
there are surprisingly few small stones and coral 
on the platform. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

Poha Cave 

Site 184. In the cave are said to be nine courses 
of water, usually fresh, which is carried through the 
ground to the middle of Kaieiewaho channel, between 
Oahu and Kauai. When out fishing, Hawaiians would 
obtain drinking water by diving down a certain dis
tance with empty calabashes, and then, turning them 
over, would fill them with fresh water by letting the 
air escape. 

An opening or exit to Poha cave, called Kila
wea, is located under the water at the end of the reef 

off Keawaula. The cave is also said to be connected 
with the cave in Kaaawa (site 307) variously called 
Pohokaina, Pohukaina, and Pahukaina. * 
McAllister 

Arch. of Oahu 

* See: Pohokaina, Kaaawa, Koolauloa 

Keawaula Cave 
(Poha Cave?) 

Kamahina of Waialua has written to us thus: 

Here is a certain cave in Keawaula, Waianae. 
Its outer opening is a fathom in circumference. The 
area inside is 64 feet in linear measure and 3600 
cubic feet in depth. This is how it was discovered. 
When a house lot was being prepared a man went to 
remove a stone near the entrance of the cave but did 
not see the cave then, because there were three flat 
stones (covering it). After two days of working as 
he did, the entrance of the cave was found. After 
that it was broken wider. This cave was discovered 
on the 28th day of October 1859. After that day many 
people went into it who came to visit from everywhere. 
Three days later, water was found, --fresh water. 
It was a great blessing to the people of Keawaula be
cause it was a waterless land. The people there 
moistened their throats with the cooling water, like 
the birds that sipped (the honey of the) lehua blos
soms. Three days after that people went in again. 
After entering to about 45 fathoms the ridge of a 
house was found in a perilous spot. One of the old 
people said that the source of the water was differ-
ent from that which led to the taro (patches). An
other strange thing there was an object that resembled 
a hokeo gourd, still covered by a carrying net. It 
wa7ITk'e the fisherman's hook container (ipu holo
holona) that rocked to and fro on a canoe. 

Mea Hou 
Ka Hae Hawaii, May 23, 1860 
Newsp 1838-1865 

Fishermenls Cave 

See Waianae (front) "Chamberlain through 
Waianae", p 490, for description of cave. 

Name of cave near Kaena Pt. Ke Ana Moe 0 

Ka'ena. Used by travellers on way from Makua to 
Waialua. 

Harry G.Poe,Sr., Dec. 3, 1954 
Lives in Waiaane, born in Makua 
72 years. 
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Fishing Shrine 
(Destroyed) 

Site 185. Holua is the name of a fishing shrine 
said to have been on the Keawaula side of Kaena Point, 
but destroyed at the time the railroad was built. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Keawaula was the place where the fishing 
grounds for aku and ahi were located. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p Z707 

see also: 
JOM Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. P 98 

Kaihukoa 

(See Legend of Maikoha, Pearl Harbor, Ewa, 
for synopsis.) 

When Kaihuopalaai decided to live in Ewa, 
her sisters proceeded on to Waianae, where Kaihukoa 

WAIANAE 
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decided to make her home and she was ma.rried to 
Kaena, a man who was living at this place, a very 
handsome man and a chief of Waianae. 50 she re
mained in Waianae and she is there to this day. She 
changed into that fishing ground directly out from the 
Kaena Point, and the fishes that came with her were 
the ulua, the kahala, and the mahimahi. 

Fornander 
ColI Hawn Ant 
Vol V, Part II, p Z10 

Ke-poo-o-ka-holua 

..• Passing through the metropolis of Wai_ 
alua, Oscar ICoX! stopped to question Aila, 94 years 
old, with eye as bright and piercing as ever, and 
whose favorite fishing grounds we were to view. 
Aila could not recall a slide on the Waialua side of 
the ridge, but said there had been one on the Wai_ 
anae side, from a hill called Ke-poo-o-ka-holua, 
"The-head-of-the-slide." It could be seen from the 
railroad stopping place "Yokohama. " 

lone,S. 
As told to J. F. G. Stokes 
Pana Waialua 
Honolulu Advertiser 
Feb. lZ, 1933 
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Boundary Changes 

In reviewing the changes made in 1909 and 
comparing the districts with those of 1859, we find 
only one, change in the island of Hawaii, ••• 

On Oahu, the boundaries of Honolulu district 
remain the same; Ewa and Waianae are separated 
and formed into two districts, excluding the ahupuaa 
of Waianae Uka which is added to Waialua d,istrict, 
in which is included the ahupuaa of Waimea taken 
from Koolauloa and added to Waialua in 1886. 

Coulter, John Wesley 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii 
pp 220-221 

Description 

Combining available records with hand-me
down lore, one discovers that the earliest Polyne
sian inhabitants of Oahu chose this northern side of 
the island as the most desirable place in which to 
make their homes. Here the consistent breezes from 
the north kept the climate the coolest, and the rains 
were less torrential. Here the fishing grounds were 
wealthy, and taro and breadfruit and the other basic 
Hawaiian foods grew profusely. And, above all, here 
the terrain was endowed with a flourishing foliage that 
could hardly be surpassed for natural beauty. 

Reynolds, Douglas 
Historic Haleiwa 
Advertiser, Nov. 17, 1935 
BM Scrap Book, p 37 

Naming of Waialua 

Waialua district, Oahu, is said by natives to 
take its name from a lo'i (taro patch) situated near 
the former Halstead residence, and not from its 
twin streams as is generally supposed; the natural 
definition of the name being two waters. It was an 
ancient saying of the people that if one visited and 
traveled through the district and did not see this 
identical lo'i, he had not seen Waialua. 

The road to Waialua, Oahu, was completed 
about 1850, but a local paper of August, 1852 records 
the fact "that a lady performed the trip recently from 
Honolulu to Waialua in a wagon in one day. This is 
the first time, we believe, a wagon has ever passed 
over this 30 miles of road. 01 

ThJ:UIn, 1902, pp 8-9 

WAIALUA GENERAL r~ 

Believes Waialua District named for Waialua 
Pool at Kemoo. 

Awai, Charlotte, May 1954 

Area around Catholic Mission is Kemoo. 

Robello, Jack, May 1954 

Waialua (Naming) 

Waia, grandson of Wakea was said to be a 
cruel chief. He cared nothing of the gods or of doing 
good. He had men and women killed for the fun of 
killing them. When he saw a maiden with shapely 
legs, he ordered them cut off and if a man or a woman 
had beautiful tatooing he was put to death. Because 
of this he was driven away by the people. In the 
legend of Hiiaka, it was said that Waia lived and prac
tised his evil deeds at Waialua. The people suffered 
so much there that the place was named for him Waia
lua (Doubly disgraceful). 

Pukui (synopsis) 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
March 12, 1928 

Meaning of Waialua 

July 11. Having enjoyed a most agreeable 
sail by moonlight, we this morning entered a small 
bay called Why-arouah, on the N. E. side of the island, 
formed by two reefs of rocks, which run out parallel 
a considerable way into the sea, and between which 
two small rivers discharge themselves. Hence the 
name Why-arouah; Whye in the country language sig
nifying water, and arouah the numeral two. 

Mathison, Gilbert Farquhar, Esq. 
Narrative of a Visit to Brazil, Chile, 
Peru and the Sandwich Islands 
During the Years 1821 and 1822 
London, 1825, p 392 

Meaning of Waialua 

Waialua! Twin River s! Where two happy 
streams, companions since childhood, now end their 
lives together in the sea, 

Reynolds, Douglas 
Historic Haleiwa 
Advertiser, Nov. 17,1935 
BM Scrap Book, p 37 
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Waialua Trail 

When the travellers arrived in Ka'ena in the 
morning, they escaped the heat for they were cooled 
by the Moa'e breeze. They rested at Wai-a-ka'aiea 
and in the afternoon the travelling continued by way 
from Makua; along the level places to Ka-wai-hapai 
and Mokule'ia; across the mouth of the Kaiaka ri
ver; upon the sand to the plain of Pa'ala'a and Ka
wailoa; to Kamani, a village inside an enclosure and 
divided on the outside by the Anahulu stream. On 
the opposite bank lies Maeaea, a sandy beach with 
a canoe landing and a good harbor for ships. A 
village stood at Le'epoko Point near the pond of 
Ukoa and Loko-ea. These places were usually cov
ered with houses. Between the sandy stretch of 
Maeaea and the houses at Ukoa, just below it, was 
the trail from Kamani to the place in front of the 
sluice gate of Loko-ea and on to Koolauloa. 

From the stream of Anahulu and from Ka
mani the trail went above the village to the banks 
of the taro patches along the front of Ku'oko'a's· 
house lot and the church; straight on to the fresh 
water pool of 'Dpae- 'ula and Halemano; to the source 
of the Pa'ala'a stream; down to PO'oamoho stream; 
up to the place where the trail from Mokule'ia and 
Kamananui meets with that of Ke-awawa-ihe. A 
mark to prohibit trespassing was set up below the .. 
trail for Kukaniloko the birth place of chiefs. A 
short distance below the trail is the ascent to the 
stream of Kuaikua. Just above it was a diving place 
and a place for travellers to rest. Beyondwas 
Paka stream, the maika field of Kapalauauai and 
above (beyond) the pond was the village. There 
the trail met with the one from Kolekole. It went 
to the stream of Waikakalaua; to Piliamo'o; to the 
pla~n of'Punalu'u; up the heights and down to Kipapa 
and to Kehualele. A branch runs off from the main 
trail to Kalakoa and Oahu-nui. These are places 

, much visited like Kukaniloko. From there (Kehua
lele) the trail went on to Kahalo. just below Pau
palai; thence to Lelepua; to Ka-hale-po'ai where 
Kalelealuaka and Ke'inoho'omanawanui lived; the.n 
it met with Ke- 'kua- 'olelo, Pohaku-huna-palaoa, 
Pu'u-nahawele and Pueo-hulu-nui mentioned before 

I as the place where the Waialua trail met with it. 
. In all these mentioned places, there were many 
I J people and the land and woods were rich in olden 

times. 

l J Ii, John, Manuscript, p 222 

See also: 
JOM Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist. pp 98-99 

Old road from Waialua to Honolulu crossed 

I Kipapa Gulch about 50 feet or so mauka of Roose
velt Bridge. At Red Hill went straight up. 

I J 

L 
Souza, Jacinth, Nay 1954 
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Road to Waialua 
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Our family made repeated trips to the home 
of Rev. John S. Emerson at Waialua during those 
years. (Bishop Family moved to Ewa in 1836. ) 
There was then no road save a foot path across the 
generally smooth upland. We forded the streams. 
Beyond Kipapa gulch the upland was dotted with 
occasional groves of Koa trees. On the high plains 
the ti plant abounded, often so high as to intercept 
the view. No cattle then existed to des.troy its 
succulent foliage. According to the statements .of 
the natives, a forest formerly covered the whole 
of the then nearly naked plains. It was burned off 
by the natives in search of sandalwood, which they 
detected by its odor when burning. There were no 
bridges in Waialua. I think· we crossed the creeks 
in canoes, swimming the horses ... 

Bishop, S. E. 
Ewa Oahu Old Memories 
The Friend, May 1901 
p 86 

Chamberlain through Waialua 

Having turned the west point of the island 
we had an immediate change of atmosphere.. The 
trade winds blew fresh and pretty much in our faces, 
and we were enabled to quicken our pace. We passed 
Nenelea a settlement of fishermen and a convenient 
place for hauling up their canoes. 

Between five and six o'clock we arrived at 
Kahakahee where we found a school assembled of 
27 scholars .... 

Wednesday June 28th. Af.ter morning service 
where we lodged we walked on to Aukuu land belong
ing to Taomi where we took breakfast .... 

Page 491 

From Aukuu we went on to Mokuleianui where 
we examined a school of 49 scholars. There was 
an address and prayer after which we walked on for 
the principal settlement; from this place the coast 
takes for some distance a more Easterly direction 
again it took more of a Northerly course. We were 
ferried across a little frith and went to the school 
house. Examined one school of 62 scholars 48 of 
whom very readily called the names of the letters, 
one read in the hymns. " . 

Observing a rock of singular appearance 
(Pohaku Lanai) on a tongue of land at no great dis
tance from the school house I walked to it; at a dis
tance it resembled a tortoise on the back of another 
tortoise though it would require a great deal of cutting 
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to make it resemble in size as much as it resembled 
one in shape, and it would still require a great deal 
of cutting to bring the shape into anything like an 
exact resemblance. Those who went with me told 
me that in ancient times it came from Tauai swim
ming like a fish and came ashore and took its pres
ent position. 

As near as I could measure it and define its 
situation, it was ZO feet wide by Z3 feet long and 
6 to 8 or 9 feet thick and in circuit 80 feet, and 75 
paces from the sea which is 6 or 8 feet lower than 
the rock upon which it stands. 

Page 49Z 

Thursday June Z9. Wanaao arose and made 
ready to proceed on our tour. At half past five 
crossed a frith near the house where we lodged. 
Pursued my course with a pretty quick step pass
ing a considerable number of tau hale (cluster of 
houses). At ZO minutes before 8 arrived at the 
principal settlement in Waimea the residence of 
Hevaheva. Page 493 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Journals 18ZZ-1849 
Chap 9-ZZ 
Storage Case 4, HMS Z4 

Sandalwood and Congregation 

Sabbath Z8th. A smaller congregation than 
usual owing to the absence of great numbers of the 
people who have gone with Poki to the mountains to 
cut Sandal wood. All the population of the island 
is out for this purpose, none are exempted but such 
as through age or sickness or some other cause 
may be justly excused. 

Chamberlain 
Journals, 18ZZ-l849 
Chap.9-Z3, p 565 
Storage Case 4, HMS Z4 

Hole of Karrohoali 'i 

Another weH-known tradition of this family 
is that if anyone of them sinned against the sacred 
things of the god, perhaps by eating a forbidden 
thing, he was punished by being laid beside the 
shark in the sea for from two to four days close 
to the fin of the shark. On the third day he would 
be brought up to shore alive. I have indeed won-

WAIALUA GENERAL 

dered how a man lived thus. but the family were 
all dead before I grew up. It was however confirmed 
by persons who witnessed it, and I have myself 
seen the hole of Kamohoali'i where bodies have 
lain asleep in the sea for two or three days and 
nights without dying. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Vol II, Ch 9. P 41 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 81 

Kapawa--First Chief* 

For ZO generations from Hulihonua to Wakea 
no man was made chief over another. During the 
15 generations from Wakea to Kapawa various noted 
deeds are mentioned in the histories and the fa
mous legends of old. Kapawa was the first man 
to be set up as a ruling chief. This was at Waialua 
on O'ahu, and the Hawaiian group became thence
forth one ruled by chiefs; .•. 

Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vol n. Chap 8, p 6 

*First chief born at Kukaniloko 

see also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 3 

Hi'iaka in Waialua 

(After finding a home on Hawaii Pele sends 
her sister to Kauai to bring back Pele's lover Lo
hiau. Hiiaka travels along all the islands and on 
Oahu starts at Makapuu and going around the island 
until she reaches Waialua. ) 

"At Kehuahapu 'u (Ke-ahu~o-Hapuu) she lis
tens to the sound of the sea, notices the uki plant, 
and admires the beauty of Waialua. At the plain 
near Lauhulu she chants the praises of the mountain 
Kaala. At Kaena point she apostrophizes its huge 
boulders and begs the Rock-of-Kauai, left at sea 
when Maui's fishline broke, to send her a canoe to 
cross to Kauai. It was from this point that her 
sister had listened to the music which lured her 
across the channel to Lohiau's feast. 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 175 
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Keopulupulu and Kahahana* 

Helumoa, a well known place in Waikiki 
where (the priest) Keopulupulu died. His son, too, 
died for the sake of the land, the land that would 
destroy the chief and commoners. It was all be
cause of the anger of chief Kahahana who resided 
at Waianae, Oahu. Keopulupulu who lived at Kahu
ku Koolau-loa was sent for and he came with his son. 
They arrived at the heiau of Kaukahoku (Site 240) 
in Waialua and saw a rainbow above the place. They 
continued on to Kaiaka stream where a chief was 
hidden in time of war. (Nana hid him and he ex
pired.) He called out, "0 Nana, Nana, I am in 
tr ouble." Nana went to him and threw the body 
away. The prophet discovered it because the water 
below was muddy and the water above was clear. 
He named it Kaiaka (Shadowy-below) a name by 
which it is still known. Keopulupulu proceeded 
to Mokuleia and looked up. He saw a rainbow arched 
over Puapuakea heiau. He said to his son, "Let us 
sleep here and tomorrow we shall go on." That 
night the Son went out and saw a canoe on the beach. 
He returned and said to his father, "Let us steal 
the canoe and sail for Kauai tonight." He refused 
to listen to his son's suggestion. "We shall go on 
to death. " 

Next morning they went on toward Waianae 
with the plain of Kamanomano before them. At 
Puu-kahea, Keopulupulu called to his son, "Be 
patient my son and run into the sea so that the land 
shall belong to the sea." This is now a well-known 
saying. The son ran and climbed onto Ohapoe, a 
low islet in the sea. He was caught by the warriors 
of chief Kahahana and taken from Waianae, Oahu, 
to Waipio in Ewa. They were brought by canoe to 
Kawehewehe, Waikiki, Oahu. In the story, Kahe
kili sent a messenger to Kahahana before this to 
ask him to let him have Ewa and Kualoa. Kaha
hana sent for Keopulupulu and said to him, "think 
over this request of the chief Maui, Kahekili." 
Keopulupulu answered, "When, you give away Ewa 
and Kualoa, you are giving away the richness of 
the land." The messenger went home without the 
promise of the lands to KahekiH .. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Feb. 11, 1930 
p4 
Newsp 

*See Kaopulupulu, the Prophet- - Waianae. 
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He Kaao no Kauilani 

See: Above under, Wahiawa, Wahiawa. 

Meanings of Names 
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Kamananui 
Kealia 
Mokuleia 
Opaeula 

great power 
salt pan 
a kind of fish 
red shrimp 

Ahupuaa 
Ahupuaa 
Ahupuaa 
Stream 

Compiled by W. D. Alexander 
Hawaiian Geographic Names 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Report 
1902 
pp 367-425 

The return of Awawalei from Laie to Ewa. 
Many place names mentioned. 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
Nov. 11, 1899, P 35 
Newsp 

Miscellaneous Notes on Waialua, May 1954 

Catholic Mission finally abandoned in 1912. 

Once no weeds in Ukoa Pond--just bullrushes 
(akakai). 

From Kawailoa looking towards Mokuleia can see 
lights at night said to be menehunes (reflection of 
phosphorous). 

Hauhili field--Waialua side of Dillingham's Ranch. 

Kawailoa Road changed in 1934. Big pink house-
Pohakuloa. 

Between pump 4 (Kawailoa, Ukoa Pond) and beach 
--subterranean passage to ocean where spring is 
found. 

Low, Tom, Walikanahele Rd., Waialua 

Waiakaaiea--dry stream past Camp Erdman. 

Menehune lights in water off Kawaihapai. 

At end of present Walikanahele Rd. was pool for 
royalty to swim. This road was the way to it. 
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This ahupua'a must have grown sweet pota
toes exclusively, except for one group of about 20 
taro patches, terraced with rock facings, on the 
slopes below Uluhulu Gulch. These terraces were 
irrigatt:d from Uluhulu spring on the hillside west 
of the gulch. Besides the terraces (now dry and aban
doned) there were clearings which were used presu
mably for sweet potatoes. David Keaau of Kawaihapai 
says that no taro was grown between these terraces 
and Kaena Point. Although high up in several gulches 
there are green spots, indicating the presence of 
springs, there is evidently not enough level ground 
surrounding them for any planting. Kaaimoku Kekulu, 
native of the district, says that the name of the spring 
and the terrace section noted above is Kaaiea. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 84 

Kaena Point 

Site 186. Kaena Point. A dry, hot region on 
the western extremity of Oahu. Inland from the rail
road are a few old house foundations. They are rec
tangles approximately 14 feet by 20 feet. Ponuahua 
is said to be the name of a fishing shrine near the 
point, though it is not known which group of rocks 
was sodesignated. 

The point is probably best known as the place 
from which souls departed from this earth. Hookala 
tells that when an individual lay on the deathbed his 
soul left the body and wandered about, first going to 
a fishing shrine (ko'a) named Hauone (site 189). If 
all earthly obligations had been fulfilled, the soul 
continued wandering, otherwise it was returned to 
the body. In its continued wandering it then approached 
Leina Kauhane at Kaena Point. Here it was taken by 
two minor gods (whose names he does not remember) 
and thrown into a pit known as Lua ahi a Kehena. It 
was at the time that the soul was thrown into this pit 
that death actually came upon the body. The soul then 
went to Na ulu 0 le'i walo (near Kinimakalehua?) on 
the boundary between Ewa and Honolulu districts. 
Here the road divided, the clean, good soul went to 
the right, and the other to the left. 

Emerson makes the following note: 

If, on account of some fault or sin (hala), the 
uhane hele, wandering soul, became at variance with 
its aumakua, the aumakua would conduct it to the 
resting place or tarrying place of souls called Puu
ku-akahi, at which reconciliation and pardon were still 
possible, and if this were obtained the aumakua con
ducted it back to the body and restored it to the joys 
of earth. Souls frequently wandered away from the 

body during sleep or unconsciousness. If reconcili
ation was not made, it travelled on to Ku-a-ke-ahu, 
the brink of the nether world of spirits (Hades, Sheol), 
whence it plunged (leina uhane) into Ka-paa-heo. This 
was an insubstantial land of twilight and shades, a 
barren and waterless waste, unblest by grass, or 
flower, or tree, or growing herb. Here the famished 
ghosts of men, who fled each other's presence in 
fear and suspicion, strove to appease their hunger by 
eating butterflies, moths, and lizards. This region 
was under the sway of Milu, and hence was called ka 
lua 0 Milu. It was from this place that Hiku rescued 
the ghost of his sister or bride, Kawelu. Entrance 
to Milu was supposed to be gained through a pit situ
ated in the mouth of Waipio valley on Hawaii, also 
in some other places. 

Kamakau writes: 

The Soul's Leap on Oahu is located close to 
Kaena Point on the Waialua side near the dividing road 
descending to Keaokuukuu, which is said to be its 
boundary. Kahoihoina- Wakea is situated a little be
low Kakahee, of the sea-leap of Kilaula, at Keawaula, 
at these places will be found the soul's ancestral spir
it helpers. They w ill restore the body to life, or 
entertain it in the ancestral spirit realm. The places 
spoken of within these boundaries are desired only by 
those spoken of, and few are the souls aided by the 
ancestral spirits for restoration to life, and in the 
ancestral realm. The Soul's Leap is a sea furrow, 
a leaping place into endles s night. 

Leilono is another place where the soul goes 
to everlasting night. It is close to the Kapukaki rock 
just to one side where stands the burial mound of 

Aliamanu (site 88), toward the right of the north star, 
right on top of the old road, a stratum of lava on which 
is a round place about two feet around. That is the 
entry way to below, the raised place of Papa-ia-Laka, 
of the ancestral spirit realm. At the place of descent 
to LeHono grows Leiwalo, the breadfruit tree of two 
branches, one on the east and one on the west. They 
are deceptive branches, one branch whereby the soul 
leaps to endless night, and the other where the soul 
is helped by the ancestral spirit, then it soon enters 
the ancestral realm, in the presence of the descen
dants of Wakea spoken of, and all the progenitors of 
those of the whole present world in procession. The 
other part on the deceptive branch are in the realm 
of everlasting night. 

It was at Kaena Point that Maui attempted to 
unite Kauai and Oahu. According to some legends 
after stationing himself on the western extremity of 
Oahu, ... from which the island of Kauai is clearly 
visible on a bright day, Maui cast his wonderful hook, 
Mana-ia-ka-Iani, far out into the ocean that it might 
engage itself in the foundations of Kauai. When he 
felt that it had taken a good hold, he gave a mighty 
tug at the line. A huge boulder, the Pohaku 0 Kaua
'i, fell at his feet. 
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In aversion told to me by Annie Keahipaka, 
Maui had many,helpers tugging at the line. One dis
obeyed orders and looked back as Kauai was being 
drawn up to Oahu. * This caused the line to break 
and Kauai to slip back into the ocean, with only the 
fragment Pohaku 0 Kauai remaining, which to this day 
is proof of Maui's mighty effort. This Pohaku 0 Kau
ai is also said to be Pele's grandfather. (B. M. Neg. 
#15319(m90). 

Kaena Point is mentioned as an excellent fish
ing ground. At one time when Maui was fishing here, 
he caught a huge red fish, which he dragged up the 
point, leaving a trail from Pohaku 0 Kauai to the he
iau, which formerly could be followed. This fish, a 
kumu, he placed on Kuakala heiau (site 188) where 
the menehunes found it and cut it into small bits. 
Then when the sea covered the land (Kaiakahinalii), 
the pieces of fish went back to the ocean. Since then 
the kumu are small. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

* See: Maui and Manai-a-ka-Iani, 
Waianae, Lualualei 

Kaena and Pele 

Ka ena--red hot. Kaena was one of the rela
tives of Pele who came with her from Kahiki and de
cided to stay at this place. That is why she visited 
this area, to see her cousin. 

Pukui, Mary Kawena 
June 1954 

Pohaku 0 Kauai 

... "One of the Kauai chiefs, however, came 
following behind them named Pohakuokauai, the same, 
being that rock which is seen at Waianae even to this 
day." 

Legend of Nihooleki 
For Col, Vol IV, p 496 

Pohaku 0 Kauai (#Z) 

Pohaku 0 Kaua'i--The most audacious terres
trial undertaking of the demigod Mawi was his attempt 
to rearrange the islands of the group and assemble 
them into one solid mass. Having chosen his station 
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at KaenaPoint, the western extremity of Oahu, from 
which the island of Kaua'i is clearly visible on a bright 
day, he cast his wonderful hook, Mana-ia-ka:-lani, 
far out into the ocean that it might engage itself in 
the foundations of Kaua'i. When he felt that it had 
taken a good hold, he gave a mighty tug at the line. 
A huge boulder, the Pohaku 0 Kaua'i, fell at his. feet. 
The mystic hook, having freed itself from its entangle
ment, dropped into Palolo Valley and hollowed out the 
crater, that is its grave. This failure to move the 
whole mass of the island argues no engineering mis
calculation on Mawi's part. It was due to the under
hand working of spiritual forces. Had Mawi been more 
politic, more observant of spiritual etiquette, more 
diplomatic in his dealings with the heavenly pOwers, 
his ambitious plans would, no doubt, have met with 
better success. 

Emerson, N. B. 
Pele and Hiiaka--AMyth 
p 104 

A Giant's Rock-Throwing 

(Synopsis) There once lived on Kauai a chief by the 
name of Haupu. He was a noted warrior and could 
perform great feats of strength. When he was 
angered he would use this great power rashly. 

One night when he was sleeping on the 
side of the mountain facing Oahu his sleep was 
disturbed by the sounds of many voices mingled 
with the surf. When he looked towards Oahu he 
could also see many lights in the water. Having 
just awakened he was confused and thought it was 
a great fleet of warriors coming to attack so he 
rus hed to the edge of the cliff and tore loose a 
huge boulder which he hurled at the lights and 
voices. 

On Oahu a chief by the name of Kaena had 
called out his followers to go fishing. They came 
in canoes with their nets and torches to light the 
way. There was no need to be quiet since the nets 
were laid and the fish were to be driven into them 
by the commotion the men were making. 

As the fishermen noisily converged in 
the center there suddenly dropped from the direc
tion of Kauai the large boulder that had been hurled 
by Hau-pu. It landed in their midst and killed the 
chief, Kaena, and many of his people. "The waves 
swept sand upon the shore until in time a long 
point of land was formed. The remaining followers 
of the dead chief named this cape 'Kaena'''. 

"The rock thrown by Hau .pu embedded it
self deeply in the bed of the ocean, but its head 
rose far above the water, even when raging storms 
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dashed turbulent waves against it. To this death
dealing rock the natives gave the name 'Rock of 
Kauai'. Thus for generations has the deed of the 
man of giant force been remembered on Oahu, and 
so have a cape and a rock received their names." 

Westervelt, W. D. 
Legends of Gods and Ghosts, pp Zl-Z5 

The Chief Pohakuokauai 

In the legend of Nihooleki, he and Kamapuaa 
are leaving Kauai--

When the chiefs and his brothers-in-law 
heard that this was the king, they came chasing 
after him. He and his friend then dove into the 
sea and swam under water until they came up at 
Kuukuua at Waianae. One of the Kauai chiefs, 
however, came following behind them named Po
hakuokauai, the same being that rock which is 
seen at Waianae even to this day. 

Fornander 
CoIl Ha'n Ant 
Vol IV, part II 
p 496 

Pohaku Oahu 

Kaena point reached out to sea like a bird. 
Here we were walking along the beach and when I 
glanced at one side, there were some things that 
stuck upward like the sandpipers that run along 
the shore before a rolling surf. I asked, "Are 
those sandpipers ?" "No, thO'se are not birds, but 
stones. the one on the inside is Pohaku Oahu and 
the one outside, almost close to it is Pohaku 0 

Kauai." Yes, this is the first time that I had ever 
seen Pohaku 0 Kauai and I liked it very much be
cause I have heard its. legend from the old people 
but had never seen it before. This is the first 
time I have seen and found it •••• 

Kuokoa 
Oct. Z, 1908 

Laina-kahuna 
(Leina Kauhane) 

Then we arrived at the sea cove of 
Kilauea. The sea roared and the waves rolled 
over. Before we knew it, Kaala's whistle sounded 
at the cape to Kaena. Saw Laina-kahuna (Kahuna's
leap). The side toward the east was terraced with 
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small black pebbles. The top was covered with 
white sandstone, stretched out till it overlooks 
the sea, rising and falling roughly below. 

Here we were going over the rocky plain 
of Kaena, where Hiiaka says that there were four 
rivers of Kaena. 

Haleiwa Hotele 
About Leilono 
Kuokoa 
August 11, 1899 
Newsp. 

Ghost's Leap 

The Leaping places of ghosts (into the other 
world) on Oahu is near Kaena point on the right 
side facing Waialua, close to the road leading 
down to Keaohuukuu. The boundaries were said 
to be Kahoihina, Wakea, a little below Kakahu 
and at the sea cove of Kiiaula and Keawaula. 
Wise, John H. 
Hookumu ana 0 na Paemoku 

Ke Au Hou, July 1 Z, 1911, Newsp. 

Among the old Hawaiians it was a belief 
that as soon as the soul left the body, it traveled 
west. "Travels west" is a euphemistic term for 
"dying" among many other peoples. Kaena Point 
is the western extremity of Oahu. As the newly 
released soul approached the point, it was met 
by the souls of ancestors or friends who had pre
ceded it. They might send it back to the body if 
death were not real. On the other han..d, if the 
distintegration were to be final, they conducted 
it to Leinakauhane, whence the soul would make 
its plunge into the sea on its way to eternity. 

We stopped at a stratified and overhang-
ing mass of granular limestone between the track 
and the sea, near No. 63 culvert as the railroad 
begins to straighten out after the bend. It is known 
as "White Rock" to the railroad men and campers, 
but the Hawaiians of early days knew it as Leina
kauhane--"The soul's leap". 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb.lZ, 1933 
Newspaper Scrap Book--Bishop Museum. 
Vol "1931", p 68 

Wandering Spirits 
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spirits were bathing in the sea at a place where 
there was a depression in the sea floor below a 
projecting stone and, if he did not find an 'auma
kua to help him, then he would leap into that spirit
catching depression in the sea down to the endless 
night to Milu. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Vol II, Chap 12, p 24 

See also: 
S. H. Karnakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 47 

The Leaping Place 

The leaping place of spirits on Oahu was 
said to be close to Cape Ka'ena on the right side 
toward Waialua near the newly cut road going down 
toward Keaoku'uku'u; Kaho'iho'ina-Wakea (The
taking-home-to-Wakea) was a little below Kakahe'e, 
and Kila'ula and Keawa'ula were the diving places 
into the sea. In these places could be found help
ful 'aumakua who would bring back the spirit and 
revive the body or guide it into the 'aumakua world. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Book II, Chap 12, p 24 

See also: 
S. M. Karnakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 48 

Kumu-nui-a-kea 
(The big Fish) 

If now, from White Rock or Leinakauhane 
you face inland, you may see running up to the 
top of the ridge, a broad roadway overgrown with 
shrubs and banked on each side by a high wall. 
That is the trail left by the body of the great fish 
Kumu-nui-a-kea, which a wizard caught right at 
the point and drew up to the temple at the top of 
the mountain. Formerly the trail showed also 
over the sandy plain from the point. It was marked 
by many sandtubes, but the sand has been removed 
for building purposes. 

Another story is that the giant fish was 
cut up into small pieces at the heiau, and then 
came The Deluge which flooded all the islands. 
The small pieces of Kumu came to life and are the 
kumu fish which are such excellent eating today. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 
Newspaper Scrap Book--Bishop Museum 
Vol "1931" 
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Waiaka'aiea and Kakahe'e 

After he and the dog had matched their 
skill, Alala the father, said, "Perhaps you should 
go to Oahu to see your sister." (She is the per
son I had mentioned before, Kau'iomanoa). Pikoi
a-ka-Alala agreed. Then they set sail for the sea 
of 'Ie'ie-waho. There Pikoi-a-ka-Alala saw a 
certain octopus called Kakahe'e. He said to his 
father, "A large octopus!" "Where?" asked his 
father. "There, in a hole where the sea washes 
ashore." They sailed along till they were almost 
within sight of land where the octopus was. This 
octopus was a supernatural one. 

The boy set his bow and let the arrow fly. 
He shot while they were yet far from land. The 
octopus was pierced where the sea washed a shore. 
They arrived later and came ashore at Waiaka'aiea. 
The canoe was beached there and they came along 
to kill the octopus. They beat it to death. (0 
reader, these two places Waiaka'aiea and Kakahe'e 
still remain on this side of Kaena Point). They 
spent the night there and in the morning they 
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sailed until they came to Waimanalo. They beached 
at Kapu'a where there was a gathering for rat shoot
ing. That is why the place is called Kapu'a to this 
day. They did not join them in rat shooting. They 
went up to a resting place called Kaulanaka'iole 
and saw two rats up on the cliff. It was Haha-
'iole and his companion. 

From the story of Pikoi-a-ka-Alala 
HEN: Legends 
Vol 2, p 702 

Waiaka'aiea 

When travellers reached Ka'ena in the 
morning, they were saved from the heat because 
they met the cool Moa'e breeze and could rest at 
Waiaka'aiea in the afternoon. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan.l, 1870, Newsp 
HEN: Vol I 
p 2707 

See also: 
JOM Ii 

Fragrrents of Hawn. Hist. p 98 

Kaanaana 

Kaena Point, the home of the famous reader 
of omens (kuhikuhi puuone) Kaanaana, the first to 
prophecy of what was to come to Hawaii, that some 
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will rise and others sink until they vanish entirely. 
There were to be two fish, the manini and the 
oililepa. (The lepa (flag) of the Haole did rise). 
The very first prophecy was uttered by this man, 
it has indeed come as we see it today. 

lwa, J. P. 
Huakai Makaikai i Ka Ehukai 0 Lalo, Ka 
Aina Kupolo i ka La'i--Ka Lio Kamahao 
Kuokoa, Nov.17, 1899 
Newsp 

Nenelea Cliffs 

When Paliuli and her companion arrived 

WAIALUA 

Pele and Hiiaka 

Pele, the spirit of volcanoes, also figures 
in this region where she landed from Kauai, seek
ing a place to make a home for her lover Lohiau. 
With Pele was her youngest sister, Hiiaka, car
ried under Pele' s arm in the form of an egg. The 
tiny creeper Pa'u-o-Hi'iaka, "Hiiaka's girdle" is 
plentiful and after rains its delicate pale blue blos
soms may be found intermingled with the golden 
ilima. 

Honolulu Advertiser 
Feb. 12, 1933 
Newspaper Scrap Book--Bishop Museum 
Vol "1931" 
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at Ka'ena, they turned to gaze at the cliffs of Nenelea ••• 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke -ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, Dec. 20, 1884, Newsp 
HEN: Vol II, p 831 

Hi'iaka ana Kaena 

Na pali 0 Nene-1e'a - a place near Ka'ena point, 
close to Pohaku 0 Kaua'i 

Ka-ieie - the channel between Oahu and Kauai 

Kai 0 Ka-hulu-manu - a flood that submerged the 
land in mythological times 

Huna i ka wai - The people of the region concealed 
the holes where water dripped, as 
it was very scarce. 

Kua-o-ka-la - the back of the sun 

Emerson, ·N. B. 
Pele and Hi'iaka 
pp 101, 102, 106 

Hiiaka's Chant 

Hiiaka's poetical chant to Kaena Point is 
given at some length by Emerson: 

Kaena, salty and barren, 
Now throbs with the blaze of the sunj 
The rocks are consumed by the heat, 
Dappled and changed in their color: 
The sand-holes sink, the coral forms heaps, 
Urged by the breath of Malua--
That fellow of mine from Koolau. 

McAllister 
Arch.of Oah\l, p 127 

Salt Pans 

The fish that frequented the waters of Moku
leia were the aweoweo, kala, manini, and many 
other varieties that find their habitat inside the 
coral reefs. Crabs of the white variety burrowed 
in the sand near the sea-shore and were dug out by 
the people, young and old. The squid also were 
speared by the skillful fishermen and were eaten 
stewed, or salted and sun-dried and roasted on the 
coals. 

The salt likely came from Kaena point from 
salt water evaporation in the holes of rocks so plen
tiful on that stormy cape. Or it may have been 
made on the salt pans of Paukauwila, near the 
stream of that name, where a few years ago this 
industry, on a small scale, existed. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 
1905, p 146 

The young men started for Mokuleia by way 
of Kaika, near the place where salt was made a few 
years ago. 

Ibid., P 148 

Modern Holua Slide 

... Passing through the metropolis of Waia
lua, Oscar (Cox! stopped to question AHa, 94 years 
old, with eye as-bright and piercing as ever, and 
whose favorite fishing grounds we were to view. 
Aila could not recall a slide on the Waialua side of 
the ridge, but said there had been one on the Wai
anae side, from a hill, called Ke-poo.o-ka-holua, 
"The.head.of.the.slide." It could be seen from the 
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railroad stopping place "Yokohama." We added 
AHa's gigantic son, Henry, to the party and sped 
on our way. 

..• Too soon we came to Alau, the gorge and 
slope where I had seen the supposed slide a few years 
ago. Alas, Oscar had never seen it, and Maniniholo 
was the next gorge and slope to the east. Henry 
explained that the slide-_for such it was in appear
ance--was built only about ten years ago or so pre
viously by a group of pineapple people in order to 
get some tractors on to the plateau above. At the 
same time, they were building a zig-zag road up the 
face of the cliff. ,The local account is that the money 
was exhausted before the roads were completed and 
the leader died of a broken heart as well as purse. 

The slide then is modern and so far as it 
goes would serve splendidly as a model of the stone
built slide such as was made on rocky lands. It was 
laid up with lava blocks to a width of 10 to 12 feet 
and like a railroad bed, but on a grade twice as steep 
as Wilhelmina Rise. 

loane, S. 
As told to J. F. G. Stokes 
Pana Waialua 
Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 

(Henry Aila, son of R. AHa) 

....................... : ..... 

Site 187. Alauiki fishing shrine (ko'a), Alau
iki near Kaena Point. 

A group of stones near the edge of the water, 
no different from other stones in the vicinity. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Site 189. Ulehulu heiau was located on the 
Kaena side of Kalai 0 Kalaau ridge near the moun
tain side of the cane field. 

Many scattered piles of stone give little' 
indication of the extent or features of the structure. 
Stones from the heiau were probably used to con
struct the modern stone walls in the vicinity. 

Hauone fishing shrine (kola) which was said 
to be in a direct line from Ulehulu on the beach, 
is not now in evidence. It has been destroyed, is 
covered with sand or brush, or was rrerely one of 
the several stones near the beach. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

KUAOKALA 

Mokaena Heiau* 

Site 188. Mokaena heiau, Kuokala, on the 
ridge overlooking Kaena Point at an elevation of 
1200 feet, the highest location of any heiau on Oahu. 

A small three-division structure, of two 
upper rock-paved platforms and a larger lower 
division of dirt floor inclosed with very low walls. 
The whole heiau, rectangular in shape, measures 
only 35 by 75 feet. It was said to have been built 
by Kauaians who settled Oahu. Located on the 
Waianae side of this high table land, facing north
east, it is surprisingly inconspicuous and can only 
be seen when one is directly upon it. On the north 
edge of the second platform is a narrow pointed 
stone, measuring 2.5 feet by 4 by 6 inches, which 
appears to have stood erect on'the edge of this 
platform. Two narrow, low terraces appear to 
have connected the inclosure with the adjoining 
platform. 

*Could not find--may have been destroyed 
by army during war. E. S. 
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a. 
Site 188. a, ground plan; b, perspective view: 
1, pile of very large natural rocks, possibly used in 
scare heiau cererrony; 2, upper rock-paved terrace 34 
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by 11 feet, 3 feet higher than terrace 3; 3, terrace 
34 by 24 feet, north half paved with stones of differ
ent sizes, south half probably dirt-paved, nON covered 
with lcose stones; 4, stone 2.5 feet by 4 inches by 
6 inches which nay have once been erect; 5, narrow 
terrace of large unevenly placed stones 2 feet lONer 
than terrace 3, 2 feet wide, and 1 fcot higher than 
stones 6; 6, line of stones with dirt fill less than 
1 foot above inclosure 8; 7, terrace 6 feet square, 
about 1. 5 feet above inclosure 8, faced with rocks 
an:l paved with dirt; 8, dirt-paved inclosure, none of 
present walls more than 2 feet high, averaging about 
3 feet wide; x-y, cross sections. 

~lister 
Arch. of oahu 

Mokaena Heiau 

The Army this week let newsmen wander 
around the secret Kaena Point tracking station for 
the first time since construction of the facility 
began. 

But the Army, which is building the station 
for the Air Force, did so without comment. There 
still was no official explanation of what the facility 
will be used for. 

A reporter and a photographer from the 
Star-Bulletin prowled almost at will. No guards 
were visible. 

The sparse layout of buildings and mis
cellaneous holes-in-the-ground are unimpressive 
to the layman. 

Only route to the tracking station is a steep, 
well-surfaced road which climbs from the Makaha 
side of Kaena Point. 

The station is situated on several acres of 
rough land--rocks, gullies and low brush--more 
than a thousand feet above sea level. 

The excellent road forks at the hill's top. 

The fork's left tine winds two miles before 
it deadends at the Kaena Point promontory. 

Heckman, James 
Honolulu Star - Bulletin 
July 16, 1958 

Heiau at Kuaoka1a 

There were sun-worshipers among the 
original arrivals in Hawaii, and there were two 
temples dedicated to the sun on Oahu--one at Kane
loa (a part of the present Kapiolani Park), and one 
at Kuaokala, Waianae. These temples were not 

WAIALUA 

for the whole population, but for only a few who 
claimed it as a privilege, the rest acknowledging 
it as such. 

Nakuina, Emma Metcalf 
Hawaii - Its People, Their Legends 
Honolulu, 1904 
p8 

Kaaniau and Hiiaka and Pele 

KEALIA 

A woman named Kaaniau lived on Kuaakala, 
a tall ridge near Waialua, Oahu. She was the ghost 
of a dead person. Hiiaka and Pele arrived and as 
they looked up at Kuaakala, they saw Kaaniau. I 
do not know how they prayed but they did and re
stored Kaaniau to life. They talked to her and 
asked for a canoe to take them to Kauai. Kaaniau 
said, "The canoe has rotted away and is all broken 
over there." Hiiaka and Pele mended it and fin
ished that same day. The canoe moved slowly into 
the sea, then they boarded it. It was a calm day 
and not a breath of wind blew from this land. They 
called in a prayer for a breeze and Hiiaka called 
upon the god of winds. 

"The sun passes over Lehua, 
o let us land on Kauai. " 

In no time the wind blew strongly behind 
their canoe. To the writer, the canoe looked like 
a moving blossom. The sun had not set when they 
arrived on Kauai. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 28, 1930, p 3 
Newsp 
Place Names--Oahu 

KEALIA 

The large area of lowland terraces between 
the cliff and the elevated coral, though mostly in 
Kawaihapai, e!ICtends a short way into Kealia. Other
wise this small ahupua 'a offered little opportunity 
for cultivation, unless for sweet potatoes. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 85 

Kealia Trail 
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KEALIA 

zigzags up 1,000 foot escarpment from the coastal 
plain near the rock crusher. Among the talus rocks 
at the foot of this cliff may be found the tapa plant 
- -the wauke--in abundance and the native yellow 
hibiscus. 

Continuing mauka, near the summit at Haka
koa peak splendid views may be seen on both sides 
of the Waianae range from the nearly level trail which 
winds its way through gulches and charming groves 
of lehua trees to the land of Makaleha. The Pika 
trail starting at the two Norfolk Island pines planted 
by Gen. and Mrs. W,ells leads down the cliffs into 
Makua valley, and is an outlet to the Waianae district. 

... ? sibly than any other route on Mokuleia 
plateau one may see at the proper season groves of 
lehua trees full of nothing but yellow bloGsoms and 
individual hibiscus trees their crowns white with 
red pistilled blossoms, their whitish trunka encrusted 
with gray landshells. Incidentally in this forest 
reserve of 6, 000 acres which has lately been turned 
into a refuge where wild peacocks and brilliant red 
and green native birds abound there have been enu
merated 103 different species of indigenous Hawaiian 

trees. 

Judd, Charles 
Hiking on Oahu 
Star-Bulletin, May 23, 1936 
(EM Scrapbook, p 54, Vol 1935) 

KAWAIHAPAI 

There is a sizable area of terraces in the 
lowlands (now surrounded by sugar cane), watered 
by Kawaihapai Stream. These terraces have evi
dently been lying fallow for some time, though sev
eral were being plowed for rice or taro in the sum
mer of 1935. At the foot of the cliffs, watered by 
a stream the name of which was not learned, are 
several small terraces in which taro is grown by 
David Keaau. He says that taro cannot be grown 
in the lowlands, as salt water seeps in and some.;. 
times flows in, mingling with the fresh water in the 
terraces and spoiling the taro. Above his inland ter
races, along the base of the cliff and above the talus 
slope, grow three varieties of wild taro--all called 
Aweu--one white, one red like Kumu, and one striped 
black. I saw the first two varieties under the cliffs 
where the waterpipe intake begins, and I saw the 
third, said to have come from there, in the grounds 
of the Andrew Cox School. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 85 
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Life on this land in the olden days was a life 
of plenty until trouble came, for plants died because 
of the lack of water. Everybody thought of going and 
leaving the land. 

There were two old men who belonged to the 
priestly class of old, and they remained, setting up 
the kapu with prayers and after praying they saw a 
hog shaped cloud coming directly from Kahuku point 
and they guessed that it was going to rain, that their 
prayers were heard. They were waiting for rain 
and heard the splashing of raindrops on the cliff. 
When they went to look they saw water pouring from 
the cliff and they told everybody to stay for water 
was found. 

This place where this strange water created 
by God is on the hill facing the length and breadth 
of the district of land called Kawaihapai that lies 
between Waianae and Waialua, Oahu. 

Because God created this water on the clift, 
the name of the land from old was called Ka-wai
hapai (Lifted-water) because this water was lifted 
up and placed above and because no one knew the 
source of this water itis called Ka-wai-kumu- ole
i-ka-pali (Water-without- sour ce-on-the- cliff) to 
this day. 

Liokakele, H. K. 
Nupepa Kuokoa, July 14, 1911 
Newsp 

Puu 0 Hekili (destroyed) 

Site 190. Puu 0 Hekili, an ahua which was 
once located on the beach below the Kawaihapai sta
tion. According to Hookala, an ahua is "bent instead 
of angular in construction" and was evidently a type 
of fishing shrine (kola). Unfortunately nothing re
mains of the site. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Kawailoa Heiau 

Site 191. Only a portion of two terraces re
mains. The upper terrace is 66 feet long and 4 feet 
high, and is excellently paved with small stones a 
few inches in size. The southwest limits can not 
be discerned. On the east end is a wall 1. 5 feet 
high which can be followed for '1bout 10 feet. The 
lower terrace was 25 feet wide with a facing 2 feet 
high, which can only be traced a short distance. 
The houses (kahua hale) in which thekahunas lived 
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were known as "Paweo", according to Hookala. This 
is undoubtedly the site referred to by Thrum as 
Paweu, "A small heiau 58 by 65 feet at the base of 
the hill; badly damaged by freshets. " 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Hidden Water s 

Site 19Z. Hidden waters, mountain side of 
Kawailoa heiau, Kawaihapai. 

These are the four hidden waters upon which 
Hiiaka called when she was refused water by the 
old inhabitants. Their names, as given by Hookala, 
are Ulunui, Koheiki, Ulehulu, and Waiakaaiea. 
Farther toward Kaena Point is another water known 
as Kawaikumuole, which is a conjunction of Kanaloa 
and Waihuna a Kaalai. Another hidden water, which 
Hookala says is mentioned in the Hiiaka chant is 
Kuilaau 0 Kealia, but he does not know its location. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Fishing Shrine (destroyed) 

Site 193. Kuakea fishing shrine (ko'a), Ka
waihapai was formerly located on the beach in a 
direct line with Kawailoa heiau. Nothing marks the 
site. 

McAllister 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Ka-wai-hapai and Wai Kumu-ole 

After the land became dry and there appeared 
"to be no more water the inhabitants started to move a
way. all except two old men. They offered prayers 
for water and suddenly a cloud came over the land 
and moved over the cliff where it stopped. When 
the two old men heard the splashing of water they 
looked and found it coming out of the cliff at the 
place called Wai Kumu-ole (water without source). 
It was called this because the men could not see 
where the water began. It simply came out through 
the rock (as a spring). 

Ka-wai-hapai refers to the water which was 
in answer to the men's prayers carried in by a cloud 
and deposited over the cliff to come out in a spring 
at Wai Kumu-ole. 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953 

WAIALUA MOKULEIA 

Ka- wai-kumu- ole 

We met Pohaku-Ioa, arrived at Ai-ea, 
moved on to the grassy plain of Kawaihapai, saw the 
water of Ka-wai-kumu-ole surrounded by gingers 
and palai ferns, 

Haleiwa Hotele 
About LeHono 
Nupepa Kuokoa, August 11, 1899 
Newsp 

Menehune Lights 

Here in the arm of Haleiwa Bay, strange things 
can be seen at night. Looking over toward the point 
to the right, when the night is dark, rows of twinkling 
lights show upon the water. It is the menehunes at 
their fishing, working fast against the coming of the 
dawn. 

Scientists have said that the lights are just the 
phosphorescent glow, but the Hawaiians know that that 
explanation is ridiculous, were not the menehunes on 
Oahu long before the scientists were born. 

r: 

f 
Raphaeison, Rayna f .~ 

"Kings, Gods and Wars Along Oahu's Roads, l ~ 
etc. " 
Honolulu Star Bulletin, Jan. 17, 19Z5 
(Storage Case Z--Mss--Henriques Collection 
Concerning Landmarks) 

These menehune lights are said to be seen off 
of Kawaihapai looking from Kawailoa. 

Tom Low 
Margaret Kaimoku (Mrs. Figera) 

Waialua, May 1954 

MOKULEIA 

There are two extensive old terrace areas in 
Mokuleia on the flatland near the sea. One is just be
low the Dillingham Ranch, watered by an underground 
flow from a gulch west of the ranch house. This area 
of old terraces is now entirely planted in Chinese ba
nanas. The other large area, which is now planted 
mostly in bananas but partly in cane, is seaward of 
Makaleha Stream. Wild taro grows in Makaleha Val
ley and its subsidiaries. Kamakau, speaks of the 
"abundance of food grown in Makaleha, of the kihi 
and lapa varieties of taro, of sweet potatoes, awa, 
bananas ••• " 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 85 
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Meaning of Mokuleia 

Moku - island 
leia - encircled 

Moena pawehe 0 Mokuleia--the patterned mat 
of Mokuleia. Mokuleia often likened to a "patterned 
mat". The patterns of cultivation on the flat land ma
king a striking resemblance. Probably modern 
(1880's). 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary Kawena 
As told to E. S., July 16, 1953 

Heiau Site (Destroyed) 

Site 194. On the Kaena side of Dillingham's 
ranch, near the plantation reservoir in the western 
part of Mokuleia, is said to be an old heiau site. 
The straggling stone wall near a group of rather large 
rocks is covered with a dense growth of lantana. It 
is doubtful that this site was ever of importance, as 
it suggests a house site rather than the location of a 
heiau. Poloaiae is the name given me of a former 
Mokuleia heiau about which nothing else is known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Fishing Shrine (Destroyed) 

Site 195. Kolea fishing shrine (ko'a), Moku-
leia. 

The shrine is located on the beach in a direct 
line with the Dillingham stables. The stones have 
been removed and only an indistinct line of stones 
15 by 30 feet remains to mark the foundation. A stone 
in the water in front of Kolea was known as Mokupaoa. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Village Site 

Site 196. In the valley near the mountain side 
of the Greenfield house was once evidently a large 
Hawaiian settlement. Old coconut palms and the dead 
trunks of others, portions of house sites, isolated 
sections of terracing, can still be found, despite the 
inroads of roaming cattle. Water freshets have also 
obliterated many remains. These sites are thought 
to have furnished the stones for the numerous walls, 
probably of later construction, on the hillside and in 
the valley. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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The hinalea trap was a very old type of basket 
in the history of Hawai'i. It may have been that after 
which Kahuku, Weleki, Weleka, Pauhakaki, and Pau
hakaka patterned the Kala (fish) baskets of Ka'ena and 
after which Ku'ula and Hinahele wove the kala fish 
basket of Hamoa in Hana. This is the ancient legend 
of the hinalea fish basket. 

Kalamainu'u lived at Makaleha in the district 
of Mokuleia in Waialua. In the valley west of Maka
leha is the Waile'a brook, at Pakapakakuaua is the 
famous kauila tree of ancient times, and the ridge 
between Makaleha and waile'a is the highway. There 
on the west side of the valley of Waile'a was the cave 
in which Kalamainu'u lived. It was a large cave facing 
toward the east with a small opening on the side to
ward the mountain through which she groped with her 
fingers; and her tongue, which lay along the wall at 
a corner of the cave, was the surf board which she 
gave to Puna-'ai-koa'e. At Pu'uhale facing the moun
tain, stood the heiaus of Hinale, of Hinalepaloa, <i\nd 
of Akilolo. 

Puna'aikoa'e was the son of Pun·a-nuikaialokele, 
the son of Punanuikaianaina and of many other ances
tors who were chiefs of Kaua'i and lived at Kapa'a in 
Puna. It was from there that Puna'aikoa'e was taken 
by Kalamainu'u. He was a skilled surfer accustomed 
to the waves of Makiwa and of Kaohala and to those of 
Kalehuawehe at Wailua near Kapa'a. Kalamainuu was 
in search of a husband and found Puna'aikoa'e surfing 
on the waves of Kalehuawehe. As the chief's surfing 
party were turning toward shore, a beautiful woman 
appeared on a long board and the chief, seeing the 
pretty woman, left his own board and leaped upon hers 
to make love to her and the mysterious woman drew 
him by her power out to sea. They landed at Ka'ena, 
ascended by way of Kuaokala to Kamae, to Kaipukalo, 
to Pu'ukapele, and thence descended to the stream of 
Waile'a. She took him by way of the mountain lest 
Hinale and his companion report that Kalamainu'u 
had stolen Puna'aikoa'e. 

They went to her home in Makaleha where sweet 
potatoes and both kihi and lapa varieties of taro grew 
abundantly and there was plenty of poi, 'awa and bana
nas. The woman supplied the fish of that land that 
was usually caught by torching, the kumu; the uhu 
(lobster), and all kinds of fish. Hence all they did 
was to remain together night and day and make love 
to each other. After several months had passed the 
young man lost his good looks and grew pale under her 
constant companionship. One day he went up to a ridge 
facing seaward; and when he saw the surf of Pekue 
rolling in sideways and breaking toward Waialua, and 
the surf of Kapapale and of Kauanui, and the surf 
lines of the breakers of Pua'ena, he yearned for the 
waves of his native land. Returning to their cave 
house, he found her sitting with bright hair stream
ing, reddened with lime and shining, and said, "Where 
are you? (It seems) that you have a land of surfs." 
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"Yours is not the only land where surfs are found," 
she replied, "May I have your permission" he said, 
"to go down to the sea to surf. I long so for the surf 
of my homeland." Kalamainu'u replied, "Yes, go 
to surf but do not speak to anyone on the way. If you 
meet two men farming by the roadside and they call 
to you, do not stop to speak to them. This is my 
command. Go and enjoy yourself and then come back 
home. II 

The lelepa woman pointed to the surfboard 
lying in the corner of the cave. Puna'aikoa'e went 
over and drew out the board and began to descend the 
ridge. He passed Pu'e'a and passed the heiau of Hi
nale, passed Makapu'uhale, and as he went down to 
Kanoa, Hinale and Akilolo were at work at their cul
tivated patch. They called out to him but he paid no 
attention. Two or three times (they called) but he 
did not glance their way. He went on down and they 
ran after to intercept him, saying, "Attend to us if 
you value your life. If you refuse to listen, you will 
die. If He turned to look at them and said, "My wife 
has laid down her commands that I am to talk to no 
one, but possibly she will not know that I am talking 
with you." The man replied, "Your wife is a goddess 
and we can not hide one word from her. She is a 
mo'o, one of the forty thousand mo'o, the four hundred 
thousand mo'o group. That is the kind of body she 
has. Because we pity you we are telling you this. 
Your surfboard is your wife's tongue." "How can I 
be saved?" asked Puna'aikoa'e. "You can not be 
saved. Your wife has many bodies and can fly swift
ly. You can escape only by reaching Hawaii where 
Pele is." "How shall I get to Hawaii?" asked Puna
'aikoa'e. Thus and thus (they told him), and they con
tinued, "Go and bathe in the water and on your return 
go up by the short trail and approach on the west side 
by the hollow, and when you come to a large flat stone, 
draw close to it and you will see your wife's real body. 
Then retrace your steps on the trail by which you 
a~cended until you come to the trail leading up to your 
dwelling. Come along whistling or you will die, for 
s b.e will not expect you so soon. She will change her
self into a woman, and when you meet she will know 
that we have been talking with you and that you have 
seen her true form. She will show you her divine 
bodies and you must take it calmly or she will kill 
you. Instead she will come to kill us two." Thus the 
talk ended, and he went and bathed and soaked his 
loin cloth in water and went back to the mountains to 
see for himself. When he reached the place, he 
looked and saw that it was true and that his only sal
vation lay in remaining calm. He went back and as
cended by way of the path, whistling as he neared the 
place, and lelepa being heard him and changed her
self into human form. 

When she saw her husband coming, the lelepa 
woman became aware of everything that had been said 
during the conversation. As he came up she said, 

WAIALUA MOKULEIA [--' 

'.'Now I ~now how evil men are. You said you were go
mg surfmg but you really went to find fault with people. 
But you are not to blame. It is all the fault of those 
insignificant slaves, those contemptible red-eyed sons 
of dirt! I shall kill them!" At these words of the 
lelepa woman he was filled with terror and spoke not 
a word, but the thought within himself was, "I am 
frightened by the goddess, caused to mourn by the god
dess, made to suffer agony by the goddess." While 
she spoke he was speechless with fright, She showed 
him her body of a god, most fearful and terrible; and 
she tweaked him by the mouth, the nose, the ears; 
and he remained patient until she had shown him all 
her godlike forms; then she returned to her human 
form. She pitied her husband and was no longer 
angry. She went down to kill Hinale and his compan
ion, but they had run away into the sea. She followed 
them to the sea and they went into a cave, then into 
a billow, and there she followed; they went into a hol
low in the coral, and she followed; they went into a 
crack in the sea floor and she could not reach them 
Wearied with her effort she went ashore and fell • 
asleep in the sun. Kuao and Ahilea saw her and said, 
"That is our mistress asleep in the sun; what is she 
doing there?" "Let us go and ask her," They went 
to where she was sleeping, woke her and enquired 
why she was tired and slept in the sun. When the woman 
had told her story from beginning to end, the two con
demned Hinale and his companion (saying), "They were 
certainly wrong. They were supposed to be good br o
thers. You shall kill them. They like the sand crabs 
on this beach to eat with the sweet potatoes which they 
cultivate in Kanoa, Keone'ae, and the uplands of Ma
kaloha, but they are unskilled in tore h fis hing. This 
is how you can catch them. Go gather some 'inalua 
vines under tapu and on your return weave (them into 
a trap), beginning at the opening. When the part that 
goes inward is formed, bend (the 'inalua) back to shape 
the basket. Add some 'inalua to increase the size of 
the basket as you work downward, and when you see 
that it is large enough then decrease the 'inalua that 
are standing upright and keep on decreasing. In that 
way the bottom of the basket is shaped and finis hed. 
When the weaving of the basket is finished the tapu is 
freed. Then dig sand crabs; carry the basket into the 
sea, weighted down with pebbles from the sea pools, 
and set it up in a favorable place where there is a de
pression so that the sea runs in and out, and remove 
the stones until it is properly balanced. Then go to a 
rock in the sea and chew the sand crabs, dive into the 
sea and place them in the basket, then return to some 
distance. After an interval, dive again. Hinale and 
Akilolo will have come to eat their favo rite food, and 
when you come you will find your enemies in the bas
ket." Kalamainu'u heard and heeded these words. 
All went as they had said. She killed her enemies and 
tore them into pieces, and the pieces into which she 
tore them became hinalea fish. From that time down 
to the overthrow of the tapus those who wove baskets 
to trap hinalea fish observed these tapu rules; and 
there were always plenty of hinalea caught in the bas
kets during that period, so many that a stench arose 
from the frames where they were drying, from the 
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water of Kumalaekawa to the cape of Ka'ena. Kala
mainu'u became an laumakua for basket fishing in 
these places. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo Hawaii 
Vol I, Chap 4, p 48 

KAMANANUI 

Formerly there were large terrace areas along 
the flatlands between the junction of Helemano and 
Poamoho Streams and the flatland west of Poamoho. 
There were also small terrace areas up in the lower 
flats of poamoho and Kaukonahua Valleys. There were 
small flats in the bottom of Kaukonahua Canyon for 
several miles above its junction with Manawai Stream 
Poamoho is probably too narrow for taro terraces. 
It is likely that in these gulches, as at Waimea, sweet 
potatoes and bananas were planted around home sites 
along the ridge and near taro patches at the bottom 
of the gulch. Wild taro and bananas grow in Manawai 
valley and presumably also in the other five valleys 
that run up toward puu Kane. At Kamananui are the 
remains of what McAllister describes as lithe longest 
irrigation ditch of which there is any memoryll among 
modern Hawaiians. (See McAllister, Arch. of Oahu, 
site 208. ) 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 85 

Kalakiki Heiau 

Site 197. Kalakiki heiau in Kamananui, on the 
slope back of the Waialua mill beneath Puu Kaupakuhale. 

Located on the crest of the ridge, with a slope 
on all except the mountain side, a large front terrace 
is about all that remains of the structure and only that 
portion which is rock-paved is visible. The remainder 
of the heiau is covered with a dense growth of lantana. 
The mountainward portion has undoubtedly been covered 
by dirt washed down from the almost bare slope behind. 
The heiau was probably of two or more terraces, with 
several small divisions. The highest wall is 1.5 feet, 
but terrace facings are as much as 6 feet high. 

Thrum says: lilt is deemed unwise to express 
an intent to go a-fishing abrest of Kalakiki unless in 
an indirect or figurative way, else Keanini, the shark
god deity of the heiau, which is a huge rock lying awash 
a few hundred feet from the shore, will cause the phos
phorescent lights to so dog one's efforts as to render 
the attempt futile. A still further superstition is, that 
a house built within the range from the temple to its 

deity must not have its doorway face the hills, else 
trouble, sickness and death to the household are sure 
to follow. 
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Site 197. 1. small inclosure 9.5 by IS feet in
side measurements, surrounding wall 1 to 1.5 feet 
high, 6 feet wide, evenly faced inside but sloping out
side; 2. low walls running short distances; 3. dirt-paved 
terrace 78 by 43 feet in area; 4. elevation of undeter
mined extent; 5. facing to sloping terrace of loose 1-
foot stones 4 feet high: 6. 4foot facing of I-foot stones; 
7. open terrace 185 by lOS feet, rock paving on west 
half; 8. corner 3 feet high, trench on northwest side; 
9. wall 3 to 4 feet high faced with I-foot stones flus h 
inside: 10. dirt terrace 60-foot east and west extension, 
facing 3 feet high on sea side, northwestern limits des
troyed; 11. pit 'i feet in diameter, 1.5 feet deep with 
earth flooring; 12. pit 6 feet in diameter, 2 feet deep, 
probably made by curio hunters: 13. corner rock-faced 
with dirt fill, rocks have mostly fallen down the slope; 
14. slope changing to wall 4 to 6 feet high of 2-foot 
stones fairly evenly faced: 15. 19-foot slope of rocks 
10 feet high. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 
B. M. Neg. #15275 (m46) 

Pookanaka class (Thrum heiau survey) 

Hawaiians used to tell him prayers etc. were 
all made at front of heiau (makai side). 

Jac:inth Souza, May 1954 

Kalaki.ki, the Shark 

Kalakiki (k), was also a shark god of Waialua, 
Barenaba tells me (March 16, 1907) that the heiau built 
for its worship and called Ka heiau 0 Ka1akiki, is just 
makai of Kaupakuha1e on the west side of Makaleha 
Valley, Waialua, Oahu. 
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Na-naulu, the Shark 

Na-naulu (k) another shark god of Waialua, 
Oahu; Barenaba tells me (March 16, 1903) that this 
shark has a heiau called Ka heiau 0 Kaunu situated 
north of Ka heiau 0 Kalakiki and that he Barenaba is 
himself a welo of this shark. 

Emerson, J. S. 
Hawaii Sharks 
HEN: Vol I, p 587 

Onehana Heiau 

(McAllister does not list--destroyed?) 

The next heiaus of which the ruins are standing, 
are at Waialua, back or mauka of the Waialua Agricul
tural Mill. This was quite a large heiau and tradition 
says that it was used as a place of human sacrifice, 
but there is nothing at the present time to indicate 
this. Its name was Onehana, and adioining it. was a 
smaller one called Kalakiki (site 197). 

There are no authentic legends of any value in 
reference to these heiaus •••• 

Stokes, J. F. G. 
Notes on heiaus (In letter from J. D. Tucker 
to Hon. Chas. R. Forbes, Supt. Public Wks, 
Nov. 3, 1916, Honolulu) 

Onehana. • •• On slope at rear of Waialua Agr. 
Co. 's mill: a partly walled and platform heiau about 
60 x 100 feet in size; of po ok an aka class. 

Thrum, Thomas G. 
Heiaus and Heiau Sites throughout the Hawai
ian Islands 
The Hawaiian Annual 1907, P 47 

Two heiaus of local prominence graced the 
Waialua slopes of Kaala, viz: Onehana, at the back 
of the Agricultural Co. 's mill, and Kalakiki (site 197) 
toward Mokuleia, but higher up the ridge. The Jormer 
seems to be a partly walled and part platform structure 
of good size, the full dimensions of which are lost in 
the jungle and soil accretions at the rear. Tradition 
places both of them in the fearsome class for the hu
man sacrifices claimed for them, and the haunted char
acter to this day experienced by night travelers in 
their vicinity, but more particularly Onehana •••• 

Thrum 
Tales From The Temples 
The Hawaiian Annual 1907 
P 52 

Burial Cave 

Site 198. Powdered skeletal material was no -
ticed on the side of a cliff beneath several very small 
caves. Upon examination portions of two skeletons 
were found in a lava tube whose entrance was so clev
erly sealed that the material would not have been dis
covered had there not been a hole into a lower cave 
larger than a man's head. From the inside, light was 
noticed through the cracks of the rocks, and the en
trance then discovered. No mortar had been used, 
but s harp-edged rocks had been carefully fitted to
gether. There were no artifacts with the burial. The 
bones had probably been bundled together, but had 
evidently been disturbed by animals, as several had 
been recently gnawed. There was one skull but no man
dible, one humerus, one radius, two ulnas, four fe
murs, three tibiae, and many fragments. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Stone Piles 

Site 199. Piles of stones, near the mouth of 
Kaumoku Gulch. 

Near the mountain side of the siphon put in in 
1930 by the Waialua Agricultural Co. are many piles 
of stones which, as I was told by Mr. Low, who is of 
the opinion that they are old Hawaiian, were there 
24 years ago when cane was first planted on this land. 
The lar gest pile is oval in shape, 28 by 15. 5 feet by 
7 feet high. There are six piles in a group averaging 
from 50 to 200 feet apart, evenly faced but with the 
top comparatively level. Just west of this group are 
a number of stone walls and one or two small inclos
ures. The whole site is in the mouth of the gulch. 
The stones may have been cleared away for agricult
ural purposes before the plantation took over the land. 
A large field on the mountain side and east of the Dil
lingham ranch which had also formerly been planted 
in cane has similar mounds of stone. I was also told 
that these stones were there in 1908 when the planta
tion took over the land. Hookala says they were piled 
in this manner to clear the land for agricultural pur
poses. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Cave 

Site 200. Cave in Kaumoku Gulch. At present 
one can squirm about 200 feet into the interior but 
comes in contact with large stones which obstruct the 
passage. It is believed that in the construction of the 
water tunnel just above the blasting dislocated these 
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stones. Water also constantly drips from the roof 
making shallow pools in the passageway. Twenty years 
or more ago the cave is said to have contained skele
tal material, though there is no evidence now of such 
remains, which undoubtedly would have decayed with 
so much moisture. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Fis hing Shrine 

Site 201. Keauau fishing shrine was once lo
cated on the beach at Puuiki, at the Kaena end of a 
long row of ironwood trees. Nothing remains of the 
site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Skeletal Remains 

Site 202. Skeletal remains, near Puuiki sta~ 
tion, Waialua. 

In the sands near the present station a number 
of skeletons have been uncovered at a depth of approxi
mately 4 feet by plantation workers who were remov
ing sand. The skeletons are said to have been in good 
condition. One skull which I saw was well-preserved. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

On site of old golf course along Waialua Bay 
are 'burials in sand dunes. 

Tom Low 
Waialua, May, 1954 

Heiau 

Site 203. Heiau, near Kaukonahua stream. 

It is said that a small heiau once occupied the 
site where the Waialua Agricultural Co. has installed 
their Pump Number 1. This is near the mountain side 
of the bridge which crosses Kaukonahua Stream near 
the plantation settlement. The name is not known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Akua Stone 

Site 205. Akua stone.!.. Polo'a grove. !Could 
not locate due to overgrowthJ 

The grove, once sacred to Pele, has been left 
untouched in the midst of cane, and covers an area 
of approximately 80 bY 170 feet. On the eastern side 
is a stone, triangular in cross section, standing 1. 7 
feet high, O. 6 fo ot thick, surrounded by eight small 
stones. The plantation placed a small iron fence about 
this stone many years ago and it is now almost com
pletely rusted. The stone was believed by Oscar Cox 
to be called Kaneaukai, but his uncle Hookala does 
not remember that name applied to this stone. Hawai
ians have been buried in the grove within the last 50 
years, though there is nothing to indicate such graves, 
which are shaded by breadfruit, mango, kukui, and 
Pride of India tree s. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Poloa Grove--Little island of land surrounded 
by cane. Trees all cut down now and stones disar
ranged. Whole spot entirely covered by tomatoes and 
squash--could not tell if stone still there. 

Shown to me by Tom Low, Waialua, May 1954. E. S. 

B. M. Neg. #15322(m93) & #15323(m94) 

Heiau 

Site 206. Kahakahuna heiau, Pala-kai, was 
once located on the sea side of the road and north of 
the old mill site. The stones have been removed and 
the slightly elevated ground upon which it was built 
is used for agricultural purposes. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kawai Heiau 

Site 207. Kawai heiau was located just below 
the junction of Poamoho and Kaheeka gulches, on the 
elevation below the Waialua Plantation manager's house. 
It was one of the first heiaus to be destroyed. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Alarruki MJo 

As to Alamuki, it is situated by the big 
bridge that is across the river in Waialua, * close to 
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Kamolo-loa. It was for this great procession of liz
ards mentioned in this legend that the place was named 
Ka-mo'o-loa (Long-line-of-lizards) and so was Kula
o-ka-mo'o (Lizard plain) in Waialua named to this day. 

*1 do not know whether the author is referring 
to Anahulu River (near Ukoa Pond) or to the bridge 
over the Opaeula and Poamoho rivers which is nearer 
Kemoo. E. S. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke -ao-melemele (Yellow Cloud) 
HEN: Vol II, p 868 (from Kuokoa, April 18, 
1885) 

Alamuki, Kamo'oloa and Kemolo were lizards 
who served under Laniwahine. They lived where there 
were breezes. 

Ibid., P 873 
...... {from Kuokoa, April 25,1885) 

See also: Waialua, Kawailoa, "Molo Laniwahine" 

Irrigation Ditch 

Site 208. The longest irrigation ditch of which 
there is any memory. The intake, was from the Kau
konanua Stream, just before it issues from the gulch, 
about 2 miles inland from the mill. According to Tom 
Low, the ditch could be traced as far as the intersec
tion of the Mokuleia, Haleiwa, and Honolulu roads. 
The most distant land watered surrounded the site of 
the old mill one and one third miles away. This ditch 
was for many years used by the plantation. The ce
mented intake and portion of the rebuilt walls are still 
to be seen. Along part of its course the ditch flowed 
along the side of a hill about 50 feet high. According 
to Low, the old ditch was made by piling stones on the 
lower side, with a rubble fill. Consequently there 
was much seepage and loss of water. Aside from fol
lowing the old course, the plantation had practically 
to reconstruct the walls. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Worked Stones 

Site 209. Worked Stones, found some years 
ago inPoamoho Gulch. 

When the shaft for the pump in Poamoho Gulch 
was being dug, a number of artificially worked stones 
were found at depths of 13 to 18 feet. Gravel and silt 
were found above the artifacts, according to G. L. Trist, 

who was in charge of the work. The stones are said 
to have resembled Ulumaika. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

House Sites 

Site 210. Indications of former habitations, 
Kaukonahua Gulch, Waialua. 

House sites on both sides of the stream and 
in the south bank a small cave with the decayed rem
nants of skeletal material. Four pile s of large stones 
approximately 3 feet in height are built in a perfect 
line, with an interval of approximately 20 feet between 
each pile. It was at first thought that these were sup
ports of a former flume, but there has never been a 
pipeline in this section, though cane is planted in this 
gulch on a small plain just above these stones. No 
explanation has been obtained. The Hawaiians say 
that the stone piles were built by Europeans. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B.M.Neg #15370{m141), #15407{m178), & 
#15406{ml77) 

Burial Cave 

Site 211. Burial cave, immediate vicinity of 
the Waialua Agricultural Co. pumping plant (known 
as K. P. P.) 

A small cave. The mouth had been walled up, 
but has since been broken into and the burials dis
turbed. Much of the skeletal material had evidently 
been removed. Bits of cloth and shoes indicate that 
it was post-European, though it may also have been 
used earlier. Just across the stream are indications 
that the narrow fertile plain was used for the cultiva. 
tion of taro, and also the foundations of several frame 
house s. In the side of the bank is another burial cave, 
10 feet wide and high and 15 feet deep, said to have 
been used by the Keloha family for many generations. 
When soldiers became troublesome the family built 
a doorway to the vault, which was locked. Later a 
party of soldiers destroyed the door. looted the cof
fins, scattered the remains. and took skulls and long 
bones for souvenirs. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15373{m144) 

Keawawaihe name of this spot. Right by big 
pipe--K. P. P. (Goodale pipe) 

Souza, Jacinth 
May 15, 1954 
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Pohakukae 

A large rock on the upper edge of the pali on 
the north side of Keawawaihi gulch, Waialua, Oahu, 
so called because a man named Kalaimoku standing 
on this rock called insultingly to the people below 
"E na kanaka 0 Keawawaihi ea ka ai he kukae. "*This 
so infuriated the people of the place that they surroun
ded Kalaimoku and his atte.ndants and tore them to 
pieces. 

Emerson 
HEN: Vol I, P 620 

Keawawaihe (John Ii spelling) by lichee orchard 
on road to Wahiawa--by big pipe K. P. P. 

Awai, Charlotte and Jacinth Souza 
May 1954 

*Men of Keawawaihi here is the food, excrement. 

The Valley of Spears 
(Keawawaihe ?) 

When the slow-moving board of army officers 
at Washington, comprising a board of selection of the 
War Department, to select a site for a great army 
post on the island of Oahu, it considered various lo
cations, and then decided upon Leilehua for the future 
Schofield Barracks cantonment, they probably had no 
idea that they were merely continuing the ancient 
"School of War" established in olden times by the Ha
waiian chiefs. 

And similarly the board members probably had 
no idea that the swift-descending slope overlooking 
Haleiwa, through which the Waialua Hill road threads 
its way from Schofield Barracks to the sea, was called 
"The Valley of Spears, " and that it, too, had a military 
significance. 

In ancient days soldiers were taught the arts 
of war as now, but with very different weapons. In
stead of bayonets for the coup de grace, they held a 
s har k I s tooth in the palm of the hand, bound to the 
rest of the hand with olona fiber, and with this they 
disemboweled their opponents. 

But in the absence of weapons, they learned 
another art, the lua- -the art of dislocating the joints 
and rendering an opponent helpless. 

Like all other arts, the lua was prostituted 
to become a feature of brigandage. While the young 
Hawaiians were taught at Leilehua the arts of war, 
including the lua, brigandage flourished on the hill 
slopes overlooking Waialua, and there the brigands 

waylaid travelers passing from Kou (the present site 
of Honolulu) to Waialua and beyond. The victims 
were disjointed and often put to death. One had to 
be wary in those days of travelling. The soldiers at 
Leilehua wa:rned travelers of the menace beyond their 
own borders. and advised them that if they would elude 
the spears of the brigands they must use wariness and 
detours. 

And so the slope and gulch became known as 
The Valley of Spears. 

The Bystander 
Hon. Adv. 
Nov. 22, 1925, P 8 

PAALAA 

Paalaa includes Helemano Stream and extends 
north as far as Opaeula Gulch. There are said to have 
been many small terrace flats in the bottoms of the 
gulches, extending inland 4 or 5 miles. The map of 
lower Paalaa drawn by Francis Gay (dated 1874) indi
cates that there were terraces both above and below 
the "Twin Bridges". 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
VolI,p86 

Pa Aikanaka, Halemano 

Site 220. Pa Aikanaka, Halemano (Helemano 
or Halemanu), Paalaa, the site of the former canni
bal feasts of a chief on Oahu, located 8 miles east of 
Haleiwa in the mountains of Haupu. 

See McAllister, Archaeology of Gahu for more infor
mation, pp 137-138-139-140 

Aikanaka's Stone Platter 

Gilbert Farquhar Mathison, in his "Narra-
tive of a Visit to Brazil, Chili, Peru and the Sandwich 
Islands, During the Year 1821-1822," describes the 
famous stone platter of Kalo Aikanaka at Halemanu, 
Waialua, Oahu, in the following words: "I had expected 
to find a monument of great magnitude; instead of whic h 
I saw nothing but a flat stone, resembling an English 
tombstone, about five feet broad by six or seven in 
length. The surface was very smooth and upon it I 
discovered many rude representations of men and ani
mals similar to those which have from time to time 
been met with and described among the Indians of Amer-
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ica. Many were defaced, and in others I could trace 
no resemblance to any known objects, either animate 
or inanimate: the stone itself was very imperfect, 
pieces of it having evidently been broken off on differ
ent sides, which I learnt from the guide had been done 
by the neighboring inhabitants in order to convert the 
materials into knives, mirrors, pots, and other domes
tic utensils, which were always fabricated from stones 
in former times, previous to the introduction of iron 
by foreign traders. Annexed is a drawing taken on the 
spot. " 

This rock is now lost to us and perhaps it would 
be difficult to find even its former location. There is 
a modern legend to the effect that the Kamehameha 
school boys, while camping in the vicinity of Halemanu 
several years ago destroyed the stone in order to rid 
the land of the one evidence of cannibalism. 

Thrums Hawaiian Annual 
1904, p 179 

Aikanaka's Stone Platter 

Drawing from 
Thrums Hawaiian Annual, 1904, p 179 

Chief Man Eater 

The Oahu chief, Ke-alii-ai Kanaka, lived some
time about the middle of the eighteenth century, as 
nearly as can be estimated. Up to the middle of the 
nineteenth century the accounts of Chief Maneater' s 
deeds and the accurate knowledge of his place of resi
dence were quite fresh in the minds of old Hawaiians. 

It is still an undecided problem whether "Chief 
Maneater" was a foreigner or an Hawaiian. The dif
ficulty that makes his foreign birth a problem is the 
accepted date of the close of all intercourse with far
away island groups, such as Samoa and Fiji--at least 
three hundred years earlier than the century assigned 
to Ke -alii-ai Kanaka. 

It would seem best to accept the legend that 
that degenerate chief was a desperado and an outcast 
from the high chief family of Waialua, on the north
west coast of Oahu. 

Ke -alii-ai Kanaka was a powerful man. He is 
described as a champion boxer and wrestler. In some 
way he learned to love the taste of human flesh. When 
his awful appetite became known he was driven from 
his home.... In bitter anger he called the few servants 
who would follow him and fled to the royal Waianae 
mountains. Driven from his kindred and friends he 
buried himself and his brutal appetite in the mountain 
forests. 

It is possible that soon after this he visited the 
island Kauai, and there passed himself off as a chief 
from a foreign land .... 

His followers numbered only a handful, for a 
single canoe brought them away from Kauai--if his 
was indeed the band driven from the hospitable shores 
of that fertile island. 

Kokoa and Kalo were the names by which he 
was known in his nobler young manhood, and Kokoa 
was his name to his followers, but he was ever after 
"Chief Maneater" to the Hawaiian world. 

It was a wild and wonderfully beautiful spot 
that Kokoa chose for his final home. It was a small 
plateau or mesa of from two to three hundred acres 
on the top of a small mountain surrounded by other 
higher and more precipitous cliffs.... The Hawaiians 
have given the name Hale-manu, or "house of the hand", 
to this plateau. Its sides, sloping down into the valleys 
were so precipitous as to be absolutely inaccessi1:ile • 
• • • Kokoa led his followers into the mountains through 
winding valleys and thick forests and sometimes in 
the very beds of the Waianae brooks to this secluded 
retreat •••• 

Sometimes the cannibal band met strong resis
tance, and with their captives carried back the dead 
bodies of their friends. Sometimes sickness and death 
crossed the narrow ridge and struck down some of 
Chief Maneater's followers, until at last Ke-alii-ai 
Kanaka stood alone by the ipukai •••• 

One day he captured and killed a victim whom 
he carried through the forest to Halemanu. 

A brother of this victim discovered and followed 
him to the path along the ridge. He recognized the 
chief who had been driven long before from Waialua. 
He knew the reputation for boxing and wrestling which 
belonged to his former leader. He went back to his 
village. For a year Hoahanau gave himself up to 
athletic training. ••• Then, alone, he sought the hiding 
place of "Chief Maneater." He covered his lithe and 
sinewy body with oil that his enemy might not eaSily 
grasp an arm or limb. He reached the narrow pass 
leading to Halemanu •••• 
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As the combatants threw themselves against 
each other, Ai-kanaka was surprised to find his an
tagonist ready for every cunning feint and well-timed 
blow. 

Foaming at the mouth and roaring and screaming 
like an enraged animal, Ai-kanaka turned for a second 
toward his house with the thought of rushing to secure 
a weapon. Then Hoahanau leaped upon him, caught 
him, and whirled him over the edge of the plateau. 
Down the chief swept, broken and mangled by the rough 
sharp spurs of lava rock, until the lifeless body lodged 
in the branches of a tall ohia tree far below. 

This was the beginning and ending of cannibal
ism in the Hawaiian Islands so far as history and de
finite legend are concerned. Halemanu was visited 
by Mathison, and a description of the carved stone 
table published in 1825. 

In 1848 a little party of white men were guided 
to the crater by an old Hawaiian, who repeated to them 
the story of "Chief Maneater" substantially as it is 
given in this record. They found· Halemanu. The foun
dations of the house or at least of a wall around it were 
easily traced. The ipukai and the imu were both there. 
The party did not notice any carved images on the side 
of the stone table. Indeed the stone had been so covered 
by decaying debris that it scarcely extended a foot above 
the soil. 

In 1879, and in 1890, Mr. D. D. Baldwin, a mem
ber of the party visiting Halemanu in 1848, again sought 
the ipukai, without a guide, but the luxuriant growth of 
tangle-fern and grass made exploration difficult, and 
the carved stone table was not found. Somewhere under 
the debris of Ha1emanu it may wait the patient search 
of a Hawaiian archaeologist. 

Mr. Joseph Emerson, who has had charge of 
governmental surveys of a large part of the islands 
and also is a prominent authority of Hawaiian matters 
says that the sacrificial stone can still be found and 
was seen by his brother within the past few years. 
He differs from the other writers in the name given 
to the place and also in regard to the locality. The 
right name should be "helemano", carrying the idea 
of a train of followers of some high chief. TI-e local
ity is some miles northwest of the Waianae range in 
one of the valleys of the Koolau mountains. To this 
place the chiefesses of highest blood were wont to come 
for the birth of their expected children. The valley 
was "tabu" or sacred. Near this sacred birthplace 
of chiefs was the home for a time of the noted man
eating chief. 

Westervelt, W. D. 
Chief Man Eater 
Paradise of the Pacific 
July 1904, p 12 

Site of Aikanaka 

Inland, ten miles from this village (Waialua), 
is a beautiful and retired rural spot. It lies between 
two deep ravines, and resembles, in shape, an ox
bow. The only access to it is from towards the sea, 
over an isthmus of but a few yards in width. Its area 
embraces several hundred acres, verdant and. pictur
esque' but now regarded with superstitious dread, from 
once having been the rendezvous of a clan of cannibals. 
The ruins of an extensive heiau can still be traced, 
and the site of the house of the chief, who was the ter
ror of the island. Near it, is a large flat stone, which 
goes by the name of ipu kai, or meat platter. 

Jarves, James J. 
Scenes and Scenery in the Sandwich Islands ••• 
During 1837-1842 
Boston 1844 
p72 

Picnic to Helemano 

I stayed in town Sunday and Monday, taking 
the eight forty five train for Pearl City Tuesday morn
ing, arriving at nine thirty, and at once taking the trail 
for Wialua, sixteen miles away and on the other side of 
the island •• " About two thirty I came to the home of 
the Rev. Timiteo, where Shaw and Anahu were stop
ping. They had the town pretty well canvassed, and 
we decided to go on the next day; but the Rev. Timiteo 
invited us to stay and go with him on a picnic, or as 
the natives call it a "Luau", which we accepted •••• 

To go back to our trip. We made a long gradual 
ascent over the prairie, and soon were at the end of 
our eight mile journey, where we picketed our horses. 

Our hosts showed us a rock where in olden times, 
they slaughtered, roasted and ate human beings. Tra
dition is that it was over two hundred years since that 
had happened, and only rulers could do it then. 

After we had looked at the rock awhile and 
thought it over, they took us down into a big gulch to 
look for mountain snail shells, that grow on trees •••• 

Whittemore, C. R. 
Trip around the island of Oahu ••• 
Mar. 16, 1895 
(By two adventuring salesmen from Seattle) 

Cannibalism 

Despite the fact that man-eating is ascribed to 
legendary figures and that a class called olohe are 
sometimes spoken of as cannibals, there is no proof 
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that cannibalism was ever practi sed in the Hawaiian 
group •••• 

In Wahiawa on Oahu, near the place called Ku
kaniloko, once sacred to the birth of chiefs, is a nar
row ridge of land.forming a curving pathway between 
two steep gulches along which men used to travel to 
reach the mountain timber. At this defile, tradition 
says, the last cannibals of Oahu took their stand and 
seized upon victims for their cannibal feasts. Aika
naka (Man-eater) was the name of their chief, called 
in legend Ka-lo-aikanaka, Ke-ali'i-ai-kanaka (The 
chief who eats men), Kokoa, or merely Kalo. The 
band lived beyond the defile at a place called Hale
manu (House of birds) or Hale-mano. There the 
foundation of a heiau used to be pointed out, and the 
large flat rock called the ipukai (platter) where their 
victims were laid, and the hollow where the oven was 
dug in which such victims were baked. The story is 
circumstantially related as follows: 

(a) Ka-lo-aikanaka (Lo the man-eater) is chief 
of a band of strangers who land first on Kauai and are 
given lands near the foot of the mountain back of Wai
mea. Darker than the Hawaiians, with a different 
speech and no tapu laws, they have religious feasts 
at which human flesh is eaten. The chief himself is 
tattooed with figures of birds, sharks, and other fishes. 
Ka-Io's daughter is very beautiful with hair to her 
ankles, bright eyes, sparkling teeth, set off by pearl 
necklaces and anklets. Married to a Kauai chief, she 
is put to death for breaking the tapu. The band retali
ated by a cannibal feast and are obliged to flee to Oahu. 
Landing first at Kawailoa and then goiIlg on to Waialua, 
they proceed upland and establish themselves eight 
miles east of Haleiwa in the mountains of Hupu (Hau
pu). The chief's servant Kaa-nokaewa (or -keewe), 
also called Lotu, builds his house across the pass at 
a place called Kanewai, and pushes travelers over the 
cliff. Lotu's wife Kaholehua sees even her own bro
thers sacrificed to satisfy the chief's hunger when 
other victims fail, until the youngest, named Napopo, 
escapes to Kauai, learns the art of wrestling, and in 
a final struggle with Lotu falls with him over the cliff 
and both are killed together. The chief is then obliged 
to sail with his people to other lands. 

(b) Westervelt version (dated 1848). The man
eater lives at Hele-mano. Ke-ali'i-ai-kanaka is de
scribed as "either a foreigner or a Hawaiian." Little 
by little his band of warriors are killed in forays un
til he alone remains. Hoa-hanau, the brother of one 
of his victims, learns boxing and wrestling in Waialua, 
covers his body with oil, and in a struggle to the death, 
hurls the cannibal chief over the edge of the gulch. 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology 
p 340 

Halemano Cannibals 

The Hawaiians are not like the natives of some 
of the islands in the Pacific. In other islands human 
flesh is considered a delicacy. So it is in the Fijian 
group, the people there are fond of human flesh. Fat 
pork is not as delicious as this in their opinion. 

f' 
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There is a tale of a certain people who lived l 
long ago up at Halemano in Waialua. They were known 
to roast and eat any person who went there as a stran-
ger. The house site of their chief, whose name was r ' 
Kalo, is pointed out and also a flat, smooth stone called l 
Kalo's meat dish that lies there to this day. It is away. 
up in the mountain of Halemano. The land is on a high 
place surrounded by deep valleys and the trail leading 
to it is steep. There Kalo lived with his people. There 
also is a b eiau site ten fathoms long and seven fathoms 
wide. Bet ween the heiau and house site is the imu 
pit where people were roasted. Below that, ab.out \ ' 
13 or 14 chains away, lies Kalo's meat dish. t 

His strongest servant was Kaanokeewe by name 
and it was he who caught the people. His house stood 
on the narrowest part of the trail leading to the moun
tain. The trail went through the house and it was the 
trail from Koolauloa. 

When a man, on his travels, came to Kaanoke
ewe's house he was questioned earnestly as to where 
be came from, where he was going, the reason for 
his travelling and so on. If Kaanokeewe thought that 
the man hid something from him or lied perhaps, then 
he was killed and his body carried to the imu where 
he was roasted like a pig. He was then eaten by Kala 
and others. Because of Kaanokeewe's great strength 
and his readiness to strike any nan, nany, nany people 
were killed and roasted. Thus died his younger bro
thers and brothers-in-law. One brother-in-law es
caped by sailing to Kauai and staying there. 

On Kauai he learned new ways in the art of 
killing and when he became an expert, he returned 
to Oahu. Upon his return he learned that his sister 
had been beaten by her husband Kaanokeewe, so he 
went to seek her immediately. He found his sister 
alive but badly hurt. He reached out for her cruel 
husband and together they struggled. As they strug
gled they came to the edge of the precipice and fell. 
In the fall, Kaanokeewe's neck was caught between 
two crossed branches, breaking it. He died. After 
the death of Kaanokeewe, no more people were caught 
to be roasted. From that time cannibalism ceased on 
Oahu. 

The period in which Kalo, the cannibal, lived 
was not given, perhaps it was in very ancient times. 
The only thing left now is the dancing. 

Some Cannibals on Oahu in Olden Times 
Ka Hae Hawaii 
Sept. 25, 1861 
From Newspapers, 1838-1865 
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Explanation of Aikanaka 

Aikanaka was the general name given to the 
people who settled at Helemano and who were canni
bals. 

Lo Aikanaka--Lo was the family name of a 
powerful line of chiefs in the Wahiawa area. One of 
these chiefs began visiting the people at Helemano 
and was entertained with a dish of meat which he found 
very tasty. He became addicted to this delicacy which 
was human flesh (which he did not know at the time) 
and eventually joined the cannibals being known as 
Lo Aikanaka. (This was told to Mrs. Pukui by a des
cendant of the Lo line of chiefs who lived at Wahiawa). 

Pa Aikanaka--Aikanaka's meat platter. Pa 
meaning dish. 

Aikanaka--grandfather of Kalakaua. This is 
a man of the same name but with no connection with 
the cannibals. This man came from Hawaii and was 
the chief executioner of Kamehameha I. 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16. 1953 

The Lo Chiefs 

The Lo chiefs are those who. like those of 
Lihu'e. Wahiawa. and Halemano went to the moun
tains to live but kept up their tapus as chiefs and were 
descended from tapu chiefs on both the father's and 
mother's side and intermarried with tapu chiefs and 
bore children and guarded their tapus. When the coun
try had no ruler one was found among these to become 
ruling chief over the land. If a chief needed a wife 
he could find one among their descendants. 

Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
VollI. chap 8. p 10 

see also: 
S. M. Karrakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 5 

Legend of Oahunui 

On the plateau. or table-land. lying between 
Ewa and Wa ialua on the island of Oahu. and about a 
mile off and mauka of the present Kaukonahua bridge 
is the historical place of Kukaniloko. 

This was the ancient birth place of the Oahu 
kings and rulers. It was incumbent on all women of 
the royal line to retire to this place When about to 
give birth to a child. on pain of forfeiting the rank. 
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chiefly privileges and perogatives for her expected 
offspring should that event happen in a less sacred 
place •••• 

A few miles mauka of Kukaniloko towards the 
Waimea mountains is Halemano. where the last of the 
cannibal chiefs from the South Seas finally settled when 
driven from the plains of Mokuleia and Waialua by the 
enraged people of those districts; exasperated by the 
frequent requisitions on the kamaainas (originalinl:1a
bitants) by the stranger chiefs to furnish material for 
their cannibalistic feasts. 

To the east of Halemano and about the same 
distance from Kukaniloko is Oahunui (Greater Oahu). 
another historical place. This was the residence of 
the kings of the island. Tradition has it that previous 
to the advent of the cannibal strangers the place was 
known by another name. 

When the LO-Aikanaka. as the last of the man
eating chiefs are known in history. were constrained 
to take up their residences in Upper Halemano. a dis
trict just outside of the boundaries of those reserved 
for the royal and priestly residences. a young man 
called Oahunui was king. An elder sister called Kili
kiliula. who had been as a mother to him, was supposed 
to share equally with him the royal power and prerog
ative. This sister was married to a chief named Le
huanui, of the priestly line, but one not otherwise di
rectly connected with royalty, and was the mother of 
three children; the two oldest were boys and the young
est a girl. They all lived together in the royal enclos
ure but in separate houses according to ancient custom. 

(Synopsis) Oahunui and the Lo-Aikanaka chief 
became friendly and Oahunui soon was eating there 
frequently. What he thought was pork was supposedly 
human He s h. 

To supply the particular dainty craved by the 
royal visitor, the Lo-Aikanaka had to send out war
riors to the passes leading to Waianae from Lihue and 
Kalena and also to the lonely pathway leading up to 
Kalaikini on the Waimea side, there to lie in ambush 
for any lone traveller, or belated sirigle person after 
la-i, aaho, or ferns. Such a one would fall an easy 
prey to the Lo's stalwart men skillful in the art of 
the lua. 

(Synopsis) Oahunui's subjects disapproved of 
his associations with the Lo chiefs and they hinted 
that he had acquired a taste for human flesh. He was 
forced to stay away from these visits. 

One day after breakfast, as the roar of 
the surf at Waialua could be distinctly heard, the king 
remarked that the fish of Ukoa pond at Waialua must 
be pressing on to the makaha (or floodgates) and he 
would like some aholehole. This observation really 
meant a command to his brother-in-law (Lehuanui) 
to go and get the fis h, as he was the highest chief 

present except his two royal nephews, too small to 
assume such duties • 

) 
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(Synopsis) Lehuanui went for the fish and after 
gathering them all day he lay down to sleep at night 
and dreamed that his two sons were being eaten. He 
rushed home and found the two skulls in the Lehua 
tree and the bones wrapped in tapa under it. Lehua
nui took his stone adz and went to find the king, Oa
hunui, lying asleep gorged on the flesh of the two boys 
and drugged with awa. Lehuanui struck him in the neck 
with the adz and severed his head; Then he went to his 
wife and upbraided her for her devotion to her brother 
and her weakness in surrendering her children to ap
pease his appetite. He took the remaining child and 
as he left Kilikiliula clung to him but he killed her. 

Kilikiliula fell on the side of the stream oppo
site to where the lehua tree stood and is said to have 
turned to stone, and is pointed out to this day, balanced 
on the side hill of the ravine formed by the stream and 
is one of the sights for the Hawaiian sightseer. 

The headless body of Oahunui lay where he was 
killed, abandoned by everyone. The story runs that 
in process of time it also turned to stone as a witness 
to the anger of the Gods and their detestation of his 
horrible crime, and the place was ever afterwards 
known as Oahunui. All the servants who had in any 
way been concerned in obedience to the royal mandate, 
in killing and cooking the young princes were, at the 
death of Kilikiliula, likewise turned to stone, just as 
they were in the various attitudes of crouching, kneel
ing, or sitting. 

All of the rest of the royal retainers, with the 
lesser chiefs and guards, fled in fear and disgus t from 
the place, and thus the once sacred royal horre of the 
oahuan chiefs was abandoned and deserted. 

The ban of the great God Kane's curse, it is 
believed still hangs over the de solate spot, in proof 
of which, it is asserted that, although all this happened 
many hundreds of years ago, no one has ever lived 
there since. 

Nakuina, Emma M. 
Legend of Oahunui 
Thrtlms Hawaiian Annual- -1897 
P 90 

Legend of Halemano 

Halemano son of Wahiawa and Kukaniloko falls 
in love with Kamalalawalu of Puna in his dreams. He 
goes to seek her and brings her back to Oahu. When 
s he refuses to go with the King of Oahu when he sends 
for her, Halemano and she flee to Hawaii. There she 
goes with the king of Puna and Halemano leaves for 
Kauai. She follows him and they return together to 
live on Oahu. However two kings from Hawaii set 
out after her. They make war on Oahu. A terrible 
slaughter takes place and at the end Kamalalawalu is 
found alive and taken by the two kings back to Hawaii. 

(See Fornander, Coll. Haw'n Ant .. Vol V, part II, p 228) 

Kuaikua 

Kuaikua is located up in Halemano. It has a 
sacred spring and only those related to the super
natural ones who made and hid it, are allowed to 
bathe in it. 

Ke Au Hou 
July 13, 1910 
Places--Oahu 
Newsp 
From Place Names--Oahu 

Site 221. Laukiaha, the name of a spring once 
flowing near the present Waialua Soda Works into the 
Opaeula stream, on the mountain side of the twin 
bridges at Waialua. 

Site 222. Kumailia-unu was located on the 
sea side of the road just before the twin bridges 'in 
going toward Waialua. Truck gardens occupy the 
site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hekili Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 223. On the sea side of the twin bridges 
at Waialua. 

The site is said to be occupied by the Buddhist 
temple. Thrum was told that the heiau was of luakini 
clas s and a place of refuge. Near the heiau was a 
fishing shrine known as Kaohe, according to Hookala. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Punakai 
and 

Kukuiula 

Site 224. A kahuna named Puukane lived at 
this place, which was known as Punakai. Whenever 
Puukane chanted, the poi would overflow any vessel 
in which it had been placed. There is also said to 
have been an unu here by the name of Kukuiula. 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Kapukapuakea Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site 225. Kapukapuakea heiau, Palaa-kai, 
.east end of Kaiaka Bay, on the sea side of the railroad 
track. The site is still remembered and pointed out, 
but nothing remains of the heiau. Thrum has this in-
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formation: "A medium sized heiau of traditional mene
hune construction of Kauila wood, long since destroyed, 
said to have worked in connection with Lonoakeahu. 
Luuau its kahuna." Nothing could be learned of Lono
akeahu. Near Kapukapuakea were fonnerly salt pans 
where sea water was allowed to evaporate. Accord-
ing to Kamakau: 

Mailikukahi was taken to the temple of Kapu
kapuakea and crowned by the priests to reign as king. 
At the close of the priestly ceremonies in accordance 
with one chief born, he was taken into the temple for 
the cutting of the navel, when that service was ended 
of the priests, circumcision was another imp ortant 
ceremony of the priests for the chief, for the purify
ing of that high office by the priests. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kapukapu-akea Heiau #2 

Kamakau says of the dog-man Ku-ilio-loa (Ku 
long dog) that Lono-ka-ehu came to Oahu from Kahiki 
with his "great dog" Ku-ilio-loa to seek his brother. 
He pierced the hill Kane-hoa-Iani at Kualoa, cleft Ka
huku and Kahipa apart, and broke Ka-pali-ho'oku'i 
at Kailua. He found his brother in the heiau at Palaa 
near Kuone at Waialua and took him back to Kahiki. 
The heiau named is the ancient heiau Kapukapu-akea 
said to have been built by Menehune out of kauila wood. 
The heiau of Lono-ake-a'hu (Lono-ka-ehu?) at Keehu 
is said to have "worked with" that of Kapukapu-akea 
and at Kane -ilio at the lighthouse point stood the heiau 
of Ku-ilio-loa. 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology 
p 347 

Paalaa Temple 
(Ka pukapuakea) 

Lonokaeho found his brother Nane at Waialua, 
where he had been cast into a pit belonging to the temple 
at Paalaa near Kuone, and took him back to Kahiki. 

Kamakau 
Kuokoa (Newsp) 
Jan. 12, 1867 

Pohaku Lanai* 

Site 226. Pohaku Lanai, a large balancing 
stone on Kalaeoiupaoa Point. 

A large oval shaped stone 18 feet across is 
balanced on a smaller base, standing about 10 feet 
high in all. This is said to have been used as a look
out by fishermen in the region. When fish were 
sighted, the stone was beaten with a wooden mallet, 
and the resulting hollow sound was sufficient to gather 
together the fishermen of the village. Thrum writes: 
"Hawaiians know it as pohaku Lanai, and it is said by 
them to have floated ashore from Kahiki, that vague 
foreign country of their ancient meles. It is a balanc
ing rock on a somewhat broader base of limestone for
mation, with projecting top, so as to afford material 
shelter in its shelving structure. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

*See: Chamberlain, Through Waialua 
Waialua 

B. M. Neg. #15324(m95) 

Pohaku Lanai 

Back to Waialua town, along the lower road, 
we stopped to look at Pohaku Lanai on the flat land 
bordering Kaiaka Bay on the northeast. To get there 
we drove makai between Waialua school and the store 
and towards the Fresh Air Camp, turned,to the left 
after cros sing the railroad and then to the right through 
a vegetable garden. Continuing makai we came to a 
large mushroom-shaped piece of limestone--the only 
bump in sight to disturb the dead level plain of the gar
dens and their rich brown soil. It was a relic of an 
earlier geological age--thousands or maybe millions 
of years before, when the ocean covered this land and 
the waves cut under the rock until its base was almost 
worn away. The Hawaiians say it was a stone which 
floated from Kahiki--They may well be right if Kauai 
could be floated up to Oahu, and furthermore some 
stones do float. 

Pohaku Lanai has a variable history. Once it 
was very useful to fishermen as a watch-tower for 
the shoal fish; and also as a bell. When the kilo-i'a, 
the fish-seer, had observed the shoal, he rang the bell 
by beating the rock with a wooden club, and the waiting 
fishermen foregathered for work with their nets and 
canoes. 

Honolulu Advertiser (newsp) 
Feb.12, 1933 
Scrap Book--Bishop Museum 
Vol "1931" 

Pohaku Lanai 

Continuing our circuminsular tour we crossed 
a spacious plain, on the coast, of which the base was 
coral and the soil a thin layer of vegetable mould. 
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On this level stands a mound, which might be taken 
for an artificial monument, consisting of two prodi
gious masses of coral-rock, the lower about six feet 
above the surface of the ground, but evidently imbed
ded in the stratum below; the upper, laid flat upon this, 
and overspreading it on every side, measured ninety
three feet in compass, and eight, at least, in the thick
est part, the shape being conical. The whole pile 
reached nearly five yards in height, and, when we 
consider that the substance must have been wrought 
under water, it is almost a necessary conclusion that 
the sea has considerably retired from this coast from 
twenty-five to thirty feet in depth- -or been repelled 
by some of the volcanic convulsions, which probably 
heaved the island itself from the bottom of the abyss, 
at a far distant period in the agency of that Providence 
of which the records are only preserved in the Eter
nal Mind. There is no other rock of the same kind 
within several miles of this irregular formation. It 
was recently a marae, to which the kings and chiefs 
repaired to consult Tani, who was worshipped at it, 
on questions of peace and war, and to pray that in 
battle their bodies'might be rendered invulnerable to 
the spears of their enemies. 

Tyerman, Rev. Daniel and George Bennet, Esq. 
Journal of Voyages and Travels 
Between the Years l8Z1 and 18Z9 
Compiled from Original Documents by 

James Montgomery, London 1831 
p 455 

Paaloa 
Puupilo Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site ZZ7. Puupilo heiau, seaward of the Hale
iwa Courthouse, Paa1oa. A slight elevation of land 
with an old coconut palm on the side is all that remains 
of this heiau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Behind Waialua Court House--mound of ground 
with one tall coconut tree and other smaller trees sur
rounded by taro patches. Walikanahele Road was the 
approach. 

Awai, Charlotte 
May 1954 

Kepuwai Heiau (Destroyed) 

Site ZZ8. The cemetery beside the church in 
Waialua marks the site of the heiau once known as 
Kepuwai. It has been completely destroyed. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kawaipuolo Spring 

Site Z29. Kawaipuolo spring, south of the 
Anahu1u stream, mountainward of Haleiwa. 

When strangers passed here and asked for 
water, it was given to them in a taro-leaf cup; there
fore, according to Hookala, it was called "Bundle-of
water". Thrum notes that the spring suddenly disap
peared at one time. After long search and enquiry 
therefor, it was discovered by the seer (kilo) at Ma
kaula, near Kaena Point, on the hilltop now of the same 
name, Kawaipuolo. From here it was conveyed in one 
night by the menehunes in bundles of ti and taro leaves; 
hence the name, "The bundled water". 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kawaipuolo Spring 

Adjacent to the Hotel Haleiwa, but hid away 
behind a grove of Pride of India trees (melia azeda
rach), fragrant at the time of our visit from the deli
cate odor of its profuse lilac flowers, is the old Emer
son mission homestead, now being demolished, show
ing quaint features in its structure in pioneer days. 
Near the old house is the never -failing spring', Kawai
puolo, of legendary fame, which furnishes the purest 
of water to the hotel. This spring and its tributaries 
interested us, with its network of masonry walls to 
doubtless conserve the same, but which now are to 
be ignored, since work is in progress to enlarge its 
area so that power may be had therefrom to run the 
pumping and electric light plant for the hotel located 
nearby and operated hitherto by steam. Throughout 
the premises are mango, mulberry, fig and other trees, 
which tell of the forethought of some one in days long 
past. 

Not far distant from this point, but across the 
Anahulu stream, stand the ruins of Waialua's Female 
Seminary, prominent in this line of missionary work 
under the Gulicks and the late Mary Green, and the 
original "Haleiwa" of this place, which name the hotel 
has appropriately adopted. 

Naturally handy to the mission homestead, but 
on the main roadway, is the rebuilt Protestant native 
church, adjoining the cemetery wherein rests the re
mains of those pioneer workers, Rev. J. S. and Mrs. 
U. S. N. Emerson. 

Thrum's Hawaiian Annual--1904 
Waialua Revisited 
p lOZ 

Waipao 
(wate r -dug-from-the -side) 

This water of Waipao is a spring but is not as 
well known as Kawaipuolo nor is it as good to look at. 
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It has just gained repute recently because a pipe was 
laid under the stream of Anahulu to the yard of the 
Girls' School at Waialua. 

It is on the eastern side of the house lot of S. 
N. Emerson. The pipe lies on this side of the stream 
and down into the stream bed to the other side of the 
stream. It was done by Mr. T. L. Clarke the haole who 
is living with S. N. Emerson. He is the one who is 
cleaning the pipes in the windmills and is one of the 
handiest lads in our land of the sea spray and he does 
many noticeable things. 

Au Okoa 
He Mea Hou no Waialua (Waialua News) 
June IS, 1871 
(From Mrs. Pukui's index file) 

Anahulu River 

Site 230. Two stones known as moo, on either 
side of the Anahulu Stream above the old Haleiwa Sem
inary. One was named Poo 0 Moo and the other was 
known as Wawae 0 Moo. They are in no way different 
from ordinary stones, and can not be distinguished 
from other stones in the vicinity unless pointed out 
by one of the Hawaiians. 

Site 231. Anahulu heiau, Kamani, at the loca
tion of the present Haleiwa Hotel. 

When the hotel was being built the heiau was 
destroyed. This, according to Hawaiians, accounts 
for the failure of the hotel. According to Thrum, it 
was an "Unpaved heiau of large size with lime stone 
walls, of luakini class." 

Site 232. Akua stone, Anahulu River, Waialua. 
A stone which formerly blocked the entrance of the 
Anahulu River and was said to be sacred. This stone 
was just beneath the water and was said to be occasion
ally exposed. Some years ago when it was removed 
in order that the glass-bottomed boat and sampans 
might use the river, much anxiety was shown by the 
Hawaiians, for fear of evil effects. 

Site 233. A small fresh-water pond covering 
2.5 acres, still in use. The present pond is divided 
fr om a small stream, into which its outlets (makaha), 
open by a stone and earth embankment. Its other sides 
are formed by the natural contours of the land. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Bluff Shelter, Anahulu River 

Puaenn Pt. 

Site 0.6. Shelter reported by Mr. Andr'ew 
Anderson, Jr., several days previously. It has been 
discovered by M. Ray Benlehr who had led him to it 
the Saturday previously. They had picked up the head 
of a poi pounder, a dog's tooth bored, and a shell 
ground down. A glass bead, a boar's tusk, bored. 
Observed charcoal. 

We proceeded up the valley through several 
gates. At the first gate before a wood, we stopped to 
look at some house terraces on the rough talus slope 
on the south side of the valley. 

Opposite the site 0.6 is a shelter, a lava tube 
with a terrace built up in front of it and old gunny sacks 
where some people had obviously been camping in the 
not distant past. And down valley from 0.6 we saw 
another bluff shelter, with quite high terrace in front 
of it. 

Emory, K. P., Oahu Site Note Book, Arch. Lab 

Kamani Heiau (Site 231) 

On the rear slopes of the Haleiwa hotel grounds 
there is ancient history. There an old heiau, Kamani, 
used to stand. Long ago it disappeared. Nothing re
mains of it now except its memory and its sounds. 
At night these are often heard. On the nights of Kane, 
the old drums beat and the notes of the flutes are borne 
on the wind. 

Raphaelson, Rayna 
Kings, Gods and Wars Along Oahu's Road'S, 
etc., Honolulu Star -Bulletin 
Jan. 17, 1925 

(Storage Case 2--Mss--Henriques Collection 
Concerning Landmarks) 
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Naming of Haleiwa 

It is little wonder that Keoua. father of all 
Hawaiian kings. brought his tribes here to live in 
generations gone by; or that the authoress. high 
chiefess Pratt. Keoua's great-granddaughter. was 
inspired to write so beautifully of her birthplace: or 
that. later. the missionaries chose this spot in which 
to build their first seminary. It was the naming of 
this seminary that. purposely or not. constituted a 
name for the whole locale. The missionaries called 
their seminary "Hale-Iwa". for the Iwa is a Hawaiian 
bird which builds a very beautiful nest and it follows 
that their name was to be symbolic of "Beautiful Home". 
And thus was Haleiwa created. 

Reynolds. Douglas 
Honolulu Advertiser 
Nov. 17. 1935 
Bishop Museum Scrap Book 
p 37 

Naming of Haleiwa 

In an old story printed in 1860 in Honolulu. 
about this native bird I found that Haleiwa was named 
for the iwa bird. The iwa is a bird as large as a tur
key. The back part is alike and so was the way they 
strutted and walked sideways. Some iwa are black. 
some gray. some white. The beak. wattles. eyes. 
head. long neck, size of body, length of legs and wings 
are very much like the male turkey, but its toes are 
like those of the uwa'u bird. 

The iwa does not eat rats, chickens or other 
things on the plain like the hawk and owl. The iwa 
eats fish. It flies early in the morning over the sur
face of the sea to fish and returns to the land at night. 
It fis hes in the day time and at night it returns to land. 
In flying it is exactly like the hawk, in soaring and 
poising aloft but in movement they are not alike. The 
hawk darts straight ahead but the iwa does not. If an 
iwa is in the sky, rather low about three or four miles 
up and it wishes to rise away up, then it drops for 
about half a mile below the point where it soared and 
then arose up almost out of sight. In order to drop 
quickly it folds its wings and spreading it a little, it 
rises up out of sight in the sky. In movement, it rises 
straight up like the rising of a steeple. The iwa is 
a beautiful bird in flight. Because of the beauty of its 
poise aloft, dropping and rising out of sight, it is much 
admired and hence the saying" The iwa poises aloft 
in the wind." This is what it means, the wind hums 
against the brow of the iwa because of the force of its 
flight. The cry of the iwa sound like IIlffll and hence 
the bird is named iwa. IIlffll is the sound of its cry 
and iwa it is called. Therefore, it is the iwa who 
cries "lff" and "Iff" is the iwa's cry. Because of its 
skill in fishing it is called the chief of fishing birds. 

The iwa is attractive, like the piwai bird. 
It is a splendid bird to look at. Because of the great 
height it reaches in flight it is said to be one who goes 
away up (iu), Therefore, the chiefs were also called 
iu. The high priests and girls who swear never to mar
ry were also called iu, 

Kuokoa 
Aug. 11, 1899 
p 6 
Newsp. 

Walikanahele 

At end of present Walikanahele Road was a 
pool for royalty to swim in. This road was the way 
to it. 

Kaimoku, Margaret (Mrs. Figera) 
Waialua 1954 

Area from Bishop Bank (by old Haleiwa Hotel) 
as far as salt beds (by Kaiaka Bay) was used for horse 
racing- -called Walikanahele. 

Awai, Charlotte 
Waialua 1954 

Charlotte Awai gives the name of Punahoulapa 
as the name of a pool which belonged to Pratt. Same 
as pool mentioned by Margaret Kailroku? 

Punahou-lapa--active spring. 

KAWAI LOA 

This ahupua'a included the extensive terrace 
areas north of the Waialua River, along the level land 
north and south of Anahulu River, in the lower part 
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of Anahulu Gulch, and in the swampy land east of Pu
ena Point. (This swampy land apparently gave the 
district its name.) In Anahulu Gulch small flats with 
old mango trees, indicating kuleana, were observed 
several miles inland, and I am told that small areas 
were cultivated far up the gulch. Wild taros were seen 
in the side gulch at least 5 miles inland. The dry 
gulches between Anahulu and Waimea Streams probably 
never watered taro. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 86 

Kawailoa - Name 

The name comes from the Kawailoa gulch (and 
Anahulu River) which extends from the beach to the 
Koolau Mountains and is the longest river on Oahu. 

Bryan, E. H., Jr. 
April 1954 

Kawailoa Notes 

Kawailoa road changed in 1934. 
Big pin k house - Pohakuloa 

Low, Tom 
Waialua, May 1954 

Anaeholo - fish of Kawailoa - abundant there. 

Kauahikaua, William 
May 1954 

Waialua Seminary 

The school premises are located on the north 
side of the Waialua River (Anahulu), and comprise 
a lot of 24 acres, running from the road some distance 
up the Kaloailoa (Kawailoa) Valley. The grounds are 
level and covered with maniania grass. The premises 
are enclosed on one side by a stone wall and on the 
other are bounded by the river, on which the natives 
bring their produce in canoes from the valley. 

P. C. Advertiser 
Mar. 17, 1866 
Editorial Page 
Waialua Boarding School 

Puaena Point 

Site 234. At the death of Elani, who was greatly 
beloved by his people, his body was placed on a ledge 
of rocks near Puaena Point, where it was allowed to 

decompose. The place became known as Kahakakau 
Kanaka. As the odor came to the sands at Haleiwa 
they became known as Maeaea; the point on the other 
side became known as Kupava. Hookala tells .me that 
at this same place, if there was no one to care for the 
body of a commoner after his death, the corpse was 
placed on these rocks. The fluids from the decaying 
body would seep into the sea and attract sharks, which 
the people killed. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Elani was the father of Kahahana. He was killed by 
Kahekili after a revolt of the Oahu chiefs against Ka
hekili failed. 

Ka-haka-kau Kanaka--the ledge (where) the man was 
placed 

haka--ledge (or perch) kau--to place 

Maeaea--smelly Kupaoa--overwhelming 
smell 

McAllister has Kupava but it probably should be Kupaoa 

Pukui, Mary Kawena 
May 6, 1954 

Haka-kau-Kanaka 

Haka-kau Kanaka, (a stretcher on which to place 
a human body). A small islet in Waialua Bay on which 
the bodies of human beings, slain for the purpose, were 
placed to be used as shark bait. This islet is a short 
distance south of Puaena Point in the harbor at Waialua, 
Oahu. 

Emerson notes 
HEN: Vol I, p 619 

We moved on to the land of sea sprays, Puaena ••• 

Haleiwa Hotele 
About LeHono 
Nupepa Kuokoa 
August 11, 1899 

Ehukai 0 Puaena 

Waialua is often referred to as the Ehukai of 
Puaena. 

Puaena is the eastern point of Waialua harbor; 
Ehu-kai, sea-spray. The saying "Sea-spray of Pu-
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aena" is from its misty appearance from the surf-spray 
of that windward locality. 

Fornander 
Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities 
Vol V, Part III, p 616 

Waialua Sharks 

Niu-kala, a shark god who formerly lived at 
Loko Uko'a in Waialua, Oahu, has left that place. 

Lani-wahine (Her highness) and Puhi-ula (Red 
eel), are two sharks associated together, and are now 
living at Uko'a, Waialua, Oahu (1888). 

Emerson, J. S. 
Hawaii Sharks 
HEN: Vol I, pp 573 and 586 

Lani-wahine (w) has been mentioned. Barenaba 
tells me it is the shark of Uko'a, Waialua, and that 
the name of her kahu is Kukiha and that she has a heiau 
called? (March 16, 1907) 

Ibid .. P 587 

Curative Stone 

Site 235. Stone with curative powers, near 
Puaena Point, Waialua. (Sometimes covered by sand) 

Partially covered by the sands of the beach and 
continually washed by the tides is a smooth oval-shaped 
stone about 2 feet high and 4 feet long which represents 
a woman known as Puaena who came in the following of 
Pele from Tahiti. For its curative powers the stone 
was famous, and Hawaiians came to visit it from all 
parts of Oahu. Seaweed was placed on the stone and a 
petition for aid addressed to it before the injured part 
was touched to the stone. If the ceremony was prop
erly performed, the cure would be certain to follow. 
People also came to Puaena to inquire about the pros
perity of the times and were answered through the 
medium of dreams. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15325(M96) 

(Puaena Point ?) 
Fish Attracting Stone 

Near Waialua there were large cane fields and 
a sugar mill •••• 

The hotel where we stayed was an enlarged ranch 
house, with its rooms on the four sides to make a deep 
continuous verandah, so it was like living in a closed 
box inside an open one •••• 

Our host, Mr. Tennant, inherited the property 
from his mother, a daughter of the former chief, who 
had married an Irish naval officer •••• 

Uhe next afternoon, while the men of the party 
went fishing from the cliff on the ocean side of the point 
beyond the inlet where the hotel stands, the author and a 
friend went swimming with the children. One of the 
children, while playing on the beach, bumped into a 
rock, "so balanced on another that it teetered and rocked 
back and forth when they pushed it." The children tried 
to push the rock over and finally succeeded. It started 
to roll down the sloping beach and they pushed it on 
into the water:..J 
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The next day we watched dozens of sea-going I j 

canoes come up the inlet. They were the usual dug 
outs made of koa logs, but larger than any I'd seen 
before, real sea going craft, fastened two together r 1 

by their outriggers with a triangular sail hoisted in the l 
space between. Each one was crammed with native 
families plus chickens and dogs perched on heaped house
hold effects and provisions. It looked like a mass mi- (' 
gration, but Mr. Tennant said it was their annual fishing l J 

trip when a certain fish runs up this inlet to spawn. He 
allow s them to camp in the grove behind the hotel. 
They spear the fis h at night after a canoe race. i) 

When we watched them building the tem
porary huts, run up in no time like playhouse affairs 
with palm leaf thatch on bamboo stakes, •••• The men 
then arranged the drying racks and sharpened their 
spears while the women heated stones for cooking and 
the children were busy picking leaves in which to wrap 
the food, all to the inevitable pounding of taro roots 
for poi. 

Mr. Tennant said the fishing always began at 
moonrise, so we hurried through supper in order to 
watch the p~ocession of canoes which would come tear
ing down the inlet, paddled silently, by the men at 
full strain, for the first fish speared was supposed to 
bring luck to that crew for the rest of the year. But 
no canoes appeared •••• 

Our serenity was shattered by high-pitched 
wails coming in chorus from the grove. 

"It's a lament for the dead," George ex
plained. "There must have been a sudden death, which 
is why they're not fishing, and Tennant was sent for. " 

Mr. Tennant said as he joined us, looking 
worried. "The fish god has disappeared so they're 
giving him the Royal Lament.... Some of the natives 
think he's deserted this earth forever, while others, 
and I'm one of them, think he's been stolen. " 
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"Whyon earth should anybody steal him?" 

"To attract the fish to some other inlet. If they 
find who's taken him, that man'll be skinned alive, for 
it's the worst taboo there is. The queer part is that 
the fish haven't begun to run in here yet, and they say 
that's proof positive, for they are always here by sun
set. " 

"Where was the god?" I asked. 

"Under that big hau tree at the edge of the beach." 

"What was he like? I didn't notice him. II 

"You wouldn't. He was just a roundish stone 
standing on another the way they are often thrown up 
by a tidal wave. " 

"Gracious!" I exclaimed. "That must have 
been the rock the children rolled into the water!" 

'-The adults in the party spent some time 
searching for the stone in the water. They recovered 
it and placed it back in position;i 

There in the dark blot of shadow cast by 
the hau tree we were invisible from the grove, and 
could examine the god, and were relieved to find that 
he was not broken or chipped as he was made of harder 
rock than the coral. George said there was no stone 
of the same kind on Oahu, so he must have been brought 
from some other island. To me, he looked like any 
water-smoothed boulder, with a few shallow grooves 
that were not features or a definite pattern, but might 
be the weather-worn traces of primitive carving. 

Hunt, Una Drage 
Hawaii Deluxe 
(Compiled from her own diary and letters in 
1901), Chap 12, p 49 

Uko'a Fishpond 

Site 230. 
One of the two Waialua ponds; still in use, 

It is a long narrow freflh-water pond, approximately 
a mile in length. Most of it now overgrown with 
weeds. Laniwahine was the goddess (moo) of Ukoa 
and lived there with her brother Puhiula. .6etween 
the pond and the sea was a tunnel through which 
Laniwahine passed when she wished to bathe in the 
ocean. Offerings were left for her on a stone, lo
cated near Pump Number 4 of the Waialua Agricul
tural Co. The site of this stone was marked for 
many years by a dead tree which was not removed 
because of its association with Laniwahine. Now 
neither stone nor tree is to be found. 

This is the pond to which Lehuanui* was sent 
by Oahunui to obtain fish. Here Lehuanui and his 

retainers found "the fish packed thick at the makaha 
and were soon busily engaged in scooping out, clean
ing and salting .hem. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

* See: Waialua, Paalaa, Legend of Oahunui 

Once no weeds in Ukoa Pond--just bullrushes 
(akakai). 

Low, Tom 
Waialua, May 1954 

Ukoa Pond and the Thunder 

Some times the force of the lightning and 
thunder was so strong as to break. down huge forest 
trees and knock down houses and kill people. It was 
a custom to beseech the thunder to go and help it-
s elf to the forest trees of Wahiawa and the fishpond 
of Ukoa at Waialua. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vol I, Chap 2, p 28 

MOIO of Ukoa 

Laniwahine of Ukoa has often appeared to men 
in human form even in these days of learning letters. 
Such frequent appearances foretell some terrible 
event to happen in that place. It is the way these 
strange beings have of making manifest hidden things. 

Kamakau 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vol n, Chap 9, p 45 

Laniwahine was the guardian of Uko'a at 
Waialua, and Uko'a was regarded as the long house 
where she lived. She was a native of Uko'a and all 
her deeds centered about that place. The natives 
of Uko'a never failed to recognize her deeds, but 
few of her descendants are now left or perhaps none. 
Uko'a was a very strange fish pond in which lived 
extraordinary fishes. A fish might be a kumu fish 
on one side and on the other side a mullet; or on 
one side weke pueo and on the other mullet; or one 
side might be silver white like a white cock; when 
scaled the skin might be striped and variegated in
side. It was clear to aU her descendants that these 
strange fish belonged to Laniwahine and it was not 
right to eat them. But the mullet of Uko'a were full 
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of fat when, as in all such ponds, the native guar
dian of the pond was remembered; (at other times) 
the fish had thin bodies and heads like wood or some
time s disappear ed altogether. 

Kamakau 
MO'olelo Hawaii 
Vol II, Chap 9, p 47 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 84 

Ukoa and Laniwahine 

Ukoa- -land and fis h pond in Waialua, Oahu. 
The latter is believed to have subterranean communi
cation with the sea, as its waters are very much 
disturbed during stormy weather. There are super
stitions and belief in connection with this famous 
pond. One gives rise to the common saying, "Pu
puhi ka i'a 0 Ukoa", "The fish of Ukoa is blown away 
or slipped off." There is a large circular hole at 
the head of the pond commonly credited as the home 
of Laniwahine, the sister of Puhiula,children of a 
goddess of ancient Hawaiian Mythology. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Aug. 25, 1883 

Moo Laniwahine 

In this legend we learn of the number of liz
ards which Mo'oinanea placed on these islands, from 
Hawaii to Ni'ihau .... 

In this great procession of the lizards, Mo
'oinanea was the first to reach the.top of Waolani 
and associate with her brothers, Kane and his com
panion and with Ke-ao-melemele. . .• Laniwahine 
and Alamuki were at the end of the procession of 
lizards. These lizards dwelt in Waialua. Laniwahine 
remained at the plain of Lauhulu, at the pond of Uko'a. 
A falnous saying is of this pond, "The fishes of Uko'a 
blow,the rushes are stirred" (pupuhi ka i'a 0 Uko'a, 
naue ka 'uki). /Meaning--fishes are so numerous, 
that their breath" stir the rushes. M. P.-/ As to Ala
muki, it is situated by the big bridge th~t is across 
the river in Waialua, close to Kamo'o .. loa. It was 
for this great procession of lizards mentioned in 
this legend that the place was named Ka-mo'o-loa 
(Long-line-of-lizards) and so was Kula-o-ka-mo'o 
(Lizard plain) in Waialua named to this day. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke-ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, April 18, 1885 
HEN: VollI, p 868 
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... Laniwahine was the royal lizard of Waialua 
and her residence was in the fresh water pond of Uko'a. 
This was the lizard mentioned in the chant of Kameha
meha V, "Exposed are the teeth of Laniwahine, when 
the upper jaw and lower jaw separates." All kinds 
of strange mullet were seen swimlning in the water, 
some red and some with one side differing from the 
other. The writer of this tale has seen it himself 
and perhaps the natives of the "land of sea sprays" 
will not deny it. Alamuki, Kamo'oloa and Kamo'o 
were lizards who served under Laniwahine. They 
lived where there were breezes. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ka-ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, April 25, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 873 

Fish Pond 

Saturday Jany. 26, 1833~ Walked with Mr. 
Emerson some distance in a northerly direction 
(from Wailua) to visit a sick man and to view some 
stones upon the sea shore .... 'We returned by the 
way of the pond. Saw Laanui and his company fish
ing in a canoe in the centre. It is said there are 
many fish in the pond and that the ducks there are 
sometimes very nUluerous. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Journal, p 1013 

Uki Wreath 

As soon as the young women had got out of 
sight he hastened to Waialua and arrayed himself 
in the rough and shaggy wreaths of uki from the la
goons of Ukoa and of hinahina from Kealia. 

Emerson, N. B. 
"Kalelealuaka II 
Thrum, T. G., Hawaiian Folk Tales 
p 98 

Subterranean Spring 

Between pump 4 (Ukoa Pond) and beach is 
a subterranean passage to the ocean where a spring 
is found. 

Low, Tom 
Waialua 
May 1954 

Petroglyphs near Anahulu River 

Above the opening of a shelter cave on the 
north side of Anahulu River, Kawailoa Gulch, approx-
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imately 2 miles from the sea at 400 feet elevation, 
600 feet down stream from siphon (flume across stream). 
3 human figures, triangular, filled. 2 dogs. 

J. H. Cox 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

Iliilikea Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 237. Destroyed in 1916 by W. Harpham 
for the Waialua Agricultural Company. Thrum de
scribes it as, "Of two divisions, 75 feet by 267 feet, 
its walls well defined, though in ruins." Only a few 
large rocks indicate the former site, which is now 
covered with cane. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

(In back of old KawaiLoa Ranch houseJ 1907) 

Lau- hulu Plain 

"Let us move on, " said Hiiaka to her com
panion, "there's a pang next my heart. Had I meat 
in my hand, we'd trudge to a water-spring and so 
be refreshed until we came to the house of a friend. 
Let us move. " 

- From the plain near Lau-hulu Hiiaka took a 
fresh view of Mount Ka-ala and, in a tone of banter
ing apology, said, "Forget me not, 0 Ka-ala ... 

Emerson, N. B. 
Pele and Hiiaka 
p 99 

Punanue Point 

"Punenue"- -to the right of the point are fresh 
water springs--enenue fish came into bay congre
gated around springs. (Old Frank Wright house) 

Kauahikaua, William 
May 1954 

Pu--abbreviated from puna, spring 

Nenue 
Nanue--name of fish 

Puupea ( ?) Heiau 

Site 238. Puupea (?) heiau, Punanue Point 
(few scattered stones remaining). The old Hawaiians 
of the region have only a hazy recollection of the 
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site of Puupea heiau. This site, which may be the 
heiau, is located on the beach no. more than 50 feet 
from the water. The south end, which appears to 
have been approximately 100 feet wide and 250 feet 
long, was a level sand-paved inclosure 1 foot higher 
than the outside and has two large stones mea sur-
i ng 13 by 10 feet by 6 feet high almos t in the center. 
The wall on the sea side, which is about all that re
mains, is composed of a single row of stones stand
ing on end and averaging from 2 to 3 feet in height. 
These are probably only the large foundation stones 
of a wall that was much higher. The smaller stones 
have been removed. The erect stones are nearly 
in a straightline for a distance of 250 feet. Then the 
wall begins to meander. It is of waterworn stones 
piled and faced to a height of 2 to 4 feet. At the base 
are large stones similar to the upright stones. The 
walls seem to end at a large pile of stones on the 
Haleiwa side of the Frank Wright place. The north 
end probably contained a number of small inclosures. 
The Cooper house is built in the midst of the site, 
of which but little remains. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15278(m49), 15278a(m49), 15279(m50) 

Punanue 
Akua ( ?) Stone (Lost) 

Site 239. Akua (?) stone (Lost). A small, 
smooth stone, standing erect, is said to be an akua 
with the probable name of Punanue. It measures 
1. 1 feet high and O. 7 foot at the base. Bits of water
worn lava and coral surround the stone, which is 
said to have been undisturbed. There is also a "frog 
stone" in the vicinity, which some old Hawaiians 
told the owner of the property was sacred. He does 
not remember who the Hawaiians were, and as frogs 
were unknown on these islands, the appelation of 
"frog stone" can hardly be taken as authentic or sig
nificant. None of the old Hawaiians I talked with 
had heard of the stone. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg, # 1 5326(m97) 

Kohokuwelowelo 

Site 240. Said to be the former dwelling place 
of kahunas. (Destroyed?) 

The commoner never approached the oval-
s haped elevation upon which the site is located, and 
had the utmost fear and respect for the place, To 
the north, west, and south, the approach is steep. 
in places precipitous, but to the east the slope is 
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more gradual, forming a dip between the site and 
the higher elevation farther eastward. The remains 
consist of a series of connecting terraces, some 
partially inclosed, usually of dirt flooring, but with 
a number of what were probably small rock platforms. 
The walls are irregular in height and width, mostly 
of rough lava stones, but there is a surpriSing amount 
of water wOrn material and some old coral in the walls. 
According to Thrum that is " •.. where Kaopulupulu, 
the famous priest, and his son, are said to have made 
a short stay in crossing through Waialua." About 
200 feet on the sea side of Kohokuwelowelo and at 
a lower elevation are walls, not more than 2 feet 
high, which inclose an area 30 by 38 feet. The west 
interior has a 12 foot stone pavement. 
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Site 240 (Still existing?). a. rock-paved 
inclosure 32 by 20 feet; b. dirt-paved terrace appro
ximating 26 feet square; c. ledge of stones about 8 
feet wide and 1 foot high; d. conspicuous pile of stones, 
6 feet higher than terrace e; e. dirt terrace 32 by 
48 feet; f. sloping area with low meandering walls 
west, following natural contours; g. confused mass 
of stones, probably platform; h. terrace of stones 
approximating 33 by 14 feet; i. dirt-paved inclosure 
approximately 50 feet long; j. cr.udely built wall 2 
feet high, 1 foot wide, about 20 feet lower than slope 
f; k. low meandering lines of stone approximating I 
foot high and wide. Roman numerals indicate cross 
section. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Less than half a mile beyond "The stone 
aborning" * and a furlong (1/8 mi. ) inland from the 
railroad is Kahokuwelowelo, "The comet"--the site 
of the ancient priests' monastery or college, and a 
place greatly venerated by the Hawaiians until recent 
years. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 
B. M. Newsp. Scrap Book, Vol "1931" 

*See: Waialua, Kawailoa, "Pohaku Hoohanau" 
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Kohokuwelowelo Site 

Midway between Haleiwa and Waimea--Ko
hokuwelowelo heiau for priests only at Punanue-
remains gave evidence of populous village-- since 
Hawaiians did not build heiaus near villages Thrum 
doubts this was heiau. 

Thrums 
Hawaiian Annual 
1906 

Kahoku-welowelo Heiau 

... (Kaopulupulu) ... set out toward Punanui, 
where was a temple (heiau) for priests only, called 
Kahokuwelowelo. This was crown land at Waialua 
in ancient times. Entering the temple he prayed 
for success in his journey, after which he proceeded 
along the plains of Lauhulu till reaching the Anahulu 
stream, thence by Kemoo to Kukaniloko, the shelter 
of whose prominent rock the chieftainesses of Oahu 
were wont to choose for their place of confinement. 

Leaving this place he came to Kalakoa, where 
Kekiopilo the prophet priest lived and died, and the 
scene of his vision at high noon when he prophesied 
of the coming of foreigners with a strange language. 
Here he stopped and rested with some of the people, 
and ate food with them, after which he journeyed on 
by way of Vlaipio by the ancient path of that time 
till he passed Ewa and reached Kapukaki. 

Thrum, Hawaiian Folk Tales, p 205 

• . •. Here Kaopulupulu, the famous priest 
of Oahu and his son Kahulupue, stayed on their way 
to death when summoned by the misguided Kahahana, 
king of Oahu. 

Kahahana, the misled, had regularly slighted 
the advice of Kaopulupulu, who was regarded as the 
wisest man in the kingdom. The priest left the court 
and retired to this part of the country. As a silent 
and symbolic disclaimer of responsibility for what 
was expected to happen to the kingdom through the 
ki.ng's deafness to his advice, the priest had himself 
and all his retainers tattooed on the knee. The sym
bolism will not be understood until we learn that the 
Hawaiian term kuli, means both deaf and knee. 
The king, while deaf to advice was not deaf in hearing 
of the tattooing and acted like others in power when 
their errors have been uncovered. He took the priest's 
action as an affront, and summoned him to the royal 
presence. 

It being well understood that execution awaited 
the priest at court, the son urged him to escape to 
Kauai. This was at Leinakauhane where the son had 
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found a canoe. The old priest replied that they came 
of a line of men who never shirked their duty, and 
besought his son to remain steadfast to the king's 
orders. Soon after rounding Kaena Point, the two 
were seized by the king's men. Kahulupue was killed 
at Malae in Waianae, and Kaopulupulu at Puuloa in 
Ewa. Kahulupue, seeing the advance of the soldiers, 
had attempted to escape, but was caught and drowned, 
while the old priest still tried to encourage him. 
The words have become famous, - -"I nui ke aho a 
moe i ke kai.' No ke kai ka hoi ua aina. "* They 
have been variously taken as a prophecy of the cap
ture of Oahu by the Maui king, which followed almost 
immediately and which the priest had warned against 
- -of the capture of Oahu by the Hawaii king a few 
years later--or of annexation. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 
B. M. Newsp. Scrap Book 
Vol "1931" 

*"It is far better to sleep in the sea; for from 
the sea comes life, or the means of living. II 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, P 287 

Pohaku Hoohanau 

The name of the rock is Pohaku Hoo
hanau "Stone a- borning." No Hawaiian will touch 
the stone--why--Oscar did not know. A corner had 
been broken off with a heavy hammer, and the man 
who did it died. A drill-hole for blasting, in one 
of the outer stones, is incomplete. The line of the 
old road avoided this stone, but the new lines for 
the present paving were intended to pass right over 
Pohaku Hoohanau. The workmen refused to follow 
them and the new pavement accords with the old 
lines. The bend in the road is marked, but not dan
gerous, and may be observed on the right, about a 
mile to the northeast of Kawailoa station--just be
yond Mano-loa beach. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 
Bishop Museum 
Newsp. Scrap Dook 
Vol "1931" 

Pohaku Hoohanau pointed out by Charlotte 
Awai 20 feet Haleiwa side fr"om Pole 130 on the 
mauka side of the old road. 

Kupopolo Heiau 

Site 241. Kupopolu heiau around the bluff 
from Waimea Bay about 300 feet from the road in 
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the level area between the road and the bluff in the 
land known as Kawailoa. 

A two-terraced rock paved structure 266 
feet long by 110 feet maximum width, with a rather 
heavy stone wall dividing the ~wo terraces. The 
heiau was visited and described by Thrum in 1905 
and is practically in the same condition today except 
that "The central third part of each (of the two main 
terraces) was well leveled off with small flat and 
broken stones filling in the chinks, while those in 
the end of each division were in a loose and confused 
state." This difference in paving was also noticed 
by Emory in 1921 when he visited the site. There 
is now no noticeable difference in the paving of the 
terraces, except that in certain portions, as in the 
southwest corner, it is more disturbed than in other 
places. Now the eastern half of the northern divi
sion is dirt-paved, though this may have been caused 
by a wash from the adjoining bluff. Pits now located 
on the terraces were probably made by relic hunters. 

A portion of Thrum's description follows: 

A curved walled-in inclosure on the southern 
end, thirty feet from the front wall (was in a loose and 
confused state). This latter, with a number of uni
form piles of stones in this larger division, was 
quite noticeable and may have much significance, 
though it may possibly be the result of relic search
ing in days long past, or it may have been an attempt 
at its demolition following an edict of Kaahumanu's 
in 1822, when she burned all the idols found on Ha
waii, followed by the destruction of some temples. 

Our informant said it was done by road buil
ders, many years ago, who broke away the steps 
which formerly existed at the southwest end, and. 
with many stones from the inner part of the heiau, 
were taken to construct that portion of the road bed 
that runs along the beach, because they were handy 
together. But a casual glance along the neighbor
ing shore indicates that ample material for such 
purpose exists nearer at hand, and a like condition 
doubtless existed then. Still, if his statement is 
correct, then it is not improbable that the outer 
walls have been reduced from their original height, 
probably that of the division wall. (This is hardly 
possible, for the top of these walls is now too nar
row, scarcely more than 2 feet in width, and they 
are now comparatively level. Road-builders would 
probably not leave any top to the walls, but would 
move stones from the closest portion of the struc
ture. ) 

From examination the only way of approach 
seems to be in a tumbled down outer wall rounding 
the northern corner as being probably the entry-way 
for the priests into the inner temple, which was 
this northern section for at the southwest corner 
of this division is a small space leveled off with 
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s oil but middle of southern wall, of a size for, and 
was most likely to have been the place, there where 
the priest's house for consulting his oracles, stood. 

The curved section near the middle southern 
wall of the large division may have been the main 
entrance leading to the outer portion of the temple 
which would account for its departure from the right 
angle form of all other parts of the structure. The 
r est of this division is open ground, with the ap~ 
pearance of a rear terrace running its entire length, 
where probably stood huts for the priest and his 
assistants, as required in some heiau inclosures. 

4 ... 2-1 9 

10 

7 8 

a 0----50 ft 

Site 241. a, ground plan; b, perspective plan: 
1. indications of low facings of stone, giving ap~ 
pearance of beginning of another terrace; 2, wall 
2 to 3 feet high and wide, 4-foot ledge along out-
side; 3. incline, 8 feet maximllIr width, appears to 
have been approach to terrace, slopes up from cor
ner to about mid~point of side; 4, wall 2 to 3 feet 
high, 2 feet wide; 5, low ledge of rocks 4 feet wide; 
6, rock~paved terrace partially inclosed, 108 by 
90 feet; 7, low terrace formed by line of 1 ~foot 
rocks with dirt fill 13 feet wide; 8, wall 4 feet high 
along back wall, which is 2 feet high and 3 feet 

wide; 9. probable terrace 3 to 4 feet high along back 
wall, which is 2 feet high and 3 feet wide; 10. second 
stone~paved main terrace, 144 by 107 feet; 11. 6~foot 

break in wall, possibly an entrance; 12. two small 
piles of stones approximately 6 feet square, 2.5 feet 
high; 13. area 45 feet long, 20 feet minimum, 27 ma~ 
ximum width with surrounding walls 2 feet high and 
wide; 14. area now in great confusion; 15. low walls 
1 to 2 feet high on west, 2 to 3 feet on north; 16. ledge 
of stone 6 feet wide, 4 feet lower than floor of terrace 
about 3. 5 higher than ground, running almost entire 
length of west side and half of north, formerly paved 
with small stones a few inches in size. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. 1115280 
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Heiau Kupopolo 

In making the turn and at no great a distance 
from the haunted house, we escape the fact that on 
the bluff overlooking the tempestuous billows of 
Waimea, there once dominated a very powerful fig~ 
ure, Kaopulupulu, who was officiating priest at the 
heiau of Kupopolo. Here he presided with under~ 
standing gaining such popularity with those who con~ 
tacted him that it incurred the ire and displeasure 
of the power~conscious alii, Kahahana. who dis
patched his best runners and trusted warriors to 
kill Kaopulupulu and his son, Kahulupue, for Kaha
hana reasoned "the chip must go with the block". 
On the eve of the expected arrival of the messengers 
of death, Kaopulupulu warned his son of their doom, 
saying: "I see in the sudden rise of dust that death 
w ill be here anon." "I behold no dust, father" the 
boy replied, perplexed. Ere had the words died on 
his lips, men panting hard stood beside them. The 
aged sire's eye s smiled as he remarked: "Strange 
how your loin- cloth should be knotted at the left, 
when you are right-handed and more particularly 
on an eve when everything is so calm and peaceful. " 
Strong hands were laid on the father and son. At 
the heiau of Kumaiwa in the District of Viaialua, 
when angry seas rose defiantly against the captors, 
Kaopulupulu whispered to the son "Our end is at hand, 
for our hosts have forgotten to thatch the roof over 
our heads." Hardly had he given utterance to those 
words, when father and son were rudely dragged out 
a nd speared. VI eakened, Kaopulupulu commanded 
his wounded son, who had gained a point where a 
few steps would have placed him at the mercy of the 
a ngry sea: "E nui ke aho e kuu keiki a pa ke kino 
i ka ili kai a na ke kai ka ua aina la"~~"Spend not 
your strength my son until your body strikes the 
surface of the ocean, for the land belongs to the sea. " 
This cryptic message culminated in the invasion of 
Oahu by Kahekili, alii nui of Maui, who had the great
est regard for Kaopulupulu, and the placing of the 
naked body of the deposed Kahahana on the sacrifi
cial altar at Helumoa, in the District of Waikiki. 

Nui, Robt. P.. 
Hawaiian Civic Club of Honolulu 
Night Meeting-- Flor entine Gardens 
January 25, 1940 

Prophecy of Kaopulupulu 

The legend relate s that when Kaopulupulu 
saw his son set upon and pursued by Kahahana's 
retainers, he called out to him, "I nui ke aho a moe 
ike kai! No ke kai lea hoi ua aina. II This was one 
of those oracular utterances in which Hawaiian priests 
and prophets were as adept as any of their brethren 
in other lands. Its literal meaning is--"It is far 
better to sleep in the sea: for from the sea comes 
life, or the means of living. II Those who heard it 
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and reported it found the fulfillment of the prophecy 
when Kahekili, coming over the sea from Maui, con
quered Oahu and caused Kahahana to be slain. Others 
sought the fulfillment in the conquest of the group 
by Kamehameha coming from Hawaii; others found 
it in the arrival of the foreigners, coming over the 
ocean with new ideas, knowledge, and arts. 

Fornander 
Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities 
Vol VI, Part 2, p 287 

Kumupopolo Heiau 
(Kupopolo) 

Kaopulupulu was a prophet of the time of the 
cruel Kahahana, ruling chief of Oahu. . .. He left 
the chief and went to Waianae to live. The chief sent 
for him. To find out whether the journey would be 
f or good or for evil he went into the heiau of Kumu
popolo to pray. As he prayed a rainbow stood be
fore him. The two took this for an omen of death. 

Green and Pukui 
Legend of Kawelo 
1936 
p 122 

Petroglyphs at Kawailoa 

On basalt outcropping, on bluff behind #61-264 
Kam Highway (Paul Crook I s residence). 2/5 mile south 
of Kupopolo Heiau. Triangular human figures--dogs. 
±6 units. B.P.B.M. Field Book #1. pp 153-154. 

J. H. Cox 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

Site 242. Stone in a rock shelter above Kupopolo 
Heiau. 

In the rock shelter just above the heiau known 
as Kupopolo lived two old men. One planted awa 
and the other sweet potatoes. At harvesting time 
the man who planted the awa said to the other, "My 
awa will be very fine, but there should be fish to 
eat." The other agreed that he would like fish to 
go with his potatoes, which were ready to be har
vested. So they went in a canoe and cast their nets, 
only to bring up a stone. Many time s they cast, but 
always they brought up only the same stone until, 
tired and discouraged, they returned to their shel
ter to sleep. Each had a dream and one wol~e up 
and said to the other, "I had a very strange dream. 
The stone we caught in our nets is a man and he 
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wants to be brought to land, for it is very cold in 
the sea. " 
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"That is strange, " said the other, "the dream 
is very familiar, for I had the same dream; and if 
we get him we will have many fish. " 

So that day they again went out and in cast
ing their nets again brought up the same stone, which 
they carefully brought to shore and placed on the 
land. Then they returned to their nets and caught 
more fish than they could bring back. They then 
had a big feast of potatoes, awa, and fish and again 
fell into a sound sleep. This time they dreamed that 
the stone would like awa. Upon awaking they im
mediately brought the drink to the stone for they 
knew that the stone was a god and its wishes should 
be fulfilled. According to Mrs. Anne Keahjpaka, 
from whom I heard this legend, the stone was called 
Kaneaukai. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu. 

See: Waialua, Waimea: Kaneaukai etc. 

WAIMEA 

The level land in the lower valley was in 
terraces on both sides of the stream prior to the 
great flood of 1894 .... 

It is evident that the low, leveI land along 
the west side of the stream for half a mile to a mile 
inland was once in terraces, but there are no evi
dences of former terraces on the broad elevated 
land. Above Waihi Falls the canyon is narrow and 
steep and filled with tumbled boulders for about a 
mile, then it broadens somewhat. Here on the east 
bank and extending for several hurdred yards is a 
narrow strip of old terraces. Mrs. Keahipaka, na
tive to the valley, identified the first terrace group 
above the falls as the site known as Puulu; she said 
that there were formerly many terraces above here, 
in the broadening valley along the stream bed, with 
house sites on the ridge. However, ~he said the lar
gest terrace area was that known as Kailiili which 
lies below the falls by the monkeypod trees, on land 
elevated above the stream bed. It was irrigated 
from a ditch along the base of the cliff. Farther 
upstream, toward the falls but down in the gulch, 
was another large continuous area, known as Ho
noawa and Kaula. Throughout the valley in old days 
there was a great abundance of everykind of culti
vation, including sugar cane, bananas, breadfruit, 
coffee and awa. 

The left-hand stream branching off beyond 
the first grove of mango trees divides into two 
gulches known as Kamananui (right) and Kamanaiki 
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(left). The land where this branching occurs is 
called Waikakalaua; there were no terraces here, 
I am informed, but there were some farther up
stream. In Kamanaiki there is a fresh-water spring 
in the rocks, called Punakai, near which were a few 
terraces, according to Lihau Kuewa. The branch 
stream that enter s the main Waimea Stream from the 
Waialua side just below Waihi Falls is called Kuku
iee, but I have no information as to terraces along 
its narrow course. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Volume I 

Waimea, Meaning 

Means reddish brown water. The word means 
the same in the south Pacific. At Waimea Kauai 
the .water was colored thus and when it evaporated 
on the rocks it left a reddish brown salt. This is 
the only place in Hawaii where the real "red" Ha
waiian salt is found. 

Pukui, Mary Kawena 
July 16, 1953 

Kahuna Lands 

Lands given to the kahunas were Wai
mea, Pupukea, Waiahole and Hakipu'u. These lands 
belonged to the priests from ancient times down to 
that of Kahahana. In the time of Kahekili and Ka
lani-ku-pule, these w'ere given to their kahunas and 
so also in the reign of Kamehameha I. 

Waimea belonged to the priesthood of Pa'ao .... 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Ka MJolelo 0 KaJreb.ameha I 
Kuokoa, Nov. 16, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 231 

Boundary Changes 

In reviewing the changes made in 1909 and 
comparing the districts with those of 1859. we find 
only one change in the island of Hawaii, .,. 

On Oahu, the boundaries of Honolulu district 
remain the same; Ewa and Waianae are separated 
and formed into two districts, excluding the ahupuaa 

of Waianae Uka which is added to Waialua district, 
in which is included the ahupuaa of Waimea taken 
from Koolauloa and added to Waialua in 1886. 

Coulter, John Wesley 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii 
pp 220-221 

Hewahewa 

Our dining, which was also our sitting room, 
would of an evening often be crowded with natives, 
who had come for advice and to tell their thoughts 
(mana'o). Among them came Hewahewa, an old man, 
infirm and nearly blind, famous for having been the 
much dreaded high priest of Kamehameha I. He had 
often accompanied the conqueror in his voyages of 
conquest from island to island, his office being to 
propitiate the war god, Kukailimoku, on the eve of 
battle with human sacrifices. The residence of this 
venerable savage was in the beautiful valley of Waimea. 

Emerson, Mrs. U. S. 
A Missionary's Journal 
Hawaiian Mission Children's Society 
Jubilee Celebration 1887 (Honolulu) 
p 53 

Kaneaukai 

(See Site 242. Waialua, Kawailoa) 

(See Legend of Maikoha- -Ewa, Pearl Harbor, 
for synopsis) 

After the sisters were all married and had 
been living with their husbands on Oahu for some time, 
Kaneaukai (a popular god of fisher folk) their oldest 
brother came in search of them. This man's body 
was in the shape of a log of wood, and after he had 
floated on the surface of the ocean for several days, 
it drifted to the seashore at Kealia in Mokuleia, 
Kawaihapai, Waialua, where it was carried in and 
out by the tide. After being in this form for some 
time it changed into a human being and journeyed 
to Kapaeloa, where two old men were living. 

When he approached the home of the two old 
men, he saw them watching an umu (oven), and after 
it was covered up they set out to the beach to do some 
fishing. After fishing for some time without success 
Kaneaukai called out to them: "Say, you old men, 
which god do you wor ship and keep?" The old men 
replied: "We are worshiping a god, but we do not 
know his name." Kaneaukai then said: "You will 
now hear and know his name. When you let down 
your net again, call out, 'Here is the food and fish, 
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Kaneaukai, ' that is the name of the god." The old 
men assented to this, saying: "Yes, this is the first 
time that we have learned his name." Because of 
this fact, Kaneaukai is the fish god worshiped by many 
to this day, for Kaneaukai became their fish god, 
and from them others, if they so desired. 

Fornander 
Coll Hawn Ant, Vol V, Part II, p 270 

Kaneaukai 

Leaving the Mokuleia people to the enjoyment 
of their unusual supply of fish, we will turn to the 
abode of two kahunas, who were also fishermen, 
living on the south side of Waimea Valley, Oahu. 
One morning being out of fish, they went out into 
the harbor to try their luck, and casting their net 
they caught up a calcareous stone about as large as 
a man '5 head, and a pilot fish. They let the pilot 
fish go, and threw the stone back into the sea. 
Again they cast their net and again they caught the 
stone and the pilot fish; and so again at the third 
~.aul. At this they concluded that the stone was a 
representative of some god. The elder of the two 
said: "Let us take this stone ashore and set it up 
a s an idol, but the pilot fish we will let go." ::'0 
they did, setting it up on the turn of the bluff on the 
south side of the harbor of VI" aimea. They built an 
inclosure about it and smoothed off the rocky bluff 
by putting flat stones from the immeciiate neighbor
hood about the stone idol thus strangely found. 

About ten days after the finding of the stone 
idol the two old kahunas were sitting by their grass 
hut in the dusk of the evening, bewailing the scar
city of fish, when Kaneaukai himself appeared before 
them in the guise of a young man. He told them that 
they had done well in setting up his stone image, 
and if they would follow his directions they would 
have a plentiful supply of fish. Said he, "Go to Mo
kuleia, and you will find my wooden idol; bring it 
here and set it up alongside of my stone idol. II But 
they demurred, as it was a dark night and there were 
usually quicksands after a freshet in the Kamananui 
River. His answer was, "Send your grandsons." 
And so the two young men were sent to get the wooden 
idol and were told where they could find it. The 
young men started for Mokuleia by way of Kaiaka, 
near the place where salt was made a few years ago. 
Being strangers, they were in doubt about the true 
way, when a meteor (Hoku Kaolele) appeared and went 
before them, showing them how to escape the quick 
sands. After crossing the river they went on to 
Mokuleia as directed by Kaneaukai, and found the 
wooden idol in the hut of the two old men. They 
shouldered it, and taking as much dried fish as 
they could carry, returned by the same way that 
they had come, arriving at home about midnight. 

The next day the two old kahunas set up the 
wooden idol in the same inclosure with the stone 
representative of Kaneaukai. The wooden image has 
long since disappeared, having been destroyed, 
probably, at the time Kaahumanu made a tour of 
Oahu after her conversion to Christianity, when she 
issued her edict to burn all the idols. But the stone 
idol was not destroyed. Even during the past sixty 
years offering of roast pigs are known to have been 
placed before it. This was done secretly for fear 
of the chiefs, who had published laws against idol
atry. 

Accounts differ, various narrators giving the 
story some embellishments of their own. So good 
a man as a deacon of Waialua in telling the above 
seemed to believe that, instead of being a legend 
it was true; for an old man, to whom he referred as 
authority, said that one of the young men who went 
to Mokuleia and brought the wooden idol to Waimea 
was his own grandfather. 

An aged resident of the locality gives this 
version: 

Following the placement of their strangely 
found stone these two men dreamed of Kaneaukai as 
a god in some far-distant land, to whom they peti. 
tioned that he would crown their labors with success 
by granting them a plentiful supply of fish. Dream
ing thus, Kaneaukai revealed himself to them as 
being already at their shore; that the stone which 
they had been permitted to find and had honored by 
setting up atKe hauapuu (Keahuohapuu), was himself, 
in response to their petitions; and since they had 
been faithful so far, upon continuance of the same, 
and offerings thereto they should ever after be suc-, 
cessful in their fishing. As if in confirmation of 
this covenant, this locality has ever since been noted 
for the periodical visits of schools of the anae- holo 
and kala, which are prevalent from April to July, 
coming, it is said, from Ohea, Honuaula, Maui, by 
way of Kahuku, and returning the sarre way. 

Thrum, T.G. 
Hawaiian Folk Tales 
Kaneaukai--A Legend of VI aialua 
p 250 

Kane-au-kai the Shark 

Kane-au-kai (k) (Kane swimming the sea), 
is the great shark of Waialua, Oahu. According to 
J. H. Barenaba of Kamananui,Oahu, March 16, 1907, 
his stamping ground extends from Maeaea, Waialua 
Landing, to Ke-ahu- o-Hapuu, on the line dividing 
Waialua from Koolau. A large boulder bearing the 
name of this shark rests on the side of the pali above 
the railroad at Waimea, Oahu, of which the follow-
i ng is the story told me by the natives. Some fisher-
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men, after some time spent in unfruitful effort, 
finally brought their net to the surface of the sea in 
Waimea Bay, Oahu, apparently full of fish. They 
found that it contained nothing but a hard volcanic 
s tone about the size of a man's fist. Disappointed 
anCi vexed they cast the stone into the sea and moved 
their canoe to another place in the same bay where 
they again let down their net. On drawing it up the 
second time, they met with the same disappointment, 
no fish, but the same little stone. Again they threw 
it into the sea and moved to another spot where, as 
before, on drawing up the net out of the sea, seem
ingly heavy with fish, for the third time they found 
it contained nothing but that same little stone. With 
fear and awe they looked upon it and said to each 
other, "It is a god". They carried it to the shore 
and placed it on the ledge of rock where it has ever 
since remained, an object of the people's worship. 
From such a small beginning it has grown in size 
until now it must weigh one or two tons. 

Emerson, J. S. 
Hawaii Sharks 
HEN: Vol I, p 586 

Site 243. Sacred stone known as Kaahakii, 
which formed the old division between Waialua and 
Koolauloa. 

This tongue- shaped stone, with only the tip 
protruding above the ground, can still be seen close 
to the sea side of the present road south west of 
Waimea Bay. When the road was regraded in 1930 
the stone was left untouched by the workmen, though 
on either side the earth was cut away. Thus the stone 
is somewhat more exposed than formerly. 

There used to be another sacred stone in 
this vicinity. When the railroad was being built and 
the men were blasting the stone stood erect and ap
parently caused the death of thtee workmen. The 
stone could not be pulled over, but had to be carried 
away. According to Hookala, this stone was a kupua, 
which he defined as a stone belonging to a particular 
region. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ahu-o-Hapuu 
Kahelekulani and Waikumailani 

(SynopsiS) Kahelekulani, foster daughter of 
Haumea, was reared on Hilaniwai, Oahu. Waikumai
lani, foster son of the lizard goddess Kalamainuu, was 
raised in a cave on Mauna Kea. The two dreamt of 
each other and fell in love. A man was sent from Oahu 
to fetch him and the two became man and wife. On 

WAIALUA WAIMEA I~ 

their wedding day, her father prophecied that he would [~I 
one day want to go on a circuit of Oahu, and when he . 
did, he would fall in love with Hawaiiloa, a maiden of 
Waialua, Oahu. After several years of happiness, 1-' 
he asked to go on a circuit of Oahu. IIIf you take an-
other woman, I refuse to have anything more to do with 
you. But I will make war on my rival. II He went tra-
velling and at Waialua he joined some people in playing f ~.! 
kilu. Hawaiiloa was there and in a contest he won and . 
s he was the forfeit. He forgot his wife. His wife wai-
ted and knew why he had not come home and went to see 
her parents at Alele. They advised her to make war [ , 
and went to help her. She led the way with her foster 
mother on the back of Lulukuahiwi, a great bird. The 
other woman also made ready to repulse her but in the 
fight she was killed. Waikumailani begged his wife for f ~)' 
forgiveness and to take him back with her. She refused, 
reminding him of what she had said that she would 
never more have anything to do with him. She also 
warned him not to follow her until she was a long way f " 
from the district of Waialua. He would not listen and 
followed after. At the boundary of Waimea and Koolau, 
at Ahu-o-Hapuu, on the Waialua side of the Waimea 
river, he turned into stone. It stood above the main f. I 

road. When the railroad was built this stone was l ~ 
blasted away. 

Kamaakamahiai, Aloha Aina (newsp), July 1 & 8, 1911 l ') 
From Place Names--Oahu 

Site 244. Fishing shrine (ko'a), sea side of 
the railroad north of Kupopolo heiau, Haleiwa side of 
Waimea Bay. 

This is a shrine which probably formerly in
closed the akua stone known as Kaneaukai (site 242). 
Hookala tells me that the fishing shrine was known as 
Keahu 0 Hapuu. According to Emerson'Kehu-o-hapu'u 
is the name of the bluff on the Waialua side of Waimea 
Bay. 

The shrine is rectangular in shape, 47 by 38 
feet, interior dimensions, with heavy surrounding 
walls 6. feet wide and from 4 to 6 feet high. The wall 
on the mountain side appears to have had a small ledge 
both inside and out 2 feet wide and 1 foot above the floor. 
There was also a small ledge 3 feet wide on the outside 
of the wall on the sea side. On the north end, outside, 
was a rock paved terrace 10 feet wide. There is a 
break in this wall, which may have been an entrance 
at one· time. Adjoining the northeast wall is a terrace 
of rocks 14 by 21 feet. In the interior of the southwest 
wall is a small irregular ledge 2 feet higher than the 
floor and 2 feet lower than the top of the wall. Near 
the mountain side of the shrine is an outcrop of lava 
some 20 feet high, with two portions of walls, follow
ing the irregular edge of the height. 

According to Hookala, a black suckling pig was 
brought before the akua stone in the ceremonies pre-
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ceding the opening of the tapu days. Evidently it was 
not necessary to kill the pig. for when it was placed 
before the stone it "stood and shivered, and dropped 
'dead." 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Site 244 (cont.) They crossed the Waimea 
stream on the sand-bar which in ordinary weather 
dams its mouth and, climbing the rocky bluff Kehu'ls
o-hapu'u, had a fine view of the ocean surges tossing 
up their white spray as they ceaselessly beat against 
the nearby elevated reef-fringe that parapets this coast, 
as well as of the Ka-ala mountains, blue in the distance. 

(This bluff of Kehu-o-hapu'u until within a few 
years was the site of a little heiau, the resort of fish
ermen; and in it stood a rude stone figure of the fish
god Ku -ula. From the non-mention of this interest
ing object, we have to argue either that the discovery 
and wor s hip of this idol was of later date than the times 
of Hiiaka or that s he ignored it. ) 

Hiiaka, casting her eye about for objects of 
interest, was attracted by the odd appearance of the 
lily-like water-plant uki, the detached floating clumps 
of which looked as if they had been fire-smitten. 

Emerson, N. B. 
Pe Ie and Hiiaka - -
A Myth 
P 98 

* Ke-ahu 

Keahu 0 Hapuu 
Site 244--Ko'a 

Heiau of Keahu 0 Hapuu in Waimea by Kapaeloa 
(Waialua side) makai of Government road on pali kaha
kai about size of Judiciary Building. Belongs to a 
hui of natives (Naoiwi ma), lives by the steamboat 
landing Waialua. 

Wall I fathom high, 3 feet or2 feet wide. 

A Kuula for fishermen. Contains the famous 
stone Kaneaukai a Kuula. 

Heiaus 
HEN: p 261 

Fishing Ko'as 

{ 0 Fishing heiaus (ko'a) might be large in size 
but the greater number of them were small. Some 
had houses built for them surrounded by wooden 

L 

fences and sheltered by banana trees. Most of them 
however were left open and consisted merely in a 
circle of stones and a small altar where a pig was 
roasted. After prayer the pig was eaten, then the imu 
in which it had been roasted was covered with dirt and 
the stones from the imu. Fishing heiaus were situ
ated close to beaches or in caves along the beach or 
in the sea cliff. Their object was to bring life to the 
land by attracting fish: that was their whole office to 
attract fish and so supply the country with food. There 
were many gods so worshipped. The worshippers of 
Ku'ula erected fishing heiaus to Ku'ula, those of Kane
makua to Kanemakua, and in the same way heiaus were 
set up to Kinilau, to Kamohaoali'i, to Kanekoa, and to 
many others. Altars were also set up for 'o'opu fish 
along rivers, streams, and ponds. On Islands inha
bited by birds the bird catchers who lured birds by 
whistling (mokumanu) or by building bonfires (puhi 
manu), or who snared birds (kumanu) set up altars to 
give life to the land by increasing the number of birds. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Moolelo Hawaii 
Vol II, Chap 6, p 3 

Way Side Pool 

Thence we went to the rocky point on 
the boundary of Waialua and Waimea--right at the 
bend of the road. 

A step from the roadbed and in the middle of 
a dry rocky stretch is a pool of water--once clear and 
clean but now covered with scum. The presence of 
the latter is evidence that the old regulation regard
ing its approach by women has been disregarded. 

Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 12, 1933 
Bishop Museum Newsp. Scrap Book 
Vol "1931" 

Site 245. Top of the bluff known as Palipilo 
Waimea Bay. Here there was once said to have been 
a fishing shrine (ko'a). The site is now planted in 
pineapples. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Surfing at Waimea 

She left her friends and turned homeward to 
Kahuku. At Waialua she encountered a wind and rain 
storm. The water poured down the hillsides and washed 
out the trails but she cared not at all. 
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At Waimea (there were no bridges in those 
days) she went along the shore in the storm. The 
river of Waimea almost overflowed its banks and the 
beach was full of people. In the olden days the na
tives of Waimea enjoyed riding the huge surf and up 
into the stream when it was slightly swollen. This 
sport was called the wai-pu'eone. 

Thus our traveler crossed VI aimea on a surf 
board without encountering trouble. This was said 
to be a favorite sport of the olden days and the boards 
did not sink when managed with skill. 

Poo10a, Geo. 
Noted Places on the Island of Oahu 
(Na Pana Kaulana 0 ka Aina 0 Oahu) 
Ke Aloha Aina, Aug. 22, 1919 
Newsp. 1913-1919 

Waimea Valley 

Once verdant and picturesque valley, now 
barren and deserted. 

First communication with foreigners. Dis
covery and Resolution touched here on way to Kauai 
after Cook's death. (Feb. 27 - 1779) 

"The banks of this river, and indeed the whole 
we saw of the northwest part of Oahu are well culti
vated and full of villages and the face of the country 
is uncommonly beautiful and picturesque. II (Cook's 
Voyages, London 1784 Vol III p. 87) 

Valley noted for productivity and quality-
especially pink taro which alii particularly enjoyed. 

Waters of bay noted for quantity and superi
ority of fish--favored of KU'ula--Hawaiian Fisher
man's deity. 

Stream used to open into ocean so that canoes 
could enter freely and proceed up stream. 

Western branch of stream--Kaiamoana, a 
place near by. 

Kaluahole--bluff on \\'aialua side of stream. 

Kalihee- -central bluff dividing valley. 

Abreast of Kalihee at Kapa'u, Vancouver's 
men killed--were from Daedalus (a store ship)-
landed for water and were set on by natives. 

Keanaloa--Eastern bluff--heiau Puu-o

mahuka located. 

Kahekili overthrew Kahahana 1782. 

- ._- -.- -_.- -
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Denuding of forests behind caused devastating 
floods. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1906 
p 113 

Burials 

Site 246. Burials, approximately O. 5 mile 
up Waimea Gulch on the south side. 

Numerous caves and rock shelters in this 
region have been used as burial places. One site 
visited is merely a shelter with fragmentary skele-
tal material, decayed boards, and a portion of a 
canoe. In the shallow dust of the floor are a few tapa 
fragments and bits of lauhala. The shelter is exposed 
to winds and rain and a well-beaten path gives evidence 
of the frequent visitors who have completely ransacked 
the site. 

A little farther along, this path leads to a 
cave which is probably less frequented, though a small 
wooden ladder leads from the path to the mouth of the 
cave. It is approximately 50 feet long, with one bend, 
with remnants of coffins near the mouth. Skulls and 
long bones and any remnants of material culture that 
may have been placed with the remains have been 
removed. At the back end of the cave a pile of de
cayed 'skeletal material was found, possibly bundle 
materials. The cave is extremely damp, with a small 
stream of water trickling down the center, and any 
material would quickly deteriorate there. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15374(mI45) 

Cave Burials 

Flesh removed and bones disjointed--bones 
laid in caves in bundles wrapped in many thicknesses 
of kapa ... some not disjointed--possible chiefs and 
priests--relics were found near these. 

•.. found in cave--hair lei (emblem of rank), 
idols, pipes (?), round stones for games, kapa and 
poi pounders, stone axes and lamps. 

Andwich, S. 
Thrum's Hawaiian Annual, 1906, p 109 

Hawaiians used caves as depositories for dead 
- -numerous, easily concealed and connected with mys
terious forces of life. 
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All islands have cave localities devoted to 
burial known as "ua Wahi huna kele", the places for 
secreting the bones of the dead. On Oahu, Niu, Koko 
Head, Manoa, Moanalua, Waianae, Waialua, Koolau 
Mountain Range. 

Fear of the bones of dead would be defiled by 
enemies caused Hawaiians to hide bodies. (Despised 
bones of dead enemies often made into fish hooks or 
arrow points used in the amusement of shooting mice. ) 

Sometimes flesh not stripped from bones--body 
was bent together in sitting posture, covered with 
wash made from ti root, which closed pores of skin 
and excluded air. The body was wrapped in tapa with 
fragrant herbs and buried in a grave or deposited in 
sitting posture in cave. 

Food and clothing pr ovided and per sonal be
longings. 

Body is taken away secretly at night by two or 
three persons closely related to deceased. 

Westervelt, W. D. 
Hawaiian Burial Caves 
Thrum's Hawaiian Annual, 1904, p 145 

Interment in burial place- - bodies laid out 
straight and placed in canoe or hollow log. 

Bodies layed in hidden cave with mats, food 
and fish and other bodily comforts. 

When bodies carried into hidden cave, no wail
ing for fear others may learn of place. Only one or 
two persons hid body, close relation--not in-law or 
adopted relative. 

Bodies placed in hidden caves as if sleeping, 
on mat. Covered with tapa rather than wrapped as 
corpse. Food laid out--all necessary comforts. 
Some caves famous and noted as burial caves. 

Sometimes caves were closed with fitted stone 
to conceal entrance. 

Translated from Kamakau 
Very Ancient Times 
Thrum's Hawaiian Annual, 1932, p 104 

Agricultural Terraces 

Site 247. Waimea River. On both sides of the 
river for a distance of 2 miles or more are to be seen 
the remnants of terraces used for agricultural pur
poses. They vary in size according to the available 
land. In height they average about 2 feet. Most are 
faced with stones. Some appear to have been irri-

gated. Many old breadfruit trees are to be found far 
up the gulch. Some remains suggest house sites or 
larger structures. The valley is said to have been 
thickly populated until the disastrous flood in the lat
ter part of the nineteenth century. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kuhale Heiau 

Site 248. A small heiau on the Kahuku side 
of the inlet, said to have been a fishing shrine (ko'a) 
or unu. The present site is occupied by a haunted 
house which usually stands vacant and in which few 
people have ever lived. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Site 250. Stones, either side of Waimea Bay. 

Fr om these stone s the Hawaiians once watched 
for fish. Hookala says that such a lookout is known 
as Puu Kiloi'a. The stone beneath Puu 0 Mahuka 
(site 249) is known as Kalaku. The stone on the Wai
alua side at Keahu 0 Hapuu is known as Kalakoi. 

In Hiiaka's chant mention is made of two 
stones on opposite bluffs sentineling Waimea Bay, and 
here they are called Ku and Ahuena, "patrons of the 
local fishermen." It is possible that these are the 
stones mentioned above. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p150 

Men watch for fish and signal to the fisher
men below. 

Kilo - watch 
Kalaku - proclamation 

Pukui, Mary Kawena 
June 21, 1954 

i'a - fish 
Kalakoi - insistent. 

proclamation 

Burials in Waimea 

Site 251. Burials, ridge north of the Waimea 
inlet. 

Rock shelters on the face of the cliff upon 
which stands Puu 0 Mahuka heiau (Site 249--Koolauloa) 
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have been used as burial caves. Only one of those 
visited now contains skeletal material. It appear s 
to have been disturbed. The shelter is about 10 feet 
deep and 3 feet high and wide. It looks as though it 
had once been walled up. It contained a portion of a 
wooden platter, badly decayed, which was slightly 
more than 1 foot wide and probably 3 feet or more 
long. At one end is a suggestion of ornamentation. 
There were also three pointed saplings. The longest 
is 6.1 feet in length, 1 inch in diameter, and has one 
end artificially pointed. Though it is a rough sapling, 
it may represent a spear. Another is 4.3 feet long 
with one end pointed. The smalle st is 2.2 feet long 
a nd appear s to be artificially shaped. It is badly 
decayed. All appear to be of great age, and as the 
site is dry the material may have been preserved for 
a long time. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu. 

Konohiki to Ihokoko 

He is also mentioned in the story of 
Hiiakaikapoliopele: "Piliaama was fishing off V{ ai
mea (kanaka lawai'a 0 ka pali). He was konohiki to 
Ihokoko. He was also a kane hii 010 (bosom compan
ion) of Kapuewai. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
Site 252 

Ihukoko 

(See Legend of Maikoha--Ewa, Pearl Harbor-
for synopsis. ) 

When Kaihukoa decided to stay in V-aianae, 
the remaining sisters continued on to Waialua, where 
Kawailoa met Ihukoko. Kawailoa was a single man 
and as he fell in love with Ihukoko the two were united 
and they became husband and wife. Ihukoko remained 
here, and the fish that accompanied her from their 
home was the aholehole. 

Fornander 
Coli. Hawn. Ant. 
Vol V, Part II, p 270 

MT. KAALA 

Site 212. Luakini fishpond, once located on 
the summit of Mount Kaala. 

According to Hookala, his father often obtained 
fish from this fresh-water pond. In it were to be 

\~AIALUA MT. KAALA f' 
found many shore fish, hinalea, wuwoa, a kind of 
mullet, and others. Kamaoha was the moo or god
dess of the pond. There is now only a swamp at the 
site. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

'Elemihi of Kaala 

The moss that hangs on the wood, 
The red crab on the top of Kaala. '" 

Footnote 14: There is said to be a pond on the summit 
of Kaala in which is found a fresh-water crab. 

History of Kualii 
Fornander Coll, Vol IV, Part 2 
p 390, line 500 

"'Ka limu kau i ka laau, 
Ka elemihi ula i ka luna 0 Kaala-la. 

Summit Swamp 

Swamp on the top of Kaala not likely to have 
been used as fish pond. There is a deep depression 
on side towards Waianae and there is no trace of stone 
walls or dykes which would have been necessary to 
keep water from flowing out. Also Lehua trees grow
ing in swamp have moss and other growth indicating 
they have been growing there a very long time. The 
age of these trees is obvious and had there been a 
pond these trees would not be there or have the ap
pearance they do if of recent growth. (See McAllis
ter, site 1(212). 

McGuire, Thomas 
September 26, 1953 

PaliuH at Kaala 

Paliuli remained with the natives of the land 
of the cold Waikoloa wind (north wind). The girls 
made haste to string mokihana leis at the top of Ka
'ala with nene grass. These are both fragrant things 
that were strung into leis for visitors •..• 

They returned with two bundles of leis and 
gave them to the stranger. This pleased her. While 
she was there, she was shown some amusements by 
Kalena and Hale 'au 'au. . •. They entertained her while 
she was there for a few days. After a while Paliuli 
told the natives of her desire to go. They and their 
relatives were sorry to have her go. Next day she 
was ready to go and the girls accompanied her to the 
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top of Kolekole. There they bade each other a last 
good-bye and Paliuli turned to ascend Mount Ka'ala 
while Kalena and her companion turned homeward. 
When Paliuli reached the top of the mountain, she 
wandered here and there in the forest and came to the 
pool of Ka'ala. As she sat there to rest for a time, 
the sun drew toward (the islet) Lehua until it rested 
close to the surface of the sea. While she was about 
to go to sleep there, a sweet voice uttering hula and 
oli chants reached her. Therefore she could not sleep 
beside the pool. 

Manu, Moses 
The Legend of Ke-ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, Dec. 20, 1884 
HEN: VollI, p 829 

Origin of Kaala 

Harold T. Stearns, geologist and author, com
menting on the origin of Kaala, says: "Mount Kaala 
lies about nine and one-half miles from the northwest 
end of the Waianae range and about twelve miles from 
the southwest end. It is not a peak but a subcircular 
plateau about a mile across, notched by several small 
streams. Except where four narrow ridges radiate 
from it, the plateau is bounded by precipices 1,000 
to 2, 000 feet high. The largest of the streams tumbles 
into the head of Makaha valley, forming a waterfall 
I, 000 feet high. A swampy forest cover s the plateau, 
but in the stream beds and in the cliffs surrounding 
it nearly horizontal and usually massive lava beds 
are exposed. It appears that the plateau is caused by 
resistance of these massive beds to erosion. " 

"The Waianae Range is about twenty miles 
long and nine miles wide and forms the western part 
of Oahu. • •. Mount Kaala, the highest point, is 4,025 
feet above sea level and is the highest point on Oahu. 

(This article is good description of top of Waianae 
Range and Mount Kaala. ) 

Brown, Granville 
Beyond the Rim of Kaala 
Paradise of the Pacific 
June 1941, p 11 

One of these ranges is called Konahau
nui /Konahuanui/, the other Kaala; the former occu
pies-the eastern-end of the island, the latter the west
ern. Both are basaltic. It is remarked of these two 
ranges, that the soil and growth of the plants are dis-

similar; for instance, the kauwila, the wiliwili, the 
hau, and the uhiuhi are found on the Kaala, and are 
either not found, or only in a dwarfish state, on the 
Konahaunui; whilst the acacia (koa), and the lehua, 
do not exist on the former, though growing luxuriantly 
on the latter. 

Vlilkes, Charles, U. S. N. 
Narrative of the United States 
Exploring Expedition During the 
Years 1838, 1839, 1840, 18·':11, 1842 
Philadelphia 1845 
Vol IV, P 75 

The fragrance of the kupukupu fern 
brought fond memories and I recalled the words of 
a song, 

Haleiwa Hotele 

Beautiful to my sight, 
The top of Kaala. 
The creeping of the mist, 
The murmuring waters of the upland. 
The fragrance of the kupukupu fern 
Filling the forest. 

About LeiLono 
Kuokoa 
August II, 1899 

Kaala - (an archaic word) can mean-
Lizard- -widow or widower-
(forbidding aspect, aloof, not 
friendly)--This latter may be 
the meaning that applies. 

Pukui, M. K. 
June 1954 

Kaiona, the Goddess 

Kaiona was a goddes s who dwelled in the Wai
anae mountains near Kaala. She was referred to as 
"the lady of sunshine". Mrs. Pukui says that she has 
never found anything that suggests that this goddess 
has ever done an unkind thing. Never harmed anyone. 

Was an aumakua of Mrs. Pukui's relative. 
Pauahi Bishop was sometimes known by this name, 
probably because of her good and kind ways. 

As told by Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui 
July 16, 1953. 
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Formation of District 

No changes were made (after 1909) until 
1913 and then only with respect to Oahu when a new 
district was created, that of Wahiawa, in which 
the ahupua:'as of Wahiawa and Wai'anae Uka were 
taken from Waialua to form this new and seventh 
district of Oahu. In 1899, a tract of some 1320 
acres of Wahiawa, formerly in pasture, was sub
divided into agricultural homestead lots and by 
1913 quite a community had developed in this sec
tion whose aspirations for independence from Wai
alua district were met by the creation of a new 
district. p 2.21 

In 1925, the third edition of the Revised 
Laws, containing all laws up to that date, was en
acted. In the session laws of that year, the dis
trict of Wahiawa on Oahu was expanded on its north 
and south sides by taking respectively from W d.ialua 
and Ewa, large irregular tracts of land, but as very 
little attention was paid to the new boundaries in 
the operation of the law, it is unnecessary to recite 
the revised description. It can be found in Act 13, 
Session Laws of 1925. 

In the special sessions of 1932.. .. The 
incongruous boundaries of Wahiawa on Oahu cre
a ted in 1925 were abrogated and the district re. 
stored to its boundaries of 1913, to which were 
added small tracts of land in Ewa and Waialua 
acquired by the United States and included within 
the Military Reservation of Schofield Barracks. 

Coulter, John Wesley 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii 
p 222 

For description of Wahiawa Plains 

See: Bishop, S. E. 
Road to Waialua (Waialua) 

For trail through Wahiawa 

See: Waialua, Waialua Trail 

Uliiuka- Uliikai 

After the time of Huanuikala 'ila 'i as chief 
of O'ahu came his son Kuheilani. The sisters of 
Kuheilani were Uliiuka (Uli-of-the-upland) and 
Uliikai (Uli-of-the-coast). Uli-of-the-uplands 
~as the one who reared Kana in the uplands of 
Wahiawa; Uli-of-the-coast lived with a fisherman 

-/ 
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down at Kualaka'i. It was from this source that 
praying to death became widespread. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Vol II, Chap 10, p 21 

WAIANAE-UKA 

This ahupua'a ran from the crest of the 
Waianae Mountains south of Mount Kaala, across 
the plateau area on which Schofield Barracks stands, 
and up to the crest of the Koolau Range. On the 
Waialua side, I am told, there were terrace areas 
watered by Kioea and Waikoloa Streams. Kalena 
Gulch had some terraces; I have no information 
about Mohiakea. On the Koolau side three large 
streams join to form Kalakoa Stream. The con
figuration of the land suggests that there must have 
been some terraces here. 

Handy 
The Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 86 

Kumakalii Heiau 

Site 213. Kumakalii heiau, once located in. 
Pukaloa Gulch, not far from Kolekole Pass. 

Nothing remains of the heiau now, for the 
stones were used in the building of the Wahiawa 
dam. Thrum says: "An important heiau in its 
day, and of large size; visited by Kalakaua in the 
'70's. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kolekole 

Site 214. Sacrificial stone. From 5 to 8 
feet high and about 8 feet broad with a central de
pression 1. 5 feet deep and 2 feet in diameter at 
the top. The stone has received a good deal of at
tention in recent years. It is striking because of 
the many ridges which rib its sides, one in par
ticular apparently draining the bowl-like depres
sion. There is a projection on one side upon which, 
one is now told, persons were made to stand and 
lean over when decapitated. This sacrificial stone 
story was started as a jest by a part-Hawaiian 
woman. The rapididity with which it has found 
favor and acceptance is indicative of the sudden 
rise and spread of a legend. According to the old 
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Hawaiians, this stone is said to represent the guar
dian of the pass, a woman by the name of Kolekole, 
from which the gap takes its name. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

See also: A Legend of Kolekole 
Waianae, Lualualei 

Leilehua Plains 

Kolekole Pass. Stone "The place where 
the young students, who were studying art of war, 
would go, and wait for people and practice the 
Lua on them; the lua was the art of dislocating 
joints and replacing them; all along the plains of 
Leilehua, students would lay in wait for travellers 
to practice on. (Lihue) 

Stokes, John F. G. 
"Sites Notes" (Notes in Arch. Lab. 
in card file) 
Mrs. A. P. Taylor, informant 
Hist. Comm. 

See: Waialua, Kamananui, The Valley of Spears, 

Battle near Kolekole 

When Kahekili was reigning as king of Maui, 
and Kahahana was king of Oahu, it was during this 
period that Kahahawai with a number of warriors 
came to make war on Oahu. In this battle the people 
of Oahu were defeated and slaughtered at Niuhelewai, 
and the waters of the stream were turned back, the 
stream: being dammed by the corpses of the men. 

After the battle of Niuhelewai, the chiefs 
and the men retreated and encamped on the moun
tains of Kaala. They were well supplied with war 
implements and other things necessary for the de
struction of their enemies. So Kahahawai contrived 
a means of destroying them, thus: They were a 
little more than forty men, and Kahahawai told 
them to prepare torches. When these were ready 
they went one evening to the top of a hill which was 
near to the rendezvous of the enemies where they 
lighted their torches. 

I.iter the torches were lit they mo"ed away 
to a cliff called Kolekole and hid themselves there, 
leaving their torches burning at the former place 
until they (the torches) died out. The enemies 
thought that Kahahawai and his men had gone off to 
sleep. They therefore made a raid on the men of 
Kahahawai. But Kahahawai and his men arose and 
destroyed all the people who we),"e asleep on the 
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hills and the mountains of Kaala. Thus the enemies 
were annihilated, none escaping. Those who raided 
the torch encampment were captured',. there being 
no avenue for escape from death and destruction 
by Kahahawai and his men. 

Therefore, the conquest of Oahu by Kahe
kili was complete through the bravery and great 
ingeniousness of his warrior, Kahahawai, in de
vising means for the destruction of the enemy. 
Thus Oahu remained in subjugation until the reign 
of Kalaikupule, (Kalanikupule) Kahekili's son, when 
it was conquered by Kamehameha. 

Fornander 
Coll. of Hawaiian Antiquities 
Vol V, Part II, p 498 

Elou Cliff Road 

There was a long cliff road, Elou, from 
Kalena and Hale'au'au, on the east side of 1<.aala, com
ing down here to Waianae. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, 2158-2715, p 2705 

see also: 
JOM Ii 

Fragments of Hawn, Hist., P 97 

The trail from Waialua branched off from Kau
konahua Gulch and ran through Hale 'au'au and Kalena 
and joined with the trail from Wahiawa over Kolekole 
to Waianae. 

Poe, Harry G., Sr. 
Dec. 1954 
Waianae 

Lihue 

(Kuali'i a chief of Oahu goes to Kauai to get 
kauila wood with which to make spears. ) 

•• •• Returning, he meets a great army drawn 
up on the plains in Lihue and three men defeat twelve 
thousand. In three great battles, at Malamanui, Pule
'e, Paupauwela, he subdues the whole island. He goes 
to Hawaii and routs a chief named Haalil0, but returns 
to Oahu to repel a revolt of the Waianae chiefs at Kalena. 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 396 
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Lihue 

Lihue as a place name has been lost. Maps 
showing its existence are not available, yet Lihue 
on oahu was faITLErl in mele and chant long· before the 
enterprising city on the Island of Kauai was naITLErl 
for it. 

Taylor, Clarice B. 
Honolulu star Bulletin, Oct. 16, 1956 
(In answer to a letter from Simeon Nawaa) 

See Ewa map for location of Lihue. Area belav 
Kanehoa and Maunauna. Location taken fran Hawaiian 
Government Survey map of oahu, 1876. 

•.. Kualii, Maheleana and Halanaihaehae there
fore came ashore and proceeded by land to Malamanui. 
All that night both sides took a long rest; but 
early in the rrorning the fighting cornrenced at Kalena 
on the plains of Haleauau, at Lihue. . .. Kualii named 
this the battle of Kalena. 

Fomander ColI., Vol IV, P 414 

Lihue, the uplands of the l'ii'aianae side of 
Wahiawa, Oahu; a narre rarely applied thereto of 
late years. 

Ibid., Vol V, P 274, footnote 2 

Kukaniloko, on the upland plain of Lihue, 
island of Oahu, ..• 

Ibid., Vol VI, P 419, footnote 12 

Kaupe 

Among dog-men represented as overthrowing 
the chief of a district and terrorizing the country, 
the most famous is the cannibal dog-man Kaupe who 
overthrew the government of Ka-hanai-a-ke-akua 
(Reared by the gods) and ruled the land from Nu'uanu 
to the sea. 

Kaupe lives at Lihue on Oahu. 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 345 

Kaala Mountain rose beautifully above, 
the brow of Maunauna moved over the geese inhabited 
plain of Kalena in Haleauau. 

Leilono, Haleiwa Hotel 
Kuokoa 
August 11, 1899 
Newsp 
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Haleauau ( ?) Heiau 

Site Z15. Pulae, Pumaialau Gulch. A two
terraced structure located on a natural hill on the 
side of the gulch. Curio hunters and bursting shells 
- -for it is on the edge of an artillery range - -have ob
literated most of its features. The walls of the pit, 
which is on the southeast corner, are evenly faced, 
with a fill of small rocks as a flooring. Beneath the 
few inc hes of flooring is the natural earth. Two ku
kui trees are now growing in the pit. The three sides 
of the small terrace before the pit are evenly faced 
with 1 foot stones to a height averaging 5 feet. The 
low 1 foot terrace on the east half of the heiau is 
hardly perceptible, but an occasional low facing sug"'" 
gests the low elevation depicted •. The whole struc
ture was stone-paved, but the greater part of the 
flooring has been disturbed. The north side pre
sents a steep face, portions of which could not be 
scaled. There is about a 150 foot drop to a small 
stream. The other three sides are neither so steep 
nor so deep. Large natural stones have been utilized 
in building, notably one 8 feet in size on the northeast 
corner. Unusually large stones are found in several 
instances in the wall. A few pieces of coral were no
ticed. 

-N Q __ 2uft 

5 6 5 

",1ZI'-'-r~_5 __ --, \ 
8 _______ ) 

b 

Site 215. a, sketch of heiau in perspective; 
b, ground plan: I, 25-foot slope 15 feet high; 
2, sloping embankment of stones about 24 feet 
greatest width; 3, stone-paved upper terrace 49 by 
62 feet; 4, sloping face 3 feet high with I-foot 
stones in straight line at foot; 5, ledge, front 10 
feet wide, sides 6 feet wide; 6, terrace 35 by 36 
feet, rock-paved, 1 foot higher than ledge 5; 7, pit 
4.3 by 9 feet by 2 feet deep; 8, small projecting 
terrace 8 feet wide, 14.5 feet long, 5 feet high. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg.#lSZ76(m47) 
#lSZ71(m48) 
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Pumaialau Gulch 

Site 216. House site (?). On the ridge east of 
Haleauau heiau a line of large stones 3 feet in size 
forms an inclosure 15 by 20 feet. This was probably 
a house site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Heiau 

Site 217. Approximate location of a heiau in 
Kalena Gulch on the land of Mohiakea. 

This heiau is said by Kapano of Waikele and 
Baptiste of Waimalu to have had a tunnel artificially 
dug underneath the platform, containing burials. It 
is not known if this was of recent or ancient construc
tion, but as heiaus have frequently been used as places 
of burial in recent years (Sites 90, 293, 329, 371) it 
is probable that this chamber, if it existed, was not 
very old. The heiau was in the area used as an artil. 
lery range and was destroyed by the government. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kalena 

Kualii's first attempt to bring the Oahu chiefs 
to their proper status as feudatories of the Moi of 
Oahu was directed against the chief of the Kona dis
tr ict •••• 

We next hear of Kualii making an expedition 
to Kauai for the purpose of procuring suitable wood 
from which to manufacture spears .for his soldiers. 
Succeeding in this, and fully prepared Kualii turned 
his attention to the Ewa and Waialua chiefs and their 
subjection to his authority. The hostile forces met 
on the land of Kalena and the plain of Haleauau, not 
far from Lihue, where Kualii was victorious. The 
Ewa chiefs, however, made another effort to re-., 

f. _

:: trieve their fortunes, and fought a second battle ,with 
_ Kualii at Malamanui and Paupauwela, in which they 

were thoroughly worsted and the authority of Kualii 
as Moi of Oahu finally secured and acknowledg~d. 

1 j 

t I 
l ~ 

L 

Fornander 
Polynesian Race, Vol II, p 281 

(After returning from Kauai and seeing the 
people gathered at Kamaile, Kualii suggested that if 
they wished to fight he would meet them at Kalena. ) 

Kualii, Maheleana and Malanaihaehae therefore 
came ashore and proceeded by land to Malamanui. All 
that night both sides took a long- rest but early in the 
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morning the fighting commenced at Kalena on the plains 
of Haleauau (near) Lihue. On the one side there were 
twelve thousand men, while on Kualii's side there were 
but three men, and yet the armies of the chiefs of Wai
anae and Koolauloa were routed. Kualii named this 
-the battle of Kalena. 

A few days after this three more battles were 
fought, at Malamanui, Pulee and Paupauwela. These 
were the greatest of the battles fought by Kualii in all 
the Oahu contests. 

Fornander 
Coll, Haw'n. Ant. 
Vol JV, Part II, p 414 

Oahunui Stone 

Site 204. Approximate location of Oahunui, 
a stone whose outline is said to resemble that of Oahu, 
in the gulch near the division line between Ewa and 
Waialua. fOld boundary--before Wahiawa District 
formed. Now Wahiawa and Ewa boundary at Waika
kalaua. E. s7' / 

The stone was formerly visited by the Hawai
ians, for no one could say that he had been entirely 
around the island of Oahu, unless he had been around 
this stone. In the nineties it seems to have been a 
favorite expedition for Honoluluans to ride out to Oa
hunui and walk around this stone. Oahunui is also 
the name of one of the former chiefs of Oahu. lie He 
came under the influence of the cannibal chief, Lo 
Aikanaka, and learned to like human flesh. It is re
ported that he killed and ate his two nephews, the 
children of his older sister, who shared with him the 
royal power and prerogative. Lehuanui avenged the 
death of his children by killing Oahunui and his wife, 
Kilikiliula, who had it within her power to save her 
children. It is said that Oahunui and Kilikiliula and 
the attendants that participated in the killing and cook
ing of the children were turned irito stone and are still 
to be seen. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

*See: Waialua, Paalaa, Aikanaka references 

Oahu-Nui (Site 204) 

Oahu-iki, is a big rock close to Oahunui, a 
place on the makai side of Wahiawa. The saying is, 
"If you have not seen Oahu-iki, too, you have not seen 
the whole of Oahu. " 

Kelsey, T. 
Collection 
HEN: Vol It p 820 
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{Until 1913 when the district of Wahiawa was 
formed Waianae -uka and Wahiawa (ahupuaas) belonged 
to Waialua and therefore Oahu-nui is referred to as 
being in Waialua, in the old accounts. E. S. 7 

Note: For more on Oahu-nui see: 
Oahu-nui Stone (Site 204), Wahiawa, Waianae-uka 
Legend of Oahu-nui, Waialua, Paalaa 
Waialua Trail, Waialua 
Kahahana's Death, Ewa 

WAHIAWA 

According to Oscar Cox there were terraces 
at Kanaku and at Kuaikua, both of which are some
where in the vicinity of Kukaniloko. According to 
old Mahoe there were numerous terraces on the le
vel uplands in the vicinity of Wahiawa town, irrigated 
by a ditch bringing water from Hel~mano Stream. 
However, this is impossible, since Poamoho Stream 
intervenes. The chiefess, Lanikaha built terraces 
inland in Helemano. There were small terraces in 
all the inner valleys. 

Wahiawa Stream irrigated extensive terraces 
on the flats both immediately above and below the 
town and also· about 2 miles inland. Some of these 
terraces are planted in truck now, but most are neg
lected. It is said that there were numerous small 
terrace areas from 3 to 4 miles upstream in Wahi
awa and its tributaries, Waimano and Manana. 

At Kaniula, where the waterworks are now, 
Hawaiians had a dam from which ditches led to Wa
hiawa terraces, some of which were near thesite of 
the present radio station. 

Handy, E. S. 
The Hawaiian Planter' 
Vol I, p 81 

Meaning of Wahiawa 

wahi - place 
a - belonging to 
wa - noisy 

Wahiawa meaning a noisy place. Lahilahi 
Webb said that often the inhabitants could hear the 
ocean when the wind was blowing. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary Kawena 
July 16, 1953 

From the same vantage-ground--that of Kehu
o-hapu'u--(see site 244, Waimea) Hiiaka not only saw 

the dash of the ocean against the buttresses of the 
near-by coast, her ears also were filled with a mur
murous ocean-roar that gave to the air a tremor like 
that of a deep organ-tone: 

o W ai- alua, kai leo nui; 
Ua lono ka uka 0 Lihu'e; 
Ke wa la Wahi-awa, e 
Kuli wale, kuliwale i ka leo; 
He leo no ke kai, e. 

Waialua, land of the sounding sea, 
With audience in upland Lihu'e 
A voice that reaches Wahi-awa" 
Our ears are stunned by this voice 
The voice, I say, of old Ocean! 

The landscape still held her, and she continued: 

o W ai- alua, la'i eha, e! 
Eha ka malino lalo 0 Wai-alua 

Wai-alua has a fourfold calm, 
That enfolds and broods o'er the land. 

Emerson, N. B. 
Pele and Hiiaka--A Myth 
p 99 

Lake Wilson 

But for an elusive lake and one that's a gem, 
said Mr. Judd, I'll take Lake Wilson. This tiny lake 
is at the head of Poamoho stream in the Koolau range. 
It is about 2,500 feet high. It was named for A. A. 
Wilson, manager of the Wahiawa Water Works ... 

Burns, Eugene 
Hawaii Land of Lakes 
Honolulu Star Bulletin, March 25, 1939 
Bishop Museum Scrap Book, p 88 

Kuaikua Stream 

Kuaikua is located up in Halemano. It has 
a sacred spring and only those related to the super
natural ones who made and hid it, are allowed to 
bathe in it. 

Places Oahu 
Ke Au Hou, July 13, 1910 
HEN: Place Names--Oahu 

Kukaniloko 

SitE; 218. Kukaniloko, located near Wahiawa, 
on the Waialua side of Kaukonahua Gulch, one of the 
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two famous places in the Hawaiian Islands for the 
birth of children of tapu chiefs. The other is at Ho
loholoku, Wailua, Kauai. Due to the efforts of the 
late W. W. Goodale of the Waialua Plantation, and 
the Daughters of Hawaii, this site is assured perma
nent protection. It is the only site on Oahu that is 
being officially preserved. 

K ukaniLoko is said to have been established 
by Nanakaoko and his wife, Kahihiokalani, whose 
son, Kapawa, heads the List of the important alii born 
here. "This must have happened close upon the 
twelfth century," according to Fornander. See Mc
AlLister--Arch. of Oahu for further information. 
Page 135. 

McALLister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Neg. #15394(m165) 
#15395(m166) 

Kukaniloko: Birthplace of Alii 

While this origin may be lost to us, the 
tradition of its recognized eminent virtue has come 
down by various native authorities which traces it 
back to about the opening of the twelfth century. 

One early writer gives the following descrip
tive account of its origin and purpose: (Kuokoa, Vol. 
IV, no. 31) "There were two famous places for the 
birth of children of tabu chiefs, viz., Holoholoku at 
Wailua, Kauai, and KukaniLoko at Waialua, Oahu. 
These birth places were thought to add some special 
divine gift to the sacred place already occupied by a 
tabu high chief. 

"Kukaniloko' was made or established by Nana
kaoko and his wife Kahihiokalani as the place for the 
birth of their son Kapawa. A row of stones was laid 
down on the right hand and another on the left hand, 
and the face was to the right side. There stood thirty
six chiefs, eighteen on each side. A hill or mound 
was made for the back. Kukaniloko was the stone to 
be trus ted. If anyone came in confident trust and 
lay properly upon the supports the child would be 
born with honor. It would be called a chief divine; 
a burning fire. 

"When the child was born, it was quickly taken 
inside the Waihau of Hoolonopahu. There were forty
eight chiefs to whom belonged the duty of the birth 
ceremonies, of cutting the naval cord. 

"The south side of Kukaniloko was a furlong 
and a half, and on the western side two furlongs. 
There the tabu drum of Hawea was sounded, signify
ing that a chief was born. On such occasions the 
commonpeople assembled on the east side of the 
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stream--a thousand of them (a mano), on that side of 
Kuaikua. On the south side were the servants. 

"KukaniLoko, one of the daughters of Piliwale 
(a grandson of MaiLikukahi) and Paakanilea, his wife, 
succeeded him in a successful reign of peace and 
prosperity. Her birth-place is not stated, but she 
is referred to as a powerful chiefess, her husband 
being Luaia, a Maui chief, grandson of Kukaalaneo. 

"Kalaimanuia followed her mother, Kukani
loko, as Moi of Oahu. She was born at Kukaniloko, 
the famous birth-place of Hawaiian royalty. " 

Kakuhihewa, who became one of the great 
kings of Oahu, was also born at Kukaniloko, the ac
count of which is more specific than the others. He 
is said to have been born "in the sleeping place con
secrated by the tabu of LiLoe. From thence he was 
taken to Hoolonopahu by his grandfather, Kanehoa
lani. Forty- eight chiefs of highest rank,· •• were pre
sent at the ceremony of cutting the navel- string of 
the new-born chief; and the two sacred drums named 
Opuku and Hawea announced the important event to 
the multitude. " 

This faintly indicates the august ceremonies 
attending the birth of a distinguished chief. It would 
be better understood if the tabu of LiLoe was known. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 
1912, p 101 

Founding of Kukaniloko 

I am led to assume,therefore, that Na
namaoa was the fir st of his family who arrived from 
one or the other of the southern groups and estab
lished himself on the Hawaiian group. His son, Na
nakaoko, was a chief of considerable note on the is. 
land of Oahu. He and his wife, Kahihiokalani, are 
by the oldest, and by all the legends, acknowledged 
as having built the famous and in all subsequent ages 
hallowed place called Kukaniloko, the remains of 
which are still pointed out about three-fourths of a 
mile inland from the bridge now crossing the Kauko
nahua stream in Ewa district, island' of Oahu. Chiefs 
that were born there were "born in the purple, " and 
enjoyed the distinction, privileges, and tabus which 
that fact conferred. So highly were those dignities 
and privileges prized, even in latest times, when 
Kamehameha I, in 1797, previous to the birth of his 
son and successor, Lihbliho K. II, made every ar
rangement to have the accouchement take place at 
Kukaniloko; but the illness of Queen Keopuolani frus
trated the design ..• 

Fornander 
The Polynesian Race 
Vol II, p 20 
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Beginning of Kukaniloko 

The family of Nana-maoa, Nana-kulei, and 
Nana-kaoko all lived at Waialua in Wahiawa and Li
hu'e. Kapawa was the son of Nana-kaoko. With him 
began the setting apart of a special place for the birth 
of chiefs. Kukaniloko that place was called. It was 
in Wahiawa in the Waialua district and was under 
very strict tapu. Ho'olonopahu (Sounding-the-pahu
drum) was the sacred tapu place where they tied up 
and cu.t the navel cord of a chief. The ancient pahu 
drum Hawea brought from the lands of Kahiki was 
sounded there as a sign to announce the birth of a 
chief and the cutting of his navel cord. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Mo'olelo Hawaii 
Vol I, Chap I, p 18 

About Kukaniloko 

(A visit to Kukaniloko by Lahilahi Webb. In 
the party were the following: The Regent, Mrs. Swan
zy, Mrs. Lahilahi Webb, Mrs. Ellen Dwight, Mrs. 
Flora Jones, Mrs. Caroline Robinson and party. 
This was the Kukaniloko Committee of the Daughters 
of Hawaii. E. S. ) 

Upon our arrival at Kukaniloko, we were met 
by Oscar Cox, Mrs. Annie Keahipaka, Mrs. Susan 
Keahinui, Mr. John Holani Hao and Mr. Daniel Hookala, 
all wearing red geranium leis around their hats, mak
ing most picturesque showing as we neared this fa
mous spot. 

Mr. Cox and the two old gentlemen pointed out 
the Kukaniloko stone. Although Mrs. Swanzy had seen 
the stone before, she was desirous of having the stone 
pointed out by the old kamaainas of that district. A
mid a group of three or four of the more prominent 
of these stones is one standing tongue shaped, mea
suring a little over five feet in height by two and one 
third feet in width, that has been supposed by many 
was the famous stone in question from its weather 
worn condition, but an aged native familiar with lo
cality and its traditions says it was brought from else
where a number of years ago by the late George Gal
braith and set up there, and is known as the Keanini
ulaokalani stone, who was supposed to be in life the 
husband of Hainakolo. It is clearly a different qual
ity of lava rock than predominates in the vicinity. 
FaCing this Keaniniulaokalani stone, westward, is 
one of the largest, deeply imbedded in the ground, 
--the Kukaniloko Stone--the upper surface of which 
has rudely shaped depressions fitting the human form 
that primitive mind in ages past coupled with a cause 
and purpose familiar with the ceremonies attending 
the birth of distinguished chiefs •.• 

Spitz, Bernice D. 
Sec. of D. of H. 

(Synopsis) Kukaniloko, the famous birthplace 
of aliis of the highest rank, at Halemano, in the Wai
alua district. 

Two famous places for the birth of children 
of tabu chiefs--Holoholoku at Wailua, Kauai, and 
Kukaniloku, at Waialua, Oahu. 

Established by Nanakaoka and his wife, Kahi
hiokalani as the place for the birth of their son Kapawa. 

When the child was born, it was quickly taken 
inside the Waihau of Hoolonopahu. There were forty
eight chiefs to whom belonged the duty of the birth 
ceremonies of cutting the navel cord. 

The tabu drums were sounded signifying that 
a chief was born. 

The common people assembled on the east side 
of the stream, Kuaikua, on the north side were the 
servants. 

Kamehameha I, in 1797, previous to the birth 
of Liholiho, made every arrangement (even though 
everything had fallen into decay) to have the accouch
ment take place at Kukaniloko, but the illness of Queen 
Keopuolani frustrated the design. 

Chiefs born at Kukaniloko enjoyed the prestige 
of the tabu attached to birth at this place. 

Webb, Lahilahi 
Address to D. of H., Feb. 1925 
Storage Case 4 K 29 

Battle of Kukaniloko 

Upon their arrival at Lihue they heard that 
the two armies were encamped at Kalakoa, so they 
kept right on and went into the battle. This is known 
as the battle of Kukaniloko. When they drew close 
to the enemy, Kualii entered into the thickest part 
of the fight with the boy behind him. Kualii, upon 
entering into the fight, left his own men far behind 
him, but he and the boy kept on with the desire of a
gain encountering the enemy at Paia where another 
battle was being fought. Upon reaching Paia, Kualii 
saw the opposing king dressed in a feather cloak. 
Kualii then drew near to the other king and after kill
ing him seized the feather cloak, and took it. 

Fornander 
Coll. Haw'n. Ant. 
Vol IV, part II, p 430 

For story of Oahu Nui and Kukaniloko see: 

Legend of Oahu Nui 
Waialua, Paalaa 
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WAHIAWA 

[ , Hoolonopahu Heiau 

Site 219. Hoolonopahu was a heiau which func
tioned in connection with Kukaniloko (site 218). Here 
were kept the sacred drums of Opuku and Hawea which 
announced the birth of an alii. Nothing now remains 
of the temple. The land is planted in Pineapples. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Wahiawa Healing Stone 

The main "healing" stone at Wahiawa which 
has been attracting thousands of pilgrims daily be
cause of the purported recent discovery of its mir
acle-working powers, has no magic strength, accord
ing to William Galbraith of Kalihi, who has identified 
the rock as the headstone marking the burial plot of 
of one of Hawaii's oldest and most powerful chieftains. 

Galbraith says that the stone was moved from 
the Galbraith estate, where it stood for 45 years, as 
a sacred landmark on a spot approximately one mile 
from the present shrine. . .. IGeorge Galbraithi 
one of the earliest ranchers a;:;-d taro planters of the 
territory, a true friend of the Hawaiians, who moved 
the "vVahiawa stone from the river bed and placed it 
as a marking spot in honor of one of Hawaii's chief
tains. {Near the Kukaniloko stones. E. S:I. " 
Galbra~th said the last words spoken by his-great
uncle, George Galbraith, were a warning never to 
move the stone and never to touch or plow the land 
around it. 

George Galbraith came to the islands in the 
fifties, during the gold rush in California, where he 
had pioneered from his home in Belfast, Ireland. He 
was one of the first ranchers and taro planters in the 
islands. After a life spent in working with and be
friending the Hawaiians, he died in 1904. 

"I was a little boy on the ranch when my grand
uncle told me abo'ut the stone, " William Galbraith 

WAHIAWA 
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WAHIAWA 

said today. "I used to pass the headstone every day 
during my work. It stood on the flats in a plot which 
was thought to be the burial ground for an old Hawai
ian ruler. The plot was frequently fenced in, but was 

broken down several times by wild steers. I do not 
remember the name of the chief. 

"I remember of my grand-uncle telling me how 
he had come across the rock in the river bed in a spot 
below the present government bridge on the lower 
side 01 the VI ahiawa dam. He told me how he and my 
father hauled it up to the Kukaniloko flats with a team 
of oxen and placed it in the vicinity where the Hawaiian 
ruler was thought to be buried, " Galbraith said. 

Once or twice the headstone was whitewashed, 
Galbraith said, so that the Hawaiians, who respected 
it as a tribute to an old and honorable ruler, could 
see the rock for great distances, and so that it would 
shine in the moonlight. 

"Not for a moment suspecting that the old 
Galbraith stone had been moved I took a trip the other 
day to see the so-caUed 'healing-stone' at Wahiawa. 
I recognized it at once. " 

Galbraith, W. 
Wahiawa "healing stone" has no healing power 
Honolulu Star- Bulletin, Dec. 6, 1927 

Somehow, the stone acquired a reputation for 
curative powers. It was moved to Wahiawa cemetery 
on California Ave. where it attracted thousands of 
people in 1927. 

Interest in the stone gradually died out, but 
not completely. For there is, today, a lei around the 
top of it, and below on an altar are candles--and an 
empty beer bottle. 

Miller, Robert x. , 
"Healing stone" Myth Pretty Sick Now, 
Hon. Star-Bull., Feb. 5, 1960 
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Boundary 

From Keahu-o-Hapu'u to the Point of Ka'o'io, 
which incloses all of the lands of Kaloa. (Koolauloa) 

Kaui, S. M. 
"Pikoi-a-ka- Alala" 
Kuokoa, Dec. 23, 1865 

Kalae-o-kaoio marks the boundary between 
Koolaupoko and Koolauloa. 

Pooloa, George 
Ke Aloha Aina 
Feb. 8, 1919 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko p 20 

Kaoio 

(Time of the Makahiki) ... and met the long god 
at the cape of Kaoio between Kualoa and Kaaawa. 
That is the reason for the names Koolaupoko and Koo
lauloa for the districts on that side of the island. At 
the place where the two companies bearing the gods 
met they laid down the gods and wrapped them up 
with their banners. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 8, p 17 

General Statement 

Sweet potatoes were grown on the northwest 
coast from Kaena to Laie. 

Handy 

Taro was grown from Kahuku to Waimanalo. 

Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 75 

PUPUKEA 

Cultivation 

Pineapples and avocado orchards now extend 
over the high level uplands as far back as the Pupukea
Paumalu Forest Reserve, but there is evidence that 
this land was suitable for taro cultivation in earlier 
times. Judge Rathburn silYs that there were no ter-

races in the gulches either along Pupukea or Kuaikala 
Streams or in the vicinity of Waipi Spring, inland from 
Kuaikala Stream. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 87 

Lands given to the kahunas were Waimea, Pu
pukea, Waiahole and Hakipu 'u. These lands belong 
to the priests from ancient times down to that of Ka
hahana. In the time of Kahekili and Ka-Iani-ku-pule, 
these were given to their kahunas and so also in the 
reign of Kamehameha I. 

Pupukea belonged to the priests of Kuali'i .•. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Ka Moolelo 0 Na Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Nov. 16, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 231 

Puu-o-Mahuka Heiau 

Site 249. Located on the ridge north of the 
Waimea inlet. 

Approximately 300 feet in elevation. It is the 
largest heiau on Oahu. Three adjoining inclosures 
form what was probably the heiau proper with two 
smaller inclosures on the sea side and on the edge of 
the pati, one directly in front of the other. Theyav
erage about 25 by 35 feet in size with low surrounding 
stone walls. The lower inclosure of the heiau proper 
is small and is said by Thrum to be of more modern 
construction "to commemorate a kahuna's successful 
wager with an alii, but it is no part of it (the heiau). " 
Together the two larger inclosures are 520 feet in 
length. The lower contains a maze of small, low 
stone walls; the upper inclosure contains smaller 
terraces and platforms as indicated in the plan. It 
is thought probable that the bodies of three of Vancou
ver's men were sacrificed at this heiau. They were 
killed by the natives when attempting to procure water 
for theDaedalus at the mouth of the river. The inter
ior of the heiau is now covered with a heavy growth 
of Lantana, with pineapples surrounding the structure. 
Due to the rapid erosion of the loose soil surrounding 
the inclosures, the walls are being exposed and in 
some places undermined, causing them to fall, parti
cularly at the southwest corner. 

According to Stokes the upper terrace was 
once paved with large stone slabs which have since 
been torn up and piled along the edge. Stokes writes: 
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In clearing the floor of brush, scattered beach 
pebbles were found. Near the western end of the main 
floor is a low earthen platform faced with stones, which 
is bordered on the west by a row of about seven niches. 
The exact number is uncertain as they are broken and 
now very irregular in shape. Below the latter, on 
the west, is a stone terrace overlooking a second large 
inclosure. On the face of the terrace are three small 
platforms of stone 3.5 feet·below the floor of the ter
race. 

The earth of the first described inclosure has 
undoubtedly been graded to an unusual extent, as may 
be surmised from the longitudinal section given with 
the plan. The second inclosure more nearly follows 
the natural contour of the ground, although a little 
grading has probably been done here also. The in
terior of this inclosure is mainly occupied by a maze 
of loosely piled low stone walls. The stones are not 
of selected quality like the paving slabs torn up from 
the floor of the eastern inclosure, but are like the 
angular field stones used for the outer walls. I am 
still inclined, however, to regard them as used for 
the pavement of a less important division of the heiau, 
as the method of piling them up reminds me very much 
of the clearings of small cultivators in other parts of 
the group. The soil in this vicinity is very rich, which 
would cause the ready-made inclosure of the abandoned 
heiau to be much sought after by the small cultivator. 

Brigham appends the following note to the 
manuscript written by Stokes: 

I cannot accept Mr. Stokes' cultural explanation 
of the very curious stone walls. The rich nes s of soil 
did not appear in the growth of bush that I saw cleared 
away for the survey and study of these interesting 
remains, nor would the low walls be any sufficient 
protection for edible crops. It was well known that 
this temple was a very desirable place to be born in; 
I have been assured that many of the alii of Oahu 
sought that heiau as a maternity hospital, and the 
queer little nooks seem quite suited to the fantastic 
notions often entertained by females at such critical 
periods of their life. There also came to me the 
information that all seeking advice of the priests of 
this heiau were expected to bring up the steep path, 
stones in proportion to the importance of the advice 
sought. 

Stokes continues: 

Adjoining the second inclosure is a third, and. 
much smaller one, on the west. Its walls are low and 
small; it contains a mound of stones, as though it 
also had been paved and had undergone the same treat
ment as the principal inclosure. Other small wailed 
inclosures continue down the slope of the plateau, 
right to the edge of the precipice. The first two con
tain stone heaps, probably their pavement originally, 
and the third has its pavements intact. 

According to Thrum, Kaopulupulu was the ka
huna of this heiau. The walls are not so straight as 
indicated in the plan, but are sometimes quite crooked; 
this is particularly true of the south wall. 
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Site 249: 1, small inclosure 55 by 62 ft. with 
surrounding walls 3 to 4 ft. high, 2 to 3 ft. wide, with 
pile of stones in the interior; 2, west wall, 6 ft. high 
on outside, 6 ft. wide, evenly faced with l-foot stones; 
3, inclosure 240 by 170 ft., nuroorous small piles of 
stones and small walls scattered througrout the area, 
side walls average about 3 ft. high, 2 ft. wide; 4, three 
small, low terraces of stone at east end, varying in 
size and shape, possibly neans of access between the 
~ terraces; 5, rCM of about 7 niches broken and now 
very irregular; 6, earth platfonn, stone-faced, 20 by 
96 ft., 2 feet higher than floor of inclosure; 7, upper 

inclosure 280 by 127 ft.; 8, ledge or step of earth 
and stones, 10 ft. wide, 1 to 2 feet higher than floor; 
9, series of five earth terraces, less than 1 foot 
above each other, stone-faced, fran 6 to 16 ft. in width; 
10, small earth stone-faced terrace 12 by 15 ft., 3 
feet higher than terraces, adjoining platfonn 11; 
11, dirt-paved stone-faced platfonn 24 by 32 ft., 4 ft. 
higher than terrace 10; 12, narrow stone ledge 1.5 ft. 
wide; 13, single line of stones semicircular in shape. 
R::xnan numerals indicate cross sections. 

M::Al.lister, Arch. of oahu 
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Puu- 0- Mahuka Heiau 

Little is gathered of the history of Puu-o-Mahuka. 
Tradition places the time of its construction in the dim 
past by crediting it to the mythical Menehunes, and the 
fierceness of its dedicatory fires warmed the hills of 
Kauai. This gives aclue to its type as of the severe 
pookanClka or human sacrifice class. Being able to 
identify it with Kaopulupulu defines it about the middle 
or latter part of the 18th century. From its promin
ence and nearness to Waimea it was thought likely to 
have been the temple to which the bodies of the mur
dered officer s and sailor of the watering party oi the 
Daedalus in 1792, were taken, but this, like Kupopolo, 
was evidently too near the avenging guns of the ship, 
and the searching party, for the dead bodie s were 
carried during the night across the district, says 
Kamakau, to the Mokuleia heiau. 

Thrum 
Haw. Hist. Soc. 1923 
p 30 

"On pali above Waimea Bridge, name of pali-
Pili Aama. " 

Naili, J. L., of Punaluu 
Hl1N: Vol 1, P 261 
See: Piliaama Stone 

Piliaama, Stone 

Site 252. Stone known as Piliaama, mountain 
side of and near rock-crusher, Waimea. The natural 
depression upon this stone is said to be the footprint 
of a man and of a crab. According to my informant, 
Hookala, a man of low birth but exceedingly handsome 
and strong once lived in the vicinity. An alii woman 
who passed was enamored of ' this man and approached 
him. She came toward him, but he moved away. She 
followed. He began running, and she gave chase. 
When she had almost overtaken him, he vanished, and 
there remained this stone with his footprint and that 
of a crab. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Piliaama on the road, 
Does not see us, 
Does not call out to us. 

Piliaama was a fisherman. When he saw Hi
iaka approaching he ran to hide in a fissure between 
rocks. Hisfoot prints can still be seen there. Some 
are above the railway. 
Piliaama is on the road, 
The man who surfs at the mouth of the stream of Wai
mea 

Thou, konohiki of Ihu-koko 
The man who observes the fish of Kapapaiki 
Give us some fish. 

Hiiaka was asking Piliaama for some' 0' opu
poopaa fis h in this chant. But s he did not receive any. 

Royal Collection, a manuscript now destroyed but typed 
as above. From An gus Collection. 
HEN: Vol 3, Meles p 291 

Pilia'ama 

Piliaama was fishing off Waimea ("kanaka la
waia 0 ka pali"). He was konohiki to Ihukoko. He was 
also a "kane hii alo" (bosom companion) of Kapuewai. 

Fornander Collection, Vol VI, p 344 

They (Hiiaka and Wahineomao) continued to the 
plain of Kulima and watched the sea of Pupukea throw
ing its sprays upward. It swept over the leaves of the 
ilima, yellowing them. Then Hiiaka chanted: 

The sea sprays up over the sand, 
The yellowing sea of Pupukea, 
Yellows the leaves of the ilima 
With its sprays. 
This is the way to Kapi, 
This, the trail to Pilia'ama. 

At Pupukea they spied Piliaama fishing and as 
they watched Hiiaka called: 

o Piliaama fisherman of the cliffs 
Who surfs to the mouth of the stream of Ihu

koko 
Who catches aku fish at Kaipahu, 
What fish are you catching now? 

He answered that he was catching some kala, 
moi, oio and ahole. She called again: 

o Piliaama, fisherman, 
Beloved husband of Kapuewai, 
Who fishes for aku at Kapapaiki, 
What else do you catch? 

He answered, "Some uhu, opelu, manlnl, hi
nane and also some crabs. I do all kinds of fishing 
here. " 

(Note: Kapuewai--Turbulent-water, a current formed 
when waters of the stream meet the ocean current.) 

Hiiaka -i -ka -poli-o-Pele 
Ka Leo 0 ka Lahui 
March 24, 1893 
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Kalua 0 Maua 

Site 254. Number of stones in the water, one 
of which is known as Kalua 0 Maua, first small inlet 
on the Kahuku side of Waimea Bay. 

Hookala (the informant) remembers that Kalua 
o Maua is similar to Laniwahine and is representative 
of a woman who was a great fisher. One night, when 
s he had gone tore hing, her husband was unable to see 
her from their place on the side of the hill. Search-
ing for her, he found her in the form of this stone swim
ming about in the water. It is said that wherever this 
stone is found there is fresh water in the ocean. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kamae'e Ko'a 

Site 253. Piles of stones, near mountain side 
of road near Waimea. One of the most prominent piles 
has a depression a few inches deep and about 2 ft. in 
diameter. This was known as Kamae'e fishing shrine 
(ko'a), and fish offerings were placed in the mouth
like aperture. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pele's Followers, Stones 

Site 255. Low flat pan of rough lava jutting 
into the sea at Pupukea. On this is a conspicuous 
group of large stones of lava. These are some of the 
followers of Pele who she turned into stone, so that 
they might become immortal. The stones are named 
Pakaa, Kuapakaa, son of Pakaa, Hina Alualumoana, 
wife of Pakaa, Oopuhalako'a, Holoholoua, and Holo
holomakani (these last two are boys who, as they came 
along quarreling, reminded one of the wind and rain), 
and Kaalenui and Kaaleiki (two other boys, sons of 
Hina Alualumoana and Kapunakea). 

The largest of these stones stands about 15 ft. 
high, but the average is about 10ft. high. As sociated 
with this section are two other names, Keaukoolau, a 
strong out-going current, and Mailihahe, the sound of 
laughter and whistling which is heard in the mountains 
and which so resembles the voice of a man that maid
ens in days gone by were sometimes lured into the hills 
and lost. This information was given to me by Hoo
kala, who was born here in 1846. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M.'Photo #15327 

PAUMALU 

Cultivation 

This ahupua'a has much the same topography 
as Pupukea. About 2.5 miles inland over the high 
pineapple fields one can look into Kaunala Gulch. 
Inland, on the southern slope above Paumalu Stream, 
is a spring called VI aikou, but according to Judge 
Rathburn there were no terraces in this region. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

How Paumalu Got Its Name 

Site 255-A. At one time there lived on the 
island of Oahu a woman who was noted for ability to 
catch squid, of which the chiefs of high rank were 
fond, If there was anyone who could catch a lot of 
squid that person was in great demand. 

One day a great luau was to be given by a chief, 
and he wanted some squid. He sent some of his men 
in search of someone who could catch squid. They 
brought the woman to him. He told her he wanted 
squid from a certain reef and asked her if she could 
catch some for him. She said she could catch all he 
wanted. 

She went down to the beach at the place desig
nated by the chief, but before she entered the water 
an old man met her. He told her the rules of the place: 
she was supposed to catch only a certain number and 
when she had caught them to go home, or something 
would be sure to happen to her. She called for her 
daughter who had followed and told her to come with 
her into the water. Another thing the old man had 
said was for her to go home when she said she would 
and not to stop for anything. The lady caught all she 
had been allowed by the old man, but she kept on fish
ing until she had more than she could handle, She sent 
her daughter to the shore with half of the load and told 
her she was going home, but instead she remained, for 
she saw a huge squid she wanted to get. Just then a 
large shark carne and bit off her legs, She yelled 
for help. Her daughter carne to her rescue, but too 
late. She died from the loss of blood and the shock. 

When the people examined her later they found 
one deep gash on her right arm made by one of the 
shark's teeth. They then knew that it was done by a 
shark who guarded that particular reef. After that 
incident they named the place Paumalu, which means, 
"taken by surprise. " 

Kaina, Henry 
McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Washington Stone (Kahikilani)* 

Long ago there lived on Kauai a chief who was 
very fond of surfing. He had won every surfing con
test on his own home island and now came to Oahu 
to try his skill. AI; the surf at Vi aikiki was not to his 
liking, he went on to the Koolau side of the island. 
There he found just what he wanted. 

While he was surfing he noticed some birds 
circling about him. One old bird in particular would 
fly a short distance away and then return to circle 
about him as if urging him to follow. He did 50, and 
the bird led him into a cave where he met a beauti
ful girl who had fallen in love with him as she watched 
him surfing and had sent her pets, the sea-birds, to 
lead him to her. She asked him to become her hus
band and he accepted her proposal. Each morning 
before he left her for his favorite sport she made him 
two lehua wreaths to wear, one for his head and one 
for his neck. 

For a long time they lived thus happily until 
one day as he came ashore from surfing, another 
girl greeted him and threw about his neck several 
strands of the golden ilima. The old seabird flew 
home and reported to his mistress what he had seen. 
When she saw her lover returning with the ilima 
wreaths about his neck in addition to the lehua strands 
which she had braided for him, she was very angry 
and caLLed upon her ancestral gods (aumakua) to pun
ish him. As he ascended the hill he felt his body be
coming heavy and, as he turned to look once more at 
his beloved surfing beach, there he remained trans
fixed in stone and is so to this day. 

Green and Pukui 

*Site 1 

The Legend of Kawelo, 1936 
p 124 

Vi ashington Stone 
(Site 1) 

Long, long before Vlashington was born, a 
youth, Kahikilani, came from Kauai. He came with 
kahunas and carried a surfboard. Up and down the 
coast he went, trying the waves. At last he came to 
Paumalu. 

Now there are waves, but the waves on this 
beach come in from the sea in a way that puzzles all 
riders of surf. They do not come sweeping in straight, 
long swells. Some distance out, there is a lull and a 
change. Not many men can ride these waves. And 
long ago, they tempted the stranger who came from 
Kauai. Many times he tried to ride the swell. Day 
after day he tried and failed. But at last, he con
quered. The people cheered. "Hm. I can ride still 
harder waves, " he said. "Tell me, where is your 
harde st surf?" 

"Bird Island, Bird Island, " the people called. 
"No man alive can ride the waves of Bird Island. " 
So off they went. Around his head, Kahikilani noticed 
some birds. They circled and circled and sang and 
sang, and at last winged away up to the pass. They 
sang their song. Kahikilani was coming, a great 
strong man, handsome of face, light of skin, tall and 
broad and proud as a god. 

Kaiulani, the adopted daughter of the lizard 
god, sat in her cave. She was weaving sweet-smelling 
lehua leis. She looked out from her cliff as she heard 
the song, and fell in love. To the singing birds she 
gave her leis and bade them go. 

Around and around his head they sang. "Why," 
asked the youth, "Do these birds carry leis?" "Be
cause, " the wise kahuna said,"a beautiful girl sends a 
message of love." He tossed his head. "I do not care 
for beautiful girls. I desire only to ride the waves. " 
So he went to Bird Island and conquered the surf. 

Then he lay in the sun on the beach to rest. 
He thought of the splendid things in the world--the 
challenging waves, the shining sand, the sun-lit sky, 
his own great strength. And round and round flew the 
singing birds, bearing their leis, singing their song. 
They sang of love and of Kaiulani, the lovely girl who 
lived in the cave. She was lithe and fair, and her skin 
was soft as a new-born babe. Her hair made a cloud 
of silken black that veiled the beauty of her rounded 
form. Her voice was soft as the lapping of waves on 
a sandy shore. She had seen Kahikilani as he passed 
on the trail; she sent him the leis, laden with love. 

At last he succumbed to their wooing song and 
followed the fragrant message of love. For a while 
the two in the cave were content. But not for long. 
Thoughts of the surf disturbed his sleep. He ached 
for the waves with their white-foamed crests. He could 

hear the murmur of Paumalu. 

Before he left, he made two vows. He would 
soon return, and while he was gone, his lips would 
not kiss another girl. But he broke his pledge. A 
beautiful maid who came to the beach adored his 
strength. She came to him with ilima leis and kissed 
him shyly as he bent his head. Kahikilani, king of the 
surf, for got the love he had left in the cave. But alas, 
he forgot also the singing birds. They flew back to the 
ca ve and carried the word of his faithle s s love. 

Kaiulani was weaving lehua leis. She listened. 
She rose. She went str aight as a crow to Paumalu. 
From the neck of her lover, she snatched the ilima. 
She gave him a fragrant lehua lei, and she said, "With 
this, our love is over." She turDed away. 

The man bowed his head in burning shame. 
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L Then he rose to follow his sorrowing love. But he 
found that a curious thing had occurred. His legs 
would not walk along the beach. He could only walk / 
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back to the hills. He climbed the cliff, half-way up, 
to watch his sadly departing love. She rounded the 
bend. He turned to stone. 

Raphaelson 
The Kamehameha Highway, p 42 

Petroglyphs at Paumalu 

Sandstone lroge north of Kalunawaikaala Stream, 
at sea level. Sunset Beach (Usually under sand.) 
Human figures--dogs. ± 70 units. 

J. H. Cox 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

KAUNALA 

Cultivation 

There are not sufficient flatlands along this 
stream for taro cultivation under the old system. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

WAIALEE 

Culti vahon 

There is a small group of terraces formerly 
known as Kanealii, now abandoned for lack of water, 
around the house of Mrs. John Baker, just east of the 
Boys' Industrial Sch'Ool and inland of Kamehameha 
Highway, The large terraces now cultivated seaward 
of the Industrial Sc hool are of recent construction. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, - 88 

Kalou Fishpond 

Site 257. Fishpond known as Kalou. sea side 
of the Waialee Industrial School. 

Said to have been in its best condition when 
Kaluhi was konohiki of this district. There was for
merly a "Kane stone" in the immediate vicinity. This 
is also the place where Kahuku is attached to Waialee. 
(See Site 2. 71, Polou, Keana) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

PAHIPAHIALUA 

Cultivation 

According to Judge Rathburn there were no ter
races along this stream. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

OPANA 

Papaamui, Rocks 

Apparently Kane, who was joined by Kanaloa, 
lived at Opana for some time, for just outside of Ka
wela Bay there are rocks, horseshoe in shape and 
known as Papaamui, where these brothers were wont 
to scoop for fis h. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 152. 

Terrace Named Kawela 

Touching Opana and extending into Hanakaoe 
was a small spring-watered terrace area, named 
Kawela (same name as the bay.) (Terrace for taro.) 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

Kapi or Punaulua, 
Fresh Water Fishpond 

Site 2.58. Small fresh-water fishpond known 
as Kapi or Punaulua, Waimea side of Kawela Bay. Not 
more than 100 ft. wide. The legend concerning it, 
according to Luika Kaio and Kahiona Apuakehau who 
drove with me to the site, and Plunket, the Hawaiian 
forest ranger who acted as interpreter, is as follows: 

There were once gathered on the beach near 
this site a great many people. This was long before 
Europeans had come and when there were not many 
Hawaiians, so that a gathering of this size was enough 
to occasion the comments of a stranger who approached. 
This was Kane, but the people did not recognize hUn. 
"Why are so many of you gathered here? "he inquired. 
"To catch the oio. A large school swims near in the 
water, " they replied. "Those are not oio," said Kane, 
"they are eel." But the people only laughed. Certainly 
they knew oio when they saw them. Who was this stran-
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ger to dispute the words of kamaainas? So Kane wa
ger.d that they were eel, and the people wagered a
gainst him. The canoes with the long, large nets were 
launched and the school surrounded. Great was their 
surprise when they found the fish to be eel. Who could 
this strange man be? That evening Kane accompanied 
them up to the mountains. It was a long trip up the 
valley to reach the springs of fresh water, and the 
people were tired. They stopped at the entrance of 
the valley for rest, and here in the presence of all the 
people, Kane struck the stone known as Waikane, from 
which the water immediately poured forth and has been 
flowing almost to this day. (See Site 259, Hanakaoe, 
Waikane Stone) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

HANAKAOE 

Cultivation 

According to Judge Rathburn there were no 
terraces along the Hanakaoe, Oio, or Kaalaea stream 
beds in this ahupua'a; the only terraces were those 
watered by the springs, mentioned under Opana. 
(Site 258 Opana and 259 Hanakaoe) 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

Waikane, Stone, and Pahipahialua Ko'a 

Site 259. Large stone, known as Waikane. be
side the stream bed on the mountain side of Kawela 
Bay and at the foot of the palis in the land of Hanakaoe. 

Long ago the Hawaiians had to go far up the 
valley in order to get fresh water, but when Kane 
struck the stone, water flowed from it and continued 
to flow up to the time the plantation built a pump just 
below the rock. 

Near the beach and in line with Waikane was a 
fishing shrine called Pahipahialua. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

KAHUKU 

Cultivation 

Inland from the Kahuku ranch house is Kaaina
pele Spring. Terrace symbols are shown south of the 

ranch house, but Judge Rathburn says that these flats 
were built by Chinese before 1890 for rice paddies. 
They were irrigated with artesian water, but the wa
ter turned brackish and the paddies were abandoned. 
They were never used for taro. The 1917 map shows 
extensive terrace areas in the swampland seaward of 
the Oahu Railway, stretching 1. 5 miles south of Kukio 
Pond (Site 262). These were originally terraces, were 
later planted to rice, and are now under sugar cane. 
According to John Kaleo, there is a small group of 
terraces, south of this swampland, named Kaukaha. 
North of Kukio Pond was also a small area. It is re
ported that there were no terraces up Kahuku Stream 
or Kaohiaae, its upland branch. Kaleo names 11 lo
calities where terraces were formerly cultivated. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 88 

De scription 

She (Mrs. John Kaleo) remembers the time when 
trees, now found onl) on the mountains, covered the 
Kahuku plain, now a rather desolate, windswept area. 

It hardly seems possible that this barren region 
could have been otherwise, yet Captain King who saw 
only the northern tip of Oahu (from Kaneohe Bay to 
Waialua), says: "It (Oahu) is by far the finest island 
of the whole group. Nothing can exceed the verdure 
of the hills, the variety of wood and lawn, and the rich 
cultivated valleys, which the whole face of the country 
displayed." Thirteen years later (1801?) Vancouver 
says of Kahuku and the surrounding territory: "Our 
examination confirmed the remark of Capt. King ex
cepting that in point of cultivation or fertility, the 
country did not appear in so flourishing a state, nor 
to be so numerously inhabited, as he represented it 
to have been at that time, occasioned most probably 
by the constant hostilities that had existed since that 
period." In 1838 Hall makes the general statement in 
regard to Koolauloa: "Much taro land now lies waste, 
because the diminis hed population of the district does 
not require its cultivation. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 153 

" ••• in the first Kahuku that was covered by a 
hala grove. " 

Apuakehau, J. K. 
Kuokoa, June 29, 1922 

" •• he flew to Kahuku and adorned his neck with 
wreaths of the pandanus fruit and his head with the 
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flowers of the sugar cane." (This showed that he had 
come from Kahuku. ) 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Folk Tales, p 100 

"This is the land of the hala tree. ". • •• "I sent 
out word around among the people that there should be 
no one leaving here (Kahu.ku) for Waimea or Waialua 
who had not a wreath of hula-fruit ••• " 

Cummins, John 
Mid Pacific Mag. 
Sept. 1913, p 241 and 242 

Unstable Land 

Started from Oio. • • • Taking about an 
Eastern course we walked over a level country and 
considerably extended. • •• The mountains along here 
do not rise very abruptly near the shore but are seen 
towering in a Southern and Eastern direction. The 
land over which we travelled 'til breakfast time, the 
distance of 5 or 6 miles in length and from 1 to 2 miles 
in breadth, the natives say floated in from the sea and 
connected itself with the shores of the island.... This 
tract is beautified with lauhala and some other trees, 
and is the only scenery of the kind we have met with, 
most of our course on the West and Northern part of the 
island laying over barren sand •••• 

Chamberlain 
Trip around Oahu in 1826 
Manuscript in Mission Children Library 

It was a land that moved to and fro and it was 
Maui who pinned it down again. Polou (Site 271 Ke
ana) and Kalou (Site 257 Waialee) are deep water holes 

All of the islands know the tale that Kahuku was 
an unstable land. 

Kahiona, J. A. 
Kuokoa, Nov. 28, 1919 

Puuala Heiau 

Site 260. Puuala Heiau, said to have been lo
cated on the ridge overlooking Kahuku ranch. There 
is now no evidence of any type of a structure on this 
bare hill. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

When Keaua'ula reached Pu'u-'ala in Kahuku, 
he met some people who were indulging in sports there. 

They were spear throwing and moa sliding and they 
urged him to stop and play. 

Kauaililinoe, J. W. K. 
Legend of Kamaakamahi'ai 
Kuokoa, Nov. 5, 1870 
HEN: p 640 

Legend of the Tapa Log* 

A kapa-beating log of peculiar sound, unlike 
any other known on the island, which was placed in 
its waters at the close of a kapa-making season to 
keep it smooth and free from cracks that would impart 
an impression to the cloth in its manufacture, was 
missed, and, believing it to have been stolen, search 
was made all through the Koolau, Waialua and other 
districts 'til at last it was found in use at Waipahu. 
Recognizing it by its resonant tone, it was claimed by 
the searching owner, and right thereto by those in pos
session was vigorously maintained. To test the tru th 
of ownership as claimed, the Ewa people accompanied 
the claimant back to Kahuku to visit the scene and wit
ness a test of the underground stream theory. A bundle 
of ti leaves were gathered, which was wrapped together 
and consigned to the waters of Punahoolapa. In the 
course of a few days they were lost to sight, where
upon the party set out for Ewa, and after careful watch
ing, as predicted, the bundle of ti leaves came forth 
on the bosom of the waters of the Waipahu stream. 
The kapa log was thereupon recognized as the rightful 
property of the Kahuku claimant, 

*Site 2 

Thrum, Haw. Annual 1911, p 130 

See Ka-puka-na-wai-o-Kahuku, Ewa, Waikele 

(Long story given by George Pooloa in Ke Aloha 
Aina 2/28/19-8/22/19, Noted Places on the Island of 
Oahu. He says the log was lost at Waiakaole, a dis
trict of Kahuku. 

Raphaelson in Kamehameha Highway, p 41, says 
the log was lost at Punahoolapa. 

In the story found in Kuokoa, August 22, 1868, 
it says the log was lost at Waikalai. ) 

Kukio Pond 

Site 262. Kukio pond, a natural basin filled 
with brackish water, located about 300 ft. from the 
sea, Kahuku point. 

The pond was formerly much larger and con
tained many kinds of fish. It is said to have been sur
rounded by a large Hawaiian settlement. 
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Mrs. John Kaleo is probably the only survivor 
and her former friends and relatives have been buried 
in shallow graves in the sand between the pond and the 
sea. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Keanakua Fishing Shrine 

Site 263. Keanakua fishing shrine (ko'a) Kahu
ku Point. 

Flat coral rocks, 1 ft. to 2 ft. in size, are 
standing on end inclosing an area 5. 5 ft. wide by 11 ft. 
long. The stones stand 1.5 ft. high. The interior has 
been filled with smaller coral stones and is said for
merly to have been evenly paved. Recently relic hun
ters have mistaken this shrine for a grave and disturbed 
the paving when digging in search of curios. 

This was the shrine. resorted to when the weath
er was bad and the seas high. Here the Hawaiians made 
offerings to propitiate the gods of the sea and if every
one was in proper condition and the ceremony correctly 
perfo:r:me:i, the waves w:)uld be caJIred. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Bishop Museum Photo #15308 
(Believed to be destroyed. Could not find it in 1954. 
C. C. S. ) 

San Pans 

Site 264. Natural depressions in the stones on 
the coral outcrops, Kahuku beach. Formerly used for 
making salt, according to Mrs. Kaleo. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Two Stones Known as Kahoa 

Site 265. Two stones known as Kahoa in the 
water about 250 ft. from the beach just opposite from 
Kalaewila heiau, Kahuku Point. 

Many years ago a woman who lived on this beach 
was frequently seen to swim to these stones and dis
appear. At times she would'be gone for as much as 
a week. Sometimes she was seen to put her clothes 
in a watertight calabash and swim away. When she 
returned she usually wore a kou lei. It was finally 
discovered that this was the entrance to another land, 
known as Ulukaa or Kahuna Moku. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kalaewila Heiau 

Site 266. Kalaewila heiau, on a slight eleva
tion at Kahuku Point. 

A foundation of large coral rocks, 1 ft. to 2 
ft. in size, can still be traced, marking off a rec
tangle 42 ft. by 44 ft. A low line of coral stones 20 
ft. from the sea end indicates an interior division. 
From its small size and location one would assume 
that it was a fishing shrine, but Mrs. Kaleo emphati
cally states it to be a heiau, the drums of which she 
has heard many times. 

McAllister 
P.rch. of Oahu 

(Eeleived to be destroyed. Couldn't find it in 1954. 
C. C.S.) 

Punamano 

Site 261. Small water hole, called Punamano, 
pointed out by Kahiona, Kaleo, and Luika Kaio in the 
flat limestone plain of Kahuku Point. It is about 15 
ft. in diameter and brackish in taste. My informants 
told this story: 

One time when the people of Kahuku were fish
ing they caught a small shark. Putting him in a cala
bash of water they carried him to their houses near 
the beach. Here he was cared for and put in larger 
and larger calabashes as he grew bigger. Finally 
having outgrown even the largest calabash that could 
be found, it was decided to place him in one of the 
pools of brackish water which came to be known as 
Punamano. j, man and woman living near the pool 
became guardians. They had lived in their grass huts 
with a breadfruit tree near the pool and taro and potato 
patches near the mountains for several years when the 
brother of the woman came to live with them. Some
time after, the man and his wife went to the mountains 
to gather taro and potatoes. The brother, who was 
staying at home, thought that he would like to have 
some food prepared when his sister and her husband 
returned. He climbed the breadfruit tree and gathered 
several, throwing the fruit into the water instead of 
on the ground, where it would have been bruised in 
the fall. After picking enough for a few days he de
scended the tree and gathered most of the fruit from 
the bank. Two had floated to the middle of the pond 
and he could not reach them. Now this man knew of 
the shark that lived in the water, but he had £rcqu(lnt~y 
bathed in the pool and no thought of fear crossed his 
mind as he swam to the breadfruit. He did not know, 
however, that his sister had warned the shark not to 
allow anyone to steal breadfruit when they were gQne. 
When the sister and her husband returned they could 
not find the brother. Neither was the shark to be found. 
but they saw the breadfruit floating in the pool and a 
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reddish color to the water. They guessed what had 
occurred. For nearly a mile they followed the bloody 
trail until they came to the spring known as Punahoo
lapa. Not only was the brother never seen. but the 
shark has never been seen to this day. A plantation 
pump now marks the site of the spring. near the sea 
side of the road. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Puna-mano Spring 

In Kahuku is a spring called Puna-mano and 
it was there that a man was destroyed by a shark. 
The shark was found when it was small by a man and 
a woman who went fishing at the beach with a draw 
net at night. They wanted to save the shark so they 
let it go free in the spring. On the bank of the spring, 
they pl anted a breadfruit tree. Later as the shark 
grew in size so did the breadfruit tree till it bore 
fruit. They wondered at the disappearance of the 
breadfruit. and thought that the fruits might have been 
blown down by the gusts of wind. Upon looking under 
the tree, they came to the conclusion that they must 
have been stolen for not one was found there. 

One day they wanted to go to the upland to farm 
but were a little worried about the breadfruits lest 
all be stolen by the thief. Therefore they spoke cer
tain words in command to the shark. "Weare going 
to the upland, so watch our breadfruit tree." They 
went up. 

The own brother of the woman who owned the 
shark was the one who went after the breadfruit as 
soon as they were gone and so he was killed. The man 
went to get some taro, lighted the imu and because he 
longed for roasted breadfruit he climbed the tree in 
secret. When he threw fruits down they rolled and 
fell into the spring. He descended and reached out 
into the spring but before he seized them, the shark 
leaped and devoured him. The sister returned with 
her husband from their farming and while on the plain 
love for her brother welled up in her, and it seemed 
as though he were dead. When they reached the bro
ther's house, the imu and taro were seen there but 
he was not to be seen. Instead a new spring had ap
peared near by, about ten fathoms from the shark's 
spring. There they saw the water reddened with blood 
and the man's cluster of love (scrotum) was also found 
there. It seemed as though there was a passage be
neath fron, one spring to the other. The shark was 
never seen again after that. 

Kuapuu. S. 
Ka Hae Hawaii 
March 20, 1861 
Newsp 

Kane and Kanaloa* 

Kane and Kanaloa lived in the vicinity of the 
ridge (Kalaiokahipa ridge, site 267); but that was at 
the time when the Kahuku plain was still under water, 
and waves lapped about Kalaiokahipa. The brothers 
are said to have obtained fish by dipping into two holes 
on opposite sides of a large rock which now lies in 
the cane field. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

* Site 3 

Kalaiokahiea Ridge 
(Site 267) 

''It is here that the breasts of Lewa were 
set asway at the brow of the cliff of Kahipa. " 

Kahiona, J. A. 
Oahu Places 
Kuakoa, Nov. 28, 1919 
Newsp 

The "Hole of Kahipa and Nawaiuolewa" is poin
ted out today but the story is lost. Kanui, a woman 
105 year s old, told Mary Pukui that the two were bro
ther and sister. Formerly the island of Oahu was 
broken into two islands, one ruled by the brother and 
the other by the sister. In order to make it one, the 
two sat down and hooked their fingers together and 
drew the islands together. The hole marks the place 
where they sat. 

Kamakau 
Part II, Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Note 4, Chap 12 

Kahipa. Said to be the name of a mythological 
character, now applied to a place in Kahuku where the 
mountains present the form of two female breasts. 

Kahipa, na waiu olewa, 
Lele ana, ku ka mahiki akea; 

Kahipa with pendulous breasts, 
How they swing to and fro. 

Emerson 
Unwritten Literature, p 205 

Site 267. The many caves in the porous for
mation were used as places of burial by the old Ha
waiians. On the Waimea side is an overhanging ledge 
where formerly hung two stalactites from which water 
continually dripped. They very closely resembled 
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the breasts of a woman, and this was said to be Na
waiuolewa, a goddess of the region. Some years ago, 
a white man removed one of the stalactites, or breasts, 
according to the story, and the water immediately 
stopped dripping from the other. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

•.• at Kahipa they (Hiiaka) saw the crouching 
figures of Puna-he'e-lapa and Pahi-pahi-alua, who 
stole away into the shelter of the pandanus groves 
without deigning to give them any salutation. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 97 

Punahoolapa and Pahipahialua near Kahuku. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, P 344 

Nawaiu-o-Lewa is on the north west side of 
the rocky brow of Kalaeokahipa and now only one breast 
is left to move in the gusty winds of Kahuku-lewa. The 
other was broken off by that supernatural son of Ku 
and Hina. • •• Between Kalaeokahipa and Nawaiuolewa, 

just above is a small round opening into a secret cave. 
That small secret cave belonged to Ka-alae-huapi 

(Red-head-mud-hen) and others in the first Kahuku 
that was covered by a hala grove. 

Apuake hau, J. K. 
Kuokoa, June 29, 1922 
Newsp 

In the legends of some people, Oahu was said 
to be unstable and that there was an open gap on the 
Kahuku side that was called the opening of Kahipa and 
Nawaiuolewa. The hooks that hooked in and held Ka
huku in place and covered up the secret cave of Pohu
kaina were called Kilou and Polou. 

Ka Hookumu Ana 0 na Paemoku 
Ke Au Hou, June 28, 1911 
Oahu Place Name s 

. . .. It was he (Lonokaeho) who cleaved Kahu
ku and Kahipa apart. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Jan. 12, 1867 

Lewa was ashamed about the size of her breasts. 
She used to send wind and rain to drive people away. 

When Hiiaka came the storm didn't deter her, she 
kept coming. When Lewa saw her she wept in affec
tion because she remembered coming with the Pele 
family from Kahiki and this young lady who had just 
come was a child then. Lewa sent her daughter who 
had the form of a bird to bring Hiiaka's favorite food, 
luau. While the guest ate, Lewa told the girl why 
she sent the rain storm, and Hiiaka told her that she 
was sweet and lovable at heart and that some day the 
very feature she was ashamed of would be the one that 
she would be remembered by. So after Lewa's death, 
her breasts remained to this day. Now one is broken 
off. 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 

Kaauhelemoa Fis hpond 

Site 268. Old fishpond known by the name of 
its guardian (mo'o), Kaauhelemoa, once located on 
the Waimea side of Kahuku. 

Kaauhelemoa was half man and half chicken, 
a being of supernatural power who could change him
self at will into a man or a chicken. The pond is said 
to have been fed by a spring. The area has now been 
turned into cane. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kahuku Fishp.ond* 

According to Kahione, the pres'ent Kahuku fish
pond was formerly a swamp and not used as a pond. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu, p 154 

*Site 4 

Ka Huaka'i 0 ka Po 

During World War II, the Army threw up an 
airfield at 'Kahuku, Oahu, and built barracks about 
the runway. . .. The runways faced the sea and were 
in line with the main barracks, a building placed upon 
a knoll which looked right down onto the runway. In 
fact, the door of the barracks was on a line with the 
runway. 

Boys recruited and drafted in Hawaii were 
placed in the barracks along with Mainland soldiers. 
The Hawaii Nisei were soon dissatisfied and asked 
their captain to be moved out of the main barracks in-
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to smaller barracks off to one side. The captain asked 
why they were dissatisfied. The boys said they were 
being disturbed in their sleep. Some said they were 
choked in their sleep. Others said they had bad dreams. 
The captains dismissed their plea with a laugh. 

The Hawaii soldiers persuaded a group of 
haoles who lived in a smaller barracks to change 
places with them. The captain had no objection. 
Soon the haole boys were complaining to the captain 
of being choked in their sleep. The captain inquired 
about and tried to learn why there should be pilikia 
in that one barracks. 

An old Hawaiian who had lived all his life in 
the community gave him the answer. 

It seems that the airfield runways had been 
constructed right over the path Marchers in the Night 
took when going to the ruins of an old heiau in the 
mountains. These marchers were dead chiefs and 
their retinues who most often gathered on the nights 
of Ku, Akua, Lono and Kane for reunions in their old 
heiau. 

To make matters worse, the door of the bar
racks was right on the path of the marchers. The 
Hawaiian advised the captain to close that door and 
to open another at the side of the building. 

If you don't believe this story, ask Major 
Henry Lindsey, retired. 

Taylor, Clarice 
Tales about Hawaii 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 1952 

Ku's Rock Spring 

There is Ku's rock spring, said our narrator, 
a lone rock upon the plain, distant from all hill con
nections, which gives forth its trickling stream of 
pure spring water. 

For Kahuku and Beyond 
Haw. P,nnual 1911 
p 131 

Nanahu-ka-mano was a pool in which a shark 
lived and Puna-hoolapa was the pit where he watched 
for men to eat to fill his stomach. He asked, "Where 
are you going?" "To the beach for sea weeds, sand 
crabs, papai crabs and shell fish." "The shark has 
not yet had his breakfast." When these passed on, 
he questioned others and told them the same thing 
that the shark has not yet breakfasted. He, himself 
was the shark he was talking abollt that had not eaten 

breakfast. The mouth of the rascal was on his back, 
a little below ••. 

There are hundreds of water holes on one side 
of Kuilima where you can see water moving below 
with force out toward the large pools in the ocean. 
When you sleep there at night, you can hear the rumbl
ing, that is, if we put ourselves in the middle of Kahuku. 

Kahiona, J. A. 
Kuokoa, Nov. 28, 1·919 
Newsp. 

KEANA 

Cultivation 

There are said to have been no terraces up 
this stream, and Kaleo knows of none on the level 
land below. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 89 

Platform 

Site 269. Platform, near the mountain side of 
the Kahuku mill in Keana on elevation near cave. 
(Keana Rock Shelter) 

A rectangular platform measuring 16. 5 by 
lOft. with the long side facing due north. The sea 
side is from 3.5 to 4 ft. high, and the mountain side 
averages around 3 ft. It is a solid mass of flat coral 
slabs. Around the base the stones are standing on end 
to a height of about 1,5 ft. Above this the stones are 
placed horizontally, one on top of the other. This 
platform has been there for many years. The exposed 
surfaces of the stones are weathered and old-looking. 
Mrs. Barker remembers that around 1900 it was con
sidered an old Hawaiian altar. Jerry Fisher, who 
drew my attention to the site, says that it is known 
as a heiau among Europeans. None of the Hawaiians 
who drove about with me to point out places of interest 
mentioned this site. It is unlike any Hawaiian plat
form that I have seen, as it is exceptionally high and 
has a combination of stones placed vertically and hori
zontally. Stones are usually either placed vertically, 
joining what is called an unu, or horizontally, form
ing a fishing shrine (ko'a). If it were closer to the 
sea, there would be little hesitation in saying that 
it was probably a fisherman's altar. It is at least 
three-quarters of a mile from the shore in a direct 
line, 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Keana, Rock Shelter 

Site 270. Rock shelter known as Keana, near 
the mountain side of the public school, Kahuku. 

In former times this cave was the home where 
lived a mother and her two sons. One day, having 
occasion to journey to a distance, she left them with 
this injunction: IIIf during my absence you hear the 
sound of thunder, keep still, make no disturbance, 
don't utter a word. If you do it will be your death. II 

During her absence there sprang up a violent storm 
of thunder and lightning, and the young lads made an 
outcry of alarm. Thereupon a thunderbolt struck them 
dead, turning their bodie s into stone, two pillar- shaped 
stones standing at the mouth of the cave are pointed 
out in confirmation of the tr uth of the legends. 
--Emerson: Pele and Hiiaka, p 233. 

The rocks stand out prominently; one is much 
larger than the other and can easily be seen from the 
school grounds. 

McAllister 
;.\rch. of Oahu 

(Rocks still there 1953. Cave can be seen f~om High
way at gas station before Kahuku Store. C. C. S. ) 

Polou 

Site 271. Polou, formerly a pool of water, 
sea side of the Kahuku mill. 

afloat, 
ocean. 

A story is told that Kahuku was once a land 
wafted about by the winds, drifting over the 
Just how it came to Oahu is not told, but old 

Hawaiians point out Polou, the place where Kahuku 
is fastened to Oahu. Formerly it was possible to dive 
into the pool and when a depth of 40 fathoms was reached, 
a shelf of rock was found upon which to rest. Forty 
fathoms deeper Punakea (white line from coral) was 
reached and on looking toward Malaekahana, the hook 
by which Kahuku was made fast could be seen. This 
hook was intricately fashioned of Kawila. Seaward 
of the Waialee Industrial School, in another pool of 
water, known as Kalou, is the spot where Kahuku is 
attached to VI aialee. In the immediate vicinity of 
Polou was a stone known as Kanaloa. (See Kahuku 
the unstable land) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Petroglyphs at Keana, Kahuku 

Boulder on beach. 1 human figure. 

J. H. Cox 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

MALAEKAHANA 

Land Division 

Land known as Kalanai, formerly belonged 
to Malaekahana, now belongs to Laie. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu, p 156 

Cultivation 

There were terraces in this ahupua'a, irriw 
gated by Kaukanalaau Stream. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 89 

Site 272. A few rocks at Makahoa, all that 
remain of a fishing shrine which was on the point. 
The fish brought here were the oio. 

Formerly a fishpond was located near the 
point and was known as Viaipunaea. There are tra
ditions about the mullet coming to this point from 
Pearl Harbor. (See Site 141.) To this day school s 
of mullet come around the island to this northern 
point of Malaekahana. They go no farther, and their 
apparent disappearance still mystifies the Hawaiians. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(Makahoa-point at Adams Field. C. C. S. ) 

House Site of Manuwahi 

Site 273. Foundation of the house (kahuahale) 
of Manuwahi, keeper of the god of Malaekahana. 

Only a few large rocks remain by the site of 
the railroad track, but the site has great importance 
in the eye.s of the natives because of the prominence 
of the kahuna Manuwahi. About this area is said to 
have been a rather large Hawaiian settlement, which 
formerly was level land, but which owing to the remo
val of flora has formed into dunes. The site was 
pointed out by a descendant of Manuwahi, Kahiona 
Apuakehau, a very old Hawaiian living in Laie. The 
Hawaiians are still proud that the district of Malae
kahana was never conquered by Kamehameha I. This 
is not recorded in Hawaiian history so far as I know. 
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The legend collected by Rice (Hawaiian Legends 
pg. 113) tells the story of Kamehameha's sending out 
Kahalaiu, who was unable to subdue Manuwahi because 
this powerful kahuna was aided in battle by the gods. 
jlfter the battle, Kahalaiu joined forces with Manuwahi 
and is still spoken of by the older natives as the chief 
who revolted against Kamehameha, Many skeletons 
were unearthed in plowing the cane fields of this re
gion and in digging the foundations for the beach houses, 
indicative, some think, of many battles in the region. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Waiapuka 

Site 275. vVaiapuka, a pool on the Kahuku side 
of Laie in Malaekahana, inland from the road in the 
midst of a cane field. 

Waiapuka is made famous by the legend of 
Laieikawai. Without guidance it is difficult to find, 
for it is hidden from sight even from the surround
ing elevations or from the tops of the highest pines 
which line the road. The pool is oval in shape, mea
suring about 30 ft. by 60 ft. with the water about 10 
ft. below the level of the surrounding plain. Tides 
are said to affect the pool. On the Laie side is a small 
crevice in the rock, which is said to open into the 
cavern in which Laieikawai was hidden. Natives of 
the region remember when it was possible to swim 
through an underwater entrance, and it is said that 
the chamber could accommodate three or four people. 
Within the last 25 years silt has filled the pool, and 
it is no longer possible to enter the hidden chamber. 
The pool is significant in the minds of the Hawaiians 
because it was here that Waka hid Laieikawai until 
she reached maturity. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

See Beckwith, Laieikawai, U. S. Bur. Am. Ethn. , 
Thirty-third Ann, Rep., 1919 

Vfaiapuka is located two tenths of a mile N. W. 
of Malaekahana R. R. Station, and about 300 feet inland 
from electric powerline pole No. 60 (Jan. 1933). 

Stokes, J. F. 
Sites Notes 

Waiapuka 

Entering the district of Koolauloa, and approach
ing the coast over a broad stretch of grassy meadow 
but s lightly above the level of the ocean, our party 
was suddenly brought to a halt beside a pool of clear 

water, nearly round, and perhaps a hundred feet in 
diameter. The surface of the pool was ten or twelve 
feet below the level of the surrounding plain, and its 
even banks of solid rock dropped almost perpendicu
larly into water of unknown depth. The volume of the 
pool is affected neither by rain nor drought, and the 
native belief is that it is fed by springs at the bottom, 
and has a subterranean drainage to the ocean, some 
two or three miles distant. 

All of them (the legends) speak of a cavern 
somewhere beyond the walls of the pool, and to be 
reached only by diving into the water and finding the 
narrow pas sage leading up into it. 

An old native plunged into the pool. Swimming 
to the northern wall, he clung for a moment to a slight 
projection, and then disappeared. Three or four 
minutes elapsed when the salutation of aloha greeted 
us from the opposite wall, and the next moment a 
pair of black eyes were seen glistening through a 
small opening into the cavern about four feet above 
the surface of the water. The swimmer then returned 
to the pool by the passage through which he had left it. 

To the many questions with which he was asked 
the old man returned but brief answers on his return, 
and when importuned to explain the method of his 
entrance to the cavern, that the secret might not be 
lost, he pointed significantly to the sea, and declared 
that there would be found the bodies of those who sought 
to solve the mystery of the passage and failed. 

(This trip took place in 1885. ) 

Daggett 
The Legends and Myths of Hawaii 
The Story of Laieikawai 
p455 

LAIE 

Meaning 

La'ie: short for lau 'ie, 'ie - vine leaf 

Pukui and Elbert 
Hawaiian-English Dictionary, p 176 

Cultivation 

There are many streams in this ahupua'a, 
Kahooleinapea is the· first stream reached after leav
ing the ahupua 'a of Malaekahana. Here terraces are 
still in use. The old terrace area named WaieH, along 
the lower reaches of Kahawainui Stream, is now under 
cane cultivation; it was once watered from a spring. 
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Farther up Kahawainui Stream there were formerly 
many terraces, according to Kakela Kalua. About 
2.5 miles up Wailele Stream there are evidences of 
old taro terraces. 

Along Koloa Stream, beginning at a point about 
2 miles inland on its twisting course, there are aban
doned groups of terraces at intervals, many of them 
now half hidden in the jungle growth. Just below the 
old water gates, on the south side of the stream, there 
is a group of about 15 small terraces, all with stone 
facings, and nearer the gates, on the north side, a 
smaller group of five or six. Immediately beyond a 
sharp curve in the stream bed, and evenly spaced 
at intervals on either side of the stream, are 15 or 
more very old mango trees planted in lines. At this 
point, on the left bank, going upstream, the valley 
widens into a beautiful flat area which was evidently 
an extensive dwelling site. There are about eight 
old breadfruit trees on the hillside and more huge 
old mangos. This flat area, extending upstream to 
the sheer cliff wall at the next stream bend, is ter
raced with low stone lines. Here there are 11 ter
races, from 15 to 40 ft. wide and from 20 to 30 ft. 
long, now partly overgrown but very distinctly out
lined. They could not be replanted unless the mangos 
were destroyed, as the whole surface of the soil is 
webbed with a network of tree roots. The stream 
makes a horseshoe bend at this point, and beyond 
are more mangos planted in lines for a distance of 
several hundred yards; and at the upper end of the site 
is a small house platform. Around the next curve 
is an area of three small lo'i; beyond this there is no 
further evidence of planting, the stream becoming 
more and more winding and the valley more and more 
narrow. Kakela Kalua of Laie says that this was for
merly konohiki land, and now belongs to the Mormons. 

Kapuna--The comparatively flat land between 
the hills and the seacoast in Laie was divided into 
many clearly named small districts in the old days--
a considerable portion of it, back from the beach strip, 
having been planted in wet taro. Kekuku, 75-year 
old kamaaina of the place, says that one of the largest 
single areas formerly under taro cultivation was the 
land, over 60 acres in extent, lying back of the pres
ent Mormon Temple, and known as Kapuna (the spring) 
because it was watered by one large and several les
ser springs. (See site 282) 

According to Kekuku, there was another terrace 
area in the flatland named Kaholi, seaward of Kapuna, 
now abandoned. There is also a large area farther 
seaward known as Kuamoo, which is now planted in 
wet taro. Naueluli, more seaward still, had terraces 
formerly, as did Makalii to the west. Inland and west 
of Kapuna, the largest old terrace plantation is Poo
haiti, a mound where mango trees stand, surrounded 
by terraces, eight of which are still cultivated. Ma
hanu, inland from the Mormon Temple is marked by 
old coconut trees and is the upper end of the terrace 
area; here the kula begins. 

Handy, Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, pp 89 and 90 

Puuhonua 

Site 280. Land of Laie which several of the 
Hawaiians of Laie told me had formerly been a puu
honua (place of refuge). This statement is partially 
verified by Pogue (Moolelo 0 Hawaii, Manuscript at 
Bishop Museum), who says: "At Laie on Oahu was 
an old city of refuge. They called the boundary on 
the Kahana side 'Pa-paa-koko' or 'Pence that held 
the blood'. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ko'a 

Site 274. Site known to Hawaiians as a fishing 
shrine on the land known as Kalanai, which is now 
included in the division of Laie but formerly belonged 
to Malaekahana. 

The fish brought to this shrine were the kala 
and enenue. Several flat rocks have been placed on 
end; one is placed flat. Innumerable remains of fish 
were found about the stone s and on the west side of 
the rocks. 

Skeletal remains were found on the northwest 
side at an average depth of 2 feet. The body was par
tially flexed. The upper portion of the body was ly-
i ng on its back, with the head thrown back so that the 
mandible was uppermost. The legs had been flexed. 
The entire length of the burial, from head to knee, 
was 4 feet. The maximum length of the right femur 
was 17 inches. The head was lying toward the south, 
and the lower portion was toward the sea. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Waikuukuu 

Site 276. Waikuukuu, Kahuku side of the old 
Paeo fishpond, about 100 ft. up on the low ridge. 

A narrow but deep crevice in the ground with 
water at the bottom. This is affected by the tides and 
the depth of the water in Waiapuka may be judged by 
the height of the water in this opening. The place is 
now being used for dumping garbage. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Paeo Fishpond 

Site 277. Paeo fishpond, mountain side of the 
bridge on the Kahuku side of Laie. 
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This was alar ge hor s eshoe- shaped pond that 
was famous for the size of its fish. It is now dry and 
overgrown with weeds. On the Kahuku bank is a chalice
shaped stone about 3 ft. high, where Hauwahine, the 
goddess (moo) of the pond, is said to have been fre-
q uently seen combing her long black hair. This was 
a very sacred stone and could not be approached, 
nor would the old Hawaiians use the pond when a blan
ket of leaves and other refuse (aamoo) covered the 
water, for it was believed that then Hauwahine was 
present. When the water was clear, Hauwahine had 
departed to Kailua. (See Kailua, Kawainui Pond) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hanapepe 

Site 278. Hanapepe, elevation near the first 
bridge on the Kahuku side of Laie. 

A portion of this elevation was once a very 
sacred place where the akua stone, Kamehaikana, was 
worshiped. This is said to have bee;]. a female fish 
god, and the first fish were brought as an offering. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

MO.rmon Temple 

Site 5. Ten Mormon Missionaries arrive 
Dec. 12, 1850. 

Finally, by 1865, a plantation of six thousand 
acres was purchased, and the elders organized so that 
the land could become self-sustaining and help sup
port them. Many of the early missionaries had dif
ficulty in maintaining themselves. 

Josephson, M.C. 
A glance at Hawaiian Mission History 
The Improvement Era, Aug. 1950, p 619 

The r-bnnon temple at Laie, oahu, which has 
been long under oonstruction, costing $200,000, and 
said to resemble in plan and design the fanous Salt 
Lake edifice was dedicated Nov. 27-30th, for which 
purpose president Heber J. Grant and delegation of 
dignitaries of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints arrived here to participate in the exer
cises of so important and memorable an event. 

Thrum 
Haw. Ann. 1920, P 155 

Mormon Temple 

J. H. Napela said, "The land of La'ie has been 
given us a long time ago, long before Hamana lived 
here in La'ie. This was a secret but I have been 
commanded to tell it to you. While William Cluff 
was sitting down here (it was about 12 noon) he saw 
Young come (in the spirit,but in the form of a man) 
to meet him at this clump of hau trees. He pointed 
out all the boundaries of Laie and vanished. William 
Cluff went home recently and talked to Young of their 
meeting in Hawaii. When I arrived there he told me 
to return and tell you. " 

Perhaps you people are accustomed to going 
to that side of Ko'olau. When you reach La'ie there 
is a clump of hau trees where William Cluff met with 
Young, the President of the Mormon Church, although 
the latter was then living in Utah. These hau trees 
are in the middle of Laie at a place called Hulea. 

Before my arrival there, I heard from the 
mouth of some one that J. H. NapeJawas baptized in a 
certain house in Utah, Rocky Mountains. He was 
baptized for two days, on the 15th and the 19th. 

Makaikai, J. B. J'I. 
Mai Ka haiolelo mai a J. H. Napela 
Kuokoa, Nov. 23, 1869 
Newsp 

Note: Na-pela-kapu-o-Namahanaikaleleonalani, com
monly known as J. H. Napela was a man of chiefly blood. 
He was the first Hawaiian convert to Mormonism and 
was baptized by George Q. Cannon on Maui, the island 
of his nativity. Prior to this he was active in the 
Congregational Ch.Irch and used to tracting for them. 

Legend of Manonihokahi 

Near the water hole in Malae-kahana, between 
Laie and Kahuku, lived a man called Mano-niho-kahi, 
who was possessed of the power to turn himself into 
a shark. Mano-niho-kahi appeared as other men ex
cept that he always wore a tapa cloth which concealed 
the shark's mouth in his back. 

Whenever he saw women going to the sea to 
fish or to get limu he would call out, "Are you going 
into the sea to fish?" 

Upon hearing that they were, he would hasten 
in a roundabout way to reach the sea, where he would 
come upon them and, biting them with his one shark's 
tooth, kill them. 

This happened many times. Many women 
were killed by Mano-niho-kahi. At last the chief of 
the region became alarmed and ordered all the people 
to gather together on the plain. Standing with his 
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kahuna, the chief commanded all the people to disrobe. 
All obeyed but Mano-niho-kahi, Shark-with-one-Tooth. 
So his tapa was dragged off and there on his back was 
seen the shark's mouth. He was put to death at once 
and there were no more deaths among the women. 

Rice 
Hawaiian Legends, p 111 

Site 279. Tunnel through which Manonihokahi 
once passed in going to the sea, until a few years ago 
in evidence in the settlement of Laie. 

To all appearances Manonihokahi was an or
dinary man, living near the mouth of the tunnel, but 
in reality he was a kupua. He questioned the people 
who were passing, and when he discovered where they 
would be fishing alone he would slip through the tunnel 
in his shark form and kill them. This continued un
til the natives became suspicious and his true nature 
was discovered. Later he was killed and up to the 
time when the hole was filled a few years ago, the 
people living in the vicinity could judge the height 
of the tides by the water in the hole. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Moohekili Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 2.83. Moohekili heiau, the site of which 
is pointed out in the taro patches on the sea side of 
the Mormon temple. 

The slight elevation of ground, the occasional 
sound of the drums, and the name, are all the traces 
that -remain, according to the oldest Hawaiians of the 
district. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Taro Land 

Site 282. Taro land, Hauula side of the Mor
mon temple. 

A flat lowland, now drained and planted in 
cane, formerly a famous taro land. The old Hawaiian 
name for the region is now lost and it is known as Ka
naana, an adaptation of Canaan, the Land of Promise 
of the Israelites. In with the taro were extremely 
large fish. One of the old Hawaiians remembers that 
One day in her childhood, while her parents were 
gathering taro, as she swam and played in the water 

s he was knocked senseles s by a £ish. About this taro 
land the old Hawaiian settlement was located and on 
the mountain side of the site are the only foundations 
of a heiau (Nioi heiau) in Laie. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Nioi Heiau 

Site 281. Nioi heiau, on a small ridge on the 
mountain side of the Mormon temple, Laie. 

Disturbed coral platforms are all that remain 
to mark the place where the heiau once stood. The 
site is heavily cover ed with lantana and it is impos
sible to define the limits of the platforms. There 
are no walls which may be foHowed. Native tradition 
holds that the only wall which surrounded the platforms 
was removed by the plantation authorities. It is built 
on the Kahuku side of a coral outcrop; the coral from 
the ridge has been used for construction. The heiau 
is said to have been one at which human sacrifices 
were offered. The results of clearing would probably 
not justify the expense of such an undertaking. On 
the Kahana side of the ridge are several rock shelters 
which were probably used as the abodes of the kahunas. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pool at Laniloa Point 

The small water hole next to the road, which 
is said never to have been fathomed, is of modern 
ongm. During the quarrying of rock this underground 
cavern was accidentally opened. It is said that no 
amount of rock thrown into the pool would fill it. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu, p 158 

Pool filled, 1969. 

Laniloa Point 
Islands- -Malualae, Keauakaluapaaa, Pulemoku, Mo

kuaaniwa and Kihewamoku 

Laniloa is the name given to a point of land 
which extends into the ocean from Laie. In ancient 
times this point was a mo-o, standing upright, ready 
to kill the pas serby. After Kana and his brother had 
rescued their mother from Molokai and had taken her 
back to Hawaii, Kana set out on a journey around the 
islands to kill all the mo- o. In due time he reached 
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Laie, where the mo-o was killing many people. Ka
na had no difficulty in destroying this monster. Ta
king its head, he cut it into five pieces and threw them 
into the sea, where they can be seen today as the five 
small islands lying off Malae-kahana: Malualai, Ke
anuakaluapaaa, Pulemoku, Mokuaaniwa and Kihewa
moku. 

At the spot where Kana severed the head of 
the mo- 0 is a deep hole which even to this day has 
never been fathomed. 

Rice 
Hawaiian Legends, p 112 

Laniloa Point 

At Kai-papa 'u, looking out upon cape Lani-Ioa, 
she (Hiiaka) greeted it as if it had been an old friend 
of the family: 

Lele Lani-loa; ua malie; 
Ke hoe a'ie La ka Moa'e, 
Ahu kai i na pali; 

Kaiko'o lalo, e. 

Ua pi'i kai i uka, e. 

EInerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 97 

Fly Lani-loa, fly in the 
calm; 

At the moaning of Moa'e, 
Mist veils the mountain 

walls; 
The breakers roll ever 

below. 
While Ocean climbs to 

the hills. 

Taro Patches 

One of the deserted valleys is Koloa ..•• 

The hikers will go along a ridge top, to avoid 
brush next to the stream, and then descend where the 
valley widens into a beautiful, flat area. Here are 
old mango trees; here also are terraces, one after 
another, Inarking the boundaries of taro patches. 

There are something like 11 terraces in this 
spot. There is also a house platform. 

Whitten, Harry 
Trail Ways 
Star-Bulletin, 1952 

Kaihukuuna, Ko'a 

Site 285. Kaihukuuna, on the Hauula side of 
Laniloa Point. A few stones on the beach are all that 
reInain of the fishing shrine at which mullet were once 
offered to the fish god. 

MCAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Shortly afterwards Aiai arranged with Puni
aiki for the establishing of Ku-ulas, ko'as, and fish 
stones around the island of Oahu, which were as fol
lows: .•• ko 'a Kaihukuuna for Laiemaloo, Koolau. 

Thrum 
Aiai, son of Ku-ula, 
Hawaiian Folk Tales, p 249 

When Ihukoko decided to remain in Wai
alua, the sister that was left, Kahukuuna (Kaihukuuna ?), 
continued on her way until she came to Laie where she 
met Laniloa, a goodly man, and they lived together as 
husband and wife. The fish that came with her was the 
mullet and it too remained there to this day. 

Forn ander Coll, Legend of Maikoha 
Vol V, p 272 

Moku Auia 

Kauahi lived on this island with two mistresses. 
He was a native lawyer who was known for his smart
ness and quickness in matching wits. 

It was in the days of fame that Kauahi took 
the two women for mates, thus opposing the marriage 
law of Hawaii nei. 

When Kamehameha V and his counsellors heard 
of it, Kauahi and the two women were ordered arrested. 
When the soldiers arrived with the warrant to arrest 
him, Kauahi declared, "I am king of this island. 
Twelve of the islands are on the map, but this one is 
not. " 

Pooloa, George 
Na Pana Kaulana ona Inoa 0 ka Mokupuni Oahu 
Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. 21, 1919 

Ka- U-niho-kahi 

Ka-U-niho-kahi was a shark akua. He had 
his lua at La'ie. A kind, harmless akua but if neces
sary to hurt for the protection of his people he would 
hurt them. Sometimes they would feel a nip like a 
papa'i (crab). They would find a cut of just one tooth. 
Sometimes he took the form of a small fish to warn 
his people not to go any further. 

Pukui, Mary K. 
9/25/53 

See McAllister Site 286: "Kaunihokahi", Hauula. 
(Mrs. Pukui thinks there may be a connection. This 
name should be Ka-U-niho-kahi: One-Toothed-U. ). 
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KAIPAPAU 

There is a valley near Hauula called Kaipapau. 
Here lived an old kahuna who always worshipped the 
two great gods Kane and Kanaloa. These gods had 
their home in the place where the old man continually 
worshipped them. Once the gods came to their sis
te.r's home and received from her dried fish for food. 
This they carried to the sea and threw into the waters, 
where it became alive again and swam along the coast 
while the gods journeyed inland. By and by they came 
to the little river on which the old man had his home. 
The gods went inland along the bank of the river, and 
the fish turned also, forcing their way over the sand 
bank which marked the mouth of the little stream. 
Then they went up the river to a pool before the place 
where the gods had stopped. Ever since, when high 
water has made the river accessible, these fish, named 
ulua, have come to the place where the gods were 
worshipped by the kahuna and where they rested and 
drank awa with him. 

Westervelt 
Leg. of Honolulu, p 145 

Cultivation 

Kaipapau was a large stream giving this ahu
pua'a its name. The level land opening out below the 
valley, now in cane, was presumably all in terraces. 
Hauula natives say that there are old taro flats along 
the stream up the valley, which is very narrow and 
steep. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 91 
B. M. Bulletin 161 

Kapukaihaoa, Priest 

Kapukaihaoa was the famous priest of Oahu. 
He could discern mysteries and secrets and forth
coming events. He lived in Kaipapau, Koolauloa. 

Fornander 
CoIl., Vol VI, P 158 

HAUULA 

Cultivation 

The flats along the coast in Hauula were once 
all in terraces, irrigated by the valley's five streams: 
Hanaimoa, Kawaipapa, Makua, Papale, and Punaiki. 
The Courses of these streams are all very narrow and 

steep. There are the remains of a few small terrace 
sections in the interior of Makua. A number of small 
wet taro plantations are still under continuous cul
tivation between Papale and Makua Streams. Some 
of the old terraces between these streams, just in
land from the highway, were being rehabilitated in 
1935. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p j:)l 
B. M. Bull 101 

Kaunihokahi Heiau 

Site 286. Only the upper platforms or por
tions on the mountain side of this heiau remain. The 
lower platforms have been used to make cattle pens 
for the dairy now located on the site. The remains 
of this one platform, which is roughly 160 by 40 ft. , 
indicate a large heiau. The longest side, which is a 
high terrace ranging between 10 ft. and 15 ft. in length, 
is nearly parallel with the sea and faces almost due 
east. (See fig. 52). 
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Site 286, fig. 52: a. inclosure 17 by 20 ft .• 
open and with 4-foot facing to east, line of stones 
marks walls, west of inclosure the ridge is precipi
tous; b. terrace 40 by 160 ft.; c. high facing on east 
side, 10 and 15 ft. high following contours of the land; 
d. facing, west side, 70 ft. long, 3 ft. high, probably 
originally continued across, now disturbed by cattle; 
e. southeast end of terrace built of large stones with 
fill of I-inch stones for leveling; f. probably lower 
terrace as impressive as one remaining, now cattle 
sheds for dairy. Roman numerals indicate cross 
sections. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo #15281 

See Laie, Ka-U-niho-kahi 
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Maunawila Heiau 

Site 287. Maunawila heiau, Punaiki, near the 
mountain side of the Hauula courthouse. 

Advantageously located on the spur of the ridge 
overlooking the sea. The little that remains of the 
heiau is now covered with a heavy growth of lantana 
and guava. The end of the rock-built terrace is the 
most conspicuous feature. It is 53 ft. in length at the 
top, with the base about 7 ft. longer, and stands 5 to 
6 ft. high and faces approximately east. The entire 
terrace was about 60 ft. in width; the 20-ft. end on 
the east side was built up of heavy stones, with a fill 
of smaller stones for leveling. A second terrace to 
the southwest is 3 ft. higher than the first, and ap
pears to have been built at an angle to the first; this 
second terrace faces more nearly north than east. 
The limits on the mountain side can not be defined; 
there are no stone walls now standing. At the west 
end of the first terrace and against the facing of the 
second, is a line of stones 10 ft. long, which may 
be the foundation of a wall for an inclosure or the 
limits of a smaller elevation on the first terrace. 
Throughout the heiau large natural stones have been 
utilized. This apparently accounts for the irregular
ity of the structure. Some of these stones are as much 
as 7 ft. high and may have been significant features 
of the heiau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Wahi-o-pua 

(VJ ahi 0 na pua or "Small-fry place ") The shore 
and sea opposite Helu-moa. It was here that the mene
hune built a stone enclosure, connected with the shore. 
This enclosure was named Pa-pua or "Sm all-fry fence. 11 

It is broken and SUbmerged by the sea. 

Pukui, M. K. 
1953 

Helu-moa (Chicken Scratch) The place where 
the Congregational Church now stands. 

Pukui, M. K. 
1953 

Maka-luhi 
(Tired- eyes) 

Site 6. (Now site of Cooper Ranch). So named 
because the tired warriors of Olopana paused here 
to rest after a weary search for Kamapua'a. 

Pukui, M. K. 
1953 

Ka-lae- o-ka-palaoa 

When Kane and Kanaloa left the kahuna (in 
Kaipapau) they warned him that when he heard a great 
noise on the shore he must not go down to see what 
the people were doing, but ask what the excitement 
was about, and if it was a shark or a great fish he 
was to remain at home. He must not go to that place. 

A few days later a big wave came up from the 
sea and swept over the beach. When the water flowed 
back there was left a great whale, the tail on the shore 
and the head out in the sea. The people came to see 
the whale. They thought that it was dead, so played 
on its back and leaped into the sea from its head. 
The kahuna heard their shouts of joy and was very 
anxious to see the marvellous fish. He forgot the 
warning of the gods and went to the seaside. He stood 
by the tail of the great fish. The tail moved. The 
kahuna climbed on the back and ran to the head and 
leaped into the sea. The people cheered and he 
returned to the beach and a second time approached 
the whale. Again there was the motion of the tail and 
again he ran along the back, but as he leaped the whale 
caught him and carried him away to Tahiti. There
fore a name was given to a point of land not far from 
this place--the name "Ka-lae-o-ka-palaoa" (The cape 
of the whale). 

Westervelt, Legends of Honolulu, p 145 

(Rice, Makuakaumana, Hawaiian Legends, is simi
lar. ) 

Ka-palaoa (The whale). The land and sea across from 
the Hau 'ula Court House. It was here that the whale 
came to take Makuakaumana back to Kahiki with him. 

Pukui, M. K., 1953 

Image of Malaekahana 

In this flight to Oahu, one canoe, the one in 
which was Kumukahi, landed at Hauula, Koolauloa. 
There was at this place an image standing, Malae
kahana by name; upon seeing this image, Kumukahi 
took such a fancy to it that he remained there. 

Fornander Coll. 
Leg. of Halemano 
Vol V, p 236 

MAKAO 

Naming of Makao 

Leaving this place we walked on to Makao 
a place so named from the town of Macao in Canton, 
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as the head man told me, on account of its being a 
place where much tapa is made. 

Canton and the Chinese empir\'l is by the na
tives called Makao, for this reason: Vessels which 
arrive here from Canton usually anchor at Macao and 
there take in their cargo, which is sent down from 
Canton. As the ships are commonly spoken of as 
having come from Macao, the natives, therefore, 
from the facility with which they can pronounce the 
word, it being similar to one which they have in their 
own language, have given the name of Macao to the 
whole country. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip around Oahu in 1828 

Inclosures-Kapoho Heiau? 

Site 288. Inclosures, inland from Hauula on 
the land known as Makao at the mouth of Kapoho Val
ley. 

The inclosures are nearly obliterated. They 
form rectangles about 15 to 20 ft. long and 10 to 15 
ft. wide. One which is larger than the others has in
terior dimensions of 70 by 60 ft., side walls and walls 
on the mountain side that appear to have been 8 ft. 
thick, and a front wall with a 20 ft. slope toward the 
sea. This may have been Kapoho heiau. Cane has 
been planted in and about all of these sites and has 
destroyed any other features that may have existed. 
On the low level land below the sites are traces of 
old taro patches that ar e being plowed for cane. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Luaalii Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 289. Luaalii heiau, Makao, Hauula. This 
heiau was destroyed many years ago, but its site is 
still remembered, as well as the peculiar feature 
of a pond within the walls of the structure, around 
which were placed the images. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

KALUANUI 

Culti vation 

The level lowlands of Kaluanui, now all in cane, 
must formerly have been in terraces throughout, ir-

rigated mostly by Kaliuwaa Stream, but also by two 
smaller streams, Waimanamana north of Kaliuwaa 
and Kuumi south of Kaliuwaa. The terraces extended 
well up into the mouth of Kaliuwaa, but the interior 
of the valley is too narrow and the sides are too pre
cipitous along the stream to support any terraces. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 91 

Kaliuwaa Valley 

Site 290. Famous because of its connection 
with Kamapuaa, after whom many places are named. 
Pohaku-pee-o-Kamapuaa is one of his hiding places; 
Kawaa-o-Kamapuaa is his canoe; Uhakohi is the place 
where he caused a flood; and the waterworn channel 
to the left of the stream just below the falls is where 
Kamapuaa as sumed the form of a gigantic hog and, 
placing his back in the groove, allowed his followers 
to escape over his body, to the summit, from his pur
suing foes. Hall writes, "Many objects in the neigh
borhood are identified with this remarkable person
age; such as a large rock to which he was tied; a wide 
place in the brook where he used to drink; and a num
ber of trees he is said to have planted." 

Many little "forest shrines," small piles of 
stones with leaves and bits of twigs or flowers placed 
upon them,are now made by the visitors to Sacred Falls. 
H is said that this is a continuation of the former Ha~ 
waiian custom. 

A note by Brigham contained in the Stokes 
manuscript: In the olden time a guard was stationed 
at the entrance of the gorge and no woman liturgically 
unclean was allowed to pass on the pain of death: the 
kapu was very strict. The housing of the pool at the 
head of the gorge forms a most solemn and beautiful 
temple, though we know nothing of the ancient service, 
not even to what god it was dedicated. There is a rock 
on the lower border near the outlet which may have 
been an altar. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu, p 160 

Kaliuwaa 

While Olopana was making his preparations, 
word was carried ahead to Kamapuaa at Kaluanui. 
Upon hearing this Kamapuaa also made his prepara
tions, and before the arrival of Olopana he was ready. 

Kaliuwaa is a very high cliff to look at. It is 
a cliff impossible to climb up, or to come down; there 
is no way up or down this cliff and it is very high, 
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being about two thirds of a mile in height from its 
base to the highest point; but it was against this cliff 
that Kamapuaa leaned to provide a way of escape for 
his parents, as also his older brothers, his, grand
mother and their servants with all their things. 

After everybody had reached the top of the 
cliff of Kaliuwaa, there was left behind Kamaunuaniho, 
the grandmother, for she,disliked to climb up the back 
of her grandson, Kamapuaa; therefore he turned his 
back to the cliff and the grandmother climbed up along 
the teats of Kamapuaa until she reached the top of 
Kailuwaa. In this way Kamaunuaniho got to the top of 
the cliff and was saved from the wrath of Olopana. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, P 320 

Noted Places at Kaliuwa'a 

(Beginning from the lowland. ) 

1. Ele'io, a wet patch. It was here that Ka
mapuaa vanished from sight when he was pursued by 
some men for stealing chickens. 

2. 'Opu- 'ohua, a small wet patch named for 
his stomach. 

3. Ka-lua-nui. It is a large pit where he 
excreted. Perhaps that is how the land got its name 
of Ka-lua-nui. 

4. Amo, is the place where the men who car
ried (amo) Kamapuaa were all eaten up by him. 

5. Ke-ana-o-Ka-maunu-a-niho or Cave of 
Kamaunuaniho, where she made tapa cloth. 

6. Ke-ku-pina'i, a small hill, where a man 
told his seekers where Kamapuaa was to be found, 
(by saying) "He is in the tapa making cave of Ka
maunu-a-niho. " 

7. Kupou, a small hill, from which Kama
puaa ran down to the cave of Kamaunuahiho. The 
chickens, tied together, flew and lit at 'Ua'u-kauhale, 
on the opposite side of the stream, when the men 
(mentioned in number 6) were pursuing him. 

B. The house site in which they lived, and 
where he was born. At that spot are two well known 
stones, and a strange clump of hau trees that bear 
two kinds of blossoms, red and yellow. 

9. Oilo-wai, is a pool in which they bathed, 
including those who went to fetch him. 

10. The rock to which Kamapua'a was tied. 

11. 'Ua'u-kauhale was the home site of Ka
maunu-a-niho and her grandson, Kekele-ia-iku and 
others. 

12. Kipu, a small hill mentioned in a chant, 
"A little hill is the Kipu we see" and so forth. 

13. Pohaku-pe'e is a rock, where Hina hid or 
perhaps it was Kamaunuaniho, when the servants of 
'Olopana came to seek Kamapua'a. 

14. Pohaku-'olu was the name of the man who 
revealed Kamapuaa's hiding place (mentioned in num
ber 3). Because he told, he was changed into a rock, 
by Kama-puaa. It still stands, like a man, on the hill. 

15. Ka-lehua-kawa was a diving place for 
certain goddesses, Kapo, Pele and others. 

16. Mauna-puka is a sheer cliff with a hole 
in it made by the snout of Kamapuaa, so that he c'ould 
watch the women bathing at Ka-lehua-kawa. 

17. Poho is a stone with two hollow places 
on it. 

lB. Pohaku-eaea is a tall hill. It was there 
that Kamapuaa stood to call to his parents in the early 
morning of the day he was born. 

19. Uha-kahi is the spot where Kamapuaa 
dammed the water when 'Olopana's warriors went up 
to destroy them. The water was held back in the 
upland and when he released it, all the men were 
washed to sea and killed. 

20. The gods of Kamapuaa (were as follows) 
1. Kulia-i-ke-kaua, his war leader. 2. Kane-ewaewa
iki-aloha, a lovable god. 3. Ku-ka-lepa, was the 
bearer of the war standard. 4. Ku-mahumahu-kole 
and his companion were his gods of sexual affairs. 
5. The other gods were ki'ei, Halo, 'Ohumuhumu. 
'Apana-po'o and Po'ae-lolea. 

21. The spot of the forty-thousand, four hun
dred thousand and multitude of gods were, there the 
hor se s are being tied and the foolish lay their offer
ings on stones through the leadership of idolatrous 
guides. 

22. Wa'a-iki, is a tall and handsome preci
pice, like the keel of a canoe standing upright. 

23. Wa'a nui is like the other, only taller. 

24. The foot print of Kamapuaa is at the place 
he stood, tO,make a way for his followers to climb up. 

25. Ku'ikahi is a hillock from which the pool 
can be seen. It was there that one set aside all hard 
feelings, disagreements, and feelings of discontent
ment lest rocks roll down on him. This is not true. 
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26. Honu, is a stone shaped like a turtle 
(honu) and it was said that a turtle was carried here 
and it became the stone. 

27. The pool and the awe inspiring waterfall 
of Ka-liu-waa, are where visitors bathe to remove 
the discomfort of heat, the soil of the body in order 
to be refreshed and rested. 

Mr. K. "Pali Ko'olau-loa" 
Na Wahi pana 0 Kaliuwaa 
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika 
Nov. 14, 1861 

Kaliuwaa 

It is related that after Kamaunuaniho 
and her people had time to look around, after finding 
themselves in a place of comparative safety, (on the 
upland above Kaliuwaa Valley), they perceived that 
the ~wo men who had given information to Olopana's 
soldiers from the mountain ridge as to Kamapuaa's 
whereabouts, were still in the same positions and 
attitudes as when they shouted down their directions 
earlier in the day. On investigation it was found they 
had been turned into stone, and there they remain to 
the present day, a warning to busy-bodies for all 
time. 

(the two men who were up on the ridge above 
Kamaunuaniho's house) 

Nakuina, Emma 
Hawaii, Its People, Their Legends 
p 46 

Kaliuwaa 

Before reaching the woods, a large boul
der of hollowed shape on one side, adjacent to the 
road, is pointed out as where the demigod hid When 
escaping from Olopana's men. The story goes that 
his place of hiding was revealed to the pursuers by 
two men on the hill-slope of the vicinity, whereupon 
Kamapuaa jumped up and seizing a large rock hurled 
it at the tell-tales. It lodged in the hill top and has 
so remained to this day, The boulder by the wayside 
where he had hid had upon it the offerings of devotees, 
such as leaves, or sprigs, or flowers, with a small 
stone placed thereon ••• 

The famous gouge or curve- shaped cliff of 
Kamapuaa's is at the left side as one proceeds up the 
valley, some distance from the head, but about where 
the falls come into view between the tangle of ohia 
trees. This grooved cliff gives the name to the valley 
and falls. 

Thrum 
Tributes of Hawaiian Tradition 
p 22 

KOOLAULOA KALUANUI 

Kaliuwaa 

The natives believe the pool is bottomless, 
plunging down to another world where a demon lives 
who is kept from rising to the surface by the thrust 
of the waterfall, and that the heave of the waves is a 
proof of the perpetual struggle between them. It still 
has some religious significance, as we saw when we 
discovered the native who had evidently left the trail 
of crossed leaves ..•• 

The waterfall shone sharp as the blade of a 
knife, splitting the rocks in half to make the ravine. 
Squatting on his haunches on the rock rim of the pool, 
gazing up at the falls, we saw an old man, shaggy
haired and naked except for the usual bunch of leaves 
tied in front by a string around his waist and leis of 
flowers around his neck. Brown and wrinkled like a 
Chinese figure carved from the gnarled root of a tree, 
his body swayed back and forth in time to the rhythm 
of the waves while he crooned a song of supplication. 

The man was so absorbed he had not heard our 
footsteps on the soft moss near the stream, so we 
stood quietly watching. Presently, he stopped singing 
and stretched out his arms, palms upwards, shaking 
them as if in silent but impassioned prayer. After a 
few moments, he clasped his hands together and, leap
ing to his feet, gave an old warrior's yell, startling 
as a trumpet blast in that narrow space, "Hi ha yana, II 

repeated three times as if challenging the demonwho 
lives below the falls. At the final yell, he snatched 
off his leis, threw them into the centre of the pool, 
and then dove from the rocks, going down so deep that 
I wondered if he was drowned, until I saw his head 
bob up near the opposite side, where he clambered 
out and shook himself like a duck, the water dripping 
off his oiled body in rivulets. Then, stamping his 
foot with a final yell, this time on a note of triumph, 
he turned and clambered up a foothold path, zigzagging 
along narrow ledges until he reached the top of the 
cliff, and vanished in the underbrush •.. 

Drage, Una Hunt 

Hawaii Deluxe 
(1901), p 103 

Hana-ka-ulani 

A name applied to several heiau. The first 
one so styled, according to tradition, was built at 
Hana, Maui, and another one at Kaluanui, on Oahu, 
near the famous valley of Ka-liu-waa. These heiau 
are said to have been built by the gods in the misty 
past soon after landing on these shores. Was it to 
celebrate their escape from perils by sea and enemies 
on land, or was it in token of thankfulnes s to gods still 
higher than themselves? 
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The author's informant can not tell whether 
these followed the fierce, strict cult of Kane or the 
milder cult of Lono. 

Emerson 
Unwritten Literature 
p 74 

PUNALUU 

Puuakeau Heiau 

"Puuakeau heiau. Kapano, KooLauloa. Thrum 
in 1909 says: 'No particulars Learned. '" 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu, p 198 

Naming of Punalu'u 

"A spring in the sea of cool fresh water, cool 
as the water from the clouds when drunk. 11 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Loea Kalai Aina 
Nov. 11, 1899 

Puna coral. Coral lime is puna. Used for 
hair bleach. Coral first burnt. 

"David" of Punaluu 
As told to Mrs. Pukui 
5/11/54 

CuLtivation 

In the upper valley, reached by forest reserve 
trail, and above the water gate, (about 2. 5 mi. from 
the sea) there is a level area beside the stream, now 
covered with puhala and hau. which was once planted 
in taro. Beyond this point, where the stream winds 
back into the mountains, are similar flatlands by the 
stream side. A quarter of a mile below the water 
gate, broad flats begin on alternate sides of the wind
ing stream; at first these are only about 100 yds. wide 
but gradually widen to 300 or 400 yds. before the valley 

. opens into the broad coastal plain of Punaluu. These 
flats were terraced. On the steep western hillside 
above the upper flats there are old breadfruit trees. 
At the lower end of the valley on the southern side is 
a flourishing plantation with about 25 terraces now in 
taro. From here the v'alley becomes increasingly 
broad for about three quarters of a mile and is planted 

in cane, with some grasslands along the stream and 
on the hillsides, and a few banana groves. All the 
way to the sea the grasslands and the canefields, when 
cut over or newly planted, show clearly the outlines 
of old terraces. This, then, was formerly a continu
ous area of terraces, wateru.d by Punaluu Stream, 
widening from a quarter of a mile above to half a mile 
at the base of the valley and spreading out like a'fan 
on the coastal plain over an area four tenths of a mile 
long and eight tenths of a mile wide. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 91 

Pupuka Heiau 

"Pupuka heiau, Papakoko, Haleaha. Thrum 
says: 'Between Punaluu and Kaluanui. Only founda
tions remain.' In 1909 Thrum notes: 'A small heiau 
30 by 50 feet, little of which now remains'." 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Maka Heiau 

Site 291. Maka heiau, Mahikee, Makaua-uka. 
Punaluu. 

A two-platform or possibly three-platform 
heiau measuring 70 by 150 ft. The platforms are sep
arated one from the other by terraces and surrounded 
by walls which are now only a few ft. in height. The 
structure is located within a cane field, and as the 
interior of the heiau is under cultivation any smaller 
features have been obliterated. Surrounding walls 
and terraces are all that remain. 
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Site 291, Fig. 53: a. ground plan; b.perspec
tive plan: 1. wall 6.5 ft. wide. 3 ft. high outside, 
1 to 3 ft. high inside; 2. back wall, top 8 ft. higher 
than average floor of terrace 3; 3. upper terrace 
48 by 65 ft, walled on three sides. open to southeast 
overlooking second terrace; 4. wall 3 ft. high inside, 
7 ft, wide,2 to 6ft. high on outside depending on 
contours; 5. 4-foot facing separating terraces 3 and 
6; 6. terrace 70 by 45 feet. the probable stone paving 
now disturbed for planting of cane; 7. rough wall on 
terrace 6. probably formed of stone paving; 8. wall 
3 ft. wide, 3 to 4 ft. high inside, on outside there 
is a slope of rocks between 13 and 20 ft. high with 

evidence of terracing; 9. IS-foot facing; 10. possibly 
a lower terrace 40 ft. wide with sides following con
tour s of slope. which narrows down considerably; 
11. suggestion of wall or facing. (As the land around 
and within the heiau is under cultivation. these mea
surements are approximate. ) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo #15282, 15283 

Possible Heiau 

Site 292. Possible heiau, mountain side of 
Hanawao at the edge of a cane field, Punaluu. 

The name is not known. The remains indicate 
a heiau of at least three platforms, with a heavy rock 
terracing on the lower platform. Cane has been plan
ted throughout the structure and the upper platforms 
have been almost completely demolished. (See fig. 
55. ) 
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Site 292, Fig. 55: Structure east of Hanawao 
at edge of cane field, a. terrace. planted in cane, 

probably slightly higher than terrace b; b. terrace, 
planted in cane; c. facing 3 ft. high to second terrace 
b; d. terrace approximately 50 by 80 ft .• planted in 
cane; e. IS-foot rock-paved floor. stones averaging 
1 foot in diameter; f. terraced wall. less than 1 foot 
high inside, 6 ft. wide, outside I-foot drop to terrace 
2 ft. wide, which drops 3 ft. to slope; g. long pile of 
stone s thr own up by plantation; h. rough wall similar 
to pile g; x-y, cross sections. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hanawao Heiau 

Site 293. The site of this heiau has been used 
for so many years as a cemetery that almost all of the 
features of the old temple have been obliterated. It 
was located on the top of a small hill that rises 75 
ft. or more from the surrounding fields and commands 
a view of the entire valley. The present remains in
dicate that it was a large heiau, 100 ft. or more in 
width. and 200 ft. or more in length. The longest 
side faced almost due east. On the southeast side of 
the hill a portion of a rock terrace remains which was 
built up with small rocks. less than 1 ft. in size. On 
the west side is a portion of a terraced wall, about a 
15 ft. portion of which remains nearly intact. The 
bottom wall is 4-5 ft. high, of large stones 2 to 3 ft. 
in size, built up on a steep slope. The top of this 
wall forms a small step- like terrace 2.5 ft. in width 
paved with stones 1 inch or less in size. From this 
step a wall built of 1 ft. stones rises 3 ft. to what 
was probably the top of the heiau platform. The prob
able platforms of the heiau are now used as a burial 
ground. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo 1115284 

Heiau of Hanawao. About 1/4 mile mauka of 
Government road in good state of preservation, height 
2 or 3 fathoms, 1 fathom width. 

Naiti, J. L. 
HEN: p 261 

Kaluaolohe Fishpond (destroyed) 

Site 294. Kaluaolohe fishpond. Punaluu, form
erly located between the road and .Hanawao heiau. 

This was an alii fishpond and the only one which 
is remembered in the region. It is said, however, 
that in the low swampy land around Punaluu the taro 
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was planted in mounds artificially built in the water 
and that the fish in these patches were quite numerous. 
Much the same information was obtained in regard to 
the old taro land in Laie, now known as Kanaana. 
Kaluaolohe is now a swamp. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Kaumakaulaula Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 295. Sea side of the government road, 
Punaluu. The site pointed out by Ben Kaoao is across 
the stream from the Shingle property. Nothing re
mai ns of the heiau. 

Mc.Allister, Arch. of Oahu 

The temple had but one body, but divided for 
its services into two sections. There was a separate 
division where the priests performed their ritual ser
vices. This was just seaward of the house lot adjoin
ing on the north side of the stream of Maipuna, and a
bove the bridge and government road. The altar of 
sacrifice was also a separate place where the bodies 
of men and other sacrifices were offered up in sol
emn service. Its site is a kahua, a hollow place, now 
occupied by a lime-kiln, seaward of Ben Kaoao's resi
dence, above the road. •.. In length it is about six 
chains along the government road, commencing at the 
bridge of the Maipuna stream on the south and running 
northward. It was two chains wide on the south ad
joining the stream and one chain on the north end. 
The altar and temple services were at the south end, 
while the house of the priest was at the narrower north 
end. 

Kaoao 
Told to Thrum 
Thrum, Hawaiian Annual 1916 
(complete story on p. 92) 

.•. A heiau Kuula for fishermen. 

Naili, J. L., of Puna1uu 
Emerson, J. S: Coll, HEN:Vcill, p 643 

The Temple of Kaumakaulaula 
(Thy Red Eyes) 

Kaumakaulaula was the temple, and Kameha
ikaua the one who built and laid its foundation. Kahonu 
was the priest, and Kekuaokalani the king. Maliko 
was the location of the king's house, while Kawaiakane 
and Kawaiakanaloa were the places where the king was 
reared in the Punaluu division of the district of Koo
lauloa. 

Kekuaokalani was born on Hawaii and his bring
ing-up was entrusted to Kahonu and his consort, both 
of whom were close relatives of the prince. When 
Kekuaokalani was three months old, Kahonu requested 
that his charge be segregated to some other iSland. 
This request was granted. So Kahonu and his wife 
proceeded with their charge to Punaluu, Oahu. 

When the fleet arrived off the breakers at 
Punaluu, it was evident to the people on the shore that 
Punaluu was the goal, Kahonu being well acquainted 
with his birthplace, from which he had gone to reside 
in Hawaii. The canoes entered the harbor and chose 
Makaiwa as the landing place. 

Kahonu and his wife took their young charge 
to the densest part of the forest in the deep solitude 
of the mountain uplands, to Kawaiakane and Kawaia
kanaloa, where the prince was nurtured. The place 
is still in existance. The priests, courtiers and 
traveling companions of the young prince were directed 
by Kahonu to remain at Maliko to erect a house for the 
prince, and to repair the temple of Kaumakaulaul"a. 

The fame of Kaumakaulaula became known 
through wonderful things of a mysterious nature, known 
only to this temple. On the approach of the sacred 
nights of the temple these omens would be observed: 
the eyes of all the pigs which were near the bounda
ries of this temple would turn red, and this has been 
known to happen even down to the present time. That 
is how the name Kaumakaulaula became applicable. 
It is spoken of as hidden, a most sacred temple. Sounds 
of the drum, nose flute, whistling gourd, and the voices 
of the priest in prayer- chant could be heard during the 
nights of Kane and of the Kaloas, every six months, 
and this has continued from its founding even to this 
present day. 

Thrum 
M:>re Hawaiian Fblk Tales, p 117 

Heiau 

Site 296. Heiau, foot of the ridge which di
vides Punaluu and Kahana near the mountain side of 
the plantation railroad track in the field (fields 15 and 
16). 

Large piles or rows of stone are the only in
dication of the old site, and in the present growth of 
cane it is impossible to trace inclosures or platforms, 
if any remain. The heiau was probably 150 ft. long 
and 100 ft. wide, with several terraces and divisions, 
and apparently faced due north. Large stones were 
used in its construction, and a great amount of coral 
still remains. When the cane is cut the stones are 
said to be clearly visible from the road. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Kukaiole Pool 

Site 297. Puna1uu Valley. When Kanaloa came 
to Kahana Valley, he was evidently of unusual propor
tions, for with one foot placed 0 n Puu 0 Mahie, he 
stepped with the other to Punaluu Point. Then, over 
the ridge, he could see two men planting taro up Puna
luu Valley. Kneeling on the Kahana side of the ridge, 
where his knee prints are still to be seen, he watched 
the two Inen at work. It annoyed him that they planted 
their taro in uneven rows, so he· said, "Your rows 
of taro are not straight." The men heard the voice 
but could see no one. Kanaloa repeated this stateInent 
several times, yet the men were never able to see 
the speaker. Soon Kanaloa grew tired of this teasing 
and went to Kukaiole pool up Punaluu Valley and drank 
of the waters. Near the pool there grew awa, which 
the rats were fond of chewing. It made them giddy 
and dizzy and they fell into the water, for which rea
son the pond was given its name. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(See Punaluu StreaIn and Kana, Kahana) 

Punaluu Stream 

Kane and Kanaloa caIne in disguise to a little 
grass house that stood near this stream. "Come in 
and eat, " the fishermen said. "Rest on the mats. 
Here is fruit and poi. We would offer you fish, but the 
nets have been eInpty for many days." As they sat 
down, the men perforIned the simple rite of thanks 
to the gods. "And what gods do you worship?" the 
visitors asked. "Kane and Kanaloa, " the fishermen 
answered. The meal went on. They ate fruit and 
poi. "You surely need fish,," Kane said at last. The 
men looked chagrined. They took their nets. One 
tries to do all one can for a guest. "We will go with 
you, " the two gods said. They passed a hut where 
dried fish hung. "Go on, " said the gods, "look into 
the stream." "E inu, e inu i ka wai kukae iole, " the 
gods ITluttered low. They put the dead fish into the 
streaITl. Its scales be caIne shiny. Its blank eyes 
glistened. It was alive. Down the stream a charmed 
fish swam. The fishermen saw it; they uttered a cry; 
they put their nets into the stream. When they caIne 
back to the gods in the hut, their eyes were alight. 
They ate of the fish. The gods went away. 

Sometime you may linger along the coast and 
see Inen mutter over a pool. For "E inu,E inu i ka 
wai kukae iole, " still brings life to a dying fish. 

Raphaelson 
KaInehameha Highway, p 34 

KAHANA 

Cultivation 

In Kahana, according to Earnest Rankin now of 
Nanakuli, there were terraces up the main stream 
only. A trail follows upstream, and SOIne of the ter
races are still planted. 33 years ago, when Rankin 
was on the Kahana Ranch, a man named Kenui planted 
extensively in the interior. (1907) There were then 
also plantings along the shore. Nick Peterson, in 
charge of the Foster Estate lands confirmed Rankin 
in the statement that there were no old terraces up 
the valley of the left-hand stream. Following the 
trail up the broad main stream, the most inland plant
ing area observed was a large level area of about 30 
acres east of the ridge trail and about 2.8 miles up
stream from the sea. It is now under hau and guava, 
though it was undoubtedly in terraces formerly. About 
a quarter of a mile below here is a V-shaped, level 
area of perhaps 10 to 12 acres, now covered with 
honohono grass and rushes. This is Hanaiwi, accord
ing to Mrs. Kanakaole, and was a taro plantation. A 
spectacular cluInp of huge ape grows in one corner, 
and thewholearea can be viewed advantageously from 
the ridge to westward, where old breadfruit trees and 
Hawaiian bamboo, growing among the wild forest ver
dure, indicate that the locality was once a well- settled 
dwelling place. On the western slope of this narrow 
ridge there are breadfruit trees also; a sInall flatland 
which may have been planted borders a rivulet below. 

Just below Hanaiwi is Puulena, a considerable 
swaInpy area along the main stream (Kahawainui). 
Anciently this swaInp was planted in taro by the pu
'epu'e method of mounding in marshland. On the 
dry land above this swamp and leading to the ridge, 
more old mangos, breadfruit trees, and Hawaiian 
bamboos indicate another ancient dwelling place, with 
the main streaIn flowing along its western border. 

The broad lower part of the valley, about a half 
mile wide, ITlust have had a terrace area cOInparable 
to that of Manoa Valley. This area is now under sugar 
cane. Where the canefields end, about 1.25 ITliles in
land along the trail up the main streaIn, there is an 
old taro flat, now plowed up but with sO'me taro still 
persisting: it is surrounded by bananas. Nearer the 
sea, a group of small terraces, apparently watered 
by spri ngs, is under cultivation between the highway 
and the mountain east of Huilua Pond. From this 
point up the mouth of the valley for SOIne distance there 
appear to be terrace flats under the guava and remains 
of cane plantings. Along the base of the western side 
of the valley, froIn a quarter to a half Inile up from 
the sea, the old terraced levels are plainly marked 
under the grass and cut cane. 

According to Mrs. Kanakaole and Mrs. Maria 
Kahawaii, the point farthest up Kahawainui Stream, 
where old Kenui used to cultivate terraces, was named 
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Paaku. They knew the names of eight other terrace 
areas up the main stream, including Hanaiwi and 
Puulena. At the upper end of the level land on the 
western side of the valley was a terrace area known 
as Halii, next it a terrace section called Akaka. Ac
cording to Mrs. Kanakaole, in the lower valley there 
used to be a fishpond on what is now the site of Nick 
Peterson's house, and south and east of this pond were 
two terrace plantations formerly known as Aiea and 
Kapaloa. Near these, and extending to what is now 
Tanaka's place on the eastern side of the valley, was 
another terrace area named Kaluakanaka. Three other 
land sections both above and below this were in terraces. 
There were also terraces on the land called Pahanahou, 
where the church now stands, and a small plantation 
named Puuohua beside the highway east of the bay. 
Kukuiula is a small gulch running eastward from the 
fishpond on this same side of the bay, and according 
to Mr s. Kahawaii there used to be terraces up this 
gulch. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 92 

See also: 
Robert J. Hcrrrron and William M. Barrera, Jr. 

Archaeological Survey of Kahana Valley. 
Koo1auloa District, Island of oahu. 
DRS 71-2, Bishop MUseum, 1971 

Robert J. Hormron and !bbert F. Bevacqua, 
Excavations in Kahana Valley, oahu. 
DRS 73-2, Bishop Museum, 1973 

Kauninio Ko'a 

Site 299. Near west shore of Kahana Bay. 

The shrine, as it is a low rock, can only be 
seen at low tide. There was at one time, a native of 
Kahana who was living on Kauai, where he became very 
ill. He longed to return to the place of his birth to 
die among old friends. He was brought back to Kahana 
by a friendly shark. While the man lingered on shore, 
the shark swam in the waters of the bay; but upon the 
man's death the shark was turned to the rock which 
can still be seen at low tide. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kapaeleele Ko 'a 

Site 298. West side of Kahana Bay. The shrine 
has a commanding view of the entire bay. It is roughly 
rectangular in shape and measures 24 by 14 ft. It is 
delineated by large stones 2 to 3 ft. in size on three 
sides. The east side, which faces the bay, was ap
parently open, with only a low line of stones partially 

embedded to denote its extent. The flooring was prin
cipally of earth, with occasionally a stone embedded. 
About the center of the back wall is a double line of 
stones forming a narrow oval-shaped inclosure. The 
stones on the inside are flat and stand on end, where
as the sides were of large oval-shaped stones appar
ently formerly on the surface and placed end to end. 

Though Kapaeleele was covered with a heavy 
growth of weeds, this section at the rear center had 
been cleared away and was immediately apparent 
when one approached the site. However, there was 
no evidence that offerings had been left recently. 
When fishing is poor at Kahana, the Hawaiians even 
now get together in an attempt to fathom the reason; 
and I am told by Mrs. Foster's manager that it fre
quently results in some propitiation to the old fish gods. 
The north side is defaced and almost obliterated by a 
small gully. A few very small waterworn stones 
were picked up about the site, but no coral was seen. 
The shrine is for the akule. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo 1115311 

Fish Lookout 

To the left on the bluff is a lookout site where 
a man used to watch in former days when the time 
approached for the akule to come. 

The fishermen's families were up in the valleys, 
preparing their nets. They labored for weeks in ad
vance of the run. 

Far out in the bay, the man on the bluff sighted 
the fish. He hoisted a flag made of white tapa high 
on a post. Quickly the word was spread through the 
valley; the fish were corning; finish the nets. 

They gathered together and joined the nets to 
make them long for spanning the bay. And if this hap
pened in late afternoon, "Wiki koolau ua ahiahi, II the 
leader would call, "Rush it off, for the dark is near, " 
and then they would hurry down the trails, joining the 
nets as they ran to the bay. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 32 

Entrance to Kahana Bay--bluff to left. The 
bluff above was used by Hawaiian fishermen as a look
out site. When a school of akule was sighted, the 
sentinel on the watch signalled the fishermen back in 
the valley by raising a square of white tapa. 

Kekepi 
Henriques Collection 
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..• the two points on either side of Kahana 
Bay one of which whose name is Ka1ae Maka1ii ••• 

Richard Pag1inawan 
News from the Pacific, 15:1 

Hilo Laau Cave 

Site 300. A cave in Kahana Valley. Here 
Keau lived with his sister and her husband. This 
Keau was a kupua. He would say that he was going 
to the lTIountains or to the sea on SOlTIe errand, and 
often he changed hilTIself into a shark, which was seen 
frequenting the deep waters of the Kahana stream. It 
was lTIany years before his unusual power was discov
ered. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Huilua Fishpond and Ko'a 

Site 301. Built by the menehunes. The pond 
is fed by a number of fresh-water springs and is af
fected by the tides. The mother of the first men who 
took care of the pond was guardian of Hanaloa pond 
in Waipio. When Pua, the present caretaker was a 
boy, the pond belonged to his uncle, who, because of 
a drealTI, had forbidden the removal of any fish ex
cept the aholehole for a period of five years. Now the 
mullet were particularly plentiful and large and one 
day when several were about the makaha, Pua picked 
up the scoop net hanging near and caught one large 
mullet. This he cooked in the imu which is still near 
the entrance. Shortly afterward, the mullet disap
peared frolTI the pond and Pua's'uncle knew that his 
orders had been violated. The mysterious appearance 
and disappearance of fish continues even today, veri
fying the old story that there is an outlet through an 
underground passage, possibly connecting this pond 
with Molii pond at Kualoa. In 1923, when a tidal 
wave broke the wall of the pond, it was assumed that 
a great number of goldfish then in the pond had escaped. 
Nets were thrown across the bay to catch as many as 
possible. None was to be found either within or with
out the pond. Later when the wall of the pond was re
built the goldfish reappeared. Several tilTIes Pua has 
had a dream indicating that this underground opening 
is -on the southeast side, near the KamehalTIeha high
way. This hole was said to have been dug by a shark 
who forlTIerly frequented the pond, but has not been 
seen in recent years. On the land side of the makaha 
was a ko'a formed of large 3-foot stones. A small 
house built by Wilcox stood near the ko'a, but during 
the absence of the owner, when the afternoon sun cast 
the shadow of the house across the shrine, the house 

was mysteriously destroyed by fire. Most of the shrine f 0 

has been moved, but a line of these large -stones still _ 
remains. In size and position (end to end) they resemble 
those of Kapaeleele Ko 'ao (Site 298) 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

At Kahana, near the pond of Huilua is a foot 
print (of Kana) and another is at AhuilTIanu.; the im
prints of his knees are at Kahana, where he peered 
over the mountain of Punalu 'U. 

Kamakau 
Some disagreements with things in the 
Hawaiian Legends, Kuokoa, Feb. 15, 1868 
HEN: p 1144 

Puu Makane Heiau 

Site 302. East side of 'Kahana Bay above Hui-
1ua fishpond. 

A stone terrace of indeterminable dimensions 
is about all that remains. It was apparently a small 
heiau not exceeding 100 by 50 ft. A portion of the 
facing of the terrace which relTIains is a slope of 10 
ft. or more of loosely piled stones a few inches in 
size. Small bits of coral were scattered about. The 
floor of the terrace was paved with slTIall stones. 
Lantana and soil accretions have covered the site and 
it is not possible to discover whether there was more 
than one terrace here. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Palani Ko'a 

Site 303. On Puu 0 Mahie ridge. It is a large 
stone, forlTIerly a man, but changed by Hiiaka when 
she passed on her way to Kauai. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Palani 

They (Hiiaka and Wahineomao) went on and 
passed Kaauwai, Makana. Puuomahie, and Kahana. 
The wind of Kahana called the Ahiu was blowing and 
the chief of Kahana, named Palani was surfing with 
his wife, Ie-wale. They enjoyed surfing whenever 
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the Ahiu blew for it helped the surf to rise. Hiiaka 
saw them surfing and chanted: 

The Ahiu wind chills Kahana 
Rough rises the surf of Koolau, 
The cold presses down on Ka-loi-kee, 
In the long woodland above Ka-lehua-loa 
Long is the trail to Huilua. 
You are Palani, surfing chief of Kahana. 

Palani answered her in insulting terms saying, 
"Who are you, rude woman? How dare you call to me. 
Can't you see I am busily surfing with my wife as this 
is my favorite sport? Who are you, worthless one?" 
Anger seized Hiiaka. Palani tried to ride in on a wave 
without success. He failed in two attempts. On the 
third, he sank to the bottom of the sea and died. His 
wife died too. 

(Note: Palani, a specie of strong smelling Hsh. 
Ie-wale is Slimy-basket. ) 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Ka Leo 0 ka Lahui 
Mar. 21, 1893 

Pa1ani 

Palani was a great surfer at Kahana. When 
Hiiaka came he was surfing in on a wave. Because 
he spoke to he.r rudely, she turned him to stone and 
he is there to this day in the water. 

Pukui, Mary K. 
Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- o-Pele (free translation) 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 26, 1926 

Pa1ani was chief of Kahana. Iewale was his 
wife, killed by Hiiaka while bathing. 

Fornander Collection 
Vol VI, p 344 

Kamahana, Kila and Kiei 

These are narrow strips of land, that is Kama
hana and Kila. Kila is situated at the top of the cliff 
at Kahana just below the boundary between Kahana and 
Punaluu. Right on the top of the cliff is Kiei (Peep) 
and was named so because it was from here that Kane
loa peeped down to Punaluu .•.. 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 26, 1926 
Oahu Place Name s 

Kana 

Here (Kahana), my companion, who had come 
from the cape of Kaoio, told me that on the hillside, 
on the "Laie" side of this valley, very close to the 
beach, a depression can be seen on a certain rock like 
the depression made by the knee of a kneeling man. 
I was told that this was the knee (marks) of Kana, 
when he peered from Kahana to look on that side of 
Kaluanui, where he saw two men hilling up mounds 
in a taro patch. Because the mischievous fellow saw 
that a row in the two mens' taro patch was crooked, 
he called out to them, saying, "Say that row of yours 
is crooked." When the men looked at the rows that 
they made, it was true that one was crooked. 

Huakai Pakole; Koolau 
Kuokoa 
July 31, 1896 

Kalehua-loa 

This is also a place in the upland of Kahana. 
This spot Kalehua-loa is that sandy stretch that lies 
before (in front of) Kahana and stretches from one end 
to the other. It was called so because the chiefs of 
Kahana, men and women, wore lehua leis and boarded 
canoes. Then the members of their household stood 
on both sides and pulled them a long distance. Be
cause of this long pull and because of the bedecking 
of the chiefs and chiefesses with lehua leis, this place 
was called the sandy stretch of Ka-lehua-10a. . 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 26, 1926 
Oahu Place Names 

They were pulled along the sand of the beach, 
hence it is called Alo one 0 Kahana, 0 kalehua loa, 
the sandy stretch of Kalehua-Ioa. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary K. 

Kui-Iua 

The place that bears this name extends from 
Puu-o-Mahie point to the mouth of the stream. 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 26, 1926 

Lo'i-ke'e 
(Crooked-Patch) 

This is a taro patch in the upland of Kahana. 
This is the second Lo'i-ke 'e known to be in the Koolau 
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side. This is the first and the second one is located 
in Punaluu. This is the one of which Kaneloa spoke 
to the two men who were planting in it at Kahana. 
While he stood at the boundary of Kahaluu and Kahana, 
he looked down on the men and saw how crooked the 
rows of taro were and said, "Say, you two, the row 
that you are planting is crooked." He turned to go 
back to Punaluu and also saw two men planting taro 
in the patch and he said, "The row of taro that you 
two are planting is crooked." Because of the words 
of this supernatural man, the name mentioned by 
Hiiaka in her chants ••. Loikee, was given because of 
this remark to the taro planters. The patches remain 
there to this day •.• 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 26, 1926 

Kapuwai 0 Kana 

This is a name of a spring of water in Kahana, 
Koolau, Oahu, where Kane stamped his foot giving 
the shape of his foot to the spring. Before this act 
of his there was no water there. 

Emerson Notes (Misc. ) 
Feb. 1884 
B. M. Storage Case 4 

The Result of Stinginess 

Two gods who were traveling about Oahu came 
to Kahana. They saw a house and determined to stop 
there and ask the residents to be so kind as to give 
them drinking water and a place to sleep. Seeing an 
old man and an old woman of the place they asked for 
a place to sleep. The old people answered, "Our house 
is too small; we cannot all sleep there." The old man 
looked toward his bubbling spring and his heart har
dened and he said, "We have water, but only just 
enough for our selves; we cannot give you two any. " 
The gods turned seaward. There they found a little 
house close to the beach where were living an old man 
and an old woman. These, when they saw the strang
ers approaching, called in customary Hawaiian fashion, 
"Come. Come in and eat." The strangers entered 
and were hospitably treated. At their request they 
were given a place to sleep. When they arose, they 
asked for water. The old woman said, "Pardon us, 
the only water we have is brackish and disagreeable 
but you are welcome to it, " and she vIIent and dipped 
up water for the two strangers. When darkness fell 
the two thanked this kindly couple and went on their 
way. The next day when the stingy old man went to 
fetch drinking water from his spring, he found it 
brackish as if mixed with sea water. As for the hos
pitable man, he was overjoyed to find when he drank 
that the water which had been brackish was as sweet 

as the water from the mountain. These two springs 
remain there to this day. 

Green and Pukui 
The Legend of Kawelo 
1936, p 119 

For Kane and Kanaloa around Kahana see: 
Rice, Hawaiian Legends. 

Makuakaumana.the story of the man who was 
swallowed by a big fish, and of this man's gods, Kane 
and Kanaloa. 

Tree Pulling Contest--Kamapuaa 

After Kamapuaa left Kaluanui, he did not go 
by Koolau but went to Waiahole where he went up the 
ascent of Kahoakeawe and down into this side of Wai
pio. He went as far as Kahana and went up the hill. 
The chiefess of Kahana had a great work on this day 
on which Kamapuaa was travelling and that was to see 
who was strong enough to pull up a koa tree. On that 
day the chiefs, commoners and those noted for strength 
went up and among them was Kamapuaa who took the 
form of a handsome pleasant faced, well built boy 
with dark brown hair. The ruler whose work this was 
was the chiefess, Huilua, a beautiful woman. When 
she saw the handsome man, she took a great fancy to 
him and desired to take him for herself. To take him 
to Moanalua to break off the handle. Kamapuaa did 
not have the same idea for he remembered his grand
mother's command to go on until he set eyes on his 
older brother, Kekele nuiaiku. 

While they were living at Honouliuli, they used 
to go up to Kahana. The chiefess kept glancing at him 
as they went up together. She thought to herself, that 
the man who was strong enough to uproot the tree would 
be her husband, for it needed a strong man to hold the 
kingdom together. But her mind was fairly restless 
because of the handsomeness of the hog. 

The tree grew on the ascent to Kahana where 
it led down into Waikane. That is the ascent and the 
Halau-o-Kana (Kana's house) is below it. When all 
had reached their destination, everyone tried with 
all his might but the tree did not budge for it was a 
supernatural tree. 

Kamapuaa had not slept with the others that 
night but had gone back to his grandmother at Kaluanui. 
He told her all he had seen of the tree that the men of 
Kahana tried to pull up and asked her permission to 
let him join in the tree pulling contest of the chief-
esS of Kahana. She consented, and gave him mana; 
mana, strength and ability to do it with all the tree 
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pulling prayers and su.:h, The tree pulling was to be 
continued in the early morning of the next day, He 
arrived in the upland of Kahana just as they were 
about to begin, When the tiITle came for the contest, 
no one stepped forward for they all knew that they 
would never be able to uproot it, There was a hush 
and not a sound was uttered, The chiefess asked con
stantly for someone to try to pull but no one dared, 
Then a handsome young man, with hair hanging free, 
stepped forward to face the chiefes s and bowed saying, 
"Greetings, 0 chiefess, May you live until you grow 
like the yellowed pandanus leaf, I, a youth, shall 
attempt to pull up the tree for you, 0 chiefess," She 
turned to look at the young man before her; saw how 
handsome he was and smiled, She told him to go 
ahead, 

Before he pulled up the tree he prayed three 
prayers, At the end of these three prayers, he called 
to everyone to get away from the spot lest they be 
killed by the falling tree, The people obeyed his voice, 
He began to seize the tree by one of the main roots 
and with a creak and a bang, the tree fell over, When 
the tree was uprooted the shouts of great admiration 
and praise dinned the air and the chiefess was filled 
with gladness at the prospect of having a strong hus
band, but he vanished, , " Aye, the pig vanished and 
did not come near her, When the crowd was excitedly 
shouting their admiration of the youth's strength, each 
one boasting to the other, he slipped away and was 
gone, changing himself from a man into a hog, that 
is a striped pig, After he had assumed his hog form 
he was seen by a certain chiefess named Kapuna, 
When he came close to a cliff, she was one of those 
who ran swiftly after him with the intention of catch
ing him for s he had taken a fancy to the color of his 
bristles, They went on till they reached the hill over
looking Waikane, above the head of the holua slide of 
Kana", , 

Na Wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea K<l.laiaina 
Aug, 19, 26, 1899 
Newsp 
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Cultivation 

At the upper end of the valley, where cattle 
are now pastured, there ar'e slopes and vales of bog
gy land which presumably were once planted to forest 
taro, There is no sign of terracing, Wild taro was 
found in the stream bed about 2,5 miles inland from 
the highway, About half a mile below this there is 
much level, boggy Land on both sides of the stream, 
At another point, perhaps a mile inland, much wild 
taro was found, In a gulch on the north side of the 
valley, les s than 2 miles up from the sea, an old co-

conut tree still stands, indicating the former exis
tence of a kuLeana home site, There were probably 
terraces here and in other small gulches seaward of 
this point, Beginning about 1,5 miles inland where 
the valley broadens and flattens and continuing to 
the shore, there are traces of extensive terraces on 
either side of the stream, now overgrown with guavas, 
kukuis, and ape, About eight tenths of a mile inland 
the Level land broadens out along the stream and there 
are large terraces where bananas and garden truck 
are now raised, Close to the sea and north of the 
main marsh, in the land formerly called Makaua, 
there are remains of old terraces covering a consid
erable area of the broad swampy lands between the 
highway and the mountains, 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 98 

Kauhi 

Site 7, Kauhi, termed the watch-tower of hea
ven, was a kupua having come from Kahiki in the train 
of Pele's followers, and having been stationed in a 
cliff, had got no further in his travels than Oahu, He 
bemoaned his fate as that of a malihini god, a stran
ger to the rest of the group, On being roused by a 
prayer- song of Hiiaka, as he gazed upon the beauti
ful goddes s, a divine ambition stirred within him--
to journey with her, enjoy her society, and make 
acquaintance with the land to which he was still a 
stranger, 

He said to Hiiaka, "If you are the woman that 
consumes the forests of Puna, when you travel I will 
go with you, " 

Hiiaka did not wish to offend the aggrieved 
deity; at the same time she could not consent to his 
proposition, In this dilemma she did her best to soothe 
his feelings and reconcile him to his lot, 

Kauhi was indignant at Hiiaka's dismissal of 
his entreaty, The thought that Hiiaka should count
enance his perpetual imprisonment in the bleak cliff 
filled him with rage, With a mighty effort he lifted 
himself and tore away the covering of tree-roots, 
earth and rocks that embraced him until he came to 
a crouching position, That was the limit of his power; 
he could do no more, 

A stony form in the mountain wall of Kahana, 
resembling the shape of a man on all-fours, remFiins 
to vouch for the truth of this legend, 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 93 
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Kauhi 

Site 7. "0 friend, " Hiiaka called. "Yes," 
replied Wahine omao. Hiiaka pointed up at a ridge 
lying close to the highway and asked, "Do you see 
that ridge thickly grown with ti plants?" Wahine omao 
assented and Hiiaka continued. "Now see that rock 
lying there which looks so much Like a dog, with the 
head and body of a dog. " 

Wahine omao looked at the rock her friend 
was pointing to and saw that it did resemble a crouch
ing dog with head raised up and looking toward the 
cliff. She said, "0 Hiiaka, I see it, and it does re
semble a dog except that a dog is smaller and this 
is so much larger. How strange. Was it made by 
the natives of this land? And what does it mean, 0 
friend ?" 

"That is not an image made by the hands of 
men but it is the stone form of one of our kinsmen. 
Let me tell you about it. That is Kauhi-ke-i-maka
o-ka-lani. (Kauhi- the- great- eye-of-heaven). That 
is the huge dog (iLio hal brought by Kane from Kahiki 
and the places where it was seen were the nearby point 
of Ka-oio, and Puu-uhi, the elevation that leads down 
to the level place before reaching Kaneohe. The third 
place where it was more often seen is the gap of Nu
'uanu and on down to Ka- hau-komo. " 

It is said to be Kane's huge dog and is mentioned 
in the genealogical chant of Kumuhonua and Polo Haina, 
his wife. It is a chant that is familiar to our ances
tors and in order to let you know, a fragment of that 
prayer chant is given here: 

The huge supernatural god stood over the land 
Obtained by the chief Kumuhonua 
And his wife Polo Haina, 
The chiefs made sacred by Kane. 

Biiakaikapoliopele 
Ka Na'i Aupuni 
Jan. 28, 1906 

Kauhi 

''What is the meaning of the word ilio-ha" Wahi
neomao asked her friend. Hiiaka then explained to 
her friend. "Many have been mistaken by the term 
ilio-ha. Some think it is a kind of Lizard but that is 
not true ... , It means that it is large and fat. This 
is a very large sized dog and the neck and head have 
very thick fur. In order to prove to you that he is 
indeed a grand uncle of ours as I said, I will chant 
to him. Then she raised her voice and chanted: 

o Kauhi-ke-i-maka- o-ka-Iani, 
On the crooked cliff of Halawalawa, 
The low mountain cliff of Heeia .... 
Awake, 0 Awake. 

When she finished her chant of affection, the 
rock moved and became alive. He said, "It is thou, 
o tree devouring woman of Puna, the woman from the 
land of the sunrise. I am tired of sleeping so long. 
Let me go with you for I am satiated with oversleeping. " 
Then it rolled over and moved as if to stand up and 
walk Like a living dog. 

Hiiaka answered, "Stay beside the sea Makaua 
and enjoy the pelting of the Ma'akua. Bear with pa
tience the cold dew on the dark cliffs .... " 

o Reader, if you are a stranger to the cliffs 
of Koolau and are visiting in that region, go on till 
you pass Ka-oio point, set foot on the sandy stretch 
of Ka 'a 'awa and go along and enjoy the famous valley 
of Kahana and at the next low cliff before you, look 
up at the ridge and see the big rock. The rock looks 
Like a crouching Lion with head raised. That is it. 
It is called by some of the tourists who visit the islands, 
the sleeping lion. 

Hiiakaikapoliopele 
Ka Na'i Aupuni 
Jan. 29, 1906 
(translation in Donald Angus Collection) 

Heiau 

Site 304. Heiau, mountain side of the Henry 
Auld premises, Makaua. 

Present remains indicate a two-terrace heiau 
of massive construction and large size. The lower 
terrace was 135 ft. long, but its width is not known, 
for the terrace forms the back gardens of two adjoin
ing homes and its eastern extent has been obliterated. 
It may, however, have been no wider than the upper 
terrace, which is 82 ft. Portions of the wall on the 
west remain. It averages 5 ft. in width and from 2 
to 4 ft. in height. The most interesting feature is a 
canoe-shaped depression l6 ft. long, 3.5 ft. wide, and 
2 ft. deep, in the center of the wall. At this depres
sion the wall broadens to 10 ft. in width. The upper 
terrace, 82 ft. by 90 ft., is 6 ft. higher than the low
er and is faced with large 2 ft. to 3 ft. stones. The 
walls on each side are heavy and massive, 7 ft. thick, 
with 1 ft. to 2 ft. stones, and a fill of 6-inch stones, 
used for facing. The walls now stand only 3 ft. high, 
but from the number of rocks scattered about, they 
were evidently several ft. higher. The walls also 
seem to have been stepped. On the mountain side is 
a 7 ft. slope faced with stones averaging 1 ft. or less. 
There may have been a 20 ft. terrace at this end, but 
so much of the heiau has been recently removed for 
the building of fences that it is difficult to determine 
the old heiau features. About the center of the upper 
terrace are indications of a small platform 9 by 20 
ft. I and to one side of it a pile of stones 3 ft. in di
ameter and. 5 ft. high. On the west side are several 
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lal;ge stones. One, 100 ft. from the heiau, is 8 by 
6.5 ft. and 4 ft. high with a depression on the upper 
sl)rface which has the appearance of a receptacle 
from which a groovelike trough could have acted as 
a drain. Another stone, 200 ft. from the heiau, 
stands 8 ft. from the ground and gives an exceptionally 
good view of the surrounding land. It is impossible 
to know whether these stone s had any relation to the 
heiau and its ceremonies, for not even the name is 
known. An unusual amount of coral is scattered about 
the site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo N15286 

Ko'a (destroyed) 

Site 305. Fishing shrine at Kalai 0 Kuonopuaa 
Point, Kaaawa. 

The only site in this valley remembered by 
Padegen, the only old Hawaiian in this section. 
Though he has lived on the beach at Kaaawa for the 
past 30 years, Padegen has never heard of any heiau 
in the vicinity. He remembers the fishing shrine 
which has been destroyed by the concrete road, be
cause the old-timers told him to place fish there and 
warned him never to walk directly behind it. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Burial 

Site 306. Burial, Kaaawa beach near Lae 0 

ka Oio. 

After a heavy storm in February, 1930, it was 
found that the high waves had exposed a burial at this 
site. The bones are thought to have been removed by 
children. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaahuula Spring 

Site 307. At rae 0 ka Cio is a spring near 
the l1'Ountain side of the road and about 100 ft. above 
it which was pointed out to Ire as Pohukaina. This is 
probably Kaahuula spring mentioned above. (See 
Pohokaina) The spring has now been dammed and the 
water turned to the cattle trough near by. It is said 

that formerly, when the water was much lower, one 
could go into the tunnel a short distance, but that as 
the roof sloped downward, it soon carne in contact 
with the surface of the water. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Kaahuula Spring 

The spring at rae 0 ka Cio in the cliff above 
the highway was destroyed by the U. S. Ar'Il!Y when the 
gun site and tunnel was built above it during World 
Nar II. Tons of earth and rock excavated fran above 
now cover the spring. I remember this spring per
fectly. It was not a large spring, the pool being 
only about a yard across with a few stones around the 
edge, and not rrore than 18 inches deep at rrost. Water 
seeped slowly into this small basin. Geologists have 
told Ire that this spring was fed fran a layer of 
porus material in the rrountain. 

The legend that it once was the opening to a 
tunnel is based on pure fancy. 

Infonnant: 
Fosarrond S. M:>rgan, 1964 

Pohokaina, Pohukaina, or Pahukaina 

Site 307. A cave of legendary fame said to 
have a number of entrances. The most famous is at 
the division of Kualoa and Kaaawa. 

Kamakau in the Kuokoa writes: Oahu has one 
famous cave named R>hukaina. It is in the Kanehoalani 
cliff between Kualoa and Kaaawa, the entrance to which 
is thought 10 be in range looking toward Kaaawa. An
other opening is in the Kaahuula spring. It is a royal 
cave, with many valuables hidden within with the ancient 
kings. Kailikulamanu is another entrance to Pohukaina, 
in the Kona district. At Waipahu in Ewa, and there at 
Kahuku, Koolauioa, is another connecting cavern. The 
edge and ridge of this hidden cave house is the Kona
huanui mountain descending at Kahuku. According to 
the stories of men many people have traversed within 
by aid of kukui torches from Kona to Kahuku. Within 
this cavern are a number of lakes, rivers, and streams 
of ancient origin, and in places are broad flat lands. 
It is the tradition by some people that Oahu was orig
inally a floating island, with a wide opening on the Ka
huku side, that is why the opening is called Kabipa and 
Nawaiuolewa (Kahuku site 267). The place of closing 
was at Kahuku, and the hooks securing the place closed 
Kilou (Kahuku site 257),and Polou (Kahuku site 271), and 
of the hidden cave of Pohukaina. 

On the Kaaawa side of the ridge is a large rock 
shelter visible from the road. This is now said to be. 
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the entrance to Pohokaina. It is suggested that people 
have recently attached the name Pohokaina to this visible 
opening, knowing that this famous cave was situated 
somewhere in the vicinity. This shelter is only about 

30 ft. deep with no apparent entrance to the cave, 
According to Mrs. Taylor, Pohokaina, or Pahukaina, 
as she spells it, has an underground connection with 
Pohukaina in the palace grounds in Honolulu. Poho
kaina is also said to connect with Poha cave (site 184) 
in Keawaula, Vi aianae. 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Pohukaina 

Pohukaina was Oahu's most famous burial cave 
for chiefs and is situated at Kanehoalani hill between 
Kualoa and Kaaawa. The entrance is believed to be at 
Kaoio cliff, facing Kaaawa and another entrance is 
at Kaahuula spring, Hailikulamanu is another entrance 
a little way below the cave of Koluana in Moanalua (and 
there are still others) at Kalihi, Puiwa, at Waipahu 
in Ewa and at Kahuku in Koolauloa. Kauhuhu is the 
roof of the burial cave "house", that is, the mountain 
of Konahuanui, sloping down toward Kahuku. It was 
said that many had gone into it in olden days with kukui 
nut candles, going in from here in Kona and out at Ka
huku. In this cave are many creeks, rivers and streams, 
Some places are decorated and some places are level. 

Ka Hookumu Ana 0 na Paemoku 
Ke Au Hou, June 28, 1911 

Pohukaina 

One of these famous bUl1ial caves is that called 
Pohukaina on the side of Kanehoalani between Kualoa 
and Kaaawa on Oahu. It was believed to have an open
ing on Kaoio hill facing Kaaawa and a second opening 
near the spring of Kaahuula. It was a secret cave be-

longing to chiefs and much wealth was hidden away there 
with the chiefs of old. On the Kona side it had three 
openings, one at Hailikulamanu near the lowp.r side 
of the cave of Koluana in Moanalua, another in Kalihi, 
and another in Puiwa. There was an entrance at Wai
pahu in Ewa and another at Kahuku in Ko'olauloa. The 
mountain of Konahuanui formed the roof of this cave 
as it sloped down toward Kahuku. Many stories tell 
of people going into it with candlenut torches in Kona 
and coming out at Kahuku, Within this secret cave are 
pools of water, streams, creeks, and decorations by 
the hand of man, and in some places there is level land. 
Some people say that Oahu was once a floating land on 
the Kahuku side of which was a large open hole called 
"the hole of Kahipo and Nawaiuolewa" and that Kahuku 
is a piece of land which has been hooked on to it by the 
hooks called Kilou (Hook) and Polou (Hooked-into) and 
the cave is called Pohukaina, 

Kamakau 
Ka Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Ke Au Okoa, Oct. 6, 1870 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, pp 38-39 

Pohukaina Cave 

The cave descr:ilied as "a large rock shelter" 
was partly filled when the u. S. Anny built the road 
to the gun site and tunnel during WJrld War II. A 
small part of the cave is still visible, but the 
lower part is all filled up. 

The tradition as I heard it as a child and 
young woman, and as heard by my nother from old 
Hawaiian karraainas was that this cave was not an 
entrance to Pohukaina cave. That entrance, if any
where, was in the spring at Lae a ka Oio but was 
supposed to have been closed magically to prevent 
its being found by the umvorthy or casual passerby. 

Informant: 
lbsarrond S. M:)rgan, 1964 
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Boundary 

from the point of Ka 'o-io to Kanau, which 
includes the whole of Kapoko. 

Kaui, S. M. 
Pikoi - a- ka- Alala 
Kuokoa, Dec. 23, 1865 

From Lae 0 ka Oio to Mokapuu Head in Waima,. 
nalo, to be styled the Koolaupoko district. 

Coulter, John Wesley 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii, p 223 

Formerly Maunalua was part of Koolaupoko. 

See: Kona, Maunalua 

KUALOA 

Cultivation 

This narrow ahupua'a against the mountains and 
fronting the sea, unsuitable for taro, used to be a famous 
wauke-growing place, according to Mr. George Roberts. 
East of Molii fishpond, on the flatland named Apua near 
the south end of Kualoa, is Koholalele pond. (Site 312) 
Mr. A. F. Judd told me that his father, Dr. G. P. Judd, 
told him that he rememberd when the pond was excavated 
and that it had originally been a taro !o'io Mr. Judd noted 
the similarity of this excavation to the taro pits excavated 
a nd filled with humus on islands in central Polyne sia. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 94 

Kualoa 

Shortly after his installation, Kahahana called 
a great council of the Oahu chiefs and the High Priest 
Kaopulupulu, and laid before them the demands of Kahe
kili regarding the land of Kualoa and the pa1aoa-pae •.•• 
The high priest was strongly opposed to such a measure, 
and argued that it was virtual surrender of the sover
eignty and independence of Oahu, Kualoa being one of 
the most sacred places on the island, where stood the 
sacred drums of Kap-ahuula and Kaahu-ulapunawai, and 
also the sacred hill of Kauakahi-a-Kahoowaha: and that 
,he surrender of the palaoa-pae would be a disrespect 
to the gods: ... it would be wrong in him to cede to an
other the national emblems of sovereignty and indepen
dence. 

Fornander 
Collection, Vol VI, pp 285- 286 

Kahuna speaking to Kahahana: .••• "To Kua
loa belong the water cour ses of your ancestors, Kalu
maluma'i and Kekaihehe'e; the sacred drums of Kapa
huulu, and the spring of Kaahuula: (Site 307, Kaahuula 
Spring, Kaaawa, Koolauloa), the sacred hill of Kauakahi 
s on of Kaho 'owaha of Kualoa •.. " 

Kamakau 
History, Chap 6, p 3 

see also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 129 

If Kualoa should be taken, one half of the island 
of Oahu, and all the pink dyed tapas of Koo1auloa were 
to be taken also. 

Ka Nai Aupuni, June 28, 1906 

This land had been very rich in the olden 
days and even to the present, because of running schools 
of mullet fran Kaihuopalaai, the awa fish and mullets 
that had been kept and fattened in ponds. These good 
things of the land are long past. 

Apuakehau, tv. K. 
Kuokoa, July 18, 1919 

. .. at Kualoa is the sea where victims (for the 
heiaus) were drow.ned and is also a canoe landing. 
The whale ivory is also found there and those are the 
wealth of that place. 

Na wahi Pana 0 Ewa 
Ka Loea Kalaiaina 
June 3, 1899 

"A. F. Judd claims the introduction of the bread
fruit tree in these islands to Pahuulu in Kualoa. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 109 

Sacred Place 

Kualoa being one of the most sacred places on 
the island, where stood the sacred drums of Kapahuula 
and Kaahuulapunawai, and also the sacred hill of Kaua
kahi-a-Kahoowaha. 

Fornander 
Polynesian Race 
Vol 2, p 218 
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. During his youth Kualii was brought up sane
times at Kailua, at other times at Kualoa. One of 
the special tabus attached to Kualoa, whenever the 
chief resided there, was that all canoes, when pass
ing by the land of Kualoa, on arriving at Makawai, 
should lCMer their masts and keep them do.m until 
they had passed the sea off Kualoa and got into 
that of Kaaawa. I note the tabu and the custom, but 
I am not oertain of the underlying motive. It may 
have been a religious observance on account of the 
sacred character of the "Pali 0 Kualoa," or a con
ventional mode of deference to the high chief 
residing there. It was strictly observed, hcwever, 
and \\De to the infractor of the tabu. 

Fornander 
polynesian Race 
Vol 2, p 278 

The place of refuge in ancient times was a piece 
cut off from a district, ... and Kualoa, which was a very 
sacred place of refuge where a man condemned to die was 
saved if he entered it. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 7, p 5 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko, p 18 

Always this has been sacred soil. To the rese 
of the hills, the newl:x:lrn children of chiefs were 
brought. Here they lived with their foster-parents. 
They were trained in the arts of war and the ancient 
traditions of Hawaiian chiefs .•.. 

Here, in full sight of each passing canoe, the 
royal tapa of their fathers flew. When fishermen pass
ing sighted that flag, they lowered their sails. . • . 

oRaphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, P 27 

All canoes in passing recognized it by lower
ing their sails. 

Fornander 
Collection, Vol V, p 370 

Ka-hahana I S rule over the land having become 
firm, he informed the chiefs, governors, and counselors 
of Ka-hekili I S request for Kualoa and the ivory that 
drifted ashore, and asked their opinion. Sane approved, 
saying, "If you desire to give this to your parent 

(maku-kane) as a reward for rearing you, it is all one 
to us.~t the chief Ku-ka-lehua-'a-iku-lani said, 
"call Ka- 'opulupulu and let him decide whether to 
give it or not." So Ka-'opulupulu was sent for and 
the question put, and Ka-hahana told him that he was 
willing to grant these things to his parent in return 
for his up-bringing. The kahuna bowed his head, then, 
looking up, said, "0 chief! if you give away these 
things your authority will be lost, and you will cease 
to be a ruler. To Kualoa belong the water courses of 
your ancestors, Ka-lumaluma ' i and Ke-kai-hehe'ej the 
sacred drums of Ka-pahu-'ulu, and the spring of Ka
'ahu-'ulaj the sacred hill of Ka-ua-kahi son of Kaho
'owaha of Kualoa. With:mt the ivory that drifts 
ashore you oould not offer to the gods the first 
victim slain in rettlej it ~uld be for Ka-hekili to 
offer it on Maui, and the rule ~uld becane his. You 
~uld be no longer ruler. Had the oountry been yours 
by conquest, it might be proper for you to reward your 
uncle, but your authority was given you by the chiefs 
because of your uncle Ku-mahana I s mismanagement. 
Any other requests of Ka-hekili you might have granted, 
but not this. And be sure not to oonceal fran me any 
further secret message that Ka-hekili may send." 
Having heard these ~rds of the kahuna, Ka-hahana and 
the chiefs and oounselors congratulated themselves 
upon their escape from losing the dominion to Ka-hekili. 

S. M. Kam:lkau 
Ruling Chiefs, p 129 

Kanehoalani 

This is the legend of Kane Hoa Lani Lua Nuu: 
Kane (the god) ordered Lua Nuu to go up on a mountain 
and perform a sacrifice there. Lua Nuu looked among 
the mountains of Kahikiku, but none of them appeared 
suitable for that purpose. Then Lua Nuu inquired of 
God where he might find a proper place, and God re
plied to him: "Go, travel to the eastward and where 
you find a sharp-peaked hill projecting precipitously 
into the ocean, that is the hill for the sacrifice. 11 

Then Lua Nuu and his son Kupulupulu-a-Nuu and his 
servant Pili Lua Nuu started off in their boat to the 
eastward; and in remembrance of the event the Hawai
ians called the mountains back of Kualoa in Koolau, 
Oahu, after one of Lua Nuu' s name s, Kane Hoalani, 
and the smaller hills in front of it were named after 
Kupulupulu and Pili Lua Nuu. 

Fornander 
Coll VI, p 271 

Lua Nuu. He was first called Kane Hoa L~ni, 
but, becoming renowned, he was called Lua Nuu, i; e. 
the second Nuu • .•• He was commanded by God to 
introduce circumcision to be practiced among all his 
descendants. 

Fornander 
Call VI, p 277 
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... Hiiaka said to Vi ahineoma '0, "Here is the 
cliff of Kanehoalani and this is the sacred land of 
Haloa. This mountain ridge goes right down toward 
Waianae. ". .. Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele 

Hoku 0 Hawaii, Jan. 12, 1926, Oahu Places 

Mookapu 0 Haloa is the main ridge of 
Kualoa. (Sacred ridge of Haloa) 

Pukui, Mary Kawena 

Terrace 

Site 308. Artificially faced terrace, Lae 0 ka 
Oio, Kualoa, at the foot of the ridge above the govern
ment road. 

The front is 98 feet long, but toward the north 
end has been damaged by freshets. It has a facing 
4 feet high of large I-foot to 2-foot stones, then a 
step 4 feet wide with another facing 2 feet in height. 
The terrace is paved with dirt. On the sides the fac
ing becomes a mere line of stones for a distance of 
15 feet, and follows the contours which slope in and 
upward. Other features have been obliterated by 
cattle. Freshets, also, due to the rather steep slope, 
have done considerable damage. Two pieces of coral 
were found on the south end of the terrace. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Terrace 

Artificially faced terrace 98 feet long. I 
rerrenber a good many broken down walls in this area 
which used to be open and grass covered so it was 
possible to see the ground. It is now overgrown 
with haole koa largely. George Roberts once told me 
that he had been told by his grandrrother that there 
had been a heiau in that general area a long time 
ago. He called it a "joy heiau" and seemed to 
think it was not very reputable by Christian stand
ards. 

Rosarrond S. MJrgan, 1964 
Infonnant 

Old Sugar Mill 

(Site 1) Another evidence of the past is met 
with at Kualoa point, where stand the ruins of one of 
the early Oahu sugar mills, which struggled for an exis
tence under the Judds and Wilders before the days of 
reciprocity, and was abandoned just before relief to 

the industry came in sight, since which time the estate 
has been devoted to stock and cattle raising. 

Thrum 
Tributes of Hawaiian Tradition, p 21 

l864--My husband and father had become part
ner s in the new plantation they intended starting. A 
mill was built on the extreme point, Wilder and John 
with their own hands, after three unsuccessful attempts, 
erecting the stone chimney. Fields were fenced and 
ploughed for the cane, small flumes were put up, 
Chinese coolies imported as laborers, and it rapidly 
assumed a very plantation like aspect. IG. P. Judd-
father! -

Wight, E. L. 
The Memoirs of Elizabeth Kinau Wilder, p 133 

1867--Mr. Wilder rented Puunui, Judd St., for 
me, and I moved up for good. The plantation had 
proved a failure. One cannot squeeze water from a 
stone, or grow cane in poor soil, and we were all 
heartily discouraged by the waste of hard work and 
money expended there. 

Ibid., P 143 

1868--The next summer we returned for the 
children's vacation, while the mill was grinding its 
last crop. 

Ibid., P 144 

On Nov. 20, 1850, Kamehameha III for $1,300 
deeded to Gerrit P. Judd "all of that certain tract of 
land in Koolaupoko, Oahu, containing an area of 622 
acres, more or less, and known as the lands of Ku
aloa first and second, also the above described boun
daries include all the sea or fishing grounds adjoin
ing both said lands, and the island called "Mokolii. " 

.... on Dec. 19, 1870, S. G. \nlder deeded to 
Gerrit P. Judd for $15,042.66 the lands of Kualoa, 
Kaaawa and Hakipuu. As Mr. George R. Carter has 
expressed it, "It was not until December of 1870 that 
he (Wilder) gave up the struggle and advertised the 
Wilder Plantation at Koolaupoko for sale subject to a 
mortgage of $12,500. At this sale Dr. Judd appeared 
to be the only bidder and bought back the place for the 
amount of his mortgage with the interest due and one 
dollar." From then on these J~nds were owned by 
Dr. Judd, and on his death v;/e entailed through C. H. 
Judd to his children. They ..>ecame th.e lands of Kualoa 
Ranch, Ltd., on May 31, 1927. 

Fragments V, P 82 (Privately Printed) 
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Wili-ka-a-i Mill (Old Sugar Mill) 

(Site 1) I am told this is the rather pretty and 
very anlUsing name by which this mill of the Oahu 
plantation is known by the natives all over the iSlands. 
And as it affords a good example of native humor in 
the nick-naming of places and people, I give you its 
origin: 

When excavating for the foundation of the mill 
a native with but one eye and accustomed only to the 
use of the.22, twisted his neck around needles sly to 
follow with his single eye every spade full of dirt he 
thr ew out. By night of cour se his neck was so stiff 
he could hardly move it, when with a half-piteous and 
half-comical look he exclaimed, "Wili-ka-a-i"--which 
may be freely rendered--"This a regular Twist-the

neck. " 

Corwin, Rev. Eli 
The Island in Chains 
Pacific Commercial Advertiser 
Sept. 1, 1866 

Spring 

As we approach the end of Kualoa Point, we 
pass a place where a spring once flowed and a shark 
god ruled. The spring used to be to the right of the 
road, and in it a shark god's son had his home. He 
was a strange demi-god in the form of a shark, the son 
of a shark and a human girl. 

This demi-god was sheltered and fed, for the 
men of Kualoa were his friends. So long as they gave 
him a meal of fish, of which there was plenty in a near
by pond, he was gentle and kindly toward human men, 
and fiercely hostile toward other sharks. So, for many 
years he was faithfully fed and he kept the point free 
of unfriendly sharks. 

One day, a new chief came, a man with a stingy 
and petty soul. He flatly refused to feed the shark, for 
he claimed that the fish were his by right. The people 
muttered and augured of woe. 

The shark god father of the starving son was 
enraged by the greed of the presumptuous chief. He 
flooded the land with a tidal wave. The people escaped, 
but the pond was gone, and with it the spring and the 
selfish chief. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, pp 30.31 

Rock Forms 

Site 309. Three rock forms said to represent 
a woman and her two children, ridge of Puu Kanehoa
lani overlooking Kualoa. 

The names of the rocks have been forgotten and 
only a portion of the story is remembered. The woman 
went to the beach to get crabs one evening, but being 
slow she did not have enough by dawn and on this account 
she and the children were changed to stone. 

In the same vicinity is a stone resembling a 
sheep which is called hipa, and at Puu 0 Mahie, a lion 
stone, Puu Liona, both of which are pointed out and 
thought by the present Hawaiians to be of legendary 
significance. As neither sheep nor lions were suppos
edly known to the Hawaiians before the advent of Euro
peans, the difficulty of determining how much of one's 
information is imaginary, or has recently been con
cocted, is apparent. Raphaelson believes the lion to 
be Kauhi; Emerson located Kauhi at Kaliuwaa Valley, 
though later he places it at Kahana. (See Koolauloa, 
Kauhi, Kaaawa) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Apua 
Koholalele Pond 

Site 312.. Koholalele pond, on the land of Apua 
in Kualoa. 

Relatively long and narrow, 885 feet long and 
30 feet wide on the northeast end. The southwest third 
(2.48 feet) is considerably wider, measuring 85 feet. 
This gives the appearance of a long, narrow neck to the 
third that bulges out. The pond has been artificially 
excavated, and the water stands about 4 feet lower 
than the surrounding plain. The earth which was appar
ently dug from the site is mounded up to approximately 
4 feet above the plain on three sides of the pond, the 
northeast side being open, with the appearance of a 
slight depreSSion running toward the sea. The water, 
therefore, is about 8 feet below the top of the surround
ing embankment. It is brackish in taste and stood 1 to 
2. feet deep. 

A unique and extremely puzzling site. It was 
pointed out by A. F. Judd, who was told by the Hawai
ians that it was of menehune construction. The purpose 
for which it was made is also not known. It seems in
credible that it was built primarily as a fishpond, for 
it was easier to inclose a small area along the shore 
as the Hawaiians usually did when making their fish
ponds. 

Mrs. F. M. Swanzy tells me that in the journals 
of G. P. Judd mention is made of a ditch being dug in 
Apua , which was not completed. Koholalele is probably 
this ditch, though Mrs. Swanzy is inclined to believe that 
it is still older. The name of the pond was given to me 
by Mr. Judd. 

McAllister 

Arch. of Oahu 
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Apua 
Trench at Koho1a-lele, Kualoa Point 

One-eighth of a mile long; 50 yards wide. Seems 
to be an excavation down to water-table for the growing 
of taro. Has a high bank on each side. 

Kona-ai hole, head fisherman about 60 or 70 
years old in 1880 told Albert F. Judd then that this ex
cavation was not done by the Hawaiians, but by the Me
nehunes. 

Notebook: Oahu Archaeology 
Air Photo taken by Capt. Reeves 

Koholalele Pond 

There has been some confusion lately in regard 
to the actual location of Koholalele pond because the 
map in M:::Allister's "Archaeology of oahu" has been 
misread by persons unfamiliar with the place who have 
not made any effort to understand M:::Allister's des
cription or cooments. The map in "Archaeology of oahu" 
is very small and the munber "312" is placed near the 
small fish pond on the shore and this has lead to an 
error on the part of some people. The Geodetic Survey 
map made in 1928-1930 shCMs the correct position 
clearly, and the dimensions correspond to those in 
~lister' s description. The "land of Apua" referred 
to by M:::Allister is the flat land makai of the highway 
in Kualoa and the Koholalele ditch lies about in the 
middle of this area. The southwest end is slightly 
nearer fulii fishpond than the other end is to the sea 
in a northeast direction. 

The small fishpond on the south shore of Apua 
is referred to by McAllister under Site 313, fulii 
Fishpond, as follCMs: "Just to the east is a smaller 
pond, nCM not used. The walls here are a sand embank
ment with a stone wall on the sea side." At the time 
M:::Allister wrote his description the wall along the 
sea on the southwest side was easily seen, but recently 
(since 1940) the sand has built up to sane extent and 
the wall is not so apparent but can still be seen. I 
was told by IT!Y nother that this small fishpond originally 
had a wall all along the shore but it had been des
troyed by a great storm in the latter part of the last 
century. 

McAllister writes that he is puzzled by this 
ditch, not only in regard to its purpose, but as to how 
it was made. He says, "When one considers the crude 
tools with which the Hawaiians had to \\Ork, this is 
a remarkable undertaking, for many tons of dirt were 
rem:wed. This assumes that the Hawaiians built the 
pond, a fact which will probably never be known." 
McAllister also notes that Mrs. Swanzy told him of a 
mention in the journals of G. P. Judd of a ditch being 
dug in Apua. The it6l1 to which Mrs. Swanzy referred 
is to be found in Fragrrents V, page 38. It is dated 
the 3rd of December 1852 and was entered in the journal 
by Laura, one of Dr. G. P. Judd's daughters. It reads 
as follCMS: "All the family arrived November 18th. 
Boys and Father began to dig a canal fran Apua to l-bolii, 
made scraper and used it with the horses, not finished. 

Bean and Bandelson \\Orked two days. Have to leave it 
to be finished by Maalia and the people of the land." 

In the "Hawaiian Planter" by Handy, P 94, the 
author notes that Mr. A. F. Judd told him "that his 
father, G. P. Judd, had told him that he remembered when 
the pond was excavated and that it was originally a 
taro 10' i. "(I think there may be an error in Handy's 
quotation, as Mr. A. F. Judd was Dr. G. P. Judd's grand-
son. As Dr. G. P. Judd died in 1872, there could not 
have been much conversation between th6l1. However, Dr. 
Judd's son, the first A. F. Judd was the father of the 
Mr. A. F. Judd to wlnn Mr. Handy talked, and he could 
easily have been one of "the boys" referred to in the 
Kualoa journal on December 3, 1852 as above, and would 
rezrember the ditch being dug. Mr. A. F. Judd, Sr. 
died in 1900). 

It seems to me that the supposition that the 
Koholalele ditch was not built by either the early 
Hawaiians or the menehunes, rests on a pretty firm 
foundation. 

RJsanond S. M:lrgan, 1964 
Informant 

This is not a pond, but a long narrow ditch 
about the middle of Apua approximately 1330 feet fran 
Kamehameha Highway and an equal distance fran the shore, 
and about 830 ft. inland fran the mauka side of the 
small Apua fishpond on the shore--as per Geodetic 
Survey map made 1928-1930. 

RJsanond S. M:lrgan, 1964 
Informant 

Niuolaa Heiau (des. ) 

Site 310. Niuolaa heiau, near the Mormon Church 
in Kualoa, near the Hakipuu boundary. Nothing remains 
of the site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Niuolaa Heiau 

The church referred to was not a furmon Church. 
There were many kuleanas near that Hawaiian church which 
leads me to believe that no site of a heiau was nearby 
as the Hawaiians regarded such places with superstition 
and thought it bad luck to build or live on th6l1. 

RJsanond S. furgan, 1964 
Informant 

Mokoti'i 

As they approached Kualoa, the huge moo
dragon, Mokolii reared himself up and, pluming and 
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vaunting himself, sought to terrify them and prevent 
their passage. Hiiaka did not flinch in her attack. 
When she had killed the monster, she set up his flukes 
as a landmark which now forms the rock known to this 
day as Mokolii. The body of the dragon she disposed 
in such a 'way that it helped for the road-bed of the 
traveled highway. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 91 

It was Hiiaka, Pele's sister, who made that 
island with its three lone palms. Before, it had been 
a vicious dragon who lived on the shore. 

It happened this way. She came up the trail, 
singing her song, and Mokolii, the terrible dragon, 
reared himself up to challenge her passing. She was 
so insulted, she killed the beast, scattering great rocks 
of him over the landscape (it is claimed he was used 
to make part of this road). She put his tail out in the 
sea. For years it was bare, but now its three palms 
show black on the sky. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p Z4 

Mokoli'i 

From Hakipuu, going mauka, because the pali 
projected in the sea, Hiiaka found and killed Mokolii, 
a moo, cut off his tail and threw it in the sea and hence 
the island of Mokolii, near Kualoa. His body formed 
the lowland makai, below the pali of Kualoa. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI. P 344 

Mokolii 

Kaulu then proceeded on to Kualoa at the Kaoio 
point, where Mokolii was living, a wizard in the form 
of a rat. 

This wi zard was a very evil person and no one, 
man or women, was saved who came within its reach; 
all would be eaten. It was customary with this wizard 
to sit and watch by the wayside for people to cunningly 
coax and deceive them to come nearer. 

When Kaulu arrived at the place, Mokolii in
quired of him: "Where are you from?" Kaulu replied: 
"I came along this way." "Yes, you will become my 
food for this day." Kaulu made reply: "You can have 
me if you are strong." Mokolii thEm jumped on Kaulu 
and held him with its teeth. Kaulu then flew up with 

Mokolii, and when they got into the blue sky, Mokolii t' ',' 
came falling down, breaking every bone in its body, 
killing it. The place thus became the property of Kaulu. 

Fornander Coll. l ' 
Vol V, P 370 
Legend of Kaulu 

MJkolii Island 

As a child I often heard the legend of the lID' 0 

who was slain by Hiiaka and whose rewains made MJkoli' i 
Island. Once I was told the story by George lbberts-
in the early 1930' s sometime. He was then cantoneer 
and one day as I rode my horse along the highway I came 
up:m him. He was glad enough to halt his work and con
verse with me. He recounted the story of MJkoli'i with 
the same details that I had heard before but with one 
exception. He said, "They didn't fight with weapons, 
but with forces. They fought allover the IIDuntain 
with forces," and looking up at the cliffs he waved 
his ann to indicate how the battle had raged to and fro. 
Whether this was the story as told to him by his grand
IIDther or an idea of his own I cannot say. 

RoSaIIDnd S. MJrgan, 1964 
Informant 

Koho-a-pe'e (swale) 

(Site Z) Mr. A. F. Judd also said that the swale 
just above the government road and now on the Swanzy 
estate, was kn'Own as Koho-a-pe'e. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 168 

Kamapuaa hid from Pele in a hollow in Kualoa 

[ ~ 

on the Swanzy estate. He then got up and made the holes 

in the mountain. l~ 

Judd, Bernice 
June 3, 1953 

Kamapuaa hid here when chased by Pele. 
The place where he hid is still called, Halo-a-pee, which 
means "Run and hide. " 

Raphaelson ' 
Kamehameha Highway, p 27 

Holo-a-pe'e 

M::Allister refers to the swale mauka of the 
Q)vernment road known as "Koho-a-pe' e. " 

u 
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This name should be "Holo-a-pe'e" meaning to 
"run and hide" and refers to an occasion when Pele 
was chasing Kamapuaa and he dodged in behind the 
Kanehoalani ridge and hid. She was so mad she didn 't 
see him as she rushed by in her rage and swept on 
down the coast. 

Rosarrond S. r-brgan, 1964 
Informant 

Holes in Mountain 

The holes in the mountain were made by Kama
puaa while he was fleeing from Pele. After hiding in 
the hollow in Kualoa on the Swanzy place, he got up 
and went through the mountain. 

Judd, Bernice 
June 3, 1953 

It was Lonokaeho who pierced the hill of Kane
hoalani at Kualoa. 

Kamakau 
Moo1elo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Jan. 12, 1867 

Spring 

On the land side of the fishpond, there was a 
spring attached to a cave. There was an underground 
passage which went through to the Kona side. 

Judd, Bernice 
June 3, 1953 

Pohakea 

Pohakea, a rock in the sea off Kualoa. A 
division between two localities. 

Fornander CoIl. 
Vol IV, p 396 

Pohakea 

Is this the rock that sticks up at the edge of 
the reef off Apua in Kaneohe Bay which is visible at 
low tide? 

Once a Hawaiian w::rnan told me that that rock 
was supposed to have been left by the menehune when 

they were not able to finish a fishpond wall there 
before daylight caught them. This w::rnan lived in 
"Libbyville" near Kahaluu and was familiar with many 
legends around Kaneohe Bay. I have forgotten her name. 

Rosarrond S. r-brgan, 1964 
Informant 

Paliku 

Now Paliku is the name of one of my ancestors. 
Paliku, the cliff, is the one that divides Koolaupoko 
and Koolauloa. It was named for my ancestor, the one 
that stands at the head of my geneology. 

Poepoe, J. M. 
Moolelo Hawaii Kahiko 
Ka Na'i Aupuni 
May 21, 1906 

Haumea 

Kumuhonua, chief of Kona was vexed with the 
goddess Haumea for snatching her husband, Wakea, 
away from his warriors. He was arrested in Kalihi 
Valley for taking wild bananas which they claimed 
belonged to the chief. Haumea returning from Koo
lau saw him taken and followed behind as far as Wai
kahalulu. She begged to be allowed to kiss him good
bye and when she was given permission, she took him 
in her arms and vanished into a breadfruit tree. 
She retired to Kilohana with her husband and followers. 
Kumuhonua wished to fight her but his kahuna advised 
against it, on the fir st few days because it was difficult 
to enter the valley from the Waikiki or Ewa sides. Ku
muhonua had an army four times the size of Kaliu's, 
Wakea's war leader. Every attempt to enter Kalihi 
valley from the Palama side was thwarted. 

Haumea warned the messengers Kumuhonua 
sent not to insist on fighting. He answered by sending 
a larger army which she destroyed by pelting them 
with kukui nuts from Paliku, the mountain separating 
Koolau-loa from Koolau-poko. Kumuhonua organized 
a very large army to fight her. The only ammunition 
she used were kukui nuts and again the warriors were 
defeated. A tidal wave suddenly arose and washed 
Haumea, Wakea and all of their followers to sea. 
They swam around until they were almost exhausted. 
Kamoawa. the kahuna, suggested that Wakea cup his 
hands together to represent a heiau. He caught a 
humuhumu-nukunuku-a-puaa and stuck it head first 
into the cupped hands to represent a pig. Then the 
followers swam around Wakea in a procession dedi
cating the "heiau." As soon as this was finished, the 
sea washed them ashore on an island outside of Ka
haluu called Moku-Kapapa. 
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Haumea moved to Pali-ku (now called Kualoa). 
She went to get Olopana's grandson to rear and named 
him Heeia, because they had been washed out to sea. 
The place adjoining Kaneohe was named for him. 
Wakea and Haumea were kind to the Koolau people. 
When Kumubonua heard that they had returned and 
were living as chiefs of Paliku, he sent messengers 
all around Oahu to raise a huge army to fight. The 
Kona men responded but the Koolau men did not. 
They were in favor of Wakea. When Kumuhonua de
clared war again, the Koolau men under Kali'u came 
up to Nuuanu and Kalihi. In the battle, Kumuhonua's 
hip was pierced with a spear and killed near a pool. 
The place is called Pahu-kikala (Pierce-hip) to this 
day. Wakea became chief of the whole island of Oahu. 

Synopsis by Mary Pukui 

Moolelo Kahiko no Hawaii 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
March 12, 1928 

See: Kona, Kalihi (A Tale of Kilohana) 

Supernatural Dog 

Ku-ilio-loa (the long dog) - at Kanehoalani 
on Oahu. 

Pukui, Mary K. 

HAKIPUU 

Cultivation 

In 1935 there were about a dozen taro flats 
cultivated in the swampy land along the stream sea
ward of Kamehameha Highway, and about the same 
number inland of the road. This planting area ori
ginally extended over half a mile southward from 
MolH fishpond. It was about one third of a mile wide 
in its broadest part where the stream runs through it. 
All the level land along Hakipuu Stream was once in 
terraces. There were two terraces at Kealohiwai. 

An interesting series of abandoned terraces 
runs in an S- curve filling a small valley bottom, from 
MolH fishpond to a point above the highway. This area 
was formerly watered from Kailau Spring on the hill
side above the fishpond. 

There is a small terrace area between the 
fishpond and the spur running from Kanehoalani Ridge 
to the sea, marking the boundary between Kualoa and 
Hakipuu. Several of these terraces were planted in 
1935. Extending slightly into Kualoa the old terraces 
ran around the northern bend of the fishpond and were 

watered by springs in the swampy soil. Here, in 1935, r' 
just below the road southwest from the Hawaiian church, I . 
was a marshland patch cultivated in the old mounding 
method, planted by an energetic Hawaiian--the only I' 
swamp plantation of this type found on Oahu. , 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 94 

Lands given to the kahunas were Waimea, 
Pupukea, Waiahole and Hakipu'u. These lands be
longed to the priests from ancient times down to that 
of Kahahana. In the time of Kahekili and Ka-Iani
ku-pule, these were given to their kahunas and so 
also in the reign of Karnehameha 1. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Moolelo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Nov. 16, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 231 

Angus CoIl. 

Famed indeed is Hakipuu 
For the sour-dough Kaehu is so fond of, 
It is mixed with berry juices 
And eaten with the very best poi. 

From M. P. No 28 

From thence to Hakipuu the place of the "dough 
cooked in wrappers, much liked by Kaehu. " 

Angus Coll. 
Kuokoa, Sept. 18, 1896 

Molii Fishpond 

Site 313. Molii fishpond, adjacent to the land 
of Kualoa. 

Formed by inclosing a bay-like area covering 
124 acres. The eastern portion of the wall is now a 
rather wide sand embankment, with stone facings in 
narrow portions. The southwestern portion of the 
wall is narrower and of stone construction. The en
tire wall approximates 4000 feet in length. Just to 
the east is a smaller pond, now not used. The walls 
here are a sand embankment with a stone wall on the 
sea side. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 
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MJlii Fishp:md 

This fOnd is pre-historic and is supposed to 
have been built by the menehunes. It is still in 
production being one of the few to be still in use 
(1963) as a camnercial and paying business. See 
notation re small fishl,X)nd to the east--this is on 
the shore of the land of Apua, Hakipuu and is referred 
to in my comnents on Koholalele, site 312 (r-bAllister). 

Rosamond s. MJrgan, 1964 
Infonnant 

Nanahoa Stone 

Site 314. Nanahoa, near top of high spur di
viding Koolauloa and Koolaupoko, Hakipuu. 

Geologic formation resembling a huge stalag
mite, probably as much as 100 feet in height. Spoken 
of as a phallus. The female principle is a stone on 
the wall of Molii fishpond (Site 313, Hakipuu) and is 
known as Kaluau. There is a legend in connection 
with these two stones which I did not obtain. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Legend of Nanahoa Stone 

A keiki kapu came from Kahiki under the care 
of Kanehoalani. Not to look upon a woman until he 
was married, the reason being that they feared he 
had an animal nature. 

There was a girl born in Kahiki--born in the 
dark. Her father, groping about in the dark, mis
handled her and she got huhu. For the girl was born 
and grew up in a single day. She left her home and 
came to Oahu. On the beach she landed and being 
very tired fell asleep on the pohuehue (beach morning 
glory vine). She left shortly after she was born and 
therefore she had no clothing. It was later that some 
women found her and covered her. 

The young man had been warned not to go far 
from his home, but to stay close to his kahu. That 
morning he disobeyed and came down the cliff part 
way. Looking down he saw the beautiful maiden. 
He stared and stared ••• and changed into the pohaku 
Nanahoa. 

Told by M. K. Pukui 
Aug. 4, 1952 

Puakea Heiau 

Site 315. Puakea heiau, above the road at the 
foot of a ridge, Hakipuu. 

Site 315, Fig. 57: a. ground plan; b. perspec
tive plan: 

1. stone near pit, 4 feet high, 6 feet in dia
meter; 2. pit, 10 feet in diameter, 1.5 feet deep, 
containing stones, 25 feet distant from wall 7; 3. line 
of 2-foot stones which mark top of facing; 4. slope, 
46 feet long, 25 feet high, formerly stone-faced; 5. 
elevation 29 by 32 feet, 3 feet high; 6. terrace 125 
by 80 feet interior measurements; 7. base of walls 
10 feet wide, faced with 2-foot stones, with rubble 
fill; 8. terrace facing 8 feet high, sloping 17 feet; 
9. stone platform about 12 feet square; 10. middle 
terrace 122 feet by 67 feet, with indications of former 
paving of small stones; 11. side facing 12 feet high 
sloping 28 feet; 12. facing of terrace 20 feet high with 
41-foot slope, formerly stone-faced; 13. area 63 feet 
wide inclosed on three sides with earth embankments; 
14. base of wall 6 feet wide, each side faced with large 
stones; 15. two large flat stones 8 feet apart, the one 
nearer road is 6 feet long by 3.5 feet wide and flush 
with ground, the other is 6 feet long by 4. 3 feet wide 
by 2.2 feet high; 16. lower terrace 241 feet by 200 
feet; 17. 7-foot elevation with base 53 by 63 feet, said 
to have been the altar (lele). 
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Puakea Heiau 

A large three-terrace structure. Almost all 
of the stones have been removed for road building, 
but enough of the earth foundation and occasional walls 
remain to indicate its former size and features. The 
two lower terraces were probably open, though there 
are indications of a wall on the west side of the low
est terrace. The highest terrace appears to have been 
cut into the ridge, and was surrounded on three sides 
with high embankments faced with stones. The fourth 
side, overlooking the remainder of the structure, 
was open. The foundations of the walls which remain 
indicate their large size. They were faced on each 
side with 2-foot to 3-foot stones and a rubble fill. 
Frank Lealoha was told by the former natives that 
the earth elevation on the east side of the lower terrace 
was a lele used for human sacrifice. The small eleva
tion in the back-center of the highest terrace was 
probably the site of the oracle tower. Thrum says 
that the heiau was "An ancient place of refuge to which 
is coupled the name of Kaopulupulu as supervising priest". 
This is the only mention of Kaopulupulu in connection 
with this heiau. After his retirement from the court 
of Kahahana, Kaopulupulu returned to " •.• his own 
estate in Waialua and Waimea. " 

The lower terrace was planted in pineapple, but 
now is planted in grass. The upper terraces are cov
ered with lantana and guava, with cow trails winding 
throughout. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Heiau of Pahulu 

Some (of the Pahulu family) came to Oahu 
(from Molokai) and landed on the beach opposite Mo
koli'i. The heiau of Pahulu is on the Kaneohe side 
of the Judd place about six hundred feet away from 
the old sugar mill at Hakipu 'u and out in the water 
toward Mokoli'i. That is where they landed on Oahu. 
Near the old Judd place was a heiau for Kane- hoa
lani. 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 108 

There is a heiau at Hakipuu which was used 
to worship Molokai. 

'Hedeman, Ed 
Informant 

Burial 

Site 316. Flexed burial, Hakipuu. Portions 
of skeletal material were found protruding above the 
ground by A. F. Judd and reported. Upon excavation 
it was found to be a flexed burial with the distal por
tions of the femurs and the proximal portion of the 
tibiae, fibulae, and of one humerus exposed, The 
body had been placed in a sitting posture, facing to
ward the sea, which is approximately east, with the 
head bent between the knees. Consequently the skull 
was upside down, with the norma basilaris uppermost 
and the skull cap facing downward. The right arm 
had apparently been placed about the knees; the left 
doubled up behind the body. The site is on the side 
of a slope and had been exposed by erosion. The 
material was very fragile and in a poor state of pre
servation. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kahai 

In the arm of this bay is Hakipuu Valley, the 
home of Kahai, a daring man, who two thousand years 
ago, sailed the seas. 

It was a courageous deed, in those days of 
canoes, when seas were uncharted and men were 
guided by stars at night. Yet the daring Kahai went 
as far as Samoa, and when he returned, he told tales 
of the people, and planted some seeds. 

Among the seeds was the breadfruit tree, which 
the people planted in Hakipuu. It brought food for the 
people and renown to Kahai. 

Many honors were given Kahai. He was raised 
by the chiefs to their own kingly rank. And never 
again need he lower his sail--not for a chief nor a 
prie st nor a king. 

Many more journeys were made by Kahai, and 
his fame has continued for two thousand years. It is 
said that in 1795, when the conquering chief rounded 
the island, Kamehameha lowered his sail to show his 
respect for the daring Kahai. 

Raphaelson 
Kame hameha Highway, p 28 

Kaupe 

Many a hapless Hawaiian who lived in the fer
tile valley of Hakipuu on the Windward side of Oahu 
lost his life to Kaupe. Hakipuu is still an excellent 
place to see Kaupe as a dog in the clouds hovering 
over the mountains. 
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Hakipuu is a narrow valley leading to the end 
of Kaneohe Bay just before you reach MolH Fishpond 
and Kualoa Point on today's Government road. 

Kaupe would lie in wait above the narrow val
ley until some fisherman returned home in the early 
morning hours or late in the evening. He would close 
down in his cloud form about the fisherman, lead 
him into a narrow place and there attack the man. 

Similar stories are told of Kaupe lying in wait 
above Paumalu Valley on the western side of Waimea 
Valley. 

Taylor, Clarice 
Honolulu Star- Bulletin 
9/53 

Ka'upe, the man-killing dog of Oahu. 

Pukui, M. K. 

Kapuna 

Another famous place (on account of awa) is 
Hakipuu, Oahu, at a place called Hena; there is 10. 
cated a stone awa container and a stone awa cup. A 
man named Kapuna went there and drank some awa; 
and when he came home he was drunk and went to 
sleep, and died from the intoxication of the awa; and 
where he died there appeared two ridges; the ridges 
were joined at some place; those were the legs; there 
is also a small hill at the place; that was the head of 
the man. That place is known as Kapuna; this place 
is mauka of Hakipuu, Oahu. This place is also called 
Hena, where the awa is noted for its intoxicating quality. 

Mana, John 

Fornander CoIl 
Vol V, P 610 

WAlKANE 

Naming 

Here Hiiaka turned again to speak to her friend. 
"The name of this land is Vvaikane because it was here 
that Kane first dug for water for the benefit of Paliuli. 
There is a Paliuli here and it is on that ledge there. 
Below it are the famous water, Waiololi and Vlaiolola. 
One is male and the other female .... " 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 12, 1926 

At VI aikane, Koolau-poko, is a land called 
Paliuli. Also there in Vlaikane are two streams that 
surround this land of Paliuli, for both streams have 
the same source. In V/aikane also are the names 
VI aiolola and Vi aiololi, mentioned in the Kumulipo 
chant .... 

Hoolumu ana 0 na Paemoku 0 Hawaii nei 
Hawaii Holomua, March 20, 1912 

"0 kane ia Wai'ololi, 0 ka wahine ia Wai'olola" 

The words Wai'ololi and Wai'olola are applied 
in everyday speech to a narrow entrance through which 
water passes with force and a wide one which receives 
them without a struggle. Thu.s Pokini says the first 
term is given to a narrow bay along the coast where 
the water carries the fish in with a rush, the second 
to a wide shore line where the surf rolls in without 
breaking. 

Beckwith 
The Kumulipo, p 51 

Cultivation 

Between the highway and the sea is a broad 
area of terraces where large crops of taro are raised 
to sell to poi factories. This section, with the terraces 
(also still planted) just inland of the road, made up a 
continuous area of terrace land covering almost the 
entire seaward end of this ahupua'a, watered by Wai
kane Stream. Terraces were built on the level land 
up the vaIleyalong the stream. About half a mile 
inland, where broad flats flank a wide curve in the 
stream, is a beautiful plantation of about 40 terraces, 
all planted in taro grown for milling. Following the 
road toward Na Puu Koiele, small abandoned terraces 
are to be seen here and there along the stream. Just 
beyond the juncture of the two streams forming Wai
kane several small terrace sections were being cleared 
by Hawaiians in 1935. About 2 miles inland on the 
north side of the stream below Na Puu Koiele, is a 
kuleana with half a dozen terraces planted with young 
taro. Above this point are other small abandoned 
kuleana. 

In the southern part of Waikane Valley, divided 
from the larger northern section by a low ridge, there 
is a gulch containing old terraces (now partially culti
vated, but not in taro), small and narrow for the most 
part. This area begins about one mile above the high
way, where the contour trail crosses the gulch, and 
extends to seaward and for about half a mile or more 
inland from the trail as well. It is watered by Wai
keekee Stream. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, P 94 
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Zigzag Road 

•••. Maui, son of Kalana, was one of the ancient 
chiefs of Maui who !lade roads twenty centuries ago. 
The roads in his day were straight and the people were 
accustoIred to running along straight roads; so when 
certain persons ran after Maui to kill him he !lade the 
road go zigzag and it was called "the zigzag road of 
Maui" (ke alanui kike'eke'e a Maui). One is at 
Waikane and Waiahole in KoTolaupoko on oahu and one at 
Keka'a between lahaina and Kaanapali, and another at 
Kealakahakaha in Kahakuloa on Maui. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii, p 429 

Kukuianiani Heiau 

Site 317. Kukuianiani heiau, at the foot of 
Puu Pueo, Waikane. 

A s.mall two-terrace structure convered with 
haole-koa and lantana. The slope on the mountain
side is steep and was probably cut into, in locating 
the upper terrace, and the dirt removed used in build
ing the face of this terrace. The most interesting 
feature is the lar ge stone at the base of the lower 
terrace. The two artificial cavities in the surface of 
the stone appear to have been used as mortars for the 
pounding or grinding of some substance. 
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Site 317, Fig. 58. a. ground plan; b. perspec
tive plan: 

1. upper terrace, stone and earth-paved, 
approximately 48 by 60 feet; 2. 16-foot earth slope 
8 feet high; 3. sloping face of lower terrace 4, at the 
base of which is a lower terrace 69 by 90 feet; 5. 
terrace facing, 10 feet high with 25-foot slope; 6. 
stone 4 feet long, 2.2 feet wide, 2 feet high on east 
side, flush with rock slope on heiau side, with two 
circular cavities on top, 7 inches in diameter, 5 
inches deep, with slight ridge between (pl. 5, A); 7. 
incline, possibly entrance to heiau; 8. indications of 
small wall 17 feet long, 1. 5 feet high and wide. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaawakoa Heiau (des. ) 

Site 318. Kaawakoa heiau, on an elevation 
a few hundred feet south of Kukuianiani (Site 317), which 
Thrum said was a companion structure. The stones 
have been removed and only a pig.,pen and hau grove 
mark the site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Holua Slide 

(Site 3) Where Lincoln McCandless' house 
now stands was the resting place for the holua sled
ders. It was called Kapahu. The holua started on 
the hill back of the Catholic Church. The holua sled 
was very famous for at this place the prominent 
people as well as the ordinary folks came here to 
sled. That is why this place was named Waikane. 

Pooloa 
Na Pan a Kaulana 0 na Inoa 0 Kamokupuni 
Oahu, Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. 8, 1919 

(Could find no trace of it in 1954. C. C. S. ) 

Haleula 

Laka was the chief that was born at Alae in 
Kipahulu (Maui). He ruled at Koolaupoko, Oahu. 
His house site was at Haleula in Waikane. 

Henriques-Peabody 
HEN: Vol I, p 985 

WAIAHOLE 

Cultivation 

There were formerly terraces throughout 
the seaward lowlands of Vlaiahole, some in swampy 
lands but most of them irrigated from Waiahole 
Stream. Groups of terraces adjoining Waikane were 
planted in 1935. The land south of the stream and 
inland from the highway has reverted to swamp. 
Some kuleana a short way up the main stream, beyond 
its junction with Waianu, are cultivated by Hawaiians 
living in the lower valley; there was also a sizable 
terrace section planted in taro about half a mile up 
Waianu in 1935. Formerly taro was planted in ter
races at least a mile farther inland along both the 
north and south branches of Waianu; and small ter-
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races used to extend along Waiahole up into what is 
now forest reserve. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 95 

Lands given to the kahunas were Via imea, 
Pupukea, Waiahole and Hakipu'u. These lands be
longed to the priests from ancient times down to 
that of Kahahana. In the time of Kahekili and Ka
lani-ku-pule, these were given to their kahunas and 
so also in the reign of Kamehameha I. 

Waiahole belonged to the priests of Lono-mauki. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Moolelo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Nov. 16, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p 231 

House Sites 

At several upland places in the overgrown fields, 
there were stone remains suggesting the presence of 
house sites and possilily a corral for cattle or horses. 
Many of the stone structures were in a Poor state of 
preservation due to cattle having trampled over much 
of the area •••• 

At the rrouth of waiahole Valley, where the 
stream enters the sea, boD house sites were found. The 
carplex was hidden by several large hau trees whose 
spreading branches corrpletely covered the sites. The 
best preserved site consisted of a high rround of dirt, 
8-12 inches high, ringed with a pavement of small 
pebbles. Portions of the site Were delineated by rows 
of stones marking the house site. A rectangular plot 
of stones with pavement within the general paved area 
may possibly be a grave. A wall of stones ran from the 
site directly into the ocean. Nllirerous adze chips and 
partial blanks were found within the boD house sites. 
The heavy growth hampered any rough mapping of the' site. 

w. P. Kikuchi 
News fran the Pacific 15: 1 

Adze Quarry 

••• on a ridge leading up to Pu'u-Kuolani our 
survey party carre upon an adze quarry. This quarry is 
evidently one of the sources of all the chips, flakes, 
and blanks found in the lowlands. The quarry is a talus 
of fine-grain bluish basalt which is found in large 
boulders along its slope. Large flakes had been struck 

fran these boulders and were found strewn over its slopes, 
as the artisan probably preferred the core to fashion 
adzes from. A great ntmlber of flakes had been chipped 
and rejected because of irrperfections in the basalt, 
which were in the fonn of bubbles, cracks, and thick 
patination. All of the adze blanks were very large, 
and showed the preliminary rough shaping of the tool. 
These blanks were found scattered over the slopes, in 
sane cases in groups of two or three. The scattering 
may be due to the talus sliding both from natural 
causes and from the trampling by people seeking the 
mountain apple. All of the stones were patinated 
a dull grey color. 

W. P. Kikuchi 
News from the Pacific 15:1 

Solid Taro (kii kalopaa) 

The solid taro of Waiahole, according to the 
opinion of the public, was a very hard taro. It was 
not so, it became famous because of the strange deeds 
of a man, Kuapunohu, a warrior. He went about Koo
laupoko to find some one to challenge. His sister was 
living there with her husband Imaole. She went fish
ing while he remained at home. The stranger said 
to the native son, "Have you two any food?" The na
tive son answered, "We have food but standing in the 
patch." The stranger thought that he was going to 
suffer with hunger so he asked the native, "Where is 
your patch?" The native gave him specific directions 
and he went 'til he came to the border of the taro 
patch. Here he broke off the tip of his Efpear and used 
it as a prod. He reached out for two taros, cut them 
into small pieces and laid them on the fire. He con
tinued dOIng this til he made a big work, clearing up 
the whole patch of four acres and burning it up like 
the blowing away of the sea of Ukuoa. "Serves him 
right. " said Kuapunohu as he went off. 

Kaehuaea 
Na mea Kaulana 0 Waiahole 
Kuokoa, Sept. 16, 1865 

We reach Waiahole, where hard taro grows, 
taro so hard that "hoi kalopaa i Waiahole" is a catch
word that means an obstinate man. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 24 

Because Kanikawi used the taro for firewood, 
the saying "kalo paa 0 Waiahole, " "the hard taro of 
Waiahole, " is known from Hawaii to Niihau. 

Fornander ColI. 
Vol V, P 222 
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Waiomuku 

"KualH was born at Kalapawai in Kai
lua." That is not correct. This is, his birthplace 
was at Waiomuku at Waiahole and the place where 
he was reared was Mokolii; the place of his royal ka
pu and heiau kapu was Kalapawai in Kailua; he was 
trained in running at Alele, a long and wide plain. 
Where he was born was not exactly known and it was 
through a chant that it was made clear. When aLL the 
chiefs gathered at Kalapawai in Kailua in a large house, 
Kualii was among them. The chiefs shouted together 
in this manner, "Where were you born, nau-a?" 
They shouted two or three times in this way when 
Kualii replied in a chant thus, "At Waiomuku, land by 
the sea shore, nau-a." When the chiefs heard the 
answer of the high chief they were worried and asked, 
"Where is that place?" It is here in Waiahole. There
fore if I have made a mistake, answer me but do not 
grumble against me. 

Kaehuaea 
Na mea Kaulana 0 Waiahole 
Kuokoa, Sept. 16, 1865 

Battle 

At Kaneohe proper they met the enemy 
and the fighting began. Early in the battle Oahu was 
routed and a great slaughter took place at Waiahole. 
After the battle Kamalalawalu was found, still alive, 
and she was taken by the kings of Hawaii, Huaa and 
Kulukulua, to Hawaii. 

Legend of Halemano 
Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, P 262 

The Trail of Love Across the Sea 

A youth and a maid loved each other. They 
lived in a hut very near this shore. One day they 
quarreled and in anger the youth went to Molokai. 
He nursed his wrath. 

Here on Oahu, the maiden sighed. He did 
not c.ome. Slowly the love died from her heart. 
Years went by. He had almost forgotten. Then on 
the beach at Molokai, he fell asleep one day, and 
dreams of the golden love of his youth poured through 
his heart. Her beautiful face, her beautiful smile. 
the light in her eyes. 

Longing obsessed him as he lay in sleep, and 
when he awoke, he jumped to his feet. He ran to the 
trees. Quickly he picked some blossoms of hau. He 
threw them one by one on the waves. They drifted 
away in a trail of flowers, over the sea. 

His love was on the Oahu shore. She had come 
to the beach to bathe in the surf. A hau blossom sud
denly came to her feet. She looked up in surprise. 
The trail of hau was borne on the waves, as sure and 
as fleet as if flying a sail. "Strange," thought the 
maid, ''that hau blooms should sail." She stooped 
and picked the love-laden flowers. Her fingers tingled. 
The love of her youth rebloomed in her heart. She 
walked on and on in the path of the flowers and never 
turned back till she reached Molokai. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 26 

Tale of Waiahole and Waikane 

There is a beautiful tale about Waiahole 
and Waikane, a place beyond. These two were man 
and wife, it is said. They loved each other for many 
years, and even today their mists embrace in the 
upper clouds. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 24 

KAALAEA 

Naming 

According to Dr. E. S. C. Handy, Ka'alaea is 
named for the 'alaea found in this ahupua'a. 

(c. C. S.) 

If you are at a loss and bewildered, turn and 
face mauka and you will see a native of that land sit
ting on the slope of the reddish hillside. "She" is 
named Popo-'alaea, the wife of Maile-'a'ala. That 
is the redness (that gave the name) to Ka-'alaea. 
Maybe she'LL tell you all about it and clarify it for 
you ... 

Kamakau 
(letter) 
Kuokoa, Feb. 2, 1867 

Cultivation 

This spring (Hiiaka) watered the fine group 
of terraces stiLL owned and cultivated by Mrs. Kaa
oaoloa Kukahiko, who lives with her family on Puu 
Kahea ISite Si, from ancient times the home site of 
her forbearS. The flats to seaward were also irri-
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gated with water from this spring. Above Hiiaka pool 
were other terraces. There were a few small terraces 
watered by springs between Puu Kahea and the sea. 

Farther up the main valley on the north side 
is a spring named for the god Kanaloa (to whom, with 
Kane, is attributed the opening of many springs through
out these islands). Near this spring is another named 
Ka- houpo- o-Kane (The-diaphragm- of-Kane). The se 
springs were the sources of water for irrigating ter
races north of the main stream below the ridge toward 
Waiahole. Below this, also north of the stream, was 
another terrace section irrigated from a spring named 
Keahue. 

The main stream, Kaalaea, watered the exten
sive flats from the seashore to the lower hills, about 
a quarter of a mile inland. Much of this land is still 
cultivated. Terrace sections, up to 1.5 miles inland, 
were watered by this stream. 

Kuana-auwai is a small stream (ditch?) said 
to flow eastward into Kaalaea Stream in its upper course. 
Its name suggests that it was an artificial irrigation 
ditch (auwai), perhaps capping a spring. I infer that 
this watered terraces called Kawailoa, inland of Kanaloa. 

Haiamoa is a small stream which rises in 
Waihee and passes through south Kaalaea to the sea. 
This was the source of water for the terraces on the 
seaward flats in southern Kaalaea" ahupua'a and nor
thern Waihee. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 95 

Na-wa 'a-liilii-kiolea 
(Small- canoe s -long- and- narrow) 

(Site 4) 

I One-huna, i One- hali. 

A kele-akiu, a kelekele-a 
kiu 

Ke one i Mahinahina 
Ka-ipu-i-o Lea La. 

At Hidden- sand, at Fetched
sand 

Sail to safety, sail, sail 
to safety, 

At the s.ands of Mahinahina 
Is Ka-ipu-o-Lea (Lea's 

container ). 

These famous places mentioned in the prayers 
of the ancients are at the sands of La'a-mai-kahiki 
in Koolau-poko, Oahu. They are known, perhaps to 
the children of Ko'olau-Ioa and Ko'olau-poko. If they 
have glanced over them then the directions given by 
the Kuhikuhi-puuone are of no use to them- -only to 
those who do not know. 

As you come from Koolauloa as far as Wai
ahole, and pass Hakuikukui, you will pass Aulili point 

on the lower side of the slope; your feet will then tread 
on the sand. That is the sand of Mahinahina. You 
will then find One-huna, One-hali and Ka-ipu-o-Lea, 
Look toward the windward side and you will find the 
small stone canoes called Na-wa 'a-liilii-kiolea. 
These are the canoes that fetched the sands from 
Tahiti. The name of the man who brought it is men
tioned in the prayer. If you can not locate them ask 
the children of the place. He was also the person who 
planted a tree that is growing together with the kukui 
trees in the grove of Hakui-kukui. The name of the 
tree is mapu. Another was planted in South Kona, 
Hawaii, at Kapua. The same man planted it. The 
trees came from Tahiti for they are not commonly found 
in the mountains of Hawaii. 

Kamakau 

Kuokoa, Feb. 2, 1867 

Rocks-Tahitian Canoes 

Look sharp at the rocks near the edge of the 
water just this (Kaneohe) side of a small clump of 
trees. They are low, flat rocks, washed by the waves. 
Until fifty or sixty year s ago, these stones were the 
shape of Tahitian canoes. It is said that they were 
brought from Tahiti centuries ago, and here on the 
beach they were turned to stone. 

For years, these canoes were sacredly held, 
their safety guarded by rigid tabus. 

With the white man, a road-builder came, a 
hardened man, matter of fact, of practical deeds. 
He scoffed at tabus, scoffed at the stones, and ordered 
his men to break the canoes. The natives recoiled, 
but the road-builder raged, and found foreign men 
who were not afraid. They broke up the stones, while 
the natives spoke darkly of death and of woe. The 
natives were wise to fear the tabu. For death surely 
came. It caught every man who had touched the canoes, 
and the road builder too. This happened only a few 
years ago. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 25 

Puu Kahea and Hiiaka Pool 

(Site 5) Just south of the ridge separating 
Kaalaea from Waiahole is a small hill facing the sea, 
named Puu Kahea (Hill of Calling), where Hiiaka, the 
sister of Pele, is said to have chanted. Below me 
hill is a spring and pool named Hiiaka. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 95 
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Fish IDokout 

Pu' u Kahea was used as a lookout for the head 
fishennan or signal man used by the fishermen. The 
signal man ~uld climb this hill on a vantage point so 
that he could get a clear view of the fishing party in 
their canoes off Waiahole or Kahaluu areas. ' Ama' ama 
(mullet) and 'awa (milk fish) were sought when the fish 
schools swam in the area. 

The signal man ~uld use his hands, stick, or 
paddle, or even a piece of rag as a signal. The signals 
were prearranged and understood by the fishennen. A 
hand rrotion in a semi -circular fashion ~uld indicate 
to the men on the boat to surround the fish school and 
another signal ~uld mean to drop the nets. 

The signal man was a person who possessed great 
knowledge of fishes and their habits and eating grounds. 
He also understood the weather and the fishexmen them
selves, including the limitations and advantages they 
~uld be operating under. When the catch was brought 
in, he ~uld receive a larger share of the catch be
cause it was he who made the catch possible. 

other places were used as signal points. The 
following are sorre of them: MJku 0 I.oe (Coconut Island) . 
the two points on either side of Kahana Bay, one of ' 
which whose name is Kalae Makaliij the point off Laie 
Maloo j and Kalae Laniloa. 

Richard Paglinawan 
News from the Pacific, 15:1 

Pueo 

They went on, passed Kahaluu, Waihee, and 
Kaalaea and on up to Auliilii. There they saw Pueo 
making ready to fight them and Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o
Pele chanted thus: 

Pueo, the chief challenges to battle, 
He challenges on the day of his strength, 
He is strong, strong indeed. 

The two fought and she killed Pueo. They con
tinued, passed Waiahole, Waikane, Hakipuu. Hiiaka 
said to Waihineomao, "There is our trail above Kai
kolu. The preciptce is steep below. " 

Donald Angus Coll. 
Ka Leo 0 Ka Lahui 
March 20, 1893 

Pueo, a chief in Kaalaea, made war on Hiiaka 
and was killed. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, p 343 

WAIHEE 

Naming 

Keakaoku, a young man unable to talk, went 
forth to Kahiki where he was told, a wife awaited him. 
His marriage to her would restore his speech. On 
the way he was attacked by a huge octopus. He killed 
it and threw it to Kahaluu, on Oahu. The slime from 
its body flowed over the land. The place is called 
W ai- hee (Squid-fluid) to this day. (Synopsis) 

Keakaoku' 
Aloha Aina, July 6, 1912 
Oahu Place Names 

It is said that the entire district took its name 
from that terrace (Waihee), which presumably belonged 
to the alii in the old days. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 96 

Culti vation 

The broad flats of Waihee from the seashore 
inland are continuous with those of Kaalaea to the 
north and Kahaluu to the south. These contiguous 
flats, all sectioned with terraces, make one of the 
largest single areas of wet-taro land on the Koolau 
coast. Waihee ahupua'a included the terraces watered 
by Waihee Stream which has its headwaters in the 
Koolau Range where the sman mountain stream (called 
W aihee) is joined by Hamama Stream and waterfall 
and, lower, by Kalia Stream. The old terraces, now 
abandoned, ran back into these valleys for about 1. 5 
miles. From there on they were developed, when 
level land permitted, down the main valley. 

The land section at the eastern corner of the 
district inland of the stream named Paele, into which 
the main stream empties, was named Waihee; it is 
said that the entire district took its name from that 
terrace, which pre.sumably belonged to the alii in the 
old days. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 96 

KAHALUU 

Kahaluu: "The dripping trough." An ahupuaa 
in Koolaupoko and adjoining Heeia. It is situated near 
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the foot of the mountains and surrounded on all sides 
by hills, which influences the local winds and rain in 
such a manner as to give it swirling motion wetting 
all sides of a house during a shower, and this gave 
rise to the old saying "Ua poai hale 0 Kahaluu. 11 

"House surrounding rain of Kahaluu. 11 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Oct. 6, 1883 

(See Kauapoaihele 0 Kahaluu, Site 321 
Koolaupoko, Kahaluu) 

Meaning 

Kahalu'u (Diving Place) 
Kaha-- old word for place 
lu'u--diving 

Pukui, M. K. 
8i5/52 

Cultivation 

Kahaluu Stream after which the ahupua'a is 
named, is joined a quarter of a mile from the sea 
by a small stream named Kalohaka; about three quar
ters of a mile from the sea it is joined by Ahulumanu, 
which in its turn, is amplified three quarters of a 
mile farther inland by VI aiola Stream. It was from 
all these streams that the water was taken to irrigate 
the lower flats of Kahaluu which are continuous with 
those of Waihee. Kahaluu Stream extends back to the 
Koolau Range through a broad valley. There must 
have been terraces throughout the broad part of the 
valley for several miles inland. Some of those in 
the lower portion of the valley are cultivated now; 
most of them are neglected. 

Dry taro now flourishing on the kula land be
tween Kahaluu and Ahuimanu Streams is all planted 
by Orientals. There was no planting of this sort here 
in the old days. 

On either side oi the valley of Waiola Stream 
is an area of broad level terraces, the most exten
sive now cultivated, which in 1935 were all planted 
in wet taro for commercial purposes. Beginning a
bout seven tenths of a mile, along the road from the 
sea, and extending beyond for about half a mile, the 
terraces are continuous along broad level flats on 
either side of the stream up to Ahuimanu; most of 
them are now under grass. One old Hawaiian has 
several large terraces under cultivation in interior 
flats watered by Ahuimanu Stream. 

The terrace sections of Kahaluu are tucked a
way in pockets of land watered from the several streams; 
there are few large continuous areas, but the total 
area under cultivation in ancient times must have been 
very considerable. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 97 

Kahouna Fishpond 

Site 319. Kahouna Fishpond, adjacent to the 
land of Kahaluu, by which name it is now known. 

The wall approximates 1200 feet in length and 
it was sald to have had two outlets and one watch house. 
At one time Kaku was its keeper. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Haluakaiamoana Heiau (des. ) 

Site 320. Haluakaiamoana heiau, site of the 
cannery of the Libby, McNeill and Libby Co. 

The canning factory was built on the heiau, 
of which nothing now remains. The failure of the 
cannery is credited to the desecration of this old 
temple. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Small Pond 

Site 319-A. There is a very small pond just 
east of Libbyville, but no information regarding it 
could be obtai ned. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kalaeaalakihi Heiau (de st. ) 

Site 321. Kalaeaa1akihi heiau, on a small 
point of land on the sea side of the government road, 
Kahaluu. 

This was pro1:ably a small fisherman's temple 
because of its proximity to the sea. It was destroyed 
during the building of the road. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Kauapoaihale 0 Kahaluu 

This is the region known by old Hawaiians as 
Kauapoaihele (;'ic.! 0 Kahaluu because the rain circles 
round and rou;d the hills and never goes beyond Ka
haluu. (a small point of land on the sea side of the 
government road, Kahaluu.) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
Site 321, p 171 

Ha 'a hula le 'a ka ua 
I Ahui-manu, ka ua hooni, 
Hoonaue i ka pu'u ko'a, 
Ka ua poai-hale 0 Kaha-lu'u. 

(Ua poai-hale, a rain that whisked about on all sides 
of a house.) Emerson's note. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 90 

Kailikahi Heiau 

Princess Kailikahi named for her beautiful 
skin and hair. She was buried alive as a sacrifice on 
the heiau. She was stolen from some chief. 

Mrs. Kane, Informant 
To Miss Osberg, 1955 

The ruins of Kailikahi heiau are located in a 
region known to old Hawaiians as Kauapoaihele 0 Kahaluu 
on the northern side of the Kaneohe Bay shore. The 
site is arout halfway between Pokole Point and the Epis
copal church, St. John's-by-the-Sea. 

The land containing the site is part of a sub
division known as the Kahaluu Ocean ViEW Lots and owned 
by the Retlaw COrp. Richard A. Girton is broker for 
the Hawaiian Property Management co. 

Honolulu lIdvertiser, 1955 

Note: K. P. EnDry does not think these are ruins of 
a heiau. 1955 

Pokole Pond 

Site 322. Pokole pond, adjacent to the land of 
Kahaluu. 

The wall is semicircular in shape, rather 
loosely built of lava and coral stones to a width of 
4 to 5 feet. The coral seems to be a later addition 
in order to make the wall higher. It is 850 feet long. 
At present there is only one outlet, but there appears 
to have been another. The pond is not in use now and 
is only 1 to 2 feet deep. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(Filled. C. C. S. ) 
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First terrace measured approximately 50 r J)'" 

feet south-north. l : 
Second terrace measured approximately 100 

feet long south-north. 

C.C.S. 

Kailikahi Heiau 

(Site 6.) The remains of an ancient heiau, or 
Hawaiian temple, have been discovered in Kahaluu after 
rronths of research, and the real estate finn developing 
the area plans to preserve the site. 

RllrrOrs of the heiau' s existence were heard by 
Anita L. Osberg of the Hawaiian Property Management co. 
last surrrcer. Elctensive reading failed to enlighten Miss 
Osberg, wb:> next sought out rranbers of Hawaiian families 
in the area. 

William Kapu of Kahaluu spoke to a Waihee resi
dent and then deteJ::mined the location of the tenple site. 
Stones of the heiau were found by Mr. Kapu, his sister, 
Mrs. Mary Kane, and his son, Peter, behind Mrs. Kane's 
rouse. 

Heiau 

Site 323. Heiau, on the point of land between 
Kahaluu and Heeia. 

Rocks that formed a terrace facing the sea 
are still to be seen. They now form a faCing 50 feet 
long with a 20-foot slope 8 feet high. A small portion 
is rather evenly faced to a height of 2 feet. Rough 
angular stones were used, averaging 3 to 4 inches in 
size. Though there are some large ones. The ter
race was probably not more than 25 feet wide, for the 
slope is steep. The Hawaiians living in the vicinity 
remember it as a heiau. but could not recall the name. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ahuimanu or Ahulimanu 
(Naming) 

(Site 7.) A kamaaina told Mrs. Pukui that dur
ing bird season they went up and hunted birds. At 
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"Ahulimanu" they searched for them. Having found 
and caught them, they tied their legs into bunches 
and divided the catch. Hence: "Ahuimanu"- J bunches 
of birds. II 

Pukui, M. K. 
8/5/52 

Ahui-manu, a place. An ahui-manu was a 
bundle of killed birds tied to the waist so that the 
hands might be left free to be used in climbing the 
precipices. 

T. Kelsey CoIl. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

When I reached Heeia, I turned to look at Pu
uniki, where it was said that a man with the wings of 
a bird flew until he reached a fleet of fishing canoes 
down at Heeia, got some fish and returned to the up

land of that vicinity. It was for this man that the place 
where McFarlane. is raising animals is named Ahui
manu. 

Huakai Pakole; Koolau 
Kuokoa, July 31, 1896 

Kana's Footprint 

At Kahana, near the pond of Huilua is a foot 
print and another is at Ahuimanu ... 

Kamakau 
Sorr.e disagreements with things in the 
Hawaiian Legends 
Kuokoa, Feb. 15, 1868 
HEN: Legends, p 1144 

Ahuimanu 

A ride of about one and one-half miles 
along this road (after-leaving Kam. highway) brings 
you to Ahuimanu where from 1846 to 1882 the Fathers 
of the Catholic Mission conducted the first Catholic 
high school in Hawaii, the predecessor to the present 
St. Louis College ..•. 

Late in 1845, King Kamehameha III granted 
to the Catholic Mission a tract of land "to erect a school 
for the purpose of teaching the use of letter s, such as 
reading, writing, arithmetic and geography, and such 
like studies tending to mental improvement." It was 
further stipulated in the grant that when well versed 
in the above studies, the pupils should be taught another 

. language French or Latin as well as history. 

The rotal grant consisted of two hundred and 
sixteen acres at Ahuimanu, in the district of Koolau
poko, Oahu. Cf the entire area, on1y.about ninety acres 
was relatively flat and fertile, the remainder being 
steep, rocky land, unfit for purposes of cultivation. 

Ahuimanu: An Old Oahu Island School Site 
Paradise of the Pacific 
May 1927, p 26 

Kohi-kohi-kupalale 
(Dig-in-haste) 

The ahupua'a of Kahalu'u belonged to Maui
akalana. It was a land over which the sources of food 
were disputed, especially the low islands of Ahua and 
Kapapa where octopus were caught and the uhu fish of 
Kapuna caught in nets. 

The judges' helper and high priest took Waia
hole and Waikane as his boundaries, but the judges 
had a ruling against anything defiling. Should any of 
them be smeared with excretia,he ceased to handl.e 
sacred objects or participate in their work. 

Maui-akalana built a mound above Ha'akolo, 
and made seven ridges and in the mound he secreted 
some excretia. He met his brothers and the two 
assistants of the supreme judges and told them that 
there was a precious treasure in the mound, diamonds 
and pear Is and the first to dig rapidly into it might 
have them. They agreed to do it and when they began 
to dig and scrape away the earth, each of the judges' 
assistants was anxious to get at the precious treasure. 
They observed no rules, restricted or otherwise in 
their eagerness to be the first to reach the heap of 
riches. Whose hands became dirty? This person's 
--that person's. So Ahua-a-Laka, Kapapa and the 
uhu fish caught in the nets at the sea of Kapuna became 
the property of Kahalu'u. The assistants of the su
preme judges were ashamed and left their sacred of
fices and the name (of one), Ku, was given to kuapala 
(a kind of wGoden bowl) and (of the other), Lono, to the 
Ipu-o-Lono container in the men's eating house. 

Kohi-kohi-kupalale (Dig-in-haste, name of the 
mound), can still be found at Kahalu'u, where Ahuli
manu faces the north, at the left side of the backs of 
Kaihu'aha and Pakole, on the east side of the top of 
Ha'akolo. Kupopolo is the resting place on the sea
ward side of Kakua-Iaui, fa~ing the spring of Kameha
'ikana. 

Kauakahiakahaola, S. M. K. (S. M. Kamakau) 
He manawa haowale a nei Keia, a Kaili a 
pakahawale? 
Kuokoa, Nov. 27, 1875 

Pakole - Pokole? 
Kameha'ikana, spring- -see: Heeia, Koolaupoko 
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Aliikoa 

"A good-sized heiau in ruins, hidden in a tangle 
of guava growth; no particulars ascertained. " 

Thrum 
Hawaii Annual 1907-1909 

McAllister did not have time to locate the heiau. 

Ahu 0 Laka 

There were, and are, along this shore, vari
ous fish grounds, each with its god. And sometimes 
these gods of the fish disagree. 

This happened with two that controlled this 
shore. They quarrelled on a matter of right and wrong. 
The men of Kualoa were coming to fish in Kailua bay, 
and fish grew scarce. The people died from want of 
food. 

The god of Kailua was justly enraged. He sent 
a challenge to the god of the poacher s, proposing a 
battle for control of the shore. 

They met and fought, and the righteous god 
won. But he proved to be a kind-hearted god. He 
made a pact with the god of Kualoa; from thence forth 
forever, the men of Kualoa should fish in Kualoa and 
the men of Kailua would fish in Kailua. 

So it was settled, and this island was put into 
the sea, where the men can see it when they round the 
point. When the sand appears above the waves, it is 
time to turn the boat around. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 23 

Kapapa Island 
Heiau 

(Site 8A). This island is several acres in 
area and approximately 2 miles from the nearest point 
of Oahu, at Kahaluu. While working from Kualoa to 
Kaneohe, I was told of this site a number of times. 
The heiau was small, approximately 40 feet at the 
extr erne length by 40 feet at the extreme width, but 
not square. The walls were of coral and basalt 1 to 
2 feet high and 2 feet wide. It had two main divisions, 
one low inclosure 40 by 15 feet which was joined on 
the long side by another inclosure 24 by 27 feet. In 
this section, the floor level was possibly 1 foot higher 
than in the other division and also higher than the 
surrounding ground. This second division apparently 
had an entrance toward the west, which was toward 
Waiahole on the mainland. None of my informants 

could tell me the name, but they thought it was a Kuula 
or fishing heiau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kapapa Island 
Ko'a 

(Site 8B). On the highest point of the island 
were some stones which were undoubtedly a fishing 
shrine. Four old and weathered coral slabs had been 
placed on end with a waterworn piece of white coral 
in the center. It is surprisingly similar to the fish
ing shrine at Site 274 (Laie--Kalanai). 

I was told that there was a fishing shrine in the 
water just off the island. There is nothing to desig
nate the site, nor is the name known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kapapa Island 
Expedition* 

Sunday, April 20, 1952. Mr. Paul Breese of 
the Honolulu Zoo furnished and piloted a flat-bottomed 
boat. The party left the Yacht Club area at 10:00 
a. m. and arrived at the islet at 11 :00 a. m. Miss 
Brenda Bishop and Mr. Ed Roach also visited the is
land with the party, but like Mr. Breese, did not par
ticipate in the "digging. " 

The archaeology field trip party consisted of 
Dr. Kenneth Emory, Miss Mary Stacey, Mrs. Catherine 
Summers, Bill Bonk, Don Claggett, Tom Park, and 
Harry Uyehara. 

After a preliminary site survey, during which 
a number of human skeletal segments were observed 
to have been washed upon the beach, or partially pro
truding from their buried position in the beach sand, 
and a house site located on the south side of the islet, 
the excavation of the burial site was undertaken. At
tached enclosures include sketch maps of Kapapa 
Islet in relation to the Mainland (Encl. #1), of the bur
ial site (Encl. #2), of the burials within the site (Encl. 
#3), lists of the skeletal specimens recovered (Encl. 
#4), and of artifacts found (Enct. #5), and a sketch map 
of the house site (Encl. 116). 

The party departed Kapapa Islet at 5:00 p. m. , 
returning to the Yacht Club area at 6:00 p. m. 

*Site Be 
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Enclosure #5--List of Artifacts found: 

No.1. Small adze in front of sand bank of burial site 
on surface of beach 

No.2. One segment of bone bracelet in association 
with burial no. 4a 

No.3. Bored dog's tooth in association with burial 
no. 4 and 4b 

Enclosure #4- -List of Skeletal Specimens recovered: 

Adult, male; sacrum, 1 pelvis, some ribs 
Young person; complete; flexed position; 
located under no. 1; oriented NW 
Adult, female; knees bent but not against 
breast; to S oriented N 
Young; one jaw below 
Adult, old female; skull and jaw; stone slab 
on leg bones; located under No.4; oriented S 
Baby; jaw bone only 
Baby; vertebrae left in bank; located 1-1/2 
feet below surface 
Adult, male; pelvis only and foot bones dis
appearing into bank 2 feet below surface; left 
in bank 
Adult, female; skull and jaw; rest of skeleton 
left in bank 

Uyehara, Harry 
Report 
Notebook: Oahu Sites 

HEEIA 

Naming 

Haumea moved to Pali-ku. She went 
to get Olopana's grandson to rear and named him 
Heeia, because they had been washed out to sea. 
The place adjoining Kaneohe was named for him .•. 

{For story see: Koolaupoko--Kualoa (Haumea)) 

Moolelo Kahikono Hawaii 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
March 12, 1928 

Cultivation 

The extensive salt marshes of Heeia inland from 
the fishponds were not cultivable, but fringing them 
on the south and flanking both sides of Heeia Stream, 
from which they are irrigated, lie the vast terraced 
lowland flats of this ahupua'a, still largely planted 
in commercial taro. The southern portion of these 
terraces is irrigated from Kalimukele stream, which 
turns southward and flows into Kaneohe. The small 

stream named Puolena supplements Heeia Stream for 
irrigation on the north. The terraces extend up the 
main stream to the junction of Haiku Stream and Iole
kaa. A small stream named Kaiwikee flows into Iole
kaa from the southwestward in the Koolau Range. Up 
all these valleys are old terraces, now abandoned. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 97 

Site 335. Old taro terraces, now neglected. 
The valley (Haiku) broadens out with many acres of 
level rich lowlands protected by ridges which surround 
them almost completely. The land is now swampy and 
full of weeds" but the rectangular terraces can still 
be seen. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Divisions 

Remember, 0 visitor, if you are a stranger 
to Heeia-kea, ... you will find it directly below Ma
elieli. That is the first sandy stretch you come to af
ter you have reached the rise of Kealohi. Heeia-kea 
is the first sandy stretch you come to after leaving 
Heeia-uti. Heeia-uli is the first Heeia the visitor 
comes to after he leaves Kaneohe. That is the Heeia 
where the Catholic Church stands and where the old 
mill of Heeia ·sugar plantation stood. 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 5, 1926 
Oahu Place Names 

Heeia is the place where the souls of the dead 
leap into the sea. There are two Heeias, Heeia-uti, 
the dark Heeia, and Heeia-kea, the white Heeia. And 
there is all the difference between these two that there 
is in the regions of heaven and hell. 

Men died on Hawaii in the olden days, as they 
do now. And they went to the places where dead men 
dwell. But before they jumped into the sea, their 
lives were judged and their fates decreed. Some souls 
were judged white and some were judged black, and 
here at Heeia, the dividing came. The black souls 
leaped this side of the point, and the fortunate whites 
found their haven beyond. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 22 

A stretch of beach, smooth and hard. Its 
glory is gone but in the royal days of horses and kings, 
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when smartly-groomed horses galloped the trails, this 
was the place where races were held. Today it is only 
a stretch of sand along the shore. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 24 

"The ahupua'a of Heeia and its sources of 
foods such as the sea pond of Heeia, the large mul
let of Kalimuloa and Kealohi, the reef of Malauka 'a 
where octopus were found, the travelling uhu and 
ohua fishes, and the wooden bowls of Mokapu. belonged 
to Maui-kiikii (Top-knot Maui). " 

Kauakohiakohaola, S. M. K. (Kamakau) 
He manawa haowale a nei Keia, a Kaili a 
pakahawale? Kuokoa, Nov. 27, 1875 

Maelieli 

They reached Pakole and there was Maelieli 
directly above them. Hiiaka said to her friend, "That 
hill that is standing there on our left is Maelieli and 
it was from here that a relative of our s, Hina-i-ka
malama left the earth to go and dwell in the moon. 
Because her husband clung to a leg and it broke off, 
she flew maimed into the moon called Lono-muku 
(Maimed- Lono). 

Hiiaka- i-ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Jan. 12, 1926 
Oahu Place Names 

Lonomuku ascended to heaven; she was 
a woman and because her husband cut off her legs, 
therefore she was halted at the moon. If her husband 
had not cut off her legs, she would have reached the 
locality of the sun. Her place of ascent was at Hana 
(Maui), the place called Hana-ua-Iani-haahaa. That 
was the reason for so naming the place ••• (Lonomuku, 
known as Hina-hahaiakamalama) 

Fornander ColI. 
Vol V, 658. 

Kalaeulaula Heiau (des. ) 

Site 324. Kalaeulaula, said by Kalani to be 
the name of a large heiau formerly located at Ke
alohi point, but destroyed by the plantation. Nothing 
now remains to indicate a heiau, though the location 
is ideal. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Koa'mano Reef 

Site 325. Koamano reef, short distance out 
from Heeia fishpond. 

The reef is oval in shape and not very large. 
All about the reef are caves where a great number of 
sharks dwell. If you listen from the reef today you 
can frequently hear them breathing heavily in sleep. 

Makanui, the keeper of these sharks, lived on 
the land on the northwest side of the pond. He spent 
most of his time feeding the sharks, which was quite 
an undertaking. For a long time it had been noticed 
that the bodies of the dead had been disappearing. 
After the death of a person, someone would be chosen 
to watch over the body, but as frequently happened, 
the watcher would fall asleep, and upon awakening 
the corpse would be gone. This happened for some 
time, until it was discovered that in the night the 
sharks of Makanui would come from the sea and carry 
off the dead to the caves of Koamano. The people 
were so enraged that they took revenge upon Makanui 
and fed his body to the sharks. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Heeia Fishpond 

Site 327. Heeia fishpond, adjacent to Heeia. 

The wall is approximately 5000 feet long with 
an inclosed area of 88 acres. There are now four 
watch-houses and several outlets. The walls of lava 
stone facing the dirt fill are 12 feet or more in width. 
The water is brackish. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Note: Still being used 1954. (C. C. S. ) 

See also: 
Kelly 

roko r'a 0 He'eia: Heeia r Fishpond, 
DRS 75-2, Bisoop Museum, 1975 

Luamoo 

Site 326. Luamoo, a small land to the right 
of the road near the Heeia viaduct. (going toward 
Kaneohe) 

Here lived Meheanu, the kiai or watchguard 
of the Heeia fishpond. Meheanu had supernatural pow
ers and could change herself into many forms, as a 
frog or a lizard, but she was particularly fond of 
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being an eel. About Luamoo there were formerly 
many sheltering hau trees beneath which this moo 
lived. When the hau was yellow, then the natives were 
certain of the presence.of Meheanu, but when the hau 
was green, then she wa;s~tnore likely to be somewhere 
else in the form of an eel. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaualauki Heiau 

Site 328. Kaualauki heiau, Heeia, on the edge 
of the ridge on the mountain side of Heeia. 

Facing east is a front terrace 115 feet long and 
10 feet high with a 20 foot slope, all that remains, as 
the rest of the old structure has been destroyed by the 
pineapple growers in attempting to cultivate this re
gion. Large 2-foot stones were used in facing the 
terrace. The heiau must have been of good size. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Leleahina Heiau 

Site 329. Leleahina heiau, Iolekaa, Heeia. 

Located nearly at the foot of the palis, the 
heiau covers an area of 110 feet by 115 feet. Two 
platforms were apparently the prominent features 
formerly, but now the higher division on the north 
has been disturbed and a small graveyard 40 feet 
square has been built on this platform. Here Kelii
kanakaole and his \'\life Kopaea are said to be buried. 
The stones for building the heavy wall which surrounds 
the graves were undoubtedly taken from structures 
which were on the mountain side of the present buri
als, for there are the partial foundations of many walls 
which have been 50 badly disturbed that it is impos
sible to determine their former position. On the low
er platform, roughly 74 feet by 11 0 feet, are some 
interesting remains, particularly that of the probable 
lele or anuu tower, which is in the southeast corner. 
A growth of guava, fern and some lantana now covers 
the site. 

Leleahina heiau, southwest of Heeia, Site 329: 
a. ground plan; b. perspective sketch: 1. rock-paved 
platfor.m 8 by 14 feet, 2 feet high, joining area 2; 2. 
lower area 8 by 6 feet but only 1 foot high; 3. high 
facing with slope approximating 45 degrees, 31 feet 
at west end, 50 feet at east end; 4. terrace, dirt
paved, 65 by 110 feet, 3 feet lower than terrace 14; 
5. platform, rock-paved, 7 by 5.5 feet, height 1.5 
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feet; 6. irregular paving of stone s, . 5 foot higher 
than terrace 4; 7. stone-paved platform 12 by 15 feet, 
height 3 feet, with a small inclosure 5 by 8 feet on 
the north, wall of which is 1 foot high, floor paved with 
6-inch stones and level with terrace 4; 8. stone-paved 
area, east of platform 7, 5 by 7 feet by 1 foot high; 
9. circular stone elevation possibly pedestal of an 
image; 10. area with rounded corners, lower than 
area 12, scattered with large stones; 11. facing of 
earth and rocks 3 feet high but sloping gradually for 
8 feet; 12. terrace upon which are partial foundations 
of many walls which have been so much disturbed that 
no pattern can be determined; 13. cemetery surrounded 
by walls 3 to 5 feet high and 3 feet thick, modern con
struction, containing apparently only one grave; 14 
(including 12 and 13), upper terrace 40 by 11 0 feet; 
15. earth embankment resembling low wall; 16. two 
small piles of rock on two elevations running out from 
heiau, possibly pedestals for images; 17. facing prima
rily of dirt, though many stones are scattered through
out; 18. large rocks used at this corner. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. photo #15290, 15293 
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Iolekaa 

Land called Iolekaa, "rolling rat, " mountain 
side of Heeia. At the foot of the perpendicular pali 
is a small pool of water. It is here that the old na
tives tell this story: 

For many, many years the kamaaina rats of 
Heeia have had a feud with the rats from other sec
tions. From Ewa and Honolulu and Waialua the mali
hini rats frequently follow a trail which leads up the 
ridge and over the range near Kaiwipoo to the palis 
overlooking Heeia. Here the strangers meet the kama
aina rats, who in a friendly and gracious manner 
offer to lead them down the steep trail, for on the 
Heeia side the range rises almost perpendicularly 
from the land and the path is dangerous. The kama
aina leads the malihini over the difficult path until 
they are about halfway down the pali. Then they come 
to a rock, green with moss and wet from the water 
which seeps out. "This is not dangerous, " says the 
kamaaina and with the malihini he steps onto the slip
pery surface. With a quick jump to the side the kama
aina rat catches himself on a small ledge, but the 
poor malihini rat slips and slides over the steep pali, 
and is knocked and rolled to the foot, where he falls 
insensible into the small pool of water. 

You can always tell the malihini rats from 
the kamaaina, for the rats of Heeia have red feet; 
and all the rats that drown in the pool have feet that 
are black or white, any color but red. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, Site 330 

Iolekaa 

Iolekaa, is a plac e in Koolaupoko. If ,the feet 
of a rat was red, it came from Ewa" but if white, it 
came from Koolaupoko. Iolekaa was a supernatural 
rat that belonged to Ewa. He fbught against Maka
iole-nana-wai, Koolaupoko's rat. The Ewa rat had 
such a long way to go and was weary before he started 
to fight. He was defclated and rolled down the hill. 
If you go to the pool there, you will find a stone rat 
with red feet. 

Kelsey, T., Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 
Oahu Place Names 

Iole-kaa 

They (Pikoi and others) sailed outside of Ka
oio Point, between Kualoa and Kaaawa, he said, "Say 
there is a big rat on that hill. \I "How can you see that 
rat. You are lying, little boy. " "There is a rat and 
it has nibbled on the roots of the awa, and is drunk. 

He has rolled in some taro peeling. With one shot 
with my arrow, he will be killed. . .. If you want to 
see it send some men ashore to see it there above the 
hill. The rat is there ..• ". One of the canoe paddlers 
went ashore and ran as far as Heeia. Pikoiakaalala 
shot the rat and said, "The rat is struck on the nose 
and the arrow has gone through it. The point of the 
arrow has lodged in a stone on the base of the cliff" 

When the man who went ashore reached the place 
pointed out to him, he saw the rat shot through the nose 

The spot was called Iole-kaa (Rolling-rat) because 
the rat rolled and lcx:lged on a ledge of the cliff. This 
place bears the name of Iole-kaa to this day. 

Pikoiakaalala 
Ke Au Okoa, Jan. 1, 1866 
Oahu Place Names 

Haakolea 

Kamehaikana was a beautiful woman for this 
place, Iolekaa, in those days of old Hawaii. She was 
a supernatural woman. Her husband was Makea (Wa
kea). One day, she went to the sea of Kealohi to fish 
and came to Heeia-kea. She went down to the beach 
to catch crabs and gather sea weeds. Then she went 
up to Haakolea where there was a spring. There she 
washed the sea weeds and crabs. The crabs ran about 
and the sea weeds were found growing in the spring, 
said the ancients. The surplus piece of pohuehue 
vine which she wore about her was broken off and 
thrown down where she washed the sea weeds and 
crabs. The pohuehue vine grew at the edge of the 
spring. 

Ka Huakai Pokolei Koolauloa 
Kuokoa, Aug.28, 1896 
Newsp 

See: "A tale of Kilohana Hilli"Kona, Kalihi 

Apili Heiau 

"Apili heiau, Iolekaa, Heeia. Thrum notes: 
'A platform heiau of medium size said to be still stand
ing in fair condition.' Neither Kalani nor Bell had 
ever heard of this heiau. It may possibly be the one 
listed as Kaualauki, Heeia." 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 198 

Kaualehu Cave 

Site 331. Kaualehu cave in the pali, inland 
from Heeia. 
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The mouth of the cave, which is said to con
tain burials, can be seen distinctly from the site of 
Kehekili heiau (Heeia). It is almost impos sible to 
obtain access to the cave either from above or below. 
A story in which Wahinekapu figures either as wife 
or daughter is told about the cave. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

..• Kameha'ikana went to dwell at the cave 
Kaualehu. • .• She went to Heeia to gather sea weeds 
and crabs. When she had enough she returned above 
Iole-ka 'a to the top of the cliff. There she turned to 
look on this side of the cliff of Iole-ka 'ao .. the cave 
of Kaualehu. 

Legend of Kamaakamahiai 
Kuokoa,l870 
HEN: 632 

Kehekili Or Kahekili Heiau (des.) 

Site 332. An excellent location on the top of 
an oblong knoll was pointed out by Kalani as the site. 
Nothing now remains except a very large stone tumbled 
halfway down the hill, which has been peculiarly wea
thered. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kane ame Kanaloa Heiau (des. ) 

Site 333. Kane ame Kanaloa heiau, said by 
W. Kalani to be at the end of the pine trees beneath 
the ti. There is nothing to indicate the old temple 
site now except an old stone wall which may have been 
built subsequently from the rocks of the heiau. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Kapuna Spring 

Site 334. Kapuna, a spring at which Kane and 
Kanaloa are said to have obtained their drinking water. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

2 Fishponds 

Site 336. Two small fishponds adjacent to 
the wireless station, Heeia. The wall of one, which 

has been filled, was 340 feet long. The wall of the 
other, still in use, is 320 feet long. Their names 
are not known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Oohope Fishpond 

Site 337. Oohope fis.hpond, adjacent to the land 
of Kikiwelawela. It is small, with a semicircular wall 
500 feet long and very wide. There are now four out
lets. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hills of Heeia 

"Kaohelo's (sister of Pele) spirit forms a 
marriage with the spirit of the handsome Heeia on 
Oahu, who abandons her later for another woman. 
The little hills about the district of Heeia are formed 
by her from the body of Malulani, who has hanged her
self out of grief for her sister." 

Beckwith 
Legend of Kaohelo 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 188 

After some days Waialani (daughter of 
Kaohelo) made up small bundles of the body of Malu
lani which she scattered outside of Heeia, a hill here 
and a hill there until the place held many hills which 
are standing even unto this day. And because of the 
Flood, all these hills were submerged, and appeared 
as islets, and that is why it is called the sharp cora~ 
of Heeia; and it is there even to the present time as 
mo st of you know who have been to the place. 

Fornander Col, 
Vol V, p 580 

Myth of the HUu 

HUu-ula and Hilu-uli were born twins, one a 
mal e and the other a female. They had human forms, 
but with power to assume that of the fish now known 
as hUu. The two chUdren grew up together and in 
due time when HUu-uli, the sister, was grown up, 
she left her brother and parents without saying a word 
and went into the sea, and, assuming her fish form. 
set out on a journey, eventually reaching Heeia. 
During the time of her journey she increased the num
bers of the hUu so that by the time they came close 
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to Heeia there was so large a school that the sea was 
red with them. When the people of Heeia and Kane
ohe saw this, they paddled out in their canoes to dis
cover that it was a fish they had never seen nor heard 
of before. Returning to the shore for nets, they sur
rounded the school and drew in so many that they 
were not able to care for them in their canoes. The 
fishes multiplied so rapidly that when the first school 
was surrounded and dragged ashore, another one ap
peared, and so on, till the people were surfeited, 
Yet the fish stayed in the locality, circling around. 
The people ate of them in all styles known to Hawaii_ 
ans; raw, lawalued, salted, and broiled over a fire 
of coals. 

While the Koolau people were thus fishing and 
feasting, Hilu-ula, the brother, arrived among them 
in his human form; and when he saw the hilu-uli broil
ing over the coal fire he recognized the fish form of 
his sister, This so angered him that he assumed the 
form of a whirlwind and entered every house where 
they had hilu and blew the fish all back into the sea, 
Since then the hilu-uli has dark scales, and is well 
known all over the islands. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Folk Tales, p 273 

(For the other divisions of Mokapu Peninsula see 
Kaneohe, Mokapu.) 

Mokapu 
Heiau (des. ) 

Site 365, On the elevation overlooking Kane
ohe Bay, 

A large heiau which became the site of a Ca
tholic church. The ruins within the inclosure are 
those of the church, but the surrounding walls have 
the appearance of greater age, and may have been 
the walls of the heiau. These walls average 3, 5 feet 
in height and width and approximate a rectangle 115 
by 300 feet in extent, The name of the heiau is not 
known. Mahoe suggested Ulupau and Kalani suggests 
Kuau, both names of elevations in the vicinity, Thrum 
says, "A large heiau of husbandry class; Hina and Ku 
its deities. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(No walls seen in 1952. C, C. S. ) 
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Hoi--lowland of Hoi, This was a place in the 
center of He'eia valley, that led to the fishpond of 
He 'eia- uli, 

Just north of Haiku Road. See Tax Key Map 
Zone 4, Section 6 

Mokapu 
Divisions of Mokapu Peninsula 

Moitapu peninsula was sub-divided into six 
sections, The tip of the left lobe of the peninsula was 
called Mokapu and was in the Heeia section, while 
Heleloa, Kuwaaohe, Ulupau, Halekou-Kaluapuhi, and 
Nuupia, rested in the Kaneohe district, •. , , 

The portion of Mokapu peninsula lying within 
the district of Heeia is identified by Pyramid Rock and 
the runway section, •• , 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 3 

The area west of a line between the end of 
runway four and the Hill Top was regarded as Mokapu, 
being in the ahupuaa of Heeia, 

Ibid" P 4, 

On the flat summit of this-elevat-ed-parl; of the 
coast, several hundred yards inland, we found a veri
table maze of old ruins--old walls in the form of en
closures and irregular patterns. Among the ruins 
are traces of a native temple or heiau. According to 
Thrum it was of the husbandry class, and Hina and 
Ku were its deities. 

Davis' 
House 

Maccaughey, V. 
A Footpath Journey 

Cotton 
etc. 

Mid. Pac. Mag., Vol 14, Aug. 1917 

Hawaii Loa 
Crater 

Pastureland 
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Mokapu 

Heiau (des.) 

Heiau site obliterated by Navy about 1941. 
Information (through K. Davis) from David Kamaka
pele, 70 years old, 30-year resident of Kailua. A 
navy building was put up on the site. 

Barrere, D. 
Informant 
March I, 1952 

Mokapu 
Ko'a (des. ) 

Site 367. Fishing shrine, foot of Keawanui. 
A small platform on which the stones Kane and Kana
loa stand upright. The legend connected with this 
site, as told by John Bell and affirmed by Sam Ka
iliwai, is as follows: 

Keawanui and Keawaiki were two Hawaiians 
living at Mokapu. One day they were visited by two 
men, strangers who came from across the bay, one 
of whom was lighter in color than the other. While 
they were the guests of Keawanui and Keawaiki these 
two men built the small fishpond known as Paohua. 
This is a low line of stones completely covered at 
high tide which only partially incloses an area not· 
more than 30 feet across. Once the ohua, the fish 
usually caught here during the spring months, enter 
into this area, they seem unable to get out, and today 
this is the mo st famous fishing place in the region. 
On the beach just above Paohua is a large rock with 
a shallow depression in which the fish are placed af
ter being caught. It is said that they cannot flop out 
of this bowl. After being hospitably entertained by 
Keawanui and Keawaiki, the strangers took their depar
ture; and as the hQsts watched their guests leave they 
saw them wall~ out over the water into the distance. 
This was their first indication that they had been enter
}aining the gods, Kane and Kanaloa. The fishing shrine 
with the two stones, one lighter in color (Kane) than 
the other, commemorates this visit. 

(Kola not found in 1952) 

o .s . , 

Site 367: 1, platform 33.5 feet by 17.5 feet, 
less than 1 foot high, edged with I-foot stones and 

sand-paved, many rough lava stones scattered on north 
end; 2, platform, 17 feet by 3.3 feet, 1.3 feet high, 
edged with large stones, paved with small coral; 
3, SlIDOth, dark-colored stone, kn= as Kanaloa, pro
truding about 1 foot above paving; 4, SlIDOth, light
colored stone, kn= as Kane, not so large as Kanaloa; 
5, platform 8 feet square and 1 foot high on southwest 
corner of platform 1. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Near the base of the black headland, and back 
from the beach, we found the two stone "fish gods". " • 
These ancient divinities appear to the untrained eye to 
be nothing more nor less than ordinary black lava 
blocks, each about two feet high, and each standing 
upright upon a low rude rock platform. 

Mccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid-Pacific Magazine 
Vol 14, 1917 

Ko'a Kane and Kanaloa destroyed. Area filled 
in with pohaku, part of runway. From Kamakapele. 

Barrere, D. 
Informant 
March I, 1952 

Mokapu 
Pali Kilo 

Two temples /Sites 365 and 3677 once stood 
on the Pali Kilo bluffs. A small heiau-was erected 
for worshippers to pray to the gods for the replenish
ment of the sea with fish. A larger one was devoted 
to the replenishment of the land with taro and pota
toes and other food products. The entire area was 
a place for worship with the exception of a lookout 
tower which scanned the sea off-shore for fish as well 
as intruders. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 5 

These last remnants of Hawaiian culture were 
wiped out in 1939-40 to make way for concrete run
ways, the longest of which is 7,700 feet. Along the 
Pali Kilo bluffs winds a road (with the same name) 
through ammunition storage bunkers. This is the 
land on which Hawaiians of old prayed to their gods 
for abundant catches and a land of plenty. 

Ibid., P 7 
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Mokapu 
Well--Lu 0 wai 0 Kanaloa 

Site 366. An old brackish well in the gully 
between Keawanui and Keawaiki, Mokapu Peninsula 
in Heeia. 

The water appears at the end of a lava tube, 
the top of which is now about 4 feet below the soil 
level. The earth surrounding the mouth of the tube 
has been evenly faced in a semicircle with stones of 
various sizes. The well is ap{>roximately 10 feet 
deep, 4 feet of which is occupied by water. It is now 
used for washing and for watering the garden which 
surrounds it. As the seepage is slow, the level of 
the well is affected by rapid dipping and removing of 
water. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Lu 0 wai 0 Kanaloa: "nalowale" (disappeared) 
- - information from Kamakapele. 

Barrere, D. 
March 1, 1952 

Mokapu 
Stones Ku and Hina 

Site 367. In the vicinity of Paohua, (See site 
367, Ko'a) about 75 feet from the beach, the stones 
Ku and Hina were formerly located. They are said to 
have been removed some years ago by George Moa and 
thrown into the water. Shortly after this act, accord
ing to the Hawaiians, Moa became insane and died. 
Both Ku and Hina, lying on the beach though covered 
at high tide, were pointed out by Kalani after some 
search. Pohaku hauau*a Kuau (disappearing stone of 
Kuau) is a rock which can only occasionally be seen, 
just off Kuau (Pyramid Rock). The two small eleva
tions southwest of Kuau are known as Keawanui and 
Keawaiki respectively. 

*hanau 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kamakapele confirms story re George Moa. 
Ku and Hina were visible in McAllister's time, but 
since then the Navy dredging activities have changed 
conformation of area and Ku and Hina are no longer 
visible, being in deep water. (According to Kama
kapele they still "live" because this is so. ) 

Barrere, D. 
March 1, 1952 

Mokapu 
Disappearing Stone of Kuau 

According to legend, two rocks jutted up out 
of the ocean below Pyramid Rock. They were the gods 
Ku and Hina. They are said to have been removed SOITle 
years ago by one George Moa and thrown into the water. 
Shortly after this act, according to the Hawaiians, Moa 
became insane and died. 

Hina and Ku bore two children, a son and daugh
ter. Tiring of Mokapu, the gods went to Kona on the 
Big Island, taking with them, their son. The daughter, 
named ~uau, remained, maintaining a lonely, watery 
vigil. The daughter came to be known as the disap-
pearing stone of Kuau (Pyramid Rock) because it could r 
only occasionally be seen. It gave birth to pebbles, 
which grew into larger rocks, and in this legendary 
manner, held back the sea from washing away Mokapu 
pensinsula. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 6 

MJkapu 
Kuao, a female stone 

She (Mrs. Alona) rrentioned Kuao, a female 
stone on M::>kapu that "gave birth" like a hurran being. 
Every nOll and then a "baby" stone was born and dropped 
into the sea. Anyone who found and carried a "baby" 
home was only able to keep it a short while. It 
would disappear at night and go back to MJkapu to be 
near its rrother. (I had heard, of this stone fran 
William Kaioe of Waihee, Oahu, but he, too, did not 
knOll the legend). r.'lrs. Alona was alrrost eleven years 
old when she saw it last but she knONS exactly where 
it can be found. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua-Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Name s 

Mokapu 
Village Site 

The village site is the location of what is now 
.Iknown as Hilltop and is occupied by senior officers 
quarters. " 

Fiddler 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 9 

••• the portion that most commanded our at
tention was the plain between us (Hawaii Loa Crater) 
and Pyramid Rock. 
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As we scanned these brown and black volcanic 
sheets we perceived a scattering meshwork of low stone 
walls, irregularly spread over the plain, and in ruins. 
The longer we looked, the more extensive we found 
these ruins to be. Later in the morning we traversed 
this tract, and satisfied our selves that in the days of 
ancient Hawaii, Mokapu had been the site of several 
villages. 

Maccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid-Pacific Magazine, Vol 14, 1917 

KANEOHE 

Naming 
(Bamboo Husband) 

Kaneohe, a place on Oahu. A woman asked 
the other, "Is he a good husband?" The second wo
man replied, "He is akane ohe. " (He is like a bam
boo knife, this is cruel and heartless). 

Kamau, Rev. 
T. Kelsey CoIl 
HEN: Vol I, p S19 

See: HEN: Vol I, p 21S0, for another version. 

Cultivation 

Kaneohe is one of the most complicated ter
race areas in the is.lands. It can be comprehended 
only in the light of its stream system. It is still one 
of the most active communities in planting commer
cial taro, and a goodly portion of its lowland terraces, 
tucked away in pockets flanked and often hidden by 
low hills or by the town itself, are still planted in 
taro (for milling) by Hawaiians who own the land and 
by Orientals who lease land or are hired. 

This ahupua'a was described in glowing terms 
a century and a half ago by Portlock." The bay 
all round has a very beautiful appearance, the low land 
and valleys being in high state of cultivation, and crowd
ed with plantations of taro, sweet potatoes, sugar cane, 
etc. , interspersed with a great number of coconut 
trees, which renders the prospect truly delightful. " 

The flatlands of Kaneohe are broken up between 
hills into chains of pockets connecting along its stream 
channels. On the north side of the ahupua'a near the 
boundary of Heeia, Keaahala Stream flows into Kalimu. 
k e 1 e , coming out of Heeia. Some of the best ter
races now in use are inland of the highway and are 

irrigated by Keaahala; a large old terrace system 
extends down stream below the highway. An elaborate 
system of water rights prevailed in ancient times 
throughout these sections irrigated by Keaahala. 

Wailele (formerly Paniohelele) Stream, and 
Hiilaniwai, which joins it just above the highway an 
eighth of a mile east of Kaneohe town, watered ter
races both above and below the highway; these ter
races are now used mostly for truck gardening. 
There were formerly a few terrace sections farther 
up Wailele, which, however, was but a short stream. 
Hiilaniwai is a very long stream running back to the 
slopes draining Puu Lanihuli. There were only a few 
small terrace sections along this stream above Wai
lele. There was no systematic terracing along the 
upper cour se of Hiilaniwai and along the joint stream 
formed Kahuaiki and Mamalahoa streams, because 
here the hillsides rise too steeply from the stream beds. 
The lowland terrace areas of Wailele and Keaahala 
were so extensive that it was evidently found unneces
sary by the old Hawaiians to terrace the interior slopes 
to the degree that this was done in Waianae Valley. 

The kula lands between the streams were plan
ted in pandanus, wauke, bananas, and sweet potatoes. 
Hawaiian kalo maloo was not planted here. The num
ber of names of ili and kuleana on kula lands along 
the Hiilaniwai and its tributaries, however, indicates 
intensive cultivation of products other than taro. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 97 

Description 

••. (From foot of Pali) Thence the road passed 
through a dense coppice of Pandanus trees laden with 
large fruits and beautiful male flowers in long sheaths. 
From this coppice we came out into the open fields, 
which bore only slight traces of habitation and human 
industry. (Then talks about cattle) Along the entire 
remainder of the road, I suppose a stretch of about 
3/4 mile, I discerned only a single hut and a few holes 
made in the ground for the taro •..• 

Bille, Steen 
Report on the Voyage of the Danish Corvette 
"Galathea, " round the world, in the years 
1845, '46, '47. Translated from the Danish by 
F. Banning. p 126 

Down at the beach (from Kaneohe village) a num
ber of large stone dams have been erected in a row. 
They were some of the immense fish-stores of which 
there are a great number on the Islands, and which 
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belong to the chiefs. One may take this as evidence 
of the important role which the fishing trade plays in 
the life of the natives. 

Ibid., P 130 

For a detai1erl report on Kaneohe see: "Kane' ohe: 
A History of Change (1778-1950)" by Dennis M. Devaney, 
Marion Kelly, Polly Jay L3e and L3e S. I>btte1er, 
Dept. of Anthropology, Bernice P. Bishop Mlseum, 
Report 76-2. 

"The ahupua'a of Kane-ohe and its sources of 
foods such as the pond of Ka'opulolia, the nehu fish 
of Waihaukalua, the ponds of Palawai and Nu'upia, and 
the bird islands of Mokulua, these belonged to Maui
waena (Maui-Middle). " 

Kauakahiakahaola, S. M. K. (Kamakau) 
He Manawa Haowale a Nei Keia, a Kaili a 
Pakahawale? 
Kuokoa. Nov. 27, 1875 

Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe (Kahoe's fire) 

KeahiaKahoe is the tallest peak on the mountain 
above Ke-a'a-hala (The-hala-root) at Kane'ohe. The 
name Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe was derived from a deed commit
ted by Pahu against Kahoe. 

There were br'others and a sister from Moku
'ume'ume and Kahua-iki at 'Ewa, who were expelled 
for constantly fighting with their parents. The four 
who were sent away were: Kahoe (m. ), Kahua-nui 
who was also known as Kahua-uli (m.), Pahu or Pu'u
Fahu (m. ) and Lo'e (£), Kahoe was a farmer who lived 
on: the Ha'iku side of Kea'ahala and so was Kahua-uli 
a farmer at Ka- 'akau-wai at Luluku. Pahu was a 
fisherman living on the He'eia side of that hill now known 
today as Pu'u Pahu (Pahu Hill). Their sister lived at 
the place that is still known as Moku-o-Lo'e (Lo'e's
island). 

When Pahu went up to visit Kahoe, he always 
returned laden with poi from him. But after fishing, 
Pahu would take only the left over bait fish to Kahoe. 
One day when Lo'e arrived at Kahoe's place to get 
some vegetable food from him, her first question to 
Kahoe was. "Have you removed the cooked ulua fish 
from the imu?" The brother stared at her and re
plied. "Pahu has been returning with bait fish every 
evening." Lo'e then informed Kahoe that Pahu re
turned with many fish every evening. And so it was 
that Kahoe discovered the deceit of Pu'u-Pahu. After 
this Kahoe did not actually refuse to give Pu'u-Rthu 
any food, but the latter knew that he had learned of 
his past unkind deeds. 

Several months after this, there was a famine. 
The cooking of food was kept a secret, being done in 
the evening or at night. because the smoke from the 
imu told when some one was cooking. Then all the 
people would gather. around in order to obtain some 
food and there would be none left for the owner. 

Kahoe did not have to light his imu at night for 
he was abLe to conceal the smoke. He had two dwell
ings, one was in a valley in front of Kea'ahala, on 
the side looking out toward the sea of Kaneohe, and 
the other was in a valley on the Ha'iku side of the 
cliff. When the fire was lighted in the imu, the smoke 
travelled a half or a whole mile before it appeared at 
the summit of the cliff. 

One evening, Lo'e found Puu-Pahu looking at 
Kea'ahala where his brother Kahoe lived. She said to 
him sternly, "So, standing with eyes gazing at Ke
ahi-a-Kahoe (Kahoe's fire)." Pahu, thinking of his 
past deeds had nothing to reply. This peak has been 
called Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe to this day. (Condensation 
by C. C. S. ) 

Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe 
HEN: p 2181 

LO'e-wai 

It was said that where Lo'e's tears fell, they 
formed a spring in front of the cliff of Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe, 
facing Pa'u and there it is to this day, 

Ke-ahi-a-Kahoe 
HEN: p 2181 

Papuaa a Kane 

Site 338. Papuaa a Kane, the pigpen of Kane 
just beneath Puu Keahiakahoe on the side of the pali. 

A small flat area where it is said that Kane 
kept his best pigs, Certainly they were safe, for 
owing to the contours of the land only one with super
natural powers could carry off a pig from such a 
height. 

At the foot of the pali is a small swale, now 
covered with a heavy growth of kukui, where Kane 
and his wife, Mamalahoa, grew awa, It is said that 
exceptionally good awa can still be gathered there, 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Three Pana 

Site 339. Three pana (distinguished places) 
on the lTOuntain side of Kaneohe and beneath Puu 
Keahiakahoe. 

Three streams of water which cane together 
and at present form the chief water supply of Lanikai 
and Kaneohe are known as pana. They are all feminine 
and wives of Kane. Their names in order from the 
southeast to northwest are Hiilaniwai, Kahuaiki, 
and t13m3.1ahoa. Their junction is known as Hookui 
a na keia 0 na wai a Kane. 

Here Kane meets the three women and he can 
not meet anyone of them separately, for otherwise 
they will become jealous of each other. If they became 
jealous they would probably divert the course of their 
water and the people in the valley would suffer. At 
their place of meeting they enjoy each other's company 
and decide on how they can best supply the people with 
water. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Handy loca,tef! the streams Hiilaniwai, Kahuaiki, and 
Mamalahoa as near Puu Lanihuli. See Kaneohe, Cul
tivation. 

Hiilani Wai 

"Carrying-heavenly waters:" A small stream 
of water oozing from a rocky precipice in the moun
tains back of Kaneohe at Kaakau wai. A leaf of the 
ki, dracaena terminalis, is twisted to make a spout 
whenever the waters are wanted for drinking vessels 
or for bathing. It is very much referred to in the 
old local legends and traditions. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Oct. 6, 1883 

Hiilaniwai 

In a secluded dell near the base of the hills 
that mark the village's (Kaneohe) western limit stood 
an altar of rough stone, in the ear~y days of the last 
past century. The altar was strewn with wild-fruit 
leaves, and not far off a mountain stream threw its 
spray from the over-topping rocks onto a platform 
of solid stone. The spot was name,d "Adoration-by
Water"-- "Hiilaniwai." Here a priest functioned in 
a religious rite called "Hui- Wai, " which means 
"Union in Water." The religious rites at this altar 
served as a sort of dedication or offering of a child, 
or children to the use of some deity, for a special 
purpose. A priest of no mean rank was required to 
officiate at the altar; water 'Was the medium of ap-

proach to the god; incantatory recitations accompanied 
the dedicatory act and a columnar shaft of smoke usu
ally announced the occasion. These waters were sac
red and used in acts of ceremonial cleansing. A great 
deal was carried away in gourd shells to be used in the 
native's home life in cleansing, in spiritual healing 
or propitiation for sin. 

Parker, Henry Hodges 
Reminiscences 
(A Fragment) 
P7 

Kukuiokane Heiau (des.) 

Si'te 340. Kukuiokane heiau, Luluku, inland 
from Heeia at the foot of the ridge above the banana 
fields. 

Because of the destruction of this heiau, which 
was the largest and most important one in the region, 
by Libby, McNeill and Libby Co., a disease attacked 
their pineapples and the undertaking was a failure, 
according to the old Hawaiians of the district. The 
present deserted fields are adequate proof. The struc
ture was said to be very large and if the many stones, 
some several feet in thickness, scattered through-
out the area are any indication of the extent and impor
tance of the former heiau, the native conception is 
quite justified. The ploughed-up remains indicate 
heavy walls and several terraces. It is impossible 
to obtain dimensions. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kukuiokane, at Luluku, of platform character 
and large size, now being destroyed. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916 
P 90 

Kumukumu Spring 

Site 341. Kumukumu spring, said to have been 
connected with Kukuiokane heiau (site 340), Kaneohe. 

On the nights of Kane the drums of the hula 
can be heard at this spring. There was once a man, 
Konomokai, who said that he could dry up this spring 
by putting his cane into it. When he did this, the cane 
turned into salt, for the water was more powerful 
than man. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Naming of Kamooalii Stream 

A prince from Kaena Point was to meet a prin
cess from Maui at a certain stream in Kaneohe. The 
princess arrived first and was met by a very handsome 
man whom she took to be the prince. But just as the 
real prince arrived he saw his princess seized by a 
half-man, half-lizard and carried into the stream. 
Thus the name Kamooalii was given to the stream. 

The prince went a little further mauka where 
he cried for his princess and this place was called 
U-E Wahine. 

Mrs. Zuttermeister 
As told to her by her grandmother 
Honolulu Archives 
1953 

Handy calls this stream Hiilaniwai. See 
Kaneohe, Cultivation. (C. C. S. ) 

Puupahu Heiau (des.) 

Site 342. Puupahu heiau, said to have been 
located on the elevation called Puupahu, Kaneohe. 
There are no remains now. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hill (Puu Pahu ?) 

After the battle, between Ka-hala-iu (In the 
shadow of the hala tree) and the akua for the posses
sion of Malae-kahana, Manu-ka (Frightener-of-Birds) 
one of Manuwahi's sons moved to Kaneohe, where he 
died some time later. He was buried makai of the 
present roa-d. The natives dug a very large grave, 
but before they could cover the body, the akua brought 
red dirt from Ewa, in a cloud, which filled the grave, 
and made a red hill above it, which can be seen to 
this day. There is no other red dirt in that district. 

Rice 
Hawaiian Legends 
P 115 

Kalokohanahou Fishpond 

Site 343. Kalokohanahou fishpond, adjacent to 
Kalokohanahou and just beneath Puu Pahu. 

According to Bell, this is not the old name, 
but the one used by Parker when he rebuilt the pond. 

The walls are but a few feet wide, loosely built of 
lava stones through which the water seeps. A small 
island occupies a portion of the wall. There were 
two watch-houses and no outlet gates. According to 
Cobb, it covered 7 acres. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Old name was Kohanahou. 

Bull. of the U. S. Fish Commission 
Vol 23, Pt III, 1903 

Kanohuluiwi Pond 

Site 344. Kanohuluiwi pond, adjacent to Kano
huluiwi. 

The name was given me by John Bell. The pond 
is small, with narrow lava-rock walls, and covers an 
area of 2.5 acres. It is apparently still in use. 

On one of the old maps in the land office there 
are two adjacent ponds of about the same size. The 
broken wall of one is still to be seen, the name of 
which is probably Waikapoki, with an area of 4 acres. 
The other pond has been obliterated. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Punaluu Pond 

Site 345. Punaluu Pond, adjacent to Punaluu, 
Kaneohe. Covers 12.5 acres and has a wall length of 
approximately 1600 feet. The walls are of basalt, a 
few feet in width. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Filled. (C. C. S.) 

Ditch 

Site 346. Deep ditch dividing the lands of 
Punaluu and Waikalua, Kaneohe. 

Built by the chief of the district in order to 
~eep his pigs from wandering from Waikalua, which 
seems to have been a land set aside for the royal 
swine. Occasionally there was built an incline leading 
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from the bottom of the ditch to Waikalua, in order 
that the pigs which fell into the trench might again gain 
acces s to the pen in which they were kept, Though 
John Bell pointed out the exact site of this division 
line, no evidence of the ditch remains; but the idea 
of such a barrier is worthy of note, 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Ka-Pa-Puaa at Waikalua 

Over against thi.s altar beside the chiming 
waters of Hiilaniwai on Mountain bright (Keahiaka
hoe), down by the sea, stood the pagan outfit of a 
dark sorcerer who plied his damnedest black arts for 
a fee, His establishment was near a fenced area of 
about thirty acres of wild rocky land called the "Waters 
of Slaughter" or Waters of Depression, "Wai-Kalua," 
Here the old fellow did his wizardry and was supposed 
to counsel with evil spirits in the still dark night, " , 

Nearby this wizard's hut, according to old
timers, were two springs whose waters possessed 
supernatural power, Out of one, they said, came 
healing streams that imparted life and purity of soul 
to all who drank of it. The other poured forth a stream 
that carried spirits of demonical possession concealed 
in its waters, and spread eternal chaos and cruel death 
on every form of life it touched, 

As the story goes: Once the gods of the nether 
world and the spirits of the wor ld of light engaged in 
furious battle over these springs, The Lights won and 
drove the subterraneous to an adjacent area or field 
at Waikalua, Here the defeated gods wreaked their 
rage for their defeat on every animate creature within 
reach, until, following another encounter with the gods 
of the upper world, they were driven to a place called 
"Milu" in the center of the earth, Later the scene of 
the battle was fenced off from the surrounding holdings 
and named "The Pig Pen"--"Ka-Pa-Puaa," 

Parker, Henry Hodges 
Reminiscences (A Fragment) 
Pp7, 8 

Kalaoa Heiau (des,) 

Site 347, Kalaoa heiau, Vlaikalua, Kaneohe. 

This heiau was located on an elevation to the 
left of the road leading to the Kaneohe municipal camp
ing grounds just beyond the lane which leads to the 
Coral Gardens, Nothing remains of the heiau, the 
stones havip.g beel1- used in the construction of the,mill, 

The heiau was built by Laamaikahiki, according to 
John Bell, who took me to the site, 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 

Houses of Laamaikahiki 

Site 348, Site of the houses of Laamaikahiki, 
VI aikalua, Kaneohe, 

The home of David Trask now occupies the 
site. This is about 100 feet from the water with an 
elevation of some 50 feet above high tide, which is 
somewhat higher than the land immediately surround
ing the place, On the southeast side of the Trask home 
is an oval pile of rocks, 20 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 
3 feet high, with a great amount of coral scattered 
throughout, This was probably connected in some way 
with the old site, for the stones are said to have been 
undisturbed, A similar pile of coral and stones, 
though much smaller, is found on the other side of the 
house. The sands in front of the place are known as 
Naonealaa and were tapu to the commoner when the 
alii lived there. 

On this same elevation Laamaikahiki wanted 
to build this heiau, Kalaoa, but he was advised by his 
kahuna to place it considerably farther from the chief's 
houses, for the women of the household would be too 
close to the sacred inclosure tapu to them, 

Naonealaa is listed by Thrum as a heiau, 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Na-one-a-La'a 

La!a, that is, La!a-mai-Kahiki was so named 
for his coining from Kahiki, After the death of 010-
pana, . the kingdom was inherited by La'a, and he heard 
from Kila and others that Hawaii was a fertile land, 
and that the people were great farmers and keepers 
of fish in fish ponds, Oahu was the richest of all, so 
La'a became determined to come here to Hawaii, 

There was a man at Hanauma named 
Ha'ikamalama, 'When he heard sounds from the sea, 
he wondered what it was, It was the sound of the big 
and little drum, therefore he thumped the rythmn on 
his chest with the tips of his fingers, . " The sound 
seemed to come from the sea on the Koolau side, so 
he sailed to Makapu'u. He saw them going by on the 
ocean so he went by land until he saw the canoe head
ing toward Ka-waha-o':'ka-Mano, He guessed that 
they were going to Kaneohe in Koolau-poko, When 
the canoe reached Wai hau palua. he ran to the shore, 
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with his fingers beating the rythmn and he chanting 
the chant to Kupa. 

When La'a and the men on the canoe noticed 
this, they were astonished. He knew their names 
through their playing of the kaeke. La'a threw out 
some sand as a resting place for the canoes. This 
place is now called Na-one-a-La'a (La'a's sands. ) 
It is in Kaneohe. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Jan. 12, 1867 

At Waikalua, near the beach, once stood the 
Naonealaa heiau. 
Thrum, Hawaiian Annual 1916, p 90 

Naonealaa 

It was in January, 1737, that the two hosts 
(Alapai's and Peleioholani) met, splendidly dressed 
in cloaks of bird feathers and in helmet-shaped head 
coverings beautifully decorated with feathers of birds. 
Red feather cloaks were to be seen on all sides, both 
chiefs were attired in a way to inspire admiration 
and awe, and the day was one of rejoicing as that of 
the ending of a dreadful conflict. So it was that Pe
leioholani and Alapai met at Naonealaa in Kaneohe. 
The canoes were lined up from Ki'i at Mokapu to Na
onealaa and there on the shore line they remained, 
Alapai alone going on shore. The chiefs of Oahu and 
Kauai and the fighting men and the country people re
mained inland, the chief Peleioholani alone advancing. 
Between the two chiefs stood the couselor. Naili 
first addressed Peleioholani and said, "When you 
and Alapai meet, if he embraces and kisses you let 
Alapai put his arms below yours, lest he gain the vic
tory over you." This is therefore to this day the 
practice of the bone-breaking'wrestlers at Kapua and 
at Naonealaa. Alapai declared an end of war with 
all things as they were before, the chiefs of Maui and 
Molokai to be at peace with those of Oahu and Kauai; 
so also those of Hawaii. Thus ended the meeting of 
Peleioholani with Alapai. 

Kamakau 
History of Hawaii 
Chapt I, p 11 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

~ng Chiefs, p 72 

Waikalua Fishpond 

Site 349. Waikalua fishpond, adjacent to Wai
kalua, Kaneohe. 

The rebuilding of the pond has been completed. 
The wall was 1420 feet long of waterworn basalt 3 to 
4 feet high but somewhat wider. The pond covers 
11 acres. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Keana and Kalokohanahou Ponds 

Site 350. Two ponds, Kailua side of Waikalua. 

The pond in use is said to be Keana with an 
area of 3.5 acres. According to Bell, the name of 
the other is Kalokohanahou. Its wail is broken. Both 
were built of water worn basalt. The dirt-filled wall 
of Keana is wide enough for trees to grow on it. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mahinui, Kaluoa, and 
Mikiola Ponds 

Site 351. Three adjacent ponds, located off 
the lands of Mikiola and Mahinui in Kaneohe. 

The two end ponds were probably built first, 
the middle pond being added later so as to take ad
vantage of the walls of the other two. The pond on 
the east is known as Mahinui and that on the west as 
Mikiola. The name of the middle pond is Kaluoa, 
according to John Bell, but appears as Kapuu on a 
map in the Bishop Estate office. The wall of Mikiola 
is broken. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

(Mikiola pond has been filled in. ) 

Mikiola, Kapuu (or Kaluaoa) filled; Mahinui 
(property of Mrs. Percy Nottage) partially filled. 
Mahinui stream, which fed these ponds, is under pres
ent road, capped within the last 25 years. Information 
from Mrs. David Nottage, rel!ident in the area. 

Barrere, D. 
March I, 1952 

Mahinui 

They arrived at a place called Kapoa close to 
the cliff between Kailua and Kaneohe. They went on 
to Mahinui and there they rested. Mahinui was a reg-
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ular place of rest for the travellers, called oioina by 
the ancients ••.. 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec. 22, 1925 
Oahu Place Names 

Palila then struck him, 01omana, cutting him 
in two; one portion flew toward the sea, being Mahinui .•. 

Fornander 
Coll., Vol V, P 144 

She, Hiiaka, next fell in with Mahinui and Kea
alau who were bewailing the death of their child Hanalua. 

Ibid. 
Vol VI, P 343 

Ahukini Heiau 

Site 352. Ahukini heiau, Keana, Kaneohe. 

A small structure, 70 by 127 feet, built on the 
top of an elevation 1200 feet from the sea. The ground 
slopes away from the heiau in all directions. The only 
features remaining are the low walls, unusual because 
they are built of stones a few inches in size. Here and 
there at the bottom larger stones have been used, and 
at a few places the wall stands 1 foot in height, but 
most of the remains are scattered, for it is very easy 
for the cattle to disturb the small stones. Nor could 
the walls have been very high, for it would be very 
difficult to keep these small stones, which are typical 
of the surrounding area, in place. The heiau faces 
north, in which side there is a gap of 2 feet in about 
the middle of the wall. At the southwest corner a 
large stone was used, 2. 5 feet in size, which stands 
out in contrast to the much smaller stones of the walls. 
There appears to have been only this one platform, 
which was dirt-paved, though on the end toward the 
mountains there are many scattered stones, also small, 
which may, at one time, have been used for paving a 
small area. When the drums at this heiau were beaten 
they could be heard over Kaneohe, but not just on the 
other side of the low ridge in Kailua. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

(This heiau was relocated in 1952 and found to 
be in a similar condition as is described above. It is 
located on the back of the ridge to the west of Kokokahi 
Road. C. C. S.) 

Kinikailua-Manokaneohe Spring 

Site 353, A spring on the land known as Keana, 
called Kinikailua-Manukaneohe /;hould be Manokaneohe7, 
as it is said that the people fro~ both Kailua and Kane:" 
ohe died in great numbers from drinking its waters. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

This story comes through Judge Kellett who 
says that an old resident of Kaneohe told it to him. 
Down by the shore of the bay (the strip of land now owned 
by the YWCA) there was and is a spring right amidst 
the banana grove just before you reach Kokokahi. 
This spring was supposed to have medicinal virtue 
and people from all over Koolau came there to drink 
for various ailments. They were a war-like people 
in the olden days and each district had its chief who 
warred on his neighboring ruler on the sl~test provo
cation, The kahunas over at Kokokahi (Keana) sided 
with the Kaneohe people and had no love for those of 
Kailua. Hearing that a considerable detachment from 
Kailua were coming to the spring, they prepared a 
very inhospitable welcome. They poured down into 
the spring a qua.ntity of this poison and it worked. 
The destruction was considerable, "rna-no" (literally 
4,000), Now the kahunas neglected to inform their 
own people--those of Kaneohe--of the libation they 
had poured out and all unsuspecting the Kaneohe people 
came over in large numbers for the medicinal drink. 
Many, many of them died. "Ki-ni" (literally 40,000). 
Kini Kaneohe 
Mano Kailua 

About the 'Kuula' at Kokokahi 
The Friend, Aug. 1937, p 150 

Kini Kailua and Mano Kaneohe 

"Hundreds of Kailua and thousands of Kane
ohe" referring to the hundreds from Kailua and thous
ands of Kaneohe vanquished by the invisible boar god. 

Dictionary of Hawiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Oct,20, 1883 

Keaalau Fishpond 

Site 361. Keaalau fishpond, covering 3 acres, 
is adjacent to Keaalau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Kea-alau 

This now insignificant spot shows traces of a 
once large native settlement. The bounteous taro
patches were long ago abandoned and are now com~ 
pletely grassed over, nothing of their former condition 
remaining save the indistinct contours of their ear
then terraces. Gone too are the picturesque grass
thatched native houses. A single dilapidated wooden 
cabin, made in part of driftwood scraps, marks the 
former lively village; the once ample grove of stately 
coco-palms has dwindled year by year. 

Maccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid-Pacific Magazine 
Vol 14, 1917 

Hanalua Fishpond 

Site 362. Hanalua fishpond takes its name 
from the adjacent land. It is a small pond a few acres 
in size and marks off an inlet. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Papaa F"ishpond 

Site 363. Papaa fishpond, named for the land 
to which it is adjacent. It is a small pond. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Akua Stone· 

Site 363-A. Akua stone probably located on 
the ridge between Kailua and Kaneohe. 

Description from Loomis Journal 

"On approaching the brow of a rocky hill we 
discovered a long black stone set upright, having sev
eral strips of tappah tied around at the top and bot
tom. This we knew to be an object of worship from the 
numerous fragments of grass, leaves, etc., which 
lay around it, while it afforded the melancholy evi
dence that Idolatry still exists among this ignorant 
and poluted people. I threw down this altar of abomi
nation and proceeded on, but in descending the hill, 
we observed another idol which seemed to be more 
regarded than the first, being completely covered 
with painted tappers of various colours, and having a 
great abundance of offerings lying around. Grieved 

to see these vestiges of idolatry I tore in pieces the 
covering and threw down the idol. Soon after, I ob
served a man who was coming towards me gathering 
spires of grass, etc., which I supposed were inten
ded for the Idol I had just destroyed. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mokapu 
Divisions of Mokapu Peninsula 

Mokapu peninsula was sub-divided into six 
sections. The tip of the left lobe of the peninsula was 
called Mokapu and was in the Heeia section, while 
Heleloa, Kuwaaohe, Ulupau, Halekou-Kaluapuhi, and 
Nuupia, rested in the Kaneohe district .... 

The portion of Mokapu peninsula lying within 
the district of Heeia is identified by Pyramid Rock 
and the runway section. The right lobe contained the 
ilis of Kuwaaohe and Ulupau, where Ulupau Head is 
located. 

The land in between, cutting through the penin
sula, was the ili of Heleloa, marked by Hawaii-loa 
crater. Halekou-Kaluapuhi is the land bordered by 
Third street, Mokapu road, and Nuupia fish pond. 
Nuupia was considered to be a separate piece of 
property and did not automatically become assigned 
with the adjacent land. It was assigned individually 
like the ili. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, pp 3-4 

(For other sites on Mokapu, see: Heeia. Mokapu.) 

Mokapu 
Naming of Mokapu 

Here, in the 16th century, the royal pa
lace of King Peleiholani was the scene of gay court 
pageantry. His impressive estate sat in the area ad
jacent to Nuupia fish pond, and bordering Kaneohe 
Bay. . 

In the following century, Kamehameha the 
Great (the Lonely One) selected the site for use as a 
royal meeting· place with his aliis. It became "the 
sacred land of Kamehameha, " from whence the penin
sula got its name. The name was originally Moku
kapu, and is derived from two Hawaiian words. Moku 
is a small island or peninsula, and kapu means sacred 
or keep out .... 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 12 
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Mokapu 
Sea around Mokapu 

The sea around Mokapu peninsula was tabu 
in olden days. The right to fish was given only to the 
high chiefs and servants of the King. 

These fishing grounds were called ko'a. Fish
ing was confined to certain types of fish native to 
certain sections of the ocean. Persons were assigned 
to areas with the task of feeding the fish two or three 
times a week. Seaweed would be gathered up in bas
kets and taken to the fishing grounds in canoes. It 
was hoped that by this treatment the fish would re
main in the area, and be available for consumption 
when needed. 

When an important person and his retinue were 
expected or a feast planned, selected fishermen would 
carry specially prepared food to the grounds. The 
food was a concoction of seaweed mixed with crushed 
candle nuts /kukui/, a type of nut that has an extremely 
high laxative-effe-;;-t. Two days before the occasion, 
the fish were fed the mixture with the result they 
expelled all food matter from their systems. 

The next day, fishermen threw their nets and 
baited hooks over the sides of their canoes and were 
rewarded with schools of hungry fish. The fish were 
so hungry that placing a finger in the water was an 
invitation to having it bitten. This type of fishing 
is as old to the Hawaiians as their culture. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 2 

Mokapu 
Kaluapuhi, Nuupia and Halekou Ponds 

As modern-day visitors enter the main gate 
to the Marine Corps Air Station, Kaneohe Bay, the 
first sight to greet their eyes is an expanse of water 
seemingly coming in from Kaneohe Bay, lying on both 
sides of Mokapu road. 

Today, it is referred to as Nuupia fish pond, 
but in the earlier days of the century, the area was 
covered by 297 acres of water, an area which em", 
braced thr ee fish ponds, Halekou and Nuupia to the 
left of the present road, and Kaluapuhi on the right. 

Journeying further back into history reveals 
the entire area was once the site of one gigantic fish 
pond known as Kaluapuhi. It was the property of 
royalty who resided on its shores, and was strictly 
tabu to all other s. 

Halekou and Nuupia are said to be enlarge
ments of this original pond. Legend has the watery 
expanse of Kaluapuhi being guarded by an eel which, 
in Hawaiian lore, was a mermaid who watched over 

the royal fish ponds. It formed the pond by burrow
ing its way across the mile-wide neck of Mokapu, 
seeking a shorter passage from Kaneohe Bay to Kai
lua Bay. The eel was singled out as the guardian of 
fishponds in Hawaii because it was considered as hav
ing the inherent and natural right to per form this 
function. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu. A Study of the Land, p 13 

Mokapu 
Halekou Pond 

Site 364-C. Halekou pond is 92 acres and sep
arated from Kaneohe Bay by a long wall. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Halekou was the mother of Puniakaia. 

Fornander 
Collection, Vol V, p 162 

Halehou, the pond of fat fish. 

Huakai Makaikai i na Wahi Pana 0 Kini Kailua 
Ke Au Hou, Aug.9, 1911 
Oahu Place Name s 

Mokapu 
Nuupia Pond 

Site 364-B. Nuupia pond is 215 acres separa
ted from Kaneohe Bay by a long wall. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Arriving at the Nu'upia fishpond, we passed 
the hovel of the Chinese keeper, and his snarling 
chained watCh-dogs, and walked along the wall that 
separates the pond from the bay. This wall, like 
those of other fishponds, is four to six feet wide. 
At high tide it stands about eighteen inches above the 
water; its average total height is some five feet. It 
is made up of two laid stone walls. The central part 
between the walls is filled with earth and loose rubble. 
The path lies along the middle of the wall, and ow-
ing to inequalities in the settling and packing of the 
rubble it is very irregular, with abrupt pits and knolls. 

Maccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid Pacific Magazine, Vol 14, 1917 
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Mokapu 
Nuupia Pond 

Nuupia was the father and Halekou the mother 
of Puniakaia. The parents of Puniakaia were of the 
royal blood of Koolauloa and Koolaupoko ..•• 

Halekou after this went out accompanied by the 
chief'S, until they came to the pool where Uhumakaikai 
made its home. (Uhumakaikai was the parent of all 
fishes.) This pool is at Nuupia to this day. 

Fornander Collection 
Legend of Puniakaia 
Vol V, p 162 

At one time, Nuupia fish pond was completely 
surrounded by groves of starch trees, from which it 
derived its name. These trees were actually huge 
plants, with large leaves, and bore a large bulbous, 
potato-like growth, about the size of a watermelon. 
The juice from this plant was extracted and used for 
the mothers of breast-fed infants. It stimulated the 
flow of milk from the mother's breasts. The remain
der was used in the making of starch. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 14 

Mokapu 
Kaluapuhi Pond 

Site 364-A. Kaluapuhi is the pond on the east. 
It covers 24 acres and is connected with Kailua Bay 
by one Makaha, by means of which it can be flooded 
at high tide. It is separated fum Nuupia by a wall. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mokapu 
Kapoho 

(Site 9). At Ka-lua-puhi, we paused to observe 
the remains of the ancient native salt works or "pans. " 
The method employed in the construction of these 
evaporation vats was very simple: a suitable area 
was levelled and then by means of low earthen banks 
was laid off into shallow rectangular plots. The salt 
water was easily conducted into these plots, and the 
salt deposited through evaporation. 

MacCaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid Pacific Magazine, Vol 14, 1917 

Nuupia pond is a very large one and on one side r' 
is a smaller pond used for salt evaporation. This pond \ 
is called Kapoho. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua-Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Perhaps the only remains extant of ancient 
Mokapu are the still visible ruins of native salt works 
on the shore of Kailua Bay almost midway between 
Ulupau and the main gate. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 14 

Mokapu 
Muliwaiolena Pond 

Solomon Mahoe tells me that there was for
merly another pond here called Muliwaiolena. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
Site 364 

(See Sand of Kahakahakea, Kanoehe, Mokapu) 

Mokapu 
Ulupau 

In her wanderings through the Hawaiian Islands, 
Pele chose for her Oahu landing place, Ulupau, where 
she scooped out the crater before going elsewhere ••.• 

Literally, Ulupau means"fumes growing up, " 
or in other words, the actual eruption and fume s that 
followed. It is derived from two Hawaiian words. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 12 

That place is Ulupa'u and was one of the 
places where the Hawaiians went to gather salt. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua- Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kahua Maika at U1upau 

#516, 517. U1u maika bought July 13, 1886 of 
M:emano of Kaneohe, Koo1au, Oahu. They were made in 
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the time of Karreharrvima I by his father Maawe and 
were used by hlm on the kahua olohu at Ulupau in 
Kaneohe near the sea. 

J. S. Enerson 
Catalogue No. I Hawaiian CUrios 

Mokapu 
Puu-o-Kaha'i 

The tallest peak on Mokapu is called Puu-o
Kaha'i. A man by that name came to Mokapu from 
Lahaina, Maui, in the olden days. Before he died, 
1;Ie asked to be buried there. His last resting place 
is known as Kahai's hill. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua- Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Mokapu 
Ka-lua-puhi 

Below the hill (Puu-o-Kaha'i) stands a house 
at a place called Ka-Iua-puhi or Eel's-Pit. This is 
a hole where many eels were caught. When foul smell
ing fish were let down here, the eels came up and 
were caught. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua- Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Name s 

Mokapu 
Wai-kulu 

The native name for the Ulu-pa'u platform 
is Wai-kulu, the "dropping water", perhaps fancifully 
referring to the shining spray which rises as a ra
diant cloud above each breaking roller, and then falls 
in iridescent shimmer back again into the surf. Be
yond Wai-kulu is the four-hundred foot precipice, 
sheer and impassable. 

Maccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid-Pacific Magazine 
Vol 14, 1917 

Mokapu 
Kahekili's Leap 

While attempting to determine the origin of 
the name "Kahekili's Leap, " the many sources checked 

yielded little. However, one version offered IHenry 
Kekahuna was the informan,U is the use of the loca
tion by spies of the Maui army. 

Kahekili was a crafty and shrewd monarch. 
He dispatched spies from Maui or Molokai, who mingled 
with the people of Oahu. After gaining information on 
the strength and equipment of the Oahu army, the spies 

would descend to the cove where, with great signal 
torches, they would send messages to lookouts posted 
on Molokai. "Kahekili' s Leap" was a particular ly 
advantageous spot because this type of activity could 
be carried on unobserved. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 11 

Mokapu 
Kuwaaohe 

Kuwaaohe, which is the north face of Ulupau. 
means to "stand and wait." The Significance is that 
the sector was a lookout pOint where sentries waited 
for invaders who never did arrive. 

Fiddler. Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 12 

Mokapu 
Mololani 

Mololani was the crater hill which forms the 
little island (Mokapu). 

Westervelt 
Legends of Old Honolulu. p 70 

The eyes continued moving along and met the 
hill named Hawaii-loa. It looked as though leaning 
on the shoulder of Mololani. 

Huakai Makaikai ia Koolau 
Ke Au Okoa 
May 29. 1865 

Mokapu is a peninsula. and Mololani is shaped 
like a mountain. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 1 
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Origin of Man 

There on the eastern flank of Mololani, facing 
the sunrise and near the shoreline, the soil is red 
earth mingled with very dark bluish black earth. 
There is where the first man was made. That place 
was called in the old times Kahakahakea, but in these 
days it is Pahuna. There Kane drew the image of a 
man in the soil; he drew the image in the soil after 
the likeness of the Gods, with head, body, arms, 
legs, just like themselves in form. When the image 
was drawn in the soil Kanaloa said, "You will not get 
your man; you have not the power; I am the person 
who has power." Kanaloa therefore made an image 
of earth just like Kane's image. Kane and his compan
ions said, "Let your earth become man, " but no man 
came forth; his dirt figure of a man remained lying 
there and it turned into s tone. Kane then said to his 
fellow gods, Ku and Lono, "Listen, you two, to my 
words and to the words I speak in answer and do you 
two preserve them and listen." Then Kane said, 
"Come to life, " "Live, II responded Ku and Lono. 
"Come to life, " said Kane, "Live," said Ku and Lono. 
Then the dirt became a living man. 

When the first man was made, the gods took 
the house name Hale-kou (House of kou wood) which 
they had made, and there the first man lived; but the 
woman was not made. The man observed how his 
shadow followed his body going outside the house and 
coming into the house, and he ran to the beach of 
Nu'upia and Oneawa and found to his surprise that 
his shadow stuck to him. Now when this man had 
fallen asleep, as he awakened suddenly a pretty woman 
was at his side and he thought it was his shadow that 
was sticking to his side and that God had changed his 
shadow into a wife for him. He therefore gave her 
the name of Keakahulilani (the shadow made of hea
ven). This means that God had turned the soil of the 
earth into man. In various genealogies we often find 
other names given to this man; in some genealogies 
he is named Kumuhonua, in others Kulipo, in others 
again, Kumuuli, and in some Hulihana. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 1 

See also: 
Dorothy B. Barrere 

The Kmmhonua Legends 
PAR 3, Bishop MUs., 1969, 1971, pp 4-5 

Mokapu 
Heleloa 

Heleloa is a tract extending across the left 
lobe of the peninsula, containing Puu Hawaii-:loa crater 
or Kansas tower, the sand dunes between Ulupau and 

Pyramid Rock, and the area between "A" and "G" 
streets. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 7 

Mokapu 
Mokapu Sand Burials 

(Site 10). Sand burials in the dunes along the 
windward coast of Mokapu Peninsula (in the districts 
of Heeia and Kaneohe) have received considerable 
attention during the past 30 years. Over 500 burials 
have been unearthed, making the Mokapu burial ground 
the largest known Hawaiian disposal site. Artifacts 
from Mokapu were first accessioned in 1912 and the 
first skeletal remains were reported in 1921. Several 
skeletons were reported between 1921 and 1938, when 
the first excavations began. On March 6, 13, and 
May 8, 1938, Kenneth P. Emory (Bishop Museum) and 
several assistants excavated about 40 burials from 
the Heeia Dunes. The project was turned over to Gor
don T. Bowles (UH) and University students and exca
vations began again on October 8, 1938. The work 
continued on weekends until January 6, 1940 with over 
36 volunteers participating in the excavations. Three 
different burial sites were distinguished during this 

. pre-war investigation. The sites were designated 
H (Heeia or Hawaiian), C (Castle), and N (Navy). 
The following number of burials were removed from 
each site: 

H. 
C. 
N. 

297 
40 

6~ 

Several series of photographs, a number of maps, 
some sketches, and field notes from this initial exca
vation are filed in the Bishop Museum's archaeology 
laboratory. Between 1940 and 1957 additional Mokapu 
skeletal material was accessioned by the Museum. 
A second excavation was begun on March 15, 1957 by 
Robert N. Bowen, a gr'aduate student in anthropology 
at the University of Hawaii. This excavation continued 
until April 26, 1957, with 17 days being spent in the 
field. Approximately 88 skeletons were taken from the 
C area and 28 from the N area. Work was done under 
salvage conditions. The results of the second exca
vation are contained in Chapter VI of Hawaiian dis
posal of the dead. The results of the first excavation 
have not been published. 

The following is a brief synopsis of the 1957 
excavation results. Skeletons of adult males, females, 
and children were found. Average age at time of 
death for males was 35 years and for females 33 years. 
(Sample was composed of 58 documented burials.) 
Six individuals exhibited fractures.. All fractures had 
healed or showed signs of partial healing, indicating 
that no individuals had been.killed at the site. Buri-
als were found in five basic body positions: 1) extended, 
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2;) semi-extended, 3) semi-flexed, 4) flexed, and 
5) sitting. A possible relationship between the semi
extended position and adult females was pointed up and 
should be investigated further. The positions of arms, 
hands, heads, and mouths were also analyzed. Buri
als lay on the dorsal, ventral, right, and left sides. 
There was no set orientation, although more burials 
were oriented toward the NW in line with the dune 
ridge than were oriented in other directions. Remains 
of the following animals were associated with the buri
als: dog, pig, chicken, fish (various Families), shark, 
mollusk, and coral. All complete chickens found (4) 
were immature and were with adult females. A red 
clay deposit was found with two burials and carbon
ized organic material, probably representing decayed 
perishable artifacts and food, with nearly all burials. 
Artifacts included an octopus fishhook point, a tere
brus shell neck pendant, a dog canine tooth bracelet, 

and numerous basalt flake tools. The latter had been 
used by the Hawaiians as knives and axes to dissect 
dessicated bodies and to pound long bones into desir
able fragments to be us ed in making artifacts. Six 
burials (all males) were incomplete, having been 
vandalized for artifact material. Three burials were 
secondary and were composed of selected long bones; 
assorted complementary children's bones had been 
placed with two adult females and a bundle of long 
bones from two individuals had been buried as a unit. 
Two simultaneous burials were found. In one case 
two females had been buried in a single pit and in the 
other a child and an adult male had been buried in the 
same pit. The outlines of graves were clearly seen 
in the N area where light sand filled pits intruding a 
lower darker layer. Graves were basket-shaped and 
cramped with just enough room for the body in the 
desired position. Pits were from 6 feet to 11 feet 
4 inches below the present surface of the dune (depths 
below the surface at time of burial were at least 1 foot 
and 6 feet respectively). It is obvious from the N area 
pit outline s that absolute depths of burials beneath 
the present dune surface cannot be used as indicators 
of the chronological sequence of burial. 

A single radiocarbon date has been obtained. 
Some carbon material associated with a child's skele
ton (Hl32), excavated February 26, 1939, was sent 
to the radiocarbon laboratory at Groningen by Dr. 
Charles E. Snow. The date received was 75 plus or 
minus 75, or 0 - 150 years old. Snow has experimented 
with fluorine analysis and Bowen has dated the N area 
burials in terms of the geological history of Dune 93. 
No date can presently be established through artifact 
seriation as few artifacts have been found ... fishhooks 
are notably scarce. As no European artifacts (nails 
beads, buttons, glass, etc.) have been found with any 
of the skeletons it seems safe to assume that the burial 
ground was abandoned as a place of disposal before 
European material- culture reached the windward side 
of Oahu. 

The Mokapu dunes were probably established 
bl,lrial grounds used for disposal by the inhabitants of 

the several villages which existed on the windward 
half of the peninsula (the ruins of these villages were 
seen by MacCaughey as late as 1917). The fact that 
sand burials have been found extensively throughout 
the Kailua, Bellows Field, and Waimanalo areas in
dicates that the Mokapu burials resulted from a popu
lation living close to the Heeia and Heleloa Dunes. 

o 
Hawaii Loa 

Kailua Bay 

Kaneohe Bay 

I 
Bowen, Robert N. 

July 1961 

For additional information see: 

Bowen, Robert 
HawaiianDisposal of the Dead 
MA Thesis, Univ. of Hawaii, chap VI 

Buck, Peter H. 
Arts and Crafts of Hawaii, pp 570-571 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land 

MacCaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
The Mid-Pacific Magazine, Vol 14 

McAllister, J. Gilbert 
Archaeology of Oahu, pp 33, 184 

Sncw, Charles E. 
Early Hawaiians, An Initial Study of 
Skeletal Ranains fran !-bkapu, Oahu, 
The University Press of Kentucky, 1974 

Mokapu 
Sand of Kahakahakea 

Our host urged us to go and see. the sand of 
Kahakahakea near Waikulu Point and Muliwaiolena. 
The visitors went down to see the sand. It is reddish 
and shiny sand like dust from the iron works and it 
glitters like gOld. It is not a very large sand bed and 
different from those of other places ...• 

Huakai Makaikai i na wahi pana 
Ke Au Hou, Oct.25, 1911 
Oahu Plance Names 

(See Mokapu, MuliwaiolenaPond) 
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Mokapu 
Keone Kahakaka-ka 

Keone Kahakaka-ka, according to Hawaiian 
legend, transpired on the beach of Heleloa. Keone 
Kahakaka-ka means to draw or sketch, and concerns 
the legend of the creation of man. Three Hawaiian 
gods, Kane, Ku and Lono created man by carving 
his image in the sands of Heleloa, and brought him to 
life. Kane is said to have created the head, Lono 
the heart, and Ku, the legs. And thus, man was born. 

Fiddler, Frank 
Mokapu, A Study of the Land, p 9 

Mokapu 
Spring 

Site 368. Spring, once located near the top 
of Puu Hawaiiloa. 

From this spring the old Hawaiians obtained 
water. Kalani remembers going with one old Hawaii
an who was a cowboy in that section and getting water 
from the spring, which he said was very difficult to 
locate. The hill took ita name from the spring. 

Thrum lists a heiau in the vicinity, but now 
the site is not known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mokapu 
Moku-manu Island 

On one side of Moku-manu is a cave where 
Kuhaimoana, a shark god, lived. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. Z9, 1939 
Waimanalo-Kailua 
Oahu Place Name s 

On the leeward side of the South island is a 
cave which is the legendary home of the shark god and 
our Hawaiian boatman told us that he was taken there 
and ceremoniously baptised in his youth to ensure 
his growing up a strong and fearless swimmer. 

Stearns, Nora 
An Island is Born, pp 91-100 

Kawaewae Heiau 

Site 354. Kawaewae heiau, Kaneohe side of 
the ridge which divides the district and Kailua. 

This is one of the five heiaus said by John 
Bell to have been erected by Olopana. Ahukini, 
Pahukini, Holomakani, and Puumakani are the other 
four. It is on the top of a small knoll and consists of 
one large inclosure IZO by Z53 feet with a small ter
race on the north side which follows the contours of 
the land. As the structure was used as a cattle pen 
for many years any traces of heiau features have been 
obliterated, and it is not known where the opening to 
the heiau was situated. The walls are massive, aver
aging about 5 feet in width and from 4 feet to 7 feet in 
height according to the contours of the land. The in
side corners of the wall are rounded; the outside cor
ners appear more angular. 

Thrum notes that this heiau was "Built by 
Olopana about the opening of the IUh century." It 
is mentioned as one of the heiaus constructed by the 
menehunes. Lonoaohi is said to have officiated as 
high priest. 

This is the heiau to which Olopana had Kama
puaa brought for sacrifice. Through treachery Kama
puaa is said to have killed Olopana and escaped. 
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rising 7 feet high from an embankment of rocks which 
form a 14-foot arc, here wall is 6 feet wide, 5 feet 
high inside; 4. large inclosure approximately 120 
by 253 feet, east 170 feet form the top of a knoll, the 
remaining 83 feet on a slope to west; 5. wall here re
sembles wall 3, rising 5 feet high from an embank
ment of rocks which forms a 7-foot arc, wall here is 
5 feet wide, 3 feet high inside; 6. walls on the slope 
3 to 4 feet in height inside, a few feet higher outside, 
average width 5 feet, in bad state of preservation as 
more easily disturbed; 7. wall- 170 feet long between 
inclosure and terrace, 4 feet wide, 4 feet high inside, 
6 feet high outside, with step 2 feet high and 3 to 4 
feet wide running length of terrace; 8. small open 
terrace 51 feet wide following contours of the land, 
which has indications of having been stone-faced for 
several feet down the natural slope. Roman numerals 
indicate cross sections. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

B. M. Photo 15295 

Kawa'ewa'e Heiau 

Some disappointment was experienced on lo
cating the heiau of Kawa'ewa'e on a hill of same name, 
in Kaneohe, famed in tradition as built in the time of 
Olopana by his brother Kahikiula, and credited as 
being the scene of the demi-god Kamapuaa's victory 
over Oahu's king. There was little about it to iden
tify it as a temple of such fame. We found a walled 
structure that measured 110 feet by 260 feet, with 
walls from four to eight feet in height according to the 
lay of the land. Crowning the hill as it did, it took 
its contour, with a levelled-off portion at the seaward 
end for usual temple purposes, showing a slight trace 
of pavement. Much of the heiau was in a dense jungle 
of shrub growth, still, what examination it permitted 
revealed but little to distinguish it from an old battle 
enclosure, or cattle pen, except that it had heavy walls 
and no gateway. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916, p 90 

Holua Slide 

Site 355. Small round hill, the name of which 
is not remembered, near the mountain side of Kawae
wa e heiau. Said by John Bell to have been the lo
cation of a holua slide. This he saw destroyed when 
an attempt was made to plant pineapples in this sec
tion. Without doubt this is the site of the slide de
scribed by Bates in 1853. 

Before reaching the mission station at Kaneohe, 
the road leads through a narrow but fertile ravine, 

tenanted by a few natives. In leaving the ravine, a 
low round hill, to the right of the path, is rather con
spicuous from a long, narrow depression or channel 
on its side. It was an indication that one of the fa
vorite games of the old Hawaiians had been played 
there. This game was called the holua, and was one 
of their favorite games of chance. Both chiefs and 
common people freely mingled in it. No particular 
spot monopolized it. The smooth sward of any suit
able declivity was made to answer, in some degree, 
the advantages of ice and snow. A trench was dug from 
the top of the hill to the bottom, and carried out some 
distance over the adjoining plain. This was made 
quite smooth, and spread over with grass to aid in the 
velocity of the descending sled. It is said that the 
sliders would frequently get carried nearly a mile 
along the trench. This amusement was attended with 
great hazard of life, and great skill and courage were 
r"equired properly to fit a man for such an enterprise. 
Many of these slopes were on an angle of forty-five 
degrees; and woe to the man who rolled from his sled, 
or whose sled got out of the trench. Death was the 
penalty, or the unlucky slider was maimed for life, 
If the players escaped unhurt, many of them lost their 
all in betting. 

This same site was seen by Briggs in 1881: 
"Dewight pointed out to me a long narrow depression 
on some of the hills to be seen from our path, where 
old Hawaiians used to play one of their favorite games 
of chance. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Na maka 0 Kana 
(The eyes of Kana) 

(Site 11). Kana lived most of the time on Oahu, 
Look toward Kane'ohe, near Kaulekola," and you will 
find "the eyes of Kana", Na maka 0 Kana, near by. 

Kamakau 
Some disagreements with things in the 
Hawaiian Legends, Kuokoa, Feb. 15, 1868 
HEN: Legends, p 1144 

As. we went on and passed before the pool of 
"Siloam", the writer saw the eyes of Kana widely 
staring at the lower side of the plain of Puu- Uhi. 

Huakai Pakole; Hoolau 
Kuokoa, July 31, 1896 
Newsp 

• • •• Kane, the giant, who stretched himself 
out over the land. Here he died and merged with the 
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soil, so some men say. If your eyes are sharp, you 
may see his eyes, "Na maka 0 Kana", "the eyes of 
Kana", hollow impressions in a pointed mound, below 
the road. And the rest of him stretches, so the tale 
tells, over the plain, the ridges and valleys making 
his limbs. Hawaiiamwill show you the top of his head, 
the end of his feet-he measures tv.u miles. This 
giant died because of the love of a v.urran, unreturned ••• 

Raphaelson, 
The KaIrehameha Highway, P 18 

Nov. 3, R. H. Parker tells of a headland near 
the Pali in Nuuanu. called Narnaka 0 Kana. Kanalu the 
first priest of Ku. Na Kahuna 0 Kanalu served in the 
heiau. 

Emerson, 
HEN: Vol 1, p 168 

Na Maka 0 Kane or Na Maka 0 Kana 

(Site 11). Not far off from the public recre
ation ground on the coaster's hillside (Site 355, 
Kaneohe), and further mountainward, the remains of 
a "Heiau, " or heathen temple, topped the crest of a 
little rise that overlooked an ancient trail which skir
ted windward Oahu. On this temple-crested hill, near 
his altar lived an ancient priest, who ministered very 
many ages ago to a mystic hero named "Kana, II who 
came out of the reign of universal night. I tell the 
essence of this story as the tale came to me from 
one of myoId Hawaiian friends. 

Heathen lore said that this "Kana" was an 
ether.ial creation of Kane, one of the three greater gods 
known to Hawaii. "Kana II occupied a large mound of 
rotund figure not far from his priest's temple altar on 
the hill. This hill was named Kane's eyes--"Na Maka 
o Kane. II The hill resembled a human skull in its 
&hape, and travelers moving on the pali road required 
no extra imaginative effort to discern the outlines of 
a human face. Below the smooth brow of the hill is a 
tapering projection of the ground as plain as the nose 
on one's face, which separate two slight depressions 
on either side of the projecture and resemble the 
hollow eye-pits on a human face. And further down 
are other marks of man's facial muscles. All these 
marks on the front of the human head gave the hill 
its name, "Na Maka 0 Kana. II 

As the story of myoId Hawaiian friend runs, 
Kana went forth one day to see how the inhabitants of 
windward Oahu fared with food and drink. He traveled 
northward on mountain range that begins with Lanihuli. 
He went as far as Kahana Valley, and peeping over a 
ridge into a vale on the seaside, he found some people 
hard at work. He hailed them and cried, "How fare 

ye for water? II Came the response, "We fare hard, 
for we are all planting the staple taro that makes the 
poi for our women and children, but lack the water 
to make the taro grow. II 

Kana returned at once to his station on the hill 
to confer with his priest who ministered in the temple 
opposite, about the sorry plight that had befallen the 
taro planters of Kahana. After offering a sacrificial 
luau, or meal, in the temple, the priest appealed in 
slow, solemn chant to Kane Wai for aid for the suffer
ers. That semi-deity then sent an order to the hidden 
streams to pour out a copious flow of clear mountain 
water into Kahana Valley. Thus was created the river 
that waters that vale and hides itself in mystic blend 
with the ocean's salt on Kahana's winding shore. 

Parker, Henry Hodges 
Reminiscences (A Fragment) 
Pp 25, 26 

Kaulekola 

Is the name of a land section of Kaneohe. 

"Here we are going on to a stream spanned by 
a bridge. (Going from Nuuanu Pali Road to Kaneohe.) 
That place is Kaulekola of which the poets sung." 

Pooloa, George 
Noted Places on the Island of oahu 
Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. 1, 1919 

(See Koolaupoko--Kailua, Ka'iwa) 

"Kaulekola is a stone." 

Mt"s. Elizabeth K. Davis, 
Informant 

A Race for a Kiss 

(Plain to the left of the road between Pali and Kaneohe) 

There were two young men, one quite noble and 
one quite base. They loved the same girl. One day 
the base lover made a vulgar boast. He had kissed their 
beloved. He had caught her just as she entered a pool. 
As he told the tale, he smirked a little, 

The noble young man trembled with rage. He 
did not believe the vulgar bragging, but he scorned the 
other for telling the tale. So he arranged a race. The 
girl would go bathing, he told his rival, on a certain 
day at a certain pool. They would race for her over 
the plain. And the one who caught her could have her 
forever. He could seal the bargain with a kiss. 
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Like mad, they came dashing over the field. 
At the edge of a pool, now covered with weeds, a woman 
was preparing to bathe. When she saw the runners, 
she turned and fled, straight toward a crowd that expec
t<;tntly waited some yards away. 

It was the base young man who caught the woman. 
Rudely he took her into his arms. He ignored the crowd, 
removed the cloth she tossed over her face, and took 
his reward. He kissed her boldly. 

Then came the laughs and the scorn of the 
people. For the woman he kissed was old and wrinkled, 
not the fair girl the two men loved. 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 20 

Puumakani Heiau (des. ) 

Site 356. Puumakani heiau, Kalapuhi, Wai
kalua, Kaneohe. This heiau was on the ridge facing the 
Nuuanu Pali, but the stones were removed and used for 
building a cattle corral farther down the slope. The 
heiau is said to have been built by Olopana. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kamaikola 

Site 357. Kamaikola across from the Japan
ese store at the fir st bridge beyond the end of Nuuanu 
Pali descent; 

Many generations ago there lived at the foot 

f 
of the Pali a Hawaiian of questionable habits. His name 
was Pakuanui and he lived on the land known as Kamai
kola. Here he had his grass hut, the rock foundation 
of which was to be found only a few years ago. In one 

(

version of his story his wife used to be stationed at the 
head of the Pali to signal to her husband when but one 

J or two travelers laden with goods descended the trail. 
Pakuanui waited in ambush, fell upon the unsuspecting 
persons, killed them with his spear, disposed of the 
bodies, and appropriated the goods. 

In another version he invited the single trav
eler into his hut to partake of refreshment after his 
tiresome trip. The doorways in those days were low, 
few of them exceeding 3 feet in height. As the traveler 
crouched to enter the hut, Pakuanui released the catch 
which held a large stone suspended above the door on 
the inside. This stone, called pohaku puka, usually 
disabled if it did not kill the man. One of these pohaku 
puka weighed 36.7 pounds. All the bodies were buried 
in a pit near the house. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kamaikola 

We turned to the small plain on the mau
ka side of the road to the little bridge beside the small 
promontory at the side of the road leading up to a ledge 
on the hill side. I thought of the house site of a famous 
instructor of lua fighting in Koolau. I recalled his meet
i ng with his br other in law at Kahaukomo a.nd how they 
contested with each other in their bone breaking arts. 
The Koolau man threw his ikoi club to entangle his 
brother in law when they came to the very old Nuuanu 
trail. The brother in law leaped off the pali and lit 
on a heap of rocks below. Thus he escaped his brother 
in law's, theKoolau man's, murderous rope •.. theKo
olau man hurried home and told his wife and the people 
in general of his meeting with the stranger. The sister 
of that Kauai man was the wife of the Koolau man but 
one did not recognize the other. 

Huakai Pakole; Koolau 
Kuokoa, July 31, 1896 
Newsp 

Kekele 

Kekele is the land just below Nuuanu, so fra
grant with the hala blossoms and fruit used for leis. 
It was a rich land a while ago but now there are not 
many plants because animals are permitted there. 

Pualewa, W. N. 
No Ka Aoao Hikino 0 Koolaupoko 
Ke Au Okoa, Nov. 12,1866 
Oahu Place Name s 

Forests of Moelana in Kekele, Koolaupoko 

Kekele. "The marsh:" The undulating plains 
in Kaneohe at the foot of the Nuuanu Patio It was a 
few years ago entirely covered with hala trees and 
the fragrance from the blossoms or ripe nuts of these 
trees scented the whole plains. It is always referred 
to in old songs and traditions as the sweet land of fra
grance and perfume. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Oct; 6, 1883 

Hala -0 -Kekele 

.•• when Kaulu took unto himself a wife, Ke
kele by name. Kekele was a very handsome woman 
whose breath and skin were as sweet as the inamona. 
She was a very quiet woman. Her favorite flower,s 
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and vines were the hala, maile, ieie and all the fra
grant leaves. When she retired at night she used to 
sleep with her hala wreaths and would wear them un
til they were dried up; therefore the hala at Kekele 
was planted for her and it grows to this day. 

Fornander Coll 
Vol IV, 3, P 532 

The Hawaii men asked where he lived 
and he told them in the hala grove of Kekele, below 
the Nuuanu pali, . . •. They asked him who their chief 
was and he answered that it was Na-hala-o-Kekele. 
There were many who served under him. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei. 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Mar. 11,1930 
Oahu Place Name s 

Kekele 

Mrs. Mary Kawena Pukui, researcher at the 
Bishop Museum ••. takes a particular interest in learn
ing the meaning and source of the ancient names such 
as Ka-ipukai-Ia'i-a-Kamehameha. 

This woman was the grandmother of retired 
Capt. Charles Baker of the Honolulu Police force. 
She was commonly called Ipukai La'i, which means 
"the ti leaf dish. " 

When Mrs. Pukui learned the story and her 
full name, she found the name had been in the family 
several generations. 

The naming began sometime after 1795 when 
Kamehameha had conquered the island of Oahu and 
was restoring farming. 

Kamehameha unexpectedly made a trip across 
the pali and stopped at a house in Kekele to rest. 
His trip was not advertised because he wanted to see 
the condition of the farms. 

The man of the house immediately prepared 
food for Kamehameha. He felt badly because he had 
no fresh clean meat dishes to serve the King. The 
ordinary dishes he had in his house were unclean 
in hie estimation. 

The man of the house gathered some fresh 
green ti leaves while the meat was cooking. He skill
fuU-y folded the leaves into a platter and served the 
pig on it. 

Kamehameha was pleased with the attention 
given him by this man. While eating his food, he 
noticed a pregnant woman and asked if she were the 
wife of the man who served him. 

When told that she was, Kamehameha said, 
"Name the baby for these nice ti leaf platters. " 

Kamehameha knew that the Hawaiian would 
consider it a great favor to have his child named by 
the King. for that was one of the favors Kamehameha 
generally bestowed upon the children of the nobility. 

When the baby was born it was a girl and the 
father proudly called her Ka-ipukai-la'i-a-Kameha
meha •.. 

Taylor, Clarice B. 
Tales about Hawaii 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
May I, 1953 

Heiau (?) 

Site 358. Site, according to William Kalani, 
of a heiau, foot of Nuuanu Pati, Kaneohe, at a group 
of coconut truees. 

The site is rather elaborate for a house foun
dation, yet it does not have the appearance of having 
been a heiau. Upon approaching the site one comes 
upon a line of large 2-foot stones which appears to 
be the facing of a large terrace approximately 120 
feet square, facing the sea on the north, upon which 
two low terraces occupy about the center on the moun
tain side. The lower terrace, 40 feet wide by 32. fel'lt 
long, is 1 foot higher than the surrounding terrace 
and is faced with a line of I-foot stones, rock-paved 
with a dirt fill. The upper adjoining terrace is 1 foot 
higher than the lower terrace, and 2 feet above the 
larger surrounding terrace. It is also 40 feet wide 
but 58 feet long; the first 20 feet are paved with flat 
stones, but the back portion toward the mountains is 
of dirt. The back end of these terraces ifi not clearly 
delineated, but there is a partial line of stones which 
suggests the termination of all three terraces. Back 
of the line of stones is a depression in the ground, 
3 by 4 feet with 6-inch stones facing the mountain side 
to a height of 1.5 feet. This was probably an oven 
(imu). An even line of I-foot stones runs 105 feet west
ward and terminates above a pit 3 feet deep and 10 feet 
square. The mountain side of these stones is dirt
filled, forming a long low terrace. Four old coconuts, 
several mangoes, much Pandanus, and a little taro 
grow about the site, which may be a fairly modern 
house location. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Puu-waniania Heiau 

(Site 13) A lost heiau on the windward slopes 
of the Pali was discovered recently by Edwin K. Stone, 
highway engineer of the Department of Public Works. 
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Mr. Stone found the ruins of what appears to 
be an old temple while surveying the area through 
which the new segment of the Nuuanu Pali road was 
constructed. This stretch of road was opered to the 
public Tuesday, 

The heiau lies about 50 feet below the new road 
just before the road reaches the old hairpin turn. 

The heiau' has been identified by Dr. Kenneth 
p, Emory, ethnologist at the Bishop Museum, as a 
temple probably used for the worship of agricultural 
gods. 

Main features of the heiau are two large stones 
in an area surrounded by a low stone wall. Above 
the heiau is a mango tree under which there are slabs 
of stone and a rough paving. 

Dr. Emory says he believes there is no signi
ficance attached to the flat stones or the seeming 
pavement. He says the stones follow the pattern of 
eroded stones as they lie on the entire hillside. 

The heiau is believed to be Puu-waniania, de
scribed by Thomas G. Thrum in 1912 in his listing 
of Oahu heiaus published in the Hawaiian Annual. 
The rediscovered heiau lies on a ridge called Puu
waniania above the depression called Kaluaolomana, 
That is the location given by Mr. Thrum. 

The ridge and the depression were identified 

i [ .' ~r~;~;:~.ahoe, son of the Mahoe who worked with 

Since the Hawaiians had no set pattern for the 
construction of an agricultural heiau, Dr. Emory says 
that it is impossible to say definitely how the two 
large stones were used in Puu-waniania heiau. 

Mrs. Anne Peleioholani Hall, resident of Oahu 
since childhood, describes rites held in a heiau of 
similar description. She says that when the Hawaiian 
farmer brought his first fruits to the heiau as an of
fering to the gods, a priest took the offering and laid 
them on one of the large stones. 

While the farmer waited outside the heiau 
wall, the priest prayed over his offering to learn if 

I it were acceptable to tne gods. If the priest faltered 
L j in his prayer, he refused the offering. If all went 

well, the priest took the offering to the other stone 
as a sign of its acceptance. 

{ 
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"Kaluaolomana, at Puuwaniania, a walled 
structure of medium size, reported to be still 
standing. II 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916 

Heiaus by Thrum 

Kaneohe furnished us with several names to 
the list of heiaus, as evidence of the rivalry once ex
isting among the kahunas of that berg in ancient times: 
Maunahuia, a structure in ruins just below the foot 
of the pali on the government land of Wakaluawaho; 
Kaluaolomana, at Puuwaniania, a walled structure 
of medium size, reported to be still standing; and 
Kukuiokane, at Luluku, of platform character and 
large size, now being destroyed. 

At Keaahala, near the mountain, is one known 
by the name of Pule, with a lower one--probably con'
nected--known aB"Kuakala, while at Waikalua, near 
the beach, once stood the Naonealaa heiau, said to have 
been the principal of the three. Their size, charac
ter' or other particulars could not be gathered, 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916, p 90 

Nuuanu Pali Names 

Kanuku-o-Nuuanu 

Kapili 

Ka-ipu-olono Old swinging iron steps 

Kaawaawaomalu First bridge 

Kaawaokanei Second bridge 

Kapuukoa 

Edgar Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 1112 

Nuuanu Pali Names 

We reach the top of the pali (from Honolulu). 
There is a cemented wall on the side going down, , , 
Let us gaze at the beautiful scene a little below the 
point. It is a small promontory fenced off with an 
iron fence, Just below this little pali is a very fa
mous spring that was sung about by everybody. Its 
name is Wai-aka (Shadowy water), The trail up to 
it was steep and one reached it only with a great ef
fort, holding on with hands and feet, Because of the 
strong wind the blossoms of the lehua ahihi are blown 
over the spring where its shadow is reflected in the 
water below, That is why it was called Waiaka, It 
is now called Waikilokohe. (Kawaikilokohe) 

Look down the road that leads below, The 
noted places are closer here, There is the super
natural stone called Puu-o-Hauola, below that is 
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Kaholokukui, Puahi, Kahoopohaku, Maunahuila, then 
on to Maunakope, Na- hala-o-Kekele and Nahuina, 
on past Kaneohe then to Malailua on the road to Kai
lua. It leads straight on to the plain of Kolikolimalie. 

Pooloa, George 
Na Pana Kaulana 0 na Inoa 0 Ka Mokupuni 
Oahu, Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. I, 1919 
Newsp 

Pali Trail 

Of the road in olden times: it was 
a trail in olden times, not a real (rrade) road as 
it is now. At Ka-ho'o-waha-pohaku they started 
climbing, to ascend fran Koolau to Kona (here), then 
going perpendicularly up the edge of the cliff, and 
caning to a spring called Ka-wai-kilo-kanaka, a 
spring of olden times, well-known anongst the Hawai
ians now. The beginning of that name, Ka-wai-kilo
kanaka, was because of the clearness of the reflec
tIon (shadow) of a person in that water. 

Fran this place, climbing up the cliff, to 
the large rock called Ka-ipu-O-IDno, a noted rock, 
fanous fran olden times; at this rock there was a 
certain difficulty in the travel of olden times 
because if a person slipped while leaning his chest 
on this rock, he w:::>uld fall and die in the divide. 
Fra'll there to the joining place, that is, the pass 
(nuku) of Nuuanu, was called Ka-pili, because of 
the joining of the cliff. Fran the 'nuku' on is 
Ka-mlo-a-ke-ahole; that corrq;>letes the divisions of 
the pali. 

AI:x:lUt the iron railing*: That iron railing 
was rrade in 1836. Paleka the elder was the person 
wiD made that railing and fran then on rrany Koolau 
people came to Honolulu, and also Honolulu people 
(went) to Koolau. That railing has lasted to this 

·daY: it is 36 years old. Ten years later, the 
gqverrurent road was built. 

The government work on the Nuuanu Pali road: 
From 1846 to 1848 the government cut 'and it obtained 
the width it has today. The width at the 'nuku' was 
about 6 feet, andsome parts were wider. 

*Note: Mrs. Davis believes that the iron "railing" 
was the same iron cable that was in use in her day 
-.early 1900's. 

Kaaia, J. K. 
No ke alapali 0 Nuuanu 
Kuokoa, Feb. 14,1874 

Pali Trail 

.•.. from Kaneohe to the hala grove of Kekele. 
Just below it lies Ka.laau.hoeu, also a famous stone. 
A little way above is a resting place .(oioina) for tra. 

velers at the fork of the road to Kailua and Kaneohe. 
This stone is called Kaho.a.pohaku and from there one 
goes up to the top of Nuuanu. There are two famous 
stones there. Hapuu and Kalanaihauola. 

Makanikeoe 
Haina Nane 
Kuokoa, Oct. 2, 1908 (Pukui) 

Kaho.a.pohaku or Ka.ho'o.waha.pohaku 

Cave 

On the top of the left hand peak of the Nuuanu 
Pali where you come down toward Hoowahapohaku 
and look towards the eastern peaks of the pali and 
right at the top of this left hand peak is a cave. The 
spirit of Pumaia flew to this cave and lit there flam. 
ing. 

Fornander Coll. 
Legend of Pumaia 
Vol IV, p 474 

Ka.wai.kilo.kohe Pool 

That was the old trail in times past. 
There was a steep cliff to ascend, where one placed 
the feet on stones that were hewed to make a pathway 
up to go to Honolulu. There was an iron fence on the 
edge of the cliff later. On the way up was a pool named 
Ka.wai.kilo.kohe. 

It was King David Kalakaua.who closed it April I, 
1830 with stones and earth until the fishes were seen 
no more. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Mar. 11, 1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Pali Trail, 1825 

Captain The Right Hon. George Anson, Lord 
Byron, Commander of His Majesty's Ship Blonde, 
sat in his cabin aboard the English frigate as it rolled 
in the swell off Honolulu harbor, He dipped his stub
by quill into the inkpot, held it momentarily above the 
ship's long. The date he had entered was June I, 
1825. 

"Several parties from the Blonde. " he wrote, 
"have been formed to visit different parts of the Is. 
lands; the most singular spot in which is, undoubtedly, 
the Parre, or precipice, on the weather side. 
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The path which leads to it from Honoruru winds 
along the beautiful and fertile valley of Anu Anu (Nuu
anu), and thence ascends gradually, for eight miles, 
through a cultivated and populous district, separated 
by a pretty stream from a thick wood, which we 
crossed, completely sheltered from the mid-day sun, 
and found ourselves suddenly on the brink of a pre
cipice some thousands of feet above the grassy plain 
below. 

The descent to this plain, which, like that 
of Honoruru, extends to the sea, is the most fearful 
imaginable. In many places the path consists of little 
more than holes cut in the rock for the hands and feet; 
and, where most commodious, it lies along narrow 
ledges, where a false step would be inevitable destruc
tion. 

Down this steep a wilole army was driven by 
Tamehameha, at the conquest of the Island; and there 
his victory ended, for no one survived to oppose him. 

Before this path, such as it is, was practised, 
the communication between the two sides of the Island 
was carried on at another place, where the road is 
shorter, but where both sides are equally precipitous 
(probably Kalihi); and there being no possibility of 
climbing them, ladder of coair-rope (coconut husk 
rope) were used. 

At the bottom of the Parre there are two large 
stones, on which, even now, offerings of flowers and 
fruits are laid to propitiate the Akua Wahini, or god
desses, who are supposed to have the power of grant
ing a safe passage. " 

Byron, George A. 
Voyage to the Sandwich Islands in the 
Years 1824-1825, pp 140-142 

(Note: The first paragraph of the above--before the 
quotation marks --was taken from a newspaper article 
the name and date of which is unknown. ) 

Nuuanu Pali in Olden Times _ -1825 

We next prepared for our del/cent. The path 
leads down this steep and dangerous but beautiful 
precipice amongst innumerable trees and bushes 
thriving in every crevice of the rocks. In one spot 
an almost perpendicular descent of thirty feet down 
small projecting ledges of the rock, worn smooth 
by the bare feet of the natives, obliged us for our own 
safety, to give our guns and other things we had with 
us to the natives to pass them down, while we pulled 
off shoesand stockings to prevent our slipping as one 
false step might have been fatal. This was the only 
dangerous part of the whole trip ... 1825. 

Bloxam, Andrew 
Diary, p 39 

Nuuanu Pali in Olden Times 
1831, 1840 

It seemed to me a sublime pass, yet almost 
too fearful to be enjoyed, for though not unaccustomed 
to hills and the ups and downs of life, I shuddered 
from apprehension of a fall from the rocky steep. 
I took off my shoes, and by setting my feet in the 
crevices of the rocks, I worked my way along, as
sisted by a native, who saw nothing to wonder at but 
my awkwardness. The natives do not consider it 
wonderful or difficult. It is the main road connec
ting the opposite sides of the island, and men and 
women are going up and down with their ordinary bur
dens on their shoulders or in their arms, such as 
bundles of potatoes and taro, calabashes of poi, fowls, 
goats and swine. Mothers were passing over the 
steepest 'places with children: on their shoulders, as 
careless of danger as if they were on a level plain 

1831. 

On further acquaintance it somewhat relaxed 
its frown, but never seemed to gain the confidence"of 
the foreigners. White men occasionally descended it, 
women came to the brink and looked down, but none 
ventured further till Mrs. Tinker on a visit there be
came ambitious to break the tabu, and was the first 
white woman who accomplished the feat ••.• 

Later on it was greatly improved by cutting 
steps in the steepest places, and placing on one side 
of them an iron railing to hold on by. 1840. 

Tinker, R. 
Nuuanu Pali in Olden Times 
Hawa.iian Annual 1901, p 88 

The Pali may be descended ••• for this pur
pose there are steps cut in the rock, and an iron rod 
to assist in accomplishing the descent in safety. 
1840. 

Wilkes, Charles 
United States Exploring Expedition 1838-1842, 
Narrative, Vol III, Philadelphia 1845, p 391 

Nuuanu Pali in Olden Times 
1845 

Wishing to descend to the plain, under the di
rection of my guide, I took a path to the right, which 
conducted to a narrow shelf projecting from the pre
cipice; from this a cautious descent was made to 
similar shelves lower down; in some places a small 
platform or landing would be reached, and narrow 
steps conducted on both sides to another platform; 
at one point the descent is along the perpendicular 
face of the rock, by projections just wide enough 
for a foothold, but an iron rod is here set into the 
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rock, by which the passenger can sustain himself. 
On the way down I met several natives, male and 
female, ascending, some of them laden with heavy 
burdens. 1845. 

Wood, W. M. 
Wandering Sketches of People and Things 
p 193 

The road from Honolulu to Koolau, men_ 
tioned in the report of my predecessor has been com
pleted. On the 7th of June, 1845, it was fir st traveled 
by horses, and from that period it has been thronged 
with horses and mules, so that Koolau is exceedingly 
enriched by it, for at the present period the produce 
formerly brought to market on the backs of men only, 
are now brought in great abundance on horses and 
mules. The people at large are generally pleased with 
that work. Further improvements will be made in the 
road. 

Report of the Minister of the Interior 1845, p 5 

Pali Road 

In 1881, the Pali Road was the rock-ribbed 
thoroughfare. • •• When the first visitors came to 
the islands, it was a mere thread of a footpath twist
ing its way up the cliff--perilously near the edge, 
in places. 

In 1830, a merchant from Boston named Hinck
ley began making some improvements to the road, but 
this effort soon slackened due to lack of funds. 

In 1845, King Kamehameha III set aside funds 
to ,make the road passable to horseback riders. Sec
tions of the path were paved with stones and boulders, 
ana the road was officially opened on June 28, 1845, 
when His Majesty, along with Premier John Young and 
Dr. G. P. Judd, rode down and then back up on horse
back. 

$ixteen years later, Dr. Judd and the Rever
end E. Corwin were the first persons to make the dar
ing descent in a carriage. 

The road remained in essentially the same 
condition until May 26, 1897 when the firm of White
house and Wilson were awarded the contract to build 
a highway. 

For the sum of $37,500 the firm built a high
way 7, 620 feet long, using 17, 500 pounds of blasting 
powder. 10,000 pounds of dynamite. The job was 
completed January 6, 1898. 

During construction, workers found an esti
mated 800 skulls, along with other bones at the foot 

of the precipice--the remains of the warriors who 
had been defeated by the army of Kamehameha the 
Great 100 years earlier. One of the blasting opera
tions covered them under a burial mound of hundreds 
of tons of earth. 

In the past 55 years, much additional work 
has been done on the Pali Road. As automobiles 
grew in size and speed, the road was widened in many 
portions, particularly on curves, where the inner edges 
were nicked deeper into the mountainside, and the 
outer edges built further out. 

Oahu motorists are looking forward to the 
opening of the new link between the Kaneohe Ranch 
office and the hairpin turn, which was begun in Feb
ruary 1952. Weather permitting, it will go into op
eration sometime in December of this year. 

Built at a cost of $757, 000, the new link is 
part of a master plan for an eventual dual highway 
across the Pali. 

The Island Call 
October 1953 

Pali Road 

The new carriage road down Nuuanu Pali has 
actually been commenced, and quite a start made in 
blasting into the hard cliff below the summit of the 
present road. 'It is intended to cross the existing road 
at a point about half way to the first angle, continu
ing above it at an easy grade, and following clear a
round the curves of the steep mountain. The present 
appropriation being only $10,000, we learn that after 
joining., the present road operations will be moved to 
the foot of the pali, working upwards, so as to have 
no unfinished work liable to fall down upon the pres
ent road. 

Pali Road 
The Friend 
Dec. 1889, p 99 

Pali Road 

The old road with its 15 per cent grade was 
opened in 1845 by the king and Dr. Judd. It was sol
idly built and a wonderful work for those days of 
poverty ••. 

Nuuanu Pali Road Opened 
The Friend 
February, 1898, p 16 
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Lalohana 

Lalohana the land from Lanihuli to Pali of 
Paliku on Koolau side, Lalohana (Land-below), 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
Free translation from 
Nai Aupuni, 1906 

Place Names 

Ka.'akau-wai at Luluku 

Kal.'imi_hana name of a spring on the west 
corner of the large taro patch lying close to and above 
'Ula-i-ka-poki 

Kapalae the hill to the right on the 
road leading to the Territorial Hospital 

Malaea, land 

Mrs. Charles Alona 
Infonnant 

the land back of Nuupia 

KAILUA 

Cultivation 

This ahupua'a must formerly have been very 
rich, having one of the most extensive continuous 
terrace areas on Oahu, extending inland 1.5 miles 
from the margin of Kawainui Swamp, The lower ter
races are now swampy, though a few are used for 
truck growing: those in the main section are under 
intensive cultivation for experimental purposes by the 
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association: the upper ter
races are unused. I am told that small terrace sec· 
tions extend up each of the stream courses which wa. 
ter the main flats, 

There were five small kuleana, with terraces 
watered l:>y springs and a small stream from Puu 
Olomana, along the base of the western slope of the 
ridge southeast of Kawainui Swamp. East of the sea. 
ward end of the ridge was a sizaMe terrace area, 
watered from the stream joining Kawainui and Kaele. 
pulu Ponds. South of the swampy land bordering Ka. 
elepulu Pond at its southwest side was a small area 
of wet taro. There were also terraces north of the 
pond bordering the broad .stream that empties into 
Kailua Bay. Two terrace kuleana flanked Kaelepulu 
Pond at the base of the ridge to the east of the pond. 

Taro is no longer grown in Kailua. The main 
body of old terraces are more useful for experimen
tal purposes in sugar, Much former taro land has 

reverted to swamp and would be expensive to reclaim. 
As for other lands, there is now too little water, due 
to deforestation of the lower levels unaer grazing. 

Omitting the inner stream terrace names, 
which he did not remember, the last surviving kama
aina of Waimanalo, Edward Niaupio, gave me in 1934 
the Hawaiian names of 21 terrace sections in the sev
eral localities where wet taro was formerly planted, 
representing that many distinct proprietary planta. 
tions in the lower flats, There were many inland 
that he would not name for me, because he was not 
sure of remembering them correctly. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 99 

Kailua 

A royal residence 

Henriques CoIl. 
HEN: Vol I, p 1104 

Place of refuge 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 7, p 5 

see also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ka Po'e Kahiko p 18 

Kailua 

The eyes looked with eagerness on the 
plain of Alele where the chief Kakuhihewa vacationed. 
It was beautiful from the flats of Alaala to the coast 
of Puuna'o and Kalaeohua, from the place of the drift. 
ing sea weed of Kuahine of the place of the lipoa sea 
weed of Oneawa. We saw the heiau of Leleiwi: pleas. 
ant l<apaa in the mist; Halekou, the pond of fat fish; 
Kaluapuhi (Eel pit); Waikolu; the famous pond of Ka. 
elepulu where Makalei, the fish attracting stick stood, 
The necks of the birds appeared on the pond of Ka. 
wainui among the rushes, , , 

Huakai Makaikai i na Wahi Pana 0 Kini Kailua 
Oahu Places: Ke Au Hou 
Aug. 9,1911 

"The ahupua'a of Kailua and its sources of 
foods such as the fishing grounds for ahi at Hao'o, the 
kahala fish of Po'o, the fat fishes of the ponds 6f 
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Kawainui, Ka'elepulu and Waikahulu, and the salt of 
Kaluapuhi (Mokapu), belonged to Maui.hope (Second. 
Maui). " 

Kauakahiakahaola (Kamakau) 
He manawa haowale anei Keia, a Kaili a 
pakahawale, Kuokoa, Nov. 27, 1875 

Pahukini Heiau 

Site 359. Pahukini heiau, Kapaa slope, 
Kailua. 

This heiau has been listed by Thrum as 
Makini or Mookini, but is known by Mahoe, Bell, 
Kaleleiki, and Kalani as Pahukini. 

It is a large, walled structure approximating 
110 by 175 feet in interior dimensions, located across 
the top of a ridge. There is a small inclosure adjoin. 
ing the north wall which Thrum believes is of "modern 
service." All that remains of heiau features are the 
small terrace against the west wall and a ledge along 
the interior of the south wall. The paving has been 
disturbed and has been piled into small mounds through. 
out the heiau. There is a 5.foot break in the west 
wall at the south corner, which probably served as an 
entrance. 

plan: 

Said to have been built by Olopana. 
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Site 359. a. perspective plan; b. ground 
1. cross section of east and west walls; 2. 

ledge or step 4 feet wide built around north and east 
walls, but 6 feet lower than top (incorrectly marked 
3 on north side); 3. quadrilateral inclosure approxi. 
mately 110 by 175 feet; 4. terrace along interior of 
west end of south wall, 5 feet wide, 2 feet higher than 
floor of heiau. 4 feet below top of wall; 5, entrance 
5 feet wide; 6, terrace along center of west wall, 10 
feet wide, 2. 5 feet lower than top of wall, 4 feet higher 
than floor of heiau, with small step 2 feet high and 
3 feet wide; 7. 10.foot terrace on outside of north end 
of west wall from which the wall rises to height of 
6 feet; 8. inclosure 32 by -38 feet, walls average 3 
feet in height and width. Cross section of south wall 
adjoins it. 

McAllister 
j'rch. of Oahu 

Pahukini Heiau 

Another important heiau of this Kailua sec. 
tion was found in Kaonia, on the Kapaa slope, facing 
the range of hills dividing Kaneohe. This Kailua hei. 
au is a walled structure, measuring 120 by 180 feet, 
laying N. W. and S. E .• with an adjoining structure 
on the northern siae 32 by 38 feet, though this may 
be of modern service. Unfortunately a heavy growth 
of guava, lantana and other shrubbery within the hei. 
au enclosure precluded the possibility of an examina. 
tion of its features, to learn its condition and judge 
its character, which doubtles s was of the pookanaka 
class. Along one end of the structure a ledge sever. 
al feet in width ran probably its entire length, some. 
what resembling a prominent feature of the temple 
of Puu 0 Mahuka (Pupukea) and like it, its paving had 
been disturbed to permit some agricultural effort. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916, p 89 

Pahukini heiau on the land of Kaohia, Kailua, 
Koolaupoko. Castle owns half of this land, and the 
heiau is on his half. Mahele award #53; Royal Patent 
#6765. 

Heiau still there. 1954. C. C. S. 

Sacrifice Stone 

Some little distance up the slope of the hill 
(Kaonia, on the Kapaa slope, referring to Mookini 
or Pahukini Heiau) was a rocky ledge from which an 
advantageous view of the Mookini Heiau would have 
been obtained but for the dense growth referred to. 
It proved of interest, however, in possessing a large, 
flat stone with a peculiar natural grooved surface, 
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and of sufficient size to accomrnodate a man's body 
if it had any connection with the ancient temple sac_ 
rifices. The very sight of it suggested the query. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual 1916, p 89 

Holomakani Heiau (des. ) 

Site 360. Holomakani heiau, Kapaa, Kailua. 
This heiau, on the mountain side of Kawainui fishpond, 
was destroyed and the land used for agricultural pur_ 
poses. It was just beneath Pahukini. Said to have 
been built by Olopana. 

McP.llis ter 
Arch. of Oahu 

Adz Quarry 

(Site 14) On the slopes below (north) of Pahu_ 
kini heiau was located an adz quarry. This was in
vestigated by Dr. Emory and his class in 1951. The 
H. C. 8. D. quarry is now encroaching on this site. 
(1953) 

C.C.S. 

The site is nCM destroyed. C.C.S., 1975 

Burials 

Numerous burials have been found in the sand 
on either side of K'alaheo Ave. extending up to Kainalu 
St., from Kuulei Rd. to the road leading to the Air 
Station. 

Scattered burials have been found in other 
locations in Kailua. 

c.c.s. 

Oneawa 

Oneawa: "Sand of the awa, a fish:" Land in 
Kailua, Koolaupoko, Oahu, famous for the quality 
and quantities of the oio, which are found in immense 
schools in the adjoining water; it was formerly a fa
vorite residence of the Old Oahu chiefs. 

Dictionary of Hawiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Aug. 25, 1883 

Further information about landing places 
revealed the fact that the coast of Oneawa In Koolau 
was an isolated place suitable for the landing of the 
expedition, and he (Alapai) sailed thither and beached 
between Kaneohe and Kailua in Koolaupoko in a good 
place for camping his numerous forces, and made 
pr eparations for attacking Kanahaokalani ... 

Kamakau 
History, Chap I, p 9 

See also: 
S. M. Karrakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 71 

" lipoa £eaweed of Oneawa" 

Huakai Makaikai i na Wahi Pana 0 Kini Kailua 
Ke Au Hou,. Aug. 9, 1911 

Plain of Alele 

On this broad plain stands the Kailua theater, 
the market, a service station and the coconut grove. 

Mrs. Alona, informant 
Kailua-Waimanalo 
Sept. 29,1939 
Oahu Place Names 

Alele: A celebrated race course near Kailua, 
Oahu mentioned in meles. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Aug. 11, 1883 

Alele, Pamoa 

Site 369. The approximate location in the 
coconut grove of the famous house built by Kakuhi
hewa at Alele in Kailua. 

Kamakau describes the place as follows: At 
Alele in Kailua he (Kakuhihewa) erected a government 
house for himself 40 fathoms long, and 15 fathoms 
wide, which was named Pamoa. The main purpose 
of this house was for debating land divisions, claim
ing ancestors, genealogy registration, practice with 
war club, spear thrusting, astrology, designing, 
astr onomy, konane, instruction in royal ancestral 
songs, royal songs, running, cliff leaping, bowling, 
sliding, boxing. 

Fornander Pol. Race Vol 2 p. 274: He (Kakuhi
hewa) built a magnificent mansion, according to the 
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ideas of those times. It was named Pamoa (some 
legends give the name as Kamooa) and is said to have 
been 240 feet long and 90 feet br oad. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Approximate location of Alele, house, was 
Kapaa and Kaina1u St. 

Mahoe, Louis 
Informant, 1951 

Kawainui Pond 

Site 370. Kawainui pond, once a large inland 
fishpond. 

The pond belonged to the alii. Hauwahine 
was the gOddess (mo'o) of this pond, as well as of 
Paeo pond, (Site 277 Laie, Koolauloa), where she 
stayed only when leaves and other refuse (amo'o) cov. 
ered that pond. At other times she departed to Kailua. 
The. old Hawaiians at Kailua, however, insist that 
s he never left Kawainui. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Here were found the finest fat mullet on this 
side of the island. Here also, Haumea, the goddess 
dwelt with the fish attracting wood, Makalei. 

The road cuts through a part of the pond. 

The awa fish at this pond were so tame that 
they were easily caught. The fish did not like persons 
with strong. smelling skins (ili awa) and kept away 
from them. Otherwise they swam right up to a per. 
s on in the water. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 28, 1939 
Kailua.Wamanalo 

Kawainui Pond 

The following account of the cleaning of 
Kawainui Pond is adapted from Kekoowai (1922): 

This being ccmnuna1 work, the konohiki (land 
agent) carrnanded the men, ~, and children of 
Maunawili, Kailua, and wa:irnanalo to care to Kawainui. 
The people YSlt into the pond, and with their hands, 
broke the limu (algae) loose, piling it up and twisting 
it under as it was gathered. After a quantity of 1:i.mu 
had been piled and twisted under, the ~rkers . fonne:i 

it into a ring. "Then the 1:i.mu that was broken off 
was pressed (pili) down like a dish, and all the fish 
that were caught in this liTIUl dish were for the 1:i.mu 
breakers. " The workers put these fish into 1auha1a 
bags which were tied behind them, for the fish in the 
"1:i.mu dish" were no longer the property of the konohiki. 
Breaking of the 1:i.mu was continued until the pond was 
clean and "the food of the fish clean" which for 
Kawainui Pond, required three days. 

Sumners 
Hawaiian Fishponds, p 22 

Kawainui 

"Many Waters." A large fresh water pond in 
Kailua, and famous for the oopu kuia and for having 
once possessed the famous fish log Makalei. The 
oopu kuia was a large fat mud fish, caught by many 
people joining hands and dancing in its waters to stir 
up mud, when the fish would run their heads up against 
the people, and so were caught. The fishes would 
cluster very thickly against particular individuals 
while leaving many others untouc·hed, when, of course, 
he or she, would make a good haul and fill up his 
calabashes rapidly. This gave rise to the common 
saying of the olden times, "he ili ona ia" •• "attractive 
skin. " 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Oct. 6, 1883 

Waiauia 

Any person coming from this sec"tion (around 
Kawainui Pond), particularly Waiauia, which is near 
the small bridge near the sea side of the Mackay Ra. 
dio and Telegraph station, had royal blood in his veins 
and could go where he wished, apparently taking pre. 
cedence over alii from other sections. My informants, 
John Bell and Mahoe, were both much impressed with 
thi s fact. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, Site 370 

At Waiauwia (which he pronounces Vai.auwia) 
the chiefs would cross arms, and persons approaching 
were supposed to jump over their arms. 

Mahoe, Louis 
9/17/53 

(Believe there is some connection with Maka. 
lei story here, as the boy in the story passed over the 
chiefs I heads) 
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Kawainui Pond - Hauwahine 

Wahineoma'o saw two beautiful women sitting 
on the bank of the stream near Kawainui pond and re
marked to Hiiaka, "See those beautiful women?" 
"Those are not real women, but lizards," replied 
Hiiaka. Because of Wahineoma'o's disbelief she said, 
"I will chant and if they remain where they are, then 
they a're human, but if thl:lY vanish, they are lizards. " 
Then she chanted: 
Kailua is like hair tousled by the Malanai wind, 
The leaves of the uki are flattened down, 
You are startled as though by the voice of a bird. 
You think they are human 
But they are not. 
That is Hau-wahine and her companion, 
The supernatural women of peaceful Kailua. 

When the lizard-women heard her voice, they 
glanced at each other as if startled and disappeared. 
"Now I see, ,', said Wahineoma'o, "those are truly'li
zard women." Hiiaka explained, "One, Hau-wahine 
belongs up here in Ka_wai_nui and is its guardian. 
The second belongs to the hala grove on the level place 
close to the stream of Ka'ele-pulu. When she returns 
from up ,here the leaves of the hala trees there turn 
yellow. The leaves of the uki grass and the bullrushes 
in the water turn yellow too. This is the sign of the 
presence of a lizard (mo'o). The plants round about 
take a yellowish hue. " 

Hiiakaikapoliopele 
Ka Na'i Aupuni, Jan. 22, 1906 

(Similar story in "Hiiakaikapoliopele" Hoku 0 Hawaii 
Dec. 29, 1925) 

Kawainui Pond - Hauwahine 

At Kailua, Hi'iaka went to see the country and 
found Hauwahine bathing. When she perceived Hi'iaka, 
her bird flew up and obscured the sun (an eclipse). 

F ornander Collection 
Vol VI, p 343 

Hauwahine was the "keeper" of Kawainui, 
not an 'aumakua or an akua. Just the mo'o keeper. 
When the time came that no one continued to feed her, 
she "was 'gone". 

Mahoe, Louis 
Informant, 9/17/53 

Kawainui Pond - Maka-Lei Tree 

(Site 15) This pond was the site of the Maka. 
Lei tree, a famous mythological tree which had the 
power of attracting fish. (C. C. 5. ) 

It did not poison, but only bewildered and fas. 
cinated them (the fish). There were two trees bear. 
ing this name, one a male, the other a female, which 
both grew at a place in Hilo, called Paliuli. One of 
these, the female, was, according to tradition, car. 
ried from its root home to the fishponds in Kailua, 
Oahu, for the purpose of attracting fish of the neigh. 
boring waters. The enterprise was evidently success
ful. 

Emerson 
Unwritten Literature, p 21 

Then Makalei started to come up from the 
sea. (to Waolani) •.. When the tree began to come 
to the foot of the pati, the menehunes and eepas were 
astonished and began to shout with a great voice, for 
they thought this was a mighty kupua from Kahiki 
coming to destroy them. When they had shouted, 
Makalei fell down at the foot of the pali near Kawai
nui, and lies there to this day. 50 this tree never 
came to Waolani and the fish were scattered around 
the island. 

Westervelt 
Gods and Ghosts, p 150 

Kawainui Pond - Maka-Lei Tree 

Next door to a building with "Mackay's Radio" 
at the door was the spot where Makalei stood. Vexed 
at Paku'i for overlooking Kahinihiniula, the red-headed 
boy, when the fish were divided among the people, 
Haumea removed her wood and took it to a mountain 
spring in Maunawili. Only the boy and his grandmother, 
Neula, knew where the fish had vanished to. ' Not a 
fish was found in the ponds until the boy was found 
and the keeper of the pond forgiven. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua -Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Name s 
(See Ka.ilua - Puou) 

For long Makalei story see, Kuokoa, Jan. 6, 1922, 
which continued for almost a year but was never 
finished. C. C. S. 

Kawainui - Lepo ai ia 

When there was a shortage of taro in Kailua, 
during Kamehameha's stay there with his men, the 
men of Kailua went to the pond of Kawainui to get the 
edible mud of Kawainui. It was a mud brought from 
Kahiki by Kaulu.a.Kalana and put in the pond of Kawai. 
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nui. The warriors and servants of Kamehameha ate 
the mud which had been put in the calabashes. 

(Note from Lahilahi Webb: The "lepo ai ia", or ed
ible mud, was found only in Kawainui pond at Kailua, 
Oahu. It was thick and jelly-like, like haupia pud
ding. A strict kapu was imposed when one dived to 
get it. No one was allowed to utter a word while the 
diver was in the pond getting it. If a word was spo
ken, ordinary mud rose up around the diver and co
vered him so that he died. There was no escape. ) 

History of Kamehameha 
Ka Na'i Aupuni, Sept. 4,1906 

Here also was found the "lepo ai ia", or a 
certain kind of mud that resembled haupia pudding in 
texture but has the color of poi. It was brought by 
Kaulu, a noted chief, from the Pillar-of_Kahiki. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Infonnant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua-Waimanalo, oahu Place Names 

Kawainui - Lepo ai ia 

Ulu also called Kaulu was a chief who was born 
in Kailua, Koolau after the time of Wakea. He tra
veled from Oahu to the pillars of Kahiki and on his 
return brought back this lepo ai ia to his birthplace. 

Pukui, Mrs, M. K. 
Free translation from Nai aupuni 

There too in Kailua is a place called Kaulu 
for this chief. 

Ibid. 

Stone Wall 

A low stone wall built by the menehune at the 
time of building Ulupo to separate Kawainui and Kaele
pulu ponds still visible. Not visited. 

Barrere, D. 
Informant, Louis Mahoe 

Ulupo Heiau 

Site 371. Ulupo heiau, Kaneohe side of the 
road to Kailua, near the head of the former Kawai
nui fishpond, Kawailoa, Kailua. 

Its earlier importance and size is indicated 
by the large open terrace 140 feet in width, and 30 

feet high. The paving is now very rough, undoubt
edly having been disturbed by relic hunters. The 
stones used average about 1.5 feet in size. The sides 
of the terrace are not evenly faced, but are roughly 
piled at about a 45 degree angle. This huge mass of 
stone completely dominates the surrounding taro 
patches, and it is little wonder that the construction 
of the temple is attributed to the menehunes, who built 
in their usual fashion of passing stones from hand to 
hand for long distances. The pathway leading up from 
the spring on the northwest corner is called the "Mene
hune pathway" and the oldest Hawaiian, Mahoe, in-
s is ted on clambering over the site to see that I did 
not overlook this interesting feature. It is most clear
ly visible on the side of the heiau, but at the top is 
confused with the disturbed paving. Several of the' 
small inclosur es and mounds of stone on the edge of 
the high terrace are described in fig. 64. The south 
half of the structure is completely covered with hau 
so dense that it is necessary to cut one's way through. 
There is evidence of a small inclosure,but the southern 
walls and extent of the heiau were obliterated in the 
construction of a cattle pen at the time the district 
was used for a pasture. 
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Site 371. UluJ.Xl Heiau, Kailua. 1, sides of 
terrace form slope 30 feet high roughly piled with 
stones; 2, crudely built wall 40 feet from top of ter
race, 5 to 6 feet high, broken lines indicate slight 
evidence of terracing; 3, wall evenly faced with 2-foot 
stones, 4 to 5 feet high outside, paved flush with 
6-inch stones on heiau side; 4, small inclosure 4 feet 
wide, 7 feet long, walls 2 feet high and wide on three 
sides, open on heiau side; 5, inclosure 14 by 7 feet, 
with wall 5 feet high on heiau side and a line of 
stones on outside; 6, curved ann of large 2-foot 
stones 6 feet wide, 3 feet high; 7, stone-paved area 
~lightly depressed; 8, slope 5 feet high probably for
rrerly stone':'faced; 9, circular inclosures with low 
surroun:1ing walls similar to pens 16 and 17; 10, outer 
wall to pen 11; 11, former cattle pen now planted in 
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bananas; 12, stone ITOund 4 feet high, 10 feet in dia
rreter, with several large flat stones about base; 
13, round pile of stones 4 feet in diameter, larger 
stones on outside and small stones in center; 14, small 
ITOund of stones; 15, irregular wall built of 6-inch 
stones, 10 feet long, 2 feet high and wide; 16, pen 
similar to pen 17 with better constructed walls 2 feet 
high, but rough paving, small break in wall to south; 
17, circular pen paved with 3-inch and 4-inch stones, 
9 feet in diameter with walls of roughly piled stones 
1 foot high, small break in wall to south; 18, open 
terrace 140 by 180 (?) feet by 30 feet high; 19, por
tion of low terrace 1 foot high; 20, partial inclosure, 
with flat stones fonning pathway; 21, portion of low 
stone wall; 22, rrenehune pathway visible for about 60 
feet, fonned by placing a double row of flat stones in 
line, usually sloping, but occasionally placed one 
above the other so fonning narrow steps; 23, well 3 
feet in diameter; 24, portion of low stone wall; 
25, partial inclosure 20 feet square on side of slope 
and open to the north; 26, line of stones fonnerly a 
wall; 27, semicircular wall 4 feet high, 8 feet long; 
28, small partial inclosure, sides 1 foot high; 
29, circular inclosure, 10 feet in diameter with wall 
3 feet high and small entrance on the south; 30, inclo
sure 40 feet square. Reman nurrerals indicate cross 
sections. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

(A plan of Ulupo heiau, made in 1951 by K. P. Emory, 
is in "Notebooks, Oahu Sites" in the Archaeology 
Laboratory at the Bishop Museum. ) 

Ulupo Heiau 

Considerable time was given to the investiga. 
tion of the Ulupo heiau. This was found, readily, on 
the left.hand side of the road toward the coconut grove 
and beach lots of Kailua, in plain sight, adjoining a 
cattle pen of liberal dimensions. A grove of varied 
sheltering trees lend attraction to the locality. Ulupo 
is one of the famed temples of structure so ancient as 
to be credited to the Menehunes, and, as usual, with 
s tones brought from long distance passed from hand 
to hand. Tradition varies as to the location of their 
natural quarry supplying the immense amount of stone s 
for its building, some crediting it to Kualoa, some 
twenty miles distant, others again to Ewa, and even 
distant Waianae, the route for which could only have 
been over the Pali, and imagination may picture the 
pathway of their time for such a task. 

But aside from any such fairy story, the ruins 
of U1upo possess deep interest. It is of open platform 
character, peculiar in its shape through the contour 
of its site, but measuring in the main 140 by 180 feet. 
Natives in the vicinity speak of it as a pile of rocks, 
and such it is, rather than a walled structure, for lit. 
tle evidence exists of main retaining walls on the side 
and end extending' into the valley. On the southern 
end a semblance of orderly construction still remains. 
In so exposed a location, prone to the trespass of 

cattle, etc., in the grazing and stock raising periods 
of this district's industry, the damage to the old tem
ples has been naturally great. How much this has 
been assisted by desecrating hands is aifficult to judge. 
though it is evident from the disturbed paving through
out, and the removal of marked temple features that 
it has been changed to serve some more modern pur
pose. 

Thrum's Hawaiian Annual 1916 

Ulupo Heiau 

He (Ahau) has always known this heiau by the 
name of U1upo, never Upo. During his early years 
there people living some distance away from the heiau 
told him of hearing the drums of the heiau. The spring 
was used for washing the pigs before bringing them up 
to the temple oven. 

Has never heard any traditions concerning' 
this heiau. 

Ahau, Akuni 
Resident of the area for the past 50 years 
Above information from conversation in 1951 

Concerning the Land on which Ulupo Heiau Stands 

Land Commission Award 2536 to Ukikolo, 
Nov. 9.1854 (Apana 3); in Award Book 9, p 379. 

Royal Patent 2136, Kamehameha IV to 
Ukikolo July 17, 1855; Royal Patent 2136 in Patent 
Book 9, p 205. 

Application of Ukikolo (for 2536, approxil:nately 
Dec. 29. 1847--undated); 

"I hereby inform you of my kuleana. It is an 
ili.aina called Manu (Apana 2) and a kula land-.the 
second piece is an ili.aina of Malamalama, 3 taro 
patches in Olohana (Apana 1) in the ili.aina of Hekona, 
Kailua, Koolaupoko. The konohiki was Mahina through 
whom my makua got it from Kamehameha I up to this 
time. Hoonaulu ke konohiki Ukikolo" 

Native Register, Book 3, p 542 
Translated by Geo. Auwai 

Concerning the Land on which Ulupo Heiau Stands 

"Makakau, witness: I know his lands in Kai
lua, Koolaupoko. Oahu: Apata3: house lot entirely 
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fenced. A house lot surrounded by a stone wall. 
From Keaweamahi, before the death of Kinau, and he 
has held same in peace up to his death in 1853 during 
the ma'i puupuu iliili. He had willed it at his death 
to Kaiwikuilani, who has held same peacefully without 
dispute up to this time" 

"Kalaniwahine, witness: I know that place that 
is being disputed, house lot in the ili of Kukanono, 
Kailua, Koolaupoko. Described as follows: mauka 
bounded by the land of Kahele. 

"This is a heiau of long ago and when we ar
rived here in 1841 I saw the house of Ukikolo standing 
there which is still standing until now. The reason 
of the dispute of the konohiki is because that place 
adjo ins the land of Kahele and I believe this place 
adjoins the land of Konohiki. " 

Testimony in Native and Foreign Testimony Book 
Vol 10, p 421, Oct. 19,1854 

No record of this land between 1855 and 1909; 
next record: 

Bishop Trust got it by a deed of trust June 18, 
1909, by and between C. Bolte, Mary Sylva and Bishop 
Trust. Trust sold to J. Alfred Magoon, Nov. 15,1912, 
Magoon to B. R. Banning Oct. 29, 1915. Banning died 
April 23,1923, probate of will 6432. Jan.29,l925, 
his estate settled. Not shown to whom this property 
went. 

Concerning the land on which U1upo Heiau Stands 

On April 29, 1929, Albert Poonika sold to Jue 
Anami (w) (husband Hango). Anami to Masao Kainuma. 
Nov. 15, 1930: Kainuma. to Liberty Investment Co. 
Jan. 3, 1931. 

Territol:Y bought fran Banning estate Aug. 20, 
1932 (by-passing last 3 transactions). "Note: Said 
Deed is numbered Land Office Deed No. 4497. Blueprint 
to said lam filed with said Deed 4497 shows this land 
as Upo Hieau." 

Anami 's claim to the land: "The above being 
one of the premises fonner1y CMIled am possessed by 
Kaiwikuilani (w) who died intestate and the daughter 
of Kamapele (w), CMIl sister of Ukiko10. (Kaiwikui-
1ani's husband was Punipeke, who pre-deceased her; 
they had no children.) Land was inherited by her 
sister Naahuao, IlOther of Poonika." 

Government Map CSF 5783 (12/19/30) gives name 
Upo; oorrespondence in Survey Office 11/26/37 on calls 
it U1upo. 

The lam was accepted as a part of the Terri
torial parks system in 1951. 

Ulupo 

Ku i Wailua ka pou hale, 
Ka ipu hoolono i ka uwalo 
Ka wawa nui, e Ulupo 
Aole uwalo mai e. 

At Wailua stands the main house-post 
This oracle harks to wild voices, 
Tumult and clamor, 0 Ulu_po 
It utters no voice to entreaty. 

Emerson 
Unwritten Literature of Hawaii, p 192 

Ku i Wai-lua ka pou hale aka ipo; 
Hoolono i ka uwalo, ka wawa nui 
o Ulupo rna oli nei; aohe uwalo mai, e. 

Her lover's house_post stands in Wai-lua; 
There Pele hears a call that appeals; 
'Tis a song voiced by Ulu-po. 

Note: Ulu_po, said to be name of a heiau at 
Kailua, Oahu. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 122 

The Old Gods - Ulu-po 
Emerson 
HEN: Vol I, p 167 

Olomana, Ahiki, Pakui'i Peaks 

Olomana 
Olomana is a hill that stands in Kailua. On 

the other side of this hill is a fine site noted as a 
field for sports in the olden days. 

Pualewa, W. N. 
Na ka aoao Hikinao Koolaupoko 
Ke Au Okoa, Nov. 12,1866 
Oahu Place Names 

We looked up at Olomana peak that was named 
for a noted Oahu chief of long ago. Beside it stands 
Ahiki, another peak, that was named for a favorite 
of Olomana, who was konohiki over his ponds, Kaele
pulu and Kawainui, and over his lands. The third 
peak, Paku'i, was named for the keeper of the ponds 
in the time of Olomana. These men were mentioned 
in the legend of Makalei. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Waimanalo-Kailua 
Oahu Place Names 
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The Ahiki mentioned in Hiiaka's chant is that 
pointed peak on the Kaneohe side, the one that is now 
referred to as Olomana. It is the one that the travel
ler over Nuuanu sees as he goes down where he could 
see Kailua. '" Pakui is the one that is tallest of the 
hills called Olomana, on the side facing Waimanalo. 

Hiiaka- i _ka .,pali -0- Pole 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec. 15, 1925 
Oahu Place Name s 

Ahiki (w) toward range 
Pakui (k) makai 

Children are small stones 

McAllister notebook 

There were five persons living at Kailua, 
Oahu, three men and two women. Olomana, Ahiki, 
and Pakui were the men, and Makawao andHauli the 
women. Furthermore, these people were special 
guardian attendants of Haumea. She had left them 
some small means of sustenance, such as the ti and 
popolo, on their land of Maunawili. Pakui, moreover, 
was so swift a runner that he could encircle Oahu six 
times in one day. 

Legend of Pupu-hulu-ana 

Koolau. 

Kuokoa Aug. 12, 1865 from 
Haw. Annual for 1926, p 93 

Olomana and AuliiUi are mountain peaks in 

Fornander CoIl. 
Vol VI, p 343 

See also: Kailua _ Ka'iwa 

Olomana 

Olomana was a noted warrior, famous for his 
great strength and his enormous height. Ahuapau, 
the king of Oahu, was in fear of this man and because 
of this he never traveled to Koolau. From the Maka
puu point to the Kaoio point, at Kualoa, was kapued 
and sacred to Olomana. 

Olomana was twelve yards, or llix fathoms in 
height, if standing and measured from the head to the 
feet. When PaUla arrived at the top of the Nuuanu 
cliff he laid down his club and sped on till he reached 
Kaelepulu, the place where Olomana was standing. 
In this flight of the club, PaUla seized hold of the end 
and was carried by it until he lit on the shoulder of 

Olomana, whereupon Olomana asked Palila: "Where 
are you from, you most conceited boy'? for my shoul
der has never been stepped on by anybody, and here 
you have gone and done it." Palila replied: "I am 
from the kapued temple; from Alanapo in Humuula, 
Kauai. My name is Palila and I am a soldier." When 
Olomana heard this he was sore afraid and begged of 
Palila that he be saved. Pali1a, however, refused 
saying: "You shall not live." Palila then slapped 
him cutting away one half, Qeing that mountain which 
is Mahinui and leaving one half, the hill of Olomana, 
which stands at the same place to this day. ' 

Fornander CoIl. 
Vol V, p 374 

Olomana 

Ahuapau, the king of Oahu, told Palila to make 
a circuit of Oahu, to which Palila consented. 

Before starting out, PaUla asked Ahuapau: 
"Are there any lawless obstructions along the road 
surrounding Oahu?" "None," said Ahuapau. This 
was, however, a lie, as Ahuapau was even at this 
time determined to have Palila killed. Palila then 
said to Ahuapau: "Yes, I am going on my way and 
in case I meet some one who will attempt to harm me, 
I will fir st kill him and then I will return and kill you 
and all your men." At this Ahuapau was frightened 
and told of Olomana, who was living at Kaelepulu in 
Koolau and was a great warrior. Palila then said: 
"I will not kill you now; but had you kept it from me 
you would have been killed. " 

Olomana was a very tall man, he being twelve 
yards to the shoulders, and thirteen in height. He 
was a very brave man and was much feared. No chief 
or warrior dare face him. If he stood on the wind
ward side, the other side would be a perfect calm; 
his height also shaded the sun. 

When Palila saw Olomana, he jumped up with 
his war club, Huliamahi, and stood on the shoulders 
of Olomana. Olomana then turned and said to PaUla: 
"Where are you from, you haughty youngster? No one 
has ever dared, before this day, to climb up my shoul
ders: and here you have done it." Palila then answered: 
"I am PaUla who was brought up in Alanapo, the temple 
of the gods from the very beginning of all things, and I 
have corne to fight you." When Olomana heard this, 
he was sorely afraid, for he knew that those who come 
from the temple of Alanapo are men richly endowed 
with supernatural powers and very great warriors; 
so Olomana begged: "Let me live, PaUla." Palila 
replied: "I cannot save you; you shall indeed die, 
for your works have been of evil." PaUla then struck 
him, cutting him in two; one portion flew, toward the 
sea, being Mahinui, and the other portion remained 
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where he stood, being the present hill of Olomana. 
It was because of this that the hill is so sharp at the 
peak. This was how Olomana, the great soldier of 
Oahu, was killed by Palila. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, P 144 

Lonokaeho and Kaulu 

Lonokaeho was the king of Koolau at this time 
and he was living at Kailua. He had a very promi
nent for ehead and was called Piokeanuenue. Soon af
ter the return of Kaulu to Kailua he went to the king's 
house and asked the king's attendants: "Who is that 
man with the sharp, forehead? " "Lonokaeho," re
plied one of the attendants. They then called for Lono
kaeho, saying, "Here is a youngster who is calling 
you names." "What did he say?" "Who is that man 
with the sharp forehead?" Lonokaeho then said, "Are 
you strong, coming to Lonokaeho's place in this way," 
Kaulu replied, "I have a little strength but not much. " 
Lonokaeho's forehead then ascended to heaven and 
came down again, with the idea of striking Kaulu and 
killing him; but Kaulu said: 

Say, Kaulu, turn down. 
Say, Kaulu, stretch out. 
Say, Kaulu, double up. 
(There are) four single ones 
(And) four double ones. 

Kaulu's hands then asked, "What is it?" Kaulu 
replied, "The upper jaw, hold it up; the lower jaw, 
hold it down." Lonokaeho's forehead was thus made 
fast to the ground; the ohia trees and the grass grew 
over him and Lonokaeho was killed on that famolls 
hill of Olomana, which stands to this day. 

Fornander Colt, Legend of Kaulu 
Vol IV, p 530 

Lonokaeho and Kaulu 

Lonokaeho- -It was said that this man came 
from Kahiki with his great dog Kuilioloa. In the leg
end he was said to be a strong man. He came to seek 
his brother Nane. It was he who broke Kapalihookui 
at Kailua, Koolaupoko, pierced the hill of Kanehoalani 
at Kualoa, and cleaved Kahuku and Ka'hipa apart. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Jan. 12,1867 

Lonokaeho, an ancient warrior having the body 
of a comn"lon man but very strong; his epithet "lae 

wakawaka" was because he had a forehead projecting 
very much like a general's hat and so also behind, with 
their projections he whacked about in front and rear 
and laid men sprawling wherever he went. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, note 81, p 302 

Maunawili 

On the other side of this hill (Olomana) is a 
fine site noted as a field for sports in the olden days. 

Pualewo, W. N. 
No Ka aoao Hikina 0 Koolaupoko 
Ke Au Okoa, Nov. 12,1866, Oahu Place Names 

In the olden days, much okolehao was made 
here and taken to Honolulu. 

Ka Hoonanea 0 Ka Manawa 
Kuokoa, Nov. 2, 1906 
Oahu Place Name s 

Halaualolo Heiau 

Site 373. Halaualolo heiau, Maunawili dairy 
(formerly belonging to C. M. Cooke, Jr. ) 

A two-terrace heiau near the edge of a ridge. 
The upper terrace is 40 feet wide, 75 feet long, rock_ 
paved, 3 feet higher than the lower terrace, which is 
32 feet long and 66 feet wide and of stone and dirt pa
ving. The heiau faces due east. The south sides of 
the terraces are in line. The lower terrace projects 
26 feet on the north side. On the lower terrace, ad
joining the northeast corner of the upper terrace, is 
a depression 10 feet long, 6 feet wide and 2 feet deep, 
which Sam Ani and his wife, who conducted me to the 
heiau, said had the appearance of an old oven (imu). 
On the northeast corner of the lower terrace are a 
great many rocks which were used in facing that cor
ner and which seem to have been stepped at one time. 
There is no evidence of walls on the open terraces. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Maunawili, Kukapoki 
Heiau 

Site 374. Heiau on the land of Kukapoki, Mauna
wili (fig. 65). 

Located on the edge of a ridge, with a very 
steep slope on the west and a partial slope on the north. 
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To the east the ground is level and VJithin a few hun
dred feet of the heiau were at least four house sites, 
according to Mr. Herd, who, with Sam Ani, conducted 
me to the site. The present remains indicate a two
terrace structure, with at least two smaller adjacent 
terraces, one of which is inclosed by low stone walls. 
The limits on the mountain side are now not defined, 
but it is doubtful that there were any additional ter
races. A low platform with a small round pit adjacent 
form the present eastern limits. On the south end 
there is a grave, undoubtedly modern. The depres_ 
s ion in the nor th wall is similar to a feature at Site 
304 (Heiau, Kaaawa). 
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Site 374. a. oval pile of stones 5 by 10 feet, 
said to be a grave; b. rock platform 6 by 10 feet, and 
1 foot high; c. level area forming upper terrace; d. 
portion of remainin'g facing of I_foot stones, steep 

. s lope to west; e. wall 4 feet wide, 2 to 3 feet high, 
dotted lines indicate break; f. wall broadens out into 
sznall pit 2 feet wide and deep; g. stone-paved plat
brm 2 feet high, 12.5 feet wide, 15 feet long; h. up
per terrace facing of loose stones, 55 feet long, 2 
feet hign and wide; i. probably main inclosure and 
terrace; j. wall 60 feet long, 4 feet wide, 1 foot high 
on south end, 4 feet high on north end; k. small ter_ 
race?; 1. wall 30 feet long, 3 feet high, average width 
3 feet; m. small wall becoming less distinct as it 
slopes downward; n. wall 35 feet long, 5 feet wide at 

'! __ .-.1 east end, 4 feet wide at west end, 3 to 4 feet high; 
o. bowl_likp. depression in wall; P. line of stones 

'\ 

1 foot high and wide; q. entrance between walls, 4 feet 
wide; r. partial inclosure, dirt-paved, 22 by 23 feet, 

~, surrounding walls 2 feet high and wide, west of it is 
a steep slope IlDre than 100 feet in length. Roman 
numerals indicate cross sections. 

'\ ' 
.,.~ ~ M::A1.lister 

Arch. of Oahu 

Maunawili, Kukapoki 
House Sites 

Site 375. House sites, east of the heiau at 
Kukapoki (Kailua, site 374). 

The foundations of several house sites .were 
pointed out by John Herd. The low platforms, edged 
with stones 1 foot or more in size, form rectangles 
averaging 10 by 20 feet. The interior is dirt-paved, 
and there seems to be no definite orientation as to the 
direction in which they face. They are all within an 
area of 1 acre and are located on slightly rolling 
ground about 300 fee t from the heiau. Graves 
were also pointed out in the same locality; these ap
pear similar to house sites. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Maunawili 
Puou 

The place, Puou was on a kind of a slope and 
this was where Neula and her son, Kahikiula lived. 
(Kahinihiniula is another ver sion.) She was the keep-
e r of the wood that attracted fish. She drew the mul
lets up to the spring. This she did often, in the long 
ago, according to her legend. This was near the Maka_ 
wao stream close to and back of Maunawili. The 
story was of the small boy that was not given any fish 
by the konohiki of the land, who was in charge of the 
famous Kawainui pond in Kailua. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Mar. 11,1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Makawao was an alii land . 
Nai Aupuni 1906 

Maunawili 
Pohaku Puoo 

Site 376. Maunawili side of Koolau Range. 

A stone with a hole. It is said that when the 
king (which king is not known) was in Maunawili and 
wished to inform people of his whereabouts, he had 
men gather ti leaves, which werebundled together. 
The hole in the stone was then beaten and the r·esult 
was a loud percussion report in Manoa Valley, just 
the other side of the range. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Keanini 

Keanini is an ascent from that side of Kailua, 
going straight up the ridge overlooking Waimanalo. 

Pualewa, W.N. 
No Ka aoao Hikina 0 Koolaupoko 
Ke Au Okoa, Nov. 12, 1866 

Ko'a at Popoia Island 

(Site 16) Ko'a for moi located almost in cen
ter of island. There are no walls remaining. Much 
coral lying around. It was nearly obliterated by tidal 
wave of 1946. Small overhang under which offerings 
were placed still visible. Louis Mahoe, informant, 
said that this ko'a was used by his father, with ap_ 
p ropriate pule, at least up to the 1920' s. 

Seen by D. Barrere and C. Summers 
8/17/51 

Popo-i'a 

Popo, rotted; _ i'a, fish. Rotted fish. 

According to Mahoe it is called by this name 
because of the bones of the fish left there. 

C.C.S.,19S1 

Story of Kane -polu 

(Site 17) Kane -polu (pronounced by Mahoe, 
Kane-p'lu) at Nawelu's place are several large rocks. 
These were guards and when he came there he found 
them scat~ered about on the lot (on Kawailoa Road, 
opposite Kai-lani camp). He had collected a few of 
them and these are close together now, another about 
10 feet away. They are basalt. Another, which he 
states is now covered by earth (next door garden) is 
a coral rock, with the imprint of a man's leg upon it. 

The story connected with these rocks is of the 
time of Kamehameha III. The King was in Kailua on 
a fishing expedition, staying in the cave at the foot of 
Alala Point (see: Cave at Alala Point, Kailua). 

Kane-polu was a man who was born, grew up, 
and died in one day. He belonged to Kuli-ouou. The 
King sent for him to come to Alala and he came .•. 
"perhaps he flew, I don't know".... The stones were 
guards set to watch for his coming. When he arrived 
it was getting dark, and as night fell, he slipped on 
the coral stone, leaving an imprint "of his leg" on it, 
and was killed. 

This stone was' "his leg".... "Where the rest 
of his body is, nobody knows. " 

Nawelu 
Informant, 9/17/53 

Cave at Alala Point 

Charles Kamanu, Sr., Solomon Mahoe, Jr., 
and Nawelu have each mentioned the cave at Alala 
Point, running through to Mid-Pacific Country Club 
grounds. Both entrances are blocked up. Solo Mahoe, 
Jr., said his grandmother told him that this was used 
as a refuge cave in times of trouble. 

D. Barrere, 19S3 

Alala Heiau 

Site 378. Said to have been at Alala point, 
Kailua. When the site was indicated by Solomon 
Mahoe, my reaction was similar to that already ex

pressed by Thrum: Tradition for ages past has cred_ 
ited the heiau of Alala .•. as having the distinction of 
being the temple where the ceremonies attending the 
royal birth of Kualii, about 1640, were performed, 
but of w?hich no traces of any kind now remain .... 
The site to which we were directed, while convenient 
and appropriate for a ko'a, gave no evidence by stones 
of the vicinity, contour of the hill at the point shown, 
or other feature, of ever having been the location of 
a temple of the importance alleged. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Alala Heiau 

When Kuali'i made tapu the heiau of Alala at 
Kailua on Oahu, for five days a fire was seen burning 

r 
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on Molokai from the ravine of Kaluakoi to the plains 
of Kalae. As the night approached for the procession, 
the chief was troubled and remarked to the chief kahuna [ -,.~ 
Heea that it would be impossible to have the proces-
sion with such bright red flames glowing in the sky. ( 
The kahuna replied, "It remains with the chief to say I 
whether the fire shall burn or die down. If you wish(._· 
it to die down, it will die down." ''It is certainly m~ I 
wish that the fire be extinguished so that the proces- " 
sion for the house of the god may be successful, " an- t 
s wered the chief. The kahuna prayed to the god, the! -\ 
flames of fire died down, and the procession was abl 

to march at once. 1'1 \ 
Kamakau 

Moolelo 0 Hawaii, chap 6, p 16 
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A1.~la, A Natural Shrine 

(Site 18) Where a cement sign with "Lanikai" 
on it star:ds. Looking up from this spot we saw the 
most extraordinary house built on and over the huge 
rocks. It is owned by Arthur Pow lis on. The "haun_ 
ted house", Mrs. Alona calls it because it was built 
directly in front of Aliila, a natural shrine on the 
hill. We had to move some distance away to see 
Alila on the hill, behind the house. The fishermen 
of old watc hed this big rock on the hill and Waile 'a 
another natural shrine a distance away at a place 
called Waile'a, to locate the best fishing grounds in 
the sea. "It is too bad," said Mrs. Alona, "to deprive 
Aliila of an unobstructed view of the sea, for Aliila 
is not only a shrine but a "fish" god. So is Waile'a. " 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept.29,1939 
Kailua-Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Punawai 

The land on which their house stands (1435 
Mokulua Drive) was called Punawai, whose extent 
she does not know. The stream bed that is in the 
gully of Po'opo'o once was a flowing stream that came 
through this land then made a bend back, emptying 
into the sea at about where Dr. Rollo Brown's house 
now stands (next to 1508 Mokulua). In the lot next to 
Girdler's, many water-worn pebbles may be found. 

In the olden days the women lived here at 
Punawai while their menfolk practiced spear-throwing 
at Ka'ohao. The men were under kapu during these 
practice sessions, coming to their women only on 
weekends (sic). 

Girdler, Kay 
"Old Solo" Mahoe - informant 

7/21/52 

Kaohao (Lanikai) 

Mrs. Alona told us that the old name for Lani
kai was Kaohao. Lanikai is its "real estate name" 
and not its true name at all. 

Alona, Mrs, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Waimanalo-Kailua 
Oahu Place Name s 

"Because of this (beating the two women at 
a game of konane) Hauna took the women and tied them 

together with a loin cloth and led them to the place 
w here the canoes were lying. Because these wonen 
were led by Hauna, the place where this act took place 
was given the name of Kaohao and it so remains to 
this day. The place is in Kailua, Koolaupoko, Oahu. " 

Fornander CoIl. 
Story of Lonoikamakahiki 
Vol IV, p 314 

Kaohao - "leading on a leash" 

Kaohao - "The finishing or fastening end of anything 
as of a Kahili". 
Land in Kailua, Oahu. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Oct. 20,1883 

Waile'a 

(Site 19) Up above "Hale aloha" stands Wai_ 
le'a, the other natural shrine, bold and clear against 
the sky line. (See: Alala, a natural shrine, Kailua) 

The beautiful homes here are built where the 
old native road used to be. "This is the road where 
I used to come with my people to hukilau, as a young 
girl. 1/ 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Waimanalo- -Kailua 
Oahu Place Name s 

Ka-'iwa 

On the hill Ka-'iwa, in Lanikai, which bears 
her name, there once lived a beautiful chiefess. She 
was desired by Ahiki, who one day started to come to 
her. He was stopped by Kaulekoa of Kaneohe (whose 
right name was Kana). That is why Ahiki is a little 
further forward than the other two peaks, Olomana 
and Pakui. 

(The eyes of Kana were mentioned in connec
tion with this story. Is Kaulekoa Kaulekola?) 

Hoapili 
David Kamakapele, informant 
March 1951 

(See Kaneohe- -Kaulekola) 

,1 
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Islands and Reef off Kaohao 

The reef with small islands off of Kaohao were 
built by the menehune in one night for the protection 
of the people. The menehune did not finish the work. 

McAllister Notebook 
Vol III. p 5 

Ko'a 

Ko 'a on each of the two islands of Mokulua. 
off Lanikai. Ko'a are situated on the land side of 
islands. 

Barrere. D. 
Louis Mahoe. informant 

Mokulua Is. 
Adz Quarry 

On the southern side of Mokulua Is .• an adz 
quarry or work shop. Dec. 1937 

Notebook 
Archaeology of Oahu 

Kaelepulu Fishpond 

Site 377. Formerly a fresh_water pond of 
much importance. It is located inland. about two
thirds ofa mile from the shore. The Alexander map 
of 1884 shows a water area of 190 acres. with marsh 
land amounting to 90 acres. After carefully studying 
the conditions relative to this pond. Mr. J. McComb 
is of the opinion that the entire area of 280 acres was 
the pond. According to Cobb, the pond covered 216 
acres. The pond was limited by natural contours and 
some earth embankments. There was an outlet on 
the sea sid-e. Formerly there were taro patches be
tween the pond and the stream from the Kawainui 
swamp. The stream was diverted into patches and 
from the taro terraces ran into Kaelepulu. When the 
taro land was being dried, there was a ditch which 
couid be used to bring water from the Kawainui stream 
to the pond. It was from this pond that Ulanui. the 
celebrated foot_runner, was said to be able to carry 
a fish by way of Waialua to Waikiki while it was still 
alive and wriggling. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaelepulu Fishpond 

Once upon a time it was much larger and 
very clean. The people of that locality always saw 

to it that the ponds were kept clean in the olden days. 
Fat mullet, awa, ahole and oopu fish were found there 
and much limu kala-wai. This limu was eaten with 
fat fish and much liked with awa fish. The fish were 
tender and always fat. 

Bullrushes (akaakai) grew around the edge of 
the ponds and Mrs. Alona remembered going with her 
grandmother to gather the leaves. 

On the west side of Kaelepulu, a branch of the 
pond runs up into a small gulch. That is Waioniki. 
From the lower side of the pond runs a small stream, 
Pupu-opae that joins a larger one called Pele-kane. 
West of Kaelepulu stands the hill, Ka-lae-o-ka-iwa. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 129. 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

See: Kailua, Koolaupoko, -- Olomana. Ahiki. Paku'i 
Peaks 

Kawailoa 
Heiau (Heinau or Kukuipilau) 

Site 372. In front of the superintendent's house 
at the Maunawili Training School. Kailua. 

Kukuipilau was given as the name of this hei
au by Solomon Mahoe, but the site indicated was one 
ridge further toward Waimanalo. As no heiau could 
be found at the place pOinted out by Mahoe. it is be
lieved that this is the heiau which Mr. Benkman found 
had been in front of his home. The stones were re_ 
moved in building the road on the school. grounds. but 
the evidence on the edge of the ridge facing the sea 
indicates a heiau of more than one terrace. My in_ 
formant, Kalani. could not remember the name of 
this site. but when Kukuipilau was suggested he in
sisted that it was correct. 

Below the heiau and near the road is a spring 
known as Kawailoa. said to have been formerly a part 
of the heiau. 

When Thrum was in Kailua in 1915 he was told 
of Heinau heiau. Kaopa. Kawaikoko. "Of good size 
and still standing in fair condition and credited as of· 
the hooulu wai das s. the fir st of the kind met with. 
Said to have connection with a disappearing spring in 
the vicinity." According to available information the 
land name upon which the Training School is situated 
is Kawailoa. However, I feelquite certain that Hei. 
nau and Kukuipilau are one and the same. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Kawailoa 
Kawailoa Spring 

"Below the heiau (Site 372, Heiau Heinau or 
Kukuipilau) and near the road is a spring known as 
Kawailoa, said to have been formerly a part of the 
heiau. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 188 

Kawailoa 
Kukuipilau Gulch 

"He (Kalani) also said that the small gulch 
on the side of Olomana, in back of the school, is known 
as Kukuipilau, because the kukui nuts from there were 
not edible. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 188 

Palapalai ferns grew so thick here that the 
people cut all they wanted and left the roots to send 
out more leaves. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept. 29, 1939 
Kailua-Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kiolea 

On the other side of the school (Kawailoa Train
i ng School) lies an old trail that led to Maunawili. 
This place is called Kiolea. This trail is so old that 
it was said to be the same one taken by Ahiki when he 
went to seek Kahinihiniula, the red_headed boy that 
caused the disappearance of fish from Kaelepulu and 
Kawainui ponds. 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Informant, Sept.29,1939 
'Waimanalo-Kailua 
Oahu Place Name s 

Kanahau 
Kanahau Heiau 

Site 379. Only the facing of one terrace re
mains, for when the present road to Waimanalo was 
being made, eight 5 -tone trucks, making 10 to 15 loads 
a day, spent two weeks hauling rocks from this site. 
The remaining terrace is 100 feet wide and was built 
out and paved for a distance of 50 feet. About half 

of this facing has been removed. It was here that 
Hiiaka, stopping on her way to Kauai, was for once 
satiated with taro tops. The huge stone on the north 
end of the terrace, which stands 10 feet high, is un_ 

doubtedly Pohaku Hiiaka, mentioned by Solomon Mahoe. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Bishop Museum Photo 15300 

•.. a small-sized structure of the hooulu ai, 
or husbandry class. 

Thrum 

Relocated in 1955 on land of American Improve
ment Co. "We found what little remains of the heiau 
on the ridge that is on the Waimanalo side of the ridge 
that the frame of the quonset hut is on. It is very 
overgrown with guava, but the large stone, Pohaku 
Hiiaka, can be seen from the quonset hut ridge. " 

C.C.S. 

Kanahau 
Pohaku Hiiaka 

"The huge stone on the north end of the ter_ 
race (site 379, Kanahau heiau) which stands 10 feet 
high, is undoubtedly Pohaku Hiiaka, mentioned by 
Solomon Mahoe. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 190 

Kanahau 
Pohaku Hiiaka 

(Condensation of story telling about stone and 
why Hi'iaka eats luau.) They (Hiiaka and Waihine
omao) see a light in a house and go to it. It's Kaana
hau's house. Kaanahau invited them in and said let's 
eat what we have now because it is dark and tomorrow 
I will get other things for us to eat. Hiiaka said, "I 
will not eat with you tonight what you have there, I 
will wait until tomorrow because I prefer luau. In 
the morning, he went to gather luau that grew beside 
the ditch near his cooking place. After he had gath
ered a large bundle, he lighted the fire ... 

"Here is the big leafed food of my land of Kai
lua. Let us eat." Hiiaka noticed what a handsome 
man he was, and he noticed what a beautiful woman 
she was. Through Hiiaka's dual nature she knew the 
name of the man, but just wishing to make conversa-
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tio!!" she asked, "W hat is the name of the native who 
is our host?" He replied, "Kaanahau is my name 
and what is the name of the beautiful woman and this 
other woman who are eating with me?" "You have 
mentioned my name in the prayer when you offered 
the cup of 'awa. This one's name is Pa'u_o_pala'e 
and that one is Wahine-'oma'o, a beloved friend of 
mine and my kinswoman here." Kaanahau asked, 
"Perhaps you are Pele?" "No, not that but the second 
name you mentioned in your prayer. II "Then perhaps 
the name of the beautiful face that lightens up the 
evening is Hiiaka." "Yes," she answered. "Eat 
what we have and tomorrow I will cook us a little suck
ling pig. We will spend the night in my little hut and 
tomorrow will reveal what it has for us. " ••. 

Hiiaka said, "There is nothing I like better than 
luau and my kinswoman and I will be satisfied with that. " 
After eating they passed the time in conversation. 
Then the host said, "You sleep by the wall on the eas
tern side and I will spend the night by the wall on the 
w.estern side." This was agreed to by Hiiaka and the 
other. 

(Hiiaka got an overabundance of luau from 
Kaanahau. Just stayed the one night and left the 
next day.) 

Next day--"Here is your favorite food, 0, Hi
iaka, eat without hesitation. ". . .. She ate his luau 
until there was some left •••• 

"I have gone to Hawaii, Maui, and Molokai, 
finally to O'ahu. I've eaten my favorite food, the 
luau, in some of these places but I have never found 
an abundance like this 'til I could eat no more. " 
(She pays for the luau by "giving herself. ")--another 
version says she made the stone into a woman and 
that's what Kaanahau got, "Pohaku Hi'iaka"- __ 

"So let it be, and let me say that in the future 
in the day of my anger, I will be appeased with a gift 
of luau, for I have paid for such with my person. " 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
Free translation 
Hiiaka-i-ka -poli- o-Pele 
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec.8, and Dec. 15, 1925 

Waimanalo 
Keikipuipui Heiau (destroyed) 

Site 380. Keikipuipui heiau, once said to have 
crowned the small hill near the present road on the 
dividing line between Kailua and Waimanalo. 

The site pointed out by Mahoe was used for 
pineapples, and consequently traces of a heiau have 
been obliterated. 

Thrum says: KamehamelRcaused the renova
tion of Keikipuipui, which was a great work with the 
erection of adorning images outside of the paehumu; 
wooden images they were, of Ohia, carved with grin
ning mouth and elongated head topped as with a hel
met. The thighs· and legs were rounded, and below 
the feet was the long length of timber, to secure its 
erection in the ground. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

Place Names 

Neawa--"As we came to Mr. Robinson's home 
(Pilipu Pl., 1958) Mrs. Alona said, 'This place is 
Neawa and goes as far as Nuupia pond. Across the 
way (mauka) of Neawa i·s Kapaa which extends a good 
way inland. " 

Alona, Mrs. Charles 
Waimanalo-Kailua 
Oahu Place Names 

Kamokowaa-- We proceeded from the Kailua 
Theater and came to Kamokowaa, a wide stream that 
flowed into the sea. 

Ibid. 

Po'o __ They had heard that Kakuhihewa was at 
Kailua, Koolau where he practised fishing. His favor
ite aku fishing grounds was Po'o, a famous spot. 

Kaeha 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Nov. 7, 1907 

PO'o-po'o--Lagoon and point 

Mahoe 
Informant, 1924 

Pu-oi-hala--The land shown on tax maps as 
Pueo-hala is called Pu_oi_hala by Mahoe and Nawelu. 
Mrs. Pukui explained this by a diagram, the "oi" being 
the areas separating the "pua" (flowers) of the hala 
(fruit). Land section of North Kalaheo Ave. 1951 

Barrere, Dorothy 

Rain, Apuakea 

As they (Hiiaka and Wahineomao) journeyed 
by way of Kailua, a woman spied them and saw that 
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the beauty of Hiiaka was like the early morning light. 
She did not recognize her as Hiiaka. . •. She said to 
her daughter, Apuakea-nui, the foremost beauty of 
Kailua, "Say. What beautiful women those are com
ing this way. But one of them is more beautiful. 
Your charm and beauty are very much like her. " 
Hiiaka overheard her words to her daughter and 
chanted: "0 Apuakea-nui, beautiful woman, 

Your beauty has been compared, 
You are beautiful, beautiful indeed. " 

It is true that Apuakea-nui was indeed the 
most beautiful in Kailua ... but her beauty did not e
cpal Hiiaka' s .... 

It was for Apuakea-nui that the famous rain 
of Kailua was named, the rain that patters over the 
hala trees of Kekele and Luluku ... 

Hiiaka- i -ka -poli -0 _ Pele 
Ka Naiaupuni 
Jan. l3, 1906 

Kahunanawaa (the buried canoes) 

The theme of this tradition occurred in Kailua 
at a place known to the old kamaainas by the name of 
Kaulanawaa or Kahunanawaa. 

Tradition speaks of the landing at night of the 
High Chiefess Kuainaokalani, of the Kapu Poo Hoolewa 
i ka la rank, accompanied by several canoes of her 
retinue and retainers, while all Kailua slept. The 
chiefess immediately ordered all canoes and their 
belongings buried in the sand. Thus derived the name 
Kahunanawaa (the buried canoes). The object of this 
was to obliterate all traces of who she was. She 
changed her name to an unknown one, directing her 
retinue and retainers to treat her as their equal and 
to pass as travellers who had been wrecked at sea. 

At day-break when the people of Kailua saw 
the strangers, they inquired whence they had come. 
Obedient to their chiefess they related the story as 
she had ordered. 

The kamaainas notified Kalauawa, the ruling 
chief of Kailua who immediately prepared to see the 
strangers who were in his domain. On his arrival 
he noticed and admired the noble appearance, beauty 
and manners of Kuainaokalani and took her for his 
wife, unbeknown to him that she was a chiefess of 
kapu rank. It was during domicile with her that he 
noticed her unusual action which he thought peculiar. 
At day-break it was customary for the women to re. 
tire to their own house s. Kuainaokalani would some
times oversleep herself and find the sun quite high. 
She would cover her head and run to her house re
gardless of the scene she produced. 

In the mean time reports had reached the King 
about the beauty and noble appearance of Kuainaokalani. 
He inquired of Kalauawa, when the latter attended the 
yearly council of Kou. 

Kalauawa told of his wife's peculiar actions, 
by which means the King recognized her as the Alii 
Kuainaokalani for whom emmisaries from the King 
of Maui had been sent to the different islands to search 
at the time of her disappearance, which was several 
years before. 

Upon the King's advice Kalauawa returned home 
and asked his wife if she was Kuainaokalani. On see_ 
ing she could not hide her identity she acknowledged 
that she was the missing chiefess who had left her 
home on Maui through grief and sorrow at the trea
cherous death of her oldest sister. 

Although Kuainaokalani had passed herself as 
an ordinary traveller in Oahu yet she clung to her 
hereditary family kapu, Poohoolewa i ka la, which 
means the changing of the position of the head from the 
sun's rays, for the heads of these chiefs were sacred 
to the sun's rays. This caused her peculiar action 
mentioned above, through which the King of Oahu 
identified her. 

Through the marriage of Kuainaokalani to 
Kalauawa descended Naea, the father of the late be
loved Q.ueen Emma. The only living descendants and 
the last of this line of Chiefs is Stella Keomailani Kea 
the grand-child of Namakeha, the brother of Naea. 

Henrique s Collection 
HEN: Vol I, 11 05 

Holua Slide 

Seems to have been an earth slide at Kailua, 
by the banana plantation. 

Stokes, J. F. G. 
Misc. Notes 
Archaeology Lab 
Bishop Museum 

WAIMANALO 

Cultivation 

This ahupua'a has only one large stream, 
from which it takes its name, the water of which ir
rigates the sugar cane now grown on the lower slopes 
and lowlands. Much of the lowland now under cane 
was formerly in taro. But wet taro was by no means 
limited to the lowlands irrigated from the main stream. 
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The old kamaaina, Edward Niaupio, named nine ter
race sections whos e water came from smaLL streams 
and springs flowing out of the high mountain range. 
These sections ran for 1.5 miles in a semicircle at 
the foot of the mountains round the broad base of Wai
manalo VaLLey, from below Puu Loa weLL toward Puu 
o Kona. Several of these, now covered with brush, 
were examined and found to be well preserved. The 
only taro grown in the district in 1934 was that planted 
by Edward Niaupio. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 100 

Description - 1847 

At that tine, it seerra:1 that the valley was 
fillerl with breadfruit, nountain apples, kukui and 
coconut trees. There were taro patches, with banks 
covererl with ti and wauke plants. Grass houses occu
pierl the dry lands, a hundred of them here and sweet 
potatoes and sugar cane were much grown. It was a 
great help toward their livelihood •..• The whole 
ahupuaa of Waimanalo was leaserl to white rren except 
the native kuleanas and because the cattle wandererl 
over them, they were carpellerl to build fences for 
protection. The taro patches that were neatly built 
in the time when chiefs ruled over the people and 
the land, were broken up. The sugar cane, ti and 
wauke plants were destroyed. The big trees that grew 
in those days, died because the roots could not get 
moisture. The valley became a place for animals. 

Ka Hoonanea 0 Ka Manawa 
Kuokoa, Oct. 26,1906 

The ahupua'a of Waimanalo, including the fish
pond at Maunalua and the travelling uhu of Makapu'u, 
belonged to Maui-mua (First-Maui). 

Kauakahiakahaola, S. M. K. (Kamakau) 
He manawa haowale a nei Keia, a Kaili a 
pakahawale? 
Kuokoa, Nov.27,1875 

Heiau 

Site 381. Heiau, Waimanalo side of Olomana, 
on the edge of the Waimanalo cane field facing Koolau 
Range. 

Remains indicate that the heiau was probably 
250 feet long and 130 feet wide, of two terraces. The 
upper terrace, 75 by 130 feet, is hidden in a heavy 
growth of lantana. It was 10 feet higher than the low
er terrace and was faced with large 2-foot and 3-foot 
stones; the mountain side was filled with small 2-inch 
and 3-inch stones for a sp,ace of about 20 feet. The 
remainder of the terrace was paved with dirt. A low 

line of smaLL stones marks the extent of this terrace 
on the mountain side. The plantation flume now skirts 
the lower edge. Some waterworn pebbles and an amaz
ing amount of old coral are scattered throughout the 
rocks. North of the site the hill presents a huge bar
ren face of black rock. The lower terrace, which is 
now in cane, was probably 170 feet long with a facing 
of large stones on the lower end, which is a rather 
steep slope. The heiau was indicated by E. P. Kani
aupio, but the name is not known. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ka-lua-o-Pele 

Above Pu-ha is an old crater called Ka-lua
o_Pele (Pele's_pit). Pele dug here long ago and gave 
it up when she came to water. Much palolo clay was 
found here and Alona remembered seeing the women 
c orne to get it to rub into their scalps before going to 
the sea. The clay was washed out in sea water. The 
scalps were very clean, free of dandruff and the hair 
grew long and thick. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept.22,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Burials at Bellows Field 

(Site 20) June 20,1952. 

Skeleton No.1. Adult male, large, complete, 
flexed, face down, axis of body WSW (forward head) 
exposed by buLL-dozer. Acc. No. 4392, No. 57. 

Skeleton No.2. 15 yards from road, W of 
road, South 40 yards from No. 1. Pelvis up, head 
down angle 45 0 , flexed. Acc. No. 4392, No.5S. 

Notebook: Oahu Archaeology 
Neg. No. 21729, 21730, 2l72S 

Puu-kilo -i 'a (HiLL-for - the - sighting -fish) 

East of Pu-ha, beyond a lone pine tree on the 
shore is Puu-kilo-i'a. Here a person stood to see 
whether a school of fish could be seen and from here 
he signalled to the men of the canoes where to go in 
order to surround the schools with the net. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 
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Puha River 
Sport of Pue .wai 

In the mean time I had a gang of men at work 
preparing to open the bar at the mouth of Puha river. 
This bar ordam had accumulated for some years and 
much water was backed up. I had seen this opened 
on a former occasion, and the sports of the natives 
in swimming the raging waters, and determined to 
give Her Majesty ( Queen Emma) and party a view of 
this ancient sport.. .. An opening of 20 feet or more 
having been made in the dam the water rushed out at 
the rate of 30 knots or more. The bore or surge caused 
was very high, and only two men and two women dared 
to play on this water.surf called Pue.Wai. (1875) 

Cummins, John A. 
Around Oahu in Days of Old 
The Mid.Pacific Mag., Sept. 1913, p 235 

The stream in Bellow's Field is Pu.ha. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Apuakea 

At the sea side end of this hill (Hu.nana.niho) 
is Apuakea or Fair Apua. Here lived a maiden, Apua, 
whose skin was very fair and whose behavior was so 
loveable that the people named the place for her and 
for her fair skin. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

At Kapua in Koolau Muliwaiolena and her daugh. 
ter Apuakea were killed because the latter compared 
herself to Hiiaka in beauty. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, p 343 
(See Hiiaka at Waimanalo) 

Haununaniho Puuhonua 

Site 383. Haununaniho, near the sea side of 
the mill. 

A small hill said to have been famous in old. 
en days as a place of refuge. It is said that as soon 
as one side knew that there was no hope for victory 

in the battle being fought, the wisest course was to 
flee as rapidly as possible to Haununaniho, for all 
the chiefs recognized the sacredness of this hill and 
the lives of those who reached this elevation were 
spared. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

A short way below the main entrance, in Bel. 
lows Field is a hill called Hu.nana.niho. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Ka.la.wehe.kohe 

We took the road by the sugar mill and went 
up into the valley. Alona pointed out a hill, below 
Olomana and Ahiki, called Ka.la.wehe-kohe (The
day. of. opening - the. vagina). 

Once upon a time a young chiefess came to 
this hill with her personal attendants. A young chief 
also came with his attendants and here they met. 
It was by accident that the two met here and fell in 
Love. Learning each other's names, each knew that 
there was a plan for them to marry. He drew her to 
a quiet spot and so the hill was named for her lost 
virginity. "Perhaps the secret would never have 
been told, " said Alona, "if their attendants had not 
been so near to the small secluded spot which they 
bad chosen." The two did marry later, and much 
sOoner than their parents had planned. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kaupoku. hale 
(Awa location) 

On the way up (the road going mauka from the 
Mill) Mr. Alona pointed to Kaupoku_hale (Roof.oi-a
house), a low hill half way up the cliffside, with a 
long ridge running from it to the foot of the hill. He 
used to go up to Kaupoku- hale and then down to the oth
er side for awa. Much awa is found just on the Kailua 
side of this hill and very good awa too. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 
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Wai-kupanaha 

A spring called Wai-kupanaha was pointed out 
to us, (in valley mauka of Mill), surrounded by tall 
taro plants, banana trees and fragrant white gingers. 
According to Mr. Alona, the Wai-kupanaha on the 
west side of Mr. Castle's place was a lele, or a part 
of this kuleana, so both were given the same name. 
The upland piece was for taro growing and the piece 
near the sea was for fishing. The former owners of 
Wai-kupanaha went inland to raise taro and then to 
their land by the shore to fish. Both places had water 
but today only the upland Wai-kupanaha has water. 

This Wai-kupanaha could not be tampered with 
but left as nature made it. A Japanese used a pipe 
to draw water from here to his house and the water 
ceased to flow. The Alona's asked him to remove his 
pi pe and as soon as he did so, the water flowed once 
again in abundance. It stiU feeds some taro patches 
below as it did in former times. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept.22,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Olomaha 

(From mauka towards the Mill) This place 
was once thickly populated because of a fine old spring. 
The spring no longer flows and the old house sites 
s till stand in the underbrush. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Maha'ilua 

Across from Bellows Field, at the base of the 
cliff, lies Maha'ilua, a place that was once thickly 
populated because there was a good water supply. 
Today it is deserted. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 22,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Heiau 

Site 382. Heiau on the land known as Pohaku
nui, Wa:im3nalo. 

A srrall heiau, approximately 50 by 90 feet 
in extent, built on the crown of a little hill, at the 
foot of the palis on the rrountainward edge of the cane 
field just back of the \va.inanalo mill. The site is 
in a fairly good state of preservation, and the low 
walls whic h follow the contour s of the hill are prac
tic ally intact. Seaward of the heiau proper at a low
er elev.ation and near the edge of the small hill are 
two low walls which were probably in some way con
nected with the heiau. It is doubtful that they were 
part of a house site, for in other places it appears 
that it was very bad luck to build in front of a heiau, 
particularly when it directly faced the sea. In con
nection with these walls is an oval mound of stones 
(opu), upon which an image may have stood. Within 
the low walls of the heiau is a small inclosure paved 
with stones, with a small rock terrace in the seaward 
or font end. The larger inclosure appears to have 
been dirt-paved. Toward the center are a great num
ber of stones which rra.y have fm:med low walls or srrall 
platforms, but are now disturbed. There appears to 
have been an entrance on the southwest end. There is 
a break in the wall and an incline leads from the floor 
level of the heiau to the lower ground at the back. 
Throughout the heiau the walls resemble the type 
(fig. I, b) almost without exception. 

lb, cross section of wall 

12 • 

: ~lH 
12 

'·63 .: 
'~" .... a 

'. , ... ~ . xx 

Site 382. a. ground plan; b. per spective sketch: 
1. typical wall average 3 feet high inside where fac

ing is of I-foot stone, outside curves cut from the large 
stones used for inside facing, for 8 or 10 feet, and 
is built of stones 6 inches or less in size; 2. dirt
paved inclosure 42 by 68 feet, with small inclosure 
in northwest corner; 3. numerous scattered stones 
possibly used for walls or small platform; 4. wall 
3 feet wide, 3 feet high outside, 1 foot high inside 
at corner where it is built up perpendicularly from 
incline; 5. 5-foot entrance in wall with incline project
ing outside of wall, 7 feet wide by 12 feet long, built 
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up 3 feet high on north end, and sloping to ground at 
back; 6. wall 2. 5 feet high inside, 3 feet wide and 
on outside a 1.foot drop to step 2. 5 feet wide and a 
2.foot drop to steep slope; 7. division wall 3 feet wide 
and 2.5 feet high; 8. inclosure 19 by 12 feet, floor 
paved with 6.inch stones; 9. terrace 5 by 12 feet by 
1 foot'high, in the north or front end, which is paved 
with 1.foot stones; 10. front wall 36 feet long, 2 to 3 
feet high inside, 4 feet wide, 1 foot high outside; 11. 
12.foot curve faced with stones 1 foot or less in size, 
continuation of wall 10, top of wall also faced with 
l.foot stones, with fill of small stones averaging 
2 inches in size; 12. lower portion of heiau on north 
edge of hill; 13. pile of stones 5 feet across, 2 feet 
high, and 8 feet from wall 14; 14. wall 14 feet long, 
2 feet wide, 1 foot high, practically at right angles 
to wall 15; 15. wall 12 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 1 
foot high; x.y. cross sections. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Still there 1958. Maunawili ditch tunnel pas ses 
under hill on which heiau stands. B. M. photo #15301 

Kupunakane and Kupunawahine Springs 

There are two peculiar springs at Waimanalo, 
Koolau.poko. The one called Kupunakane is away up 
in the mountains. The spring called Kupunawahine 
is a spring way down on the level land. The strange, 
strange thing about these ponds was that on calm, 
sunny days they begin to cry out to each other. Their 
voices were soft and sounded very much like a woman 
mourning her husband. On days that were over cast 
with clouds in the sky, then the water of the moun. 
tain spring changed. The water of the mountain spring 
became warm and when you drank the water in the 
lowland spring it was cool, according to their legend. 

Na A u,oai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Mar. 11,1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Heiau? 

(Site 24) Large structure reported to be a 
heiau. Approximate size 130 feet by llO feet. Heavy 
underbrush prevented detailed inspection. North. 
west wall appears to be in fairly good state of preser. 
vation. "Makai wall is badly damaged. II This is the 
area which is on the accessible side. 

I Murdoch, Mr. 
l J Informant, Feb. 21, 1958 

Photograph in Bishop Museum 

Puu. o. Molokai 

Across from the Waimanalo Park, surrounded 
by a cane field are two low hills. The smaller of the 
two is Puu-o-Molokai. 

Long ago a Molokai man came here and went 
to live on a low hill not far from Muliwai.olena. The 
reason for his coming from Molokai to Oahu was for
gotten long ago but others followed and dwelt with him. 
This hill was called Puu-o.Molokai or Molokai's.hill. 
The newcomers made their homes on the hill itself 
and kept very much to themselves. When a boy mar. 
ried one of the girls of Waimanalo, he had to leave 
his own people to dwell with his wife's. If a girl mar. 
ried a Waimanalo man she too left her own people. 
Gradually the Molokai people were absorbed by those 
of Waimanalo. Alona's great.grandfather was one of 
those who belonged to the Molokai group. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

This exclusiveness of a certain group was not 
particularly unusual, for the people of Kamoa plains 
in Kau, Hawaii, were just as exclusive and kept very 
much to themselves. An epidemic of a disease simi. 
lar to influenza destrored many, and sent others flee. 
ing elsewhere for safety and they too lost that exclus. 
iveness to which they had clung for many, many years. 

Pukui, M. K. 

Lau.kupu and Pu.a 

The two houses on the Waimanalo side of the 
park occupy a site once called Lau.kupu and later 
Pu-a. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kapu'a 

At Kapua in Koolau Muliwaiolena and her daugh. 
ter Apuakea were killed because the latter compared 
herself to Hiiaka in beauty. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, P 343 

Pikoi and his father beached at Kapu'a where 
there was a gathering for rat shooting. That is why 
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the place is called Kapu'a to this day. They did not 
join them in rat shooting. They went up to a resting 
place called Kaulanaka'iole and saw two rats up on 
the cliff. It was Haha.'iole and his companion. They 
went on, ascended by way of Koha and went down on 
that side of Manoa. 

Kaui, S. M. 
Pikoi.a.ka.Alala 
Kuokoa, Dec.16, 1865 
HEN: Legends, p 702 

Muliwaiolena 

It is right here in Koolau, at Waimanalo, and 
is there to this day, by a village called Kapua, belong. 
ing to an ancient chief, Lupe. 

When Kauholokahiki, sister of Kanehunamoku, 
came ashore from Ulukaa she landed at Ulupau in 
Mokapu. There she built a shrine on which to lay her 
offerings, and there she was found by some women 
who went to gather sea weeds on the shore and made 
friends with her. The native women admired the beau. 
ty of the stranger who was covered only by a skirt 
of green pahapaha sea weeds. One of the women re. 
moved her own body covering and draped it around the 
hips of the stranger and invited her to her home. 
Her beauty glowed like a light in the house and many 
people came with gifts of tapa, skirts, dogs, hogs 
and poi. One day the chief Ilauhoe took Kauholo. 
kahiki, the stranger, to be his wife. She was so 
beautiful that even the palms of her hands were lovely. 
When the chief Ilauhoe married her, the chief wanted 
her to go bathing with him but she answered, "I am 
kapu and can bathe in no other water unless you go 
yourself and fetch my bathing water from Muliwai. 
olena." The husband said, "It may be in Kahiki and 
is too far. We do not know where this water is. " 
She replied, "If you love me, 0 Chief, go yourself 
for my bathing water that I mentioned. It is in Wai. 
manalo, at Kapua, a village belonging to the chief 
Lupe. It is the stream with the yellow water that runs 
quietly. That is the one." The chief ran at once with 
a container and in no time he dipped up the water and 
returned. It was indeed yellowish color and that was 
the first time that it was known that this was Muliwai. 
olena. It is there to this day .... 

Ualla, W. H., Muliwaiolena 
Ke Au Okoa, Dec.8, 1870 

Muliwaiolena 

Not aware of the hostile reception that 
awaited him, Kaeo,after leaving Molokai, steered 
for Kukui in Kalapueo, Waimanalo, but when ar. 

riving there he was repulsed by the Oahu forces, 
and a skirmishing fight was kept up for two days, 
during which time Kaeo's fleet kept at sea off the 
coast, exchanging shots with the forces ashore, 
with apparently no great losses on either side, 
except that the commander of the Oahu troops was 
shot by Kaeo's foreign gunner, Mare Amara, near 
a little brook named Muliwaiolena. 

Fornander 
Polynesian Race 
Vol II, p 262 

Muliwaiolena 

At the little white bridge we gazed into the 
yellowish green water of Muliwai.olena.. .. The wa. 
ter never has dried up and is not fed from the moun. 
tains except when it rains heaVily. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Hiiaka at Waimanalo 

They travelled past I;{uhui (Kukui?) and Pa. 
honu where the people shouted at the beauty of Hiiaka. 
The news reached the ears of Apuakea and she said 
to her mother, Muliwaiolena, "Oh, Muliwaiolena, go 
and take a look at the women whose beauty the people 
are shouting about and see if they are as beautiful as 
I am." Muliwaiolena came out and looked. Never 
had she seen anything on Oahu to equal the beauty of 
these women. Turning to Apuakea she said, "Daugh. 
ter, your beauty does not compare with their great 
beauty. You are like the soles of their feet." Hear. 
ing this the expression on Apuakea's face changed and 
she fainted away. 

Hiiaka overheard the words of the woman to 
her daughter and she uttered this chant: 

o Apuakea.nui, you beautiful woman, 
Comparisons have been made of your charms. 
You are beautiful, beautiful indeed. 

Muliwaiolena then called out to Hiiaka and her 
friend. "Come in, eat and drink and when you are full 
then continue on your long journey." But the travel. 
lers did not accept as they did not like the embarras. 
sing comparison that had been made between them. 
selves and the young girl. Apuakea. 

As the travellers went off Muliwaiolena sud. 
denly fell dead. Shortly afterwards Apuakea died. 
Hiiaka and her friend continued on till they had passed 
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Waimanalo and Kailua and s topped at the home of 
Kanahou because Hiiaka knew he was rich in luau. 
an article of which she was very fond. 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele, 
Angus Coll. 
Ka reo 0 Ka Lahui, Mar. 14, 15, 1893 (resume) 

Trail 

Just beyond Pali-o-Kau was an old trail that 
led up to the top of the hills. The trail was good and 
not too hard to ascend. Farther on was another trail 
that went far up inland but required hard climbing. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, S.ept.14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

(See Kona, Niu, "Trail") 

Mailo Peak and Pali -o-Kau 

Passing Wall's place, at sone distance 
to the park, we stopped to look up at the hills. The 
tallest peak was named Mailo. 

Mailo was named for a very strong man who 
remained at lnre to do as he pleased while he forced 
others to \',Urk am support him. On the Waimanalo 
side of Mailo is a dark spot almost at the base of 
the cliff called Pali-o-Kau. Probably Kau was the 
wife of Mailo but Alona was not sure of it. A snall 
cave only l~e enough for wild birds is found there. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Place Names 

I noticed the appearance of the hills and 
remembered that there were three peaks in a row and 
above it is Kuikui. If Kuikui is included there will 

, be four. The person who pointed them out said that 
beginning from the ea.st, they are, Kuikui. Maelo, 
Paliuli and Nuukauila. 

/?ualewa. W. N. 
No ka aoao Hikina 0 Koolaupoko 
KeAu Okoa, Nov. 12,1866 
Oahu Place Names 

Maelo = Mail 0 ? 

KOOLAUPOKO 

Pahonu Pond 
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Site 383-A. Pahonu, adjacent to the E. O. Hall 
(should be Wall) land, Waimanalo. 

Pahonu is said to be the name of a pond 500 
feet long and approximately 50 feet wide. A line of 
stones, submerged at high tide, but visible at low 
tide, indicates its former extent. Turtles are said 
to have been kept in the pond for use of the alii. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pa-honu, an enclosure for turtles that was once 
located back of Mrs. Wall's present horne. 

There was once a chief who was so fond of 
turtle meat that he ordered a sea wall built to keep 
captured turtles from escaping. Every turtle caught 
by a fisherman was put into this enclosure. No o.ne 
else was allowed to partake of turtle meat under pen
alty of death. No one dared to eat turtle as long as the 
old chief lived. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Note: E. O. Wall - 41505 Kalanianaole Highway 

The pond wall which ca.Ud be seen in the late 
1960's was a restoration hlilt on the original (?) 
foundation. C.C.S. 

Kaakaupapa 

Next to Pahonu is Kaakaupapa. The old say
ing of this place was, "Papa ke kanaka, papa ke akua, 
papa na mea a pau"--"Multitudes of people, multitudes 
of gods, all in multitudes. " 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kini 

(Site 21) Above the road, a little to the west 
(of the Castle gate), lie s a large rock, Kini. It is <a 

female rock that attracted the akule and oio fish to this 
place. It used to be lower down but when the road was 
put through, it was tos sed up there. The road wor
kers had a time moving it for it moved this way and 
that until at last the men succeeded in throwing it up 
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there. It now lies on its side with the top toward the 
hill. There is a slight depression on it where awa 
used to be poured before the fishermen went to fish. 
The first fish caught was always laid on it when they 
returned. The last man to put akule fish on the stone 
was Kaalele, a man from Maui who came here to live. 

Often the perfume of flowers would be borne 
by the wind from this stone to the homes of the natives. 
There would be the smell of ginger, hala or maile 
vines. The people who caught the fragrance would 
say, "The old lady has been some where on a visit, 
we smell the fragrance of her leis. " 

As a boy, I was taught to respect Kini, the 
fish god. We could play aLL about it without any harm 
but were taught riet to be disrespectful. 

I regret very much that Kini lies up here. 
She belongs where she can face the sea that she and 
our ancestors loved. Here she lies on her' side facing 
the hill that meant very little to her. With the thou_ 
sands of big stones around here, only that particular 
one was named and regarded as supernatural. She 
should be down where she can have an unobstructed 
view of the sea. 

Note: Castle gate - 41051 Kalanianaole Hwy. 

Alona, Charles, Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Oahu Place Names 

Burial Cave 

Straight up from here (Castle gate), near the 
£'ootof the cliff, is an old burial cave. I made mention 
of it to a foreigner and very soon after, bags and bags 
full of bones were brought out of there. He told me 
that he was taking them to some foreign country for 
study. He also took away palaoa ornaments and glass 
beads such as were brought there in whaling days. 
There was also in the cave a canoe so old and rotten 
that it fell to pieces when handled. The sight of the 
bones being brought out to be sent across the sea made 
me so unhappy that I resolved to keep secret .the loca
tion of two other burial caves. 

Alana, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kukui 

July5,1826 - Set out at half past 5 and at about 
eight arrived at Kukui, a small poor fishing settlement. 
We walked all the way from Waimanalo to this place 
upon the sand beach with the sea da·shing at our feet 

and not unfrequentLy washing our steps. On the right 
at no gr eat distance ro se the mountains almost per
pendicularly topped with verdure presenting their 
mural front like an impassable wall. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Places on the Eastern End of Oahu 
Tours Around the Island in 1826 and 1828 
Ms in Files of Hawaiian Mission Children's 
Society 

"a small poor fishing settlement" (beyond 
Waimanalo) 

Ibid. 

I made remarks to a few as we passed 
along at a place called Kukui fifteen or twenty per sons 
collected together .•. 

Chamberlain 
1828 

Battle at Kukui 

Now when Kalanikupule and his youngerbro
ther Koalaukani heard that Kaeokulani was return
ing to Kauai, not knowing what his plans might be, 
they made preparations for war, digging trenches 
and throwing up earthworks at Kukui, Kalapueo, and 
Waimanalo. At Kukui a severe battle was fought in 
which one of the favorites, a war leader of Kalani
kupule, was shot by Mare Amara at the stream of 
Muliwaiolena as he stood with a feather cloak about 
his shoulder s directing the battle with his hand. 
Two days and two nights Kaeokalani lay out at sea, 
then Kalanikupule called off the fighting and the two 
had a friendly meeting at Kalapawai in Kailua. It 
was a day of mingled joy and weeping, joy for the 
ending of war, weeping for the dead in battle and 
also for the death of Kaheliki. 

Kamakau 
History, chap 9, p 1 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 168 

Puka-kukui 

A channel seaward from the Castle door, a 
channel that led in to shore, not a very straight one 
but nevertheless a channel, that was named Puka
kukui. When the tide was high the canoes could come 
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in by any route but when it was low it was wise to 
follow the channel so as not to scrape the keels on 
the rocks. The landing place (paena waa) was slight
ly east of Mr. Castle's fence on the Ewa side of the 
house. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Keawaakaiole 

A short distance from Mr. Castle's we 
stopped and Mr. Alona pointed to a spot in the sea 
where there were no waves. (towards Makapuu) 
The waves rolled on every side but not a wave was 
seen to move over this particular spot, called Ke
awa-a-ka-iole (Rat's-sea-port). There is a stone 
on the bottom there that was given the name. The 
legend is forgotten. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kawaikupanaha (des. ) 

A little way farther (towards Makapuu from 
Keawaakaiole) was Ka-wai-kupanaha, once a pool 
from which the people got their water. No matter 
how long a drought lasted, the ground there was al
ways moist. When the road was built through, it 
was covered up. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Pohakuloa and Keanapau 

Pohakuloa, in or above Waimanalo was an
other per sonage Hiiaka met. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol VI, P 343 

A little farther along the road (from Kawai
kupanaha toward Makapuu) there is a large stone 
(beside which a plum tree now stands--1939). It is 
called Pohaku-loa. The sandy beach is not visible 
from the road. Adjoining it 6n the east side is a 
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very small spot, hardly bigger than a car, called 
Ke-ana-paO (Constantly-moist-cave). There is no 
cave here of any kind and Mr. Alona thinks that the 
meaning is figurative. It may refer to a woman 
perhaps. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Kaluahine 

Farther on, (between Castle's and Makapuu) 
where the milo trees grow by the lower side of the 
road, there is a spot called Kaluahine (Old woman). 
Here lived a beautiful maiden. When still very young 
her appearance changed to that of an old woman, but 
in spite of it she was beautiful with the charm and 
beauty of age. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Ko'a, at Kaluahine 

(Site 22) We got out of the car here 'Ka
luahine) and walked down to the shore. We came to 
a small fish shrine covered over by vines. The 
stones were still neatly piled, one on top of the other. 
Alona told us that he remembered seeing the fisher
men place on this shrine the first fish they caught. 
There they were left to rot away of themselves. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Believed destroyed. Could not find in 1954. C. C. S. 

Alaea at Kalaekiona 

Just a little beyond (Kaluahine) lies a point 
called Kalae-kiona (Excrement-point). Why it was 
so called Alona does not know, but he and his wife 
do know that there is an alaea deposit here. The 
people used to come here for red earth to use in 
their medicines. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 
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Pohaku-paakiki 

(Site 23) The stone is on the Waimanalo side 
of "Kaupo Park" on the edge of the beach. At low 
tide it is washed by waves, at high tide in the water. 

Measurements: length 93", width 79", thick
ness 26". ,Southwest end of stone is raised 2 feet 
by what looks like a pile of stones now fused together. 
The stone itself lies Southwest by Northwest. 

C. C.S. 
1954 

Pohaku -paakiki 

We went on (from Kalaekiona) until we came 
to a black stone lying on the sand by the edge of the 
sea. "That is Pohaku-paakiki, " said Alona, "and 
there are two stories about it. It once stood up high
er and was supported by another stone that held it 
somewhat like a table. Pohaku-paakiki has fallen 
and its support lost. This is the old story that my 
adopted father told me. 

'Long ago, two sweet potato growers lived 
over there. (Alona pointed to a place just across 
the road.) They used to prepare awa daily and brought 
it to this stone where they would chant and call to 
Kamohoalii, their shark god, to come for this awa. 
He used to swim up to the spot, drink his awa and 
depart. 

'Near Kalaekiona lived a man who liked to 
catch sharks and he annoyed Kamohoalii by chop
ping off the tails and bringing them to this spot to 
throw into the sea. He did it to annoy the two old 
sweet potato growers, but succeeded in rousing the 
ire not of the two old men but of their shark god, 
Kamohoalii. The shark god caught him fishing one 
day and began to d~vour him, beginning at his feet. 
He kept on'chewing all the way up to the buttocks. 
The smell of the excrement in his bowels, nauseated 
Kamohoalii and so he swore an oath never again to 
hurt nor allow any other shark to hurt any person, 
from Makapuu to Kalaeokaoia. Kamohoalii's spirit 
possessed one of his keepers, the potato growers 
and through him, told the other of this vow. 

'From that time on, no shark has ever eaten 
human flesh at Waimanalo. 

'Many, many years after the fisherman was 
e.aten by Kamohoalii, Kapoi, the kahuna, used to come 
to this stone to pray for healing. He was a powerful 
kahuna. '" 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Watch Tower Called Ka-hale-kai 

Alona said that the pile of stones at the point 
at the edge of the sea (now referred to as a fish 
shrine) was really a sort of a watch tower called 
Ka-hale-kai. The stones have loosened and fallen 
off until now it looks rounded like a mound. Alona 
used to come here when he was a small boy. At 
that time the pile of stones was more square in form 
and on top of it stood two ohia posts. The posts 
roused his curiosity. Asking his adopted father what 
they were for, he learned that a small house once 
stood on the pile of stones and served as a watch 
tower. The doorway was toward Molokai. Strong men 
were obliged to take turns watching the sea for the 
approach of any canoe, The house protected the 
watchman from unpleasant weather. If a canoe ap
proached from Hawaii, Maui, Molokai or Lanai, the 
order was to kill everyone on board and seize the 
canoe and goods for the chief, but if the canoe came 
from Kauai to let it beach and spare the men on 
board. 

Before Hauna came to Oahu from Hawaii, he 
heard of this way of receiving strangers, He had 
also heard that his chief, Lonoikamakahiki, had gone 
to Waimanalo to fish, and he was determined to fol
low and see his master. He went a long, roundabout 
way and came in from the directiol'). of a visitor from 
KauaL Hauna was spared, Alona was unable to say 
just what happened to stop the use of the old watch 
tower. The house rotted away and only the remnants 
of the two ohia posts remained when he was a child, 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

Shrine at Inikiolohe (des, ) 

Only a short distance to the west (of Ka
halekai), at Inikiolohe, stood a shrine for fisher
men, Much moi fish and uhu were caught here be
cause of the shrine and the fish goddess, Malei, 
The stones have since been carried away, No trace 
of the old shrine remains. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14,1939 
Waimanalo 
Oahu Place Names 

(Malei- .see: Kona, Maunalua, Ma lei Site 1) 

Kaupo Village 

Site 384. Because of the local interest in 
this "deserted village" the area has been set aside 
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as a public park. This site has probably neither 
the great antiquity nor the importance commonly 
attributed to it. In its prime , it consisted of a few 
fishing huts, a fishing shrine, and possibly a small 
heiau. Most of the structures appear to have been 
built in recent times. As a public park this land 
is continually used by campers, which accounts for 
many poorly constructed windbreaks near the beach 
and the absence of rafters, boards, and other in
flammable material, as firewood is at' a premium 
here. Mr. Chalmers, Manager of the Waimanalo 
Sugar Co., was told years ago that the village was 
built about 1853 during the disatrous smallpox epi
demic, when the Hawaiians attempted to escape the 
quarantine. On the official map of the Bishop Es
tate the area is indicated as "Koanapou." "Kaupo" 
is undoubtedly incorrect. 

A lthough all the sites were noted and studied 
in detail, only a few will be included here. Those 
of real interest, listed in order of importance, are 
shown in figure 67 -0, j. b, k, n, e. The sites that ap
pear unimportant are grouped about the old roadway, 
e, whereas the sites that are of most interest are 
nearer the shore, particularly near the fishing shrine, 
o. 

(0) The fishing shrine is unique in its lack 
of small pieces of coral found so often on fishing 
shrine platforms and in being built just off shore 
so that it is surrounded by water at high tide. It is 
said that the top was formerly evenly paved, forming 
a level platform. 

(j) Only a corner of a very old platform which 
suggests a heiau, remains, The top was leveled with 
small, rough lava stones a few inches in size, Se-
1ected stones were used in constructing the corner, 
which forms a sharp right angle. A rough, quad
rangular prism-like stone, which once formed part 
of the facing, protruded slightly above the platform 
and mayor may not have been of significance, The 
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" construction of the present highway obliterated the 
greater portion of the site. 
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(b) One of the lava tubes, said to have been 
inhabited until recently, was occupied by Kakilaka, 
a Hawaiian hermit who avoided contact even with his 
own people. The tube affords excellent shelter, 
and the entrance has been carefully stepped and 
faced. It has a small square opening to one side 
which has functioned as a chimney, at least in re
cent year s. In the far end of the tube is a slight 
opening through which light filters. The floor about 
the entrance has been paved with lava slabs with a 
gener ous fill of bits of cor al. A wall surrounds the 
tube, There is a small inclosure in the northwest 
corner, In a wall of this inclosure a cache was found 
The floor of the cache was of sand with loose stones 
and dirt beneath. Excavating revealed four bone but
tons, one pearl button, a fragment of a rib, and the 
pelvis of a small animal, 

(k) The large rectangular inclosure, which 
is now pointed out as a heiau, was undoubtedly a 
cattle pen, If it was ever a heiau, all features have 
been completely obliterated, Adjoining it on the 
north are two smaller walled inclosures, the pur
pose of which is unknown, About 20 feet south of 
the large inclosure is a rectangular area 12 by 25 
feet with walls 5 feet high and 5 feet wide on three 
sides, It is open toward the cattle pen, 

(e) The old roadway, paved and bordered by 
walls, would seem not to have been needed by the 
Hawaiians before pack animals and vehicles came 
into use, 

Map of the so-called "Kaupo Village" ruins, 
eastern end of Waimanalo, showing contour at inter
vals of 1 0 feet: a, well-preserved sand-floored in
closure 5 by 14 paces, with two wide entrances in 
walls which are 3 to 4 feet high, lava tube near in-
1 and end 15 feet long and 2 to 3 feet high, adjoining 
clear area 25 by 30 feet marked by line of stones; 
b, ruins centered about a lava tube 15 feet long, 
4 feet high, floor down three steps, surrounding wall 
1 to 4 feet high incloses an area about 24 by 35 feet, 
in corner of which is a small inclosure 6 by 7 feet, 
in the wall a cache 2, 5 feet wide, 2 feet deep and 
I, 1 feet high is concealed by a circular slab of lava, 
east of tube is another small inclosure, and adjoin
ing this site are many walls; c. lava bubble used as 
shelter, sanded floor 37 feet in diameter, dome-
like top 6 feet high, center opening 14 feet in dia
meter, on floor are bits of ash and charcoal, opihi 
and cowrie shells; d. many inclosures varying in 
size and workmanship; e. portion of old roadway 
14 feet wide bordered by walls 2 feet high, part of 
it paved with flat slabs of lava; f. present roadway; 
g. irregular narrow semi-circular wall 3 feet high 
made of blocks of lava: h. area 20 by 95 feet inclosed 
by low walls on all but inland side with inner wall 
separating eastern third: i, well-built platform 3 
feet high on seaward side, paved with small rough 
fragments of lava, rocks at base of wall placed on 
end: j, corner of platform 5 feet high built of lava 
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blocks evenly fitted to form the faces, adjoining is 
an old weathered coral waLL 3 feet high; k. rectang
ular inclosure 79 by 110 feet and 5 feet high before 
its top stones had been removed; l. smaLL platform 
surrounded by large lava blocks on end and paved 
with small fragments of lava and coral; m. two in. 
closures each 5 by 10 feet with walls 3 to 4 feet high 
and 2 feet thick, east of it an outlined rectangle 30 
by 60 feet and west of it a similar one; n. slightly 
elevated area 10 by 20 feet with low walls on three 
sides, probably house site; o. fishing shrine (ko'a) 
about 10 feet high and made of a pile of stones with 
an uneven surface 15 by 25 feet. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Site partially occupierl by Sea Life Park, 1975. 

Koonapou (Kaupo Village) 

Kapoi was a native of Makawao in Kailua, 
Oahu, and in his youth he and his brother were trained 
in the art of chanting. After finishing his course in 
chanting, Kapoi decided to go to Honolulu and went 
by way of Nuuanu. After reaching the top, he sat 
down to rest and then the scenery about him was so 
pleasing that he began to chant. Two women appeared 
mysteriously and complimented him on his fine chant. 
ing. They flirted with him and promised him a gift 
if he returned that way on his way home. He promised 
and proceeded to Honolulu where he bought two neck. 
erchiefs as gifts for his friends of the Pali. On his 
return he presented his gifts to them. After reaching 
Waimanalo a great urge came over him to come to 
this uninhabited place and he built this wall around 
the cave to serve as a horne. (Ke.ana-a.Kapoi) 
The stone wall and thatched roof were sufficient pro. 
tection against the elements. Other similar houses 
were built nearby to answer aU of the needs of his 
family. 

There was no water so he prayed and was 
given a fine fresh water spring up on the hillside 
some distance away. A wall was built above the 
s pring to prevent the stones sliding down the hill and 
getting into the drinking water. Bananas grew around 
the spring. With water to drink, sweet potatoes 
in his patch, and fish just before him, Kapoi was 
satisfied. 

Soon his reputation for healing the sick spread 
abroad and people came from everywhere, even from 
the other islands in canoes. Most of the people re. 
turned to their homes but a few chose to remain as 
Kapoi's neighbors. More and more stone walls with 
thatched roofs were built near Kapoi's home and 
soon there was a small viLLage. Marvelous tales 
were told of Kapoi's wondrous deeds. When some. 
one asked him for a special kind of fish, he didn't 

bother to tie a hook to the line but held the line in 
the water and the fish seized it and did not let go. 
He kept hauling in fish after fish until there was an 
abundance. Naturally he was respected for his pe. 
c uLiar power 5. 

One day his wife went visiting, leaving one 
of her younger sisters at home. Kapoi's downfall 
began on that very day, for, he committed adultery. 
That night he was told in a dream that he was going 
to be punished by death. He prophecied in a riddle, 
thus: "A woman with a burning skin is coming to 
our shores very soon. She wiLL bring eruptions with 
which she will destroy many. I shall be afflicted with 
only one of these eruptions. It will be located next 
to my naveL. I shall die at high noon." Not long af
ter that, the smallpox epidemic broke out and many 
died, including Kapoi. On his body there was only 
one eruption, and it appeared beside his navel. The 
disease killed many here. Some of the survivors 
fled and so the village of Koonapou was finally aban
doned. 

I have heard that this place is called Kaupo. 
In my yo uth it was called Koonapou and not Kaupo. 

After Kapoi's death, the water in his spring 
ceased to flow. My foster father and some others 
dug and found water, but it was so brackish that 
banana trees yellowed and died. 

Alona, Charles, Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 

Koonapou 

(after descending from Makapuu towards Wai. 
manalo) The first settlement we carne to consisted 
of a few miserable huts inhabited by fishermen but 
found no scholars. I made remarks to a few as we 
passed along at a place called Kukui fifteen or twenty 
persons collected together to whom I made a short 
address. . 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip around Oahu, 1828 

Kaupo Village 

Kaupo village, prehistoric fishing town 
situated on a small peninsula opposite Rabbit Island 
and just northwest of Makapuu Point, presents to
day an interesting scene to the imaginative obser. 
ver. 

To the casual motorist driving up to Maka
puu gap, Kaupo might seem no more than a few 
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desultory heaps of stone on either side of the road. 
But on careful inspection, one knows that here are 
obviously the remains of a thriving village, and not 
poor remains· at that. 

One can readily note the once neat and or
derly stonework which formed the foundations of 
the fishermen's houses. Many of the structures 
are quite plainly discernible. Underground pas
sages lead off from two of the "houses". These 
passages, now short, were formed originally as 
lava tubes or blisters. 

One of the most obviously genuine archae
ological bits in this richly laden area is the large 
pile of stone just offshore which is known as a kola, 
or fishing shrine. Countless offerings have been 
made here to the fish gods. 

Kaupo, which is already set aside as a Thr
ritorial park, also contains well preserved plat
forms, a remnant of the old Royal road, and what 
are thought to be graves, as well as miles of stone 
walls of various heights and some clearly marked 
house sites. 

"Ancient Fishing Village Near Makapuu Might be 
Restored" 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, April 18, 1931 

Kala-pueo 

The general name for the whole place, in
cluding Ka_hale_kai and Pohaku-paakiki, was Kala
pueo (Rallying-of-the-owls). 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 

July 5, 1826--From Kukui we passed on to 
Kalapueo, the last settlement on this side of the 
island and the abode of a few poor fishermen and 
soon after ascended a steep precipice called Ma.ka
puu against the foot of which the mountain waves 
dash incessantly and throw aloft their spray •••• 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip around Oahu 
Ms. in Haw. Mission Children's Society 

Ke.ana.a.Kapoi 

Beyond Puu.o.Kahai, toward Makapuu, is 
Ke-ana-a_Kapoi. It is a small cave, barely large 
enough to allow one person to curl up in. Around 
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it is a wall with two openings, one toward Makapuu 
Point and the other toward Puu.o.Kahai. Here 
lived Kapoi, the kahuna, who prayed for healing. 
(See Pohakupaakiki) 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 

Just a little way beyond the shrine at Iniki. 
olohe towards Makapuu is a sand hill ·called Puu. 
o.kahai (Kahai's hill). 

Ibid. 

Islands 

There are four islands off Makapuu. The 
largest is Manana (now called Rabbit Island). The 
next is a small one called Kakalaioa. The next 
largest with a patch of green plants on it, is Moku. 
hope, and last of all there is a tiny island, merely 
a rock sticking up above the water. It is Kaohi. 
ipu. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 

Moku Hope is the island in back of Manana 
Kaohi.ipu is the pile of stones in the water 

Pukui, M. K. 
Informant, May 28, 1953 

Kakalaioa Island 

We went out on the gasoline boat "Namahoe" 
to the island (Manana). As we went along Mr. Alona 
pointed to Mokuhope, the island back of Manana and 
to Kakalaioa, a rocky islet between the two. It was 
named Kakalaioa because the rocks were as sharp 
as kakalaioa thorns. No kakalaioa has ever grown 
on it. 

Pukui, M. K. 
Waimanalo •• Manana 
HEN: Vol I, p 1329 

Manana •• Fishing Shrines 

When we reached the island (Manana), he 
(Charles Alona) pointed out the two fish shrines. 
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One is almost gone except for a few remaining 
stones. These shrine s were for the aholehole and 
moi fish. Alona said that these fishes were once 
found in great numbers but today there are hardly 
any. The shrine that faced Waimanalo is still in
tact (1939), with manienie grass growing over it 
and a coconut tree growing out of its side. 

Pukui, M. K. 
Waimanalo- - Manana 
HEN: Vol I, p 1329 

Manana- -Burials 

Alona (Charles Alona) found on his many 
trips to the island that there were old burials there. 
The bodies were buried in an upright position, for 
very often when the earth slid down the bones crum
pled into a heap rather than in a reclining position. 
The remains of a young woman was once found buri
ed'in the sand. Her skull showed that she was mur_ 
dered and then buried. 

Pukui, M. K. 
Waimanalo- -Manana 
HEN: Vol I, p 1329 

Gods, Stone Gods 

Gods at Waimanalo--two stone, uncarved, 
images - Hoolawa (kane) 

Hooinuwai (wahine) 

Keakuapololei - Mele. John Cummings 
knows of these latter gods, at Makapuu. 

Notebook 
Oahu Archaeology 

KOOLAUPOKO WAIMANALO r 
Pueo and Olohana Heiaus 

"The names of the two heiaus described in 
Waimanalo are not known. It is most probable 
that Pueo or Olohana applied to one or the other 
of the heiaus described. (These heiaus are men
tioned by Thrum in the Haw. Annu·aI1907-1909)" 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaulana-a-ka-iole 

When they (Pikoi curl others) passed outside 
of the islet of M:>kapu, Pikoiakaalala again saw a 
rat on the cliff at Waimanalo. He shot at it and 
a man ran to see. He saw the rat struck just as 
Pikoiakaalala told them. The ncnreof the rat was 
Kaulana-a-ka-iole and the place bears the ncnre to 
this day. 

Kaui 
"Pikoiakaalala", oahu Places 
Ke Au Okoa, Jan. 1, 1866 

lIJhia, The MJo-kane of Waimanalo 

lIJhia was a no I 0 kane who lived in Waimanalo, 
not far from a stream. He used to visit around while 
people were eating curl ask what they were having. 
One day he found sane people who had cooked '0 ' opu in 
ti leaf buIrlles. He called to his people, these 
IO'OpU (kino of no'O), curl they ccnre streaming out 
of the bundles in the form of live lizards. 

Hence the saying, "Puka rna ka apua"--"out 
of the harrlle of the ti-leaf bm:lle" when a person 
gets away scot free fran pilikia •. 

Mary Kawena Pukui 
Informant, June 2, 1953 
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District 

In 1859 the Kona District was officially 
named Honolulu. Its boundaries were described as: 
From Maunalua to Moanalua inclusive, to be styled 
the Honolulu district. 

In the Revised Laws of Hawaii 1925 this 
district is described: From Makapuu Head in 
Maunalua to Moanalua inclusive, and the islands 
not included in any other district, to be styled the 
Honolulu district. 

Robert King 

Lihue. 

Districts in the Hawaiian Islands 
Coulter, John Wesley, A Gazetteer of the 
Territory of Hawaii, pp 217, 216, 223 

Kona, of Oahu, once included Ewa and 

Fornander ColI. 
Vol IV, p 384 

MAUNALUA 

Ahupuaa 

"The land of Maunalua is an Hi of the ahu. 
puaa of Waimanalo and originally belonged to Ko. 
olaupoko district. Maps made as late as 1902. 
placed it in that district. It is situated on the south 
s ide of the Koolau range and should really be a 
part of Honolulu district. The many previous acts 
referring to Oahu districts never did make this 
sufficiently clear, so in the above amendment (Re. 
vised Laws of Hawaii 1925) of 1932, the descrip. 
tions of Honolulu and Koolaupoko districts clari. 
fied this point. " 

(From Makapuu Head in Maunalua to Moana. 
lua inclusive, and the islands not included in any 
other district, to be styled the Honolulu district; 

From Lae 0 ka Oio to Makapuu Head in 
Waimanalo, to be styled the Koolaupoko district). 

Coulter, John Wesley 
A Gazetteer of the Territory of Hawaii 
Page 223 

Ke.Kula.o.Kamauwai 
Famous Potato Planting Place 

According to the last surviving kamaaina 
of Maunalua, sweet potatoes were grown in the 
small valleys, such as Kamilonui, as well as on 
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the coastal plain. The plain below Kamiloiki and 
Kealakipapa was known as Ke.kula.o.Kamauwai. 
This was the famous potato.planting place from 
which came the potatoes traded to ships that an. 
chored off Hahaione in whaling days. The village 
at this place, traces of which may still be seen, 
was called Wawamalu. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 155 

Makapuu, Moeau, Ke .akua-pololi, 
Miana 

Makapuu hill divides in two at the base. 
The point on the Waimanalo side is also called 
Makapuu but the one on the Honolulu side is Moeau. 
Between them is a cave called Ke.akua.pololi. 
These places cannot be seen except from the sea 
in a canoe. A small point below Makapuu is called 
Miana (Urinating.place), why so, Alona did not 
know. 

Alona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 

Ke ana 0 ke akua pololi •• cave of th\! hungry 
god at Moeau. 

Black stone found there with eight "eyes". 

Pukui, M. K., Informant 

Makapuu 

They drew near Makapuu Point and Hiiaka 
saw the woman (Makapuu) sitting on the beach •••• 

They brought their canoe to land on the 
Koolau side of Makapuu, near Waimanalo ..•• 
Makapuu was such a fearful sight that the men were 
frightened when they saw the many eyes on the head 

, of this supernatural person. When Hiiaka asl(ed 
them to come ashore to go to a friend's house to 
eat ... they refused and pretended not to be afraid. 
.•• They did not plan to go to Kailua but they were 
so frightened and grasped at anything to say in or. 
der to escape this supernatural woman. • .• They 
boarded their canoes and set sail for the Koolau 
side. A wind storm arose with a strong current 
that drew toward the Kona side. The i r 
canoe spun around and try as they would they were 
drawn back toward Makapuu. They were so afraid 
of the many.eyed woman that when they saw a shel. 
tered spot on the Kona side, they headed for it. 
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They left their canoe and hurried away ..• Hiiaka 
came to Makapuu, who was waiting for her. She 
had prepared a meal for them .... 

A hula expert had said that she had seen the 
stone of Makapuu with her own eyes and it laid 
close to the point that bears her name. It was a 
real stone and on the head were lumps of black 
stone like the Haole's coal. They resembled hu
man eye s. . .. The name of this hula expert was 
Nakaa Kahaunaele. 

Hiiaka _ i _ka - poli - 0- Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Nov. 17 and 24, 1925 
Oahu Place Names 

(See: Makapuu, Moeau, Ke-akua-pololi, Miana) 

Makapuu 

Makapuu was a kupua who came to Oahu 
with Paao from Tahiti. 

Green 
Folk Tales from Hawaii, p 121 

Makapuu and Makaaoa, were sisters of 
Moikeha and came with him from Tahiti. "Upon 
arriving at Oahu, Moikeha's sisters expressed 
their wish to remain in Oahu and make their homes 
here.. .. 'We wish to make this our place of resi
dence, where we can see the cloud drifts of Tahiti. ' 
Because of this desire of the two sisters, Makapuu 
and Makaaoa, they were allowed to remain on Oahu. " 

Fornander Coll., Vol IV 
Page 116 

Makapuu had eight bright eyes. 

Pukui, M. K. 

Malei 

Site 1. Stone form addressed by Hiiaka as 
Malei, Makapuu Point, above lighthouse. Disap
peared. 

•.. Malei was a female kupua who assumed 
various bodily forms. The burnt offering was not 
merely pteasing for its sweet smelling savour; it 
was an aliment necessary to the creature's con
tinued existence. For the same or a parallel rea
son, songs of praise and adulation were equally 
acceptable and equally efficacious. Cut off the 
flowers of speech as well as the offerings of its 
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worshippers, and a kupua would soon dwindle into 
nothingness. 

. •• Malei at a later time came into the 
possession of John Cummins of Waimanalu. 
(Emerson, J. S., The myth of Hiku and Kawelu, 
Haw. Ann. for 1883) 

Lahilahi Webb states that after his death 
Mr. Cummins wanted Malei brought to the Bishop 
Museum. This, however, was not done. Malei 
was taken back to her promontory at Makapuu 
Point and cemented to the cliff. Now only the ce
ment base remains, for Malei has disappeared and 
no one knows what has become of her. It is said 
that one of the lighthouse keepers was married to 
a Hawaiian woman who was constantly ailing. It 
was suggested that probably Malei was angry and 
that the husband removed the stone, throwing it 
into the sea, or burying it, or breaking it. Not 
long after he was supposed to have committed this 
offense he died. Others think that some soldiers 
removed the stone. Possibly with the removal of 
her worshipers, Malei "dwindled into nothingness. " 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

Malei 

The Malei stone stood in a spot back of 
Makapuu hill, on the Koolau side. It was like Kini 
(see Waimanalo), a stone for the purpose of attrac
ting fish to the shore, but for uhu fish. It was a 
female stone. 

In the ancient tale of Hiiaka, the sister of 
Pele, there is a chant by Hiiaka in which are men
tioned Malei and Moeau Point. In recent days some 
men went and tried to dig her out. After they had 
almost succeeded, they sat down to eat and were 
surprised at hearing a voice say, "Onia i paa" 
(Move so that you cannot be removed). They took 
up their task again but failed to dig out the stone. 
Everyone of them became sick soon after and died. 
No one knew whose voice it was that called nor 
where it came from. 

Some time· later. John Cummins came to take 
Malei to his home. From that time to the time of 
his death, Malei was in his keeping. After his 
death, Malei was taken back to Makapuu but not to 
the place where it stood before its removal by 
Cummins. Malei is gone now, where, no one knows. 

A1ona, Charles 
Informant, Sept. 14, 1939 
Waimanalo, Oahu Place Names 
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Malei Stone 

In the legend about her, she is described 
as being an image, having a round stone part for a 
head and alar ge round part for a body, It is of 
very white stone, like marble, According to the 
description in the legend, the stone was set up at 
Makapuu by Aiai, son, of Ku-ula, the god of fishes, 
He lived at Hana on Maui, , , he (Aiai) came to Maka_ 
puu from Molokai and set up this fish goddess named 
Malei, To this Malei belonged the chant composed 
by Hiiaka and to her belonged the red and streaked 
fish, From Makapuu point to Hanauma Bay the 
uhu fish multiplied under her care, When she was 
established on this land all the chiefs and commoners 
went to give offerings of leis made of Upoa seaweed, 
They were placed on the stone Malei with prayers, 
The fishermen were lucky on these beaches and 
Malei was happy with her leis of lipoa seaweed, 
The sea was usually calm in those by gone days, , , , 
The stone Malei remained there for a long time 
at Makapuu, The fishermen of Waimanalo constan
tly ascended the cliff at Makapuu, 

(This article goes on to tell of the disap
pearance of the Malei and the reappearance and 
disappearance and also J, C, Cummins' connection 
with the stone, CCS) 

Anoai 0 Oahu Nei 
Pooloa, George, Oahu Places 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec, 31, 1929 

See:Kuokoa, Oct, 26, 1906, Oahu Places 
(Cummins connection) 

Kuokoa, Mar, 11, 1921, Newsp, 
(Cummins connection) 

Stones of Worship at Makapuu 

, , , July 5, lS26. Having gained the height 
(of Makapuu from Waimanalo) I was shown several 
heaps of stones where in the days of their darkness 
the people had erected stone gods and paid religious 
worship to sticks and stones, One of the gods was 
still standing and some of my attendants endeavored 
to throw it down but it was too firmly fixed, , , , 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip around Oahu 1826 
Ms in Mission Children's Society Library 

Artificial Pile of Stones 

Site 2, Top of Waimanalo Gap, 200 feet 
east of old roadway (Kealakipapa) toward lighthouse, 

The stone pile measures 15 by 45 feet and is 
9 feet high, The stones are small, averaging per-
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haps a pound in weight, Coral is scattered through
out. Toward the lighthouse side the rain has washed 

·down and embedded the stones in a little more than 
a foot of dirt, From a distance this mound has the 
appearance of a wall, 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Kealakipapa Valley Road 

Site 3, Running from a point slightly moun
tainwards of the lighthouse road up Kealakipapa 
Valley, down the Waimanalo gap, and through the 
village site in Waimanalo, are the remains of an 
old road, It has not been definitely determined 
whether it is of old Hawaiian origin or of post
European construction, As the road appeared when 
I saw it, before the opening of the new government 
highway, it did not seem to be old Hawaiian, 

The name of the valley, Kealakipapa (paved 
roadway), indicates that a trail at least has been 
here for many years, Also, Mr, J, McCombs points 
out that Maunalua was listed as an Hi of Waimanalo 
at the time of the division of the land in 1848, This, 
he suggests, would indicate an easy route of com
munication between the two lands, This path may 
have existed in 1822, when Mathison passed from 
Waimanalo to Maunalua, but it was not known to 
him, (See Kaupo Village, Waimanalo) Mathison 
was guided by an English sailor who had settled in 
Waimanalo, 

From the lighthouse road to the gap, about 
1,250 feet, the roadway lies in a straight line and is 
fairly distinct, From the top of the gap it zigzags 
down to the sea, making four bends in the descent, 
In places the natural outcroppings of rocks have 
been used as steps, but where s~ones have been 
laid and a terraced wall built up to support the pav
ing, this paving has been constructed with large 
stones laid at an angle sometimes as great as 45 
degrees, From the foot of the gap the road ran 
into the village site on the Waimanalo side, Near 
the top of the gap, on the Maunalua side, is a small 
walled enclosure which, according to Stokes, is 
said to have been made at the time of the rebellion 
in 1895, From the top of the gap down Kealakipapa 
Valley for about 600 feet the road is in fairly good 
condition and can be followed with ease, The cen
tral part is paved with flat stones 1 to 2 feet in 
width, with smaller stones heaped about a foot in 
height on either side, Along this distance the road 
averages between 15 and 16 feet in width, Farther 
into the valley the road runs into a heavy growth 
of kiawe, Here it is generally without the side 
rock-walls, about 11 feet wide, and of arched or 
curved surface, Throughout the lower part of the 
valley the road is in a poor state of preservation, 
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On the immediate mountain side of the lighthouse 
road it cannot be found. Seaward of the lighthouse 
road it appears again and seems to end some 140 
feet from the present road, for on the sea side of 
this point it cannot be found. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kealanuikipapa. An Alii who lived at 
Wawamalu had the road built. He made the people 
who annoyed him build the road. (Believes the 
road is pre.European. ) 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
May 28, 1953 

Kealakipapa Road and 
Trail of Maunalua 

(Leaving Makapuu to cross Maunalua) After 
descending gradually some distance over a raised 
walk formed of rocks and pieces of lava brought 
together for the natives the road took a turn in a 
west.south.west direction giving me the sea on the 
left and a ridge of barren hills on the right •••• 
Took a path which led some distance from the shore 
and to the northward of Koko head. Having ascended 
the high land in this direction with Koko head on the 
left the shores to the eastward of Diamond Hill 
opened in prospect and beyond that prominent ob. 
ject rearing its towering brow terminated the view 
in that direction, 6 or 7 points of land intervening 
covered with groves of cocoauut trees. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip Around Oahu in 1826 

Ka.hookomokomo.wawae 

The name Ka.hookomokomo.wawae was 
given to a place where the nets were let down. It 
was a sort of rocky cape and pole fishers frequen. 
ted this spot to fish with long lines. 

{Near Makapuu) 

Pooloa, Geol'ge 
Anoai 0 Oahu Nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec.3l, 1929 
Oahu Places 

The Balancing Stone of Makapu'u 

Between Makapu'u Point and Mr. Allen Davis's 
home, (near Kaloko) at a spot easily to be seen 
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from the road, lies an odd.shaped stone made up 
of two parts, one balancing upon the other. The 
story of the stone is as follows. 

A pretty woman came from Maui to visit 
Makapu'u. There she met the goddess Hi'iaka, but 
did not guess her identity, believing her to be one 
of the women of that place. One day the stranger 
expressed the desire for uhu fish to eat. Hiiaka, 
willing to oblige a guest, begged a fish from a 
fisherman and brought it to her. The Maui woman 
ate the head end of the fish and threw away the oth. 
er half. Hi'iaka was vexed and, reproaching her 
for throwing away what she had asked for, turned 
her into the balancing stone. 

Long did her brother on Maui wait for his 
sister's return. At last he consulted a priest, who 
told him that his sister had been turned into a stone. 
If he could reach before dawn the spot where she 
stood, she would be restored to her own form again 
but if the sun struck him first, he too would be. 
come stone. He sailed in all haste for Makapu'u 
and had just to uched shore below the cliff where 
his sister's form stood when the dawn broke and he 
was instantly turned into stone. It is said that a 
man may safely step over this stone but if a woman 
steps over it the sea rises and drowns the offender. 

Green and Fukui 
'!he legend of Kawel0, p 125 

(Hiiaka's Kapu--the entire fish nust be eaten. '!hat's 
why she turned the wahine to stone.) 

Pele's Canoe 

This stone was located on the town side of 
the Davis house (which was near Kaloko). It was 
removed by the 1947 tidal wave. 

It was the mark left from Pele's canoe 
after the Pele migration came here. 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
May 28, 1953 

Sites around Kaloko 

Site 4. Small crescent-shaped walls, Mauna
lua beach. 

Crudely constructed of rough stones, these 
walls are found at several places along the beach. 
They are probably modern windbreaks for fishermen. 
The walls are not more than 2 or 3 feet high at the 
center of the half-circle, from which point they 
descend on each side until they are hardly percep-
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tible at the end of the crescent. The walls range 
in diameter from 5 to 15 feet, and the open side 
of the crescent faces the sea. Similar structures 
on Mokapu Peninsula adjoining Nuupia and Kalua
puhi fishponds are used as hunting blinds. 

Site 5. House site. With low walls on each 
end a few scattered rocks to indicate sides. the site 
measures 10 by 30 feet. Stones have probably been 
removed to build the adjoining windbreaks. The 
site is located on the top of a 10-foot elevation. 

Site 7. House site (?) A wall 3. 5 feet high jutting 
out 12. 5 feet from a lava outcrop, with a smaller 
wall at a rightangle, 1.5 feet high and 10,5 feet 
long, forms a small shelter which may have been 
used as a dwelling site. 

Site B. Walled structure. A st ructure 
13 by 18 feet outside measurements, with an in
terior division wall, is located on the side of a 
lava outcrop, The walls are 2 _ 3 feet high and 
wide. One inclosure is 4 by 8 feet in extent, with. 
a rock floor. The other inclosure is 7 by 8 feet 
in extent, with a dirt and sand floor. There is 
no entrance or break in the walls. 

Site 9. Pile of stones. On the mountain 
side of a lava outcrop is a pile of stones about 10 
feet square, 2 feet high on the upper side, and 4 
feet high on the lower side. There is a small de
pt'ession in the center. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ko'a 

Site 6. A level, elevated platform, oval 
in shape, dominates the site. Although the sur. 
rounding remains are almost entirely of lava rodes, 
this platform is about 99 percent coral. Embedded 
in the level flooring, with only the top protruding, 
was a small bottle of distilled spirits. A low plat
form 20 feet square was noticed 50 feet south of 
the shrine 

a 
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(a) pile of large rough stones 30 by 15 feet, 
2 to 3 feet above the natural lava outcrop, small 
pit at west end; (b) oval-shaped area measuring 
8 by 9 feet, 2 feet higher than (a); (c) oval platform 
of coral paving 19.2 feet long, 8 feet maximum 
width, 4. 5 feet high on the north, and 2 feet higher 
than (d); (d) natural level lava outcrop; (e) stone 
mass, remains of wall or steps; (f) inclosure 20 
feet by 9 feet, 3.5 feet lower than (d), 6-foot en
trance to the south, walls 5 feet high outside and 
2.8 feet high inside at east end; walls on west side 
smaller, western two_thirds of floor of sand and 
dirt, eastern one-third (shaded) paved with coral, 
natural incline leads from entrance. 

(Still there, 1954. CCS) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ko'a 

Site 14. Built on a lava outcrop which is 
about 10 feet higher than the surrounding area 
is a small platform 19 by 16,5 feet in extent, with 
the northwest and southwest corners rounded, On 
the SW corner there may have been a small addi
tional elevation, for the stones are piled 3 feet 
higher, Except for this corner and the slight in
dication of a 1 foot wall at the NE end, the surface 
is comparatively level, paved with coral and small 
lava rocks, embedded in whiCh was a small bottle 
of distilled spirits, with the top slightly protruding, 
The platform is 4 to 8 feet higher than the out
crop, depending on the slope, To the west at the 
foot of the platform are two walls approximately 
2 feet in height and 1,5 in width, which are only 
visible for a short distance, While I was taking 
measurements on this site, a Hawaiian who was 
fishing came up and offered the following infor
mation: "There were once two brothers and a sis
ter living on this beach, While the men were talk
ing together, the sister was out fishing, The older 
brother wanted a drink, but the younger told him to 
wait until their sister returned, Then the younger 
brother quenched his thirst, but immediately he 
was turned into the stones upon which this ko'a was 
built, The older brother was also turned into stone, 
the rocks upon which another ko'a (Site 6) is built, 
The sister was turned into stone upon the beach, 
The rock representing her is no different nor more 
outstanding than any of the surrounding rocks, " 

The Hawaiian telling this story had migl;.ated 
from Maui about two months before our talk, 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Heiau 

"Mr. Judd reports a hither to unknown heiau 
on Maunalua, Oahu, located about 200 feet due south 
of the second wireless mast east of the east corner 
of the 21. 85 acre lot leased to the Radio Corpora
tion. He asks that this data be spotted on your map 
of Maunalua and this note attached there to. " 

Notebook: Oahu Archaeology 
Sept. 14, 1923 

(Probably Site 14. C.C.S.) 

Sites around Kaloko 

Site 10. House site ( ?). The inclosure 
resembles a rectangle with a square half the width 
of the side wall removed from one corner. Its 
maximum interior dimensions are 47 by 33 feet. 
The heavy and massive walls are 6 feet wide except 
on the sea side, where they are 4 feet wide, and from 
5 to 6 feet high except near a 3.foot break in the wall 
on the sea side which may have served as an entrance. 
The floor is level and composed of sand and coral. 
This was probably a house site, perhaps of post
European construction. 

Site 11. Inclosure connected to Site 10. 
An inclosure 30 by 25 feet is connected to Site 10 
by an irregular wall 86 feet long, 3 feet high, and 
2 feet wide. The inclosing walls are 5 feet high 
and 4 feet wide, of evenly faced stones. The floor 
is of stones, sand, and coral. At the north corner 
the wall is 7 feet high and 6 feet broad, with the 
appearance of having formerly been higher. There 
is a break in the southeast wall which was probably 
an entrance. A small pit 2 by 2.5 feet in extent 
was sunk into the floor of the south corner to a depth 
of 1.7 feet. It was covered with stones, one of which 
had caved in, making visible the pit, which other
wise might have been overlooked. The bottom of 
the pit was covered with small pieces of coral and 
some shell. A wall 2 feet wide and from 3 to 4 feet 
high runs 108 feet to an inlet. 

Site 12. Canoe house (halau) (?). A long 
narrow area inclosed on three sides by walls, 4 
to 7 feet high and 2 to 4 feet wide, but open toward 
the sea some hundred feet distant. The interior 
is only 11.5 feet wide, but approximately 35 feet 
long. A modern fireplace has been built into the 
east wall. This may be an old canoe house rebuilt. 

Site 13. Ro.ck shelters or windbreaks. 
A group of structures resembling Site 4, located 
along the shore, each open toward the sea. 

KONA MAUNALUA " 

Site 15. House platform ( ?). About 30 feet 
northwest of Site 14 (Maunalua) is a platform of solid 
rock 7 by 10 feet by 4 feet high whic h seems to be a 
corner of a rectangle33 by 20 feet in area. Only a 
line of the foundation stones of the larger structure 
remains. This was probably a house site. 

Site 16. House platform. An inclosure 36 
by 31 feet with walls 3 feet high and 4 feet wide. On 
the northwest corner is a solid pile of rocks 12 by 
10 feet in area by 6 feet high with a small depression 
2 feet square and 2 feet deep on top. East and south 
of this mound of stones is a break in the wall, empha
sizing its height. Within the inclosure is a level sandy 
floor which probably served a house site. 

Site 17. Inclosure. Irregular, 35 feet by 34 
feet in extent with low walls 2 to 3 feet high and wide. 

Site 18. Inclosure. An inclosure 25 by 30 
feet in area built against a long stone wall, which can 
be followed through the kiawe. This wall is 2 to 3 
feet high and wide. 

Site 19. Inclosure. A small structure 25 by 
30 feet with walls 2.5 feet high and 2 feet wide. 

Site 20. House site. A platform 10 by 18 
feet in area and. 5 foot high, faced with a line of 
lava 1 foot long, occupies the north corner of a large 
platform 21 by 32.5 feet which is faced with stones 
6 inc he s to 1 foot long. 

Site 23. Inclosure. On top of a lava outcrop 
is an inclosure 5 feet square with walls 3 feet high 
and 2 feet wide. 

Site 24. Pigpen ( ?). Inclosure 24 by 17 feet 
with well-built walls 4 feet high and 2 feet wide, lo
cated on the open beach. Has small adjoining wall. 

Site 21. Cave habitation (?) and refuge. A 
cave which was probably used as a habitation, located 
about 20 feet from Site 20 (Maunalua), is 20 feet long, 
15 feet wide and 4 feet in maximum height. There is 
another small entrance which is now filled with trash. 
Douglas Dam(m said the old Hawaiians had told him 
that during the times of war the women and children 
were hidden here and the mouth closed by a large stone. 

Site 22. Possible heiau site. Two large in
closures now used for a yard around a few occupied 
houses and an adjoining cattle pen. The Mann map 
in the Bishop Estate office marks the region of this 
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inclosure "Kaiwi" and a little to the west "Heiau 
Koaia." Mr. Mannis authority for these names was 
an old native woman now dead. If there was ever a 
heiau in this section, these apparently rebuilt walls 
would probably indicate the site. 

Site 27. Inclosures, Wawamalu ranch. On 
each side of the present road just inside the gate to 
the Wawamalu ranch is a large irregular inclosure. 
The wall of the site on the mountain side of the road 
is approximately 500 feet long, meandering and ir
regular with no angular corners. It is 4 to 5 feet 
high and 2.5 to 3 feet wide, with portions in very 
good condition. A 4-foot gap in the north wall and a 
5-foot break in the west wall may have served as 
entrances. Within the inclosure, which has the ap
pearance of recent construction and could have served 
as a cattle pen, are five large piles of stones, the 
average being 9 by 20 feet by 3 feet high. It was re
ferred to by a young Hawaiian in the region as a Ha
waiian graveyard. 

On the sea-side of the road the inclosure wall 
is in poor condition, with a height of but 1 to 2 feet, 
and can only be followed for about· 380 feet. Within 
the walls are many piles of stone, but much smaller 
than the mounds across the road. Douglas Damon is 
of the opinion that this was used as a sweet potato 
patch. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kola 

Site 25. Jutting almost into the water is a 
small fishing shrine in excellent preservation. It 
is oval in shape, 9. 7 by 8.3 feet in extent. On the 
sea side it is 4.5 feet high and on the mountain side, 
3. 5 feet high. Thus it forms an upward slope toward 
the sea. The top is laid with smaller stones than 
those used in facinS and is covered with coral. A 
few feet in back of the site an old wall runs for a 
distance of 126 feet before being buried in thick kiawe. 

Me Allister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(Probably destroyed in 1946 tidal wave. C. C. S.) 

Sites around Kalama Valley 

Site 26. Inclosure. Most of the walls of 
this 19-foot square inclosure are broken. Their 
maximum height is 4 feet, and they are 2 feet wide. 

Site 28. Piles of stone", and low walls. This 
is an area in which there are a number of ruins, 
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consisting of piles of stones and low stone walls. 
These seem to be grouped about a ruin which is 18 
feet wide by 42 feet long, outside measurements. 
There are walls 6 feet high on each end. The side 
walls, which do not connect, there being a break in 
the middle of each side, are only 1 to 3 feet high. 
North and east of these walls are six piles of stones 
in a row, ranging from a loose pile 3 feet in diameter 
and 1 foot high to another 5 feet high and 5 feet top 
diameter, in which the stones are evenly faced. Sur
rounding this ruin are low lines of stone, probably 
piled in this manner in order to clear the soil of rocks 
for agricultural purposes. 

Site 30. House platform. On the eastern 
edge of the flow is the floor of an old house, 17 by 
18 feet in extent, with walls averaging 2, 5 feet wide 
and 2 feet to 3 feet high. There was a cache in the 
north wall, 1. 5 by 2.5 feet, the sides made of flat 
stones placed on end. The wall was probably higher 
and covered over and concealed this feature as in 
site 384 (Waimanalo, Kaupo Villages). On three sides 
the walls are distinct, but are lacking on the fourth. 
There is a dirt floor within the inclosure. 

Site 31. House site (?). On the edge of an 
elevation inland of the crater is a possible house site 
10 by 18 feet with low walls I to 2 feet wide on three 
sides, but open on the side adjacent to the slope. 

Site 32. Terrace. A terrace 19.5 by 26 feet 
is located .on the east side of the crater. The back 
is faced 2 feet high inside, flush with the slope out
side. The side facings are from 2 to 4 feet high, 
depending on the slope. The front facing is 5 feet 
high with a dirt incline about the center, which is 
paved with small stones and appears to have been the 
entrance. The facings are about 2 feet broad at the 
top. Large rough stones were used, and coral, cowry, 
and other seashells were lying about. The curved 
c orner of a small terrace 10 by 12 feet is located 28 
feet to the east. The lower side is 4 feet high. 

Site 33. Pigpen. A small inclosure 19. 6 
by 18. 2 feet with walls from 1 to 2 feet high inside 
and from. 5 foot to 3 feet high outside, depending 
on the slope of the land. The walls average about 
2.5 feet thick. The corners are rounded. The in
closure was probably a pig pen and is located 63 feet 
from Site 34. 

Site 35. Remains of a terrace. On the high
est point of the rim on the south side of the crater 
are the remains of a terrace 12. 8 feet wide and at 
least 16.4 feet long. It was probably much longer~ 
but no more of the facing now remains. The corner 
is faced to a height of 2. 5 feet with flat stones stand
ing on end, giving the face an even appearance. The 
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Sites around Kalama Valley (Cont. ) 

paving that remains has much coral mixed with it. 
In association with the terrace is a pile of stones 
6 feet across and from 1 to 4 feet high, depending 
on the slope. Unfortunately the significance of many 
places such as this is lost. 

Site 36. House site on the low ridge of Koko 
Crater, Makapuu side. Only a few of the foundation 
stones of the house remainj they are insufficient to 
give an idea of size. A low wall was formed about 
the site by placing large stones on end. It is approxi
mately 85 feet wide and much longer. On the Makapuu 
side of the crater, south of and lower than the house, 
is a series of three terraces, in poor state of preser
vation, which were probably used for agricultural 
purposes. Though the site is old, it may be post
European. 

Site 29. From the lighthouse road to the small 
old crater in Kalama Valley are to be found traces 
of old Hawaiian sweet potato patches. Located on the 
crest of the old (red) lava flow are small piles of 
rocks, a foot or more high and a few feet apart, with 
comparatively clear spaces between them, It is said 
that sweet potatoes were planted between these rock 
piles in the rich red soil that covers this region. 
The distance from the road to the crater is about 
800 feet, and the top of the flow, which was used 
for cultivation, is between 250 and 350 feet wide. 
Beyond the gullies on either side of the flow there 
are no rock piles or other evidences that the soil 
was cultivated. Throughout this 5.5 acre tract are 
a number of irregular walls from a few feet to 50 
or 100 feet in length. There is nothing in the loca
tionof these walls to indicate a pattern. They do not 
form inclosures, but are usually str.aight, though 
they sometimes meander. Some of these walls may 
at one time have had some significance, but for many 
years this site was used for a cattle range, resulting 
in the scattering of rocks and breaking of walls. 
Most of the sites which were found in this region on 
the south and east rim of the crater are poorly pre
served. 

Site 34. Pos sible heiau. This site is located 
on the rim of the crater at its lowest elevation, but 
affords an excellent view of the sea. It is approxi
mately 120 feet long and 30 to 40 feet wide. Only 
the west and part of the south side can definitely 
be called a wall. The rocks on other sides are badly 
scattered, though the walls appear to have once fol
lowed the contours of the rim. The top appears to 
have been s1:ightly leveled off. In the west end of 
the south wall there was apparently a cache. The 
location and size of the site would indicate a heiau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Koko Crater 

Site 37. Terraces, northwest slope of Koko 
Crater, facing Kamiloiki Valley. 

A series of terraces from 12 to 20 feet wide 
run across the slope of the land. The terraces are 
low and unfaced, not more than 1 foot above each 
other, with the stones gathered in clearing placed 
along the edges. Seventeen terraces were counted 
along one slope. One area which was mounded up 
had a considerable number of larger stones scattered 
about and was probably a house site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Sites of Kamiloiki and Kamilonui Valleys 

Site 38. House site (?), Kamiloiki Valley. 
On a slight elevation in the bottom of the valley a 
corner of a former stone facing indicates a probable 
house site. Most of the stones have been scattered, 
for this seems to be a favorite spot for cattle. A 
gamestone (ulumaika) and a fragment of a grind stone 
were picked up. 

Site 40. Rock shelter, near the end of the ridge 
dividing Kamilonui and Kamiloiki valleys. This shel
ter is said to have been occupied by Hawaiians and 
bears evicence of human occupation. In order to 
widen the narrow flooring a low wall was built with 
a level dirt fill on the shelter side. Part of this fa
cing has been broken away and the dirt fill washed 
out. The shelter is not very deep and would afford 
only slight protection against the elements. 

Site 41. Burial caves, halfway up the face 
of the ridge, Makapuu side of Kamilonui Valley. A 
number of caves contained skeletal material, but 
apparently no remains of material culture. Many 
artifacts are said to have been deposited with the 
remains, but curio hunters have looted the burials 
and the scattered and fragmentary bones are all that 
remain. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pahua Heiau 

Site 39. Pahua heiau, near the end of the ridge 
Clividing Kamilonui and Kamiloiki valleys. 

This heiau is 68 by 40 feet in extent and is 
primarily a built-up rock terrace with several low 
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division walls. It was one of the smaller heiaus, Dwelling Site 
probably of the husbandry type. 

Site 39. Perspective sketch: a. area 28 by 
36 feet, partially inclosed with walls, open at front; 
b. back facing 2 feet high and 3 feet wide, part des
troyed or never present; c. rock-paved terrace 37 
by 15 feet separated from area a by a low wall 3 feet 
wide and 1 to 2.5 feet high; d. terrace 12.5 by 18 
feet with walls 4 feet wide and 2 feet high on three 
sides,open toward, and 1 foot higher than terrace c; 
e. area with rocks in confusion, 1 foot lower than 
walls, open toward, and slightly higher than area a, 
open to the back. o 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Located at the foot of the end of the ridge 
slightly to the west. In back of the pigpens, first 
house east of Pahua Road. 1954. C. C. S. 

Hawea Heiau 

Site 42. Only the western portion of the heiau 
remains, for stones were used in reconstructing the 
walls of the Maunalua fis hpond. 

Present remains indicate two or more ter
races with low walls. A small stone-paved terrace 
on the southwest corner was 22 by 29 feet with a 
wall on the west side 3.5 feet high inside and 8 feet 
high outside and 4 feet wide. In the paving is a rec
tangular pit 31 by 24 inches by 33 inches deep. On 
the sea side of this terrace is a triangular steplike 
area which has a paving of small stones superimposed 
upon larger stones. It is 2 feet above the ground and 
2. 5 feet lower than the terrace paving. Adjoining the 
land side of the telorace is a larger sloping dirt-paved 
terrace approximately 50 by 47 feet with a 2-foot 
stone facing to the lower terrace. On either side 
there are low stone walls 1 to 2 feet high. On the 
land side is a sharp ascent to the cliff. Throughout 
the walls and paving there is much old and weathered 
coral. Southeast of these two terraces are evidences 
of three narrow dirt terraces faced with sbnes to a 
height of 3 and 4 feet. Thrum says the heiau was 
"about 75 feet square. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Site 43. At the mouth of Hahaione Valley, 
foot of Kaluanui. 

The portion of the house foundation which re
mains is 22 feet long, evenly edged with stone s 1 to 
2 feet long to a height of 1. 5 feet. The width could 
not be determined, though two pits were dug into the 
garden which covers most of the platform. Ash, 
charcoal, broken glass, £iosh scales, decayed kukui 
shells, sea shells and a well-made top of a pounder 
were unearthed. According to Manuel Silva the grass 
hut was occupied by a Chinese 25 years ago, though 
the site is Hawaiian. Below the house foundation 
and on the edge of the former pond wall is an inclo
sure, possibly a pigpen, 17 by 39 feet with walls 
approximating 3.5 feet high. About 50 feet north of 
the pen is a brackish well 3 feet in diameter with 
3 feet of water. The sides have been faced with stones. 
As this is a low marshy region almost any such depres
sion would be filled with water. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Oku'u 

On the Makapuu side of Halona is a healing 
stone in the ocean. One has to swim over it. The 
sea is also called Oku'u. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary Kawena 
May 28, 1953 

Cb-author Fukui tells: 

"r went with an old lady out past the BICM 
Hole, right where the sandy stretch of beach begins. 
OUt there is a stone where Hawaiians used to go. The 
nanB of the stone was 'oku'u2 which means 'crouch'. 
The old lady headed out there and sat beside 'Oku'u, 
and had her cererronial bath before we went on. She 
said that's where her people always went, with prayer. 
'Oku' u was the healing stone." 

Fukui, Mary Kawena, E. W. Haertig, M.D., and Catherine 
A. Lee 
Nana i ke Kurnu 
1972, p 123 

2So named because people crouched beside it while 
taking the kapu kai. Healing stones were found near 
the shoreline of each island. Each stone was given 
a nanB. 

Koko Head Petroglyphs 

Site 44. The Koko Head petroglyphs have 
been reported by a number of writers. The cave 
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was discovered in January, 1899 and Mr. C. L. Beal, 
a member of the party, returned at a later date and 
made rubbings. These he inked in and photographed, 
and I am greatly indebted to him for a copy of the 
picture, from which my drawing has been made. 
Rubbings on file at the Bishop Museum made in 1900 
and in 1915 show that at some time between these 
dates the figure with the "spiked headdress" was re
moved. The carvings in 1931 were in almost the same 
condition as in 1915. They are on the slanting floor 
of the cave, distinctly cut into the rough basalt sur
facing. 
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a. two figures and several nondescript markings 
located toward back of shelter,.9 feet from main 
group. 

b. central group (shaded areas denote eroded re
gions, dotted lines denote cracks in the rocks) 

c. single figure on an adjacent shelf, right-hand 
side of sketch represents sea side. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

See also: 
Beal, C. L., A Picture Cave: Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser, Feb. 16, 1899 

Baker, A. S., Petroglyphs of Kau: Haw. Annual for 
1922 

Thrum, T. G., Interesting Hawaiian Discovery: 
Haw. Annual for 1900 

KONA 
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Koko Head ~-Al-46 

In low slanting cave shelter, at foot of cliff 
between Hanauma Bay and Blow Hole. Sandstone Linear 
human figures, triangular and ooltn11llar--sail--dog. 
± 37 units. 

Cox, J. H. 
Hawaiian Petroglyphs, p 97 

Koko Head Petroglyphs 

Site 44. The cave has a low ceiling and a 
sharply inclined roof of hard tufa. The surf at high 
tide washes into the mouth of the cave and the lower 
carvings· are much corroded. There is no evidence 
now that the cave was or was not walled up. The 
figures are in three sizes, respectively six, nine 
and fifteen inches in length. In some of the figures 
an attempt has been made to show the contour of the 
thigh and calf; the knee is small and in some figures 
the toes and heels are shown. All of the arms save 
in one figure point down. (There is another figure 
toward the center of the group in which both arms are 
turned up.) This one figure has its right arm raised 
and has a head dress of four spikes radiating from 
one side of the head. (This figure has since been 
removed.) Some of the figures represent neither 
men nor women. All the carvings are three-quarters 
to one sixteenth of an inch deep. There is no evidence 
that the cutting had been made with an iron instrument. 
The bodies of several men are square, all the interior 
of the square being removed evenly. Storms have 
swept all through the cave and there are but few of 
the inscriptions left but they probably at one time 
covered the entire floor of the cave. The area covered 
by the carvings is about six and one half by eleven 
feet. Several figures may be of four-footed animals. 

Judd 
Hawaiian Annual 1904 

Platform 

Site 45. Platform, side of Kohelepelepe, 
facing in Kahauloa Crater. 

According to Miss Marie Neal, Botanist, 
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, there was a small plat
form of stones with a pathway in association located 
on the side of Kohelepelepe, facing into Kahauloa 
Crater. I have not been able to locate this site. It 
is apparent that several places within the small cra
ter were used as house sites. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Kohelepelepe 

When Kamapua'a attacked Pele near Kalapana, 
Kapo sent her kohe (vagina) as a lure and he left Pele 
and followed the kohe lele (traveling vagina) as far as 
Koko Head on Oahu, where it rested upon the hill, 
leaving an impression to this day on the Makapu'u 
side. Then she withdrew it and hid it in Kalihi. 
When the Hawaiians dream of a woman without a 
vagina it is Kapo. Since Kapo doe s not like this part 
of the body, unless a medium possessed by Kapo 
wears a ti leaf protection she is in danger of having 
this part of her body torn at. 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 187 
From Mary Pukui 

Picture cave of the Menehune 

.•. 1 am going to tell you about the hill called 
Kohelepelepe: It is the hill close to the road at the 
great fishpond, and that fishpond is called Maunalua. 
And the land belonging to that hill road, it is called 
the Kula of Kaea, and it is the place 1 came from, a 
place which it was told me was really waiakaaiea. There 
is the picture cave (ke anakii) of the menehune. The 
sea there is called Awaawaamalu. And the other side is 
called Hanauma Bay. 

Trans. of letter written by Rev. Alexander George 
of Kaunakakai, Molokai, 
June 1922 

Hanauma Bay 
(Naming) 

Hanauma Bay was a favorite royal fishing 
resort. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, P 278 

QUeen Kaahumanu came by canoe and went 
to Hanauma where Paki was the konohiki over the 
realms of the (legendary) chiefesses, Ihiihilauakea 
and Kauanonoula. These were the hula dancers, 
Mrs. Alapai, Mr. Hewahewa and Mr. Ahukai who gath
ered for the love of and to entertain royalty. The men 
played the games of"Uma*. One man gripped the 
hand of the other and pushed to get it down. Women 
joined in and a whole month was spent there. That 
was why the place was called Hana-uma, a noted 
place. 

NaAnoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. II, 1930 
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*Uma, also called kulakulai, the two players 
kneeled facing each other, right hands grasped, el
bows of the same side firmly planted on the ground. 
Each one now strove to tip the fore-arm of his op
ponent over and bring the back of his hand onto the 
ground. 

Malo, David 
Hawaiian Antiquities, p 68 

Hanauma 

Hanauma (place), curved bay. 

Pukui and Elbert 
Hawaiian-English Dictionary, p 342 

Hana _ bay 
uma _ curve 

Hanauma: A pretty bay on Oahu facing Molo
kai and Lanai: used to be a favorite fishing-place of 
Kame hame ha V. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Sept. 8, 1883 

After leaving Honolulu. they went ashore at 
Hanauma. for it was a good place to await for fair 
winds in order to sail to Molokai. So those who 
studied the winds climbed up to Kuamoo-o-Kane 
(Mookua-o-Kaneapua) and Ihiihilauakea which stood 
in front of Kuamoo-o-Kane on the west side of 
Hanauma. 

Na hunahuna no ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. 15, 1870 

see also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist., p 104 

For Bishop Museum excavation at Hanauma see: 
EnDry, K.P. and Y.H. Sinoto, Oahu Excavations, 
Bishop Mus., Sp. Publ. 49, 1961 

Namaka 0 Kaha'i 

This stone is located at Hanauma Bay. Mrs. 
Pukui thinks on the north side a way up the slope. 
It was left by Namaka 0 kaha'i when she came to 
fight Pele. 

It is a dark stone which glows in the night 
provided it has awa. The dregs of the awa were 
left at the stone. 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
May 28, 1953 
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Ihi'ihi'lauakea 

Ihiihilauakea, is the crater in Kawaihoa, 
Koko Head. 

Kelsey, T:Coll., HEN: Vol I, p 819 

The c hiefe s se s Ihiihilauakea and 
Kauanonoula were beautiful women and kind to the 
people of Makapuu.... These chiefesses liked going 
to the beach with the people to fis h, a customary 
occupation of the natives of this land •••• 

Pooloa, George, Anoai 0 Oahu Nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec. 31, 1929 
Oahu Place Names 

Hiiaka turned aside to address in words 
of c<onsolation and compliment two forlorn mythical 
creatures whom she recognized as kindred. They 
were creations of Pele, Ihihi*lau-akea, manifest 
to us today as a lifeless cinder-cone •••• 

Emerson, Pele and Hiiaka, p 187 

It (Ihiihilauakea) is a kind of fern which pro
bably grew on the south side of Hanauma Bay. The 
name occurs in chants. 

Fukui, Mrs. M. K. 
May 28, 1953 

Kauanonoula 

(Site 400) •••• Hiiaka turned aside to address 
in words of consolation and compliment two forlorn 
mythical creatures whom she recognized as kindred. 
They were creations of Pele, Ihihi-lau-akea, ••• and 
Nono-ula, as a clear spring of water welling out of 
the mountain. 

Emerson 
Pe Ie and Hiiaka, p 187 

The chiefesses Ihiihilauakea and 
Kauanonoula were beautiful women and kind to the 
people of Makapuu ••• 

Pooloa, George 
Anoai 0 Oahu Nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec.3l, 1929 
Oahu Place Names 

KONA MAUNALUA I~ 

Mookua*o-Kaneapua 

That hill yonder, forming the point, is 
Kaneapua's hill. There is an 'awa container there 
but it is all broken up. That was where Kane and 
Kanaloa drank 'awa. 

There was a pool near the point that was very 
strange. One day it vanished. Kane and Kanaloa 
sent their younger brother, Kaneapua, to bring some 
water down from the top of the hill. At the top of 
Lepelepe was a spring, Waiakaaiea. As the boy 
went after it, he was told that he must not urinate 
on the way. He carried a container in his hand and 
he was warned lest the urine enter the water. The 
boy was seized with a great desire to urinate so he 
set aside the warning and relieved himself. Strange
ly, the container became filled when he lifted it up 
and the spring dried up. 

The brothers were waiting and when they 
saw that he had not obeyed, Kane told Kanaloa, 
"Thrust your cane down so that we may have water 
for our 'awa." Kanaloa thrusted his cane and water 
gushed out. They had what they wanted and the wa
ter remained there. It is gone now. 

It is said that menstruating women made it 
dry up and vanish. They (Kane and Kanaloa) made 
ready to go back to their home because their brother 
did not heed their warning. They went off and when 
their brother who was on his way back saw them he 
called and called but no attention was paid to him. 
He knew that he was in the wrong for not obeying 
and so he turned into the hill called Mookua-o
Kaneapua. The hill begins where the telegraph poles 

of Koko Head stand and runs in a straight line till 
it dips into the sea. This is the hill mentioned. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Ka Aekai 0 Maunalua arne Kona Mau Kuhina 
Kuokoa, Mar. 4, 1921 

Mookua-O-Kaneapua is Kaneapua1s back bone. 

Kane and Kanaloa also broke stones, allowing 
cool, refreshing waters to gush forth ••• and at Kawai
hoa on Oahu. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, Jan. 12, 1867 

"So those who studied the winds climbed up 
to Kuamoo-o-Kane-(from Hanauma)" 

Na Hunahuna no Ka moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. IS, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2712 
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"Old Kokohead name--Kuarrookane" 
MCAllister, Field Notebook III, p 87 

see also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist., p 104 

Place Names of Koko Head 

Kawaihoa, the outer end of Koko Head is Ka 
lae 0 Kawaihoa. Koko is a small canoe landing where 
there is red earth, on the Waialae side. 

Beckley, Fred K. 
T. Kelsey ColI. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

(Falia1aea, Ko'a, Koko?) 

Point on town side is Kawaihoa. 
(Palia1aea. ko'a--Koko? site 46). 

Mrs. M. K. Fukui 
March 16, 1954 

Palia1aea 

Site 46. Fishing shrine known as Palialaea, 
for mullet. Merely a stone at the edge of the water, 
but it had a great attraction for mullet. 

McAllister 
Arc h. of Oahu 

Huanui 

Site 47. Fis hing shrine known as Huanui, for 
mullet. The shrine is not far from the one described 
in (Site 48) and is an exact duplicate, except that it 
is slightly larger. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ko I a Known As Hina 

Site 48. On the beach, Honolulu side of Kua
mookane. Built for scad (akule). 

The shrine is roughly square in shape with 
the corners rounded, and measures 16.5 feet across. 
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It is formed by coral walls 1 foot high and from 1 to 
2 feet wide. Inside the walls is a pa ving of small bits 
of coral and sand which is about 6 inches higher than 
the outside. Facing the sea is an entrance 2.5 feet 
wide. Just within the entrance are six sharp lava 
stones forming an oval about 1 foot wide and 1.5 
feet long. It was here that the offering of fish was 
placed. A foot from the wall opposite the entra~ce 
are two flat coral stones embedded securely in the 
paving. They protrude about 6 inches. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ko'a Ku and Hina 

This heap of white stones here must have 
signified something. She said that it was a ko'a, 
a kind of a fish shrine that also made the fish multi
ply. It also served as a ku-ula "to attract fish'! The 
stone heap was named Ku for a male (god) and the 
other one was Hina for the female. This strange 
story of them was told me by the natives when I first 
came to live here and now you see, my boy, you 
want it. 

Now note this. Ku and Hina were living at 
Laie, sometimes in a human form and sometimes in 
a supernatural one. When Hina yearned for mullet 
s he sent Ku to a fis hpond at Honouliuli because her 
brother Kapapaapuhi was there. Ku came and met 
his brother-in-law and received the desired article 
of food. He left Honouliuli and went overland. The 
mullet followed him by sea. Ku remained at Waikiki 
awhile, for his eye was caught by the beauties of that 
place. He stayed a few days and so did the mullet. 
The wife at home knew what her husband was doing. 
At the end of his pleasure seeking he went on until 
he came to the place already mentioned. He found a 
man here who was fond of drinking 'awa. That was 
all the food he had. His house stood on a site marked 
by the pile of stones; it is still seen today. A tall 
dark man appeared, a supernatural person, and Kahepa, 
the man called out, "Come in and eat." He entered. 
This was no other but Ku. The 'anae stopped here and 
still does to this day. 

They exchanged alohas, and when the 'awa was 
ready there was nothing to eat with it. Ku told him to 
wait and he'd get something to eat with the 'awa. He 
vanished and reappeared with two mullet, "WeIll 
have these with our 'awa, " he said. They drank. 
There was some fun making th€:re, that is, hula danc
ing, and Ku joined in. The fis h stood still. His wife 
knew what was going on. He remained until the fun. 
was over and then went back to the windward side, 
to Laie. When he came to where his wife was wait
ing, the fish came there too. The iisll still go the 
same way as far as the place where Ku and Hina 
lived. Those fish go from the starting point men-
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tioned, stop where the stops were made, and on to 
the end and then turn back again. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Ka Aekai 0 Maunalua ame Kona Mau Kuhina 
Kuokoa, Mar. 4, 1921 
Newsp 

Keahupua-o-Maunalua Fishpond 
(Kuapa Fishpond) 

Site 49. On the maps the pond is designated 
as Kuapa, though among the Hawaiians and market 
people now it is known as Maunalua pond. 

According to the Webster map of 1851 the 
pond covered 523 acres. In 1921 the water area was 
301 acres with a swamp land of 125 acres. The 
water is brackish. 

The old wall of the pond was approximately 
5000 feet long. It appears to have been a sand em
bankment, faced on the top and seaward side with 
lava and some coral stones. These were probably 
added later. The sand embankment is now between 
10 and 15 feet wide. The stone facing is only a few 
feet wide. It is intere sting to note that on the Hono
lulu end the wall did not connect to the nearest land, 
but was built back to the brackish spring which is 
about 1400 feet from the beac h. The wall is located 
on the seaward side of the spring. just inclosing it. 

According to Makea Napahi. the pond was 
built by Mahoe, her great-grandmother. When the 
pond had been only partially completed, the mene
hune came and in one night finished the construction. 

Mr. r.De believes that the Honolulu end of the 
pond was so peculiarly indented in order that boats 
from ships might have ready access to the brackish 
spring, from which they might obtain water. 

Toward the center of the wall of the fis hpond 
is a rather large stone standing upright. It is 4.5 
feet high, 3 feet wide at the bottom, 2 feet wide at 
the top, and 5.5 inches thick. It is securely embed
ded diagonally across the wall. with one of its broad 
sides facing exactly north. This stone is said to be 
Waiakaaia, named for a man who once lived in Mauna
lua. This man was married to a woman of whom he 
was apparently very fond. In keeping with Hawaiian 
customs of marital life, Waiakaaia gave consent for 
his wife to stay with other men. Howevel', when she 
was away he was greatly worried, and it preyed so 
consistently upon his mind that he became insane" 
One night when she was gone, he left the lonely hut 
and went to Hanauma Bay, where in great rage he 
tore up a large stone and carried it to the fishpond 
wall. This was a superhuman feat, as one can see 
from the size of the stone. This stone he placed on 
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the wall of the pond, naming it after himself, and it 
stands there today as a monument to his memory. 

At times there was a dearth of fish, which 
Mahoe coped with in this manner. On the nights of 
Kane. she took a baby pig as it came from the womb 
of the mother. and had her small grandson carry the 
squealing animal about the pond. There was a strict 
tapu until the next night. which was the night of Lono. 
No fishing was permitted. and no noise allowed to 
disturb the praying kahuna. On the night of Lono. 
seaweed and ilima were gathered and placed on the 
shrine. After the night of Lono. when this ceremony 
was apparently completed. there was plenty of fish. 

The pond is said to connect by means of an 
underground tunnel with Kaelepulu pond (Site 377) 
in Kailua. From time to time great schools of mullet 
disappear from the Maunalua pond and are to be found 
in the Kailua pond. At the same time the awa which 
were in the Kailua pond appear in the Maunalua pond. 
When the mullet reappear in the Maunalua pond the 
awa disappear. Kanae. the fish warden. tells me 
that this occurs even today. but cannot be explained 
by the Japanese who leases the pond. 

McAllister. Arch. of Oahu 

Qua was the offspring of a mane and mo'o. 
He was the sweetheart of Mamala. When she left 
him for Hon-ka-'upu. hewent home to Kuapa. 

Pukui, August 4, 1953 

Waiakaaia.. spring--See Maunalua. 
Mookua-a-Kanepua. 

Lau-kupu dwelt in the ponds of Mauna-lua 
near Koko Head. (She was a MO'O) She cared for the 
fish for the life of her high chief and his people. If 
they were stingy in their offerings, she punished the 
people. 

Westervelt 
The Hawaiian Dragons 
Paradise of the Pacific 
Jan. 1920, p 11 

Keahupua-o-Maunalua Fis hpond 

(Coming from Makapuu) ••• I descended with 
my attendant. and near the shores of a large pond 
containing a surface of many hundred acres. I came 
to a little settlement called Keawaawa and stopped 
a few moments to enquire the way and to allow my 
attendant the luxury of a whif of tobacco. Thence I 
walked on by the side of the pond in a southerly direc-
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tion about a mile, having the eminences MOllnalua 
on my left--I then came to a narrow strip of land 
resembling a causeway partly natural and partly 
constructed extending in a North. west direction across 
what appeared to be considerable of a bay forming a 
barrier between the sea and the pond. At the further 
end of this causeway sluices are constructed and the 
waters of the sea unite with the pond and at every 
flood tide replenish it with a fresh supply of water. 
Near the middle of this causeway there is a settle
ment of 18 houses belonging to Kalola called Mouna
lua. Here I stopped about an hour, rested myself, 
took some refreshment and read the kanawai. --At 
5 minute s after 12 I set out again and after walking 
about 3 hours passing through 3 settlements and 
reading the kanawai ••• I arrived at the school house 
in Waialae. 

Chamberlain, Levi 
Trip around Oahu in 1826 

See: Maunalua, Trail 

Fis hing Village 

Site 49. Mr. Moe of the Kamehameha schools 
is of the opinion that a large fis hing village formerly 
existed in Hahaione Valley at the head of the pond 
(Maunalua), which, according to him, was not a pond, 
but an arm of the sea, The people from this village 
fished off Maunalua in their canoes, and when the 
pond was built it cut off their access to the sea and 
the village declined. There was a great number of 
ruins in and about the Kamehameha farm school. 

"We soon passed a village mostly inhabited 
by fishermen, and cortaining perhaps one hundred huts." 
(From Mathison--"Narrative of a visit to Brazil, 
Chili, Peru, and the Sandwich Islands, 1821-1822) 

The village he speaks of was probably on the 
Honolulu side of Kohelepelepe, at the head of the 
pond in Kamilonui Valley. It may possibly have been 
the settlement in Hahaione Valley, but I think that 
Mathison crossed on the seaward side of the pond, 
which caused him to nbtice merely an "Embankment 
of sand. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaalakei Valley 

Mr. Kanaha was the native of Makapuu who 
prayed for fish to multiply. This he did, when he 
awoke in the morning, he commanded the people to 
let down the net for fish, mullet, kala, oio, akule, 
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weke and others and he directed them where to go. 
When the fish were surrounded by the net, the fire 
was lighted and everybody helped himself to fish. 
That was what they did in times past. 

Pooloa, George 
Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Dec. 31, 1929 
Oahu Place Names 

Mrs. Pukui says that the praying was done 
at Kaalakei Valley where there are "identical hills. " 

KULIOUOU 

.Meaning 

Refers to the attachment of the knee drum to 
the knee for thumping. 

The knee to which the drum is attached is the 
kuli-ouou: (kuli:·kneei ouou: the sound of a drum 
when struck). 

Pukui, M. K. 
Sept. 24, 1953 

Cultivation 

Portions of the flatland about a half mile in
land show low elevated ridges of soil in squares which 
look like old terraces, but I am told that they are 
probably where Andrade formerly experimented with 
growing alfalfa. In one place on the western side 
of the valley there is a sizable flat with a facing of 
small stones about a foot wide along the lower side, 
All the land is now dry, and I am told that it is too 
porous to hold water even were water available for 
terraces. Presumably in earlier times there was 
a steady flow from the stream leading down from 
the verdant gulch or from springs. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 73 

Makaniolu Shelter 

Makaniolu shelter (site 0.2) is so called 
after the street it faces. It is an ideal rock 
shelter, conveniently located near a stream and 
near the shore; oriented for maximJm protection 
against the sun, wind, and rain; and spacious, 
with a cave at the back which served as a· storage 
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area and provided a place where fires could be lit 
during tapu periods .•• 

This shelter is on the end of the ridge which 
fonus the east ooundary of Kuliouou Valley overlooking 
Maunalua Bay fran an elevation of sane 30 feet. 

Elrory, K.P. and Y.H. Sinoto 
oahu Excavations 
Bishop Mus. Sp. Pul::>l. 49, 1961 

Kawekiu Shelter 

(Site 401) On Saturday, November 12, Mickey 
Waddoups, 267 Portlock Road, and Jim Eckert, 233 
Portlock Road, led a group of us then working at 
Makaniolu shelter around the corner to this new site 
which I am calling Kawekiu from the fact that an ex
tension of Kawekiu Street would run close to it. 

It is a large but low· shelter approached by a 
lava tube opening on the south and another on the north
east, and up on the bluff some 20 feet. The openings 
are naturally pretty well concealed from anyone looking 
up from below, because they set back aways and bushes 
further obscure them. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rainwater, Mrs. Emory and 
myself, Ed Shehan, Mr. and Mrs. Samaha, Bob 
Kraus were in our group. Master McGuire and se
veral others were in Waddoups group. Rainwater 
found a bored dog's tooth and a number of fire sticks. 

The following Sunday Ivan Rainwater returned 
alone and in the course of the day found another bored 
dog's tooth, also a shaped dog's tooth piece for a 
bracelet, also 3 ulumaika stones, a sling stone, more 
fire sticks and several other artifacts. 

On Wednesday morning, NoV. 16, 1955, Elspeth 
Sterling and Gina Brown were shown to the cave by me 
(K. P. Emory) and they spent the morning doing a little 
digging. Rainwater had put in a transverse trench 
near the center to the back wall and they enlarged it 
somewhat and looked over the surface. They found 
a 3" adz, a pearl fish hook (very small), and fire 
sticks, etc. 

On Sunday, Nov. 19, Ivan Rainwater, Bob 
Kraus, Ed Shehan returned to the shelter. Rain
water found a perfect 3" adz. He then put up a bet
ter sign than that which I had set Wednesday. Two 
of the boys returned that day, evidently intending 
to dig, as their screens were found partly hidden 
along the trail. 

Emory, K. P. 
Note.s 

For Bishop Museum excavation at Kawekiu see: 
Drory, K.P. and Y.H·. Sinoto, oahu Excavations, 
Bishop Museum Sp. Publ. 49, 1961 
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Kulfouou Bluff Shelter 

(Site 402) Fishermen taking advantage of a 
large, natural shelter formed by a lava tube opening 
at the base of a bluff on Oahu, and archaeologists 
taking advantage of a recently developed and marvel
ous technique of dating have given us the most satis
factory answer we have had as yet to the question, 
"How long have the Hawaiians been here and where 
did they come from?" 

The shelter is located on the east face of the 
ridge which separates Niu from Kuliouou valley and 
only three hundred yards from the beach. Mr. Jack 
Porteus started excavating the floor of the shelter 
in 1938 and succeeded in going through about one
third of it before the war interrupted. Dr. Kenneth 
P. Emory, ethnologist at the Bishop Museum, under
took with his class in archaeology at the University 
of Hawaii, to complete the excavation of the floor 
in the first half of 1950. A section of the floor ·which 
had not been previously disturbed was excavated and 
studied with great care. Continuous occupation was 
noted down to a depth of thirty inches. Below this 
no traces of human occupation were found, such as 
ashes of fires, fish-bones, sea shells, or implements. 
On the lowest level, charcoal from a cooking fire was 
removed and sent to the Institute for Nuclear Studies 
at the University of Chicago. Here Dr. W. F. Libby, 
who perfected the technique of determining the length 
of time since organic matter was living, through the 
amount of radio-active carbon remaining, obtained 
a reading which indicated that the wood of this char
coal was formed 946 years ago, plus or minus 180 
years. 

This means that the shelter was first occupied 
about 1000 years ago. As the diet of these first people 
was largely sea-birds, we have good reason to assume 
they were the first inhabitants in the region and that 
their arrival there was not long after the first settle
ment of Oahu and the neighboring islands. Several 
stone adzes found at the same depth are of charac
teristic Hawaiian form which was at one time used 
in Tahiti and the Marquesas but which has not ap
peared in any collection of stone adzes from Samoa 
or Tonga. This indicates that. the early Hawaiians 
came from the Marquesas or Tahiti. 

Hawaiian Historical Society Annual Report 
1950, p 19 

For Bishop Museum excavation at Kuliouou see: 
Elrory, K.P. and Y.H. Sinoto, oahu Excavations, 
Bishop Mus. Sp. Publ. 49, 1961 

Terrace Remains 

Site 50. Honolulu side of Kuliouou Valley. 
On the edge of the elevation just inland of the Perry 
place are the remains of what may have been a pre-
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tentious house site, or a heiau. Only a tumbled-
down corner of what was apparently a terrace remains. 
It can be traced for 25 feet in one direction and for 
33 feet in the other. There are a few pieces of old 
coral about the site. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kauiliula Heiau, Ahukini Heiau 

Kauiliula heiau, Kuliouou, Wailele. Thrum 
says: 'A square heiau about 50 feet in size, little of 
which now remains.-' The land name Wailele is not 
now known by the Hawaiians, but Kuliouou is the dis
trict adjoining Maunalua. There is a Waikele in 
Ewa. Either this or the following site may have been 
seen (Terrace remains, Kuliouou Valley). 

Ahukini heiau, Kaowa, Wailele. Thrum lists 
it as : 'A square heiau about 50 feet in size, destroyed 
some ten years ago and its stones used for fences. ' 
A heiau with the same name has been described in 
Kaneohe. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Hiiaka at Kuliouou 

At Kuliouou, which they reached after passing 
through Waialae, Wailupe and Niu, they came upon 
some women who were catching small fish and crabs 
in the pools and shallow water along the shore and, 
to satisfy their hunger or, perhaps, to test their 
disposition, Hiiaka begged the women to grant her a 
portion of their catch to satisfy their need. The an
swer was a surly refusal, coupled with the remark 
that Hiiaka would better do her own fishing. As the 
sister and representative of the proud god Pele, 
Hiiaka could not permit the insult to go unpunished. 
Her reply was the utterance of this fateful incantation: 

He makani holo uha 

Ko Ka-ele -kei a Pau-kua. 

Here's a blast shall 
pos set the blood, 

As the chant of Kahuna 
the back. 

Pau wale ke aho i ka noi ana, Our patience exhausts 
with delay, 

o ka loa hOli, e. Welre famished from 
the length of the way. 

Makani holo-uha. The allusion is to a cold wind that 
chills the naked legs of the fisher-folk. 

Pau-kua, a place-name, meaning consumed 
in the back--a clear reference to the fact that the 
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kahuna's black art very frequently made its fatal 
ravages by attacking first the back. 

The magic words operated quickly. As Hi
iaka turned to depart. the unfortunate fishing women 
fainted and died. 

Emerson 

Pele and Hiiaka, p 186 

NIU 

Cultivation 

Two sizable gulches are included in Niu. 
They are dry today, but marshy land on the flats 
above the highway seems to indicate springs or 
underground flow and the probable presence of 
terraces in the old days. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, p 74 

Kupapa Fishpond 

Site 51. Kupapa fishpond, Niu. The pond 
is now filled in and has been used for agricultural 
purposes. The wall, of waterworn basalt. was 
3 feet high by 8 feet in width and formed a semi
circle 2000 feet long. It inclosed several acres. 
The name was given to me by Kalaluhi Akana Ka
piiohe. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kupapa Fishpond 

Old Niu fish pond is part of a tract of 2,446 
acres that was once a summer home of Kamehameha 
I and which was later claimed by Alexander Adams 
under Claim No. 802 filed Feb. 14. 1848, with the 
land commission at the time of the Great Mahele. 
The claim states: 

"From the testimony of Governor Kekua. 
naoa and Mrs. Ii, it appears that the claimant was 
created lord or konohiki of this land, in the time 
of Kamehameha I. arid that he has exercised the 
konohikiship of the same without dispute ever since 
the year of Our Lord 1822. 

"It further appears that the claimant ob _ 
tained his rights in this land, in the same way that 
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he obtained his rights in the land comprised in the 
Claim No. 801, namely in remuneration for serv
ices rendered the king as sea captain or sailing 
master. " 

Ancient Fishpond at Niu is Homesite Development 
Honolulu Advertiser 
March 22, 1953 

Kulepeamoa Heiau 

Site 52. Kulepeamoa heiau, Niu, at the 
foot of the middle ridge which takes its name from 
the heiau. 

Portions of a terrace are still to be seen, 
120 feet wide and 5 feet high, with the length rang
ing from 40 to 100 feet according to the rise of the 
r'idge. There were no terraces above this one, but 
there may have been one or more on the sea side. 
The stones are waterworn basalt of varying size, 
most of which have been used in walling a cattle 
pen in the vicinity. A small section in the center 
of the remaining terrace and also the southwest 
corner appear to have been stepped. The heiau 
faces the sea on the south. A pit 10 feet deep and 
10 by 15 feet in extent, located 60 feet south of the 
c enter of the terrace, appears to be modern. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Burial Caves 

Site 53. The caves at Niu have long been 
famous. Westervelt writes: "Sometimes the bodies 
of chiefs were placed in small canoes, or parts of 
a canoe, and hidden in roomy caverns, watched over 
by devoted guards. This was done at Niu, where 
decayed remnants of canoes can still be seen, " 
and remarks: "On Oahu the caves of Niu •.• were 
abundantly used for burial. " 

Chief Justice Antonio Perry kindly directed 
me to the Niu cave. It is a tunnel approximating 
100 feet in length. Near the mouth are remnants 
of numerous burials. Not far from the entrance 
is a wooden coffin which contains a few bones. 
Back of the coffin are fragments of tapas, cloth, 
lauhala mats, and portions of many skeletons. A 
small part of a canoe was seen. All of the burials 
have been disturbed and plundered. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

KONA WAILUPE 

Trail 

... The narrow trail began at Niu and led 
through the valley of Kailiili-iki till it went up a 
Koolau mountain and down into Waimanalo. It was 
said that the Hawaiians traveled on this trail from 
Waimanalo to Niu. and from Niu to Waimanalo. 
The population was large in these places in cen_ 
turies past. . .. It was about seventy-five years 
ago that the Hawaiians stopped using the trail •.. 
they thought that when they got to the top of Kilo
hana the descent would be steep, but when they 
got up by the mountain trail they found that the 
ropes they brought were of no use. They said that 
the other side of the mountain toward Waimanalo 
was very steep, yet the descent was very good and 
they had no trouble getting down to the ground below. 

Loaa Kekahi mau Alahele 0 ka wa Kahiko 
Kuokoa, Feb. 10, 1922 
Newsp 

WAILUPE 

C ulti vat ion 

V/ailupe Stream formerly had a larger vol
ume than at present, and there may have been lo'i. 
John K. Clarke says that the ground below the mouth 
of the gulch is too porous to hold water and that the 
stream seeps away underground. He has never 
seen any sign of terraces nor heard of taro being 
grown in this area. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 74 

Kawauoha Heiau 
(destroyed) 

Site 54. The heiau was 75 feet square. 
It was completely destroyed only a few years ago. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Wailupe Fisbpond 
(destroyed) 

Site 56. The pond is 41 acres in area. 
The wall is approximately 2500 feet long. The 
west side is a broad sandy area, at least 50 feet 
wide, through which four outlets (makaha) now 
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pass. The remainder of the wall is 12 feet wide, 
with waterworn basalt faced higher on the outside 
than within. The central part is of a dirt and sand 
fill. 

M"cAllis ter 
Arch. of Oahu 

Aina-haina Burial Cave 

Dec.9, 1955. Reported by Rev. Blackman, 
1110 Kealaolu, phone 744993, Honolulu. 

Eric Matsumoto, age 11, 705 Haina-uka, 
phone 32354, reported to him, took him to a burial 
cave back of their new property at Hind-uka, Aina
haina. 

Hector Munroe is going to investigate. 

Notebook 
Oahu Archaeology 

Unu of Kawauoha 

Hear ye, ye rand Ccmnissioners: I am writing 
concerning IT\Y coconut trees which were planted by IT\Y 
kupunas. There were eight of them. MJst of them 
ha.ve been cut down. My kupunas made the unu (altar) 
of Kawauoha and when it was corrp1eted they sacrificed 
a man and planted those coconuts. Here is this ex
p1anation--at the tine IT\Y kupunas were sent the pig 
by the wahine of Pe1eioho1ani, IT\Y kupunas received 
it and then sacrificed the pig and the man. This is 
the thing concerning these coconuts. 

Wai1upe, 29 Dec. 1847 

Native Register 
Vol. 3, p 427-8 

WAIALAE 

Cultivation 

Ka1ua 

The ahupua'a takes its name from the stone
incased spring, which may be seen today just above 
the highway. From the spring runs a stream which 
watered terraces that are now largely covered with 
grass raised for dairying and by the golf links. 
>Three moderate-sized gulches having streams of 
constant flow are included in this ahupua'a. In the 
lower portion of one of these gulches which was 
examined no terraces were seen. According to 
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Mr. A. F. Judd, some seaward holdings in Waialae 
had inland plots (lele) located in Palolo. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 74 

Waialae Springs 

From which Waialae derived its name, It 
supplied water for the chiefs from olden times, 
The location had been lost for many years. During 
a tour of the island by Kamehameha III, the King 
became thirsty and inquired of an old couple who 
were living at Waialae where he could get some 
water to drink. It happened that the ancestors of 
these old people were the keepers of this water 
hole, and the duty descended to them. They said 
that the only reas on they stayed there was so that 
when the King stopped there they might carry out 
their duty and reveal the location to him. This hole 
was covered with pohuehue and under the pohuehue 
was a large slab of stone covering the water. 

Edgar Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 1108 

WAIALAE-IKI 

M3ny people lived along the shores and they 
worked at fanning and fishing. Plants grew. There 
were taro patches, tobacco, sweet potatoes, bananas 
and sugar cane. There were many konohikis in fomer 
days. . ••. Kamamalu was Waia1ae-iki's konohiki of 
fishing. There were ever so many people on the shores 
when these chiefs came to spend a while with the 
camon people. 

There was the pool that Karrarnalu used to 
bathe in. I went to see its beauty for IT\Yself. 

There are two springs, one •. ,. is on Waialae
iki. These appear to be good sites, there is much 
water, but its beauty of the tirre of the konohikis 
is gone. Now the kapu is freed and the kapu places 
are trodden underfoot. 

MJkumaia, J. K. 
lIekai 0 Waia1ae-nui ame Waia1ae-iki 
Kuokoa, June 18, 1920 
Newsp. 

Kaunua Kahekili Heiau 

Site 55. Punahoa of Keahia says that Ka
unua Kahekili was a very large heiau. It was loca-
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ted on the top of the ridge which divides Wailupe and 
Waialae, on the highest and most pronounced knoll. 
The site was formerly planted in pineapples, but 
now the heiau is overgrown with high grass and 
weeds and the pineapples are on the sloping ground 
which surrounds it. Many large rocks embedded 
in the earth are all that remain of the structure. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

WAIALAE-NUI 

Many people lived along the shores and they 
worked at farming and fishing. Plants grew. There 
were taro patches I tobacco, sweet potatoes I bananas 
and sugar cane. There were many konohikis in fO:rTt"er 
days. paki was Waialae-nui' s konohiki of fishing; •••• 
There were ever so many people on the shores when 
these 'chiefs carre to spend a while with the cOlTlIDn 
people. 

There was the pool that Karnamalu used to 
bathe in. I went to see its beauty for Il¥self. 

There are two springs, one is on the smnmit 
of Waialae-nui.... These appear to be good sites, 
there is much water, but its beauty of the time of 
the konohikis is gone. NCM' the kapu is freed and the 
kapu places are trodden underfoot. 

t-bkumaia, J. K. 

clay. 

Lyons 

Aekai 0 Waialae-nui arre Waialae-iki 
Kuokoa, June 18, 1920 
Newsp. 

PALOI.O 

Naming 

Palolo, the clay valley: palolo, meaning 

Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Hawaiian Annual, 1901, p 182 

Cultivation 

Palolo Valley had extensive areas of low 
terraces throughout its lower portion on the land 
now covered by houses and golf links, running along 
both sidesof Palolo Stream. Above the junction of 
Waiomao and Pukele Streams, which form Palolo 
Stream, there are many high terraces on the hill 
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side to inland, and there were a few terraces on 
the outer sides of the streams. Some of the upper 
terraces between the streams are now under culti
vation by a Hawaiian planter. Farther up the valleys 
of Waiomao and Pukele Streams there are a few 
terraces, and wild taro is said to grow abundantly 
in the upper reaches. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, p 74 

Kaimuki 

Kaimuki is not, the oven where food is 
cooked in Ki leaves, but "the oven for cooking ti 
root." The root of the Dracaena is cooked and 
eaten like sugar cane, the juice also being distilled 
to liquor. 

Lyons 
Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Hawaiian Annual, 1901, p 182 

. •. then through the wild region of Ka-imu
ki, thickset with bowlder s - -a region at one time 
chosen by the dwarf Menehune as a sort of strong
hold where they could safely plant their famous ti 
ovens and be unmolested by the nocturnal depreda
tions of the swinish Kama-pua1a. Hiiaka saw nothing 
or took no notice of these little rock_dwellers. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 186 

Mauumae 

When Kakuhihewa saw that there was 
peace under the rule of Kalelealuaka ••• he left 
Kapuaikaula in Puuloa and moved to Mauumae at 
Waialae, on the other side of Kaimuki, facing Mauna
lua. There he lived until he died. 

Kalelealuaka 
KeAu Hou t Dec. 14, 1910 
Oahu Places 

Maumae Heiau 

Maumae heiau, Palolo. above Kaimuki. 
Thrum says: "A medium-sized heiau of pookanaka 
class, credited to the time of Olopana. Foundations 
only remain. II ,;' 

McAllister 
Ar c h. of Oahu 
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Maumae was also the name of a heiau that 
stood on the right hand, or southern, side of Palolo 
hill at entrance of the valley. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, p 478, note 4Z 

A Stone in Palolo Valley 
(Either Awapuhi-Melemele or Awapuhi-kelokelo) 

In Palolo Valley were two molo wahine, 
named Awapuhi-melemele and Awapuhi-kelokelo 
(Yellow-Ginger and White-Ginger). They quar
relled over the affections of some kane, and one 
turned the other into the stone which may be seen 
in the Palolo stream to this day. 

The stone is near the middle of the stream 
and resembles the seated torso of a woman, in
cluding the legs a.lmost as far as the knees. When 
the water rises in the stream, two streamlets flow 
over the "thighs", meet in the center, and flow 
down. 

The stone is located some distance ("perhaps 
a half-mile") below the "first bridge. " 

Mrs. Elizabeth Kek.uahooulu Davis 
Informant, 3/10/54 

Kaau Crater 

(Site 403) Maui attempted to rearrange 
the islands and assemble them into one solid mass. 
Standing at Kaena Point, he cast his wonderful hook, 
Manalia-ka-lani, far out into the ocean that it might 
engage itself in the foundations of Kauai. When he 
felt that it had taken a good hold, he gave a mighty 
tug at the line. A huge boulder, the Pohaku 0 Kauai, 
fell at his feet. The mystic hook, having freed 
itself from its entanglement, dropped into Palolo 
Valley and hollowed out the crater, that is its grave. 

Emerson 
Pele and Hiiaka, p 104 

Kaau-helu-moa Spring 

This cock, (Kaau-helu-moa) according to 
its legend, was a supernatural being. He was 
reared by his grandmother Kanihomauole in Palolo. 
,W ) ,'puaa came before his grandmother Kanihoma
llote 'and said, "I have come to kill Kaauhelumoa 
and eat him." Kanihomauole replied, "Whatever 
you kill you must eat, Kamapuaa." Kamapuaa went 
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to bite the cock. The cock flew to the right side 
of the hogls back and began to peck and kick. The 
pig felt the pain and rolled in the dust. The cock 
lit on the ground. The hog pursued him and he 
kicked back. He did not make the cock go back
wards, but the cock fell into the spring and died 
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in it. It became known by the name of Kaauhelumoa. 
The strange thing about this spring is that it looks 
as though reddened with blood. If you put some of 
it in a bottle for a souvenir, your joy will be gone 
for it will change to the color of ordinary water. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Mar. 11, 1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Kaauhelemoa: A mountain ridge and pond in 
the mountains at the head of Palolo Valley, Oahu, 
It is famous as the last resting place of the wonder. 
ful goblin cock in the legend of Kaauhelemoa. It 
is one ,of the sights for sightseers, and is known as 
a wahi pana •• "famous place, II 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Place Names 
Saturday Press, Dec, 15, 1883 

Pahoa and Pohaku Kikeke 

(Site 409) Hiiaka and her companions went 
up from Waikiki to a place called Pahoa, She told 
her companions that they were to meet with super. 
natural beings, a male and a female, brother and 
sister who were evil doers. As they ascended 
Hiiaka chanted: 

It is thou, 0 Pahoa 
And the woman, Makahuna who lives in the 

light rain of Palolo, 
Hearken to the voice 
To the cry of the traveller, 
Travelling on this hot scorching day from 

Waikiki, 
How warm it is, 

Pahoa replied rudely, "Who are you, you 
rude woman who speak our names? You rude wo. 
man, you, II Then he said to his sister, IIWith 
your strength and mine combined we III kill Hiiaka. II 
The dust then arose hiding the trail from view. 

Lohiau said, "What a whirlwind that is, " 
Hiiaka replied, "That is not a natural whirlwind 
but one that has been made by Pahoa and his sister, 
who are lizards (moo). They are not the only evil 
ones here, but we will meet yet others, Kamoiliili 
and Pohaku.Kikeke, " 

They continued going and near the spot where 
the Kamoiliili church now stands, they encountered 
a large lizard named Kamoiliili, It cam~ forward 
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to battle. Lohiau noticed that it resembled a woman. 
With a stroke of her skirt, Hiiaka broke its body 
to pieces and changed it into the low, long rocky 
mound above the church. They went on and when 
they drew close to Pahoa, he and his sister Maka
huna came to fight Hiiaka. Hiiaka struck them with 
her skirt and they cried out to her for mercy. She 
refused saying that she had greeted them politely 
but they were rude and insisted on fighting. She 
killed them. The rise below Pohaku-kikeke became 
known as "Ahua a Pahoa. II According to another 
version, Pahoa was spared. 

Pahoa used to sit on this rise to watch the 
pool Huewa to watch Pohaku-kikeke bathe. Pohaku
kikeke was also a lizard whose former name was 
Ua_Iililehua .•. Pahoa was in love with Lililehua ..... 

Hiiaka came above Mau'u-mae at a place 
called Ka-ahu-kahi-ai where the zoo now stands 
(it was then located in Kaimuki). Pahoa saw her 
and ran swiftly to gather luau for he knew she was 
fond of it. He cooked and served the luau. Hiiaka 
asked what favor she might do for him. He then 
told her of his love for Lililehua who accepted his 
gifts but spurned his love. She suggested his going 
once more to look at her before she would do any
thing about helping him win her for him. He ran 
and saw Lililehua in her own brother's arms and 
the following me Ie describes what he saw: 

The leaves of the banana tree sway up and 
down, 

Set a-sway by the wind. 
The leaves of the taro toss to and fro 
Stirred by the wind, 
The wind that blows from below ••• 

The sight filled him with disgust and he 
lost his love for her completely. He told Hiiaka 
that he no longer cared for the girl. 

Ka Na'i Aupuni 
June 26, 1906 

Hiiaka destroyed Lililehua and her brother. 
She placed Lililehua's ringing voice in a rock called 
Pohaku-kikeke which lies on the lower side of the 
road going to Waialae. 

Hiiaka- i -ka-poli- 0- Pele 
Ka Na'i Aupuni 
June 28, 1906 

(Similar story in Hoku 0 Hawaii, May 3, 
192 7, "HiiakaikapolioPele II) 

You may have been so occupied with 
the sliding of the street car while the Puulena breezes 
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blow that you did not hear the ringing of the bell 
which echoes over the plain. This is Pohaku-Kikeke, 
on the lower side of Waialae road leading up to the 
place where the thigh baring wind of Kekaha blows, 
just before reaching the road going up to Palolo. 
This was a stone that rang loudly like a steel and 
like a bell on American battleships that come here. 
It had a very loud sound up to the time that my 
eyes made its acquaintance. But now it is broken. 
It was cut and taken to foreign lands, with its fine 
large body, on a merchant ship because of the good
ness of its legend and its ringing. It was taken as 
a famous stone of' Hawaii and to exhibit it to the 
whole world. 

Makanikeoe, J.K.W. 
Haina Nane 
Kuokoa, Oct. 2, 1908 

Pahoa and Pohaku Kikeke 

Recently I heard for the first time about 
the old Hawaiian bell stone which for years lay 
beside Waialae Road near 5th Avenue. John Spen
cer, an old-timer, tells me that when Waialae 
Road was widened the stone was broken up and 
thrown into the corner of the grounds of Sacred 
Hearts Academy. I have also been told that some 
of the fragments were thrown into the corner of 
the King's Daughters Home grounds, on the oppo
site corner of 5th Avenue. 

Mr. Spencer said that 60 or 70 years ago, 
buildings were scarce and little more than swamp 
land and pasture lay between Kaimuki and Waikiki. 
The bell stone at that time was used as a signal 
by boys to let their friends at the beach know when 
they were going on a hike or a picnic. Walter 
Grace is another kamaaina who remembers that 
there was such a stone. Another friend of mine 
told me that when she was a little girl she remem
bers that she and her playmates used to throw 
stones at the big stone in order to hear the reso
nance. 

Mr. Spencer says that the stone was mush
room shaped. 

Warren, Grace Tower 
Bells of Phonolite Rock Served As Old 
Hawaiian's Semaphore, Star_Bulletin, 
March 19, 1961 

(Jl;. p. Sterling was told that Pohaku Kikeke frag
ments are among the group of stones in front of the 
main building of King's Daughters Home. ) 
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Pahoa 

Pahoa is the place where the King's Daugh. 
ter s' Home is. 

There are two versions of the Pahoa story, 
one is that Pahoa was a nasty mo'o who was killed 
by Hiiaka. In the other, he was not nasty, and he 
was not killed by her. 

Pukui, M. K. 
March 16, 1954 

(King's Daughters' Home is at 4th and Waialae. ) 

Ka.lua.Olohe 

Loheloa came from Waipio on a huge log. 
He came first to Makapuu and then to Keauau Point, 
now called Leahi. He saw a strange glow like a 
ball of fire there. He asked for the chief Olohe and 
was told that the light was his. 

He saw some fishermen who told him to go 
away for he was scaring the fish. He called to Ku 
and Hina to bring them a school of fish which they 
did. The natives were grateful. He lifted his huge 
canoe and rested one end at Haula and the other at 
Namahana, against the hill. He told the people 
that he wanted to wrestle with their chief Olohe, a 
dogman who lived at Apuakehau, Waikiki. Ames. 
senger came to tell the chief who accepted the chal. 
lenge. In the meantime the men were busy catching 
fish brought to them by Loheloa. A messenger 
was sent to bring Loheloa to the chief and Loheloa 
suggested that they wrestle in the open where they 
can be seen. He would bet his bones and his canoe 
on himself. 

Olohe and Loheloa fought on the field now 
known as Kapiolani Park. Olohe punched and raised 
a gale that flattened the ilima bushes. Loheloa 
slapped his ear hard enough to throw him in the 
air. The place he fell is called Kalua.Olohe (Olohe's 
pit) to this day. Loheloa won and the people sho1.1ted 
with joy over the defeat and death of their cruel chief. 

Hainakolo 
Hawaii Holomua, July 21, 1912 
Oahu Place Names 

Kaluaolohe is a land section in Palolo. C. C. S. 

Petr oglyphs, Moiliili 

Site 61. The figures are located on the 
bluff forming the north bank of Palolo stream, about 
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There are two groups, about 25 yards apart. The 
figures are so indistinct and crude that they can 
hardly be seen even within a few feet. They barely 
mark the face of the rock and could have been made 
with little effort. There were~ according to Emory, 
in one group "Eight human figures, all solid; tri. 
angular, bruised, except one linear." In the other 
group there were "five figures, all solid, triangular, 
bruised, all careless of execution but old and cer. 
tainly the real thing. " 

Emory 
Manuscript notes in B. P. Museum 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mauoki Heiau, Kamoiliili (des. ) 

Site 62. It is said to have been of tradition. 
al Menehune construction with stones brought one 
by one from Kawiwi, Waianae. It was a heiau of 
good size, walled on three sides and open to the 
west that stood at the foot of the slope dividing the 
Manoa and Palolo valleys, Kamoiliili. It was torn 
down in 1883 and its stones used for street work. 

Thrum 
Hawaiian Annual, 1907 

After his birth at Apuakehau, Waikiki, 
Kihapiilani was taken to this temple. 

Kamakau 
Kuokoa 
Newsp 

(3rd and Waialae? C. C. S. ) . 

Kukuionapeha Heiau (des. ) 

Kukuionapeha heiau, Kaimuki, Thrum lists 
it as : "At the town side of old sigrtal station. All 
destroyed. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

How Kaumana Turned Into Stone 

While I was in Honolulu I heard a good Ie. 
gend about Kaumana, a demi.god, who was turned 
into stone. It is on the ridge between Palolo and 
Manoa ••• Waialae Road where it meets Kapahulu 
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Road running to Waikiki, at a place close to the 
end of Kaumana Ridge, 

Kaumana left Lahaina.lalo with his parents 
and fifty followers, leaving his sister Lele behind, 
He came to Maunalua, Oahu and remained there 
with his four sons, 

Kaumana and his people spent their time 
stealing the food plants grown by the people in the 
neighborhood, He grew tired of stealing and car. 
rying his surf board around and so he decided to go 
on a visit to Kauai, At Kauai he met a kahuna named 
Kaluhea and this kahuna told him that if he sacrificed 
his youngest son, Maunalua, the road home would be 
shortened, 

He left Kauai for Oahu and landed at Waianae 
where he obtained a black hog, red kumu fish, and a 
white cock as an offering to the god, He put them 
all on his back and went to the upland, 

Then he arrived at Kahala and went along 
the beach to Waialae, where he went fishing for 
some fresh kumu fish, From there he proceeded 
to Niu, He gathered some coconuts there and went 
on to Kuliouou for some makaloa reeds to make the 
kind of mat that is called a makaloa mat, 

When the father drew close to the pond near 
his home his sons saw him and swam out to meet 
their father but all the others turned back again 
except the youngest, They turned back because 
they saw what he did to the youngest one, When the 
boy reached the edge of the pond where his father 
was standing, he grasped the boy, tied him with ropes 
and threw him into the pond with all the offerings 
that he had prepared beforehand, 

Kaumana loved his youngest son best, more 
than anyone else so he began to swim to the opposite 
side of the pond to explain to his wife what he had 
done to him and to lament for him, 

That night a strong wind blew, the sea be. 
came rough and on the next day the pond was gone 
from its place and sand was there instead, making 
a fine path to walk on, 

This did not make Kaumana happy for he 
bitterly regretted the loss of his son so he began 
to kill all the people who had accompanied him from 
Lahaina, including his wife and parents, He spared 
only five servants, Waahila.rain, Polihala.rain, 
Makaiwi.rain, Kuahine.rain and Lililehua.rain, 
He took them to live with him on the ridge between 
Palolo and Manoa, 

Kakuhihewa was the chief of Oahu at that time, 
He lived at Ulukou where the Moana Hotel stands 
and mauka of there he had a fish pond, It is still 
seen but is now a place where ducks are raised, 
A heavy rain fell until the force of the water broke 
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the walls of the pond, The prophet and kahuna told 
the chief about Kaumana and his servants, the rains 
already mentioned, 

The kahuna began at once to find a way to 
save the chief's fish pond and so they took a black 
pig and laid it before Kaumana, praying all the while. 
Kaumana knew that his end was near so he changed 
himself into a stone. The stone lies there to this 
day. 

Pali-hala is the highest point on the makai 
side from Awawaloa gUlch; PaU-kuahine is the place 
overlooking Waiakeakua in Manoa; Pali-liUlehua is 
on the opposite side, facing Palolo; Makaiwi is the 
land from Pali-hala to the spot where Kaumana lies. 
It was pointed out to me, at the place where Fifth 
Ave. branches out near the bridge. 

Kauai, Solomon 
Informant to T. Kelsey 
He Moolelo Kupua No Kaumana i Lilo Fohaku 
Kuokoa, July 4, 1919 

The Fish Net Legend 

Near Honolulu, on the side of Palolo Valley 
that feels the sun most when the day is older, are 
many paUse Some are sheer and of one piece. Others 
are serried or broken. At the bases of many are 
burial caves. 

Near a break in the ridge, in a grove of Ku
kuis and mangoes, lived Maka, no longer young, and 
his son, a man of full stature. The two considered 
their home a place of refuge and they were robbers. 
The father was deep in cunning and had devised a 
crafty method to insure the success of the cruel and 
wicked calling of the outlaw pair. Under pretense 
they possessed a fishing-net which might have held 
a shark had it been used in the distant waters. 

Maka was tall and strong and still quick as 
he had been when a famed wrestler and boxer. It 
was his way to conceal himself beside the trail at 
nightfall. Then he would cast the stout net upon a 
selected victim and the catch would be robbed and 
killed. Late at night the bodies were carried to the 
burial caves in the viCinity. The son was pupil to the 
father in this thievery and mur.der. 

For years the evil pair plied their merciless 
calling. Then the father became ill, Offerings were 
made to gods of the place, but the fever was persis
tent and the bones of the aged murderer ached cons
stantly. 

Maka whispered to his son. "You must make 
for me," said he, "to satisfy the gods and save my 
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opio lay in wait with the heavy net, three men bear
ing a heavy log of sandal ~ carne down fran the 
region of the seven waterfalls. The cast was made 
after the manner so carefully taught by the father. 
For the first time there was failure. Two of the men 
escaped. The third was put to death quickly by a 
blow with a stone haInrcer. 

At night, when the owls were hooting loudly 
and the rain was dripping through the mango and 
kukui trees, a company of men anned with clubs and 
spears carre to visit punishment upon Maka and his son. 
This was expected by the outlaw pair. As instructed 
by the elder, Maka-opio urged that they were on a spot 
of refuge. This claim was disproven by the chief 
priest of the valley. 

In his extremity Maka thought no more of his 
son, but of himself alone. Summoning the power 
which had been his at the full of his manhood, he 
made the fearful net into a bundle and cast it in the 
direction of Waialae Bay, where it would sink in deep 
water. 

As it passed through the air the net opened. 
It was found at daybreak, after Maka and his son 
had been put to death. The net was caught on the 
sharp point of an enormous stone that presented a 
flat surface as portion of a high pali. And to this day 
the print of the meshes of the net may be seen upon 
the black face of the great stone. 

Henriques Coll. 
HEN: Vol II, p 91 

MANOA 

Pronunciation of Manoa 

Manoa _ wide or vast 

Pukui, M.K. 
May 10, 196z 

Localities of Manoa 

The men and women of every locality in Manoa 
went, from Ka'apakahua, Kawailele, Puahia, Kanewai, 
Kamo'ili'ili and Kamoku. 

Kaui, S. M. 
Pikoi-a-ka-Alala 
Kuokoa, Dec. Z3, 1865 
HEN: Legends, p 713 

Naming of Ka-mo-'ili'ili 

Hiiaka and Wahineomao were taking Lohiau 
back with them to Pele in Hawaii. On their way back, 
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they left their canoe at Waikiki and walked up toward 
Kamoiliili. When they arrived at the place where 
the old stone church now stands, a heavy gust of wind 
blew, and Wahineomao and Lohiau felt invisible hands 
pulling their ears back. They called to Hiiaka for 
help. She knew that it was the lizard god Kamoiliili 
who did it and told them to keep closely behind her. 
A short distance away, they met Kamoiliili who wanted 
to fight. She removed her outside skirt, which held 
forks of lightning and smote him with it. His body 
was cut to pieces and the pieces turned into a low 
hill in the neighborhood of the old Hawaiian ChU"ch. 
The place is still called Kamoiliili to this day. The 
long, low hill (across from the Kuhio School) is said 
to be the body of this lizard god. (Synopsis) 

Hiiaka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, April 19 and May 3, 19Z7 
Oahu Place Names 

Pohaku Aumeume 

I am a native, a member of an old family of 
Kamoiliili and am very well acquainted with the things 
of the land in by gone days up to the present. There 
is a second stone belonging to the government stand_ 
ing at Kamoiliili just below it (the road ?). There 
lies Pohaku Aumeume (Stone-of-Contention). That 
was by the old trail in the olden days and the real 
natives of Kamoiliili can tell you about this stone. 
It has been broken up and you may not see. it for it 
is far from the street car track. 

Makanikeoe, J. K. W. 
Haina·Nane 
Kuokoa, Oct. Z, 1908 
(Pukui) 

Kanewai 

Kanewai was the name of a large underground 
pool on the mauka side of King Street, near what is 
now the quarry. Its waters, the "healing waters of 
Kane, " were much sought by the Hawaiians. Queen 
Liliuokalalli was much interested in the pool. The 
a ncient Hawaiians said that wise fish from the sea 
used to swim up to this pool, over hear the plans 
of the native fishermen, who frequented the vicinity 
and then float back to the ocean to warn their finny 
friends. 

Williams, John 
The Romance of Honolulu's Prehistoric Caves 
Star Bulletin, Jan.5, 1935 

Kumulae Spring 

The whole area was, and still is, by many, 
regarded as sacred by the Hawaiians. They tell, a 
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story of a wondrous princess upon whom it was evil 
for men's eyes to gaze. Consequently this princess 
had a retinue, or bodyguard as we would call it, of 
beautiful maidens. The princess loved the waters 
of Kumalae spring. From time to time she would 
go to the spring by night and there bathe in the water, 
while her maidens chanted songs of love to the pul
sating rhythm of gourds. 

More earthly people used this spring. The 
water was said to hold some healing properties, and 
besides it was a fine supply of clean water in an 
otherwis e arid plain. The pool, too, from its over
flow was full of plump fish. 

Proof that it was a popular place was found 
when Mr. Hausten started to clear the property. He 
found hand carved images. There is one which he 
hopefuUy believes is the likeness of the princess. 
It shows that she was slim as the reeds. 

Then too, Mr. Hausten found stone hand lamps 
in which the Hawaiians burned the oil of kukui nuts. 
By this primitive golden light the natives washed 
the bodies of their afflicted and the glistening bodies 
of their sturdy believers, and with the water they 
mixed medicines of pounded roots in medicine bowls, 
many of which Hausten found. By day there were 
sports held on the banks of the pool. They played 
the equivalent of our modern bowling with stones 
fashioned by hand to a perfect roundness. While 
some played, others fished, Mr. Hausten found small 
stone anchors which they used to set bait and catch 
squid. 

Williams, John 
The Romance of Honolulu Prehistoric Caves 
Star Bulletin, Jan. 5, 1935 

Kamapuaa at Kamoiliili 

At Kamoiliili Kamapuaa saw two beautiful 
women coming from the stream which flows from 
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Manoa Valley. He called to them, but when they 
saw his tattooed body and rough clothing made from 
pigskins they recognized him and fled. He pursued 
them, but they were counted as goddesses, having 
come from divine foreign families as well as Kama
puaa. They possessed miraculous powers and van
ished when he was ready to place his hands upon 
them. They sank down into the earth. Kamapuaa 
changed himself into the form of a great pig and 
began to root up the stones and soil and break his 
way through the thick layer of petrified coral through 
which they had disappeared. He first followed the 
descent of the womam who had been nearest to him. 
This place was the Honolulu side of the present Ka
moiliili church. Down he went through the soil and 
stone after her, but suddenly a great flood of water 
burst upward through the coral almost drowning 
him. The goddess had stopped his pursuit by turn
ing an underground stream into the door which he 
had thrown open. 

After this narrow escape Kamapuaa rushed 
toward Manoa Valley to the place where he had seen 
the other beautiful woman disappear. Here also he 
rooted deep through earth and coral, and here again 
a new spring of living water was uncovered. He 
could do nothing against the flood, which threatened 
his life. The goddesses escaped and the two wells 
have supplied the people of Kamoiliili for many gener
ations, bearing the name, "The wells, or fountains, 
of Kamapuaa. " 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, pp 259-260 

Cultivation of Manoa Valley 

In upper Manoa the whole of the level land 
in the valley bottom was developed in broad taro 
flats. The terraces extended along Manoa Stream 
as far as there is a suitable land for irrigating. 
Some of the lower portion of the old taro area, in. 
land from the slightly elevated land south.west of 
Rocky Hill, is now covered by streets and houses. 
But except for this, the extensive terrace area is 
still intact and could be replanted. Most of it is 
under grass and unused. About 100 terraces are 
still being cultivated, but these do not constitute 
more than one tenth of the total area capable of be. 
ing planted. 

There was a famous terrace area below Puna. 
hou School which was watered by the spring from which 
the school takes its name. Nakuina gives the follow. 
ing note about this area: •.• Kauawaahila afterwards 
made some kalo patches, and people attracted by the 
water and consequent fertility of the place came and 
settled about, voluntarily offering themselves as 
vassals to the twins. More and more kalo patches 
were excavated and the place became a thriving 
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settlement. The spring became known as Ka Punahou 
(The New Spring), and gave its name to the surround
ing place. 

Bennett describes the upper valley as "Chec
quered with taro patches. " 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 77 

Division of Land 

In Manoa valley a low hill at the head of the 
valley and Rocky hill above Punahou are said by a 
kinswoman of mine to have marked the division be
tween the chiefs and the commoners in that valley. 
The chiefs lived on the west half, the commoners 
on the east. The chiefs' excrement was buried se
cretly in the commoners' ground by the keepers. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary 
HEN: Vol I, p 1378 

The imaginary line from Puu_o_Manoa to 
Ka-paU Luahine marks the division of Manoa; on 
the left called Manoa-alii, and on the right, Manoa
Kanaka. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary 
3/16/54 

Pohaku-Loa, Punahou 

At the time wh,en Boki gave to the mission
aries that section of land called New Spring (Kapuna
hou) for the founding of the Punahou school, a stone 
was sought lar ge enough to serve as a boundary 
mark. On the north-eastern slope of the Manoa hill 
now called Rock hill, a suitable stone was found 
nine feet in length and standing seven feet above ground 
and two feet below. An overseer and his men were 
sent to move it to the required spot. 

The first day the men dug hard, thinking that 
the second day would see it dislodged. But after they 
had left for home, the stone worked its way more 
firmly into the ground than before; on their return 
they were amazed to see that their labor had been 
in vain. They discussed the marvel and came to the 
conclusion that this was a kupua stone. The chief 
consulted a kahuna. He said, "This is not a stone, 
it is a man. He is not to be forced, but coax him 
and he will go." The kahuna proposed that a feast 
be prepared consisting of black pig, black awa, 
green coconut, black fowl, red fish, and pink poi, 
and the workmen and a number of others be invited 
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to attend. After the feast the digging began again 
and the stone was soon out of the ground. This done, 
the question arose "Who shall lift it up and set it in 
place?" The chief Paki was a very powerful man, 
said to have been seven feet in height. He took hold 
of the stone and lifted it upright. With men support
ing it on either side, it moved of its own accord to 
the place prepared for it. 

Some years later, Pohaku-Ioa was broken up, 
Annie Harris thinks that a paJ;t of it was removed to 
the Kapiolani Mater~ity Home and that the remainder 
is still to be seen standing at the front gate of the 
Punahou campus. 

Green and Pukui 
Legend of Kawelo, p 117 
As told by Annie Harris 

Pohaku Loa 

The Pohakuloa stone was worshipped in the 
old days by Hawaiian women, who prayed for the 
endowment of their children with wisdom and 
strength. 

Appropriately, this stone was used as part 
of the wall when Punahou School was founded in 1830. 
The tabu which endangered anyone who helped move 
the stone was removed by Kamehameha III, who 
challenged the tabu by sitting on the giant Pohakuloa 
stone--twelve feet long and weighing several tons. 
By the grace of the king's presence, the Hulumanu 
or body guard of the king were able to carry the 
stone to its place in the wall. The men were "numer
ous as ants tugging at a kernel of corn," Pohakuloa 
was broken up in 1856. This is the largest piece of 
Pohakuloa that is in existence today. 

Henriques Collection 
1925 Sites Commission Tablet 

Kapunahou 

Kapunahou watched over by stern Kahaakea, 
Rocky Hill, of fabled caverns, and embraced'by lovely 
Manoa, valley of rainbows - -no wonder that legends 
from the dim past cling to her. In that remote time 
the brother gods Kane and Kanaloa came to Oahu on 
a pointed cloud from the land of Kuaihelani, one of 
Kane's twelve islands in the heavens. As the sun 
went down, they set out for Manoa Valley, on their 
way resting at Keapapa (now called Punahou, full 
name Kapunahou). Kanaloa teased Kane for water, 
Kane, a kindly god, courteous in all his ways, smiled 
because he could hear the noise of water. He thrust 
his staff into the ground, and the water gushed for,th 
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in abundance, This water of Kane was called the 
new spring, or Kapunahou, 

During that remote time, while the twin chil
dren Rain and Mountain Mist hovered around Rocky 
Hill, an old couple, living under a hala tree at Puna
hou, had their dreams come true, In about 1861 
this last ancient legend was related to Professor 
Alexander by the venerable Kauhi and his wife Mar
tha Pohopu, who since ear ly times had lived on a 
small separate kuleana in the midst of the Punahou 
grounds, "the faithful tenants of the/thatched hut 
that stood guard near the spring, " 

They told of an aged couple who long ago 
dwelt near the present spring, At a time of drought 
and famine, the people were obliged to search the 
mountains for ti root and wild yams for food, and to 
trudge to Kamoiliili to fill their calabashes with 
drinking water, One night the old woman dreamed 
that a man appeared to her, to whom she complained 
bitterly about having to go so far for water, where
upon" ne said: "He wai no" (there is water) and told 
her that beneath the trunk of an old hal a tree near 
by she would find it, She awoke her husband and told 
him the dream, but he made light of it, The next 
night he had a similar dream, The apparition di
rected him to go to the sea and catch some red fish, 
to roast them in ti leaves, reserving a part as an 
offering to the family deities, and then to pull "P the 
old hala tree by the roots, He awoke, and lo! it was 
a dream, But the impression it made on him was 
so strong that in the morning he hastened to carry 
out the directions which he had received, and when 
at last he pulled up the hala tree, water oozed out 
from beneath its roots, He dug out the place, and 
thus was formed the spring, which was named Ka
punahou, A pond was formed below the spring, and 
by it were irrigated a dozen or more taro patches, 

From this legend, Punahou School has adopted 
for her seal the hala tree with two taro leaves in the 
water flowing under it, 

Alexander and Dodge 
Punahou School 1841-1941, pp 35-36 

See also 
Nakuina, Mrs, E, M, B, 
The Punahou Spring, a legend 
Hawaiian Annual, 1893, p 104 

Ualakaa 

This potato was planted at Manoa, Oahu, 
on the northwestern slope of Manoa, There were 
two potato fields, one for Kupihe and the other for 
Kapanaia, Kupihe planted his potato on the side hill 
while Kapanaia planted his on the flat, When they 
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were cultivating, only one potato was found inKa
panaia's field, so he hilled it up, But the potato 
grew large and became exposed from the hill in which 
it was planted; the field of the other man, however, 
did not contain any potato, Afterwards they went to 
their homes, and on the next day they went up again 
to cultivate, Kapanaia hastened to see (his potato), 
but when he looked there was no lump in the hill; 
he searched but could not find the potato, He looked 
here and there, but he could not find it, 50 he went 
up 'to Kupihe' s, the field on the hillside, When he 
looked, he saw this potato causing a lump in the 
other's potato hill, and Kupihe was hilling up the 
soil, Kapanaia stood there and asked, "Whose po
tato is this?" The other answered: "It is mine, 
for it is growing in my potato-hill," After their 
quarrel over the potato they returned to their homes, 
That night the potato rolled down the hill and made 
a deep hole where it first struck; from there it bounced 
and became again attached to its parent vine, That 
is one ver sion of the story, But in the story which I 
heard, it is stated that the stem of this potato was 
bitten by a rat and the potato rolled down until it 
landed in Kapanaia's field, and it was left there 
until new sprouts commenced to grow from it, That 
is why new sprouts come from potatoes as we see 
them now, That was why this potato at Makiki was 
called Ualakaa, because it rolled (down hill), An
other name which I hear (applied to it) was Iolekaa, 
rolling rat, Another has it that Kaauhelemoa pecked 
at the stem of this potato and it rolled to Kapanaia's 
field, because Pupuulima chased after it, 

One version of the story of Ualakaa, whence 
its name, "rolling potato, II credits its fame to the 
time of Kamehameha, when during his residence on 
Oahu he had the whole slope of this spur of the Manoa 
range planted with potatoes which, on being dug from 
the ground, when grown, rolled down to the bottom 
of the hill and were there gathered, 

Fornander ColI. 
Vol V, p 532 

Round Top 

U alakaa was another famous field belonging 
to Kamehameha, so noted on account of its great 
size and bountiful production of potatoes, It was 
located up in Manoa, Oahu, 

Ibid, 
Vol VI, P 170 

Ualakaa 
(Rolling Sweet Potato) 

In the district of Ualakaa were grown some 
of the fine st sweet potatoes in the islands, One day 
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a famous bow and arrow expert, resting on Punch
bowl, a mile or so away from the potato field, looked 
over that way and spied a mouse eating one of the 
potatoes. He shot his arrow, and the mouse fell 
dead. But the potato which it had been eating rolled 
dow n the hill. 

In commemoration of the feat, the Hawaiians 
gave the name of "rolling potato" to the district. 

Mossman, George p. 
Skill of Archer Gives Punahou Knoll its Name 
Honolulu Star-Bulleting, Mar. 9, 1934 

Puu Pueo, Owl's Hill 

• • • is a high knoll in a pasture field of some 
thirty acres in extent, to the right of the upper road, 
and is renowned in tradition as the place where an 
avenging spirit in the form of an owl sought to exe
cute judgement upon a culprit for some alleged trans
gression, but upon the pleading of the accused for 
a hearing before executing judgement, it became 
thereafter the established custom that none should 
be condemned till tried and proven gUilty. 

To those of a more practical turn of mind, 
it is to be remembered as the locality where Oahu's 
fir st sugar plantation was established in 1825, by 
one John Wilkinson, who arrived at these islands, 
from England, in the Blonde, which brought back the 
remains of Kamehameha II and his queen Kamamalu. 

Thrum 
Manoa Valley 
Hawaiian Annual 1892, pp 110-116 

Poki 

Poki's favorite haunts were in Manoa Valley. 
His home was said to be on a little knoll which is 
now enclosed in the small Manoa Park. (Puu Pueo. 
C. C.S.) 

Taylor, Clarice 
Honolulu Star - Bulletin 
9/53 

Poki (or Boki) was Kamehameha's dog. It 
was brought here on the ship Eleanor. Traditions 
concerning this dog therefore date from Kameha
meha's time (or the original name of the dog
apparition had been lost, and this name given in 
error. ) 

Barrere, Dorothy 
Informant 

KONA 

Sacred Stone 

Site 65. Thrum mentions a sacred stone 
which was formerly important: 

Kaipu figures also in the valley legends as 
possessing a stone of peculiar merit and power, 
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from which the land takes its name, and was believed 
by the natives to bring good or ill-fortune to its pos
sessor according to the honor bestowed upon it. 
The stone is about four feet in length, somewhat 
tapering toward one end, and having a rather smooth 
bore of about three inches in diameter running through 
its entire length. The larger end has sufficient ir_ 
regular regularities to furnish those superstitiously 
inclined with the idea of a face, the bore mentioned 
serving for its mouth, into which sacrifices of food 
used to be placed. Thus the god Kaipu held power 
over Manoans in days gone by • 

M::Allister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Ka'aipu was an akua wahine pohaku. A local 
pohaku god in M:moa, with an opening on the top of 
its "head", which was considered as another !routh. 

Kamana, Malia (of M:moa) 
As told by Mrs. M. K. Fukui, 3/16/54, to C.C.S. 

Kaaipu: Noted for sweetness of its mountain 
apples. Formerly the dwelling place of a great wi
zard now turned into stone which the natives believe 
is still there. Land in Manoa. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press. Dec.15. 1883 

Puuhonua Heiau 

The place now known as the Castle home. 
(Vicinity of Puuhonua St. 1957. C. C. S. ) 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 131 

Kukaoo Heiau 

Site-64. On the premises of C. M. Cooke, Jr. 
This is a small heiau 50 by 40 feet, said to have 
been built by the menehune, from whom it was_ w;res
ted by Kualii and rebuilt. 

"The Menehune's fort was on the rocky hill, 
Ulumalu, on the .opposite side of the road, just above 
Kukaoo. Previous to the battle, they had control 
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of all upper Manoa. After Kualii obtained posses
sion. he made it the principal temple fort of a system 
of heiaus .•. Kukaooheiau and hill is connected also. 
in legend, with that of Punahou Spring. as the place 
where the twin brother and sister Kauawaahila and 
Kauakuahine obtained temporary shelter from the 
persecutions of a cruel step_mother, as shown in 
the following extract. (Sat. Press, March 1884) 
'The children went to the head of Manoa Valley, but 

were driven away and told to return to Kaala, but 
they ran and hid themselves in a small cave on the 
side of the hill of Kukaoo, whose' top is crowned by 
the temple o·f the Menehunes. Here they lived for 
some time, ,II Thrum, Hawaiian Annual 1892. "Ma
noa Valley. " 

'!hough Dr. COOke repeatedly and carefully 
searched for this cave he was unable to find its lo
cation. The heiau is built on a natural elevation a
bout 30 feet high. There remain a small inclosure 
and two terraces to the west. 

~ 2. - - - - _____ ' 

s '-t'hl::---

7 

Site 64. a. ground plan; b. perspective plan. 
1. small terrace ending in a steep slope, 2. entrance 
of recent construction, 3. terrace 11 feet wide, 2 
feet higher than inclosure 7 and 1.5 feet higher than 
terrace, 4. wall 3 feet thick, 4 feet high toward in
closure 7. and 2 feet high toward terrace 3, 5. break 
in the wall 5 feet wide. may have been an entrance, 
6. oval flooring of rocks, 5 feet across and O. 5 foot 
high, 7. inclosure 30. by 31 feet with walls 4 to 5 
feet high insil:le, 8. wall almost 9 feet high, 9. em
bankment, reinforces wall. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu 

C. M. Cooke. Jr., residence. 2859 Manoa Rd. 

See also: 
Westervelt. Legends of Old Honolulu. p 129 
Thrum, Hawaiian Folk Tales, pp 118. 133 

Kukaoo Heiau 

This old heathen temple dates back many 
hundred years. Its erection is credited to the Mene_ 
hunes but was rebuilt during the reign of Kualii. who 
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wrested it from them after a hard fought battle. 
The Menehune's fort was on the rocky hill. Ulumalu, 
on the opposite side of the road. just above Kukaoo. 
Previous to the battle. they had control of all upper 
Manoa. After Kualii obt ained possession. he made 
it the principal temple fort of a system of heiaus. 
extending fran Mauoki, Puahia luna and 1a10, Kumuohia, 
Kaualaa, Waile1e, and one or two other points between 
Kaua1aa and Kukaoo. There were also several Muas in 
the system they controlled sacred, picketed trench 
enclosures, and altogether, the scene must have been 
one of priest-ridden despotism. 

Kukaoo heiau and hill is connected also. in 
legend. with that of Punahou Spring. as the place 
where the twin brother and sister Kauawaahila and 
Kauakuahine obtained temporary shelter from the 
persecutions of a cruel step-mother. as shown in 
the following extract. liThe children went to the head 
of Manoa valley. but were driven away and told to 
return to Kaala. but they ran and hid themselves in 
a small cave on the side of the hill of Kukaoo, whose 
top is crowned by the temple of Menehunes. Here 
they lived some time and cultivated a patch of po
tatoes. their food meanwhile being grass-hoppers 
and greens. The latter were the tender shoots of 
the popolo. aheahea. pakai. laulele and potato vines. 
cooked by rolling hot stones around among them in 
a covered gourd. When the potatoes were fit to be 
eaten. the brother made a double imu. having a kaput 
or sacred. side for his food and a noa, or free. side 
for his sister. The little cave was also divided in 
two, a sacred and a free part for brother and sister, 
The cave, with its wall of stone dividing it in two 
was still intact a few years ago, and the double imu 
was also to be seen. " Extract from Saturday 
Press, March 1884 by E. M. B. 

Thrum 
Manoa V cLlley 
Hawaiian Annual, 1892 

Hipawai Heiau (des. ) 

Site 63. On the sea side of the Manoa church. 

"Of large size and pookanaka class, partly 
destroyed many years ago, then used as a place of 
burial. Remaining walls subsequently torn down. " 
Thrum--Hawaiian Annual 1907 and 1909. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

HipawaiCave 

There is a large underground cavern with IlIIlCh 
of the water of Manoa passing through it under the 
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area of Woodlawn Drive near where the nEM (1975) 
astronomy building of the university is. People 
went down into the cavern in fonner times. 

Mary Fukui 
Infonnant 

Pukaomaomao, Kaahumanu's House 

(Site 405). Her residence is beautifully si
tuated' and the selection of the spot quite in taste. 
The house is an inferior building, but stands on the 
height of a gently swelling knoll, commanding, in 
front, an open and extensive view of all the rich 
plantations of the valley; of the mountain streams 
meandering through them, and the humble habitations 
of the farmer sprinkled around; of the district of 
Waititi; and of Diamond Hill, and a considerable 
part of the plain, with the ocean far beyond. On the 
right, the ground rises rapidly for a few rods, to 
a thicket of hibiscus and eugenia, at the foot of a 
magnificent mountain, exhibiting from the base to 
its summit a perpendicular height of a thousand 
feet--as rich a variety of projecting cliff and wild 
recess, of dripping rocks and mantling foliage, of 
graceful creeper, pendant shrub, and splendid flow
er' as Arcadia itself can boast. On the left, there 
is a gradual descent, from the house, of two or three 
hundred feet to the depth of the valley. Here this is 
half a mile wide, and bounded at that distance, by a 
spur of mountain, which, commencing at the entrance 
of the valley on the plain two or three miles in front, 
ris es first in uncovered sweLLings, but rapidly as-
sumes, as it runs inland, a bolder formation, till 

{ in several places it presents a succession of broad 
based and regularly defined pyramids, beautifully 
verdant and tufted with wood; giving a most peculiar 
character to that section of the scenery. 
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Immediately behind the house, and partially 
flanking it on either side, is a delightful grove of 
the dark leaved and crimson blossomed Ohia, so 
thick and so shady as insensibly to remind one of 
Cowper's Wilderne ss at Olney - -filled with cool and 
retired walks and natural retreats, and echoing 
to the cheerful notes of the little songsters, who 
find security in its shades to build their nestsand 
lay their young. The view of the head of the valley 
inland, from the clumps and single trees edging 
this copse, is very rich and beautiful; .presenting a 
circuit of two or three miles delightfully variegated 
by hill and dale, wood and lawn, and enclosed in a 
sweep of splendid mountains, one of which in the 
centre rises to a height of three thousand feet. 

In one edge of this grove, a few rods from 
the house, stands a little cottage built by Kaahumanu, 
for the accommodation of the missionaries who visit 
her when at this residence. It is scarce twelve 
feet square in the area, and not as many high; but 
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furnished with glazed windows and doors, a bed
stead and lounge, a small table and chair, answers 
delightfully as the prophet's chamber in the wall 
of her habitation; and is very frequently occupied 
a day or two at a time, by one and another of the 
families most enervated by the heat and dust, the 
toil, and various exhausting cares of the establish-
ment at the sea_shore. ':' 

Stewart's Visit to the South Sea 
Vol II, pp 140-141 
Date of the description Oct. 1829 

Kaahumanu's Summer Home 

Just past the junction of Manoa Road and 
Oahu Avenue in upper Manoa valley, surrounded 
by market gardens and where automobiles whiz 
past, a green overgrown path leads off the highway 
to a tiny clearing, shaded by fine old hau trees and 
bushes in which there is a stone foundation of a 
former house. The stones are moss covered and 
the structure which once covered them has long 
since disappeared. Yet this is historic ground, 
the homesite of one of the islands' greatest queens. 

Kaahumanu, queen of Kamehameha the 
Great, had her summer house on this cool spot. 
It was doubtless the same sort of grass house which 
was in general use, although probably more spa
cious and elaborate as befitted a queen. The di
mension in one direction is 60 feet. The place 
was known as Kahoiwai, or "Returning Waters. " 

.•• this site is now part of the Bishop Es-
tate •.. 

From a newspaper article written in June 1932 

Kaahumanu's Home, Pukaomaomao 

Realizing that the end was near, Ka
ahumanu asked to be taken to Pukaomaomao, her 
mountain home far up in Manoa VaHey •... 

The king, his sister, other members of the 
alii and many retainers had already arrived at 
Pukaomaomao and had dressed the large grass 
house for the dying queen's last homecoming. 
The waUs of the main room had been hung with 
ropes of sweet maile and decorated with lehua 
bIos soms and great stalks of fragrant mountain 
ginger. 

The couch upon which Kaahumanu was to 
r est had been prepared with loving care. Spread 
first with sweet-scented maile and ginger leaves, 
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it was then covered with a golden velvet coverlet. 
At the head and foot stood towering feather kahilis. 
Over a chair nearby was draped the Kamehameha 
feather cloak which had been worn by Kaahumanu 
since the monarch's death. 

Mellon 
The Magnificent Matriarch, pp 270,272 

(Kaahumanu died June 5, 1832) 

Puahuula 

After a while Kaahumanu went to Manoa 
to Puahuula to live in a large Hawaiian grass hut. 
There was a hau grove there. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. 11, 1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Queen Kaahumanu lived in Manoa. Her home 
was called Pukaomao. The first guavas and the 
fir st goldfish were brought there by the queen. 
Mrs. Malia Kakoi Kamana remembers her mother 
telling her that a tapu was placed on the guava; 
no one could have any unless the queen gave them 
to her. But the birds pecked the fruit, and soon 
the guava spread all over the islands. 

Pukui, Mrs. Mary Kawena 
Informant 
HEN: Vol I, p 1-378 

Puahuula 

The two(K:ane and Kanaloa) continued their 
Journey up Manoa to Puahuula (the place where 
Kaahumanu lived). As they stood there facing the 
cliff, Kanaloa asked his older brother if there were 
kupua in that place. The two climbed a perpendicu
lar cliff and found a pretty woman living there with 
her woman attendant. Kamehaikana was the name 
of this kupua. Such was the nature of the two women 
that they could appear in the form of human beings 
or of stones. Both Kane and Kanaloa longed to 
possess this beauty of upper Manoa. The girl her
self, after staring at them, was smitten with love 
fol' the two gods. Kamehaikana began to smile 
invitingly. The attendant saw that her charge did 
not know which one of the two gods she wanted and 
knew that if they both got hold of her she would be 
destroyed, and she was furious. Fearing death for 
her beloved one, she threw herself headlong between 
the strangers and her charge and blocked the way. 
Kane leaped to catch the girl but could not reach her. 

[' 
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The body of Kamehaikana's attendant stands there to 
this day, with the head down and the feet up. The 
mark of Kane's footprint remains where he trod. 
At the place where the gods stood, mountain apple 
trees sprang up whose branches drooped over the 
surface of the water. The original trees are dead, 
b.ut their seedlings are grown and guard "the water 
of the gods. II 

Green and Pukui, Legend of Kawelo, p 115 

Pu-ahu-'ula (Pu here is short for Puna) 
"Spring-of-the-Feather-Cape." There was a mo'o 
who lived there. Somewhere mauka of Pukaoma'o. 

Pukui, M. K., 3/16/54 

Waiakeakua 

There lived there an akua wahine, Kameha
'ikana. After Punahou spring was made by Kane 
and Kanaloa they went up there and they found her 
and her servant. Kameha'ikana started to give 
them the "come-hither" look. The servant did not 
like it and she wanted to stop her mistress from 
acting coy. She leaped into the middle of the pool 
head first. Turned into a pohaku. Kane tried to 
stop her; he stepped forward and left the mark of 
his wawae in the pohaku at the edge of the pool. 

Pukui, M. K., 3/16/54 

(See Legend about Puahuula) 

Waiakeakua, a swimming pool at head of 
Manoa Valley located in a ravine, and on Govern
ment land. Formerly picnic grounds of Hawaiian 
chiefs, and drinking water of chiefs. 

Brown, Mrs. Marie H. 
Informant 
J. F. Stokes, Sites Notes 

Visitors like to go and see a certain water
fall that drops from above into a pool. The name 
of this famous place is Kawai-a-ke-akua and is 
beautiful to see. This was where themenehunes 
slept in the day time and when night came they went 
to build heiaus, ponds or whatever they chose. 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. 11, 1930 
Oahu Place Name s 

Waiakeakua 

Here in Manoa, Kane and Kanaloa found most 
excellent awa, and Kanaloa cried, "0 my brother, 
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this is awa surpassing any other we have found; 
but where shall I go to find water? ". Kane replied, 
"Here in this hill side is water." So he took his 
staff and struck it fiercely against the precipice 
by which they had found awa. Rapidly the rocks 
were broken off. The precipice crept back from 
the mighty strokes of the god and a large pool of 
clear, cool water nestled among the great stones 
which had fallen. There they mixed awa and wa
ter and drank again and again until the sleep of the 
drunkard came and they rested by the fountain they 
had made. This pool is still at the head of Manoa 
Valley, and to this day is called Ka-Wai-a-ke
Akua (The water provided by a god). 

The servants of hundreds of chiefs have borne 
water from this place to their thirsty masters. 

In the days of Kamehameha I very often 
messengers came from this pool of water of the 
gods with calabashes full of water swinging from 
the ends of sticks laid over their shoulders. When 
they came near any individual or group of Hawaiians 
they had to call out loudly, giving warning so that 
all by whom they passed could fall prostrate before 
the gift of the gods to the great king. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 36 

Kahala-o-Puna Ka'iu-o-Manoa 

In 1908 Mrs. Pukui attended Kawaiaho Semin
ary, the girls' school in Manoa. Two years later 
the boys' school was built. Called Mid-Pacific. 
Later merged into Mills School. In her day, half 
way between Mills and Kawaiaho there was a spring 
which Malia Kamana told her was one of the bathing 
pools of Kahala-o-Puna Ka'iu-o-Manoa. 

(Here is the story of Ka-hala-o_Puna) 
When the girl was finally dead, her mother melted 
into the rain called Luahine-o-Manoa. Her father 
became two things,: a hau tree and the wind in that 
valley. The Hau tree (Kahaukane) existed until the 
time Queen Emma died. Whenever an alii died 
the tree would groan and sigh. "Afterwards someone 
acquired the property and destroyed the tree. But 
he still lives in the wind. " 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
3/16/54 

Kauiomanoa. A large rock in the middle of 
Manoa Valley, and supposed to have been the dwell
ing place of Kauiomanoa, a mythical beauty of the 
olden times, who a few years ago was supposed to 
have left her mantle of beauty to the l1anoa girls, 

KONA 

as the valley was famous for its beautiful young 
women thirty years ago. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Dec. IS, 1883 

Story of Kahalaopuna 

The parents of Kahalaopuna are the twin 
brother and sister Ka-au-kuahine (The rain of the 
mountain ridge) and Ka-hau-kani (which names the 
Manoa wind), children of Akaaka and Na-lehua
akaaka, names of a projecting spur of the ridge 
back of Manoa and the red lehua bushes that grow 
upon it. Rainbows still play about her former home 
and Manoa girls are said to inherit her beauty. 
She lives under tapu in a house called Kahaimano 
on the way to the spring of the Water-of-the-gods 
(Kawai-a-ke-akua), and is early affianced to Kauhi 
of a powerful family of Koolau (or Waikiki), belong_ 
ing some say to the Mohoali'i. Mischievous per
sons pretend that they have enjoyed her favor. 
Kauhi believes them and determines that she must 
die. He leads her through the wild forest to the 
uplands of Pohakea close to Kaala mountain, where 
he beats her to death and buries her body beneath 
a lehua tree under leaves. Her spirit flies to the 
top of the tree and chants her story. Passers-
by hear her and tell her parents, who search out 
her body and, finding it still warm, restore it to 
life. (Condensation of the story by Beckwith from 
Fprnander's Collection, Vol V, pp 188-193; Na
kuina, in Thrum's, Tales, pp 118-13Z; Kalakaua, 
The Legends and Myths of Hawaii, pp 509-5ZZ; 
Westervelt, Gods and Ghosts, pp 84-93. ) 

Beckwith, Martha 
Hawaiian Mythology, pp 15Z-153 

Kahoiwai 

Land in the upper part of Manoa Valley and 
the scene wherein Kahalaopuna's spirit is supposed 
to be mourning and wailing her. death in consequence 
of her husband's rash anger. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Dec. I, 1883 

Kahaiamano 

A stream and adjoining land at the foot of 
the mountains at the head of Manoa valle~ and near 
Kahoiwai. Referred to in the song of Kahalaopuna. 
One of the famous places of ancient Hawaiian songs. 

Ibid. 
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Pali Luahine 

Luahine lived on the paliback of the Mauna
lua fishpond, At times she was a mo'o and annoyed 
the people, Pele came and got hu-hu with her and 
drove her away, Luahine went to Manoa, Because 
she behaved herself there, her life was spared by 
Pele, She chose Pali Luahine as her home, 

Luahine had two sons, Kumauna and Pali
hala, There are three stones, The lower one is 
Luahine, and the two higher up are her sons, 

Mrs, Pukui thinks that Pali Luahine is back 
of the "little green hill, " 

Pukui, M, K" 5/28/53 

Ka-pali-Luahine, The "small green hill" 
in-Manoa, Luahine came there with her two sons, 
The sons are stones, Called Pali-Luahine. Mo'o 
lived there, but these people were not themselves 
mo'o, 

Pukui, Mrs, M, K" 3/16/54 
In answer to direct questions, 

Kapaliluahine 

The foot hills at' the eastern corner of Manoa 
Valley. The sweetest ohias are found in this place, 
It is very often referred to in old stories of Manoa, 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Dec, 15, 1883 

Kawapopo and Hakika Heiaus 

Thrum (Hawaiian Annual 1907-1909) men
tions two other heiaus which it has not been possible 
to locate: 

"Kawapopo, upper Manoa, on premises 
formerly of Haalilioj a small heiau said to have 
been torn down prior to 1850. " 

"Hakika, Paliluahine, east side of valley, 
A round heiau of not large size, Foundations barely 
traceable, " 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

(See PaLi Luahine) , 

KONA MAKIKI 1-' 

Manoa Valley_ -Cave 

Site 65, On the east side of Manoa Valley 
is a cave referred to by Westervelt as "the great 
cave in which Kamehameha lived for a time with 
a body of his warriors, The path to the entrance 
is marked by a few straggling coconut trees, The 
Hawaiians say this cave formerly extended through 
to the mountain spurs from Manoa to Palolo valley, " 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

MAKIKI 

Anianiku 

A place of (present) Papakolea, 

A girl lived near there and would go up onto 
this place from where you can look into Manoa, 
In Manoa lived a girl who chanted beautifully, 
This girl was entranced by it and would go up there 
and wave, The girl in Manoa said, "If that is a 
girl waving, she will be my friendj if it is a man, 
he shall be my husband," She found out it was a 
gir 1, The place where she used to stand is called 
Aniani-ku, meaning "Beckoning, " 

Pukui, Mrs, M, K, 
3/16/54 

Pohaku: Aniani-ku 

Above Makiki is Mauna-laha, There is a 
stone there ca.lled Aniani-ku (Stand-beckoning) 
where Kamapua'a was tied, 

Fukui, M, K. 
9/15/53 

Pohaku-o-Papakolea 

Turn to look at Pauoa, Gaze on the beauty of 
the land and you will see lying in full view Poh,aku
o-Papakolea on the edge of Pauoa and the crown land 
back of Punchl:xJwl. That is the stone that I like for 
it has a fine and farrous legend. 

Makanikeoe, J. K. W, 
Haina. Nane 
Kuokoa, Oct. 2, 1908 
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Lyons 

PAUOA 

Naming 

Pauoa is an "ear. " or side valley to Nuuanu. 

Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Hawaiian Annual, 1901, p 181 

C ulti vation 

The flatland in the bottom of Pauoa Valley 
above Punchbowl was completely developed in ter. 
races. About half of the .old terrace area is now 
covered by streets and school and dwelling houses. 
Of the upper portion a considerable area is still 
under cultivation. Below punchbowl, between 
Pacific Heights and King Street, there must have 
been more or less continuous terraces on the 
ground now covered by the city. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 78 

Puowaina 

Kamakau says that the menehune lived on 
Puowaina, "And the pit for excrement was Pauoa. " 

"Formerly there was an 'imu ahi, , a fire 
oven for burning men on this hill. Chiefs and com. 
mon people were burned as sacrifices in that noted 
place. Men were brought for sacrifice from Kauai, 
Oahu, and Maui, but not from Hawaii. People 
could be burnea in this place for violating the tabus 
of the tabu divine chief!,. " 

"The great stone on the top of Punchbowl 
Hill was the place for the burning men. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, ,P 82 

Pu.o.waina, a poetical contraction of Pu. 
o.waihoana (the spot for placing). It was the spot 
for placing the bodies of those who had broken the 
kapu. A natural flue exists by the trig. station 
where the bodies were burned. 

The above statement was made to me by 
C. J. Lyons 

Emerson 
HEN: Vol I, p 620 

KONA 

Puowaina, means "the hill of offering" or 
sacrifice, puu 0 waiho ana, an antique form. The 
bodies of those slain for breaking tabu were laid 
on the alter .like ledge at the top and burned, the 
crack below giving a good draught of air. 

Lyons 
Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Hawaiian Annual, 1901, p 182 

"The Puhi.Kanaka was a royal prerogative. 
Puuoioina (Punchbowl) was the heiau puhi.kanaka. 
Kapouhiwa was the last custodian chieftain, before 
Hawaii took possession of Oahu. " 

Mokakaualii, Puea 
As told to J. F. Stokes. 
Sites Notes 

Holua Slide at Punchbowl 

In the rainy season, when the earth is darrp 
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and slippery, lovers of the exercise I speak of, make, 
f= the top to the bottom of the rrountain, on the 
side which is the steepest, furrows like gutters, 
descending to the plain; and having settled themselves, 
flat on their face, upon a w:x>den sled, the head down
wards, they let themselves slide in this position; 
with a speed of which an idea may be gained in con
sidering that the inclination of this furrow is at 
least fifty-five degrees; so, when they reached the 
flat land, they continued to glide for a long tine 
still, and arrived alrrost at the city before losing 
the irrpetus which the speed of their journey had im
parted to therll. 

Duhaut-Cilly m.s. 
translation in Bishop Mlseum 
Chapter 19, p 8 

. • . The time for sledding is mid-day and 
afternoon, and the place for sledding is (down) a 
small steep hill, like the south side of Punchbowl, 
looking towards Waikiki, and dug up in ridge ways. 

Fornander 
CoJ,l. of Hawn. Antiquities 
Vol. VI, p 198 

Puu.o. Waina and Kanelaau Heiau 

Human sacrifices were drowned in Kewalo, 
then brought to the heiau of Kane.laau, situated at 
the Robert Louis Stevenson School and extending 
west to Kehehuna, then taken up to the top of Puuo. 
waina to an altar on the little prominence where the 
cross was set up at the time of the Missionary 
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Centennial and where a concrete base is now, The 
heiau was for the purpose of appeasing the gods of 
the ruling chief, There was a saying, "Hanau a 
moe i ka wai 0 Pohaku, " 

Kelsey CoIl. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

The battle of Nuuanu commenced at the 
heiau of Kanelaau just below the old flagstaff station 
on Punchbowl about where Alapai joins Kinau and 
Lunalilo Streets., and raged along a series of heiaus 
that formed the guard or outposts of the Puowaina 
sacred heiau, (See "Battle of Nuuanu--Nakuina:' 
Nuuanu) 

Nakuina, E, M, 
Pacific Commercial Advertiser 
June 29, 1909 

See also: 
Paradise of the Pacific 1924 

Vol, 37, No, 9, P 6 

Kewalo 

A fishpond and surrounding land on the plains 
below King Street, and beyond Koula, It contains a 
spring rather famous in the times previous to the 
conversion to Christianity, as the place where vic_ 
tims designed for the Heiau of Kanelaau on Punch
bowl slopes, was first drowned, The priest when 
holding the victim's head under water would say to 
her or him on any signs of struggling, "Moe malie 
i ke kai 0 ko haku," "Lie still in the waters of your 
superior," From this it was called Kawailumalumai, 
"Drowning waters, " 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
• Saturday Press, Oct, lv, 1883 

Sweet Potatoes at Puu-o-Waina 

Punchbowl Crater (Puowaina), on both the 
inner and outer slopes, was also famous in ancient 
time s as a sweet potato locality, The planting was 
especially good on the inland side near the present 
Hawaiian homestead of Papakolea, 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter 
Vol I, 1 156 

Auwai-o-limu 

Chiefess Kahalaopuna went from Waikiki . 
to live above the present site of the Mormon church 

KONA PAUOA r~ 

on the PUIlchbowl road, (Note: the place is called 
Auwaiolimu, Mormon Church is not there any more, 
M, P,) It was her custom to bathe in the stream be
low there very early in the morning, The mud ran 
down the stream toward the sea, Two men came to 
the stream to look for her, and one man, Kelumaikai 
looked in and remarked, "What a lot of limu there 
is in the stream, The water looks so dark," The 
second man, named Kailiula looked and said, "There 
is no limu here where we are standing, That is mud 
that you are looking at," The other exclaimed and 
looked clo sely at the darkened water, Kahalaopuna 
spoke in a soft, gentle voice, "Can't you see me?" 
Kelumaikai said, "We did not see you, 0 chiefess 
Kahalaopuna," She replied, "Let us go up to the 
house, Perhaps you want to see me about some
thing," They said that they did, It was through 
Kahalaopuna that the name Auwai-o-limu was given 
to the place forever more, 

Na Anoai 0 Oahu nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb,l1, 1930 
Oahu Place Names 

Land enclosed by Nuuanu, School and Kua
kini Streets and Punchbowl, Angus ColI. 

Auwaiolimu; "The mossy stream," The 
district above School Street, and bounded by that 
street, Punchbowl, the Pauoa stream and Kaalaa, 
Honolulu, 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, July 28, 1883 

Uluhaimalama, Royal Garden 

This flower garden is up in Pauoa, above 
the stream, bel.ow .. ·the Chinese cemetary and in 
front of J, Mana's residence but a little way above 
it, This land belongs to the ruler herself, 

Prince Kawananakoa, representing the 
Ali'i 'aimoku planted a lehua tree from Mokaulele 
in the center of the grounds, surrounded by ohai
wai and. other indigenous plants in a round circle, 
Below that, Prince Kalaniana'ole planted a lehua 
'ahihi on behalf of the Dowager Queen, , , , 

(Following is a list of plants with explana
tions, All the indigenous ones which were sym
bolic, having a significance recognized by kahunas 
- -ano papa kahuna, ) 

Kou,..-"A house of kou wood for you, 0 heav
enly one; kou bowls and dishes, Here it grows in 
Uluhaimalama, living (tree) for the people, " 

Hala Polapola (Tahitian pandanus)- _"Here. 
is your favorite lei, 0 heavenly one, Wear the 
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fruit of Hala-o-mapuana, sweet to inhale, a cool 
fragrance to breathe. II 

Kukui--"God's word is a kukui (light), a 
light for your government 0 heavenly one; Your 
light burning at noonday, the light of Iwi kaui kaua, 
ancestor of Lili'uokalani, the sacred one, the Queen 
of the Hawaiian Islands. II 

'Awa plant ('Awa lau)--"may righteousness 
grow and leaf for your people, your government and 
your throne, 0 heavenly one--the righteousness of 
the living God. II 

Papa'a sugar cane--"May the hands, who 
disturbed the justice of your rule, be burned black 
(papa'a), 0 heavenly one. May the feet, used in 
walking, be burned and may the eyes, used in see
ing, be also burned. II 

Kea sugar cane--"May your kingdom grow 
as the kea sugar cane, 0 heavenly one. Plant your 
feet firmly, for here is your clump ofkea sugar 
cane. II (Note--ulu ko kea or grow as a kea (white) 
sugar cane is to grow gray with age). 

Uhaloa- _"They may seek all of the benefits 
you produced, 0 heavenly one, and find them inex
haustible. Here is Hawaii who seeks the distant 
places (Hawaii 'imi loa.) Here is an uhaloa plant 
to signify that all of the benefits of your reign have 
been surveyed and the kingdom is yours and your 
heirs. II 

Popolo--"The popolo of Kane, planted above, 
fruited above and ripened above. Here it grows 
in Uluhaimalama. II 

Hawaiian 'ape- _"Here is the 'ape to irritate 
the moving lips that utter unkindness, those of the 
men and women who rebelled against your righteous
ness, 0 heavenly one. Look and see. II 

Pilimai sugar cane __ "May the love of your 
people cling fast (pili pa'a) to you, 0 heavenly one. 
Yours today, yours tomorrow, yours always. May 
the benefits remain fast to your land" people and 
throne; yours for all time. Amen."(condensation) 

Uluhairralarra, Royal Garden Opened and Beautiful 
Ka Maka' ainana 
<X:t. 15, 1894 
HEN, I, 2779 

Kupanihi 

Kupanihi--old name of Pacific Heights. 

Kelsey, T., Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

KONA 

Kupanihi. The place where the .famous 
sow of that name gave birth t.o a human child who 
afterwards became a celebrated warrior, and was 
the ancestor of some of Oahu's bravest warriors 
and high chiefs. Land. in Pauoa. 

DiCtionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Nov. 17, 1883 

Hale-wa Heiau 

Hale_wa heiau. Listed by Thrum: "Little 
Greenwich, Pauoa. Heiau pookanaka, of round 
construction; about 150 feet diameter. Destroyed 
before Lord George Paulet's time, 1843. II 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kahuoi Heiau ( des. ) 
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On what is now Pacific Heights. It is men
tioned only by Thrum, who says it was of husbandry 
class, but destroyed about 1850. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 82 

Place name "Kahuoi" shown on Map of 
Nuuanu VaHey. (C. C. S. ) 

NUUANU 

Naming 

Nuuanu is "cool terrace II or notch in moun
tain, referring to the cold wind at the PaU, the 
place at the top of the Pali being a nu'u to those 
approaching from Koolau to the "nuku 0 Nuuanu. " 

Lyons 
Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Hawaiian Annual, 1901, p 181 

Cultivation 

In upper Nuuanu there are many small valleys 
which open into the !lain valley on either side of the 
stream. Traces of ancient terraces have been discov
ered in several valleys on the steep slopes above the 
stream beds, below the falls, and on emall ~flat areas 
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along the sides of streams. PrObably all these small 
valleys were used for planting taro in· ancient times; 
Illakaha doubtless had many inland gardens; but there 
were no wet terraces that far up. In the Dowsett 
Tract below Nuuanu Stream there were formerly terraces. 
How far terraces extended up Waolani, in the oahu 
Country Club area, is difficult to detennine: accord
ing to Mr. A. F. Judd there are traces of terraces on 
land now cultivated by a dairy. Fran Waolani to 
Kapalama the terraces were continuous on the level 
and gently sloping land between the Nuuanu and Waolani 
streams, past Wyllie and Judd Streets and throughout 
the section on the north side of the valley, down what 
is now Liliha street. In many vacant lots, yards, 
and gardens above and below Judd Street traces of 
terraces may still be seen. 

Hanai-a-ka-malama (Queen Elrma's place) and the 
area inland fran Puiwa Road, which runs north and 
south off Nuuanu Avenue, were formerly all in terraces, 
watered by ditches. Terraces were carrron from Mr. 
Wight's place on the seaward side of Dowsett TraCt, 
along the hillside and stream below Puiwa Lane (which 
runs at right angles to Puiwa Road), and on the south 
side of Nuuanu Stream as far as Iairni Road, and 
extended all the way down the valley fran the stream. 
Of this section M9yen, continuing his Oahu observations 
says: 

"Scarcely had we left the gardens of the ca· 
pital, which were for the most part planted with 
beautiful flowers, when we arrived at broad fields 
of Arum macrorrhizon, which are known by the 
name of 'tarro patches' here. What a sight for 
us to view such large fields of this valuable eco· 
nomic plant. . •• Near by lie fields planted with 
sugar cane, which is only used for eating here, and 
whose bluish green makes a vivid contrast with the 
bright green of the banana leaves and the velvety 
color of the tarro plants. How beautiful is the 
sight of these tropical plants in their own country." 

High up in the valley Meyen noted "a few 
small but very neat Indian huts, " and remarked 
that "only very small tracts of land in the vicinity 
of these huts were cultivated. " 

The following reference to Nuuanu occurred 
i.n the newspaper "Hoku.o.Hawaii" for June 4, 1914: 

" ••. Pua.a.Nuuanu is located in a place called 
Nuuanu in the upland of Moeauoa to this day. There 
is a sharp ridge there and a Pride of India grove 
grows there. Kapuahu.a.lo'i is a bathing pool that 
is up there where the tree ferns grow, and Lele. 
a.hoe was a large taro patch. It is stiU to be seen 
in the upland below the spring. That was the lar. 
gest taro patch on the island:' 

The lower district, extending from Nuuanu 
Avenue to Alakea Street and from Hotel Street to 
the sea is said by McAllister to have been anciently 
known by the name Kou; he quotes Westervelt as 
stating that the name Honolulu now given to the 
city was that of a high cbief of "a very rich dis. 
trict of farm land near what is now ••. the junction 
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of Liliha and School Streets, in the time of Kakuhi. 
hewa." The name Ho·nolulu is said by Westervelt 
to mean "abundance of peace" or "sheltered hollow. " 

The newspaper Kuokoa of June 22, 1865 has 
this reference to a famous taro terrace in the dis. 
trict: 

"I turn to view Kamanuwai (near the junction 
of Nuuanu and Beretania Streets). This is an ancient 
taro patch said to have belonged to Keopuo1ani or to 
som eone earlier. The food from this taro patch is 
the food of the sow belonging to the chief. Kupanihi 
was the name of the sow, so named for the father 
of the red eyed chief Kahaoi. " 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, pp 78.79 

Cultivation 

When Kamehameha went to Nuuanu, mounted 
on his horse, Kawaiolaloa, many of the children, 
including Ii, followed him with great interest, They 
found innumerable people all over the farming area, 
from down below the present road at Niuhelewai to 
the bend in the road where the houses of the Por. 
tuguese now stand. The bulrushes were as nothing, 
for they were cleared away in a single day, Some men 
cut the rushes, some dug them out, some built moundS, 
and others covered the mounds with the rushes. 
Much food was provided for the noonday meal o~ thE: 
workers, who then resumed their work until eve'Jiing. 
The actual planting was reserved for the caretaker 
of the land. 

So it was on the following day, at Kahoike. 
kanaka, close to Kamanuwai at Peleula. It, too, was 
teeming with men, though there had been more people 
at Nuuanu. The men, scattered systematically from 
a spot on the upland side to a place on the seaward 
side, dug and beat on the banks with dried coconut. 
leaf stems, The next day they trampled in the wet 
patches and planted taro •• , 

Ii, John Papa 
Fragments of Hawaiian History, p 68 

Nuuanu Trail 

The trail to Nuuanu began at Kalanikahua 
and led north of Kaumakapili Church to below the 
little stream which flowed out of Kamanuwai pond. 
There the trail turned slightly to the right, went 
along the edge of the pond, and down into the wa· 
ter. Then, coming up on the bank onto Vvaiakemi, 
it led on to Waaakekupua, along the bank of the 
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taro patches, to the Pauoa. stream, up to Pualoalo, 
and on to the gap at Nuuanu Patio 

Ii, John Papa 
Fragments of Hawaiian History, p 92 

Kalanikahua- -between Hotel Street, Maunakea 
Street, Pauahi Street, and Nuuanu River. 

Kaumakapili C1lUrch was mauka of Beretania, 
between Nuuanu Avenue and Nuuanu River. 

Kamanuwai--near junction of Nuuanu and Beretania. 

Pualoalo--Bates Street between Liliha and Nuuanu. 

C.C.S. 

There are only two heiau sites in Nuuanu 
Valley remembered now, and their names are not 
known. According to Pahu there was a heiau in 
the vicinity of 2290 Liliha St. 

Kapena, another informant, remembers 
having heard that there was a heiau at 2712 Nuuanu 
Street. The following story is told about it. ~-A 
youngman came from the coast to locate in Hono
lulu. He cho se the site of this heiau for his home 
and began construction. The Hawaiians warned 
him of the dire consequences resulting from build
i ng on a heiau. He only laugbed and continued 
plowing up the site. While the house was being 
built he returned to the States for his fiancee. 
The engagement, however, was broken and he re
turned to Honolulu. In less than a year he died of 
consumption. The house was sold and the new 
owners lived in it only three weeks, when it was 
burned to the ground. Such, say the Hawaiians, 
are the consequences of building on a heiau. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 86 

Ka-manu-wai 

Kamanuwai--near the junction of Nuuanu 
and Beretania Streets. 

Handy 
Hawaiian Planter, Vol I, p 79 

For some time Kane had a novel idea, to 
take K&-manu-wai (the water bird) to transport his 
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and Kanaloa's foster child wherever he wanted to 
go. This name, Ka-manu-wai, was that of a wild 
duck and the name is given to a place above Kauma
kapili. It is that big taro patch where the Chinese 
are growing bananas. 

Manu, Moses 
Legend of Keaomelemele 
Kuokoa, Sept. 20, 1884 
HEN: Legends, p 789 

Punaaikoae 

There was a new chief as his successor 
after Punaaikoae disappeared and had so long de
layed his return. As Puna and his wife, Walinuu, 
were residing at upper Kalihi, Walinuu, for the 
need of fish, occasionally went fishing for crabs 
at Heeia and other localities. On one such occa
sion as she went crabbing, Punaaikoae arose and 
went over to a banana field of a neighbor chief and 
there rested, and on account of the refreshing at
mosphere in the shade of the bananas he fell asleep, 
and while so sleeping he was arrested by the watch_ 
man of the field and charged with stealing bananas. 
His malo was loosened, his hands were tied, and 
he was led thus to Honolulu and there strangled, 
and his dead body was hung from the branch of a 
breadfruit tree that stood on the northerly side of 
Waikahalulu Falls. 

Thrum 
More Hawaiian Folk Tales, p 196 

(see Kona, Nuuanu, Puehuehu) 

Puehuehu 

She (Papa) came to the bank of the stream 
now called Puehuehu and met a farmer there. He 
saw her, a beautiful woman adorned with the green
ery of the upland and greeted her.... She returned 
the greeting and asked what news there was there 
in the lowland. "Ah," he replied, "there is some 
news. A man is to be burned to death today and 
there is .the fire being lighted." The man pointed 
toward the stream of Puehuehu. She aSked, "Where 
did he come from?" He answered, "I haven't the 
least idea. I saw him being led by the chief'.s ser
vants and most of our people have gone to the place 
where the fire is being made." May 8, 1906 

"A messenger, Apua-kehau was sent to tell 
the chief and the chief ordered his death; It is 
indeed a pity" .••• "You say you pity that man?" 
she asked.... "Yes, I do," he said.... "Would 
you like to see him escape?" "Indeed, I WOUld ••• " 
"We both agree on that, " she continued. "Have you 
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any 'awa? But before you answer, may I ask your 
name?" He answered, "It is Kali'u and I was called 
that because there is no water here from ancient 
days. Now you know my name. As to 'awa, I have 
a bit of root. Let me fetch it." Papa said, "Fetch 
me your bit of 'awa, enough to make two or three 
balls when chewed." May 9, 1906 

"0 Kali'u chew the 'awa for us to drink. " 
He complied, "But," he said, "there is no water 
here".. •. "No water?" she asked. "No, we have 
none and have to depend on the rains to fall and the 
water to flow down Waolani stream. It is well with 
us in the rainy season but when the warm summer 
days come, we are without. We are now in the 
midst of a warm summer and nary a shower falls 
nowadays." She said, "You chew our 'awa and I 
will seek water" •••• 

She went out, glanced here and there and 
saw a large rock. She went up to it and then turned 
to call Kali 'u ••• , May 10, 1906 

He came. • .• She said, "I will throw this 
stone at the Waolani stream and if the water splashes 
and the fine drops rise up in the air like the mists 
that nestle on the mountain tops, that is the water 
of Puehuehu. II "Say, stranger, how can you throw 
that rock at that solid hillside to get water. Sev
eral times forty men can not move it and you are 
all alone. How can you do it?" "Watch me," she 
said.... May 11, 1906 

She uttered a prayer.,. and a fork of light
ning struck the side of the rock. • •• Loosening it •••• 
Kali'u watched in amazement as she lifted and tossed 
it. A gust of wind went by that almost knocked him 
off his feet.. •• The rock struck and the earth 
trembled. He saw a spray of water rise up into 
the air from Waolani stream.... May 1Z, 1906 

She sent him to fetch the water and he found 
a spring on this side of the river where the water 
fell into a deep pool below. That is the pool of 
Puehuehu to this .day. 

It is said in the old legend, that where the 
spring is, that was the place that the stream broke 
through when Haumea threw the ro ck. • •• The rock 
made the spring above, It lies behind a wooden 
building, on the side below, on the Ewa side of the 
bridge at Kuakini Street. Other people say that 
the stone Haumea threw was the one that stood in 
the yard of one of the servants of Willie Rice of 
Kauai. • •• May 13, 1906 

Poepoe, J. M. 
Moolelo Hawaii Kahiko 
Ka Na'i Aupuni 

The spray-scattered and that's why it is 
called Puehuehu. 

Pukui,M. K. 

KONA 

Kaliu 

Land makai of Kuakini Street. Upper part 
of Puehuehu. It was named for this man. Kaliu 
was the farmer (see Puehuehu) and war leader of 
Haumea. She sent him with all his relatives to 
stay in Lalohana (land below) on Koolau side. 

Free translation by Mrs. M. K. Pukui 
Na'i Aupuni, May 22, 1906 

Kuna_wai 

NUUANU 

In this story (Keaomelemele) it was said 
that Kunawai was a bathing pool for the foster child 
of the rainbow goddess. The owner of this pool 
was a lizard, mo'o, and it still bears her name 
to this day. Because this was Ka_hanai_a_ke_akua's 
pool, the native wild ducks have been prohibited 
from swimming in that pool to this day. . •• Kuna
wai and all the land up to Waolani became kapu. 

Manu, Moses 
Ke-ao-melemele 
Kuokoa, Sept. 20, 1884 
HEN: Legends, p 789 

(Kunawai is located Ewa of Liliha Street and just 
makai of Kunawai Lane. C. C. S. ) 

Spring and surrounding land between Liliha 
Street and Insane Asylum. A large spring of con
siderable value, and considered sacred by natives 
as the residence of a moo (water spirit). 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Nov. 17, 1883 

(Insane Asylum- -mauka side of School Street, boun
ded by Lanakila Road and Pohaku Street. C. C. S. ) 

Waialamoo 

A land at the foot of Pacific Heights on the 
Ewa side. Waikahalulu stream flows through it. 

Kelsey, T. Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

Kaheiki Heiau (des. ) 

A famous heiau mentioned in several legends. 

Kama.kau remarks: "There is Kaheiki at 
Keoihuihu on the ridge between Nuuanu and ~auoa~ 
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It is a temple built by the Menehunes for Kahana
iakeakua. But when the government was taken by 
the dog Kaupe, Kahilona the guardian of the dog 
resided at Kaheiki. Kahilona the priest. " 

Westervelt says it was "here the priest and 
prophet lived who founded the priest-clan called 
'Mo_o_kahuna, ' one of the most sacred clans of 
ancient Hawaiians. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 82 

Kaupe lives at Lihue on Oahu. He never 
attacks a high chief but eats some of the people 
both of Oahu and Maui. At last he crosses over 
to Hawaii and brings back a chief's son to sacri_ 
fice in the heiau at Lihue. The father follows to 
Oahu and consults Kahilona, the great kahuna at 
the heiau of Kaheiki, which was built by the Mene
hune and which becomes under Kahilona the center 
of the mo'o_kahuna class of priests; that is, for 
kilokilo who read the signs of earth and sky and 
sea. This kahuna teaches the chief from Hawaii 
the prayer to recover his son. The prayer unfast
ens the boy's fetters and father and son flee and 
hide under a rock at Moanalua while Kaupe goes 
on to look for them on Hawaii. The father learns 

. the prayer for killing an enemy, and overcanes 
Kaupe on Hawaii. 

Beckwith condensation fran: 
Westervelt 

Legends of Honolulu, p 90 

Kaheiki Heiau (des. ) 

There was a heiau of the menehunes, where 
the road goes up Pauoa Valley, at the foot of the 
hill on the eastern side of Nuuanu Valley, the hill 
known now as Pacific Heights. But the ghost of 
Kaupe was not killed. He returned as a ghost-god 
to the highest part of Nuuanu Valley. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 90 

Ka 'upe, the man_killing dog of Oahu. 

Barrere, Dorothy 
Informant 

Heiau of Kaheiki 

Legends locate this temple in the vicinity 
of Waolani. It was built for Kahanai-a-ke-akua, 
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whose caretakers were Kahano and Newa. Kahano 
was a kupua or demi-god. He lay down on the o
cean floor, stretched out his arms, resting one on 
Kahiki and the other on Oahu. Thus was formed a 
bridge for the menehunes to travel back and forth 
while building the temple of Kaheiki. Of my own 
belief, the heiau of Kaheiki was located in a se
cluded spot on the Nuuanu stream .side of Pacific 
Heights, immediately in the back of Iolani School 
and about 600 yards from the often sung "Alekoki". 
The stone altar at present imbedded in the floor 
of the Nuuanu Stream projects in the shape of a 
triangle about four feet or more from the water 
level in summer but becomes completely sub
merged in the rainy months. This location is well 
known by me, because I remember what resulted 
from the many futile attempts by strangers, who 
scof£ered at the admonitions of the kamaainas that 
the stone was "kupaianaha" meaning "strange. " 
There is a method of fishing which perhaps may 
be forgotten by a lot of us _ -the method of diverting 
the flow of water by putting up mud dams, com
monly referred to in Hawaiian as "paniwai", in or
der to trap the elusive shrimp and oopu or goby. 
The next step is to bail out all water within the 
dam, allowing only an inch or two to remain and 
then stirring the mud from the river bed. As soon 
as this is done, the shrimp and the goby will rise 
to the surface for oxygen thereby exposing them
selves to the wary fisherman. Distinctly I recall 
the following occasion: the stage I just mentioned 
had been reached, when the dam collapsed and wa
ter poured in from all directions, it was espe
cially strange as just before this, the skies were 
unsullied and not one iota of rain cloud was show
ing, yet when the fishermen were prepared to ga
ther in their catch, the heavens suddenly grew 
overcast and freshets tore down the stream. The 
strangers, you see, had ignored the warnings of 
the residents and the wrath of the gods had been 
invoked on them. Said one of the residents to the 
newcomer: "Luhi makehewa"--"useless labor." 

Nui, Robert A. 
Lost Heiaus 

Battle Between Kahahana and 
Kahekili at Kaheiki 

In January, 1783, a decisive ·battle 
was fought with Kaheiki as the battlefield. Ka
hekili's forces were divided into two companies, 
one under Hu'eu's leadership stationed at Kane
la'au and Kapapakolea back of Pu'owaina, and the 
other under his own command stationed from above 
Hekili to Kahehuna and 'Auwaiolimu. In this battle 
the waters of the stream of Kahe-iki ran red with 
blood from the heaps of broken corpses that fell 
into the water; the stream was dammed back with 
the corpses of those who died in battle. On the 
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ridge facing Pauoa and from thence down to K'l-pena 
another attack was made against the defense sta_ 
tioned back of the heiau of Kahe-iki. Confusion 
seized the ranks; the warriors of Ka-hahana were 
dispersed; Ka_hahana and Ke-kua-po'i his wife 
fled to the forest. Ka-hekilils wife Kauwahine was 
also a noted fighter. Thus Oahu and Molokai were 
taken by Ka-hekili and Ka-'opulupulu's prophecy 
was fulfilled. 

Kamakau, S. M. 
Mooielo 0 Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, March 30, 1867 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 136 

Alele 

•.• Kaulanaikapoki'i stood up and went as 
far as the upgrade of Nuuanu Avenue at Ma'ema'e, 
just above Judd Street, where it slopes toward the 
stream. There the water pipe bridges it just be
low Alekoki pool. A great rock lies there to this 
day, called Alele (Leaping place). It was there 
she stood and began the leap that landed her directly 
on Ihi'ihi'lauakea (Maunalua), (She was going to 
Hawaii.) 

Manu, Moses 
Legend of Keaomelemele 
Kuokoa, March 28, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 864 

Guardian Dogs of Kapena Falls 

Once upon a time a couple 'of strangers came 
to Oahu and settled above Kapena Falls in Nuuanu 
Valley. The couple said they came from another 
island, but the folks who lived in Nuuanu began 
to suspect that they really came from Kahiki, the 
place name Hawaiians gave any foreign land, 

The couple had five pet dogs. The larger 
of the five was called Poki, Each of the other dogs 
had names which have been forgotten, 

These dogs were much attached to the couple, 
They never left the environs of the couple's home 
and they never allowed strangers to set foot within 
the grounds until either the man or the woman 
welcomed the visitors, 

In time all friends of the couple became 
friends of the dogs and that was when people began 
to notice that these dogs were not ordinary dogs 
- -they seemed to be kupuas in dog form, super
natural beings, 
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The path to the Pali went by their home, 
Ordinarily the dogs did not stir when a stranger 
went by on the path minding his business. If the 
stranger tried to enter the home, the dogs set up 
a great howl, but they did not attack the stranger, 

NUUANU 

Then there came a day when friends of the 
couple went by, journeying to the Pali, The dogs 
rushed out, set up a terrific howl and laid them_ 
selves across the Nuuanu path in front of the couple, 

One friend turned and returned to Waikiki, 
but the other friend patted the dogs and insisted 
upon going to the Pali, There he was set upon by 
robbers and killed, 

The friend who had returned to Waikiki re
joiced that he had heeded the warning given by the 
kupua dogs, 

In time, the King of Oahu heard about the 
dogs and sent a company of men to the Pali to clean 
out the robber band which infested the place, 

After that, the people of Oahu realized that 
the dogs at Kapena Falls were really kupua dogs, 
When they journey by Kapena Falls, they got into 
the habit of leaving flowers, leis, ferns and food 
for the dogs. 

It was their way of saying "thank you. " 

Taylor, Clarisse 
Little Tales 
Star-Bulletin, Sept, 10, 1953 

Hoeu 

Boki started to work at the makai road lead
ing to Ka'ala'a* and when he reached the stream of 
Kaheiki there stood a great rock over the stream 
blocking the way, Boki was trying to remove it 
when a man came forward and said, "Here, 0 chief, 
leave that rock alone. The god made this rock a 
guardian for this place and his house is yonder 
(pointing upward to Kaheiki). It is a guardian for 
the house of the god and its name is Hoeu, The 
nature of this rock is that if you move it aside it 
will make you move to a foreign land and you will 
no longer live in Hawaii. Lucky for you if a year 
passes before you depart," Boki's pipe lighters 
Hohopa and Hukuku reproved the man, to whom 
he answered, "Take care lest you be thrown on to 
a bed of thistles. " 

Kamakau, S, M. 
History of Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, June 27 and July 4, 1868 

*Kaalaa--a small tract of land mauka of 
Pauoa Street where Ohai Lane is, 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 292 
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Nuuanu Petroglyphs are Remarkable 

Opposite Alekoke pool in Nuuanu stream in 
Nuuanu Memorial Park grounds are two groups of 
the most remarkable ancient Hawaiian rock pictures 
or petroglyphs yet found on Oahu. 

The makai group is conspicuous for the 
figures of dogs on the face of a cliff. The mauka 
group has simple human figures, most of them in 
a cave formed by a cleft in the cliff. The dog fi
gures may be representations of the mythical dog 
of Nuuanu, named Kaupe, who is supposed to have 
resided in this vicinity. Some of the human figures 
have an arch from shoulder to shoulder, perhaps 
representing a rainbow, the sign of a chief. 

For a more detailed description of these 
petroglyphs, see McAllister's Archaeology of 
Oahu, Bulletin 104, Bishop Museum, 1933, pages 
83-84. 

These figures may be quite ancient. Noth
ing is known of their history or meaning, but it is 
reaSonably certain that they were made by the 
Hawaiians and not by some pre-Hawaiian people. 

These petroglyphs are quite exposed to 
defacing by vandals or the thoughtless, who already 
are carvin g names and initials over and around 
some of these ancient carvings. It is hoped that 
steps will be taken to protect these rare and inter
esting marks of people who were the first inhabi
tants of Nuuanu. 

Emory, Kenneth p. 
The Memorial Guide, Vol I, No. Z 

Petroglyphs 

Site 67. West bank of Nuuanu stream. 

The figuxes have been reported upon and 
photographed by Emory. Some rubbings made by 
Miss Greiner are included in Emory's manuscript. 
The figure s cover the- face of a large rock, located 
below Alapena pool and about 50 feet west of the trail. 
Charles Miller, who was assistingrre in cleaning 
off the rock found three figures not mentioned by 
Emory, two human and one animal, which in ap_ 
pearance are as old and as typical as the others. 
Most of the figures are on the face of one stone with 
three animal figures on a ledge just underneath. 
On the adjoining rocks just to the north are some 
additional figures. There are 17 animal figures 
and 13 human figures. According to Emory, who 
has seen more Hawaiian petroglyphs than anyone 
else, these figures "are undoubtedly of the univer
sal petroglyph technique. .A few marks and scrat
ches are modern, but at this time (1922) have not 
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become a nuisance in interfering with the old forms. 
The forms are very distinct, carefully cut at the 
edge so as to give sharp outlines. Some of the cuts 
are perhaps 1 inch deep. " 

Several hundred feet downstream are two 
boulders about 50 feet apart that have a few human 
and animal figures. They are faintly bruised on 
the rock and could have been made in a few minutes 
by anyone familiar with petroglyph forms. They 
certainly do not look old. in the same locality, 
Emory found a boulder with several human figures, 
three of the linear type and one columnar, with arms 
and legs at right angles. 

Site 68. Just south of Alapena pool and a
gain on the west bank of the stream, in a cave-
like shelter, are a number of human figures. This 
is about 50 feet down stream from Site 69. Among 
the figures, eight of which are shown in figure 26, are 
are a great number of initials and names and mod
ern scratchings. A number of figures which had 
the appearance of modern workmanship were omit_ 
ted. The site is sheltered and the figures have 
remained distinct. As an average they have been 
pecked about O. 1 inch deep. In most of those fig
ures, the edges are not as clean cut as those at 
Site 67. 

a 

~* ttl ~ c d e 
0 s ~o ';'(:'/'''$ 
I I . 

a, e, figures found at Site 67; b, c, figures 
found at Site 68j d, figures found at Site 69. 

Site 69. On the west bank of Alapena pool, 
5 feet from the trail and visible from it, are a few 
petroglyphs cut into the rocks. One is exceptionally 
large for those found at Nuuanu, measuring 16 
inches in height and 11 inches in width. It is dis
tinct and well cut, the edges being clearly marked 
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and the body evenly removed. It is in such a po. 
s ition that it could only have been made before the 
rock which partially hides it feU into its present 
position. Even a rubbing was awkward to obtain. 
Above this is a figure with an implement held over 
its head. It is very lightly and indistinctly bruised 
on the rock. The third figure sketched was on an 
adjacent rock and was fairly distinct .. On a rock 
facing 10 feet away are 4 human figures, all tri. 
angular, but rather poorly made and not convinc. 
ingly old. They look as if they were copies of the 
petroglyph form made with iron tools. There is 
also a portion of an animal and some initials. At 
this site was found a hammer stone which may have 
been used for bruising, for which it is admirably 
adapted. A part of the lower portion has chipped 
away. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pu'unui 

Mooinanea, the highest ranking of all lizard 
people, lived at Pu 'unui in the palolo clay pit that 
lies there to this day. 

Tone.Iahuan. Tahurlo.Iararie 
A Legend of a Terrible War between 
Pele.of.the.eternal.fires and Waka.of. 
the.shadowy.waters 
Ka Loea Kalai'aina, Oct. 7, 1899 
HEN: Legends, p 994 

Niolopa 

"That section of Nuuanu Valley in the neigh. 
borhood of Wylie Street. " 

Place where Kuula and Hina, the parents 
of Aiai, lived. (Legend of Aiai) 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol IV, p 554 

Niolopa 

This place (Niolopa) along with Honouliuli, 
and Kaaiulua were taro beds which supplied the 
much thought of Piialii (red taro) to the Royal Pa. 
lace. Niolopa once belonged to Haalelea who mar. 
ried Amoi. 

Honouliuli. The property from Jack Lane 
oh Waikiki side of Nuuanu Avenue to 2627 Nuuanu 
Avenue. 

KONA 

Kaaiulua. The property belonging to the 
Gaylord Wilcoxes on Nuuanu Avenue. 

Adams, Mrs. Annie Hall 
Informant 
Angus Collection 

NUUANU 

Kamehameha, with the members of his court, 
also gave much attention to farming, especially in 
Nuuanu, from Niolopa to Hapuu. 

Ii, John Papa 
Fragments of Hawaiian History, p 68 

Haipu and Ahipuu 

Haipu was not a heiau, it was a beacon fort. 
ress where in case of a raid from the Pali way 
and heights above Waolani by natives from (Kailua) 
Koolau. the Kona chiefs would from here be no. 
tified by a bonfire always ready to light. There 
was a guard of warriors at Ahipuu (hill of fire) 
where the house now is. This was a very large 
guard and was always maintained at war strength. 

Dictated by J. A. Wilder from notes made of a 
conversation with the late John A. Cummins 
Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol II, p204 

Haipu •• land in Nuuanu 

Ahipuu._now "Ahipuu Place" 

C.C.S. 

Puu Kamanu 

This is a place where the bird catchers 
went to watch for and catch birds. 

Foreign Testimony, Vol 2, p 402 
LCA 85 to Philips 
Copy in Angus Collection 

Hanaiakamalama 

(Site 406). In the reign of Kamehameha IV 
and Emma, the little court of Hawaii was conducted 
with attention to formality, etiquette, livery, enter. 
tainment and elegance similar to that of a Euro
pean court. As escape from all this conventionality, 
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they loved the cool, restful seclusi0t; of Hanaiaka. 
malama, where they spent much of their time. 

Among the lavish entertainments given at 
the summer home was a banquet in 1869 for the 
Duke of Edinburgh, Queen Victoria's eldest son, 
who visited the Islands. His picture hangs in the 
home as well as portraits of all the monarchs of 
the Kamehameha Dynasty. 

In 1915 the home was turned over to the 
Daughters of Hawaii and has been maintained as 
Queen Emma Museum. Emma, consort of the 
fourth Kamehameha was the granddaughter of 
John Young, a marooned seaman who became the 
adviser of Kamehameha I, and was granted a wife 
of highest blood, Queen Emma's grandmother. 

It is said that before the battle of Nuuanu, 
Kamehameha held a consultation with Mr. Young 
and others on the grounds where the museum now 
stands. 

John Young II bought the property several 
year s later and in his will bequeathed it to his 
niece, Queen Emma. 

He had bestowed upon the place the name, 
Hanaiakamalama, a name the Youngs had given 
to their home at Kawaihae, Hawaii, in honor of an 
alii ancestor. It means "foster child of the God, 
Kamalama. " 

The country estate, known as Hanaikamalama, 
is now maintained by the Daughters of Hawaii. It 
rises on a slight knoll amidst sweeping green lawns 
and old trees. 

The area surrounding Queen Emma's white 
collonaded mansion was originally "Fort land" but 
was sold by John G. Lewis in 1849. Lewis was a 
merchant and built the first house on the property. 
Somewhat later, it was sold to John Young II, son 
of the English sailor who had been friend and ad. 
viser of Kamehameha I. 

Before her marriage to Kamehameha IV in 
June of 1856, the queen was Miss Emma Kaleleo. 
nalani Rooke, granddaughter of John Young, She 
was born Jan. 2, 1836. She was a great.grand. 
daughter of Keliimaikai, brother of Kamehameha I, 
and brought up as the foster daughter of an uncle, 
Dr. T, C. B, Rooke, an English physician practicing 
in Honolulu. 

Kuykendall and Gregory, in their "History 
of Hawaii, " describe Queen Emma "as a woman of 
culture and refinement with a kindly and lovable 
character •• a gentlewoman in the finest sense of 
the word. But her sympathies, naturally and prop. 
erly, were English and this had an important ef. 
fect on the king, At the royal wedding the form of 
service used was that of the Church of England. " 
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John Young II left the estate to his favorite 
niece, Emma Rooke. Emma's town house was at 
the corner of Beretania and Nuuanu but as she grew 
older, she spent a great deal of time in her cool 
home up the valley, She took special pride in the 
large garden and the flowers, 

It is not known just when Queen Emma's 
home was built, but if sold to John Young II in 1851 
and he died in 1857, it may well be assumed that 
the house was built just about 100 years ago. 

Queen Emma died April 25, 1885. Her es· 
tate was sold to the Hawaiian government in 1890, 
and for a long time it was rented. Later it stood 
empty, Gradually the grounds beca~e overgrown 
until the lush growth appeared more like a jungle 
than the beautiful gardens of Emma's time, 

When the estate was finally turned into a 
public park (many persons do not realize the eight
acre garden is one of Honolulu's public parks main. 
tained by the board of public parks and recreation) 
plans were made to tear down the tottering old 
buildings, 

But Daughters of Hawaii stepped in and would 
not allow this to happen, There were many who 
remembered the gracious queen and felt as a tri. 
bute to her memory, the summer palace should 
stand, Finally the 1915 legislature turned the house 
and a small area of land over to the Daughters of 
Hawaii, 

Within the charming white house are evi. 
dences of the gracious life lived by Queen Emma 
and King Kamehameha IV, There is QUeen Emma's 
lovely wedding gown, a gift from Queen Victoria, 
the silver tea set which the English queen also 
presented one of her favorites, The fine needle. 
work of the little prince's christening robe is to 
be seen, as is china of another era, Victorian 
furniture and old portraits, 

The museum is open to the public Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 9:30 a, m, to noon 
and 2 to 5 p, m" and on Sunday, 2 to 5 p, m, A 
small charge is made for upkeep of the lovely old 
palace, 

Queen Emma's Nuuanu Valley Summer Home is 
Now Maintained by Daughters of Hawaii 
Honolulu Advertiser, May 31, 1953 

Hanaiakamalama, Nuuanu Valley, was so· 
called by John Young, Jr" on account of his re· 
gard for his old home in Kawaihae, Hawaii, 

Thrum's Hawaiian Annual, 1905 
On Hawaiian Duplicated Place Names, p 154 
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This is Hanaiakamalama Park and the house 
its elf was named Hale .aniani. 

Pooloa, George 
Noted Places on the Island of Oahu 
Ke Aloha Aina. Jan. 25, 1919 

Hale.aniani, name of Queen Emma's house 
at Hanaiakamalama. 

Pukui, M. K., 1954 

Pu'iwa 

Here in our story, we will talk of the name 
"Pu'iwa," which the pool (kawa) of Pu'iwa is called. 

It was said that above that stream there stood 
a long and thick stone wall. On the day this battle 
started at Nuuanu, many soldiers of Kalanikupule 
hid together behind it, with th~ir shoulder guns. 

The cannon of Kamehameha fired at this 
stone wall; six times perhaps the gun fired, and 
the stones of the wall (lew into little bits. At this 
doing. the wall fell. At the noise of the cannon 
at this place, the men were startled. This start. 
ling (pu'iwa) of the men gave the name Pu'iwa to 
this place of the apana of Honolulu. which name 
has come up to this time. 

History of Kamehameha 
Ka Na'i 'Aupuni. Aug.27. 1906 " 

Puiwa. a big pond on the right of Nuuanu 
Valley where there is a jumping place about 75 
feet high. It is about two miles from the end ,of 
car line. This place is mentioned in the battle 
of Nuuanu. 

Mr. Manui'a. Hilo 
T. Kelsey ColI. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

Wauke at Pu.iwa 

At the foot of Nuuanu Valley is Pu.iwa. a 
place by the side of the Nuuanu stream. Here a 
father. Maikoha, told his daughters to bury his 
body. that from it might come the wauke.trees, 
from which kapa cloth has been pounded ever 
since. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 7 
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Puiwa Cave 

The Luanu'u who was born on Kauai became 
the ancestor of the chiefs of Kauai. But in his story 
it is said that his body was returned to Oahu and is 
in the hidden cave at Puiwa in Nuuanu. 

Kamakau 
Moolelo 0 Hawaii, Chap I, p 30 

Pohaku a Umeume 

(Site 407) On the Iaukea property near the 
Oahu Country Club stands Pohaku a Umeume. It 
is a large stone approximating 10 feet in length 
and standing 4.5 feet high. Upon the edges of the 
stone are innumerable small cavities, which are 
said to be the finger prints of the menehunes of 
Nuuanu and Waolani, who contended for the stone 
in ages past. The Waolani menehunes were suc· 
cessful and, upon gaining possession of the stone, 
carried it to its present location. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(60 Country Club-Road. ) 

In that ar,ea lived the menehunes with Kane 
and Kanaloa. The story of the menehunes is in the 
story of Ke Ao Melemele. The 'better version is 
in the newspapers._better than in Westervelt. 
He took portions from the newspapers but con. 
densed it so, it'lost the Hawaiian expression. 
The Ke Ao Melemele version went to several gen. 
erations. Namu and Nawa ';"'ere two groups of 
menehunes. Mu means silent and Wa. noisy (The 
Silent Ones and the Noisy Ones). The stone of 
Pohaku a Umeume is not mentioned in the Ke Ao 
story. 

Puku'i, Mary Kawena 
Informant, Dec.2, 1952 

Pohaku a Umeume 

A group of menehune wanted that stone moved. 
Some wanted it moved mauka and some, _makai. 
They tugged at the stone in opposite directions until 
the cock crowed and they all ran away. There the 
stone remained it its old place but on it are the 
imprints of the hands of the menehune who did not 
agree and tugged, not together, but against each 
other. 

Webb, Lahilahi 
As told to Mary Kawena Pukui 
Dec. 2, 1952 
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Pohaku a Umeume 

It was from here (Ahipuu) that the king of 
the menehune defied a giant king living in what is 
now the Country Club grounds. He hurled insults 
at the giant and the latter threw at him a stone called 
Pohakuaumeume. The fight becoming general, the 
air was full of stones and this particular stone was 
thrown back and forth many times. At last the 
menehune were driven to the cliff now represented 
by the name of Pacific Heights. Here the "stone 
of contention" (Pohakuaumeume) was hurled with 
a mighty effort back to Waolani where it struck the 
chief giant in the head, killing him and ending the 
battle. This stone is now a boundary of the Country 
Club and is to be seen to this day lying where it 
fe 11. As late as ten ye;l.rs ago natives of the old 
school could be seen worshipping or paying homage 
to Pohakuaumeume (Witness Nobrega). The marks 
of the giants' finger prints and the prints of the 
Menehune fingers are in it, and the examination of 
any of the stones now in the Country Club veranda 
will show the marks of these little fingers, inter
spersed with the larger marks of the giants. After 
the victory the menehune gathered at the stream 
where the swamp, the stream, and the cliff meet, 
and on a rock called Kaumakapili a jubilation of 
victory took place. This rock is still there, and 
it is said Kaumakapili Church took its name from it. 

Dictated by J. A. Wilder from notes made of a con
versation with the late John A. Cummins 
HEN: Vol n, p 204 

Pohaku a ume ume 

A large stone in the back of the Iaukea place 
was used by Puiwa and Waolani for both lived on 
opposite sides of th,e valley and struggled to get 
the stone. Waolani pulled the hardest and his hands 
marked the stone and thus the stone remained on 
that side of the valley instead of going over to Puiwa. 

Webb, Lahilahi 
Donald Angus Coll. 

•••• Formerly on Waolani Ridge back of 
the property (Iaukea) and between Waolani and 
Nuuanu valleys. 

It contains marks which are said to have 
been made by the Eepa people or gnomes as two 
groups struggled for it. As related, each group 
tried to push it over the ridge on to the other. 

Morton. Mrs. Edgar 
As told to J. F. Stokes 
J. F.Stokes, Sites Notes 
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Pohaku--aumeume, is a rock in a pasture 
called Waolani, about 1/4.of a mile above the reser
voir. Over this rock two chiefs tugged and pulled. 

. The hand prints can still be seen. 

Mr. Manuia, Informant 
T. Kelsey Collection 
HEN: Vol I, P 819 

Pohakuaumeume 

Pohaku-Aumeume is 10 feet in length and 
4. 5 feet wide. It formerly stood erect. 

The stone was used to test the pOwers of 
those who would be umeume exp.erts. 

The stone had powers connected with those 
of the lineage of the descendants of Oahu'S king, 
Kakuhihewa. The stone had the magic ability to 
detect a true descendant of Kakuhihewa. When an 
umeume graduate tried to tilt the stone, he was 
unable to do so unless he was a descendant of Ka
kuhihewa. 

Pohaku_Aumeumue was the place where any 
child of the Kakuhihewa line had its naval cut. It 
was more important that the mother have the blood 
of Kakuhihewa than the father. The magic powers 
of the stone were called upon in case there was a 
dispute over the name to be given the child or who 
was to rear the child. 

If the father's people wanted to name and rear 
the child and the mother's people wanted to name it 
for one of their ancestors, then the stone settled 
the ar gument. 

The priest of Waolani Heiau acted as judge 
and arbitrator. He held the child while the decision 
was made. The mother and her family would line 
up on one side of Pohaku-Aumeume. The father and 
his family lined up on the other side. Each family 
selected a person to do the testing. Often the mother 
decided to test the stone herself. If the mother were 
not in good health, she might ask her mother to be 
the tester: Whichever side was able to tilt or move 
the stone won the C'ontest and the baby. If the stone 
was not moved by either family, it was the duty of 
the priest to name and award the baby. He would 
s elect a name ''Suggested by the stone" from either 
family and award the child to whom he thought best. 

Hall, Mrs. Anne Peleioholani 
Informant 
From Clarice B. Taylor, November 1952 
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According to Thrum, it was in the vicinity of 
the Country Club that the rnenehlIDes came to the assist
ance of Kekupua in the building of a koa canoe for 
Kakae, the chief of Wahiawa, that his wife might voy
age to Kahiki in search of a lost brother. 

M::Allister 
Arch. of oahu, p 86 

Waolani 

Site 70. Upper Nuuanu Valley and Waolani. 
The exact location of most of the sites in these re· 
gions is not known. Large parts of Nuuanu Valley 
were formerly planted in taro. 

Thrum writes: At Waolani, in Nuuanu, was 
where temples were first erected, because it was 
there that Wakea and companions lived. There were 
all the sacred divisions of the temple established, 
as is told by the people of old •• 

Kupuanuu, Kupualani, Kapakaalanalalo, and 
Kapakaalanaluna, which were located in about Wa. 
olani, are four heiaus listed together by Thrum and 
Kamakau. According to Westervelt Kapakaalanaluna 
(Pakaaluna) is the heiau from which the musical conch, 
Kihapu, was stolen by Kapuni. 

Bruce Cartwright tells me that at the end of 
the ridge dividing Waolani and Nuuanu valleys there 
was formerly a holua slide. Nothing remains of the 
site now. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Waolani 

Tradition places the first heiau atop Waoiani, 
that partly eroded hill, which, from the standpoint 
of the casual observer, was most unceremoniously 
thrust upon the spacious and sloping fairways ci the 
Oahu Country Club in Nuuanu Valley. This region is 
the famed resort of the "eepa" people. The heiau 
of Waolani was built during the reign of Papa and 
Wakea, the legendary founders of the Hawaiian race, 
and it was in the supposed time of Wakea that his. 
torians attribute the inception of the tabu system. 

Nui, Robert A. 
Lost Heiaus 

Kawaluna Heiau 

Kawaluna was apparently the most important 
heiau ih this region, (Waolani). Thrum says: "Of 
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luakini class, consecrated by Kualii about 1685. " 
Tucker, who made a short list of heiaus in 1916 
says: "This was a Poohonua or City of Refuge, for 
the sick and infirm, and today the older Hawaiians 
use the following expression or term of derision and 
contempt for one who is a cripple by saying, "Kela 
Kanaka 0 Waolani. " 

Kawaluna is presumably the same heiau to 
which Alexander referred: "The heiau at Waolani 
was sacred to fugitives and the sick." Kamakau 
says: "The sore.eyed are at Waolani, the crippled 
are at Waolani, the lame are at Waolani, the bald. 
headed are at Waolani, the humpbacked are at Wao. 
lani. " 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu, p 85 

(See Battle of Kawaluna and Waolani Insane Asylum, 
Kona, Nuuanu) 

Nuumealani (elevation of Haumea) that ridge 
on the right side of the valley of Waiolani. 

The heiau was 'Kawaluna. 
on the pali.shelf of Nuumealani. 
right side of Waiolani. 

The heiau was built 
That shelf is on the 

The land below was Waiolani. 

Free translation from Nai Aupuni 1906, by M. K. Pukui 

Battle of Kawaluna 

Kualii's first attempt to bring the Oahu chiefs 
to their proper status as feudatoris of the Moi of 
Oahu was directed against the chief of the Kona dis. 
trict. The legend gives the name of the principal 
chief in Kona as Lonoikaika, but I doubt the correct. 
ness of the name. The occasion of the collision was 
this •• In the valley of Waolani, stood one of the sa. 
cred heiaus called Kawaluna, which only the highest 
chief of the island was entitled to consecrate at the 
annual sacrifice. As Moi of Oahu the undoubted 
right to perform the ceremony was with Kualii, and 
he resolved to assert his prerogative and try con. 
clusions with the Kona chiefs, who were preparing 
to resist what they considered an assumption of au· 
thority by the Koolaupoko chief. Crossing the moun. 
tain by the Nuuanu and Kalihi passes, Kualii assembled 
his men on the ridge of Keanakamano, overlooking 
the Waolani valley, descended to the heiau, performed 
the customary ceremony on such occasions, and at 
the conclusion fought and routed the Kona forces 
that had ascended the valley to resist and prevent 
him. The Kona chiefs submitted themselves and 
Kualii returned to Kailua. 

Fornander, Polynesian Race, VollI, p 280 
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The first battle on Oahu in which Kualii took 
part where a general war was had, was the one fought 
on Kawaluna, the heights above Waolani, where a 
great slaughter took place that reddened the pili grass 
of Keanakamano .•. the plain of Keanakamano. 

Fornander Collection, Vol IV, p 408 

Waolani Insane Asylum 

At Waolani was the heiau and a sort of in
sane asylum, the patients were tied to posts. 
(See Arago's Voyages) 

Dictated by J. A. Wilder from notes made of a con
versation a year ago with the late John A. Cummins. 

Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 204 

Waolani Place Names 

A fee simple title was given to T. C. B. Rooke 
Nov.20, 1849 for "Services Rendered." Land at 
Waolani ... "commencing at the Rock known as the 
Pohaku Aumiumi, situated on the outside of the Wa
olani fence on the land called Laimi, and running 
South 12 West, 6 chains to an angle in the fence, 
thence South 30 West 2/65/100 chains, thence south 
..• to a rock built into Mr. Jasper's, thence south 
... chains to the corner of a taro patch, thence west 
to an angle in the water course, thence south to 
Kekoaiki (bathing place) thence south ... chains to 
the corner of a taro patch below Mr. Cummin's house, 
thence extending along the north bank of the stream 
south to the foot of the mountain below a square 
white rock on the projecting portion of the spur of the 
mountain Laukalo, this being measured on the boun
dary line between Waolani and Laukalo. 

From the white stone at Laukalo the boundary 
ascends to the top of the mountain, to the highest 
point from which you can roll a stone down into Wao_ 
lani, thence follows the undulations of the ridge 
which bounds the Valley, as far as the high peak 
called Napuumaia, separating Waolani from Keana
mano; it then returns southerly along the edge of the 
rid ge called Kekoalele separating Waolani from 
Waipakiki; thence along the summit of Kahalepahu 
to the top of the round Hillock called Kapoholua, 
descending to Kamakena at the Pohaku Aumiumi, the 
starting place. " 

Book of Grants, Vol I, p 393 
Royal Patent No. 168 
Angus Collection 
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There was another heiau on the ridge 
adjoining Kapalama and looking into the valley called 
Keanaakamano (the cave of the shark), and another 
looking into Nuuanu Valley, and these were the heiaus 
where the eepa people are said to have lived and most 
of the people of strange powers who lived at Waolani. 

Kamakau 
History, Chap 1 

Kanoneakapueo or Kanoniakapueo 

K. p. Emory says that Lahilahi Webb says that 
the name of the pool in Dowsett Tract, below his 
property and that of Mr. Handy and near the lower 
bridge is called Kanoniakapueo, or cry-of-the-owl. 

Angus Collection 

Kanoniakapueo-- Where the owls of Koolau 
and Kahikiku gathered. 

Manu, Moses 
Keaomelemele 
Kuokoa 1884-1885 

Nanoniakapueo--Afong-turn (3402 Nuuanu 
Ave. ) 

Edgar Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 1112 

Ka-none-a-ka-pueo (Owls dismal hoot - Mary Pukui) 

Pooloa, George 
Noted Places on the Island of oahu 
Ke Aloha Aina 
Jan. 25, 1919 

Description of Upper Nuuanu Yalley 

It is said that from Kahapa'akai clear to 
Hapu'u it was in old days a beautiful highway through 
charming villages with manienie grass on either side 
of the road and garden patches where grew taro, 
potatoes, bananas, awa, wauke, sugarcane, olona 
and all the fat things ,of the land. There were many 
celebrated heiaus (luakini waihau) where the peop~e 
went to worship situated between Kahapaakai clear 
to the mouth of the valley, erected in ancient days 
as war heiaus or heiaus for purifying the land; for 
Nuuanu had been a magnificent battleground in those 
ancient times. Here Peleioholani fought against 
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Alapai Nui, ruling chief of Hawaii, and so fought 
chiefs before and after his day. But when the hau 
trees grew so thick as to cover the road, the lovely 
place became a swamp where thieves and robbers 
took refuge. 

Kamakau 
History of Kame hame ha 
Kuokoa, June 27, July 4, 1868 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 291 

Petroglyph and Ko'a at Kaha-paa-kai 

(Site 408) The petroglyph is located on a 
section of land called Kaha-paa-kai (the salt pans) 
across from Luakaha on old maps. 

Adjacent to the rock, on land which will not 
be touched by the road builders, is an ancient kola 
which Mr. Tom McGuire remembers seeing about 
40 years ago. 

The kola is now an overgrown clump of bam-
boo. 

In the rocks near the bamboo clump may be 
seen pits similar to salt pans. 

Mr. McGuire suggests that the petroglyph 
rock be moved near the ~o 'a, the area enclosed and 
a proper marker· placed nearby. 

Taylor, Clarice 
Letter to K. p. Emory 
June 17, 1957 

Petroglyph and Ko'a at Kaha_paa_kai 

The carving is a stick figure about two 
feet high and 18 inches wide, cut into a huge basalt 
rock measuring roughly six feet by four feet by four 
feet. It looks like a schoolboy's matchstick drawing 

It was discovered Sunday morning by Dr. and 
Mrs. John W. Cooper of 3551 Nuuanu Ave., who were 
taking a stroll in the area. "We just happened to 
see it," Mrs. Cooper said. "We were walking along 
and I said 'that looks like a petroglyph. '" Mrs. Cooper 
called Museum officials and they confirmed the au
thenticity of the find. 

The carving had lain hidden in dense trees 
and undergrowth for no one knows how long. It is 
about one third of a fnile beyond the Lester A. Marks 
home, just past the end of Old Pali Road, where 

KONA NUUANU f-: 
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workmen have been clearing the land for the next 
installment of the new Pali highway .... 

Mr. Bonk found a second, partially completed 
figure on the other side of the rock. He also detec
ted a few experimental lines cut into an adjacent rock, 
as if the artist had tried out his tools before settling 
down to business •... 

Jones, Gardiner B. 
Isle Stone Carving Find Rocks Museum 
Scientist 
Honolulu Advertiser, June 14, 1957 

rock 
6'x5'xJ,.' high \/~Z'2'-2'5' 
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ancient ston ,/- large 
walled enclo fe stones 

Kahapaakai 

The Old Pali Road was rocky and muddy and 
wound up into the valley thru semi-tropical forests. 
The lower end extending from Afong's to Niniko was 
known as Kahapaakai and was the stopping place for 
cattle being driven acros s the Pali to Honolulu. 
There was good open pasture upon it and some of 
the stone walls still remain. Here the Oahu forces 
were entrenched behind the walls at the time of the 
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Battle of Nuuanu, which decided Kamehameha's so
vereignty of the Island group. 

Cooke, C. H. 
June 14, 1938 

Kahapaakai is shown on maps as a land sec
tion extending from Old Pali Road to just mauka of 
the pumping house above Reservoir #3. It was on 
the Ewa side of the Valley. C. C. S. 

Kaapaakai Spring 

Delicious cool water. 1-1/2 inch faucet. 
Formerly this spring was kapu to common people 
--chiefs only were allowed to drink from it. 

Emerson, J. S. 
Plan of Paki Auwai, 1877 
Reg. Map 839-1/2 (1-53) 
Angus Collection 

Luakaha 

From the old records, it would seem that 
the lands of Luakaha at on.e time extended from the 
Pali to approximately the Dowsett Highlands Tract 
on the Waikiki side of the valley and the ,Afong prop
erty on the other side. This land from time immemo_ 
rial was set aside for the use of the chiefs of Oahu 
as a playground where they could escape the heat 
of the plains of Honolulu. 

Cooke, C. H. 
June 14, 1938 

When the chiefs went to live at Luakaha, 
Nuuanu, it was changed by Lahilahi-Kaeo to 
KahalauaoLa, the name of a place on Kauai which 
it resembled, from its then wooded character. 
Lately it has taken the name of Luakaha again. 

On Hawaiian Duplicated PLace Names 
Hawaiian Annual 1905, p 153 

Kaniakapupu 

(Site 409) ..•. One of the most distant coun
ty seats on the right side of the road is that of the 
King. It is rather a large building with a surrounding 
porch, and does not distinguish itself by any archi
tectural beauty. A small cottage built by an English
man on the road a little before the King's house is 
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reached, is still more insignificant, but if you pass 
to the rear of its garden you will see a seething fall 
cascading down from a height of more than 70 feet. 

Bille, Steen 
1845, 1846, 1847, etc., p 28 of translation 

The last building in the valley after the for
eign style is His Majesty's county seat, at which he 
spends considerable time during the summer. It 
is about five miles from town, and a pleasant ride. 
It is in a fine situation and is surrounded by many 
of the original forest trees. It is a plain stone build
ing with one large room and two sleeping rooms, the 
whole surrounded by a wide veranda enclosed by a 
neat paling fence. It was here that the great meal 
fete was given by His Majesty to Admiral Thomas 
at the time of the restoration. 

Gilman, G. D. 
Honolulu and its subur.bs in the latter forties 
Hawaiian Annual 1909 

To the right of the road in the plains are the 
ruins of what was once a palace. But long before 
the palace there was an old heiau, Kaniakapupu. 
On the ruins of the old heiau there was later built 
the palace of Kamehameha III. Here it was that 
Kamehameha IV received his training as a true 
Hawaiian. For the future king was educated in two 
ways, First he was trained to be a king in the wes_ 
tern style. And then he was brought up here to the 
valley to his father's palace and trained as a Hawaii
an chief. 

Raphaelson 
From an article in a newspaper 
Henriques Collection 

... where the house of our King now stands. 
Kawaluna was its name in the old days and Kania_ 
kapupu is its name today. 

Legend of Kamaakamahiai 
Kuokoa, Aug. 13, 1870 

... the anny from Koo1au was coming down 
Kaniakapupu. 

Fornander ColI., Vol IV, P 410 

Kaniakapupu, house site of Kamehameha III. 
There were many land shells there, that was why 
it was named, "Song of the land shells." 

T. Kelsey Coll., HEN: Vol I, p 819 

(For illustration of house, see R. J. Baker, Honolulu in 
1853, p 24) 
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Kaniakapupu, the Feast 

(Site 409) The mos t noteworthy celebration 
of a holiday in my recollections of Honolulu, occur. 
red on the 21 of July, 1847, being the fourth anni. 
versary of Restoration Day. Preparations had been 
going on for a week and materials collected for a 
grand luau feast at the king's country residence in 
Nuuanu valley, a few miles this side of the Patio 
The natives began to go up the valley in crowds at 
early dawn. At 8 o'clock a gun from the fort was 
the signal for the display of bunting all over the town 
and from the shipping in port. At 10 the royal party, 
consisting of the King, and Queen Kalama, with 
Keoni Ana, the premier, and wife, left the palace 
for Nuuanu valley in the state carriage, a ponderous 
affair of an ancient style even thirty years ago .... 
On the present occasion it was drawn by four iron 
grey horses, the driver and postillions in livery, 
and made a good appearance. First in the proces. 
sion came three hundred infantry; officers on horse. 
back with the royal standard and the grand marshals, 
Henry Sea, J. R. Jasper, and William Jarrett, im. 
mediately preceded the state carriage; following this 
were the cabinet ministers and the chiefs on horse. 
back; next came one thousand horse.women, five 
abreast, dressed pretty much alike, wearing palm. 
leaf hats and Spanish ponchos, gay with ribbons and 
wreaths of flowers; then two thousand five hundred 
horsemen. As the procession crossed Beretania 
street on Nuuanu royal salutes were fired from the 
fort and the king's yacht, the Kamehameha Ill. The 
royal party reached the picnic grounds at about 11 
in a pouring rain; in fact it rained in occasional 
showers throughout the day, and the mud on the val. 
ley road was deep and quite liquid from the tramp. 
ing of thousands of horses, but no one cared for rain 
or mud. A man stationed at the first bridge for the 
express purpose, counted 4,000 horses going up 
the valley and 4,600 returning •• visitors from Koolau 
making the difference in numbers. 

There was an immense concourse of people 
in the grounds •• it must be remembered that the na. 
tive population was much more numerous then than 
now •• and the scene was a lively and picturesque one. 
Two long lanais, or open.sided ti.leaf structures, 
thickly floored with rushes, and numerous booths 
accommodated the native crowds, dressed in their 
holiday attire, while the foreign ladies and gentle. 
men were entertained in a wooden house. Before 
dinner, which was set for 2 p. m., the guests were 
e nterta ined with some of the ancie nt games •• a sham 
fight with spears; the lua, the art of noosing men and 
of breaking their bone s, as was practiced in old 
savage war times, and the hakoko, or wrestling match. 
In the spear exercise the most expert performer 
was John Ii, then one of the king's counsellors and 
the year following appointed a judge of the supreme 
court. He was tall, cleanlimbed, and exceedingly 
lithe in all his movements, and it was a rare sight 
when he stood alone, unarmed, opposed to twenty 
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spearsmen each of whom endeavored to hit him. 
Dexterously catching the first spear that was darted, 
with this he successfully parried all the rest that 
seemed to corne in a crowd and were aimed with 
furious force at all parts of his person. And when 
the missiles of his assailants had been all exhausted, 
he in turn picked up their spears and rapidly darted 
them back at this opponents, driving them from the 
field, amid the wild applause of the native spectators. 
The lua or bone breaking which followed, was a perfect 
piece of acting, the supposed captive simulating with 
wonderful truth to nature the agonies of the barbar. 
ous operation; while the wrestling of the naked per. 
formers would have done credit to the champions of 
the prize ring in more civilized countries. 

The dinner •• the feeding of the immense crowd 
of men, women and children •• was a sight to be re· 
membered. Henry St. John, the king's steward, had 
the care of this department, and he well understood 
his business. For the foreign guests, who were not 
supposed to squat on the mats with natives, tables 
were provided in the cottage, where was an abundant 
supply of food cooked in foreign style, but the mul
titude were fed in the long lanais, at the far end of 
which was seated the royal party, the ministers and 
chiefs. First there was singing of hymns by a choir 
of native children ... to airs that sounded sweetly to 
New England ears. Grace before meat was solemnly 
said by John Ii, and then, on a signal from the king, 
the assembly went vigorously to work on the immense 
stores of food before them. Beef, pork, fish and 
poi, the staples were in profusion (with a suspicion 
of dog). A memorandum, obtained from St. John, 
the steward, will give an idea of the provisions at 
this king's feast: 271 hogs, 482 large calabashes of 
poi, 602 chickens, 3 whole oxen, 2 barrels salt pork, 
2 barrels biscuit, 3,125 salt fish, 1,820 fresh fish, 
12 barrels luau and cabbages, 4 barrels onions, 
80 bunches bananas, 55 pineapples, 10 barrels po. 
tatoes, 55 ducks, 82 turkeys, 2,245 coconuts, 4,000 
heads of taro, 180 squid, oranges, limes, grapes 
and various fruits. Altogether it was estimated that 
enough was provided to feast 12,000 persons, and that 
10,000 actually present. 

While the feast was going on, several old 
women in the immediate neighborhood of where the 
king sat, kept up a constant chanting of meles in 
his hor.or and that of his ancestors, accompanying 
the chant with gyrations and motions of the arms. 
And in the evening. after the most of the company 
had departed, a company of hula gir ls gave a "con. 
cert" with their attendant drum and calabash beaters. 

The king and most of the guests returned to 
town before sundown, somewhat in the same order 
as on going out .... 

Holiday Observances 
Hawaiian Annual 1930, p 102-105 
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Kaniakapupu 

(Site 409) My earliest impressions of John 
Ii date back to the midsummer of 1846 or '47, when 
I met him at the country residence of KamehamehaIII 
in Nuuanu Valley, the occasion being "La HOihoiea, " 
or Restoration Day. In a suit of dark broadcloth 
he stood in an open square or field, a brilliant yel
low feather cape over his shoulders and in his hand 
a beautifully polished spear. Alone, erect, nearly 
six feet in height, bull che sted and muscular, he 
presented a splendid figure. 

Opposite him on the mauka, or inland side, 
stood a group of expert spear men wearing yellow 
feather tippets and armed with spears tipped with a 
kind of soft, bushing material. At a signal the wea
pons began to fly at the human target. Ii at first 
parried with his single lance, but presently, as the 
shots became faster, seized a passing spear aimed 
at him and parried with both weapons until the play 
ended amid the prolonged cheers of a great crowd 
of witnesses. 

Parker, Rev. H. H. 
Chief Children's School, p 365 

Kukuipuka 

... they continued up to Nahuina in Kahapaa
kai and through Kukuipuka, above Luakaha. Kukui
puka was an arched kukui tree, its trunk standing on 
the left side of the trail as one went up. When young 
and tall, its top, or perhaps a big branch, had been 
trained by bending it over to touch the ground on the 
right side of the trail. The arch, about 8 or 9 feet 
high, was wide and well-formed. To Ii, it was a 
wonderful sight. 

Ii, John Papa 
Fragments of Hawaiian History, p 32 

Nahuina--just above 3728 Old Pali Rd. 
C.C.S. 

Pohakumanamana 

While working on the Luakaha Road Boki found 
a long pointed rock in his way and was starting to re
move it when a divining kahuna named Luau who was 
skilled in pointing out locations came forward and 
said to him, "Do not disturb this rock; it is named 
Kumanamana and Pohakumanamana. Not even high 
chief should disturb that rock, for it covers the wa
ters of Kapapaikawaluna which lie below it and supply 
the waters of Kunawai, Kahoakane, Koula and Kewalo. " 
Boki instantly ordered the men to remove the rock, 
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but it extended into the soil so far that when they had 
dug some ten fathoms down and about the same di s
tance either way, he gave up in dispair. Luau also 
showed him Kukuipuka and other kupua objects mauka 
of this place. 

Kamakau 
History of Kamehameha 
Kuokoa, June 27, July 4, 1868 

See also: 
S. M. Karnakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 292 

Pohakumanamana is located somewhere be
tween Luakaha and Makuku on the Waikiki side of the 
road. C. C. S. 

Makuku Heiau 

In Nuuanu there was a rain-bringing heiau 
called Makuku, but its duties were not so irrportant 
as those of other heiaus, it had only to send rain. 

S. M. Kamakau 
Moolelo of Hawaii 
Chap 6, P 4 

Pahu, an informant, says this was in 
Waolani. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kahau-komo 

Beyond Luakaha, we drive through an avenue 
of twisted haus, ancient trees, the last of a grove that 
used to grow thick in this upper valley, • •. And rob
bers were plenty in those foot-trail days. Back to
ward the hills, the old men still point to a hidden 
cave. There, two ruthless bandits kept watch on the 
trail. One climbed a tree, while the other stood 
ready with his trusted pikoi.. 

"Maiolo kai," the look-out would call--that 
was their signal for "One man on the trail. " 

Then his companion let swing the pikoi,. It 
twisted around the legs of the man. He fell. He was 
robbed. Sometimes he was killed. 

Raphaelson 
The Kamehameha Highway, p 11 

See Kona- -Nuuanu "Gar dian Dogs of Kapena Falls" 
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Kahaukomo, VTaikiki side of Nuuanu Valley 
at the Nursery. 

Henriques Collection 
Nuuanu Valley Place Names 
HEN: Vol I, p 1112 

Kahau.komo 

Kahau-komo is the hau grove by the old spring 
which is now sealed up to provide water for the city 
system. 

Robbers hid out in the hau bushes and laid in 
wait for lonely traveler s. They tied nearly invisible 
strings across the path so that the traveler would be 
caught by the chin, or they arranged the string so 
that the traveler would be tripped. The robbers 
sat in the hau tree watching for victims. 

After robbing their victims, the robbers took 
them to a secluded spot where they either killed or 
maimed them. 

Taylor, Clarice B. 
Informant- -Mrs. Anne Peleioholani Hall 
November 1952 

Kahaukomo 

Namaka was one of the noted men of Kalani. 
opu'u's time. He was a man skilled in politics, ora. 
tory, genealogies, spear.throwing, the conformation 
of the earth's surface, bone breaking. cliff.leaping, 
and the interpretation of omens. These accomplish. 
ments he had learned on Kauai and then he set out to 
find a haku to wholp he might impart all his learning, 
and Kalaniopu'u was the haku whom he had selected. 
Arrived at Oahu he heard that Pakuanui was skilled 
in debate' and in bone.breaking. This Pakuanui was the 
father of Kaeleowaipio, a man of learning of Kameha
meha's day who lived at Kailua and composed the dirges 
to Jesus. Namaka met Pakuanui at Kahaukomo in 
Nuuanu and after they had matched their skill in the 
different arts in which they had been trained, Pakua. 
nui realized the skill of the tentacle-breaking son of 
Kilohana and the koaie wood-breaking son of Kaililaau. 
The shafts of wit flew brilliant as the rainbow arching 
over the hau trees of Kahaukomo that lends its color 
to the ulalena rain blown by the kiowao breeze against 
the pali, bending the "kawelu grasses of Lanihuli; 
swift as the gusts that lift the leaves of the tangled 
lehua of Malailua. There was no limit to his knowledge. 
He slipped out of the grasp of Pakuanui like an eel •••• 
Unable to" defeat Namaka at Kahaukomo. Pakuanui 
thought to make an end of him at the Nuuanu Patio 
As they descended the pali." just as they came close 
to the cliff of KapUi, Pakuanui crowded Namaka a 
little toward the edge of the path and with a shove of 
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his foot sent him over the cliff. Those who saw this say 
that Namaka flew like a hawk poised on the wind as he 
sailed overhead above Lanihuli and whirled about like 
a kite as the wind turned. and as it struck the pali he 
descended upon it and lit on the summit of a kukui tree 
directly below Kawaikilo. 

S. M. Kamakau 
M:x>lelo 0 Karnehameha, P 80 

Waipuhia 

A boy and a girl lived on these hills. Every 
day he came and they played together and laughed in 
the sun. The girl's eyes shone. which delighted her 
gods, the mist and the wind, 

But they noticed at night when the boy went 
home, the little girl's eyes grew pensive and sad. 
So they made a plot one late afternoon, 

The sun was sinking in the west. The mist 
grew thick on the young boy's trail. He stumbled and 
feU in the blanket of cloud. The hills were the sea; 
the sea was the hills. He found himself back at the 
young girl's door. 

Next evening came and he tried again. He met 
the wind, Trees dipped and swayed and the stinging 
dust blinded his eyes, He staggered and fell and 
stumbled aLong till again he reached the young girl's 
door, 

Days and months and years passed by, He 
became a man, He had a dream. His father's house 
was caught in a storm, Within, his parents, bent and 
old, called for his aid. 

He woke with a start, filled with dread. and 
quickly walked the neglected trail. He never returned, 

Days passed till the lonely girl grew quite 
forlorn, And then one day, the voice on the wind was 
the voice of her love. It told how her lover had been 
lost in the storm that was sent by the goddess of 
Kalihi Pass, who lived in the midst of lehua flowers. 
These flowers, the voice on the wind told the girl, 
had been carelessly picked for lehua leis, and no 
tribute paid, 

The lonely girl bowed her head and wept. 

Her tears were gathered in a silvery thread, 
Half-way down the cliff they fell, and there th,ey were 
caught by the god of the wind and tossed into 'spray 
by the god of the mist. They were wafted above in a 
glamorous veil and gently bathed the voice on the 
wind. 

Raphaelson 
The Kamehameha Highway 
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Waipuhia 

Therefore Kane and his companion sent Lani. 
huli and Waipuhia, These were maidens who lived on 
the top of the ridge at Waolani and Nu'uanu, 

Manu, Moses 
Ke .ao.melemele 
Sept,20, 1884 
HEN: Vol II~ p 791 

Waipuhia, also called "Upside Down Falls, " 

Kahua.i.lana.wai 

A pool in Nuuanu Valley between Kahaukomo 
and Ke.awaawa.pu.waha.nui, 

T, Kelsey Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

Kahuailana •• pool near Nursery (between 
Kahaukomo and Waipuilani on Waikiki side of valley), 

Henriques Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 1112 

, , , an offering to Kuula at a ko'a (station) 
established just above Kahuailanawai, 

Thrum 
Aiai, Son of Kuula 
Hawaiian Annual 1902, p 127 

The last stream of water on the Nuuanu Valley 
road, Oahu, before coming to the Pati, Formerly 
the site of a pond ex<;avated by Kahanaialaka as a 
fish pond for Makalei, the celebrated fish log of 
olden times, 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, Nov, 17, 1883 

Keaomelemele was seen swaying on her hula 
site of Kahuwailanawai with her dancing companions, 

Manu, fuses 
Keaomelerrele, Kuokoa, Feb, 7, 1885 

According to Nakuina the final stand of the 
battle of Nuuanu took place on the hill above Kahua. 
ilanawai, See Battle of Nuuanu •• Nakuina 

We reach the mauka part of the woods and there 
on the Waikiki side of the road is a hau grove and a 
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single lehua tree beside a pool. This is a noted spot 
in by gone days, It was a place where strangers and 
natives alike enjoyed themselves stringing ginger leis 
to bedeck their hats and to wear around their necks, 

Pooloa, George 
Na Pana Kaulana 0 na Inoa 0 Ka Mokupuni 
Oahu, Ke Aloha Aina, Feb,l, 1919 

Translation of Kahua.i.lana.wai •• Site.at. 
water .is -still, 

Pukui, M, K, 

For description of Government Nursery at 
Kahuailanawai see Nupepa Kuokoa, Feb,19, 1897, p 2, 

Waterfall (Waipuilani?) 

Midway between the mouth of this valley 
(Nuuanu) and the pari, a waterfall of great beauty 
descends from the eastern mountains, glittering in 
the midst of the surrounding foliage, and flowing, 
with the smoothness of a mirror, over a perpendi. 
cular cliff 200 feet in height, covered with ferns, 
mosses, and a large proportion of that elegant club 
moss, the Lycopodium arbuscula, A native tradition 
informs us, that previous to the appearance of this 
cascade a loud noise frequently issued from the summit 
of the mountain whence it now falls, and which was 
ascribed by the superstition of the islanders to a god 
in the form of a lizard who resided there, Since the 
descent of the water these mysterious sounds have 
not been repeated, 

Bennett, F,O, 
Narrative of a Whaling Voyage 
1834.1835 
Vol I, P 201 

Naming of Konahuanui 

Konahuanui, pali of O.ahu, wa!' named be. 
cause when a man, probably a giant, chased a woman 
who escaped into a cave, he tore off his testes and 
thr ew them at her, 

T, Kelsey Collection 
HEN: Vol I, p 936 

Nuuanu Valley 

, , , the mountain Konahuanui broke, merely 
through the chanting of Ke.ao.melemele, Be. 
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cause of her supernatural mana and that Qf Kane did 
Konahuanui break apart from Waolani and Nuuanu 
became a valley. 

Manu, Moses 
Keaomelemele 
Kuokoa, Feb. 7, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 846 

Konahuanui 

There is a sort of rounded hill on top 
of this place facing Koolau. A supernatural woman 
Lived on Konahuanui. She used to face the Koolau 
side and peer dQwn on the people on the road to HQno
lulu. 

. .• a brindled dog (iLio moo) was one of the 
forms taken by the beautiful moo WQman who. dwelt Qn 
KQnahuanui. The people Qf KQQlau feared the dog 
when they returned hQme at night and when they had 
to they hurried home in the early evening. 

Na Anoai 0. Oahu Nei 
Hoku 0 Hawaii, Feb. 11, 1930 
Oahu Place Names 

(See Kona--Nuuanu, "The Brindled Dog. ) 

Mo.o of Konahuanui 

There is a tradition abQut this mQQ Qf KQna
huanui in conlJection with a dog. One Qf the beliefs 
Qf the olden times was that a race Qf hairless dogs 
were related to the mOQS that formerly existed in our 
str\lams, ponds and inaccessible mountain peaks. 
One of these hairless dogs had been fattened, killed 
and cooked in ki leaves by people living in Koolau, 
who intended it as part of their annual tribute to the 
king. The latter was Living on the kona side of the 
island of Oahu, and the people had to pass the Nuuanu 
paLi to get to him. There were quite a crowd of 
people going to pay tribute besides those who had the 
laulaus of 'cooked dog meat. These laulaus had been 
put into a large calabash that was secured with knotted 
netting as befitted the fastenings of meat or poi con
tainers for the king's table, and was suspended from 
a pole borne by two men on their shQulders, and 
going single file, the calabash being suspended be
tween the two.. 

When the party were almost through the hala 
groves Qf Kekele at the foot of the Pali, the moo of 
Konahuanui called frQm the PaLi like hele ae nei" 
(you are travelling). The cooked dQg immediately 
answered from the calabash, "Yes, I am going to be 
Qffered in tribute for these people." On hearing 
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these words issuing from the calabash, the men 
carrying it were so frightened that they threw it away 
and fled precipitately. Those of the crowd who re
mained saw a Live dQg CQme out of the calabash and 
frQm the wrappings of ki and banana leaves that had 
cQntained the cOQked dog meat, which IQQked at his 
disappearing masters and then turned and went up the 
KQnahuanui peak, where no. doubt it was welcQmed by 
his relative the moo.. 

Ever since no native eQuId be prevailed on to 
eat a hairless dog, and as they were looked upon as 
uncanny things, hardly anyone would take care Qf 
them, and the race has finally died Qut. A few speci
mens were to be met with now and then thirty years 
ago, but by the intrQductiQn of foreign breeds with 
whom they gradually intermixed, they were finally 
completely IQst, as also are the genuine poi dogs, 
kekos, Qf Hawaii . 

More about the Moo. 
Saturday Press (Supplement) 
January 19, 1884 

Hapuu and Kalaihauola 
(Stones) 

As they returned to their house, he (Kama
puaa) resumed the form of a man and went to MilQLii. 
He picked up a large stone and tossed it by the side 
of the spring, Kanepuna. He continued from there 
until he arrived at Leleo. He turned his face toward 
Nuuanu and caLLed to Hapuu and Kalaihauola, "Grant 
life to Kekeleaiku, the beloved child of Olopana. " 

Kahiole. G. W. 
Legend of Kamapuaa 
Ka Hae Hawaii. June 26, 1861 
HEN: p 280 

"0 Hapuu, accept the umbilical cord of my 
child. Grant him health and every good. " 

The gQd, Hapuu, is a pohaku piko on the 
east side of the Nuuanu road near the PaLi. Its com
panion, Kalaehauola, is also a rock on the west side 
of the same road. 

The above prayer is offered when a piko is 
placed in the rock that it may not be eaten by rats. 

Haole, C. J. 
Honolulu, May 25, 1895 
J. S. EmersQn Notes 
HEN: Vol I. p 251 

(k) (,w) 
Hapuu and Ka1alhauo1e two rocks on the Nuuanu 

road near the Pali. HapllU is the rock on the Ewa side 
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and Kalaihauola is the rock on the Waikiki side. Pigs 
were offered to the man and dogs to the woman. 

Emerson, Hawaiian Geographic Names 
HEN: Vol I, p 619 

Piko Stone 

While we were at the Pare an incident occurred 
which illustrates a curious superstition still preva
lent among the people. In examining the volcanic rock 
of which the hills consist, my attention was attracted 
to what I took to be a waxlike mineral known as pala
gonit. Detaching it without trouble, I was surprised 
at finding a hole behind it, apparently containing more 
of the same substance. Hoping to increase my supply 
of a rare mineral from a new locality, I stowed away 
in my pocket, without a closer examination, the piece 
I had obtained, and proceeded carefully to dig out the 
rest with my knife. Much to my astonishment the 
prize produced from the hole was a half-decayed rag. 
A closer examination of the supposed mineral, so 
carefully treasured in my pocket, showed that it be
longed decidedly to the animal kingdom. Mr. Carter 
asked an explanation from some passing natives. 
They explained that the substance found was the naval 
cord of an infant, it being an ancient custom, at the 
birth of a child, for the parents to hide this part of 
the infant to whom alone the place of concealment is 
afterward shown. Should an enemy, by any chance, 
discover the sacred repository, it would be in his 
power to bring about the death of the unsuspecting 
owner by sorcery. 

Pumpell 
Across America and Asia, 3rd revised ed, p 69 

Kala'iola is the corr ect pronunciation of this 
stone. This was the piko stone. Because of the word 
"ola"--they wanted ola (life) for their babies. 

Pukui, Mary Kawena, Dec. 2, 1952 

Hauola and Hapuu 
(Stones) 

Two of these dragon-women, according to the 
legends, lived as guardians of the pali at the end of 
Nuuanu Valley, above Honolulu. After many years it 
was supposed that they both assumed the permanent 
forms of large stones which have never lost their 
associations with mysterious, miraculous power. 
Even as late as 1825, Mr.Bloxam, the chaplain of the 
English man of war, recorded in "The Voyage of the 
Blonde"the following statement: "At the bottom of the 
Parre there are two large stones on which even now 
offerings of fruits and flowers are laid to propitiate 
the Akua-wahines, or goddesses, who are supposed 
to have the power of granting a safe passage." Mr. 
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Bloxam says that these were a kind of mo-o, or rep
tile, goddesses.... A native account of these stones 
says: "There is a large grove of hau trees in Nuuanu 
Valley, and above these lie the two' forest women, 
Hau-ola and Ha-puu. These 'ar~ now two large stones, 
one being about three feet long ~ith a fine smooth back, 
the other round with some little rough places. The 
long stone is on the seaward side, and this is the 
moo woman, Hauola; and the other, Hapuu. The 
leaves of ferns cover Hauola, being laid on that stone. 
On the other stone, Hapuu, are lehua flowers. These 
are kupuas. " 

Again the old people said that their ancestors 
had been accustomed to bring the navel cords of their 
children and bury them under these stones to insure 
protection of the little ones from evil, and that these 
were the stone women of Nuuanu. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Gods and Ghosts, p 257 

Hapuu and Kalaihauola 

Hapuu and Kaleihauola, were two female stones 
near the Nuuanu Gap. They were said to guard the trail. 
Two small hills were named for them. Hapuu was 
bad tempered a.nd was quick to punish while her com
panion was kind and healed those who were hurt. 

HEN: Vol I, p 820 

Another thing that Umi-a-Ioa was famous for 
was his battle with the gods. The cause of this battle 
was in this way: His royal consort, Piikea, had super
natural grandmothers, who were Hapuu and Kalai
hauola, and who desired to have a grandchild that they 
might take it to Oahu to bring up, because the mother 
of Piikea, Laielohelohe -ikawai, belonged to Oahu ••. 

Fornander, Antiquities, Vol IV, p 230 

Within a few yards of the upper edge of the pass, 
under the shade of surrounding bushes and trees, two 
rude and shapeless stone idols are fixed, one on each 
side of the path, which the natives call "akua no ka 
Pari", gods of the precipice; they are usually covered 
with pieces of white tapa, native cloth; and every, 
native who passes by to the precipice, if he intends 
to descend, lays a green bough before these idols, 
encircles them with a garland of flowers, or wraps 
a piece of tapa around them, to rend,erthem propi
tious to his descent; all who ascend from the opposite 
side make a similar acknowledgment for the supposed 
protection of the deities, whom they imagine to pre
side over the fearful pass. 

Ellis, Polynesian Researches, Vol 4, p 15 
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Hapuu and Kalaihauola 

When you have passed mauka of this place 
(Ka-hau-komo), the noted spots are many and closer 
together, Hapuu and Kaleihauola are supernatural 
stones on the Waikiki side of the road, In front of 
us are Ka-ipu-o-Lono and Kapili, which are two hills. 

Pooloa, Geor ge 
Na Pana Kaulana 0 na Inoa 0 Ka Mokupuni 
Oahu, Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. I, 1919 

When we reached the elevation that led to the 
top of Nuuanu, my companion who was wise in the use 
of words said, "Say, below this place is the home of 
the famous chiefesses of this mountain fastness, 
Hauola and Hapuu, These were supernatural women. " 
•• ,I saw them on the edge of the cliff by the old govern
ment road, which lies below the present new road. 
Right above a grove of hau trees are two stones, One 
is a long stone, with back nicely smoothed. It is about 
three feet long. The other is more rounded with 
corners, The long stone is toward the lowland and 
the other toward the upland. The one on the lower 
side is Hauola and the one farther up is Hapuu •..• 
Then I left my companion visiting with the supernatur
al women of Nuuanu and went straight up the road to 
the top ••• 

Huakai Pakolei Koolau 
Kuokoa, July 31, 1896 

Could not locate stones in 1954. Believed 
destroyed. C. C. S. 

Notches at the Pali 

••• Under the teaching of Ka'iana, those two 
notches which can be seen at the top of the pali, turned 
toward Waikiki, at the nuku of Nuuanu, were dug, The 
purpose of digging these notehes was to make places to 
put the cannons of Kalanikupule's side. 

A person was sent to find two cannons from the 
sea (side) of Honolulu to be placed in these two notches. 
One gun was put into one notch and another into the other 
notch. The soldiers who carried these two guns were 
the own soldiers of Ka'iana, who were prepared for the 
work after Ka'iana's teaching, at the time he was on 
Hawaii. 

History of Kamehameha 
Ka Na'i 'Aupuni 
Aug. 28, 1906 

Notches at the Pali (Cont. ) 

Ka'iana returned (from the notches, presumably) 
and went to Kahuilanawai, and there fighting took place. 

~ONA NUUANU r] 

The two cannons of Kalanikupule on the top of the pali 
fired, and the shots fell below on the soldiers of Ka
mehameha. 

The soldiers with their (shoulder)guns went up, 
led by Ka'iana and stretched along the slopes of the pall 
below these cannons, standing in lines and shooting 
their guns. This was done from that side of Konahua
nui to the wall of the pali called Kaukonah'ua. 

The cannons bore heavily on Kamehameha and 
his chiefs. Then Pai'ea thought of a good thing to do to 
quickly end the slaughter of these guns. He sent a run
ner to a certain division of his soldiers, to double back 
and ascend the ridge above Pauoa and others to ascend 
to the brow of the hill at the place where the new water
hole (luawai) (reservoir ?) of Nuuanu has been dug. Pai
'ea sent the runner to Waikiki (to tell those there) to go 
up the valley of Manoa and go along the mountain ridges 
and come down to Nuuanu by the sharp pali of Konahua
nui. They came there and captured the cannons. It 
was said that Kamehameha's division of soldiers came 
first to the very top of Konahuanui and went down from 
there to the place of the cannons. A kama'aina of up
land Manoa was the person who led these soldiers of 
Kamehameha above Konahuanui and descended below the 
p ali of Kahako •• 

At the tirre when the Hawaii soldiers arose 
and captured the carmons of Kalanikupule, that was the 
tirre the war started with shooting and with spears by 
both sides. In this pressing forward of the war Ka' iana 
died, and Kalanikupule's side fled. 

History of Kameharneha. 
Ka Na'i 'Aupuni, Aug. 29, 1906 

Notches at the Pali 

The two notches on the right hand side of Nuuanu 
Pali, as one approaches from Honolulu have caused com
ment. The general impression is that they were forti
fications. The Hawaiians now say that they were built 
for the guns of Kamehameha, and that later his canoes 
were drawn up through the notches, the body of the 
canoe through one and the outrigger through the other. 
The notches are about 30 feet wide and 12 feet deep on 
the crest of the ridge, which is only a few feet broad. 
All evidence of artificiality has been weathered by the 
incessant strong winds that blow through the gap. The 
site directly commands the old trail down the gap and 
was probably occupied by fighters and their store of 
boulders to be rolled over the cliff on either side. 
Emory found similar notches on Lanai. Ellis writes: 
"The Pari of Anuanu was an important position in time 
of war, and the parties in possession of it were usually 
masters of the island. !' 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Notches at the Pali 

Ruins of fortified works are to be found at the 
head of Maunalei gulch (Lanai) on the crest of a sharp 
ridge, Hookio, which enters the gulch from the south
west. For defense, three artificial notches averaging 
20 feet wide and 8 feet deep were cut near the nose of 
the ridge. The floors of these trenches were occupied 
by the fighters and their store of bowlders to be rolled 
over the cliffs on either side. 

The two cuts nearest the end of the ridge are 
50 feet apart, the third cut is 300 feet south. Ten feet 
fr om the fir st cut, about five tiers of stones the size 
of a man's head are banked against the ridge on the 
west side. Natural pebbles intended for throwing ston~s 
are scattered over the ridge. 

Emory, K.P. 
Island of Lanai, p 75 

Notches at the Pali 

On the map in the location of the "notches" the 
name Kaeleuli is given and underneath is written "ancient 
fortress. II 

Reg. Map. 133 Dr. 20 
C. J. Lyons, Surveyor 
Nov. 20, 1874 
"Luakaha, Nuuanu Valley, Kona, Oahu" 
Angus ColI. 

This is probable--i. e. not for fighting so much 
as giving an appearance of protection. I would ignore 
these were it not for the fact that Konahuanui is isolated 
by similar notches' in the Pauoa ridge approaching it 
from the south and I have always understood the latter 
were defenses. 

On the other side of the pali gap are 2 notches-
which in the light of those discussed may be artificial. 
I m.ention them because the peak of Lanihuli, which the 

f ri d g e supports, seemed to me to have been defended 
l _ by steepening the banks. 

{ 

t 

(McAllister comments) Yes, I recall them-
have a picture in fact--but was never able to examine 
them.. 

Stokes, John F. G. 
Comments written to Gilbert McAllister after 
Mr. Stokes had read the ms of Arch. of Oahu. 
Stokes Misc. Notes, Archaeology Lab., Bishop 
MU,seum 

Stand awhile at the open space of Holoakeaholo 
and look at the ridge on the waikiki side. You will 

see ~ gaps there. That place is called Lele-a-ka
Anae, for a legendary chiefess. 

Pooloa, George 
Na Pana Kaulana 0 no Inoa 0 ka ~kupuni oahu 
Ke Aloha Aina, Feb. 8, 1919 

Stone on Pali Road 

(Site 410) The stone on the side of the present 
(1932) Pali road (as it begins to descend to Koolau) is' 
a core of rock left by the men who cut the road out. 
This was at the end of the 19th century. The contrac
tor told me in 1931 that the men found it too hard to 
pick. This confirm.s Brigham's personal account that 
the workmen hewed it with their picks. 

Stokes, J. F. G. 
Misc. Notes in Archaeology Lab 
Bishop Museum 

Stone now gone. C.C.S., 1975 

Pohaku Kia'i (Stone) 

(Site 410) (Located in Ahupuaa of Kaneohe, 
Koolaupoko). This stone was once a man sent there to 
watch out for the hula women of Honolulu who used to 
come over to Koolau to steal the men of the hula women 
there. While on watch, the man fell asleep and the 
Honolulu women came over. The women of Koolau 
therefore changed him into a stone. 

Davfs, Kekuahooulu 
Informant, 1951 

Guardian of the Pass 

(Site 410) This is a priest of the lizard god, who 
neglected his duty of watching the pass to gaze into a 
pool at the reflection of a dancing woman, He was turned 
to stone, 

Beckly 
Informant 
Henriques Collection 

The Guardian of the Pas & 

(Site 410) He was a man-_a priest of the lizard 
god, on special duty at the pass. His was the task of 
exacting fees from the daring souls who scaled the cliffs 
or ventured the valley of haunted house. 
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For a long time he served and neither the gods 
nor the priests complained of the number of dogs or 
bowls of poi. 

Only once, in years and years, did a traveller 
pass without paying his fee. That was the day when a 
woman danced on the top of the peak. 

'l7he dancing woman came from Heeia, a town 
on the plain. Her body was fair, and she knew she could 
dance. Her mind was keen. 

She planned to go to Waikiki. For the king she 
cooked a dog and some poi, and she made enough for the 
valley priests. But for the greedy priests of the lizard 
god, she cooked nothing at all. She resolved to dance. 

Up the pali cliff she came, marching on ahead 
of her men. She scaled the ridge above the pass; she 
climbed to the very topmost peak. And there, on a spot 
wbere her form could be seen in the pool that glistened 
at the guardian's feet, she danced. 

She danced like mad on the top of the peak--and 
her reflection danced like mad in the pool. 

Soon from the mind of the guardian priest, every 
thought, but of love, had fled. He gazed in the pool. 

At last, the men had reached the pass, They 
went stealthily on to the forest of haus. The dancing 
ceased. 

With a start, the dreamer woke from his trance, 
He recalled the trail. 

But already the gods had turned him to stone. 
And here he stands, to this very day, a victim of love, 
and the wrath of a god, while down below, covered with 
leaves, is the fateful pool, 

Raphaelson 
The Kamehameha Highway 

(Hau grove--Kahau-komo, pool--Ka-wai-kilo-
Kohe Pool. C. C, S. See: Pohaku, Kiatt) 

Dog, Poki 

Several men went to Koolau from Honolulu to 
get baked dog. On their return with their baked dog, 
when they arrived at the top of the Nuuanu Pati, they 
heard a voice calling from the pali of Lanihuli. It called 
out: "Where are you going?" Then the baked dog which 
they were carrying answered: "1 am going to wherever 
they take me." 

Upon hearing this,voice of the baked dog, the 
men dropped everything and ran quickly to their vil-

KONA NUUANU f' 
lage. Their family saw them approaching and asked: 
"What is this?" The men told them of the happening 
on their trip--of their returning with the baked dog and 
hearing the voice from the pali and the answering voice 
of the dog which they were carrying. 

"Auwe! That was no other but the dog of the 
country, Poki" , answered the family. 

To this day is the saying: "Oh, I am going to 
wherever they take me. " 

Davis, Mrs. Kekuahooulu, of Kailua, Oahu 
Dictated in Hawaiian June 4,1952 
Translated by Dorothy Barrere 

See: Kona- -Nuuanu, "The Brindled Dog" and 
"Konahuanui" 

The Brindled Dog 

Pae was a large brindled dog that came from 
somewhere in the Koolau mountains on Oahu to seek 
adventure in the villages that border the sea, 

All went well until he was spied by the servants 
of a chief, who thought what a fine feast he would make 
for their chief if he were in an oven, So they caught 
him and roasted him and, placing him in a good-sized 
calabash, they tied a net about the calabash, thrust a 
pole through the handle of the net and started on their 
homeward journey over a narrow mountain trail with 
their load swinging from the pole between them, 

As they reached the top of a cliff, they saw a 
pretty ehu woman sitting beside a pool of water, She 
called, "Pae. Pae," "Here I am, " answered the dog 
from the calabash, "Where are you going?" "I am 
going with these men to visit the land of the chief, " 
The men were so frightened that they stood rooted to 
the spot, 

"Come here to me, Pae. Let us go home to
gether, " said the woman, 

f j 

L 
Pae immediately jumped out of the calabash. ! \ 

He showed no trace of the roast ing; he was once more LJ 
the sleek, fat brindled dog from the mountains, 

He ran with delight to his mistress, who, throw- l.J! 
ing her arms about him, dived with him into the depths 
of the pool, 

Then the frightened men, realizing that this 
dog was the pet of one of the moos of the Koolau moun
tains, ran away as quickly as they could, not daring to 
look behind them. 

From that day, all brindled dogs were looked 
upon with superstitious awe in Hawaii as under the· 

L 
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protection of the spirits of the lizard goddess, and a 
brindled dog is called ilio moo or "lizard dog" to this 
day. 

Green 
Folktales from Hawaii, p 48 

Tabu of Ke.ao.melemele 

Now the tabu of Ke.ao.melemele (the yellow 
clouds), who was the Princess of Waolani of Nuuanu 
Pali, was that no dog should bark or pig should squeal, 
and if this tabu was broken a big storm would come, 
the wind would blow a fearful gale, there would be a 
cloudburst, when the rain would cause the cascades to 
fill the streams, and the fog would sweep over the ra. 
vines. Llmplies ascending the Pali;] 

Taylor, Emma 
Poki 
Advertiser, Jan 12, 1935(?) 
Newspaper Clippings 

Ka.hole .a.ke .ahole 

Is at the gap of Nuuanu. It is a cliff with a val. 
ley below and is located where the wind blows the hard. 
est, close to Lanihuli on the Koolau side. 

T. Kelsey Coll. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

Battle of Nuuanu.Nakuina 

The battle of Nuuanu commenced at the heiau 
of Kanelaau just below the old flagstaff station on Punch. 
bowl about where Alapai joins Kinau and Lunalilo Streets 
and raged along a series of heiaus that formed the guard 
or outposts of the Puowaina sacred heiau. There was 
one called Mana above the Queen's Hospital, Kahehuna 
(Royal SchoOISite) and one at Kaakopua (Princess Ruth's 
now the Central Grammar). Here the battle raged the 
fiercest and the Oahuans were so hard pressed they were 
divided into two sections, one fleeing Ewa.ward carried 
the young prince Kaomealani along. He was the son of 
Kalanikupule, king of Oahu. This division was followed 
up by Nahili one of Kamehameha's most brillian gen. 
erals. The main portion of the Oahu army retreated 
fighting up Pauoa way but were met by the Hawaiians 
under Heulu who had stole a march around Punchbowl 
and poured down on the retreating defenders by the pass 
above Punchbowl, Papakolea. The Oahuans then retreat. 
ed to the height above Elekoki, on what is now known as 
Craigside, and the eastern portion of Judd Street. Here 
Kaiana was killed and Kalanikupule, the Oahu King was 
wounded by the shots from guns and cannon served by 

Young, Davis, Cox and other white men in the service 
of Kamehameha. The Oahu king, performing prodigies 
of valor and mortally wounded, ordered a retreat up the 
valley to gain the heights of Ahipuu and Puiwa, both 
strongly fortified heiaus, but as no attempt was made 
to stem the flow of blood from his wounds he got weaker 
and weaker and was carried to the Mua heiau, just above 
the Johnstone Homestead, where he died. The victori. 
ous Hawaiians pressed on after the fleeing Oahuans who, 
now deprived of the two recognised leaders, fought de. 
spairing to give time to their wives, children and old 
people gathered in upper Nuuanu to get over to Koolau 
and comparative safety by the dangerous Nuuanu trail, 
clinging on the face of the steep precipitous Nuuanu 
Palisade. A fierce, running battle was fought from 
Ahipuu to Puiwa and again the despairing Oahuans were 
dislodged and retired mauka fighting every step of the 
way. 

They took a final stand on the hill above the 
pond of Kahuailanawai, a heiau site. Here the wives, 
those who were not fighting with their husbands, chil. 
dren and elderly folks of the Oahu Chiefs were gathered, 
having refused to obey the order delivered by panting 
runner s to "Get over to Koolau. " 

These now joined by their despairing husbands, 
sons and fathers retreated slowly upwards towards the 
pass of Kaheleakeahole and were driven over the pali 
by the victorious Hawaiians under Nahili, who had pur. 
sued one wing of the fleeing Oahu army up Waolani pass 
on to Nuuanu and had arrived a little ahead of the main 
Hawaii army. Kamehameha who arrived later in the 
rear of his army, recognising that the fight for supre. 
macy was practically over, gave orders to stop the 
useless slaughter. 

It is a matter of record that nota single Oahu 
warrior obeyed the order to surrender, preferring to 
leap over the tremendous precipice to immediate death 
rather than life at the hands of the invaders. 

Nakuina, Emma Metcalf 
(Written by a great granddaughter of Nahili and 
also of a conquered Oahuan. ) 
Battle of Nuuanu 
Pacific Commercial Advertiser 
June 29, 1909 

Battle of Nuuanu 

In the year 1795 Kamehameha the First, King 
of Hawaii, in pursuance of his policy of uniting the whole 
Hawaiian group under his sway, came with an immense 
army to Oahu to make war against Kalanikupule, king 
of Maui and Oahu, and son of Kahekili, the famous 
warrior king of Maui, 

Kamehameha landed at Waikiki, his immense 
fleet of canoes occupying the beach from Waikiki to 
Waialae, to the windward of Diamond Head. 
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Immediately on disembarking the army was 
formed in line of battle and marched to Nuuanu Valley 
to meet Kalanikupule. Several running engagements 
took place between the opposing forces, commencing 
at the opening of the valley on the Ewa side of Punch
bowl, then again at about the present cemetery sites, 
and around where the royal mausoleum stands. Finally 
the hostile forces met in a pitched battle at Puiwa. 
The army of Kamehameha gradually gained the advan. 
tage, and the forces of the Oahuan king were pushed 
further and further up the valley. 

They tried to make a stand at Luakaha and at 
Kaniakapupu, the hill above, but were defeated by the 
superior forces under Kamehameha, and fleeing up 
the valley, were pursued and driven over the precipi
tous pali, thousands there meeting death. The victory 
was so complete that not one of the Oahu army that got 
into the upper part of the valley escaped. 

A young chiefess called her first born son Ka
heananui, in mournful remembrance of the great heap 
of the slain Oahuans composed either of those who were 
driven and fell over the pali, or of the slain or wounded 
in battle who were hurled over the cliff by the victori
ous Hawaiians. 

Kaheananui (the great heap of the slain. ) 

The chiefess Kalanikupaulakea was the great 
grandmother of the writer. 

Nakuina, Emma Metcalf 
Hawaii, its People Their Legends 
1904 

Battle of Nuuanu 

When asked as to her age when the battle of 
Nuucmu occurred, she (Kahemolele of Waimanalo) re_ 
membered that her father participated but escaped 
death. She remained with her mother. When news 
came from the first people who escaped, saying, "We 
are defeated, " they all fled and climbed the hills. She 
was able to run but, because of her fright, her mother 
carried her on her back. She remembered that her 
mother warned her not to cry, lest she be heard. Many 
abandoned their children because they cried, and the 
victors might trace them by the crying, to find and 
destroy them. 

They remained in the hills until war was declared 
over, that is, the defeated were called back. A cry was 
sent forth, "0 defeated ones, return to your homes. 
The danger of death is over. War is ended and the law 
of the Mamalahoa is declared. " 

Kimo, John 
A Very Old Woman Who Lived in the Reign of 
Eight Kings, Ku()koa March 22, 1890 
HEN: Vol I, p 2763 

Battle of Nuuanu 

Elekoki 
Opposite cemetery corner. 

At the foot of this slope occurred the first en
gagement of the Nuuanu Battle, 1795. 

Kawananakoa 

Ahipuu 

Right of road, this side wall of Mausoleum 
grounds. 

This is the site of the second engagement. 

::e~:a::~l~::::'e occurred the third engagement. l'~ 
l?uiwa 

Back of Queen Emma's house. 

At the base of the hills to the left was the Hawaii
an temple, Puiwa, where the forces of Kameha
meha rested during the Nuuanu Battle. 

Henriques 
Notes 

Battle of Kawaopali 

Kamehameha's victory over Kalanikupule, the 
Oahu king who was assisted by Kaiana, ill a site of his-
toric interest, The major part of the battle occurred 
just above the present Queen Emma Museum on the land 
of Puiwa, which is now called Lanakila in memory of 
Kamehameha's victory, According to John Bell the f 1 

name of this battle was Kawaopali, because of the clutcling . 
efforts of the Oahu men to escape. A full account of .J 

the battle is given by Thrum, "The Battle of Nuuanu", 
Hawaiian Annual 1899. 

.. , the battle of Nuuanu, (which was commonly 
called "Kalelekaanae, " i. e. the leap of the anae or mul- r :.' 
let, in derision of the poor wretches who were driven U 
over the Pali). , . 

Alexander, W. D. l'j' 
Maker of the Hawaiian Flag, p 10 
Hawaiian Historical Society 1898 

Battle of Nuuanu 

Kamehameha landed his fleet and disembarked 
his army on Oahu, extending from Waialae to Waikiki. 
Consuming but a few days in arranging and organizing, 

L 
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he marched up the Nuuanu Valley, where Kalanikupule 
had posted his forces, from Puiwa upwards. The hos. 
tile forces met at Laimi and Puiwa (on the right hand 
side of the valley), and for awhile the victory was hotly 
contested. 

Jarves in his account says, "the position of the 
Oahu army was on the steep side of the hill, about three 
miles in the rear of the town of Honolulu. A stone wall 
protected them in front, and the steepness of the ground 
availed them against an assault. Believing themselves 
secure, they defied their enemies with insulting ges. 
tures and bravados. A field piece, which Young had 
brought to bear upon them, knocking the stones about 
their heads, disordered their ranks and they broke and 
fled. Its most fatal result was the death of Kaiana, 
who was killed by this ball. His loss spread conster. 
nation among his troops and rendered the victory com. 
paratively easy. 

The forces of Kamehameha charged; in the on. 
slaught many of the Oahuans were slain, and the rest 
pursued with great slaughter until they were driven 
to the end of the valley, which terminates in a preci. 
pice of 600 feet, nearly perpendicular height,.... A 
few made their escape; some were driven headlong over 
its brink. and tumbled, mangled and lifeless corpses. 
on the rocks and trees beneath; others fought with des. 
peration and met a warrior's death, among whom was 
Kalanikupule, who gallantly contested his inheritance 
to the las t. " 

Fornander's account differs somewhat, "The su· 
periority of Kamehameha's artillery, the number of 
his guns, and the better practice of his soldiers, turned 
the day in his favor, and the defeat of the Oahu forces 
became an accelerated rout and a promiscuous slaughter. 
Of those who were not killed, some escaped up the 
sides of the mountains that enclose the valley on either 
side. while a large number were driven over the Pali 
of Nuuanu. . •. Kaiana and his brother Nahiolea were 
killed early in the battle. Koalaukani, Kalanikupule's 
brother, escaped to Kauai. Kalanikupule escaped in 
the jungle, and for several months lived in the moun. 
tain range which separates Koolaupoko from Ewa. He 
was captured in Waipio and sacrificed by Kamehameha. " 

Thrum 
The Battle of Nuuanu 
Annual 1899, p 111 

Battle of Nuuanu 

Nuuanu Battle is considered the greatest in 
Hawaiian history because all opposition to Kamehameha 
by the Maui and Oahu interests was crushed at one blow. 

In 1796, Broughton learned that the defenders 
of Oahu lost 300 all told. 

In 1796 also, Bishop learned from the white 
soldiers that "Not less than 500 of the enemy fell" and 
not more than 20 of their own on Maui, Molokai and 
Oahu. 

In 1823, Ellis was informed that 400 had been 
driven over the Patio 

Stokes 

In 1854, Bates gave it as 3, 000 at the Pali alone. 

By 1914 the Pali loss became 10,000. 

Dune Sepulture. Battle Mortality. and 
Kamehameha's Alleged Defeat on Kauai 
Hawaiian Historical Society, 1936. p 38 

other Battle of Nuuanu References: 
Pomander, polynesian Race, Vol. II, p 347 
Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, p 172 
Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdan, p 47 
Mellen, The Ionely Warrior, pp 83-86 

KAPALAMA 

Naming 

Kapalama means, the.enclosure.(of).lama, 
An enclosure made of the sacred wood from the lama 
tree. surrounded an establishment in which the young 
alii, chief and chiefess, were kept just before pairing 
off for offspring. Because the first born child of a high 
chief and chiefess was considered one of the highest 
ranking alii of old Hawaii, and in order to secure such 
an offspring, the selected chief and chiefess were placed 
under keepers in separate establishments. After reli. 
gious ceremonies had been performed and the mating 
accomplished, the chief and chiefess were allowed to 
leave. 

Kapalama is said to have obtained its name 
from just such an establishment which was once located 
there. (Condensation) 

Malo 
Hawaiian Antiquities, pp 135.139 

Kapalama, grandmother of Lepe.a.Moa, gave 
her name to the place where they lived. 

Thrum 
More Tales. p 170 

Cultivation 

Kapalama had two streams watering its terrace 
area, which was almost continuous from Iwilei up- to 
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the foothills above School Street, an area measuring 
about three quarters of a mile both in depth inland and 
in breadth. 

Handy 
Haw. Planter 
Vol I, p 79 

Taro lands at Kapalama 

To the land Ccmnissioners: I, Kaule, hereby 
state that nw land claim is from ancient times. It 
was fran Mild (M9ek) and on his death, fran Keonirniki 
(John Meek). There are 34 taro 10' i. I have had tv.D 
landlords on my claim. This is nw true mark X. 
Kapalama Kaule 

Native Register 
Vol. 3, p 427 

Niuhelewai 

Kaulu and his brother then returned from Ku
aihelani and stopped at Moanalua, where Kaholeha re
mained, while Kaulu went off to Niuhelewai to see the 
place. Niuhelewai is a place at Kapalama (below King 
Street) where Haumea lived. 

Haumea was an akua and no one who fell in its 
way was saved; all would be eaten up. Haumea was a 
woman. When Kaulu came to the home of Haumea, he 
found the akua asleep, so Kaulu woke her up. Haumea 
then asked Kaulu: ''Where are you going?" Kaulu re
plied: "Sightseeing." "You cannot go any further; this 
place is sacred to me and death shall meet those who 
disobey." Kaulu then asked her: "Are you strong?" 
Haumea replied: "Yes." Kaulu again said: "Yes, I 
will return and tomorrow I will come again, when we 
will fight." Haumea assented·to this. 

The reason why Kaulu deferred the fight with 
Haumea was because he wished to get some nets to 
catch Haumea with. These were the nets of MakaHi, 
..• Kaulu then flew up to Makalii and asked for the nets. 
Makalii allowed him to take them, and Kaulu returned 
with the nets and he again found Haumea asleep. Kaulu 
then surrounded the house with four thicknesses of real 
fish nets and two thicknesses of the nets of Makalii. 
When Kaulu saw that the house of Haumea was complete
ly encompassed with nets, he called out in a loud voice ••• 

When Haumea heard the call, she woke up and 
looking about saw that she was entirely surrounded with 
nets. She then began to tear them with her teeth. 
After cutting through the four thicknesses of fish nets 
she came to the nets of Makalii. At these nets Haumea 
was unable to cut them, and became so entangled and 

exhausted that she went to sleep. While asleep Kaulu 
set the house on fire, which consumed Haumea, killing 
her. 

Fornander Coll. 
Legend of Kaulu 
Vol V, p 368; also in Vol IV, p 530 

In this battle (between Kahahawai and Kahahana) 
the people of Oahu were defeated and slaughtered at 
Niuhelewai (name of locality of the Palama cane field 
between the Fire and Pumping stations), and the wa
ters of the stream were turned back, and the stream 
became damned by the corpses of men. 

Fornander Coll. 
Vol V, p 498 

Heiau at Kamehameha School 

A bulldozer making way for progress in 
Honolulu uncovered some historical Hawaiian ruins 
Friday. 

Found was a stone heiau--an old Hawaiian 
place of worship--that had been covered by bushes 
for decade s on the grounds of The Kame hame ha 
Schools. 

Dr. Kenneth Emory, staff anthropologist 
for the Bis hop Museum, said that the heiau, meas
uring about 40 by 30 feet, was used 1.50 to 200 
years ago by Hawaiians to pray for rain and good 
crops. 

"We call it an agricultural heiau," he said. 
"It's not one of human sacrifice." 

A construction crew discovered the ruins 
as they were working on a development project 
near the prep school gynmasium on the Kapalama 
Heights campus. 

When a bulldozer plowed through under
growth and struck the edge of the heiau, Joseph 
Ahui, a surveyor for Bishop Estate, was called 
over to examine it. He determined immediately 
that it was a man-made structure and probably a 
heiau similar to others he had seen in the Islands. 

This was confirmed by Emory later in the day. 

Next to the main platform of the heiau are 
two stone burial mounds. One is round, about 

15 feet in diameter. The other is oblong, 1.5 feet 
long and four feet wide. 

Emory said yesterday that the find is a 
significant one for Hawaii. 
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"There is so little left of Hawaiian history," 
he said. "At one time there were many heiaus such 
as this scattered throughout the Islands. But many 
were destroyed to make way for construction work." 

"Historical Hawaiian Ruins Uncovered 
on Kam Campus" 
Honolulu Advertiser 
May 21, 1961 

Stone 

(Site 411) This stone is located in Kapalama 
in a direct line between Violet Street in Kalihi and 
the last building of The Kamehameha Schools in Ka
palama, half way down the west side of the ridge of 
Kapalama Valley. 

It is a projecting natural rock 5'8" long and 5' 
high, in the shape of a crouching animal when viewed 
from the west. 

According to the informant, William J. Vierra 
of 1582 Wailele Street, age 49 years, it was venerated 
by the Hawaiians. He first saw it in 1911 when it was 
pointed out to him by an older brother and Hawaiians. 
He claims the Hawaiians laid their mats on top of the 
ridge between Kapalama Valley and Kamanaiki VaHey 
by the ledge there, and spent all day worshipping the 
s tone from a distance. They left sugar cane refuse 
which they had chewed for their lunch. 

In the opinion of Kenneth p. Emory, this is a 
phallic rock. The stone was visited on Jan. 20, 1954, 
by K. P. Emory, William J. Vierra, Mrs. Ray Harris, 
Elspeth Sterling and Catherine Surrmers. Mr. Vierra 
also stated that this stone was visited by the "bell 
stone" in Kalihi in the fonn of mist. C.C.S. 

( 5'8" > 

Holua Slide 

T 
5' 

1 

Viewed from 
slope on the 
west side. 

In 1931 Dr. Eduard Arning published his ethno
graphic notes made in Hawaii between 1883 and 1886. 
On plate 9 he reproduces a photograph of this ho1ua 
slide, which show s it very distinctly. 

J. F. G. Stokes told me that Brigham pointed 
the slide out to him about 1900. It was very indistinct 
then. Some years later, he attempted to locate it, but 
was unsuccessful. 
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On Wednesday afternoon, December 24, 1952, 
I, with two of my students, walked over the face of the 
slope where the slide must have existed. We found that 
the entire slope had been plowed or bull-dozed at one time 
or another and not a trace of what could be interpreted 
as a remnant of the slide. From the photograph it would 
seem to have emerged about the vicinity of Kapalama 
Street. 

Emory, Kenneth P •. 
Letter to Colonel Harold W. Kent 

The course of an old-time holua slide is at the 
present writing clearly to be made out sloping down 
the foot-hills back of the Kamehameha School. The 
track is of such a width, about 18 feet, as to preclude 
the possibility of two sleds travelling abreast. It is 
substantially paved with flat stones, which must have 
held their position for many generations. The earth 
that once covered them has been mostly washed away. 

Malo 
Hawaiian Antiquities 
Note by Emerson, p 224 

Puea, Oomaunahele, and Paepaenuileimoku 

Thrum mentions "Puea, Palama, is a noted 
place to which offerings were taken; probably only a 
sacred shrine. Long since removed •••• 

"Oomaunahele and Paepaenuileimoku, are names 
of Kapalama heiaus known only in tradition. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
Site 71 

Place Names 

WaUuakio--Ahuapau's, king of Oahu, house was 
situated at Kalaepohaku, close to Wailuakio at Kapalama. 

valley. 

Lyons 

KALIHI 

Naming 

Kalihi is the "outside edge, " or boundary 

Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Haw. Annual 1901, p 181 
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Cultivation 

Extensive terraces covered all the flatland 
in lower Kalihi Valley for approximately 1.25 miles 
on both sides of the stream. Above this the valley 
is too narrow for terraces for a mile or more; but 
in upper Kalihi there are numerous small areas that 
were developed in terraces. Bennett says of this 
valley: "Human dwellings and cultivated lands are 
here very few, or scattered thinly over a great ex
tent of probably the finest soil in the wor Id. " 

Handy 
Haw. Planter Vol I 

(See: Kalihi- -Ku.pehau) 

Description of Kalihi Valley 

The valley of Kalihi succeeds to that of Anuu_ 
ana, but is less bold and diversified in its scenery. 
Human dwellings and cultivated lands are here very 
few, or scattered thinly over a great extent of, prob
ably, the finest soil in the world, The commence
ment of the valley is a broad pasture-plain, the tall 
grass waving on every side, and intersected by a foot
path, reminding one forcibly of the rural scenes 
which precede the hay-harvest in Englan~. Kalihi 
has a pas s to the vale of Kolau similar to the pari 
of Anuuana, though more precipitous, and only em
ployed by a few of the islanders who convey fish from 
Kolau to Honoruru, I descended it in company with a 
native guide, but found the task difficult, and scarcely 
practicable without the aid afforded by the boughs of 
trees. 

Bennett 
Narrative of a Whaling Voyage 1834-1835 
Vol I, P 202 

Kaieie, Kaoleo, and Haunapo Heiaus 

Ka-ieie. In her human body as Papa, Haumea 
lives on Oahu as wife of Wakea; in her spirit body 
as Haumea she returns to the divine land of the gods 
in Nuumealani and changes her form from age to 
youth and returns to ma.rry with her children and 
grandchildren. Some place these transformations 
on Oahu at the heiau of Ka-ieie built for her worship 
in Kalihi Valley. 

Beckwith 
Haw. Mythology, p 278 

Site 72. If any archaeological remains yet 
eXist in Kalihi Valley, they are not known to the Ha-

KONA KALIHI [' 

waiians. David Kama, who is caretaker of the water 
reserve, teUs me that he has heard the drums on 
nights of Kane, above his house, but he has never 
found the heiau. 

Thrum mentions three heiaus about which 
I have been unable to obtain additional information: 

Kaoleo, Kalihi-kai, no particulars ascer-
tained, 

Haunapo, Kalihi-kai, no particulars ascer-
tained, 

Kaieie, Kalihi-uka, on premises of Dr. Huddy; 
of hoouluai class. Haumea its deity. Parts of foun
dations only remain. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

Kaha,kaaulana 

. The narrow place in the Kalihi harbour inlet, 
and formerly the place where travellers used to swim 
across to Kalaekao or Puuloa to avoid the long de
tour by way of Moanalua. 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
Nov. 17, 1883 

Ananoho Fishpond (Des.) 

Site 73. An oval_shaped pond 52 acres in 
area. The walls approximate 4700 feet in length, 
and average 6 feet in width. They are primarily of 
coral and average 3 feet in height. There are now 
two houses on the wall, but houses and makaha are 
modern. 

Auiki is a small adjoining pond partly filled. 
It is 12 acres in area with a 900-foot wall. (Des,) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Pahouiki, Pahounui, and Apili Fishpond (Des, ) 

Three adjoining fishponds off KaLihi. 

Site 74. Pahouiki is the smallest, being 14 
acres in area with a wall 1050 feet in length. The 
wall is of coral, with one house and two makaha now, 
It is open to Pahounui, a pond of 26 acres with a 
wall 2600 feet long. The walls are also of coral 
with one house and two makaha. It adjoins but does 
not open to Apili pond, which is 28 acres in extent, 
with a wall 1500 feet long. 

McAllister 
Ar ch. of Oahu 
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Apili, "Caught. snared or stuck:" Land sur. 
rounding the fishpond in Kalihi. Oahu, belonging to 
the Adams' family, It was there that Capt, Alexander 
Adams had his famous gardens, which was quite a 
place of resort for strangers and whale men, about 
1850, The fishpond is yet famous for the superior 
flavor of its fish, particularly the awa, which, eaten 
raw, is esteemed a rare treat by native epicures, 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press, July 28, 1883 

Papa.nui.aimoku 

On the seaward side of the old trail, a little 
below the Kalihi pumping station, is a gradual slope 
and there a huge stone was found, Most of its body 
was deep in the ground, , " It was called Papa.nui. 
aimoku, 

Kekalukalu.o.Kewa, a Kauai chief came to 
Oahu. He called to this stone to come up out of the 
ground, It came up, The hollow, below the pump. 
ing station was where it once stood, 

Kekalukaluokewa 
Aloha Aina, Mar, 4. 1911 
Oahu Place Names 

Bell Stone 

Was located at 3550 Kalihi Valley Road op:' 
posite Pole #219. Moved to the Bishop Museum in 
1954. 

William J. Vierra showed it to us in 1954. 

Summers, C. C. 

Keana Kamano 

On the Kamaniki side of the Kalihi Valley 
there was once a shallow cave called Keana Kamano, 
It was called the cave of the sharks because the big 
shark gods from Pearl Harbor often went there to 
rest, 

Keana Kamano led into the fabulous under. 
ground cave believed in olden times to occupy the 
center of the Island of Oahu. 

One branch of the cave led around and under 
the mountains to Pearl Harbor. Another branch 
of the cave led to the center of the Island where there 
was a sacred pool for swimming, 
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Hawaiians living today can tell of elders who 
once traveled these caves and who once swam in the 
sacred pool, An earthquake about 1900 closed up 
the caves and no one has been known to travel them 
since. 

It may be that the cave.in of the Wilson Tun. 
nel occurred over the old lava tube leading to Pearl 
Harbor, 

Taylor, Clarice 
Honolulu Star .Bulletin 
Aug, 19, 1954, 

Don Mitchell told me this cave was supposed 
to be near The Kameha.meha Schools, C. C, S, 

Iole.loa 

Iole.loawas a supernatural rat that went up 
Kalihi Valley. 

It is a long stone On the wall of the Catholic 
Cemetary. 

Pukui, Mrs. M. K. 
May 28, 1953 

Ka·elemu.wai 0 Kalihi and Kupehau 
(The anus water of Kalihi) 

(Site 412) When almost out of the hill valley 
of Kalihi, close to Joe Kalama's place, mauka is the 
spot called "The anus of Kalihi." This is the exact 
place, in a solid immovable rock in the center of 
the stream, and when the flow is low one can see a 
little hole in the center shaped like an anus, In the 
dry season the water goes down into the hole and 
comes out under it. The rock about the hole is shaped 
like the seat. 

In olden days, on the Ewa side of the stream 
was a place called Kupehau. It is an old house site 
for the chiefs of Hawaii, a place filled with vege. 
table food. Delicious poi and tender taro tops grew 
there. Kamehameha the first was among the chiefs 
who visited here. After the battles on Oahu, he went 
to rest at Kupehau and one day the chiefs ~ame down 
there to bathe when the water was low. Kamehameha 
stuck his finger into the hole and said, "Kahaha, 
the water of Kalihi comes from an anus, " And from 
that day the name stuck to the place. 

Note: Okole is not a polite word, elemu is 
the word to use. 

Poepoe Coll. 
HEN: Vol II, p 155 
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Hakaio 

Hakaio, is the middle ridge of Kalihi Valley 
separating the sub-valleys of Kamana -nui on the left 
(in which is the Puka_kukae_wai_o_Kalihi) and Kamana
iki on the right. 

T. Kelsey Coll. 
HEN: Vol I, p 819 

Popoulu 

Look now at the sides of the steep diU to 
the right equal in height with the side of Kapo. This 
hill is Kamohoalii. This is own brother of Kapo. 
He was born from the top of the head of Haumea. 
He is the beloved brother of Pele, the one who saved 
the fire when she battled with Kamapuaa. These 
three were the three wonderful ones who came from 
Wake a and Papa, who was also Haumea, Kapo-ulu
kina'u, Ka-moho-alii, and Pele-honua-mea. The 
Hiiaka were younger. 

Poepoe Coll. 
HEN: Vol II, p 154 

Papa looked away from Kapo and there was 
born from her head a sharp pali, or precipice, often 
mist-covered; this was Kamoho-alii. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 30 

Kapo 

Going toward the town after leaving the up_ 
land of Kilohana, the visitor goes down to the valley. 
When he reaches it he may turn to look to another 
hill standing proudly with this peak always covered 
with mist. Looking a little way down its side, he 
sees a jungle of growth with waterfalls trickling like 
milk down its sides to the base of the pali. There is 
visible a peculiar stone shaped something like a house 
in front and a fish tail behind. It is about seven feet 
long and three wide. That stone is said to be tabu 
and it is there to this day. Remember in our story 
this Kapo was the own daughter of Haumea and had many 
names: Kapo, Kapoulakina'u, Laka and others. A 
very sacred tabu of the gods rested upon her and 
she was the leader that was never missing from a 
group skillful in the art of the Hawaiian hula. Some 
natives of that pali living today say that they have 
met this woman at noon when the sun is shining bright_ 
ly at this spot mentioned above. Sometimes she met 
the people and talked to them face to face. Often she 
had stones cast at her by those who mistook her for 
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a moo woman. It was said that she was born from the 
eyes of Haumea. Her tabu as a god was very high 
and she is feared to this day. She is own sister of 
Pele-honua_mea, who dwells in the bosom of Hale_ 
maumau with many of her younger brothers and 
sisters. In ancient days the birds were silent in this 
place and their sweet voices were not heard in the 
upland. Kapo is the name of this place to this day. 

Poepoe Coll., HEN: Vol II, p 153 

After leaving the upland of Kilohana a person 
descending on the Ewa side facing the town should look 
to the Waikiki side to another hill standing proudly 
etc. 

M:::A1.lister 
Arch. of oahu, P 89 

Hapuu and Kalaihauola 

(Site 413) Where the road, still frequented 
to this day, crosses over to this side of the stream 
for the second time, close to the edge of the flowing 
water stand cwo stones, about four feet or over in 
height. These stones are Hapuu and Kalaihauola. 
Hapuu is the name of the place to this day. They 
were said to be mysterious people from this side of 
the valley of Nuuanu. They left Nuuanu with others 
of their kind because there was war in Nuuanu and 
some fled. Some settled in the uplands of Kalihi. 
Where are the others? Strangers should pull leaves, 
braid them into a lei, and place it on the stones, 
then they will meet with no trouble on the way to 
Kilohana and back. They will encounter no mists 
and cold and will not lose the road. When naughty 
children see that there are no leis on the stones 
when visitors go to Kilohana, they sometimes break 
lehua ohia branches or tree fern, dip them in water 
and sprinkle the two stones. Soon after, the top of 
Kilohana will be covered with mist, perhaps a drench
ing rain will pour and the visitors shiver with cold. 
Sometimes the children are naughty enough to throw 
away the lei offered and the same thing will occur. 

Poepoe Coll. 
HEN: Vol II, p 154 

Destroyed October 1953. Located at the foot 
of Puu Nukohe. C. C. S. 

Hapuu and Kalaihauola 

Nothing less than the sacrifice of a black 
pig with a red stripe down the body can undo the mis
chief which has been done in building the approach 
road to the Kalihi end of the Wilson Tunnel. 
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That is what some Hawaiians are saying af
ter hearing of the destruction of the two Eepa stones 
which stood since the beginning of time within the 
forest reserve area site. 

The two famous stones were destroyed by 
bulldozers last October when the men first cleared 
the area for the approach road. 

Their destruction was probably the cause of 
the drought which gripped this Island during the 
Fall months and the heavy rains which have been fall
ing this summer and caused the Wilson Tunnel cave
in, the Hawaiians say. 

Further trouble can be avoided with a proper 
ceremony in which forgiveness is asked for the dis
turbance of sacred land belonging to Hawaii's an
cient gods and by the offering of a particular black 
pig, the puaa hiwa olomea and, among other things, 
a red chicken called the moa ula hiwa. 

The reason why the stones were so important 
is that they were believed to have been placed in the 
Kalihi-uka spot by the Eepa people, small folks re
lated to the Menehunes who were driven out of Nuu
anu Valley when the gods resided near the Country 
Club. 

The stones were called Hapuu and Kalaihauola 
and were believed to be the embodiment of two kupua 
goddesses. The stones stood in an area of pools of 
spring water. One pool was icy cold, others warm. 
Hawaiian mothers brought their newborn babes to 
the spot and bathed them in the warm spring. 

Travelers to the area placed leis and flowers 
upon the stones, at the same time asking the Eepa 
not to play tricks on them. 

A favorite lei offering was made of the sweet 
smelling pala palai fern. 

The pools marked the spot where the great 
god Kane struck the earth and brought forth water. 
It is called Ka puka wai 0 Kalihi, the water door of 
Kalihi.* 

In olden days no one would move the rocks 
or sprinkle them with water for fear of bringing 
sharp rains. 

It may be that the complete destruction of 
the rocks brought last Winter's drought because the 
goddess who sits on the mountain tops in mist and 
rain could not come down to the base of the mountain, 
bringing the rain, and find the old rocks to sit upon, 
the Hawaiians say. 

Taylor, Clarice 
Honolulu Star -Bulletin 
Aug. 18, 1954 

*See: Kalihi- -Kapuka-wai-o-KaUhi 
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Ka-puka- Wai-o-Kalihi 
(The water door of Kalihi) 

Kane and Kanaloa journeyed along the coast 
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of the island Oahu until they came to Kalihi. For a 
Long time they had been looking up the hillsides and 
along the water courses for awa. At Kalihi a number 
of fine awa roots were growing. They pulled up the 
roots and prepared them for chewing. When the 
awa was ready Kanaloa looked for fresh water, but 
could not find any. So he said to Kane, "Our awa is 
good, but there is no water in this place. Where can 
we find water for this awa?" 

Kane said, "There is indeed water here. " 
He had a "large and strong staff." This he took in 
his hands and stepped out on the bed of lava which 
now underlies the soil of the region. He began to 
strike the earth. Deep went the point of his staff 
into the rock, smashing and splintering it and break
ing open a hole out of which water leaped for them 
to mix with their prepared awa. This pool of fresh 
water has been known since the days of old as Ka
pukawaioKalihi. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Honolulu, p 35 

A tale of Kilohana Hill 

A visitor today to the uplands of Kalihi valley 
on the island of Oahu, should he start just mauka of 
Kamehameha school grounds and go on to the center 
of the valley and look straight up toward the Koolau 
mountains, will see a peak on the north eastern side 
of the valley. That is the peak or hill of Kilohana, 
the home dark with mist, of Wakea and Papa, the 
ancestral kupua chiefs of Hawaii and this is the ac
count of their life in the forest uplands and of planting 
the root from which spring the mysterious people of 
that upland. 

Of Papa it is said that she was a woman more 
than mortal, a kupua, and that she bore many names, 
such as Papa, Haumea, and Kamaha'ikanil. 

Wakea was a man and human and he was the 
husband of Papa when she was called Haumea. They 
left the border of Kahiki in the days long past, and 
became the parents of the Hawaiian people, and lived 
on the hill of Kilohana which stands high up in the 
valley of Kalihi, upland on the north-east side, on 
the cliff which rises west of the place where are the 
coral beds of Heeia. They got their living by gather
ing over-ripe bananas in the uplands, the mealy yam 
that lay in the soil, the wild taro so delicious for poi, 
these were their vegetable food, growing things 
made tabu by a chief who lived in Honolulu in those 
days, and also the gobey fish (oopu moe wail in the 
stream, the smooth shrimp (opae kala ole) without 
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a spike, the edible fern-root (lau holio) of the forest, 
the black crab (alamihi) of the Koolau side, the frag
rant seaweed of the coral beds of Heeia, the fat 
crabs (papai) from all these places. These were 
relishes to be eaten with the things that grew in the 
uplands. And so many days passed in this mode of 
living. 

When these ancestors of ours came to live on 
these heights, they built a house for themselves in 
that depressed place on the right side of the hill which 
stands up in a peak on the mauka boundary of the 
road taken by visitors at this time. Here they passed 
the hot days of summer and the time of drenching 
showers of the rainy season. 

One bright sunny day they were eating at their 
home on the mountain and Haumea turned to look down 
to the lowland where lay the sea of Mokapu and the 
tranquil waters of Heeia. She longed for the crabs 
and seaweeds of these places and descended on the 
Koolau side of the ridge through a tangle of plants 
and along the trail leading through the pandanus 
groves of Kekele (seen to this day) (See: Kaneohe-
Kekele) eager to wet her hands in the sea. 

Wakea meanwhile went after wild bananas to 
eat with the fish his wife would bring home, seeking 
them in the place where he was accustomed to find 
them on the other side of Kilohana. The chiefls men 
had found the trees thrown down and the fruit taken, 
as well as popolo broken. He had long suspected a 
thief but had never been able to catch him. Now they 
watched and when Wake a came to cut bananas they 
seized him, bound him and brought him to the pool' 
of Wai.kahalulu and tied him to a big tree standing 
at the north of the pool. Then they went to notify 
the chief in Honolulu. Haumea, meanwhile, as she 
was catching the black crabs and gathering seaweed, 
felt a sudden wave of longing for her husband clutch 
her heart and she hurried home. He was not there. 
She looked down the valley and saw him with his hands 
tied behind his back and being led away to the chief. 

She left her container and went after her hus. 
band. The crabs crawled out and went into the under
brush, the seaweed crept up the trees and became 
tangled there, where both are to be found to this day. 
(See: Koolaupoko _ .Heeia, "Haakolea"), 

She followed along the route her husband had 
been taken as far as this side of the stream of Pu
ehuehu. There she met a farmer who told her of the 
fate awaiting Wakea. She asked for water and was 
told there was none, She said, "If I throw a stone 
and there is a splashing sound what then?" "Then 
there is water, " he said. She threw the stone, it 
dropped into water, and that is the spring above 
Puehuehu today. She drank and went on. 

Haumea was a beautiful woman. She wore a 
skirt of yellow banana leaves and wreaths of ti leaves 
around her head and neck. Upon reaching the place 
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where her husband was to be burned to death, she 
requested the overseer to allow her to give her hus
band a last embrace. As soon as she touched her 
husband, the tree to which he was bound opened up, 
the ropes fell away, the two disappeared within, and 
the tree returned to its former shape, The men were 
excited and ran to tell the chief. He commanded 
them to cut down the tree with an axe, and all gath. 
ered about to find the missing man and his wife. 
The first man who struck his axe into the tree was 
hit with a chip from the tree and fell dead, Another 
man was served likewise, So it went on until they 
consulted a kahuna, He told them that this woman 
was no other than Haumea, "the mysterious one from 
the borders of Kahiki, " the woman of many bodies and 
of the lineage of gods, They performed ceremonies 
to appease the gods and the mountain dwellers re
turned to their home in the hills, (Condensation) 

Beckwith, Martha 
Place names--Kalihi Valley 
HEN: Vol II, p 150 

Kilohana 

See Legend of Breadfruit Tree, Kilohana 
home of Wakea and Papa. 

Westervelt 
Legends of Old Honolulu 

Ka ua Poolipilipi-o-Kalihi 
(The rain of Kalihi that sharpens the head) 

In the olden days there were a mala and a 
woman who loved each other and stole away to hide 
in the forest without the knowledge of the girlls pa
rents, and indulged their passion, A little patter of 
rain fell on them but they paid no attention to it, 
After a pause, one went to see if the rain had cleared. 
It had not and they fell asleep, After some time they 
awoke, found the rain still falling and again went to 
sleep. For several days and nights the two slept 
and the rain fell, At length they woke and found that 
their heads had been sharpened and flattened from the 
long sleep while the rain fell, day and night, Hence 
it is called "the rain that sharpens the heads in Kalihi. " 

Poepoe CoIl. 
HEN: VollI, p 155 

Pahu.kikala (Pierce-hip) 

Wakea and Haumea were kind to the Koolau 
people. When Kumuhonua heard that they had re-
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turned and were living as chiefs of Paliku, he sent 
messengers all around Oahu to raise a huge army 
to fight. The Kona men resFOOded but the Koolau 
men did not. They were in favor of Wakea. When 
Kumuhonua declared war again, the Koolau men un· 
der KaLi'u carne up to Nuuanu and Kalihi. In the 
battle, Kumuhonu's hip was pierced with a spear and 
killed near a pool. The place is called Pahu.kikala 
(Pierce.hip) to this day. Wakea became chief of the 
whole island of Oahu. 

Moolelo Kahiko no Hawaii 
Hoku 0 Hawaii 
March 12, 1928 

Salt Pans 

These primitive salt.works also occur at 
such places as Kalihi .•. 

Maccaughey 
A Footpath Journey 
Mid.Pacific Magazine, Vol 14, 1917 

Place Names 

Puuhale··where Kalihi.kai hospital is. (Hos. 
pital has been moved. Its location was makai of 
KaliawaStreet, 1957. C.C.S.) 

Kahu.pilau •• land between Kalihi.uka and 
Kal ihi _ waena. 

Kaiwiula •• place where the Bishop Museum 
stands. 

KAHAUIKI 

Cultivation 

Kahauiki Stream irrigated a moderate.sized 
area of terraces extending from the sea inland for 
about half a mile. 

Handy 
Haw. Planter, Vol I, p 79 

Weli Fishpond (Des. ) 

Site 75. Between Kahauiki and Mokumoa 
Island. 

Said to be 30 acres in area. The greater part 
of its walls appear to be earth embankments, mostly 
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natural. It is now separated from Kaikikapu pond by 
a roadway. Kaikikapu is 20 acres in area with a 
wall from Mok,umoa Island to Moanalua 900 feet 
long. (Des.) 

McAllister 
Arch.of Oahu 

Burial Ground 

The military reservation (Fort Shafter) was 
a burial ground extending as far as Pohaha and up 
inland to the home of one of the sons of the Honor. 
able S. M. Damon, that is on Puukapu where the evil 
chiefs carried on their mischievous work. 

Mokumaia, J.K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku ao Moanalua 
i Keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Aug. 17, 1922 

Puukapu Heiau 

Puukapu heiau. Listed by Thrum: "Kahauiki, 
mauka of military quarters. Foundations only trace
able. Reports as to class and size as also its kahuna 
are conflicting. " Puukapu is the name of the hill 
described in Site SS' (Terrace facings ( ?), Moanalua) 
and the surrounding land. ,It seems doubtful that the 
same name would have been applied to a heia~ in an 
adjoining land section. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kawa.luna Stone 

• • •• At the stone called Kapapaikawaluna that 
stood on the upper road of Kahauiki .•• 

Kamakau 
History 
Chap 6, p IS 

See also: 
S. M. Kamakau 

Ruling Chiefs, p 139 

When Haumea saw her grandchild was taken 
(from Lelepua by Kula.uka) she gathered her various 
flying objects together, but none were capable of 
distant flight. Sh~ therefore leaped and entered the 
dark-shiny.way of Kane, and nearly overtook them, 
when the birdman (Kula.uka) released a stone. 
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When Haumea saw the falling of the stone, she mistook 
it for the grandchild and turned below in search there
of, When about to catch it, the thundering noise 
from below occurred; it was the Kawa-Iuna stone, 

Legend of Pupu-hulu-ana 
Kuokoa Aug, 12, 1865 
Haw, Ann, for 1926, p 92 

Poki 

Kahauiki ridge is, according to one of my 
informants, a favorite spot of Pokils, If a person 
is travelling mauka and Poki is observed in the same 
dir ection, all is well, But if Poki is met, or seen 
lying across the road, one had better take the warn
ing and return home or disaster will be met with, 

Stokes, J, F, G, 
Miscellaneous Notes 
Archaeology Lab 
Bishop Museum 

MOANALUA 

Cultivation 

In land of what is now Moanalua Park is a 
moderate-sized area of terraces, (See: Naming 
of Moanalua) 

These terraces are now planted in wet taro 
by Chinese, and are irrigated with water from Kalou 
Stream, which empties into Moanalua Stream three 
quarters of a mile inland, The large area south
west of lower Moanalua Stream, which is now partly 
park and partly planted to bananas, was formerly 
all taro terraces, Most of this area·to seaward is 
still plantea in flourishing taro grown by Chinese, 
There are also extensive irrigated patches east of 
the lower course of the stream which presumably used 
to be taro beds but are now partly planted in rice and 
partly unused, 

Up Moanalua Stream above Kalou Stream 
there was a little terrace land, but most of the ground 
bordering Moanalua along the highway and up through 
the present golf course is too high and too irregular 
for irrigation, Informants say there were no terrace 
areas so far as they know in upper Moanalua Valley 
but that quantities of semi-wild taro were planted 
along the stream and on the hillsides, 

On December 18, 1815, Kotzebue records 
in his diary the following comments upon what he 
termed "Mounaloa, Oahu", and the "Mouna Roa 
River, Oahu": 
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"Our way led us through a romantic valley, 
where we seated ourselves under shady breadfruit 
trees, on the banks of a salt lake"" We again as-
cended a high mountain and were, soon afterwards, 
in a beautifully cultivated plain, among taro fields, 
sugar plantations, and banana trees," 

Handy 
Haw, Planter I Vol I 

Naming 

The name of Moanalua came from two taro 
patches close to the road taken by travellers from 
Ewa, They were very close to the spring of Iemi, 
When the travellers came to the place just men
tioned, they found the tar 0 leave s solar ge that the 
keepers groped in the dark for taro for the chiefs, 
The taro and oha grew close together and that is 
how it got its name that remained famous to this 
day"" These patches weren't much to look at, 
but were peculiar in that a spring came up in them, 
They were kept for the chiefs, They lay in the 
level with the land till Iemi was reached, 

Mokumaia, J, K, 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i Keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, April 7, 1922 

See: Kona--Moanalua, "Spring of Iemi" 

Moanalua is named for the great expanse of 
level land and reef at the sea, 

Lyons 
Meaning of Some Hawaiian Place Names 
Haw, Annual 1901, p 182 

Historical Data of the Land 

Data prior to 1795 and the conquest of Oahu 
by Kamehameha I: From ancie.nt times .Moanalua 
had been an appendage of the Royal House of Oahu, 
When Kahekili, King of the Island of Maui, conquered 
Oahu, Moanalua came over to him; he was a great 
general and had defeated Kamehameha when the lat
ter was a general under Kalaniopuu at Waikapu, Maui, 
and had spared his life, When he left Maui, he placed 
the Kingdom in charge of his son, Kalanikupule, who 
had not the abilities of Kahekili and who was defeated 
by Kamehameha at Wailuku, Kalanikupule escaped 
to Oahu to his father IS court, 

When Kahekili saw that Kamehameha was 
determined to place Oahu under his yoke, the old 
man sent word to him: 
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"To wait until the black pig was placed at 
his nose and then the Kingdom would be his." mean. 
ing that Kamehameha should succeed him in the 
government. When Kahekili died Kamehameha came 
to clain his own and was resisted by Kalanikupule, 
who was defeated with great slaughter at the Nuuanu 
Pali. Kalanikupule escaped and wandered for months 
in the Koolau ·Mountains until he was captured in a 
cave above Waipio and brought to Kamehameha. Ka. 
mehameha, for his treachery cau.sed him to be sac. 
rificed on an altar on the high land on this side of 
Moanalua, probably at the Heiau of Puukapu near the 
residence of S. E. Damon. 

After the conquest of Oahu by Kamehameha I, 
in 1795, he gave Moanalua to Kameeiamoku, one of 
the four great chiefs who had raised him to the throne 
and had aided him in all his wars. Kameeiamoku 
died at Lahaina in 1802, and his lands, including 
Moanalua, descended to his son Hoapili, the most 
intimate friend of Kamehameha, who afterwards 
became Governor of Maui and was a successful gen. 
eral in subsequent wars, and had charge of the ex. 
pedition sent in 1824 to subdue the revolt of certain 
disaffected chiefs of Kauai. Hoapili was buried at 
Lahaina. The Hon. B. Pauahi Bishop erected a monu· 
me nt in hi s honor. Liliha, his daughter, married 
Gov. Bokij both visited England with Liholiho K. 2. 
Hoapili married Kaheiheimalie, alias Kalakaua, 
and adopted Lot Kamehameha K. Vth, who inherited 
Moanalua from him, thence it descended to his half 
sister Ruth Keelikolani (w), daughter of Kekuanaoa 
and Pauahi (w), thence by will to Bernice Pauahi 
Bishop, her cousin, daughter of the high chief A. 
Paki and of the Chiefess Konia, granddaughter of 
Kamehameha 1st and sister of Pauahi, thence by 
will to S. M. Damon. 

Codicil October 31st, 1883. 
9th. "I give, devise and bequeath unto my 

"friend, Samuel M. Damon of said Hono. 
"lulu, all of that tract of land known 

Moanalua 

"as the Ahupuaa of Moanalua, situated 
"in the district of Honolulu, Island of 
"Oahuj and also the fishery of Kaliawa, 
"to have and to hold with the appul;'ten. 
fIances to him, his heirs and assigns 
"for ever. " 

Historical data, Account found among papers 
of Mrs. S. M. Damon 1958, courtesy of 
Frances Damon, 

Imu 

I (Condensation) Ka.mahalo.lani.ali'i, chief 
i at Moanalua on Oahu, jealous of the admiration women 

j show for the handsomeKeli'i.kanaka.ole (The chief 
without followers), challenges him to a riddling match, 
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roasting in the oven to be the stake, Paeli, an upland 
man who has taught the chief the riddle with which 
he challenges his rival, takes pity on the handsome 
fellow and teaches him the answer, The riddle con. 
tains the description of a child's life from pregnancy 
to youth, and Keli'i acts out realistically the interpre. 
tation, then escapes instantly and remains in hiding 
until the chief's death. 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology, p 461 

Site 76. A story is told by Namakahelu re. 
lating to an old imu which was once in the Moanalua 
gardens at the present site of the Damon "Chinese 
house." 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu, pp 91, 92 

Poki 

Site 77. Poki, an apparition not peculiar to 
Moanalua but which has been seen in many places 
on the island. The most vivid description, however, 
was from a European living in Moanalua. 

It happened many years ago as he was re. 
turning from Honolulu on horseback. The moon had 
just risen, flooding the tops of ridges with light, 
which emphasized the blackness of valleys. He had 
just passed Fort Shafter and was beginning the de. 
scent into Moanalua when, with a sudden jerk, his 
horse stopped and stood trembling. In the distance 
arose the wailing of dogs. Glancing about, the rider 
saw coming off the ridge to his right a pale form. 
As he watched, it left the ridge and passed over the 
dark valley. It was a shapeless, white form, a mist, 
convulsed with movement, but slowly and stately 
moving over the invisible treetops, clear and distinct 
against the black silhouette of the Koolau Range. 
As the apparition passed over the settlement, there 
preceded it the whimpering and wailing dogs, but in 
its path there followed a deathly stillness. Even af. 
ter it was lost to sight, its presence could be fo1. 
lowed by the ever attendant wailing. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Wakaina Heiau (Des. ) 

Site 77.A Wakaina heiau on the land of Umimua. 
On the plateau now cultivated, mountain side of the 
Damon home, Namakahelu indicated the site, of which 
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nothing remains. Thrum, who called the heaiu Umimua, 
says: "Heiau Pookanaka, about 100 by 70 feet. Some 
little distance below it is said to be its sacrificial stone. 
Its walls are yet to be seen, in ruins. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mapunapuna Fishpond (Des. ) 

Site 78. The pond is 40 acres in area with a 
wall 1600 feet long. The wall, 10 feet wide, 1 foot 
above the water on the inside, and 2. 5 feet high out
side, is almost straight, inclosing a small inlet. 
There are now four outlets (makaha). The wall is 
principally of coral. Adjoining it on the landward 
side and near the Damons' house, is a small pond 
said to have been called Keawamalia. It is surroun
ded by earth embankments. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Mapunapuna Fish pond--mullet 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 3, 19Z2 

Awaawaloa Fishpond (Des. ) 

Site 79. A small 8. 8-acre pond with a coral 
rock wall 900 feet long. There are now two outlets 
(makaha). The wall is broken. The adjoining pond, 
known as Ahua, is said to be recent. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaloaloa Fishpond (Des. ) 

Site 80. The pond is 36 acres in area, with 
a semicircular wall 2700 feet long. The walls are 
of coral, 6 feet wide and 3 feet high. There are 
three outlets (makaha). 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaloaloa fishpond--awa-aua 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 3, .1922 

Kaihikapu Fishpond (Filled) 

Site 81. This pond, which is 258 acres in 
area, with a coral wall 4500 feet in length, 3 to 8 
feet in width, and 3 feet high, and three outlets, was 
built by Kaihikapu-a-Manuia. In the vicinity there 
were apparently salt pans, for when Captain Brown 
ran short of salt, he was directed "To the saltponds 
at Kaihikapu" by Kalanikupule. While the crew was 
obtaining salt, Captains Brown and Gardner were 
killed by a party of Hawaiians under Kalanikupule 
and Kamohomoho. (See For. Pol. Race Vol II, p 267) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Kaihi-kapu pond--the papa'i crabs 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 3, 1922 
(Talking about 1884) 

Lelepaua (Des ) 

Site 82. A large inland fishpond. It is "332 
acres, mostly filled, " according to Cobb, The walls 
were coral and earth embankment, 10 feet or mOre 
wide. The pond was built by Kaihikapu-a-Manuia, 
and according to Dibble was the place at which Cap
tain Brown obtained salt. (See Kaihikapu Fishpond, 
Moanalua. ) 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Alia-paakai 

According to Jarves it was thought to have a 
hole in the center "". five to six fathoms in circum
ference which, as no bottom has been found to it, 
is supposed to connect with the ocean, Through this 
the lake is slightly affected by the tides," Wiles 
reported, however, that "No fathomless hole was to 
be found, and no greater depth than eighteen inches. " 

In the vicinity of Aliapaakai, Kotzebue observed 
" ••• several tapa plantations; a tree, of the bark of 
which the cloth of this country is manufactured. " 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

This is a very curious natural wonder. In 
certain years, the whole lake is crusted all over with 
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a natural deposit of salt, Natives formerly believed 
in a connection between such a formation and public 
disaster, 

Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
Saturday Press 
July 28, 1883 

Alia.paakai 

On the heights of Moanalua, near Honolulu, 
Pele tried again to dig a dry cave. Striking salt 
water, she called the place Alia.paakai, the Salt. 
Marsh. 

Rice 
Hawaiian Legends, p 9 

Site 83. Upon their arrival at Oahu, Pele 
and Hiiaka took up their abode in Kealiapaakai, at 
Moanalua, where they dug down into the ground and 
made a home. On coming from Kauai they brought 
some red dirt and some salt with them and deposited 
these things in their n(jw home, Because of this fact 
these places were given the names of Kealiapaakai 
and Kealiamanu. Upon finding that the place was too 
shallow they wflnt to settle at Leahi. 

Fornander Coll, 
Vol 4, p 104 

Alia 

It (the first volcanic fire) was first seen at 
Kalihi on Kauai, and after that at Alia in Moanalua 
on Oahu ... 

KaITlakau 

lua. 

Moolelo 0 Hawaii 
Chap 5, p 47 

Alia--The coral flats to the south of Moana. 

1 Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities 
L, Saturday Press, Aug. 11, 1883 

Aliapa'akai and Aliamanu 

Alia pa'akai: A place on the north west side 
of Moanalua, Oahu. Pele and her family lived here 
for a time. When they moved away, Pele dropped 
some salt that she had and Hi'iaka's pet bird escaped, 
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hence the naming of these places Alia pa'akai and 
Alia manu. 

Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika 
Dec. 25, 1861 

After leaving Kauai, Pele and Hiiaka came and 
lived at Kealiapaakai at Moanalua, Oahu. There 
they dug and cleared away the dirt and lived in there. 
They had (carried) with theITl a bird and salt, and 
there these things were dropped (or lost), the salt 
and the bird. Therefore, these two names were 
given (to the place), Kealiamanu (bird) and Kealia. 
paakai (salt). 

Fornander ColI. 
Vol IV, p 105 
Translated by Dorothy Barrere 

Aliapaakai 

The belief in a connection with the ocean 
through a large hole in the center of the lake seems 
to have been quite general prior to 1840. In that 
year, James D. Dana, the noted geologist, who was 
here with Com. Wilke's Exploring Expedition, ITlade 
an investigation of the lake. 

A series of levels was run from the ocean 
to the lake and Dr. Judd had a canoe carried over the 
rim of the crater and placed on its water, from which 
soundings were taken. The level of the water in the 
lake at that tiITle was found to be almost exactly that 
of half tide. The soundings showed no hole in the 
center and no depth greater than eighteen inches, 
Stakes placed in the water's edge showed that the 
lake was not subject to the tide. 

In time s of drought the lake would become 
almost dry, as evidently happened in 1853, and covered 
with a thick crust of salt. The salt from the lake 
was gathered up and stored in a large warehouse on 
the side nearest town. During rainy spells the lake 
filled up, only to dry up again when dry weather came. 
The source of the salt which was being removed con. 
tinually in large quantities was not apparent. 

Alexander, Arthur C. 
Letters to the Editor 
Aug,9, 1926 
Newsp Clip, p 139 

Holua Slide of Plovers 

The plovers flew to count the people from 
Hawaii to Kauai every day and reported the number 
to Moi, the prophet, at night. 
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At Moanalua, on the northwest side of Ka
papa-kolea, is a rock and on it is the holua slide of 
those plovers. It can be found if one goes to look 
for it. 

Kamakau, S. M. 

See: 

Some disagreements with things in the 
Hawaiian Legends 
Kuokoa, Feb. 15, 1868 

Ayres, Archaeological Survey and Excavations 
Kanana-nui Yalley, MJana1ua Ahupua I a, 
South Halawa Ya11ey, Ha1awa Ahup.la I a, 
Bishop Mus. DRS 70-8, 1970, 1971 

Kapapakolea 

(Site 414) They went up on Kapapakolea where 
there was a resting place ('o'i'o'ina) for travellers 
coming from that side or going from this side .•• 

Ii, John 
Na hunahuna no ka Moolelo Hawaii 
Kuokoa, Jan. I, 1870 
HEN: Vol I, p 2704 

See also: 
John Ii 

Fragments of Hawn. Hist., P 95 

Kapapakolea- -name of hill on which Sam 
Damon's house is. 1954. C. C. S. 

Namakalele, "Flying Eyes" 

Site 84. A small land section in Moanalua. 
For story see McAllister, Arch. of Oahu, p 94. 

At Na_maka_lele live Keawe and his wife 
Keana-haki. He plants in the hills and fishes at the 
sea. After the sixth child is born the woman's na
ture changes and she undertakes the business of 
fishing. Sendi'ng out her eyes as bait she makes a 
big catch, all of which she devours except a single 
fish with which she returns complaining of ill luck. 
Warned by a kahuna, Keawe follows and detects her. 
He catches her eyes and wraps them up in a small 
bundle and takes them home with the load of fish. 
The sixth child sees where he puts the eyes, answers 
the mother's inquiries, and she can see again. 
(Beckwith's condensation of McAllister) 

Beckwith 
Hawaiian Mythology 

KONA MOANALUA r~ 

Kaualua or Kauwalua 

Site 85. It has received attention from a num
ber of writers probably because of the unusual and 
bizarre nature of a "house of bones" which was lo
cated at Lapakea in Moanalua Valley. It is a small 
land on the plateau between Puukapu and Puu 0 Ma'o, 
inland of the highway. Nothing at present remains 
of this site, though the possible burial place of the 
bones from the fence is still in evidence. Site 88 
Terrace facings ( ?) 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu, p 95 

Fornander CoIl. 

Stokes 

Corney 

Vol 6, p 290 

B. p. Bishop Museum, Occasional Papers 
Vol 4, No 2, P 40 

Voyages in the northern Pacific, p 114 
Brigham 

Dibble 

B. p. Bishop Museum, Memoirs 
Vol I, No 4, pp 108-109 

A History of the Sandwich Islands, p 40 
Fornander 

Polynesian Race, Vol 2, p 226 

Spring of Iemi 

One of the most favorite springs liked by 
chiefs and konohikis. There is a big cave one could 
walk upright in from the pl2ce where the water appears 
to the top of the ridge facing Hulamanu. 

This is the water that travellers from Ewa 
used because it was on the direct trail from there. 
When those of Ewa came, women carried bundles con
taining tapas and mats woven from bullrushes ... rested 
beside Iemi spring. There they drank water till their 
thirst was quenched and then proceeded along to the 
stream close to a hill, called Keakua-wailele close 
to the coconut grove of Lapakea. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia au e hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 3, 1922 

COconut Grove 

But to return to the little valley, alxmt three 
miles fran Honolulu on the road to Ewa overlooking 
which we left you a rrornent ago. On looking down, you 
behold a large grove of cocoanut trees, sane of which 
give evidence of having been blown upon with no ordin
ary breath; appearing to have been nearly prostrated 
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when about twenty feet high, they again shot up in a 
perpendicular direction and now present the curious 
phencmenon of living trees, the upper half of whose 
trunks are alrrost at right angles with the lower. It 
is a little remarkable that the surrounding trees on 
every side are perfectly straight. 

Passing across this valley, and ascending the 
opposite bank, the next object of interest to attract 
attention is the Salt Lake. 

E. O. Hall 
"Notes of a Tour around oahu." 
Hawn. Spectator 2:94-112. p 97 

Coconut Gmve 

When the trail reached a certain bridge, it 
began going along the banks of taro patches, up to the 
other side of Kapalama, to the plain of Kaiwiula; on 
to the taro patches of Kalibi; down to the stream and 
up to the other side; down into Kahauiki and up to the 
other side; turned right to the houses of the Portu
guese people; along the plain to Kauwalua, Kalaikoa's 
house of rones; down to a coconut grove and along the 
taro patches of Kahohonu; over to the other side, and 
from there to a forded stream and up to Kapapakolea, 
an established resting place for travelers. 

John Papa Ii 
Fragments of Hawn. Hist., P 95 

Coconut Grove 

As the journey from Honolulu to ElVa, or Pearl 
River, is so frequently !lade, it will be unnecessary 
to dwell on that part of the route; unless it be rrerely 
to say, that after the first mile is passed Irost of 
which is through the sea where one has to ride in a 
rrost uncomfortable position or get at least his feet 
wet, the road is quite pleasant. After leaving the 
sea, and galloping for half a mile or Irore over a 
level fonnation of coral, elevated a few feet above the 
level of the sea, and partially covered with soil, 
you arrive at a snall valley where the road in the wet 
season is very uncomfortable, but in the dry, is passed 
without difficulty. A mile or two farther on, and you 
cone suddenly upon the edge of a precipice which is so 
high that you find yourself far above the tops of the 
cocoanut trees, with which the valley below is filled. 

E. o. Hall 
"Notes of a Tour around oahu" 
Hawn. Spectator 2:94-112, Aug. 28, 1838. p 95 

Story of Cave in Keakuawailele Hill 

It was said that an old woman lived by the stream 
close to the hill. In the middle of the hill was a cave in 
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which she lived. Sometimes, she was said to assume 
the form of a lizard for she was a supernatural being. 
When the people who lived on Kamanaiki (that is the 
gulch with the Wai-a-puka pools) came down and 
passed the old woman's home, she asked, "Are you 
going to the beach?" They said, "Yes. We are going 
to gather sea weeds, and some squid. While we were 
on the upland we had a desire for sea foods and this is 
the reason for this big company of people." "Yes, I 
see that you are a big company." 

This old woman was not a mischief maker but 
used her mana, so the natives said. As the big comp'any 
went down, she sat on a long stone in the middle of the 
stream. She sat there until the last of the company 
passed and then moved back and vanished out of sight. 
She came out down below at Auau. The place was 
said to be a cave used in war times. This spot is 
where the train comes to from Kuwili to the sea chan
nel of Moanalua. The train reaches that side of the 
land and goes on to Puuloa. The point that juts out just 
below there has a cave. The old woman came out there 
and sat above it. She sent her eyes to go and catch her 
some fish and she sat there totally blind. No one 
thought that her eyes had caught her any fish for when 
the company returned, she was already at home scal
ing fish. Some of the people wondered at this and 
talked it over among themselves. This occurred 
whenever she wanted fish. She went down the short cut. 
That was the most wonderful thing. Another strange 
thing that this old woman did was to change herself 
into a lizard. She assumed many other forms and the 
best of all was that she didn't harm anyone. The place 
s he lived was on the path taken by the people of Ewa 
when they ascended. The bone fence of the bad chiefs 
of the valley of Kamanaiki was also near. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, April 7, 1922 

See similar tale, Kona--Moanalua, 
"Namakalele" 

Wai-a-puka 

Up in the valley (Kamanaiki) are three streams 
called Wai-a-puka, seen with three pools: Pool one 
is a big one by its own hill side, pool two is a little 
smaller with its own hill side and pool three is still 
smaller. Your writer learned that this was where 
the chiefs bathed. The land before coming to it 
looked as though it was thickly populated for there 
were chiefs who ruled in this valley. This is proven 
by the stone walls that are still standing today (March 3, 
1922). 

There is also a stone platform, well built, 
like a heiau. There is also a cave large enough for a 
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hundred people to live in and a cave big enough for 
one person to sit in and spy on Moanalua. Enemies 
could be plainly seen going by. I guess its height 
fromsea level is five h.undred and a half feet,high. 
This valley was one that was thickly inhabited. It 
is called Kamana-iki. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hale aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia au e hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 10, 1922 

Wai-a-puka 

It is said that this valley, Kamana-iki, had 
many inhabitants. It is the truth for the stones are 
standing there, the coconuts are growing and the 
trail remains. It seemed that they gained a liveli
hood by farming. Two chiefs lived there in the valley. 
The one named Kepoo was a good chief. It was said 
that he planted groves of bananas and most of the 
orange trees. His dwelling house was close to the 
pools of Waiapuka. . .. In the center of the smallest 
pool was a rock big enough to hold three men. It. 
is said that that was where the soothsayers (makaula) 
sat to meditate on how to benefit the people. 

MokuITlaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia au e hee nei 
Kuokoa, May 4, 1922 

Probable Heiau 

Site 86. Located on the side of the ridge fac
ing the stream in the valley, a northwest direction, 
is a small heiau with practically an open terrace, 
for there is only one wall 3.5 feet high and wide which 
delimits a portion of the southwest side. The terrace 
is almost entirely rock-paved and toward the center 
of the back is an area which appears as if it might 
have been the foundation for some structure with a 
slight terrace surrounding it. The slope in back is 
rather steep, with several convenient shelters which 
bear evidence in the form of bits of mats and broken 
gourds of having been frequented and probably used 
as habitations. 
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Site 86. a. portion of facing higher than 
heiau, back of it a small level space convenient for 
house site; b. portion of back, faced to height of 
5 feet, 4 feet wide on the top, and flush with the 
slope; c. terrace 54 by 47 feet; d. small dirt-paved 
area delineated on two sides by stones standing on 
their sides; e. rock terrace which surrounded area 
d at least on two sides; f. wall, averages 3. 5 feet 
high and wide; g. front of evenly faced terrace 5 to 
8 feet high. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

(This may be structure mentioned by Moku-
maia in "Wai-a-puka". C. C. S. ) 

Destroyed 1958. C. C. S. 

Kaleana 

Kaleana is a pool by the spring in Moanalua 
below Huluomanu, It is by the road going to Ewa. 
Near this pool, a per son was hidden by the lizard 
women, Kolena and Hailimau. He was the chief of 
Kukaniloko, named Kaka'e, This spot was just below 
Koleana, below the 4 mile post. It was Hua'a who 
found him, hence the saying "The images all looked 
alike sitting there but the greatest among them was 
Hua'a, " (He like wale no l<;a noho a na kii a pau, a 
'oi wale aku no 0 Hua'a) 

Manu, Moses 
Legend of Keaomelemele 
Kuokoa, April 18, 1885 
HEN: Vol II, p 868 

Puu-kapu 

It was said that 1his was where the chiefs and 
commoners met to discuss matters of importance, 
It is very close to the place where travellers were 
robbed (See: Pohaha incline, Moanalua). 

Mokumaia, J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Mar. 3, 1922 

Burial Cave 

Site 87. Burial cave, Moanalua Valley. On 
the cliff northeast of the highway just before turning 
into the road which leads to the golf club is a burial 
cave. The mouth was at one time closed with a fac_ 
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ing of stones, but has since been opened and the 
cave looted, the fragmentary remains of skeletons 
being scattered within, The remains of two coffins 
near the entrance indicate post-European use of the 
site, A half-dozen people can comfortably seat them
selves within the chamber, No old burials were 
evident, 

McAllister 
Arch, of Oahu 

Terrace Facings (?) 

Site 88, On the north side of the rather level 
top of Puukapu, or Kapukaki, are a great many stones 
which appear to have been the facing of a terrace 
115 feet long and probably 30 to 40 feet wide, This 
stone facing on the north is now greatly disturbed, 
but the remains are sufficient to indicate its former 
regularity, It is 10 feet wide and 5 feet high, with 
a number of square depressions side by side, not 
more than 1 to 2 feet deep, and averaging 5 feet 
acros s, South of the terrace is the rather preci
pitous slope into Aliamanu, a crater -like depres sion, 
with Aliapaakai adjoining farther south, The survey 
triangulation station is just west of the terrace, The 
structure is so old that Mr, Douglas Damon was un
able to discover the significance of the site from the 
Hawaiians. Only one, of those of whom I inquired, 
had knowledge of the place and she, Namakahelu, 
told me that here the bones which had formed the 
fence of Kaualua (Site 85) were buried, 

The location and features of the site lead me 
to believe that it was a heiau. Namakahelu knows 
it as a burying ground. Macrae describes it as an 
old heiau used as a place of burial, which may ex
plain the disturbed condition of the stones. When the 
bones were removed from Kaualua this old heiau 
terrace was probably thought to be a suitable and 
logical place for burial. 

Kamakau speaks of "The burial mound of 
Aliamanu. which may possibly be this same site. 
In the vicinity of Kapukaki was an entrance to the 
netherworld (Site 186, Kaena)." 

Macrae undoubtedly visited this lite May 18, 
18Z5. He makes the following notation: 

By 4 p. M. we gained the summit of a high 
hill, thickly covered with tufts of long grass. It lies 
within three miles of Hanaruru. There is a burying 
ground of the natives at the top. which was formerly 
where the chiefs of high rank had a morai (heiau). 
At the bottom toward the sea. there is a circular 
salt pond (AHapaakai), nearly two miles in circum. 
ference, surrounded by low conical hills. 

McAllister 
Arch of Oahu, p 97 
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One (ahupuaa) near Honolulu may still be 
seen on the north external slope of the crater of 
Salt Lake. This, besides marking the boundary 0{ 

Halawa and Moanalua. marked also the limits of 
Kona and Ewa districts. (See Site 88) 

Lyons 
Land Matters in Hawaii 
The Islander, vol I, no 18, p 104 

Pohaha 

Under this hill, (Puu-o-Mao) King Street 
goes on to Waialua. The incline leading to Wai. 
alamihi is called Pohaha. It received its name in a 
peculiar way, At the time when robbery was prac
ticed on the old trail, people from Ewa came as far 
as the wall of human bones and vanished. So it was 
with those from Honolulu. When the robbers saw that 
the trail was changed, they took Puu-o-Hawaii, now 
known as Puu-Omao as a place to spy on those who 
came up. In this way, a prophet named Pohaha dis
covered the robbers and told the chiefs who were 
living there about the mischief makers. Then some
thing was done to the robbers and their chief to make 
an end to robbery. 

Mokumaia. J. K. 
Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, Aug. 17, 1922 

Puu Omalo 

Mauils people lived on one hill and died there 
and so did Hawaii IS people on the other hill. People 
dwelt on these hills and when the small-pox epidemic 
broke out among the whole race the death rate was 
tremendous. Thus the names were given to the two 
hills down to this day. When a new generation made 
their home on Puu-o-Hawaii, they gave it the name 
that is now found by the cemetary, Puu Omao, after 
the flowers planted by the residents on the hill. 
They planted oma 10 flower s, which grew, flourished, 
and were made into leis for personal adornments, 
The hill is re-named Puu-Omao to this very day. 

Mokumaia, J. K. 

Nutt. 

Moanalua i Kela aui hala aku a 0 Moanalua 
i keia aue hee nei 
Kuokoa, August 17, 1922 

Malo __ Native cotton, Gossypium tomentosum 
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Raphaelson says that the men from Maui and 
the men from Hawaii who were killed in the battle at 
Kipapa Gulch "were carried away to two hills that 
stand near the edge of town. In one lie the men who 
came from Maui, and in the other were buried the 
dead of Hawaii. " 

Raphaelson 
Kamehameha Highway, p 54 

Rock Carvings in Relief 

Site 89. Puu 0 ma'o, the cliff forming the 
eastern side of Moanalua Valley, is the approximate 
place where a stone with figures in relief was found 
several years ago, at a depth of several feet. The 
stone is now in the Damon gardens. Stokes describes 
the figure in detail--B. P. Bishop Museum Occasional 
Papers, vol 4, no 2, 1908. 

The stone is an irregularly shaped piece of 
r ather finely cellular basalt, measuring 31 inches 
long, 21 inches wide and 17.5 thick, the face of which 
has been carefully worn down by hammering .•. leaving 
the representations of two human figures in relief •.•. 
The measurement from head to foot (of the figure on the 
right) is 11.8 inches.... The hand has only three 
fingers. 

The height of the relief of the figure on the 
right, which is the most distinct, averages about 1 
inch. The other figure measures 10.2 inches from 
head to foot. It is believed that the figures are of 
Hawaiian conception, but they resemble neither the 
carved wooden images nor the petroglyphs. They 
are unique in presenting a profile view, in the squat
ting position of the figures, and in the detail of the 
limbs. 

McAllister, Arch. of Oahu 

(The stone is now in the Bishop Museum. 
Accession #5230. C. C. S. ) 

(In 1951, on Kauai, a stone was found with a 
carving in relief of a figure in profile in a squatting 
position. 

A similar figure in profile may be seen in 
a petroglyph at Paniau, Hawaii--Kaeo Trail #85 FlO, 
photographed on neg. Si 23-6 in Bishop Museum. 
C.C.S.) 

Paliuli Heiau 

Site.90. On the north side of Moanalu.a Valley 
about 1 mile above Salt Lake. Only two portions of 
the heiau are now discernible. One is a small ele
vated terrace which is divided by a line of flat stones 
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placed upright on their long sides. The back of this 
area was similarly marked off. No trace of stepping 
can now be found on the front of the long slope. 
Some 30 feet back and above this terrace is a bluff 
10 to 20 feet high with a cave at its foot. This was 
formerly used as a place of burial, and the bodies 
subject to the disrespect of curio hunters, the re
mains were burned some years ago. A wall begins 
near the upper terrace and continues along the side 
of the hill for s orne distance. It not only has the ap
pearance of recent construction, but does not seem 
to form a part of the heaiu. 

The second portion is a lower terrace; a part 
of the front side still shows evidence of having been 
evenly faced and stepped. A portion of a tibia was 
seen imbedded between the rocks about one foot deep. 
Upon further examination, a crushed skull which 
was wedged between the rocks 1.5 feet deep was seen 
a few feet from the tibia. Both appear to have been 
placed at the time or before the building of the ter
race. It is possible that this terrace suggested a 
good burial ground to the Hawaiians after the heiau 
fell into disuse in missionary times, If this happened, 
a large number of stones were removed and then re
placed so as to appear undisturbed, 

There were probably other features of the site, 
for many stones had been rerroved before Mr. Damon 
could stop a v.urkmm whom he found dislodging stones 
on the heiau. These stones were not replaced but were 
evenly piled in circles a few hundred feet below the 
site. 

e 
.. '\~ 

Site 90. a. level dirt-paved terrace 13 by 
16 feet with two divisions, built out from the steep 
sloping ground, at present a rock pile with a 25-foot 
slope on one side and a 35-foot slope on the other; 
b. lower terrace 60 feet across with steplike ledge 
along front of southwest half; c. oval dirt-filled 
area about 10 feet long; d. position of crushed skull; 
e, possibly another division, 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Cannot be located, stell Newman, informant, 1973, 
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Koaloa Heiau 

Site 91. Honolulu side of Moana1ua Valley, 
about halfway up the side of the ridge. 

The front of the terrace is visible from the 
road in the valley. The entire structure is approxi
mately 93 feet front by 50 feet wide, built of the ra
ther rough lava rocks found in the vicinity. It appears 
to have been but a single main terrace, with steplike 
ledging in front, two smaller areas on either side, 
and one or possibly two small terraces, which prob
ably formed the oracle tower site, in the back-center 
against the steep slope. The large stone just north 
of the main terrace mayor may not have had any con
nection, though the stone paving which surrounded 
it, except in front, would indicate that it had a func
tion. The heiau was undoubtedly approached by an 
incline which zigzagged up the front. The slope back 
of the terrace is steep and in places precipitous. 

\ \ \ \ \ \ 1\ 
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Site 91. a. main terrace, rock-paved, 43 
feet front, 26 feet to b; b. possibly once a low ter
race: c. probably a small terrace 16 feet; d. pile 
of rocks about 3 feet in diameter; e. area 24 feet 
square separated from a by a wall 5 feet wide and 
1 to 2 feet high; f. very large stone with some rock 
paving in association; g. steplike terrace 4 feet 
wide and 5 feet high: h. pile of stones forming slope 
10 feet high, 23 feet long, once probably an inclined 
approach to main terrace; i. area 26 feet wide with 
the front 10 feet, stone-paved. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

Waiola Pool 

Site 92. Halawa side of Moanalua Valley 
above the mountain home of Mr, Douglas Damon. 

The pool is said to have medicinal qualities. 
The old Hawaiians came here to bathe when they 
were recuperating from illness. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 
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Pueo-hulu-nui--where the owls of Kauai and 
Niihau gathered, near Moanalua. 

Kinimakalehua- -p.lace, Aliamanu, Moanalua. 

Kamananui 

1. Kulanaahane " 2. Waiola 
3. Maunakapu 
4. Mano 
5. Panae 
6. Mokuhala 
7. Kanehaloa 
B. Kauakahialaelae 
9. Kahaukomo IB 

10. Ualuahine 
11, Waiameke 
12. Waiauuli 
13. Kamaku Small ha 

14. Keaniani 
15. Koloa 
16. Keauhou 
17. Puuulauia 
lB. Maiheile 
19. Kealakaha 
20. Kahuluomanu 

1st hau 

Polo field 

Damon, Douglas 
From a pencil sketch 
Courtesy of 

Frances Damon 

3 

4 
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Pohaku ka Lua Hine 
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trees and 
water 

p May's 
house 

o big stone 

* wind mill 
Kaluupa1olo 

Site 93. Toward the head of Moanalua Valley 
by the side of the stream on the land known as Ka
halelauki is a stone 11 by B. 7 feet by 3 feet high, which 
is known by the name of Pohaku ka lua hine. The cur
rent tradition regarding the stone follows: 

During the consecration of a heiau in Moanalua 
Valley, a small child cried. Now, any noise made by 
man or animal during such tapu periods meant instant 
death for the offender. The grandmother, desiring 
to protect the child, ran with it up the valley and hid 
behind this rock. Men were sent out in search, but 
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were unable to find them. After the elapse of the tapu 
period of a few days, the woman and the child were 
safe and returned home. Namakahelu, the oldest 
living kamaaina of Moanalua Valley, is of the opinion 
that this is a recent story. The stone, she says, was 
sacred, an akua, with at least two forms of which she 
knows. As a stone it was known as Laupo, and as a 
bird it was known as Laea. Offerings were placed 
before it. On the top and sides were a number of 
petroglyphs, probably many more formerly than now, 
for there are a number of indistinct depressions which 
mayor may not be artificial. Portions of the konane 
board which was on a flat portion of the upper side, 
have been badly weathered. 

The konane board measures 22. by 27 inches, 
with 90 holes, 9 rows on the short side and 10 on the 
other. Aside from the board there are 22 carvings 
that are sufficiently distinct to form definite patterns. 
Nearly all are human figures. Aside from those shown, 
there are many depressions scarring the face of the 
rock which are not definitely limited and may be 
natural. Some were undoubtedly artificial, but con
tinued weathering has obliterated distinct features. 

It seemed advisable to sketch only those which 
were, beyond doubt, artificial. Their size, type, 
and relation to one another can be seen by consulting 
figure 3.1. 

Site 93. Sketch of Laupo or Laea, now known 
as Pohaku-ka-lua-hine, showing petroglyphs; 

KONA 

.. ...... 
,0. '0 '0_:' 

.: . ::.<:: ~':: :.:.:.,'. '. . ... 
,0. '0" ',' 

....... 

MOANALUA 

rectangular group of dots represents a konane 
board; the three groups of figures at lower side of 
sketch are on sides of stone in relative position in
dicated. 

McAllister 
Arch. of Oahu 

At the end of the old carriage road up Moana
lua Valley, on the Honolulu side of the stream bank. 
Still there in 1957. C. C. S. 
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A 
Adz quarry at Kailua, Koolaupoko, 229 

M::>kulua Is., Koolaupoko, 240 
Waiahole, Koolaupoko, 189 

Ahiki, peak, Koolaupoko, 234, 235 
Ahipuu, Kona, 300, 317, 318 
Ahua, fishpond, Kona, 330 
Ahua-a-Laka, island, Koolaupoko, 195, 196 
Ahuena, heiau, Ewa, 19 
Ahuimanu, Koolaupoko, 194, 195 
Ahukini, heiau, Koolaupoko, 211; Kona, 273 
Ahulimanu, Koolaupoko, see: AhUllrenU 
Ahu-o-Hapuu, Waialua, 128, 129 
Ahupua I a, explanation or,-xii 
Aiea, ahupua l a, Ewa, 10 
Akua, stone, Waialua, 105, 115, 121; (Kaneaukai), waialua, 

125; Koolaupoko, 212 
Akupu, spring, EWa, 35 
Alala, heiau, Koolaupoko, 238 
Alala, point, Koolaupoko, 238 
Alauiki, kola, Waialua, 97 
Alele, Koolaupoko, 190, 229 
Aliamanu, EWa, 6, 9; Kona, 331, 334 
Aliapaakai, Kona, 330, 331 
Aliikoa, heiau, Koolaupoko, 196 
Anahulu, heiau, Waialua, 115 
Anahulu, river, Waialua, 115 
Ananoho, fishpond, Kona, 322 
Anianiku, Kona, 290 
Apala, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Apili, fishpond, Kona, 323 
Apili, heiau, Koolaupoko, 200 
Auiki, fishpond, Kona, 322 
Auwaiolirnu, Kona, 292, 297 
IAwa, location of, Ewa, 19; Koolaupoko, 187, 245 
Awaawaloa, fishpon:i, Kona, 330 
Awawamio, Ewa, 43 
Awalau, Ewa, 46 
Awapuh.i.-Keokeo, stone, Kona, 277 
Awapuhi-melernele, stone, Kona, 277 

B 
BarberIs Point, Ewa, 39, 40 
"Barking Sands", Waianae, 83 
Battle of 

Kalena, Wahiawa, 137 
Keahurroa plain, Ewa, 38 
Kipapa gulch, Ewa, 99 
Kukiiahu, Ewa, 12 
Nuuanu, Kona, 292, 302, 304, 305, 314, 315, 317, 

318, 319 
Bell stone, Kona, 323 
Bluff shelter at 

~ahulu River, Waialua, 115 
Kaloko, Kona, 262 
Kamaile, waianae, 73 
Kamilonui, Kona, 264 
"Kawekiu", Kona, 272 
Keawaula, Waianae, 60 
Kuliouou, Kona, 272 
Makaniolu, Kona, 271 
Manoa, Kona, 290 

Breadfruit, site of first, Ewa, 41 
Buriell at 

Bellows Field, Koolaupoko, 244 
Fort Shafter, Kona, 327 
Hakipuu, Koolaupoko, 175 

Kaaawa, Koolauloa, 175 
Kailua, Koolaupoko, 229 
Kalanai, Koolauloa, 156 
Kapapa Is., Koolaupoko, 196 
Manana Is., Koolaupoko, 256 
M::>kapu, Koolaupoko, 216 
Puuiki, waialua, 105 

Burial cave at 

c 

Heeia, Koolaupoko, 200, 201 
Kamananui, Waialua, 104 
Kamilonui, Kona, 264 
Kaukonahua, Waialua, 106 
KaUllOku, waialua, 104 
Mauna Kuwale, waianae, 73 
M::>analua, Kona, 334 
Niu, Kona, 274 
Nuuanu, Kona, 302 
Wailupe, Kona, 275 
wairralu, Ewa, 14 
Waimanalo, Koolaupoko, 250 
Waimea, waialua, 130, 131 

Cannibals, Waialua, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111 
Caves 

"Hilo Iaau", Kahana, Koolauloa, 170 
"Hipawai", Manoa, Kona, 286 
"Kahiuka", Waiawa, Ewa, 18 
"Kaneana" , ohikilolo, Waianae, 81 
"Keana", Keana, Koolauloa, 154 
"Keanakamano", Kalihi, Kona, 323 
"Keana rroe 0 Kaena", Keawaula, Waianae, 86 
"Keawaula", Keawaula, waianae, 86 
"Makua", Ohikilolo, Waianae, 81 
"Malolokai", Makaha, Waianae, 79, 80 
"Poha", Keawaula, Waianae, 86 
"Pohokaina", Kaaawa, Koolauloa, 175 
see also: "burial cave" 

"Chinaman I S Hat", see: M::>kolii 
"Clapping rock", Waianae, 83 
Coconut Island, see: M::>ku 0 Lee 
Coral plains, Ewa, 36 
Crouching Lion, see: Kauhi 

D 
Ditch, irrigation, waialua, 106 

E 
Ekaha Nui, Ewa, 37 
Elekoki, Kona, 317, 318 
Elou, Ewa, 2 

Cliff road, Waianae, 61, 70; Wahiawa, 135 
Eo, fishpon:i, Ewa, 20, 48 

F 
Fishpond 

Heeia, Koolaupoko, 201 
Kahaluu, Koolaupoko, 193 
Paalaa-kai, Waialua, 115 
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Foro Island, see: M:>kuurneume 

H 
Haakolea, Koolaupoko, 200 
Haipu, Kona, 300 
Hakaio, Kona, 324 
Haka-Kau-Kanaka, islet, Waialua, 117 
Hakika, heiau, Kona, 290 
Hakipuu, ahupua' a, KoolaupJko, 184 
Halaualolo, heiau, KoolaupJko, 236 
Halawa, ahupua' a, Ewa, 9 
Haleakala, see: Heleakala 
Haleauau, heiau, Wahiawa, 136 
Haleauau, plain, Ewa, 21; Wahiawa, 136 
Haleiwa, Waialua, 116 
Halekou, fishpJnd, Koolauf.X>ko, 213 
Hale-wa, heiau, Kona, 293 
Haluakaianoana, heiau, KoolaupJko, 193 
Hanaiakamalama, Kona, 301 
Hanakaoe, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 148 
Hana-ka-ulani, heiau, Koolauloa, 164 
Hanalei, Ewa, 34 
Hanaloa, fishpond, Ewa, 24, 48 
Hanalua, fishpJnd, KoolaupJko~ 212 
Hanapepe, sacred place, Koolauloa, 157 
Hanapouli, Ewa, 22 
Hanauma, bay, Kona, 267 
Hanawao, heiau, Koolauloa, 166 
Hanohano, Ewa, 26 
Hapupu, heiau, Ewa, 25 
Hapuu, stone, (Nuuanu), Kona, 312, 313, 314 

(Kalihi), Kona, 324 
Haua, heiau, Waianae, 71 
Haunapo, heiau, Kona, 322 
Haununaniho, puuhonua, Koolaupoko, 245 
Hauola, see: Kalaihauola 
Haupuu, maika field, Ewa, 18 
Hauula, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 160 
Hawea, heiau, Kana, 265 
Heeia, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 184, 197 
Heeia, fishpond, KoolaupJko, 198 
Heiau at 

Hanawao, Koolauloa, 166 
Kahaluu, Koolaupoko, 194 
Kalena Gulch, Wahiawa, l37 
Kaneohe, KoolaupJko, 222 
Kapalama, Kona, 320 
Kapapa Is., Koolaupoko, 196 
Kaukonahua, Waialua, 105 
Kukapoki, Kailua, KoolaupJko, 236 
Makaua, Koolauloa, 174 
Maunalua, Kona, 262, 263, 264, 265 
M:>analua, Kona, 334 
Mokapu, KoolaupJko, 202, 203 
M:>kuleia, Waialua, 105 
Nuuanu, Kona, 295 
Pohakunui, Waimanalo, Koolaupoko, 246 
Punaluu-Kahana, Koolauloa, 167 
Puu Kanehoa, Ewa, 32 
waimanalo, KoolaupJko, 244, 246, 247 
(For other heiau, see under individual names) 

Heinau, heiau, KoolaupJko, 240 
Hekili, heiau, Waialua, 112 
Heleakala, hill, Waianae, 62 
Hiiaka, pool, Koolaupoko, 191 
Hiilaniwai, stream, Koolaupoko, 207 
Hilo Iaau, cave, Koolauloa, 170 
Hina, ko'a, Kona, 269 

Hina Alualumoana, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Hipawai, heiau, Kona, 286 
Hipawai, cave, Kona, 286 
Hoaeae, ahupua' a, Ewa, 31 
Hoeu, stone, Kona, 298 
Holoholanakani, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Holoholoua, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Holarnakani, heiau, Koolaupoko, 229 
Holua, ko'a, Waianae, 87 
Holua slide at 

Kaena (rrodern) , Waialua, 96 
Kailua, KoolaupJko, 243 
Kaneohe, Koolaupoko, 219 
Kapalama, Kona, 321 
Keawaula, Waianae, 87 
Punchbowl, Kona, 291 
Waikane, Koolaupoko, 188 

Honouliuli, ahupua'a, Ewa, 31 
Hoolonopahu, heiau, Wahiawa, 141 
House sites at 

Ekahanui, Ewa, 37 
Hahaione, Kona, 265 
Kalai -a, Waianae, 74 
Kaena, Waialua, 92 
Kalama, Kona, 263, 264 
Kaloko, Kona, 261, 262 
Kamiloiki, Kona, 264 
Kaukonahua, waialua, 106 
Kohelepelepe, Kona, 266 
Kunaipo, Waianae, 74 
Lualualei, Waianae, 66 
Malaekahana, Koolauloa, 154 
M:>kuleia, Waialua, 101 
Punaialau, Wahiawa, 137 
Waikalua, Koolaupoko, 209 
Waiahole, Koolaupoko, 189 

Huanui, ko'a, Kona, 269 
Huewai -pi, water of, Ewa, 15 
Huilua, fishpJnd, Koolauloa, 170 

I 
Iemi, spring, Kona, 328, 332 
Ihiihilauakea, Kona, 268--
Ihukoko, Waialua, 132; Koolauloa, 144 
Ilihune, heiau, Waianae, 62 
Iliili Kea, heiau, Waialua, 121 
Iolekaa, land, Koolaupoko, 200 
Ioleloa, stone, Kona, 323 

K 
Kaaawa, ahupua' a, Koolauloa, 173 
Kaahakii, boundary stone, Waialua, 128 
Kaahihi, heiau, Waianae, 85 
Kaahumanu's house, Kona, 287 

o 

Kaahuula, spring, Koolauloa, 175, 176; Koola~poko, 
Kaaimalu, Ewa, 7 
Kaaipu, Kona, 285 
Kaakopua, heiau, Kona, 317 
Kaala, mountain, Waialua, l32, 133 
Kaalaea, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 190 
Kaaleiki, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Kaalenui, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Kaau, crater, Kona, 277 
Kaauhelemoa, Kona, 277 
Kaauhelerroa, fishpond, Koolauloa, 152 
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Kaaukuu, fishpond, £wa, 48 
Kaawakoa, heiau, Koolaupoko, 188 
Kaelemuwai 0 Kalihi, Kona, 323 
Kaelepulu, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 240; Kona, 270 
Kaena, ahupua'a, Waialua, 92 
Kaena, point, Waialua, 92 
Kahaiamano, land, Kona, 289 
Kahakaaulana, Kona, 322 
Kahakahakea, sands, Koolaupoko, 217 
Kahakahuna, heiau, Waialua, 105 
Kahakupohaku, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Kahalepoai, plain, Ewa, 4 
Kahaluu, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, ·192 
Kahana, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 168 
Kahanahaiki, ahupua' a, Waianae, 85 
Kahapaakai, Kona, 306, 307 
Kahauiki, ahupua'a, Kona, 327 
Kahaukomo, hau grove, Kona, 309, 310 
Kahehuna, heiau, Kona, 317 
Kaheiki, heiau, Kona, 296, 297 
Kahekili, heiau, Koolaupoko, 201 
Kahikilani, stone, Koolauloa, 146 
Kahipa, see: Kalaiokahipa 
Kahoa, stones, Koolauloa, 150 
Kahoalii, heiau, Waianae, 70, 71 
Kahoiwai, land, Kona, 289 
Kahokuwelowelo, Kahuna' s dwelling place, Waialua, 121 
Kahouna, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 193 
Kahuailanawai, pool, Kona, 311, 314, 317 
Kahuawai, diving pool, l!.wa, D 
Kahuewai, waterfall, Ewa, 13 
Kahuku, ahupua 'a, Koolauloa, 148 
Kahuoi, heiau, Kona, 293 
Kaieie, heiau, Kona, 322 
Kaihikapu, fishpond, Kona, 330 
Kaihukuuna, kO'a, Koolauloa, 159 
Ka-ihu-o-ka-puaa, stone, Ewa, 4 
Kailikahi, heiau, Koolaupoko, 194 
Kailua, ahupua'a, Ewa, 29; Koolaupoko, 196, 227 
Kaimuki Kona, 276 
Kaipapau, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 160 
Kaipu, Kana, 285 
Ka-ipu-o-Lono, Kona, 314 
Kaiwa, hill, Koolaupoko, 239 
Kakalaioa, Island, Koolaupoko, 255 
Kakioe, heiau, Waianae, 66 
Kalaeaalakibi, heiau, Koolaupoko, 193 
Kalaekao, Ewa, 44 
Kalaeloa, see: Barber's Point 
Kalaeulaula, heiau, Koolaupoko, 198 
Kalaewila, heiau, Koolauloa, 150 
Kalaihauola, stone, (Nuuanu), Kona, 312, 313, 314 

(Kalibi), Kona, 324 
Kalaiokahipa, Koolauloa, 151 
Kalakiki, heiau, Waialua, 103 
Kalakoi, stone, Waialua, 131 
Kalaku, stone, Waialua, 131 
Kalarra~una, heiau·; Waianae, 72 
Kalanamaihiki, ko'a, £wa, 35 
Kalaoa, heiau, Koolaupoko, 209 
Kalapawai, Koolaupoko, 190 
Kalauao, ahupua' a, Ewa, 12 
Kaleana, pool, Kona, 334 
Kalena, Ewa, 21; Waianae 70; Wahiawa, 136, 137 
Kaliawa, Kona, 329 
Kalihee, bluff, waialua, 130 
Kalibi, ahupua'a, Kona, 321 
Kalipahe'e, plain, £wa, 7 
Kaliu, land, Kona, 296 
Kaliuwaa, Koolauloa, 162 
Kaloaloa, fishpond, Kona, 330 

Kaloi, spring, Ewa, 35 
KalokohanahJu, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 208, 210 
Kalou, fishpond, Koolauloa, 147, 149, 152, 154, 175 
Kalua 0 Maua, stone, Koolauloa;- 145 
Kaluahole, bluff, Waialua, 130 
Kaluanui, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 162 
Kaluaolohe, fishpond, Koolauloa, 166 
Kaluaolohe, land, Kana, 279 
Ka-lua-olohe, plain, Ewa, 15 
KaluaolOI1\3na, heiau, Koolaupoko, 222, 223 
Kaluapuhi, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 213, 214 
Kaluoa, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 210 
Karraee, ko'a, Koolauloa, 145 
Kamaikola, land, Koolaupoko, 221 
Kamaile, heiau, Waianae, 73 
Karraile, water source, Waianae, 72 
Karrananui, ahupua'a, Waialua, 103 
Karrananui, valley, Kana, 331, 332 
Kamanuwai, Kona, 295 
Karraoha, Ewa, 39 
Kamehaikana, spring, Koolaupo!m, 195, 200 
Karnehameha III, haIre, Kona, 307, 308, 309 
Karrohoalii, hill, Kana, 324 
Karroiliili, Kona, 277, 281, 282 
Karrooa, house, Koolaupoko, 2~ 
KaJrooalii, stream, Koolaupoko, 208 
Kanahau, heiau, Koolaupoko, 241 
Kanaloa, stone, Koolauloa, 154 
Kane, heiau, Waianae, 72 
Kaneaki, heiau, Waianae, 77 
Kanealii, terraces, Koolauloa, 147 
Kane arne Kanaloa, heiau, Koolaupoko, 201 
Kaneana, cave, Waianae, 81 
Kaneaukai, stone, Waialua, 125, 126, 127, 128 
Kanehoalani, peak, Koolaupoko, 1"'78," 183 
Kanelaau, heiau, Kona, 291, 297, 317 
Kaneohe, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 205 
Kanewai, pool, Kona, 281 
Kaniakapupu, Kona, 307, 308, 309, 318 
Kanoenoe, plain, Ewa-,-21 
Kanohuluiwi, pond, Koolaupoko, 208 
Kanoniakapueo, Kona, 305 
Kaohao, Koolaupoko, 239 
Kaoleo, heiau, Kona, 322 
Kaanaomakaioulu, Ewa, 4 
Kaopulolia, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 206 
Kapaeleele, kO'a, Koolauloa, 169 
Kapahu, Ewa, 22 
Kapakaalanalalo, heiau, Kona, 304 
Kapakaakanaluna, heiau, Kona, 304 
Kapakule, fishpond, Ewa, 42, 43, 47, 49 
Kapalama, ahupua'a, Kona, 319-
Kapalihookui, Waialua, 113 
Kapamuku, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Kapapa, island, Koolaupoko, 183, 195, 196 
Kapapaikawaluna, stone, Kana, 327 
Kapapakolea,· (Makiki), Kona, 290, 297, 317 

(M::Janalua), Kona, 331-;---3"32 
Kapapuaa, pig pen, Koolaupoko, 209 
Kapena, falls, Kana, 298 
Kapi, fishpond, Koolauloa, 147 
Kapili, Kona, 310, 314 
Kapo, Kona, 324 
Kapoho, heiau, Koolauloa, 162 
Kapoho, salt pans, Koolaupoko, 214, 228 
Kapua, Koolaupoko, 247 
Kapuaikaula, Ewa, 45 
Kapualani, heiau, Kana, 304· 
Kapuanuu, heiau, Kona, 304 
Kapuhawai, Waianae, 63 
Kapukanawaiokahuku, Ewa, 25 
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Kapukapuakea, heiau, waialua, 112, 113 
Kapukawai 0 Kalibi, pool, Kona, 325 
Kapuna, cave, Ewa, 24 
Kapuna, spring, Koolaurx:>ko, 201 
Kapunahou, spring, Kona, 282, 283 
Kapuu, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 210 
Kapuwai 0 Kana, spring, Koolauloa, 172 
Kaualauki, heiau, Koolaupoko, 199, 200 
Kaualehu, cave, Koolaupoko, 200, 201 
Kaualua, Kona, 332, 333, 335 
Kauononoula, Kona, 268 
Kauhi, rock fonn, Koolauloa, 173; Koolaupoko, 180 
Kauiliula, heiau, Kona, 273 
Kauiornanoa, stone, Kona, 289 
Kaukaha, terrace, Koolauloa, 148 
Kaulekoa, Koolaurx:>ko, 220 
Kaurnakapili, stone, Kona, 303 
Kaumakaulaula, heiau, Koolauloa, 167 
Kaumana, stone, Kona, 280 
Kaunala, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 147 
Kaunihokahi, heiau, Koolauloa, 159, 160 
Kauninio, ko'a, Koolauloa, 169 
Kaunua Kahekili, heiau, Kona, 275 
Kaupea, plain, Ewa, 44 
Kaupo, village, Koolaurx:>ko, 252, 254 
Kauwa, Ewa, 32 
Kauwalua, Kona, 332, 333, 335 
Kauwarroa, diving place, Ewa, 10 
Kawaewae, Heiau, Koolaupoko, 218, 219 
Kawai, heiau, Waialua, 105 
Kawaihapai, ahupua'a, Waialua, 99 
Kawailoa, ahupua I a, Waialua, 117 
Kawailoa, heiau, Waialua, 99 
Kawailoa, spring, Koolaupoko, 241 
Kawainui, fishpond, Koolauloa, 157; Koolaupoko, 230, 

231, 232 
Kawaipi, Ewa, 15 
Kawaipuolo, spring, Waialua, 114 
Kawaluna, heiau, Kona, 304 
Kawaluna, stone, Kona, 327 
Kawananakoa, Kona, 318 
Kawapopo, heiau, Kona, 290 
Kawauoha, heiau, Kona, 274 
Kawekiu, shelter, Kona, 272 
Kawela, terrace, Koolauloa, 147 
Kawiwi, nountain, Waianae, 75, 76 
Keaalau, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 211, 212 
Keaalii, sea cave, Ewa, 56 
Keaau, ahupua'a, Waianae, 80 
Keahi, Ewa, 44 
Keahiakalx>e, peak, Koolaupoko, 206 
Keahumoa, plain, Ewa, 4, 38 
Keahu 0 Hapuu, see: Ahu-o-Hapuu 
Keahupuao Maunalua, fishpond, Kona, 270 
Keaiwa, heiau, Ewa, 11 
Kealakipapa, road, Kona, 259, 260 
Kealia, ahUpua' a, Waialua, 98 
Kealia, trail, Waialua, 98 
Kealiarranu, Kona, 331, 334 
Kealiapaakai, Kona,330, 331 
Keana, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 153 
Keana, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 210 
Keana, cave, Koolauloa, 154 
Keanakamano, Kona, 304, 305, 323 
Keanak:ua, ko'a, Koolauloa, 150 
Keanapuaa, point, Ewa, 10 
Keauau, ko'a, waialua, 105 
Keaupuni, heiau, Waianae, 70 
Keawamalia, fishpond, Kona, 330 
Keawaula, ahupua'a, Waianae, 86 
Keawawaihe, Waialua, 107 

Keikipuipui, heiau, Koolaupoko, 242 
Kekele, land, Koolaupoko, 221, 222 
Keoki, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Ke-one-Kui-lima-laula-o-Ewa, Ewa, 27 
Kepoookaholua, hill, Waianae, 87 
Kepuwai, heiau, Waialua, 114 
Kewalo, Kona, 292 
Kikahi, heiau, Waianae, 72 
Kilohana, Kona, 324, 325, 326 
Kini, stone, Koolaupo~ 249 
Kinikailua-Manokaneohe, spring, Koolaupoko, 211 
Kipapa, gulch, Ewa, 20; Waianae, 68 
Ko'a at 

lnikiolohe, Koolaupoko, 252 
Kahana, Koolauloa, 170 
Kahapaakai, Kona, 306 
Kalaiokonopuaa, Koolauloa, 175 
Kalanai, Koolauloa, 156 
Kaloko, Kona, 261 
Kaluahine, Koolaupoko, 251 
Kapapa Is., Koolaupoko, 196 
Makahoa, Koolauloa, 154 
Makua, waianae, 83 
Manana Is., Koolaupoko, 255 
Maunalua, Kona, 261, 263 
MJkapu, Koolaupoko, 203 
MJkulua Is., Koolaupoko, 240 
Popoia Is., Koolaupoko, 238 
Waimea, Waialua, 128 
(For other ko'a see under individual names) 

Ko'a, description, Waialua, 129 
Koaia, heiau, Kona, 262 
Koaloa, heiau, Kona, 337 
Koamano, reef, Koolaupoko, 198 
Kohi-kohi-kupalale, rround, Koolaupoko, 195 
Kohoapee, swale, Koolaupoko, 182 
Koholalele, pond, Koolaupoko, 177, 180, 181 
Kolea, Ko'a, Waialua, 101 
Kolekole, pass, Waianae, 67; Wahiawa, 
Kolokukahau, heiau, Ewa, 15 
Konahuanui, peak, Kona, 311, 312, 315 
Koolina, Ewa, 41 
Koonapou, village, Koolaupoko, 252, 254 
Kuaikua, Waialua, 112 

134, 135 

Kuakala, heiau, Waialua, 93; Koolaupoko, 223 
Kuakea, ko ' a, Waialua, 100 
Kualoa, ahupua'a, Ewa, 33; Koolaupoko, 177, 196 
Ku and Hina, stones, Koolaupoko, 204; Kana, 269 
Kuao, stone, see: Kuau 
Kuaokala, ahupua'a, Waialua, 97 
Kuapa, fishpond, Kona, 270 
Kuapakaa, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Kuau, stone, Koolaupoko, 123 
Kuhale, heiau, waialua, 131 
Kuhialoko, fish\X>nd, Ewa, 17, 48 ' 
Kuilioloa, heJ.au, Waianae, 69 
Kukaiole, pool, Koolauloa, 168, 171 
Kukaniloko, sacred birthplace,Ewa, 6, 12; Waianae, 64; 

Waialua, 90, 111; wahiawa, 138, 139, 140, 141 
Kukaoo, heiau, Kana, 285, 286 
Kukiiahu, plain, Ewa, 12, 13 
Kukiiahu, royal residence and battle ground, Ewa, 12 
Kukio, fishpond, Koolauloa, 149 
Kukona, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Kukui, Koolaupoko, 250 
Kukuianiani, heiau, Koolaupoko, 188 
Kukui 0 Kane, heiau, Koolaupoko, 207, 223 
Kukuionapeha, heiau, Kana, 279 
Kukuipilau, heiau, Koolaupoko, 240 
Kukuipuka, Kana, 309 
Kukuiula, unu, Waialua, 112 
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Kulepearroa, heiau, Kona, 274 
Kuliouou, ahupua' a, Kona, 271 
Kumai1ia, unu, Waialua, 112 
Kumakalii, heiau, Wahiawa, 134 
Kume1ewai, Ewa, 24 
Kurocm::>ku, Ewa, 44 
Kumuakuopio, heiau, Waianae, 83 
Kumukunu, spring, Koo1aupoko, 207 
Kurnulae, spring, Kona, 281 
Kunawai, pool, Kona, 296, 309 
Kunana, fishpond, Ewa,lO, 47 
Kunia, Ewa, 37 
Kuo1oke1e, stone, Ewa, 26 
Kupanihi, Kona, 293, 294 
Kupapa, fishpond, Kona, 273 
Kupehau, Kona, 323 
Kupopo1u, heiau, Waialua, 123, 124 

L 
Laie, ahupua'a, Koo1auloa, 155 
La1ohana, land, Koo1aupoko, 227 
Lanaki1a, Kona, 318 
Land Division, explanation, xi, xii 
Lanihuli, peak, Kona, 315 
Lanikai, Koo1aupoko, 239 
Lani1oa, point, Koo1au1oa, 158; Koo1aupoko, 192 
Lauhu1u, Waialua, 121 
Laukiaha, spring, Waialua, 112 
Laukinui, heiau, Waianae, 79 
Laulaunui, fishpond-island, Ewa, 48 
Laulinui, island, Waianae, 77 
Legends and Traditions (Only those which are found in two 

or rrore places, or are used in cross reference 
are indexed.) 
Aikanaka, cannibal chief, Waialua, 107, 108, 109, 

110, 111 
Haumea, Koo1aupoko, 183, 195, 200, 201, 230, 231, 

235; Kona, 288, 295, 320, 322, 324, 325, 327 
Hiiaka, E~, 36, 45; waialua, 90, 94, 96, 98, 100, 

121, 129, 131, 132; Wahiawa, 138; Koo1auloa, 
144, 152, 159, 170, 173; Koo1aupoko, 179, 
182, 187, 191, 192, 198, 211, 231, 241, 242, 
245, 247, 248, 251; Kona, 257, 258, 260, 268, 
273, 276, 277, 281, 331 

Hina, Waianae, 62, 64, 65; Koo1aupoko, 198, 204; 
Kona, 269 

Kaahupahau, Ewa, 10, 16, 17, 25, 28, 29, 54, 55, 
56 

Kaha1aopuna, Ewa, 36; Kona, 289, 292 
Karnapuaa, Ewa, 10, 26, 34, 44; Waianae, 60, 71, 

72; Koo1auloa, 161, 162, 172; Koo1aupoko, 
182, 183, 218; Kona, 267, 276, 277, 282, 290, 
312 

Karnehaikana, see: Haumea 
Kana, Koo1auloa, 170, 171, 172; Koo1aupoko, 195, 

219, 220, 239 
Kanaloa, Ewa, 1, 5, 29, 32, 42; Koo1auloa, 147, 

151, 160, 161, 168, 171, 172; Koo1aupoko, 
201, 203, 216; Kona, 268, 283, 288, 295, 325 

Kane, Ewa, 1, 5, 29, 32, 42; Koo1auloa, 147, 148, 
151, 160, 161, 168, 172; Koo1aupoko, 178, 
187, 201, 203, 206, 207, 216, 218; Kona, 268, 
283, 288, 295, 325 

Kaopulupu1u, Ewa, 6, 45; waianae, 70, 71; Waialua, 
91, 122, 124, 125; Koo1auloa, 143; Koo1aupoko, 
177, 178, 186; Kona, 298 

Ki1ohana, Kona, 325 
Laieikawai, Waianae, 73; Koo1auloa" 155 
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M3ikoha, Ewa, 53 
Makalei, Koo1aupoko, 230, 231, 237, 241 
Maui, Ewa, 38; Waianae, 64, 65; Waialua, 92, 

93; Kona, 277 
Mullet Story, Ewa, 4, 34, 52; Koo1au1oa, 154 , 

159, Kona, 269 
Namakaokapaoo, Ewa, 19, 36 
oahunui, Waialua, 111 
Papa, see: Haumea 
Pe1e, Waialua, 93, 96, 98, 105; Koo1auloa, 

145; Koo1aupoko, 182, 183, 214, 244; 
Kona, 260, 290, 331 

Tapa anvil or beater, Ewa, 25, 27; Koo1au1oa, 
149 

Leilono, entrance to "eternal night", Ewa, 9; Waialua; 92 
Leina-ka-uhane, soul's leaping place, Waialua, 92, 94, 95 
Le1eahina, heiau, Koo1aupoko, 199 
Le1eiwe, Ewa, 44 
Le1epaua, fishpond, Kona, 330 
Lepau, royal residences, Ewa, 20 
Lepo ai ia, mud, Koo1aupoko, 231, 232 
Lihue, Wahiawa, 135, 136 
Ioko-a-Mano, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Luaalii, heiau, Koo1auloa, 162 

48 
132 

63 

Luakaha, Kona, 307, 318 
Luakahao1e i fishpond, Ewa, 
Luakini, fishpond, Waialua, 
Lualualei, ahupua' a, Waianae, 
LUarroo, land, Koo1aupoko, 198 
Lu 0 wai 0 Kanaloa, well, Koo1aupoko, 204 

M 
Maelieli, hill, Koo1aupoko, 198 
Mahinui, fishpond, Koo1aupoko, 210 
Maika, garre of, Ewa, 18, 19 
Maika field, Ewa, 15, 18, 19; Koo1aupoko, 214 
Maili, plain, Waianae, 67 
Maipuhi, Ewa, 16 
Maka, heiau, Koo1auloa, 165 
Makaha, ahupua'a, Ewa, 76 
Makalapa, fishpond-crater, Ewa, 47 
Makanio1u, shelter, Kona, 271 
Makao, ahupua' a, Koo1auloa, 161 
Makapuu, point, Kona, 257 
Makiki, ahupua'a, Kona, 290 
Makini, heiau, Koo1aupoko, 228 
Makua, ahupua' a, Waianae, 83 
Makuku, heiau, Kona, 309 
Malaekahana, ahupua' a, Koo1auloa, 154 
Ma1aihakoa, heiau, Waianae, 72 
Malei, stone, Kona, 258, 259 
Malo1okai, (robber site), Waianae, 79, 80 
Mana, heiau, Kona, 317 
Manana, ahupua'a, Ewa, 16 
Manana, island, Koo1aupoko, 255 
Manoa, ahupau' a, Kona, 281 
Mapunapuna, fishpond, Kona, 330 
Maui, stone, Waianae, 64 
Maumae, heiau, Kona, 276 
Maunahuia, heiau, Koo1aupoko, 223 
Mauna Lahi1ahi, hill, Waianae, 72, 77 
Maunalua, ahupua' a, Kona, 257 
Maunalua, fishpond, Koo1aupoko, 244 
Maunauna, Ewa, 37 
Maunawi1a, heiau, Koo1auloa, 161 
Maunawili, land, Koo1aupoko, 236 
Mauoki, heiau, Kona, 279 
Mauumae, Kona, 276, 278 
Mikio1a, fishpond, Koo1aupoko, 210 
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l'-banalua, ahupua I a, Kona, 328 
!'-baula, heiau, Ewa, 20 
M::Jiliili, see: K.amoiliili 
M::Jkaena, heiau, Waialua, 97, 98 
M::Jkapu, peninsula, Koolaupoko, 198, 202, 203, 204, 212, 

213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218 
M::Jkolii, island, Kbolaupoko, 181, 182, 190 
M::Jkoula, heiau, Ewa, 25 ----
M::Jkuhope, island, Koolaupoko, 255 
M::Jkuleia, ahupua I a, Waialua, 100 
M::Jkulua, islands, Koolaupoko, 206, 240 
M::Jkumanu, island, Koolaupoko, 218 
M::Jku 0 roe, island, Koolaupoko, 192, 206 
M::Jkuurreume, island, Ewa, 57, 58 
M::Jlii, pond, Koolaupoko, 181, 184, 185 
M::Jlolani, hill, Koolaupoko, 215 
!'-bo, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
!'-bo, stones, Waialua, 115 
!'-bohekili, heiau, Koolauloa, 158 
!'-bokini, heiau, Koolaupoko, 228 
!'-bokuaokaneapua, hill, Kona, 268, 269 
M:mron Terrple, Koolauloa, 157 
M.la, heiau, Kona, 317 
Muliwai, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Muliwaiolena, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 214 
Muliwaiolena, stream, Koolaupoko, 248 

N 
Namakalele, land, Kona, 332 
Na maka 0 Kana, Koolaupoko, 219, 220 
Namakaokapoo, potato patches, Ewa, 36 
NanahJa, stone, Koolaupoko, 185 
Nana-ka-mano, pool, Koolauloa, 153 
Nanakuli, ahupua'a, Waianae, 61 
Naonealaa, heiau, Koolaupoko, 210, 223 
Naonealaa, sands, Koolaupoko, 209, 210 
Napeha, pool, Ewa, 10 
Na-pohaku-luahine, stones, Ewa, 6 
Naulu-a-M3.ihea, heiau, Ewa, 14 
Nawaaliilii kiolea, stones, Kbolaupoko, 191 
Nawaiu-o-lBwa, Kbolauloa, 151 
Nenelea, cliffs, Waialua, 96 
Nioi, heiau, Koolauloa, 158 
Nioiula, heiau, Waianae, 66, 67 
Nio1opa, Kona, 300 
Niu, ahupua I a, Kona, 273 
Niuhe1ewai, Kona, 320 
Niuo1aa, heiau, Koo1aupoko, 181 
Nuuanu, ahupua I a, Kona, 293 
Nuuanu Pali, Koo1aupoko, 223, 224, 225, 226; Kona, 

298, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 
319 

Nuupia, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 206, 212, 213, 214 

o 

295, 
318, 

oahunui, stone, Ewa, 6; Waialua, 89, 111; Wahiawa, 137, 
138 

ohiki1010, ahupua'a, Waianae, 81 
Okiokilepe, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Old Sugar Mill, Koo1aupoko, 179 
01ohana, heiau, Koo1aupoko, 256 
01orrana, peak, Koo1aupoko, 234, 235 
Oneawa, Koo1aupoko, 229 
Onehana, heiau, Waialua, 104 
0.:Jhope, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 201 

0.:Jrraunahele, heiau, Kona, 321 
0.:Jpuhalakoa, stone, Kbolauloa, 145 
Opana, ahupua I a, Koo1auloa, 147 
Opu, fishpond, Ewa, 48 

p 
Paaiau, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Paakea, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Paalaa, ahupua'a, Waialua, 107 
Paauau, fishpond, Ewa, 48 
Pacific Heights, see: Kupanihi 
Paeo, fishpond, Koolauloa, 156; Kbo1aupoko, 230 
Paepaenuileliroku, heiau, Kona, 321 
Pahipahialua, ahupua I a, Koolauloa, 147 
Pahipahialua, ko'a, Koolauloa, 148 
Pahoa, Kona, 277, 278, 279 
pahonu, pond, Koolaupoko, 249 
Pahouiki, fishpond, Kona, 322 
Pahounui, fishpond, Kona, 322 
Pahua, heiau, Kona, 264 
Pahukaina, see: Pohukaina 
Pahukikala, Kona, 326; Koolaupoko, 184 
Pahukini, heiau, Koolaupoko, 228 
Pakaa, stone, Koolauloa, 145 
Pakui, peak, Koolaupoko, 234, 235 
Palani, ko'a, Koolauloa, 170 
Palawai, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 206 
Palialaea, ko'a, Kona, 269 
Paliku, Kona, 327 
Paliku, rrountain, Koolaupoko, 183 
Pali Luahine, Kona, 283, 290 
Paliuli, heiau, Kona, 336-
Palol0, ahupua'a, Kona, 276 
Parroa, house, Koolaupoko, 229 
Papaa, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 212 
Papaamui, stones, Kbolaul03., 147 
Papapuhi, Ewa, 34, 35 
Papakolea, see: Kapapakolea 
·Papanuialiroku, stone, Kona, 323 
Papiolua, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Papuaa a Kane, Koolaupoko, 206 
Patnllalu, ahupua'a, Koolauloa., 145 
Pauoa, ahupua'a, Kona, 291 
Pearl City Stone, Ewa, 17 
Pearl Harbor, Ewa, 42, 44, 46 
Pearls, Ewa, 49 
Peekaua, stone, Ewa, 45 
Petrogl yphs at 

Anahulu River, Waialua, 120 
Halerranu, Waialua, 107 
Kahapaakai, Nuuanu, Kona, 306 
Kawailoa, Waialua, 125 
Keaau, Waianae, 81 
Keana, Koolauloa, 154 
Koko Head, Kona, 265 
Lualualei, Waianae, 67 
l'banalua, Kona, 337 
M::Jiliili, Kona, 279 
Patnllalu, Koolauloa, 147 
Nuuanu, Kona, 299 
Waikele, Ewa, 25 

Piliaarra, pili, Koolauloa, 144 
Piliaarra, stone, Koolauloa, 144 
pilirroo, pool, Ewa, 16 
Pili 0 Kabe, Ewa, 1 
Poha, cave, Waianae, 86 
Pohaha, Kona, 327, 335 
Pohakea, pass, Ewa, 2, 36; Waianae, 61, 65 
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Pohakea, stone, Koolaupoko, 183 
Pohaku, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Pohaku Anae, stone, ElVa, 53 
Pohaku Aumeume, stone (Mmoa), Kona, 281 

(Nuuanu), Kona, 302, 303 
Pohaku hanau a Kuau, stone, Koolaupoko, 204 

i Pohaku Hiiaka, stone, Koolaupoko, 241 
Pohaku Hoohanau, birthstone, Waialua, 122, 123 
Pohakuhunapalaoa, stone, Ewa, 21 
Pohaku Kaluahine, stone, Kona, 337 
Pohaku Kiaif. stone, Kona, 315 
Pohaku Kikeke, stone, Kona, 277, 278 
Pohaku Lanai, stone, Waialua, 89, 113 
Pohakuloa, stone, Koolaupoko, 251; Kona, 283 
Pohakumanarrana, stone, Kona, 309 
Pohaku Oahu, stone, Waialua, 94 
Pohaku 0 Kauai, rock, Waialua, 92, 93, 94 
Pohaku 0 Kawai, stone, ElVa, 41 
Pohaku-o-Papakolea, stone, Kona, 290 
Pohakupaakiki, stone, Koolaupoko, 252 
Pohaku-pili, stone, ElVa, 26, 29 
Pohaku Puoo, stone, Koolaupoko, 237 
Pohokaina, see: Pohukaina 
Pohukaina, cave, ElVa, 26; Waianae, 86; Koolauloa, 

175, 176 
Poka-i, Waianae, 70 
Pokole, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 94 

! Poloa, grove, Waialua, 105 
Polou, pool, Koolauloa, 149, 152, 154, 175 

l ' Popoia, island, Koolaupoko, 238 
Popoulu, Kona, 324 
Pouhala, fishpond, ElVa, 29, 48 
Puaakanoahoa, ko'a, Waianae, 86 
Puaena, point, Waialua, 117 
Puahuula, Kona, 288 
Puakea, heiau, Koolaupoko, 185, 186 
Puea, heiau, Kona, 321 
Puehu, fishpond, Waianae, 70 
Puehuehu, Kona, 295, 326 
Pueo, heiau, Koolaupoko, 256 

f i Pueohulunui, rnaika field, ElVa, 18, 23 

l 
I Puha, stream, Koolaupoko, 245 
t Puhikani, Ewa, 16 
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Puhi-laka, point, ElVa, 28, 29 
Puiwa, Kona, 302, 317, 318 
Pukahea, stone~aianae, 79 
Pukakukaewai 0 Kalihi, Kona, 324 
Pukaomaomao, Kona; 287, 288 
Pukaua, plain, Ewa, 39 
Pule, heiau, Koolaupoko, 223 
PLmlaialau, house site, Wahiawa, 137 
Punahawele, plain, ElVa, 21, 22 
Punahoolapa, pool, Koolauloa,--149 , 151, 152, 153 
Punahoulapa, pool, Waialua, 116 
Punaluu, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 165 
Punaluu, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 208 
Punamano, pool, Koolauloa, 150, 151 
Punaulua, fishpond, Koolauloa, 147 

. Punanaula, heiau, Waianae, 74 
Punanue, point, Waialua, 121 
Punchbowl, hill, Kona, 291, 292 
Puoiki, heiau, ElVa, 16-
Puowaina, hill, Kona, 291, 292 
Pupuka, heiau, Koolauloa,- 165 
Pupukea, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 142 
nuuakeau, heiau, Koolauloa, 165 
6uala, heiau, Koolauloa, 149 

f
llUhonua, heiau, Kona, 285 
uhonua at 

Kailua, Koolaupoko, 227 
Kualoa, Koolaupoko, 177, 178 

152, 

Laie, Koolauloa, 156 
Waianae, Waianae, 75, 76 
Waimanalo, Koolaupoko, 245 

Puukahea, hill, Waianae, 71, 79 
Puu Kahea, hill, Koolaupoko, 191, 192 
Puu Kapolei, heiau, Ewa, 33 

hill in vicinity, ElVa, 33, 34 
Puukapu, heiau, Kona, 327, 329 
Puukapu, hill, Kona, 32'7; 329, 334 
Puu Kuina, heiau, ElVa, 32 
Puu Kuua, heiau, Ewa, 32 
Puu Kuua, home of poor class of chiefs, Ewa, 32, 33 
Puuloa, ahupua' a, Ewa, 41 
Puuloa, see: Pearl Harbor 
Puu Makane, heiau, Koolauloa, 170 
Puumakani, heiau, Koolaupoko, 221 
Puunui, Kona, 300 
Puu 0 Hekili, "ahua", Waialua, 99 
Puu 0 Hulu, hill, Waianae,67 
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Puu-o-Mahuka, heiau, Waialua, 130; Koolauloa, 142, 143, 
144 

Puu Omao, Kona, 335, 336 
Puuopae, Ewa, 5 
Puupaheehee, heiau, Waianae, 68 
Puupahu, heiau, Koolaupoko, 208 
Puupea, heiau, Waialua, 121 
Puupilo, heiau, Waialua, 114 
Puu Pueo, hill, Kona, 285 
Puuwaniania, heiau, Koolaupoko, 222 

Q 
Queen Errrra's heme at Nuuanu, Kona, 300, 301, 302 

Waiau-Waimalu, Ewa, 15 

R 
Robbers at 

Kahaukcm:J, Kona, 309, 310 
Malolokai, Waianae, 79, 80 
Pohaha, Kona, 335 
Palolo, Kona, 280 

Round Top, see: Ualakaa 

s 
Sacred Falls, see: Kaliuwaa 
Salt pans at 

Kaena, Waialua, 96 
Kahuku, Koolauloa, 150 
Kalihi, Kona, 327 
Keaau, Waianae, 80 
fuanalua, Kona, 330 

Soul's leaping place, see: Leina-ka-uhane 
Stone, curative, Waialua, 118 

fish attracting, waianae, 62; Waialua, 118 

T 
Tapa, Ewa, 24, 29; Koolaupoko, 177; Kona, 302 
Taro of Ewa, ElVa, 7 

Waiahole, Koolaupoko, 189 
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Taro terraces at 

Trails 

Kahana, Koolauloa, 171 
Kawela, Koolauloa, 147 
Laie, Koolauloa, 158, 159 
M:ikaha, Waianae, 77, 78 
waimea, Waialua, 131 '. 
(For other taro terraceS see: "CUltivation" in 

each ahupua' a. ) 

Ewa, Kona, 332 
Ewa and Waianae, Ewa, 2 
Kalihi, Kona, 322 
Kealia, Waialua, 98 
Kiolea, Koolaupoko, 241 
KUIl'aipo, Waianae, 77 
M:ikaha beach, Waianae, 77 
Makua, Waianae, 84 
Maunalua, Kona, 260 
Niu, Kona, 274 
Nuuanu, Kona, 294 
Nuuanu Pali, Koolaupoko, 224, 225 
Paliokau, Koolaupoko, 249 
Wahiawa, Wahiawa, 134 
Waialua, Waialua, 89 

Traps, walled fish, Ewa, 42, 47, 49 

u 
Ualakaa, hill, Kona, 284 
Ukanipo, heiau, Waianae, 85 
Ukoa, fishpond, Waialua, 89, 91, 111, 118, 119, 120 
Ulehulu, heiau, Waialua, 97 
Uluhairnalama, garden, Kona, 292 
Ulupo, heiau, Koolaupoko, 232, 233, 234 
Umi, heiau, Ewa, 20 
Umiroua, heiau, Kona, 330 
Unu of Kawauoha, Kona, 275 
Upo, heiau, see: Ulupo 
Upside down falls, see: Waipuhia 

w 
Wahiawa, ahupua'a, Wahiawa, 138 
Wahiawa, meaning, Wahiawa, 138 
Waru.a.wa healing stone, Wahiawa, 141 
Wahiawa trail, Wahiawa, 134 
Waiaho, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Waiahole, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 188 
Waiakeakua, pool, Kona, 288 

Waialae, ahupua'a, Kona, 275 
. Waialee, ahupua'a, Koolauloa, 147 

Wa:i,alua seminary, Waialua, 117 
Waialua trail, Waialua,' 89 
Waianae, ahupua' a, Waianae, 67 
Waianae trail, Ewa, 2 . 
waianae, village, Waianae, 69, 70 
Waianae-uka, ahupua' a, Wahiawa, 134 
waiapuka, pool, Koolauloa, 155 
Waiapuka, stream, Kona, 333-;-334 
Waiau, ahupua' a, Ewa, 15 
Waiauia, Koolaupoko, 230 
Waiawa, ahupua'a, Ewa, 17 
Waihee, ahupua'a, Ewa, 17 
Waihee, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 192 
Waihuna, spring, Ewa, 35 
Waikahalulu, falls, Kona, 295 
waikahi, heiau, Ewa, 10 
Waikakalaua, gulch, Ewa, 31, 126 
waikalai, pool, Koolauloa, 149 
Waikalua, fishpond, Koolaupoko, 210 
Waikane, ahupua' a, Koolaupoko, 187 
Waikane, stone, Koolauloa, 148 
waikele, ahupua' a, Ewa, 24 
Waikuukuu, pool, Koolaul6a, 156 
Wailea, point, Koolaupoko, 239 
Wailolokai, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
wailolowai, fishpond, Ewa, 47 
Wailupe, ahupua'a, Kona, 274 
Wailupe, fishpond, Kona, 274 
Wairralu, ahupua' a, Ewa, 14 
wairranalo, Ewa, 41 
Wairranalo, ahupua'a, Koolaupoko, 243i Kona, 257 
Wctirrano', , ahupua , a, Ewa, 16 
wairnea, . ahupua' a, Waialua, 125 
wai 0 Kakela, Ewa, 35 
Waiola, pool, Kona, 337 
Waipahu, Ewa, 25 
waipao, spring, Waialua, 114 
Waipao, heiau, Ewa, 10 
Waipio, ahupua' a, Ewa, 19 
Waipiokirropo, Ewa, 24 
waipuhia, falls, Kona, 310, 311 
Wakaina, heiau, Kona, 329 
walikanahele, pool, Waialua, 116 
Waolani, Kona, 304, 305 
"Washington Stone", Koolauloa, 146 
Wawamalu, Kona, 263 
Weli, fishpond, Kona, 327 
Weloko, fishpond, Ewa, 48, 49 
Wilson, lake, Wahiawa, 138 
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